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reface

This is a book about learning from experimentaldata and about transferrin
knowledge into analytical models.~ e r f o ~ i such
n g tasks
Neural networks (NNs) and support vector machines (S
s t ~ c t u r e s(models) that stand behindtheidea of lear
re aimed at embedding structured human knowledge into workable algowever, there isno clear boundary between these two modeling approaches.
The notions, basic ideas, fundamental approaches, and concepts common to these
two fields, as well as the di~erencesbetween them, are discussed in some detail. The
sources of this book are course material presented by the author in under
and graduate lectures and seminars, and the research of the author and his
students. The text is thereforeboth class- and practice-tested.
The primary idea of the book is that not only is it useful to treat support vector
machines, neural networks, and fuzzy logic systems
as parts of a c o ~ e c t e whole
d
but
a systematic and unified presentation is given of these
it is in fact necessary. hus,
seemingly different fie1 -learning
from experimental data and transferring human
knowledge into mathematical models.
Each chapter is arranged so that the basic theory and algorithms are illustrated by
practical examplesand followed by a set of problems and simulation e x ~ e ~ m e n tIn
s.
the author's experience, thisapproach is the most accessible, pleasant,
and useful way
to master this material, which contains many
new (and potentially d i ~ c u l tconcepts.
)
To some extent, the problemsare intended to help the reader acquire techni~ue,but
most of them serve to illustrate and develop further the basic subject matter of the
chapter. The author feels that this structure is suitableboth for a textbook used in a
formal course and for self-study,
w should one read this book? A kind of newspaper reading, starting with the
pages, is potentially viablebut not a good idea. However, thereare useful sections at the back. There is
an armory of mathematical weapon
a lot of useful and necessary concepts, equations,and method
trips to the back pages (chapters 8 and 9) are probably unav
way of books, one should most likely begin with this preface
and continue readingto
the end of chapter 1. This first chapter provides a pathway to the learning and soft
computing field,and after that, readers may continue with any chapters they feel will
be useful. Note, however, that chapters 3 and 4 are connected and should be read in
that order. (See the figure, which represents the connections between the chapters.)
In senior undergraduate classes, the order followed was chapters 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6,
and chapters 8 and 9 when needed. For graduate classes, chapter 2 on support vector
machines is not omitted, and the order is regular, working directlythrough chapters
1-6.
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Rationale, motivations, needs, basics,

Case studiesNN-based control,
financial time series,

There is some redundancy in this book for several reasons. The whole subject of
this book isa blend of diKerent areas. The various fields bound together here used
to
be separate, and today they are amalgamated in the broad area of learning and soft
computing. Therefore, in order to present each particular segment of the learning
and soft computing field, one must follow the approaches, tools,
and teminology in
each specificarea. Each area was developed separately by researchers, scientists, and
enthusiasts with different backgrounds, so many things were repeated. Thus, in this
presentation there are some echoes but, the
author believ
with the old Latin saying, Repetio est at er studioru~
learning. This provides the second explanation
of 66redundancy”in this volume.
This book is dividedinto nine chapters. Chapter 1 gives examples of applications,
presents the basic toolsof soft computing(neural networks, support vector machines,
and fuzzy logic models), reviews the classical problems of approximation of multivariate functions, and introduces the standard statistical approaches to regression
and classification that are based on the knowledge of probability-density functions.
Chapter 2 presentsthebasics
of statisticallearningtheory
when thereis no
infomation about the probability distribution but only experimental data. The VC
dimension and structural risk minimization are introduced. A description is given of
the
‘ng
algorithm
based
quadratic p r o g r a ~ i n gthat leads to parsi, that is, NNs or SV having a smallnumber of hiddenlayerneumo
rons. This parsimony results from sophisticated learning
that matches model capacity
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to datacomplexity. In this way, good generalization, meaning the performance of the
on previously unseendata, is assured.
and thelinear
Chapter 3 dealswithtwoearlylearningunits-theperceptron
neuron (adaline)-as well as with single-layer networks. Five different learning algorithms for the linear activation function are presented. Despite thethat
factthe linear
neuron appears to beverysimple, it is the constitutive part of almost all models
treated here and therefore is a very important processing unit. The linear neuroncan
be looked upon as a graphical (network) representationof classical linear regression
and linear classification (discriminant analysis) schemes.
A genuine neural network (a multilayer perceptron)-one that comprises at least
one hidden layer having neurons with nonlinear activation functions-is introduced
in chapter 4.. The error-correction type of learning, introduced for single-layer networks in chapter 3, is generalized, and the gradient-based learning method knownas
error backpropagation is discussed in detail here.Also shown are some of the generally accepted heuristics while training multilayer perceptrons.
with regularization networks, which are better known as
) networks. The notion of ill-posed problems is discussed
nleads to networkswhoseactivationfunctionsare
are provided on how to find a parsimonious radial basis
hogonal least squares approach.Also explored is a linear
ubset (basis function or support vector) selection
that,
rithm for SVMs training, leads to parsimonious NNs
gic modeling is the subject of chapter 6. asic notions of fuzzy modeling
are introduced-fuzzy sets, relations, compositions of fuzzy relations, fuzzy inference, and defuzzification. The union, intersection, and Cartesian product of a family
of sets are described, and various properties are established. The similarity between,
and sometimes even the equivalence of,RBF networks and fuzzy models is noted in
detail. Finally, fuzzy additive models (FAMs) are presented as a simple yet powerful fwzy model in^ technique. FA S are the most popular type of fuzzy models in
applications today.
Chapter 7 presents three case studies that show the beauty and strength of these
modeling tools. Neural networks-based control systems, financial time series prediction, and computer graphics by applying neural networks or fuzzy models are discussed at length.
Chapter 8 focuses on the most popular classical approaches
to nonlinear optimization, which is the crucial part of learning from data. It also describes the novel
massive search algorithms knownas genetic algorithms or evolutionary computing.
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Chapter 9 contains specific mathematical topics and tools that might be helpful
for understanding the theoretical aspectsof soft models, although these concepts and
tools are not covered in great detail. It is supposed that the reader has some knowledge of probability theory, linear algebra,and vector
only for easy referenceof properties and notation.
A few words about the accompanying software a
. All programs run in versions 5
complete aproxim directory, the entire
on, the multilayer perceptron routine th
gation learning, all first versions
of core program
inputs, and some of the core fuzzy logic models.
1992, so they may be not very elegant. owever, all are effective and perfom their
allotted tasks aswell as needed.
The author’s students took an important part in creating user-friendly programs
with attractive pop-up menus and boxes. At the same time, those students were from
d, and the
software
w
ed
in
differentcountriestates, ~ e ~ a n and
y ,
ost of
software
the
aland,
xplain
aThese
facts
why readers
may find program notes and comments in E
ever, all the basic comments are written in E
in various languages as nice traces of the small modern
these multilingual, ingenious, diligent studentsand colleagues,
would be less user-friendly and, consequently, less adequate for learning purposes.
As mentioned earlier, most of the core programs were developed by the author.
Around them, many pieces of user-friendly software were
develo~edas follows.
ral versions of a program based on n-dimen
boljub JovanoviC and Lothar Niemetz took
novski wrote the first appealing linesof the
networks. This program was further deve
hner for dynamicone
static pro~lemsand by Jo
of his
pop-up
menus
on
~ c h a ~ e n b a and
c~s
are not supplied at present.
lo Jorge Furtado Correia developed t
networksin C , butthesehad to be omitted from the
rote parts of modular networks.
book, so a few software pieces
el modified and created original programsfor neural
ote software for recursive least squares for on-line
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learning of the output layer weights. Many results in section
7.1 are obtained by
applying his programs. Dieter Reusing developed few
a user-friendly routines forthe
application of five methods on’the linear neuron in section 3.2.2. ChangBing Wakg
was took a crucialpart in developing routinesfor computer graphics. The graphsand
animationsinsection7.3
are results ofhis curiosity.FaimeenShahdeveloped
appealing pieces of software for financial time series analysis. He based parts of his
program on routines from Lochner but made large steps in designing user-friendly
software aimed specificallyat financial time series analysis. All graphs in section7 2
are obtained by using his routines. David Simunicand Geoffrey Taylor developed a
user-friendly fuzzy logic environmentas a part of their final-year project. The reader
will enjoy taking the first steps in fuzzy modeling
king this software with goodlooking framesand windows. Theauthor took part in mathematical solutions during
thedesignof relational matrices. Routines fot fuzzy logic control of mobile robots
were developed by Wei Ming Chen and Gary Chua. Zoran VojinoviC is devkloping
applications of neural networks in company resources management, and Jonathan
Robinson is using SVM for image compression. Finally, Tim Wu and Ivana HadiiC
just became members of the learning and soft modeling group in the Department of
Mechanical Engineering, University of Auckland. Wu’s part is on chunking algorithmsin SVM learning, and HadiiCisinvestigating
the linear p r o g r a ~ i n g
approach in designing sparseNNs or SVMs. All the softwarethat corresponds to this
book is for fair use only and free for all educational purposes.It is not for use in any
kind of commercial activity.
The ~ o Z ~ t ~i oa ~~ ~~ which
a Z , contains the solutions to theproblemsinthis
book, has been prepared for instructors who wish to refer to the author’s methods
of solution. It is available from the publisher (The MIT Press, Computer Science,
5 CarribridgeCenter,Cambridge, MA 02142-1493, U.S.A.).The MAT LA^ programs needed for the simulation experiments.can be retrieved at ftp://mitpress*mit.
m.
edu/kecman/software. This files can also be retrieved from the book’s site,
support-vector.ws. The password islearnscvk.
The author isvery grateful to hisstudents,colleagues, and friends for their
unceasing enthusiasm and support in the pursuit of knowledge in this tough and
challenging field of learning and soft computing. A preliminary draft of this book
wasusedin
the author’ssenior undergraduate and graduate courses at various
universities in Germany and New Zealand. The valuable feedback from the curious
students who took these courses made many parts of this book easier to read. He
thanks them for that. The author also warmly acknowledges the suggestions
of all six
unknown reviewers. He hopesthat some parts of the book are more comprehensible
because of their contributions.
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The author thanks the University of Auckland’s Research ~ommitteefor its support. As is always the case, he could have used much more money
than was allotted
to him, but he warmly acknowledges the tender support. The friendly atmosphereat
the Department of Mechanical Engineering made the writing
of this book easier
than istypicallythecasewithsuch
an endeavor. he credit for the author’s sentences being more understandable to English-speaki readers belongs partly to Emil
Mel~chenko,and the author thanks him. The author also thanks Douglas Sery and
Deborah Cantor-Adams of The MIT Press for making the whole publishing process
as smooth as possible. Their support and care in developing the manuscript, and in
reviewing and editing it, are highly appreciated.
In oneway or another, many people have been supportive during the author’s
work in the fascinating and challenging field of learning and soft computing. It is
impossible to acknowledge by name all these friends, and hegivessincere thanks
e is, however, particularly indebted
KokotoviC, Zoran GajiC,Rolf Isemann, Peter
Stanoje Bingulac, and Dobrivoje PopoviC.
And, Ana was alwaysaround.

In this book no suppositions are made about preexisting analytical models. There
are, however, no limits to human cu~osityand the need for mathematical models.
Thus, when devising algebraic, differential, discrete, or any other models from first
p~nciplesis not feasible,oneseeks
other avenues to obtain analyticalmodels.
uch models are devisedbysolvintwo
cardinal problems in modern science and
engineering:
0

Learningfromexperimental
data (examples,samples,measurements,records,
, or obse~ations)by neural networks (N S) and support vector machines

* Embeddingexistingstructuredhumanknowledgrience,expertise,
into workable mathematicsby fuzzy logic models

heu~stics)

These problems seem to be very differe~~t,
and in practice that may well be the case,
modeling from expe~mentaldata is complete, and after
theknowledgetransfer into an
is fini~hed,thesetwomodels are mathematically
very similar or even eq~ivalent.This eq~ivalence?discussed in section 6.2, is a very
attractive property, and it may well be used to the benefit of both fields.
for a book about these topics is clear. ecently, many new ~~intelli~ent”
eoretical approaches, software and ha
are solutions, conce
syste~s,and SO
ebeenlaunchedonthe
market.
eKort hasbeenmade
at
universities and
departments aroundnumerous
thepapers
have
how
written
on
been
related
of
ideas
the
to dapply
learning fromdata and embedding s t ~ c t u r human
e~
knowledge. These two concepts
and associated a l g o ~ t form
~ s the newfieldof soft computing.
ive alternatives to the standard, well-established “hard computitional hard computing methodsare often too cumbersome for
today’s problems. They alw S require a precisely stated analytical model and often
a lot of computation time.oft com~utingtechniques?whichemphasizegainsin
understanding system behavior in exchange
for unnecessary pre
be im~ortantpractical tools for many contemporary proble
universal appro~matorsof any multivariate function,NNs, F
particular interestformodelinghighlnonlinear,unknow
complexsystems,plants, or processes.anypromisingres
The whole field is developing rapidly,and it is still in its initial, exciting phase.
At the very beginning, it should be stated clearly that there are times when there is
no need for these two novel model-building techniques. Whenever there is
an analytical closed-form model, using
a reasonable numberof e~uations,that can solve the
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given problem in a reasonable time, at reasonable cost, and with reasonable accuracy, there is no need to resort to learning from experimental data or fuzzy logic
modeling. Today, however, these two approachesare vital tools when at least one of
those criteria isnot fulfilled. There are many such instances in contemporary science
and engineering.
The titleof the book gives only a partial description of the subject, mainly because
the meaning of Zearning is variable and indeterminate. Similarly, the meaningof soft
c o m ~ ~ tcan
i ~ gchange quicklyand unpredictably. Usually, l e a r ~ i nmeans
~
acquiring
knowledge about a previously unknown or little known system or concept. Adding
that the knowledge will be acquired from expe~imentaldata yields the phrase statistical l e ~ r ~ i n'Very
g . often, the devices and algorithms that can learn from data are
characteri~edas intelligent. The author wants to be cautious by stating that learning
is only apart of intelligence, and no definition of intelligence is given here. This issue
used to be, and still is, addressed by many other disciplines (notably neuroscience,
biology, psychology,and philosophy). However, staying firmly in the engineering
and
science domain, a few comments on the terms intelligent systems or smart machines
are now in order.
Without any doubt the human mental faculties of learning, generalizing, memorizing, and predicting should be the foundation of any intelligent artificial device or
smart system. Many products incorporating NNs, SVMs, and FLMs already exhibit
these properties. Yetwe are still far away from achieving anything similarto human
intelligence. Part of a machine's intelligence in the
future should be an ability to
cope with a large
amount of noisy data coming sim~taneouslyfrom different sensors.
Intelligent devices and systems will also have to be able to plan under large uncertainties, to set the hierarchy of priorities, and to coordinate many different tasks
si~ultaneously.In addition, the duties of smart machines will include the detection
or early diagnosis of faults, in order
to leave enough time for reconfiguration of
strategies, maintenance,or repair. These taskswill be only a small part of the smart
decision-making capabilities of the next generation of intelligent machines. It is certain that the techniques presented here willbe an integral part of these future intelligent systems.

Soft computingis not a closed and clearly defined disciplineat present. It includes an
emerging and more or less established family of problem-stating
and problem-solving
methods that attempt to mimic the intelligence found in nature. Learning from ex-
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perime~taldata (statistic~llearning) and fuzzy logic methods are two of the most
important constituents of soft computing.In addition, there are, for example, genetic
o ~ t ~probabilistic
s ,
reasoning, fractals and chaos th
t this book does not
treat these methods in detail.
S, which inco~oratethe ideas of learning from data, and
r embedding st~cturedhuman nowl ledge into an analytical model.
t soft computing should mimic the intelligence found in
haracter of natural intelligence? Is it precise, ~uantitative,
rigorous, and computational?
king just at humanbeings,themostintelligent
species, the answeris ~egative
are very bad at calculationsor at anykind of
ligible perce~tageof human beings can multiply two three-digit
ads, The basic functionof human intelligence isto ensure survival
in nature, not to perform precise calculations. The human braincan process millions
of visual, acoustic, olfactory, tactile,and motor data, and it shows astonis~ngabilities to learn from experience, generalize from learned rules, recognize patterns, and
t is in eEect a very good enginee~ngtool that perfoms these tasks
as well as it can usingad hoc solutions (heuristics),approximatio~s,low precision, or
less generality, depending on the problemto be solved. We want to transfer some of
these abilities into our models, algorithms, smart machines, and intelli~entartificial
systems in order to enable them to survive in highly technological environment,that
is, to solve given tasks, based on previous experience, with reasonable accuracy at
reasonable cost in a reasonable amount of time. Here is the important notion of
trading off precision for costs.
The world around us is imprecise, uncertain, and randomly changing.
we can cope with such an environment. The desire to mimic such coping leadsto the
basic premises and the guidin~principles of soft computing. According to Zadeh
(1994, the basic remises of soft computingare
he real world is pervasively impreciseand uncertain.
cision and certainty carry a cost.
and the guiding pri~cipleof soft computin~,which follows from these premises, is
xploit tolerance for im~recision, unce~ainty,
and partial truth to achieve
tractability, robustness, and low solution costs.
0th the premises and the guiding principle differ strongly from those in classical
hard computing, which require precision, certainty, and rigor. However, since preci-
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sion and certainty carry a cost, the soft computing approach to computation, reasoning, and decision making should exploit the tolerance for imprecision (inherent in
human reasoning) when necessary. A long-standing tradition in science gives more
respect to theories that are quantitative, formal, and precise than to those that are
qualitative, informal, and approximate. Recently, however, the validity of this tradition has been challenged by the emergence of new desires (problems, needs) and
efficient soft computing techniquesto satisfy them. Many contemporary problemsdo
not lend themselves to precise solutions within the frameworkof classical hard computing, for instance, recognition problems of all sorts (handwriting, speech, objects,
images), computer graphics, mobilerobot ~oordination,forecasting (weather, financial, or any other time series), and data compression, and combinatorial problems
like “traveling salesman.”
This last problem, which is concerned with finding an optimal route for a sales
representative visiting thousandsof cities, clearly showsa trade-off between precision
and Computing costs. For 100,000 cities and an accuracy within 0.?’5%, computing
time amounts to seven months. Reducing the accuracy to within 1.09’0 lowers the
computing timeto just two days. An extreme reduction canbe achieved for 1 million
cities and an accuracy within 3.50/0: the time needed to calculate the optimal routeis
just 3.5 hours (Zadeh 1994, par
asing New York ~ i ~ e s ,
Yet, another novel
proble
1999)
that replaces “the best
for
sure”
with
” belongs
tothefield
of ordinaloptimization.
“goodenoughwithhigh
pro
This “softening of the goal” considerably eases the
computational burden in this
problem; it is much easier to obtain a value within the top 5% than to get the best.
Consider a search space of size I = 1 billion, and take N = 1000 random samples.
What is the probability that at least one sample will be in the top n? The answer is
1 - ( l - n/lwl)”, which for the values chosen is equalto 0.01 for n = 10,000, or the
top 0.001%, but decreases to
for n = 1. Thus, with a success probability of0.01,
approximately 100 trials are required to guarantee success, but an insistence on the
best increases the numberof trials by four orders of magnitude.
To be able to deal with such problenls, there is often
no choice but to accept
solutions that are s ~ b o ~ t i m and
a l inexact. In addition, even when precise solutions
can be obtained, their cost is generally much higher than that of solutions that are
imprecise and yet yield results within the range of acceptability. Soft computing
not is
a mixture of NNs, SVMs, and FLMs but a discipline in which each of these constituentscontributes a distinctmethodology for addressingproblemsinitsown
of
domain, in a complementary rather than a competitive way. The common element
these three models is generalization, through nonlinear approximation and interpolation, in (usually) high”dimensiona1 spaces. All three core soft computing techniques
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derive their power of generalization from approximating or inte~olatingto produce outputs from previously unseen inputs byusing outputs from familiar (previously learned) inputs.This issue is presentedand discussed at length throughout the
book.

,

Attempting to incorporate humanlike abilities into software solutions is notan easy
task. Only recently, afteran attempt to analyze an ocean of data obtained by various
sensors, it became clear how complex are the problems our senses routinely solve,
and how difficult it is to replicate in software even the simplest aspects of human
i n f o ~ a t i o nprocessing, How, for example, can one make mac~ines“see,” where
“see’7 meansto recognize different objectsand classify them into different classes.For
smart machines to recognize or to make decisions, they must betrained first on a set
of training examples. Eachnew smart machine (software) shouldbe able to learn the
problem in itsareas of operations.
The whole learning part of this book (the first five chapters) shows how the two
real-lifeproblems of primaryinterest(classification and regression)can be reduced
to approximation of a multiva~atefunction. However, before consideringthe most
relevant issues in statistical learning from experimental
data, letusanalyzeafew
ways in which human beings learn. (The following example paraphrasesan example
oggio and Girosi 1993.)
ider the case of Jovo (pronounced “Yovo”), who leaves his homeland and
moves to a country where everybody speaks some strange language (say, English).
For the sake of generality, let us call the foreign country Foreignia. The first thing
Jovo realizesis that he has to learn how to pronounce Foreignian words.
problem can be stated as follows: given a Foreignian word, find its pronunciation.
Unlike in English, the problem is
welldefined in the Foreignian language in the
sense that there is a uniquemap f : X ”+ ;Y that maps every Foreignian wordx to its
Foreignian pronunciationy = f ( x ) ,where X is the spaceof Foreignian wordsand ;Y
is the space of Foreignian pronunciation. X and Y are also known, respectively, as
the input and output spaces.
There are five options, or standard learning methods, for Jovo to solve this learning problem (the reader may want to compare her own experience in learning aforeign language):

1. Learn nothing.
2. Learn all the pronunciation rules.
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emorize all the word-pronunciation pairs in the Foreignian language.
k at random or choose the most frequent word-pronunciation pairs
P, and
learn (memorize) them.
ck at random a,set of P word-pronunciation pairs,and develop a theory (a good
theory, a model) of the underlying mapping y = f ( x ) in the Foreignian language.
Neither Jovo nor anyone else wouldbe pleased with the first option. This is a trivial
zero-learning solution, and since this is not a no-learning book, this alternative isof
no further interest.
The second learning method means that Jovo should learn a complete set of pronunciation rules in the Foreignian language. This set of rules is almost completely
described in Foreignian grammar books,and when applied to any wordx it produces
a pronunciation f (x). egrettably, the setof rules is extremely complicatedand parts
of the rules are hard to understand. There are also a number of exceptions, and very
often applying some rule to a word x differs from the correct rule-based mapping
f ( x ) . Learning the known underlying rules, meaning the ones described in grammar
books yi = f ( x i ) , corresponds to first-p~nciplemodel building. (
the author learned foreign languages,)
alternative is to memorize the pronunciation of every single Foreignian
ver, there are two basic problems with such a look-up table approach.
First, there are 800,000 words in the Foreignianlan~uage,and only about 150,000 of
them are commonly used. Second, memory fades, and Jovo in common with everyone else keeps forgetting (unlesshe goes through the learning stage
again) and cannot
recover the forgotten word, not even approximately.
The fourth option is much closer to the standard probleminthisbook.Jovo
builds a training data set 2, = {(xi, y i ) E: X x Y } , i = 1
withtheproperty that
yi = f ( x i ) , and he is about to develop some theory (m0
) of the Foreignian language pronunciation rules. (P stands for the number of the training data pairs, i.e.,
the size of the training data set D.) The simplest learning alternative or theory corresponds to the ~emorizing(the look-up table) of all provided training data pairs. It
is an inte~olativemodel or theory, which, however, does not learn the underlying
y = f ( x ) ,and it fails whenever the new word isnot from the training data
other, this learning method resembles the classical artificial
In thefifthmethod,
as inthe fourth option, Jovo builds a training data set
D = {(xi, y i ) E X x Y } , i = 1, P, that is, he knows how to pronounce a subset of the
but he wants to develop a good theory based upon the training
postulates, for example, that similar words should have similar
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pronunciations. In this way, when a new word appears, he finds pronunciations of
similar words in the trainingdata set and produces a pronunciation for the new word
that issimilar to the training data. Hence,Jovobuilds a new approximate map
(model) f * : X ”+ Y , such that f * ( x ) f ( x ) for x 4 D, and f * ( x )= f i x ) for x E D.
Thelastlearningalternative(combinedwithsomememorizing)istheone
Jovo
should apply to learn fluent Foreignian.
Note that each of the learning options wouWhave a different implementation in
software.Thesecondone,wherethereisnotraining
data set,wouldprobably
be a long list of IF-THEN rules. The third method is simple and not aesthetically
appealing, and it does not allow for any noise in data. It requires a huge noiseless
data set as well as an efficient structure for data retrieval. Currently, however, with
compact and faststoragedevices
ofhigh capacity, it doesrepresent a feasible
modeling process in this problem. Nevertheless, no human being is known to learn
languages in this way.
The last learning option is close to the kind of learning from examples problem
discussed in this book. Recall, however, that the important constituents required for
this model to be a good one are as follows:
l. The size P of training data set D has to be sufliciently large. Having only a few
hundred word-pronunciation pairs would be not enough. It is clear that the more
training data pairs, the fewer will be the pronunciation mistakes.In other words, the
number of errors is inversely proportional to the size of D.
2. The assumption that similar words have similar pronunciations must hold. Stated
differently, the mappingf ( x ) and the model f * ( x ) are both assumed to be smooth.
3. The setof functions that models assumptions (l) and (2) has to besufficiently
powerful, that is, it should have enough modeling capacity to realistically represent
the unknown mappingf ( x ) .

Learning from examples,
as presented in this book, is similar
to Jovo’s problem in the
fifth learning alternative,
In introducing the basic ideasof learning from experimentaldata, the author follows a theoretically sound approach as developed by Vapnik and ~hervonenkisin
their statistical learning theory
and implemented by SVMs. NNs had a more heuristic
origin. Paradigmsof NN learning are discussed in detailin chapters 3,4, and 5. This
does not mean that NNs are oflesservalue for not being developed from clear
theoretical considerations. It just happens that their progress followed an experimental path, with a theory being evolved in the courseof time. SVMs had a reverse
development:fromtheory
to implementation and experiments. It isinteresting
to note that the very strong theoretical unde~inningsof SVMs did not make them
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widely appreciated at first. he publication of the first paper o
and co-workers went largely unnoticed in 1992be~auseof a wi
statistical or machine learning comm
S were irrelevant for practical a
when very good results
on practical
recognition, computer vision, and text catego
nd SVMs) show comparable re
wever, it happened that the the
attractive and promirea
of research. In itsmostreduced variant, thelea
algorit~
usedin an
an be thought of as a new learning procedure for an
logic
model.
S have
many
other
highly
neural
network
or a fuzzy
esteemed properties, someof which are discussed in this book,
Thus, the learning problem setting is as follows: there is some unknown nonlinear dependency (mapping, function) y =
vector x and scalar y or vector output y.
re is no informati
ing joint pro~abilityfunctions. Thus, o
The only i n f o ~ a t i o navailable is a tr
1,P, where P stands for the n ~ b e of
r the training data pairs and is therefore
equal to the size of the train in^ data set D.
This problem is similar to classical statistical inference. owever, there are several
very important di~erencesbetween the kinds of problems to be solved here and the
kinds of problems that are the subject of investig~tionin classical statistics.
Classical statistical inference is based on three fundamental
assum~tions:
ata can be modeled by a set of linear in parameters functions; this i s a foundation of a parametric paradigm inl e a ~ i n gfrom e x p e ~ m ~ n tdata.
al
2. In themostreal-lifeproblems,
a stochasticcomponent of data isthenormal
probability dist~butionlaw, that is, the ~nderlyingjoint probability d i s t ~ b u t i o
is~a
~aussian.
ecause of the second assumption, the inductio~ ~aradigm
for ~arameterestimation is the maximumli~elihoodmethod, which is reducedto the minimization of the
s~m-of"error-squarescost function in most engineering
a~plications.
All three assumptionson which the classical statistical paradigm relies turnedout to
be inapprop~atefor many contemporary real-life problems (Vapnik 1998) because
of
the following facts:
l . Modern problems are high-dimensional, and if the ~nderlying ma~ping
is not very
smooth, the linear paradigm needs
an esponentially increasing numberof terms with
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lity of the input space X (an increasing number of indepenown as “the curse of di~ensionality.”
al-life data generation laws may typically be very far from the
normal distribution, and a model builder must consider this difference in order
to
constl~ctan effective learninga l g o r i t ~ ,

3. From thefirstoints
it follows that the masimum likelihoodestimator (and
consequentlythef-error-squarescostfunction)should
be replaced by a new
induction paradi
t is u n i f o ~ l ybetter,
in
order
to model
non-Gaussian
distributions.
dition, the new problem settingand inductive principle should be developedfor
sparse data sets containi~ga small n ~ ~ bofe training
r
data pairs.
This book concentrates on nonlinearand non arametric models as e ~ e ~ p l i f i ebyd
r means two things. First, the model class will not be
maps, and second, the dependence of the cost funcS of the model will be nonlinear with respect to the
nd no~inearityis the part of modeling that causes
e t not
r i mean
~
that the
most of the problems dealt within this b k. ~ o ~ ~ u r u ~does
models do not haveparameters at all.nthe
contrary, their
identification,estimation, or tuning)isecrucialissuehere.
classicalstatisticalinference,therameters
are not predefined and theirnumber
depends on the training data used. other words,
para~etersthat define the capach a way as to match the model capacit
digm of structural risk mini~zation
nkis and theirco-workers.The introductory
*

perimental data to contemfirst improved the theory of empirical risk
nition problems. This included the general
on, with tbe necessary and sufficie~tconditions for
and the
general ~uantitativ~
theory that
of the (future) test error for the function
eapplication of E
does not necessarily
ce to thebestpossiblesolutionwith
an
der to ensure the consistency of learning
loped the uniform law of large numbers
nik 1998) for pattern recognition probression proble~s.)The cornerstones in
S

consistency of the
principle,
n
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their theory are the new capacity conceptsfor a set of indicator functions. The most
popular is the Vapnik-Che~onen~is
(VC) dimension of the set of indicator functions
implemented by thelearningmachine (see chapter 2). Theyproved that for the
distribution-free consistencyof the ERM principle, it is necessary and sufficient that
the set of functions implementedby the learning machine(SVM, NN, or FLM) have
a finite VC dimension. The most important result, which led to the new induction
, was that distribution-free bounds on the rate of uniform convergence depend on
*

The VC dimension

*

The number of training errors (or the empirical error, say sum of error squares)
The number of training data (size P,of a training data set)

Based on this,theypostulatedthecrucialideaforcontrollingthegeneralization
ability of a learning machine:
To achieve the smallest boundon the test error by minimizing the numberof
training errors, the learning machine(the set of predefined functions) with the
smallest VC dimension should be used.
However, the two requirements, namely, to minimize the number of training errors
and to use a machine with a small VC dimension, are mutually contradictory. Thus,
one is destined to trade off accuracy of appro~imationfor capacity (VC dimension)
of the machine,that is, of the set of functions used
to model thedata. The new induction principle of SRM is introducedin order to minimize the testerror by controlling
these two contradictory factors-accuracy on the training data and the capacity of
the learning machine.
Note that generalization (performanceon previously unseen testdata) depends on
the capacity of the set of functions implemented by the learning machine, noton the
number of free parameters. Thisis one of the most important results of the statistical
learning theory (SLT), which is also known as the VC theory. Capacity differs from
the complexity of the machine, which is typicallyproportional to the number of free
parameters. A simple function having a single parameter with an infinite VC dimension (capacity) is shown later. The opposite may also be true. Recall that a set of
functions (a learning machine implementing
it) with a high capacity typically leads
to
the very undesirable effect of overfitting. On the other hand, if the capacity is too
small, the learning machine will also model the
data very badly. These issues are
discussed at length later.
This book treats primarily the application aspects of NNs and SVMs. Many of
their theoretical subtletiesare left out here. This particularly concerns the
SVMs that
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originatedfrom S
ere,muchmore
attention isgiven to the const~ctionof
S than to their
underlying
theory.
The
reader
interested
in
a
undering of the theory of SLT and SRM should consult Vapnik (1995;
Furthermore, the whole field of unsupervised learning is not taken
book models only causal relations between
input and output variables.
problems belong to the two large groups of contempora~tasks: pattern recognition
(classification)and multivariate functionapproximation (regressi~n).This meansthat
the third standard problem in statistics, density estimation, is
not dealt with here.
Also, many other situations, for instance, when for given inputs the speci~ccorrect
outputs are not defined, are omitted. Thus, the reader is deprivedof a discussion of,
two very useful unsupervised a l g o r i t ~ sprincipal
,
compo~entanalysis and clustering. The author feels that introducing the unsupe~isedtechniques would distract
from the important topics of learning from data and fuzzy logic (the two mo
tools at the opposite poles of “not first principles” model building), and from the
i ~ p o r t a nproperty
t
of the similarity or e~uivalenceof ~ ~ s / and
~ FL
V ~ s

From
themanypossibletopicsinfuzzylogic
(FL), thisbookchooses to focus
on its
d aspects, or FL in a narrowsense.Thereaderinterestedin
other
facets of fuzzy (multivalued) logic theory should consult more theoretically oriented
wever, an understanding of the applied elementsand properties of t
ill ease understanding of potentially difficult ideas in FL theory.
logic arose from the desire to emulate human thought processes that are imprecise,
deliberate, ~ncertain,and usually expressed in linguistic terns. In ad~ition,human
waysofreasoning
are approximate, non~uantitative,linguistic, and dispositional
(usually ~ u a l i ~ e d ) .
hy is it that way? It is a consequence of the factthat the world we live in is nota
binary world. There are many states between old and young, good and bad, ill and
healthy, sad and happy, zero and one, no and yes, short and tall, black and white,
and so on. Changes between these different extremes are gradual and have a great
deal of ambig~ty.This state of affairs, all our knowledgeand ~derstandingof such
orld, we express in words. Language is a tool for expressing human knowledge,
rds serveas a way of expressingand exploiting the tolerancefor precisi ion; they
serve for expressing imprecise knowledge
about the vague environment
we live
usenumbersonlywhenwords
are notsufficientlyprecise.Thus,most
knowledge is fuzzy and expressed in vague terns that are usually witho~t ~uantitative ~ e a ~ nSo,
g . for example, temperature is typically expressedas cold, wa
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hot and usually not with numbers. FL is a tool for transforming such linguistically
expressed knowledge into a workable algorithm called a fuzzy logic model. In its
newest inca~ation,FL is called computing with words.
The point of departure in fuzzy logic is the existence of a human solution to a
problem. If there is no human solution, there will be no knowledge to model and
consequently no sense in applying FL. However, the existenceof a human solution is
not sufficient. One must be able to articulate, to structure, the human solution in the
e of fuzzy rules. These are typically IF-THEN
knowledge can be expressed in the form of IF
rules not only for practical skills but alsofor social and cultural behavior.
The criteria, in order of relevance, as to when and where to apply FL are as
follows:
an (structured)knowledge is available.

2.
3.
4.
5.

A mathematical model is unknownor impossible to obtain.

The process is substantially nonlinear.
There is a lack of precise sensor i n f o ~ a t i o n .
It is applied at the higher levelsof hierarchical control systems.
t is applied in genericdecision-ma~ngprocesses.

Possible difficulties in applying FL arise from the following:
owledge is a very subjective.
* For high dimensional inputs, the increase in the required number of rules is exponential (the curseof dimensionality).
nowledge must be structured, but experts bounce between a few extreme poles:
they have trouble structuring the knowledge; theyare too aware of their “expertise”;
they tend to hide knowledge;and there may be some other subjective factors working
against the whole processof human knowledge transfer.
Note that the basic premise of FL is that a human solution is good. When applied,
for example, in control systems, this premise means that a human being is a good
controller. Some (distrustful) scientists question this premise, calling it the basic faluman beingsare very poor controllers, they say, especially
for complex,
multiva~able,and marginally stable systems. Even today, after more than 30 years
sands ofsuccessful applications, many similar objections are still
techniques. The author does not intend to argue about the advantages or failures of FL. Instead, he will try to equip readers with basic
FL knowledge
and leave it up to them to take a side in such disputes.
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Two relevant concepts withinFL are
*

Linguistic variables are defined as variables whose values are wordsor sentences.

EN rules, comprising the input (antecedent) and the output (consequent), are propositions containing linguistic variables.
Chapter 6 introduces all the basic notionsof FL and, together with the accompanying software, provides a reliable basis for further study of FL and its application to
real-life problems. There is a remarkable ability in natural intelligence to improve
existingknowledge by learningfromexamples. In thesoftcomputingfield,this
property is covered by neurofuzzy models, where the initial FL model is first built
and then improved using the available data. This is achieved by learning, that is, by
applying some of the established techniques from the domains
of NNs or SVMs.
ring
this
learning
sta
ally
crafts
(changes
the
shapes
and positions of)
input and output me
ctions of the FL model. The formercorresponds
er weights and the latter to the learningof the output layer
. This is only one out of many shnilarities between NN
g among the FL modeling tools are fuzzy additive models
VMs the property of being universal approximators. After transfo~illghuman knowledge by a FAM, one can obtain the nonlinearcurve,surface, or hypersurface for one-,two-, or multidimensionalinputs.
Here,suchmultidimensionalmanifoldsarecalledhypersurfaces
of knowledge,
expressing the fact that such multivariate functions are obtained after t r a n s f o ~ i n g
human knowledge into an operational algorithm. FAMs are discussed in section 6.3.
There is an interesting design problem in building FAMs.
To achieve higher accuracy
onetypicallyusesmore
input variablesormoremembershipfunctions
or both.
However, this leads to a rule explosion that was already mentioned as the curse of
dimensionality. The rule explosion limits thefurther application of the fuzzy system.
In order to overcome this problem when there are many input variables, fuzzy practitioners use the “patch the bumps” learning technique(Kosko 1997). The basic idea
in this approach is to get a sparse (and therefore possibly the optimal) number of
rules that cover the turning pointsor extrema of the function describing
the surface of
knowledge. This“patch the bumps” heuristic corresponds
to optimal subset selection
or support vectors learned in RBF NNs or SVMs. This book does not present the
“patch the bumps” algorithm in detail. The thought is that learning can be better
resolved within the neurofuzzy approach by applying well-developed methods from
NNs and SVMs, in particular, subset selection techniques based on quadratic and
linear programming (seechapter 2 and section 5.3.4).
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In conclusion,thereisnothingfuzzy
about fuzzylogic.isfuzzyor
intrinsicallyimprecise night havebeenone
of themost erron
ements about this
oday, the view of FL has changed, primarily for two reasons.
FL is firmly based on multivalued logic theory and does not violate any well-p
laws of logic. Second, FL systems produce answers to any requir
racy. This meansthat these models can be very precise if needed.
aimed at handling imprecise and approximate concepts that cann
any other known modeling tool. Tn this sense, FL models are invaluable supplements
to classical hard computing techniques. In addition, when given vague variables they
go far beyond the powerof classical AT approaches.
Fuzzy sets are not vague concepts either. They are aimed only at model in^ such
concepts. They differ from classic,or crisp, sets in that the
degrees of belonging (membership) of some element to a
computing are both very precise at the set level, at the in
defuzzification stage, or rather, as precise as needed. There is a trade-off between
precision and a cost in FL modeling. This is one of the basic postulates in the soft
computing field, making FL models a true component of it. uch precision control
permits the writingof fuzzy rulesat a rather high level of abs
Fuzzy logic is a tool for representing imprecise, ambiguous, and vague i n f o ~ a tion. Its power lies in its abilityto perform meanin~fuland reasonable operationson
concepts that are outside the definitions of conventional oolean or crisp logic.
techni~uesmake vague concepts acceptableto computers and have th
widespread attention since they first appeared. At the same time as
large number of admirers, it secured many fierce opponents.
them. In summary, fuzzy logic isa powerful and versatile mod
the tool for, or the solutionto, all problems. everth he less,
numbers and meanings, which is so natural to our minds,
modeling of problems that have generally been extremely dificult or intractable for
the hard computing approachesof the past.
Y
Terminology in the field of learning machines and soft computing, because of its
roots in the different areas of approximation theory, nonlinear optimization, and
statistics,isexceptionallydiverse,
and veryoftensimilarconceptsarevariously
named. In this book differentterns for similar conceptsare used deliberatelyto equip
readers with the terminology and skills to readily associate similar concepts in dif-
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ferent areas. Here, just a few typical uses of diverse names
for the same or very
similar notions are mentioned.
Approximating functionsare models that are also knownas networks or machines.
The name network was chosen because the graphical presentation of these models
resemblesakind of a network. The useof thename machine ismorepeculiar.
Apparently, the very first use of it was partly commercial, in applying a Boltzmann
algorithm in learning. Once in
use, machine was added to a support vector algorithm.
Today, SV machine, or SVM, i s a “trademark” for application of statistical learning
theory in learning from experimentaldata. ~ a c h i n eis actually the correct name for
its use today. The soft computing machine (meaning a setof functions implemented
in a piece of software or a program), when some number is supplied, does what all
machines do: it processes the number and manufactures the product that is another
number.
Similarly, Zearning denotes an approach to finding parameters (here typically called
weights) of a model by using trainingdata pairs. In various scientificand engineering
fields the same procedure for learning from data is called training, parameter adaptation, parameter estimation, weights updating, identification, neurofuzzy learning,
and tuning or adjusting of the weights. The learning can be performed in two ways,
which have various names, too. The off-line method (when all
the available data
pairs are used at once) is also called explicit, one-shot,or batch procedure, while the
on-line method (when the weights are updated after each data pair becomes available) is also called implicit, sequential, recursive,or iterative.
The weights of soft computing models represent the parameters
that define the
shapes and positions of the activation functions, whichare usually called either basis
functions or kernel functions inNNs, or membership functions, degrees of belonging,
or possibility degrees inFLMs. All these differently named functions perform similar
nonlinear transformations of incomingsignals into neurons,processingelements,
processing units, or nodes. Next-and this is
another similarity between the various
soft computing tools-the number of hidden layer units (neurons) in NNs turns out
to be equivalent to the number of support vectors in SVMs and to the number of
fuzzy logic rules in FLMs.
Training data pairs are also called samples,patterns, measurements, observations,
records, and examples.Themeasure
of goodness of approximatingfunctionsis
known as cost function, norm, error function, objective function, fitness function,
merit function, performance index, risk,
and loss function.The author does not claim
that all these terms denote exactly the same concepts, but all of them measure in one
way or another the distance between training data points and the approximations.
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In addition, a major topic of this book is solving regression
and classification
he same or similar procedures in regression are called curve (surface)
fittings and ( ~ u l t i v a ~ a tfunction
e)
a p ~ r o ~ i ~ a t i oand
n s , classi~catio~
is also called
pattern recognition, ~ i s c r i ~ i n a function
nt
analysis, and decision making.
It’s time to start reading the book. It will tell the rest of the learning and soft comstory. To patient readers manyi n t ~ g u i nsecrets
~
of modeling data or embedding human knowledge will be revealed.
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Sincethe late 1980s therehasbeen
an explosioninresearchactivityinneural
networks (NNs), support vectormachines (SV
Together with new a l g o r i t ~ sand statements of fundamental principles there has
been an increase in real-world applications. Today, these areas are matu
point where successfulap~licationsare reported across a range of fields.
tions in diverse fieldsare given in section 1.1.
e three modeling tools complement one other.
of learning tools. hey recover underlying dependenci
outputs byusing aining data sets.After t r a i n i ~ ~ ,
high-dimensionalnonlinear fu~ctions.They are mathematical models obtained in
an experime~talway. If there are no data (examples, patte~s, obse~ations,
or measurements), there willbe no learning, and conse~uentlyno modeling by
8

owever, one can still model the causal relations (also known
as f~lnctions)between some variables provided one has
an understand in^ about the system or process
under investigation. This is the purpose of fuzzy logic. It is a tool for embed din^
existing s t ~ c t ~ r human
ed
knowledge into mathematical models. f one has neither
prior knowledge nor measurements, it may be difficult to believe t t the problem at
hand may be solved easily. This is by all accounts a very hopeless situation indeed.
This book does not cover cases where both measurements and prior knowledge are
owever, even when faced with a mode~ingproblem without either experimental data or knowledge, one is not entirely lost because there is an old scientific
solution: if one cannot solve the problem posed, one poses another problem. In this
book,problems are not refo~ulated. ather, the textdemonstrates how various
real-world (conceptual or practical) task an be solved by learning from experime~"
tal data or by embedding structuredhuman knowledge into mathematical models.
This chapter describessometypicalnonlinear
and high-dimensionalproblems
from various fields in which soft models have been successfully applie
problems that can be solved by using soft modeli~gapproaches is
problems belong to two major groups: pattern recognition (classi
functional appro~mation(regression) tasks. In this way, soft mod
at as being nonlinear extensions to classic linear re~ressionand cla
how these standard statistical problemsare introduced in sectionI.
understanding of theconcepts, perfo~ance,and limitations o
paration for understanding nonlinear modeling
solve regressionand classification problems by
ters that co~trolhow they learn as they cycle through train in^ d
weights, influence how well the trained model
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Chapter 1. Learning and Soft Computing

to measure the model’s performance one must define some measure of goodness of
the model. In mathematical terms, one should define some suitable norm. Here the
cost or error (or risk) functional E is used, which expresses a dependency between an
error measure and the weights, E = E(w).
Unfortunately, as mentioned in section 1.3, genuine soft models are nonlinear
approximators in the sense that an error functional E = E(w) (the norm or measure
of model goodness) depends nonlinearly upon weights that are the very subjects of
learning. This means that the error hypersurface is generally not a convex function with guaranteed minimum. Therefore, a search after the best set of parameters
(weights) that will ensure the best performance of the model falls into the category of
nonlinear optimization problems.
As is well known, there is no general optimization method for nonlinear learning
tasks. Section 1.3 introduces possibly the simplest to understand and the easiest to
use: the gradient method. Despite being simple, the first-order gradient learning
algorithm (also known as the error backpropagation algorithm) was the first learning
procedure that made a key breakthrough in training multilayer neural networks. But
this simplicity has a price: the learning procedure is too long and does not guarantee
finding the best set of weights for a given NN structure. (Some improvements are
discussed in chapter 8). It should be stressed that the only difference between NNs
and SVMs is in how these models learn. After the learning phase, NNs and SVMs are
essentially the same.

1.1 Examples of Applications in Diverse Fields
Soft computing, which comprises fuzzy logic modeling and the theory and application of the (statistical) learning techniques embedded in SVMs and NNs, is still in an
early stage of development. Nevertheless, many research institutions, industries, and
commercial firms have already started to apply these novel tools successfully to many
diverse types of real-world problems. Practically no area of human activity is left
untouched by NNs, SVMs, or fuzzy logic models. The most important applications
include

- Pattern (visual?sound, olfactory, tactile) recognition (i.e., classification)
*

Time series forecasting (financial, weather, engineering time series)

*

Diagnostics (e.g., in medicine or engineering)

*

Robotics (control, navigation, coordination, object recognition)

* Process control (nonlinear and multivariable control of chemical plants, power
stations, vehicles or missiles)

l. l.Examples of Applications in
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imization (combinatorial problems like resource scheduling, routin
a1 processing, speech and word recognition
hine vision (inspection in manufacturing, check reader, face recognition,
target
recognition)
inancial forecasting (interest rates, stock indices, currencies)
Financial services (credit worthiness, forecasting,data mining, data s e ~ e n ~ d t i o n ) ,
services for trade (segmentation of customer data)
In certain application areas, suchas speech and word recognition, NNs, FL models,
or SVMs outperform conventional statistical methods.
In other fields, such as specific
areas in robotics and financialservices,theyshowpromisingapplicationinrealworld situations.
ecause of various shortcomings of both neural networks and fuzzy logic models
the advantages of combining them with other technologies, hybrid and modular
solutions are becoming popular. In addition, complex real-world problems require
more complex solutionsthan a single network(or a one-sided approach) can provide.
The generic soft computing approach also supports the design of solutions to a wide
range of complex problems. They include satellite image classification, advanced
data
analysis, optical character recognition, sales forecasting,
traEc forecasting, and credit
approval prediction.
The theoreticalfoundations,mathematics, and softwaretechniquesapplied are
common for all these different areas. This book describes the common fundamental
principles and underlying concepts of statistical learning, neural networks, and fuzzy
logic modeling as well as some of the differences between them.
A natural and directconnectionexistsbetweensoftcomputingmodels
(NNs,
S, and FL models) and classical statistics. The models presented here can be
viewed as nonlinear extensions of linear regression and classification methods, tools,
and approaches.owever,introducingnonlinearities(i.e.,nonlineardependence
of
the approximating models upon model parameters) increases the complexity of the
learning tools dramatically. Learning usually means nonlinear Optimization, which
becomes the most important task to solve in machine learning theory. This book
deals with the various nonlinear optimization techniques in the framework
of learnom experimental data.
efore considering some popular
and successful applicationsof NN models, it may
be interesting to look at the wide range of problems that classical (linear) statistics
attempted to solve. More details on these and many others, may be found in the
standard statistical literature (e.g., Anderson 1958; Johnson and Wichern 1982).
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Effects of drugs on sleeping time
onary function modeling by measuring oxygen consumption
omp par is on of head lengths and breadths of brothers

* ~lassificationof the
measurements
*

rahman, Artisan, and

oma groupsbasedonphysical

~lassificationof two species of flies using data on biting flies
attery-failure data dependence and regression

* Financial and market analyses (bankruptcy, stock market prediction, bonds, goods
transportation cost data, production cost data)

tudy of love and marriage usingdata on the relationshipsand feelings of couples
ir pollution data classification, college test scores classification and prediction,
crude oil consumption modeling, degree
of relation among l l languages.
This is only a short list, but it shows the wide diversity of problems to which linear
statistics has been successfully applied.
In many instances, linear models perform
well. In fact, whenever there are linear (or slightly nonlinear) dependencies in regression problems or when separation functions between the classes are (closely) linear,
one can obtain very good results by applying conventional statistical tools.
Today, equippedwithpowerfulcomputing
t e c ~ i ~ u eand
s high-perfo~~ance
sensors and actuators, we want to solve much more complex (highly nonlinear and
~gh-dimensional)problems. owever, this is even more risky endeavor than solving
a variety of classical linear problems; this book introduces the reader
to the very
challenging and promising field of nonlinear classification and regression based on
from expe~mentaldata. In addition, it presents, as a third constituentof soft
ng, fuzzy logic modeling as a tool for embedding structured human knowledge into workable algorithms.
To begin, it may be helpful to look at a few successful developments and applications of neural networks and fuzzy logic paradigms. The success
of these applications
of thesenovel and powerfulnonlinearmodeling
spurredwidespreadacceptance
his short review is far from conclusive. t discusses only a fewof the
ervised learning NN models as well as some early pioneering applicadels in solving practical problems.
The constructionof the first learning machine, called the
blatt in late 1960s is certainly a milestone in the history of
a machine that learns from experimental data, and this is
was the first model of
when mathematical analysis of learning from data began. The early perceptron was
designed for solving pattern recognition problems,that is, classification tasks.

1.1. Examples of Applications in Diverse Fields
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At the same time,a philosophy of statistical learning theory was being developed by
V. Vapnik and A. Chervonenkis (1968). Unlike the experimental approach of Rosenblatt, theirwork formulated essentialtheoreticalconcepts:Vapnik-Chervonenkis
entropy and the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension, which in 1974 resulted in a novel
inductive principle calledstructural risk minimization. At this early stage, thesetools
were also applied to classification problems (see chapter 2).
Concurrently, €3. Widrow and M.
off developed the first adaptive learning rule
for solving linear regression problems: the least mean square (LMS) learning rule,
also known as the delta learning rule (see chapter 3 ) . It was a rule for training a
(neural)processing unit called the a
(adaptive linear neuron) for adaptive signal
filteringand adaptive equalization.
e,thislinearneuronwasperforminglinear
re ression tasks.
y the mid-1980s a lot of progress had been made in developing specializedhardwareandsoftware for solvingreal-lifeproblems without the relevanttheoretical
concepts being applied to the (mostly experimental) supervised learning machines.
(Many unsupervised learningalgorithms and approaches were also developed during
that period.) Then, about that time, a breakthrough in learning from data and in
neural network development came when severalauthors (Le Cun 1985; Parker 1985;
Rumelhart, Hinton, andiams
1986)independentlyproposed a gradientmethod,
called error backpropaga
for training hiddenlayerweights(seesection4.1).
Independently, continuing their research in the field of statistical learning theory,
Vapnik and Chewonenkis found the necessary and sufficient conditions for consistency of the empirical risk minimization inductive principle in 1989. In this way, all
the theory needed for powerful learning networks was established, and in the early
1990s Vapnik and his coworkers developed
support vector machines aimedat solving
nonlinear classification and regression problems (see chapter 2).
A lot of effort was devoted inthe late 1980s to developing so-called regularization
networks, also known as radial basis function networks (Powell 1987;
and Lowe 1988; Poggio and Girosi 1989 and later). These networks have fim theoretical roots in Tikhonov’s regularization theory (see chapter 5). A few well-known
and successful applications are describedhere.Thecommon
feature ofallthe
models (functions or machines) in theseapplications is that they learn complex, highdimensional, nonlinear functional dependencies between giveninput and output variables from training data.
One of the first successful applications was the NETtalk project (Sejnowski and
Rosenberg1987),aimed at training a neuralnetwork to pronounceEnglishtext
consisting of seven consecutive characters from written text, presented in a moving
window that gradually scanned the text. Seven letters were chosen because linguistic
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studies have shown that the influence of the fourth and fifth distant letters on the
pronunciation of the middle character is statistically small. o simplify the problem
synthesis, the NETt
etwork recognized only 29 valid characters: the 26
c characters from A
and the comma, period, and space. No distinction
was made between upper and lower case, and all characters that were not one of
ere ignored. Thus, the input was a 7 x 29 = 203-d~ensionalvector.
ut was a phoneme code to be directed to a speech generator giving
pronunciation of the letter at the center of the input window. The network had 26
output units, each f o ~ n one
g of the 26 codes for the phoneme sound generation
Ttalk network
is
an error
model
having
one
processing
units
(neurons).
taken in this book,
e that such a structure represents a highly
onal space into a 26-di~ensionalspace (i.e.
he neural network was trainedon 1,024 wordsand achieved
0 training epochs and 95% accuracy after 50 epochs. (An
all the trainingdata.)
ejnowski (1988) trained the same kin
of multilayer perceptron to
ted sonar signalsfromtwoinds
of objectslying at the
and metal
cylinders.
frequency
gnal
was
the
) of the reflected so
network
e
had 60 input
one for rocks and one for cylinders.
one-out-of-two classification (pattern recognition) problem. They varied the number
neuronsfromzero(when an
iswithoutahiddenlayer)
to
e network achieved about 8Oy0correct p e ~ o ~ a n on
ce
units, the network reached almost 100% accuracy on
re was no visible i r o v e ~ e nin
t the results on increasi~gthe
aining, the network was tested on new,
, it achieved about 85% correct classifiathe~aticalside of the problem being
at the sonar signals recognitionne ork ~ e r f o ~ ae highly
d
a60-dimensionalspace
into aimensionalspace
(an
results on designing an
(autonomous land vehi

order to follow the road.
urons in the output layer.

-based car driver within the
a neural network) project.

were 29 neurons in a single hidden layer
, the input vector was 1216-dimensional,

1.1. Exampl~sof A ~ p ~ i c a t i oin~ s
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L~INN
represented a nonlinea
nto a dimensional space (
andwritten character recogniti
which NNs have foundwide appli
to Le Cun and his c o l l e a ~ e s(l9
256-dimensional vect

5.1%. It is interesting
benchmark for various
reported by applying
on
d
racy of 4% test

a1 kernel f~nctions,which
e, Le Cun and his collea

that are usually sparse. This is the world of l e a r ~ nfrom
~ data net~orks (m~dels,
functions, and m a c ~ n e swhere,
~,
at the moment, no better alte~ativesexist.
briefhisto
offuzzy lo ic and itsapplicationsfollows. Fu
e e l a b o r ~ t on
e ~ his ideas in a
stic variables, or fmzy sets. Assi
zy logic rules, for contro~inga
tion followed soon after:imp1
ark in 1975. Interestingly, at th
ntry of their theoretical origins
One explanation is that people associated FL ~ o d e l and
s approaches with ~ ~ i f i c i a l
intelligence? expert systems, and kno~ledge-basedengineeri~~,
which at that point
had not lived up to expect~tio
~oneous)associations
lack of credibilityfor FL in
zy systems
was
much
S
In Japan, without
such
p
might have been part of the so-called “invented here” syndrome, in
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tive ideas supposedly get more attention if they come from far away. In any case,
Hitachi’s first simulations, in 1985, demonstrated the superiority of fuzzy
control
systems for the Sendai railway. Within two years, fuzzy systems
had been adopted to
control accelerating, braking,and stopping of Sendai trains.
Another event helped promote interest in fuzzy systemsJapan,
in
national meeting in 1987 in Tokyo,
T. Yamakawa demonstrated the useoffuzzy
control in an “inverted pendulum” experiment. This is a classic benchmark problem
in controlling a nonlinear unstable system. e implemented a set of simple dedicated
fuzzy logic chips for solving this nonlinearcontrol task.
Followingsuchdemonstrations of FL models’capabilities,fuzzysystemswere
built into many Japanese consumer goods.
~ a t s u s h i t avacuum cleaners used four-bit
FL controllers to adjust suction power accordingto dust sensor information. Hitachi
washing machines implemented fuzzy controllers in load-weight, fabric-mix,
and dirt
sensors to automatically set the wash cycle for the best use of power, water, and
detergent. Canon developed an auto-focusing camera that used acharge-coupled
device to measure the clarity of the image in six regions of its field of viewand with
the i n f o ~ a t i o nprovided to determine if the image was in focus. The dedicated FL
chip also tracked the
rate of change of lens movement during focusing
and controlled
its speed to prevent overshoot. The camera’s fuzzy
control system used 12 inputs:six
to obtain the current clarigy data provided by the charge-coupled device and six to
measure the rate of change of lens movement. The output was the position of the
lens. The fuzzy control system used 13 rules and required 1. l kilobytes of memory.
However, for obvious reasons, the camera was not advertised as a “fuzzy” camera.
Instead, the adjective “smart” was used, which (because of the application of smart
fuzzy rules) this camera certainly was.
Anotherexample of aconsumerproductincorporatingfuzzycontrollersis
an
industrial air conditioner designed by Mitsubishi that used 25 heating rules and 25
cooling rules. A temperature sensor provided
input, and fuzzycontroller outputs
were fedto an inverter, a compressor valve,
and a fan motor. According to Mitsubishi,
compared to the previous design, the fuzzy controller heated and cooled five times
faster, reduced power consumptionby one quarter, increased tempera~urestability by
a factor of two, and used fewer sensors,
Followingthefirstsuccessfulapplications,manyotherswerereportedinfields
like character and handwriting recognition, optical fuzzy systems, robotics, voicecontrolled helicopter flight, control of flow of powders in film manufacture, and elevator systems.
Work on fuzzy systems also proceeded in Europe and the United States, although
not with the same enthusiasm as in Japan. In Europe, at the same time as FL was
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introduced for control pu~oses, ~immermann and his coworkers found it useful
an decision processes. owever, they realized
that the classical FL
h was insu~cientfor
deling complex human decision processes,
S compensato~aggregation operators. As
and they
developed
extensions,
an immediateresult of this, IN
~orporationintroduced a decision su~port
system for banks in 1986.
The list of large European companies that started fuzzy logic task forces includes
hmpson of France and Italy as well as Klockner$20 million ina fuzzy logic task
enz of Gemany. S ~ S - ~ h o m p sinvested
on
force
in Catania, Italy. This
pro'ect
ed FL hardware.
Siemens started
unich.
This
task
force
e~phasized
an FL task force at its central
expanding FL theory as well as sup
ations, The Siemens a~plications
included washing machines, vacuum cleaners,
automatic trans~ssionsyst
idle-speed controllers, traffic controllers, paper-process in^ systems, and
a total of 684 application^ of
diagnosis systems. A survey done in 1994 identified
fuzzy logic in Europe that were classified into four categories: industrial automation
(440/0), decisionsupport and data analysis (300/0),embedded control (l9%), and process control (7%).
The Environmental rotection Agency in the United States has investigated fuzzy
control for e~ergy-e~cient
motors, and SA has studied fuzzy control for automated space docking: simulations show
that a fuzzy control system can greatly reduce
fuel cons
improved automotivetrans~issions,and energy-efficient electric motors.
Research and development is continuing apace in fuzzy software design, fuzzy
expert systems, and integration of fuzzy logic with neural networks in so-called neurofuzzy or fuzzyneuro systems. These issuesare discussed in more detail later in the
book.

In recent years, neural networks, fuzzy logic models, and support vector machines
NNs and FL
have been used in many diEerent fields. This section primarily discusses
S are discussed in depth in chapter 2. However, because of a very high
mblance between NNs and S ~ M salmost
,
all commentsabout the representational ropert ties of NNs can also be applied to SV S. U ~ l i their
~ e repre-
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sentational capabilities, the learning stagesof these two modeling tools are different.
Chapters 2, 3, and 4 clarify the differences.
NNs and FL models are modeling tools. They perform in the same way after the
learning stage of NNs or the embedding of human knowledge about some specific
task of FL is finished. They are twosidesof the same coin.'
appropriate tool for solvinga given problem isan NN or an FL
the availability of previousknowledge about thesystem to be modeled and the
amount of measured process data.
The classical NN and FL system paradigms lieat the two extreme polesof system
modeling (see table 1. l). At the NN pole there is a black box design situation in
whichtheprocessisentirelyunknown
but there are examples(measurements,
records, observations, samples, data pairs). At the other pole (the FL model) the
solution to the problem is known, that is, s t ~ c t u r e dhuman knowledge (experience,
expertise, heuristics) about the process exists. Then there is a white box situation. In
short, the less previous knowledge exists, the more likely
it is that an NN, not an FL,
approach will be usedto attempt a solution, The more knowledge avail
suitable the problem
will be for the applicationof fuzzy logic modeling.
both tools are aimed at solving pattern recognition (classification) and regression
(multivariate functionapproximation) tasks.
For example, when they are applied in a system control area or the digital signal
processing field, neural networks can be regarded as a nonlinear identification tool.
This is the closest connection witha standard and well-developed field of estimation
or identification of linear control systems. In fact, if the problem at hand is a linear
one, an NN would degenerateinto a single linear neuron,and in this case the weights
of the neuron would correspond to the parameters of the plant's discrete transfer
function G(z) (see example 3.6). When applied to stock market predictions (see section 7.2) the approach will be the same as for linear dynamics identification, but the
network willbecome a morecomplexstructure.Theunderlyingdependencies(if
there are any) are usually far from being linear,and linear assumptions can no longer
new, hidden layerof neurons will have to be added. In this way, the network
el nonlinear functions. This design step leads to a tremendous increase in
modeling capacity, but there is a price: a nonlin r kind of learning will have to be
performed, and this is generallynot an easy task. owever, this is the point where the
world of neural networksand support vector machines begins.
In order to avoid too high (or too low) expectations for these new concepts of
computing, particularly after they havebeen connected with intelligence, it might be
useful to list some advantages and disadvantages that have been claimed for
and FL models (see tables 1.2 and 1.3). ecause of the wide range of applicatio
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Table 3.1
NeuralNetworks,SupportVectorMachines,andFuzzyLogicModelingasExamples
Approaches at Extreme Poles

of Modeling

NeuralNetworksandSupportVectorMachinesFuzzyLogicModels

Black Box
No previous knowledge, but there are measurements, observations, records, i.e.,data pairs
(xi, di} are known. Weights'v and W are
unknown.

White Box
Structured knowledge (experience, expertise,or
heuristics). Nodata required. IF-THEN rules are
the most typical examplesof structured
knowledge.

Example: Controlling the distance between two
cars:
RI: IF the speed islow AND the distanceis
s ~ a l lTHEN
,
the force on brake shouldbe
s~all.
R2: IF the speed ism e d i ~ mAND the distance
is small, THEN the force on brake should be
big.
R3: IF the speed is high AND the distance is
small, THEN the force on brake should bevery
big.

Behind NNs and SVMs stands the ideaof learning
from the trainingdata.

Behind FL stands the idea of embedding human
knowledge into workable algorithms.

In many instances,we do have both some knowledge and some data.

This is the most common gray box situation coveredby the paradigm ofneuro-fuzzy or fuzzy-new0
models.
If we do not have any prior knowledge and we do not have any measurements (by all accounts, a very
hopeless situation indeed), may
it behard to expector believe that the problemat hand may be approached
and solved easily. This is a no-color box situation.
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Table 1.

Some A d ~ ~ n t a gof
e sNeural Networks and Fuzzy Logic Models
Neural Networks

Fuzzy Logic Models

Have the property of learning from the data,
~ m i c k i n ghuman learning ability
Can a p p r o x ~ ~ aany
t e multivariate nonlinear
function
Do not require deep understanding of the process
or the problem being studied
Are robust to the presence of noisydata

Are an efficient tool for embedding human
(structured)knowledge into useful algorithms
Can approximate any multivariate nonlinear
function
Are applicable when m~thematicalmodel is
unknown or impossible to obtain
Operate successfully under a lack of precise sensor
info~ation
Are useful at the higher levels of hierarchical
control systems
Are appropriate tool ingeneric decision-making
process

Have parallel structure and can be easily
i~plementedin hardware
Same NN can cover broad and different classes
of
tasks

Table 1.3

Some Dis~dvan~ges
of Neural Networks and Fuzzy Logic Models
Fuzzy Networks Neural
Need extremely long training or learning time
(problem with local minima or multiple solutions)
with little hope for many real-time applications.
Do not uncover basic internal relations of physical
variables, and do not increase our knowledge about
the process.
Are prone to bad generalizations (with large
number of weights, tendency to overfit the data;
poor performance on previously unseendata during
the test phase).
Little or no guidance is offered about
NN structure
or optimization procedure, or the type ofNN to
use for a particular problem.

Human solutions to the problem must exist, and
this knowledge must be structured. Experts may
have problems st~cturingthe knowledge.
Experts sway between extreme poles:too much
aware infield of expertise, or tending to hide their
knowledge.
Numberofrulesincreasesexponentiallywith
,
increase in the number of inputs and number of
fuzzy subsets per input variable.
Learning (changing membership functions’ shapes
and positions, or rules) is highly constrained;
typically more complex than withNN.
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these modeling tools, it is hard to prove or disprove these claims and counterclaims.
Only a part of the answers will be found in this book. It is certain that everyone
working with NNs, SVMs, and FL models will form their own opinionsabout these
claims. However, the growing number of companies and products employing NNs
and FL models and the increasing number of new neural network and fuzzy computing theories and paradigms show that despite the still many open questionsNNs,
SVMs, and FL models are already well-established engineering toolsand are becoming a common computational means for solving many real-life tasksand problems.
asks of Neural N e ~ o r k s
Artificial neural networks are software or hardware models inspired by the structure
and behavior of biological neurons and the nervous system, but after this point of
inspiration all resemblanceto biologyical systems ceases.
There are about 50 different types of neural networks in use today. This book
NNs with s ~ ~ e r v iZearning.
se~
This section deals
describes and discussesfee~forwar~
with the representationazca~abilitiesof NNs. It shows what NNs can model and how
they can represent some specific underlying functions that generated training data.
Chapters 3, 4, and 5 describe the probZem of learning-how the best set of weights,
which enables an NN to be a universal approximator, can be calculated (learned) by
usingthesetraining data. Chapter 2 discussesmuch broader issuesof statistical
learning theory and in that framework presents support vector machines as approximating models with a powerful modeling capacity.
Feedforward neural networksare the models used most often
for solving nonlinear
classification and regression tasks by learning from data. In addition, feedforward
NNs are mathematically very close, and sometimes even equivalent, to fuzzy logic
models. Both NN and FL, approximation techniques can be given graphical representation, which can be called a neural network or a fuzzy logic model. With such a
representation of NN or FL, tools, nothing new is added to approximation theory,
but from the point of view of implementation (primarily in the sense of parallel and
massive computing) this graphical representation is a desirable property.
There is astrong mathematical basis for developing
NNs in the form of the famous
Kolmogorov theorem (1957). This theorem encouraged many researchers but is still a
source of controversy (see Girosiand Poggio 1989; Kurkova 199
1). The Kolmogorov
theorem states,
Given any continuous functionf : [O, l] ”+ !Rrn,f (x) = y, f can be implemented
exactly by a network withn neurons (fan-out nodes) inan input layer, (2n 1)
neurons in the hidden layer,and m processing units (neurons) in theoutput layer.

+
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owever, the proof of this important theorem is not constructive in the sensethat it
cannot be used for network design. This is the reason
const~ctiveapproaches developedin the framework
Artificial neural networks are composed of many computing units popularly (but
perhaps misleadingly) called neurons.
The strength of the connection,or link, between
two neurons is called the weight.
The values of the wei
ters and the subjectsof the learning procedure in
NNs.
they have different physical meanings, and s o m e t ~ e s
11. Their geometrical meaning is much clearer
shapes of basis fun~tionsin neural network an
The neurons are typically organized into layers in which all the neuro~susually
possess the same activation functions (AFs). The genuine neural networks are those
er and at least two la ers of neurons-a hidden layer (
-provided that the L neurons have nonlinear and differentiable
h an NN has two
organi~edas the elements of the weight
matrix of the hidden layer weights and
degenerates into a
S in the hidden lay
network to be a universal approsimator. Thus the n
the problems of representation. The differentiability o
solution of nonlinear learning. (Today,
e the genetic algorithm, one may also
the AFs of the hidden layer neurons a
he most typical networks havingnondi~erentiableactivation functions.)
ere, the input layer is not treated as a layer of neural processin
units are merely fan-out nodes. ~enerally,there will not be any processing in the
input layer, and although in its graphical representation
it looks like a layer, the
input
layer is not a layer of neurons. Rather, it is an input vector, eventually a u ~ e n t e d
with a bias tern, whose c o m ~ o n e ~will
t s be fed to the next (hidden or output) layer
of neuralprocessingunits.Theneuronsmay
be linearones(for
lems), or they can havoidalactivationfunctions(for
sed adaptive control schemes or for (financial)
ons are typicallylinearunits.Anelementary
(but
powerful) f e e d f o ~ a r dneural network is shown in figure 1.1. This is a
representation of the approximation scheme (1.1):
J
j=l
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where aj stands for s i ~ o i d aactivation
l
functions.This network is called a multilayer
. J corresponds to the number of
we deliberately stress the factthat
(~nknownbeforelearnin contai
and OL weights vector

= [bl b2

* *

t this point, a few comments may be needed. Figure 1.l represents a general
) networks, and
structure of multilayer
perceptrons,
radial basis
function
S. In the case of a multilayer perceptron, Xn+l willbe the
ant term equal to
. The bias weights vector can simply be inte~ratedinto an HL weights
n.Aftersuchconcatenation,(1.1)
can besimplified to
networks, x,+l = 0, meaning that there is no bias input.
L bias term may be
n functions shownin figure 1.1 are
perceptron.
multilayer
si~oid
a apresents
lindicating
,
theowever,
struc
F networks, and
logicfuzzy
tion between si~moidaland
models are the S
radial basis function networks is how input
the to each particular neuron is calculated
(see (1.6) and (1.7) and fig. 1.2).
The basic computation that takes place in an NN is very simple. After a specific
input vector is presented to the network, the input signals to all HL neurons uj are
computed either as scalar (dot or inner) products between the weights vectorsvj and
or as Euclidean distances between the centers cj of
ion functions). A radial basis AF is typically parameterized by two sets of parameters: the center c, which defines its PO
second set ofparameters that d e t e ~ i n ethe
s shape (widthor form) of a
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+l
Figure 1.1
Feedforward neural network that can approximate anysin"
+ ! B 1 nonlinear mapping.

case of a one-dimensional Gaussian function this second set
of parameters is the
standard deviation 0.(Do not confuse the standard deviation with the sigmoidal
activation function 0 given in (1.1)and shown in HL neurons in fig. 1.1.)In the case
of a multiva~ateinput vector x: the parameters that define the shape of the hyperGaussian function are elementsof a covariance matrixI=.To put it simply, the ratios
of HL bias weights and other HI, weights of sigmoidal activation functions loosely
correspond to the centers of RBF functions, whereas weights uji, which define the
slope of sigmoidal functions with respect to each input variable, correspond to the
width parameter of the RBF. Thus, the inputs to the HL neurons for sigmoidal AFs
are given as
ttj=v;x,

j = I ,...,J ,

and for RBF activation functions the distancesare calculated as

( 14
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W , =c,

Figure 1.
Top, sigmoidal type activation function;
Formation of the inputsignal U to the neuron's activation function.
is a scalar productU = wTx.Bottom, RBF type activation function; input to the neuron
input to the neuron
is a distance r between x and the RBF center c ( r = //x. - cII), r depending on parameters of the shape or
C contains the shape parameters.
width of the RBF. For a Gaussian function, the covariance matrix

The output from each L neuron depends on'the type of activation function used.
The most common activation functions in multilayer perceptrons are the squashing
sigmoidal functions: the unipolar logistic function (1.9)
and the bipolar sigmoidal,or
tangent hyperbolic, function (l.10). These two AFs and their corresponding derivatives are presented in figure4.3.
Q=-

1
1 e-u

+

(1.10)
Figure 1.2 shows the basic difference in forming theinput signals U to the A
multilayer perceptronand an RBF neuron.
All three powerful nonlinear modeling tools-a multilayer perceptron,
an RBF
network, and an
-havethesame
structure. Thus,theirrepresentational capabilities are the same or very similar after successful training. All three models learn
from a set of training data and try to be as good as possible in modeling typically
sparse and noisy data pairs in high-dimensional space. (Note that none of the three
adjectives used easesour learning fromdata task.) The output from these models isa
space, where y1 is the dimension of the input space and
hypersurface3 in an (32" x
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Table 1.4
Basic Models and Their Error (Risk) Functions

MultilayerPerceptronRadialBasisFunctionNetworkSupportVectorMachine
P

E=

E (di-f(xi,
i=1

P

W))'

Clo.rtmess to duta

E=

E (di -f(xi,
i=l

Closeness to data

P

+A@
S~oot?lness

(di "(xi,

E=
i=1

W))2

CXoseness to data

+

Q ( l , h, v )
v

Cupucity of

U

machine

m is the dimension of the output space. In trying to find the best model, one should
be able to measure the accuracy or performance of the model. To do that one typically uses some measure of goodness, performance, or quality (see section 1.3).
This is where the basic difference between the three models lies. Each uses a different norm (error, risk, or cost function) that measures the goodness of the model,
and the optimization of the different measures results in different models. The application of diRerent noms also leads to different learning (optimization) procedures.
This is one of the core issues in this book. Table
1.4 tabulates the basicnoms (risk or
error functionals) applied in developing the three basic networks.

NN
ic lies at the opposite pole of system modeling with respect to the
methods. It is a white box approach (see table 1.1) in the sense that it is
assumed that there is already human knowledge
about a solution. Therefore, the
modeled system is known (i.e., white). On the application level,
FL can be considered
an efficient tool for embedding structured human knowledgeinto useful algorithms.
It is a precious engineering tool developed to do a good job of trading ORprecision
and significance. In this respect, FL models do what human beings have been doing
for a very long time. As in human reasoning and inference, the truth of any statement, meas~rement,or observation is a matter of degree. This degree is expressed
through the membership functions that quantify (measure) a degree of belonging of
some (crisp)input to given fuzzy subsets.
The field of fuzzy logic is very broad and covers many mathematical and logical
concepts underlyin~the applications in various fields. The basics
of these conceptual
foundations are described in chapter 6. In particular, the chapter presents the fundamental concepts of crisp and fizzy sets, introduces basic logical operators of con), disjunction (OR), and implication (IF-THEN) within the realm of
fuzzy logic (namely, T-normsand T-conoms), and discusses the equivalence ofNNs
and FL, models. (However, a deep systematic exposition of the theoretical issues is
outside the scope of this book.) Furthermore, fuzzyadditivemodels (FAMs) are
introduced, which are universal approximators in the sense that they can approxi-
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Figure 1.3
Two different nonlinear%’ x

!R1

functions (mappings) to be modeled by a fuzzy additive model.

mate any multivariate nonlinear function on a compact domain to any degree of
accuracy. This meansthat FA S are dense in the spaceof continuous functions,and
they share thisvery powerful property withNNs and SVMs.
This section discusses how FAMs approximate any (not analytically but verbally
or linguistically) known functional dependency.
A FAM is composed of a set of rules
in the formof IF-THEN statements that express human knowledgeabout functional
behavior. Supposewe want to model the two functions shownin figure
to modelverballythefunctionaldependenciesshowninfigure1.3.
would contain at least three IF-THEN rules. Using fewer rules would decrease the
approximation accuracy,and using more rules would increase precision
at the cost of
more required computation time. This is the classical soft computing dilemma-a
trade-off between imprecisionand uncertainty on the one handand low solution cost,
tractability, and robustness on the other. The appropriate rules for the functions in
figure 1.3 are as follows:
Left Graph

Right Graph

IF x is low, THEN y is high.

IF x is Zow, THEN y is h i g ~ .
IF x is ~ e d i uT~ ,
IF x is h i ~ hTHEN
,
y is Zow.

These rules define three large rectangular patchesthat cover the functions. They are
shown in figure 1. together with two possible a~proximatorsfor each function.
at human beings do not (or only rarely) think in terrnsof nonlinear funcdo not try to “draw these functions in our mind” or try to ‘‘see’’ them
as geometrical artifacts. In general, we do not process geometrical figures, curves,
surfaces, or hypersurfaces while p e r f o ~ i n gtasks or expressing our knowledge. In
addition, our expertise in or understanding of some functional dependencies is very
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Y

Two diEerent functio~s(solid lines in both graphs) covered by three patches produced
by I F - T ~ rules
E~
and modeled by two possible a~proximators(dashed and dotted curves).

often not a structured piece of knowledge at all.
tasks without being able to express how are we e
should try, for example, to explain to a colleague i
rid in^ a bike, recognizing numerals, or s u ~ n g .
ere are many steps, both heu~sticand ~ a t h e ~ a t i c a l , b e t ~ eknowledge
en
or
expertise and a final fuzzy model. After all the design steps
and computation h
been co~pleted,this final model is a very precisely defined nonlinear function.
choosing the complexity of the rule basis, one can control the precision of the fuzzy
model and trade tbat off against solution costs. Thus, one first defines themost relevant input and output varia~lesfor a problem. n fuzzy logic terns, one must define
the universes of discourse, i.e., the domains and the ranges of relevant variables.
~i v e,hot,
~ cold, and so on, in a
Then one specifies what is low, ~ ~ ~ ~ i i~u o ~~~ i ~,zero,
In fuzzy logic terns, one defines the fuzzy embers
ttributes) for the chosen input and output variables.
ules, that is, fuzzy rule
the numerical part)-and to defuzzify the
ps are crisp and precise
~ a t h e ~ a t io~erations,
~al
A soft part in these calculations is the choice of membermechanisn~s.
'p f~nctions as wellas approp~iateinferenceanddefuzzification
ain, there is a trade-off between simple and fast algorith~shaving low computational costs and the desired accuracy. Thus, the finalap roxi~atingfunction depends
any design decisions (only twoout of many po ble fuzzy approximators are
he ~ e s i decisions
~n
incl~~de
the n u m ~ e r , s ~ a and
p ~ splace~ent§
,
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of the input and output membership functions, the inference mechanism applied,
and
the defuzzification method used.
Letusdemonstratethefuzzymodelingofasimpleone-dimensionalmapping
y = .x2, -3 < x < 0. Choose four fuzzy m e ~ b e r functions
s~~
(fuzzysubsets or
attributes) for input and output variables as follows:
Input Variables

Output Variables

For -3 < x < -2, x is very negative.
For -3 < x < -1, x is slig~tlynegative.

For 4

For -2 < x < 0, x is nearly zero.
For -1 < x < 0, x is very nearly zero.

For 0 y 4, y is s ~ a l l .
For 0 < y < 1, y is very small.

< y < 10, y is large.
For 1 < y < 9, y is m e ~ i u ~ .

These fuzzy membership functionsare shown in figure 1S . The rule basis for a fuzzy
inference in the formof four IF-THEN rules is

R1 : IF x is verynegative ( V N ) ,

THEN y is large (L).

R2: IF x is slig~tlynegative ( S N ) ,

THEN y is medium ( M ) .

R3:

IF x is nearlyzero ( N Z ) ,

84:

IF x is very nearly zero ( VNZ), THEN y is very sm~lZ( VS).

THEN y is s ~ a l (lS ) .

If one is not satisfied with the precision achieved, one should define more rules.
This will be accomplished by a finer granulation (applying smaller patches)that can
be realized by defining more membership functions. The fuzzy appro~imationthat
follows from a model with seven rules is shown in figure1.6. The seven fuzzy rnembership functions (fuzzy subsets or attributes) for inputs and outputs, as well as the
corresponding rule basis,are defined as follows:
Input Variables

Output Variables

For -3.0 < x < -2.5, .x is extremely far from
zero.
For -3.0
x < -2.0, x is very jbrfrom zero.
For -2.5 < x < - 1.5, x is quite far from zero.
For -2.0 < x < - 1.O, x is far from zero.
For -1.5 < x < -0.5, x is nearly zero.
For - 1.O < x < 0, x is verynearly zero.
For -0.5 < x < 0, x is extremely close to zero.

For 6.25 < y < 9, y is very large.
For 4 < y < 9, y is quite large.
For 2.25 < y < 6.25, y is large.
For 1 < y 4, y is m e d i u ~ .
For 0.25 < y < 2.25, y is small.
For 0 y < l, y is quite small.
For 0 < y < 0.25, y is very small.
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Membership functionsx

Membership functions y

v ss

VN SN NZ VNZ

1

l'

0.8
0.6
P

0.4

0.2

5

,~~

10

Fuzzy approximation using four rules

8
y=x2,for-3<~<0

6

v

-3

A~~roximatina
curve

-2.5
-1.5

-2

-1

-4.5

0

Figwe 1.5
Modeling a one-dimensional mappingy = x2 by a fwzy model with four rules.
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Y

10

Fuzzy approxi~ationusing seven rules

8

-y = x 2 , f o r - - 3 < ~ < 0
- Approximating curve

6

4

2

gure 3.6
Modeling a one-dimensional ~ a ~ p i yn=g x2 by a fuzzy model with seven rules.
1:

IF x is extremely far from zero, THEN y is very large.

2:

IF x is very fur from zero,

THEN y is quite large.

3:

IF x i s ~ u i t e ~from
u r zero,

THEN y is large.

4:

IF x is fur from zero,

THEN y is m e ~ i u m .

5:

IF x is early zero,

THEN y is smalZ.

6:

IF x is very early zero,

7:

IF x is e~tremelyclose to zero,

THEN y is quite small.
THEN y is verysmall
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The fuzzy approximating function that results from a fuzzy additive model with
seven rules is indistinguishable from an original and known functional dependency.
Recall, however, that structured human knowledge is typically in the form of the
linguistica all^ expressed) rule basis, not in the form of any mathe~aticalexpression.
If one knew the mathematical expression, there wouldnot be a need for designing a
fuzzy model. One could simply use this known dependency in a crisp analytical form.
The fuzzy additive modelcan be represented graphically by a network like the one
shown in figure 1.1. Section
6.2 discussessuch structural equivalence. The resemblance, which followsfrom mild assumptions, can be readily seen in figure6.25. The
input membershipfunctions of a FAM correspond to the HL activation(basis)
functions in MS,and the centers of the FAM’s output membership functions are
equivalent to the 01,weights in an NN or SVM model.

The fieldsof learning fromdata and soft computingare mathematically well-founded
disciplines. They are composed of several classical mathematics areas, shown as a
“floweroflearning and softcomputing”in figure” 1.7.Onecouldsay
that both
learning and soft computing are nothing but value-added applied mathematics and
statistics, although this statement may be valid for many other fields as well. This
book arose froma desire to show how the differentareas depicted in figure l .7, nicely
connected, compose the powerful fields
of learning from data and soft computing.

Figure 1.7
A ‘“flower of learningand soft computing” andits basic mathematical constituents.
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problem, classical issues fromapproximation theory are considered first. This section
roughly follows Rice (1964) and Mason and Parks (1995).
Two major items in an approximation problem are the type of approximating
function applied and the measure of goodness’ of an approximation. This is also
known as the questionof choosing form and norm.
The choice of approximating function(fom) is more important than the choice of
a measure of goodness, that is, a distance function or n o m that measures the distance betweenf and fa. ~nfortunately,there isno theoretical methodof determining
which out of many possible approximating functions will yield the best approximation. On the other hand, there are fortunately only a few feasible candidate functions
in use or under investigation today. The most popular functions are tangent hyperbolic, a few radial basis functions (notably Gaussians and multiquadrics), polynomial functions, and three standard membership functions applied in fuzzy models
(triangle, trapezoidal,and singleton). These functions are called activation, basis,
and
membership functions in multilayer perceptrons;radial basis function (R
ularization networks, and fuzzy logic models. These models are, together with support vector machines, the most popular soft modeling and learning functions. Their
mathematical forms follow.
r oa~representative of nonlinear basis function expansion
A ~ ~ Z t i Z ~~y e r c e ~ t is
(appro~imation):
N

(1.11)
i=

1

where pi(x7vi) is a set of given functions (usually sigmoidal functions such as the
logistic functionor tangent hyperbolic-see (2.6) and chapter 3), o is the output from
a model, and N is the number of hidden layer neurons. Both the
output layer’s
weights W i and the entries of the hidden layer weights vector v are free parameters
that are subjects of learning.
An network is a representativeof a linear basis function expansion:
N

(1.12)
i= i

where pi(x) isafixed(choseninadvance)set
of radial basisfunctions(e.g.,
Gaussians, splines, multiquadrics).Note that when the basis functions pi(s) are not
fixed, that is,when theirpositions ei and shapeparameters
are alsosubjects of
learning (pj= pi(x7ei, j ) ) , RBF networksnonlinearapproximationschemes.
(See chapter 5 foramoredetaileddiscussiBFnetworks.)
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A fuzzy logic model, like an BF network, can be a representative of a linear or
nonlinear basis function expansion:

(1.13)

where N is the number of rules, r is the rules, and basis functions G(x, ei) are the
input membership functions (attributes or fuzzy subsets) centered at ei (see (2.7)and
section 6.1).
In addition to these models, two classic one-dimensional approximation schemes
are considered: a setof algebraic pol~nomials

and a truncated Fourier series

+ a, sin(nx) + b, cos(nx).

(1.15)

All but the first approximation scheme here are linear approximations. However, all
given models are aimed at creating nonlinear approximating functions. Thus, the
adjective linear is used because the parameters
(W, ai, bi, and ri) that are subjects
of learningenterlinearly into theapproximatingfunctions. In other words,the
appro~imationdepends linearly upon weights that are the subjects of learning. This
very important property of linear models leads to quadratic (convex) optimization
problems with guaranteed global minimums when theL2 n o m is used.
The second major question to be answered is the choice of n o m (the distance
betweenthe data and theapproximatingfunction f a ( x ,W)). Thischoiceisless
important than,the choice of form fa(x,W). If fn(x, W) is compatible withan underlying functionf(~)that produced the training data points, then almost any reasonable measure will lead to an acceptable approximation to f(x). If f u ( x ,W) is not
compatible withf ( x ) ,none of the noms can improve bad approximations to f ( x ) .
However, in many practical situations one n o m of approximation is naturally preferred over another.
The norm of approximation is a measure of how well a specific approximation
fa(x) of the given form matches the given set
of noisy data. Norms are (positive)
scalars used as measures of error, length, size, distance, and so on, depending on
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context. Here a n o m usually represents an error. The most common mathematical
class of norms in the case of a measured discrete data set is the LP (
The LP norm is ap-norm of an error vector e given as
(1.16)
where P indicates thesize of the trainingdata set, that is, the numberof training data
and o stand for P-dimensional vectors of desired
l network. Note that (1.16) is strictly valid for an
or for an NN with a single output layer neuron. For more OI, neurons, a n o m
would be defined as a proper matrix nom. Assuming that the unknown underlyadiscrete data setcontaining P measurements
ingfunction f ( x ) isgivenon
f ( x & f ( x 2 ) ,. . ,f ( x p ) , the standard bpnoms in use are defined as
P

h :

l l f - f,lll

=

(absolute
value)

(1.17)

(Euclidean n o m )

(1.18)

(Chebysbev,unifom?or
infinity norm)

(1.19)

i

L2:

I J’

-

.f;l12

P
=

( I f ( x i ) - fa( x i )1 2,

i

LW:

Ilf

-

f ~ l =
l ~max I f ( x i ) - J;(xi)I

The noms used during an optimization of the models are not only standard LP
noms. Usually rather more compl ath he ma tical structures are applied inthe form
of cost or e~or~functions
that enforce the closeness to training data (most typically
an
measured by an L2 or L1 nom) and that measuresomeotherpropertyof
a~proximatingfunction (e.g., smoothness, model complexity, weights magnitude).
These noms (actually variously defined functionals that do not possess the strict
mathematical properties required for norms) are typically composed of two parts.
The first component is usually a standard L2 (or tl)nom, and the second is some
penali~ationterm (see table 1 .4 and equations (2.26)-(2.28)). Vapnik’s 8-insensitive
loss function (nom), which is particularly useful for regression problems, is introduced in chapter 2.
The Chebyshev (or unifom) n o m is an LP n o m called an infinity norm by virtue
of the identity
(1.20)
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The choice of the appropriate norm or a measure of the approximation’s goodness
depends primarily on the data and on the simplicity of approximation and optimization algorithms available. The L2 norm is the best one for data corrupted with
normally distributed (Gaussian) noise. In this case, it is known that the estimated
parameters or weights obtained in L2 norm correspond to the maximum-likelihood
estimates. The L1 norm is much better than the Euclidean n o m for data that have
outliers because theL1 n o m tends to ignore such data. The Chebyshev norm is ideal
in the caseof exact data with errors in a uniform distribution.
In manyfields,particularlyinsignalprocessing
and systemidentification and
control, the L2 or Euclidean norm is almost universally used, for two reasons. First,
the assumption about the Gaussian character of the noise in a control systems environment is an acceptable and reasonable one. Second, the
L2 norm is mathematically
simple and tractable.
Very often, a measure of goodness or closeness of approximation used during a
learning stage does not satisfy (l 17)-( 1.19) or other known properties of norms,
and hence is not a nom. For example, the most common deviation from a “pure”
L2 norm is the use of the sum of error squares as a standard cost function in NN
learning. The sum of error squares is the measure derived from the norm
(it is a
slightly changed versionof a Euclidean norm without squareroot operation), but its
minimization is equivalent to the minimi~ationof the L2 norm from which it is
derived.
Now that the concepts of form (type of function used to approximate data) and
norm(measure ofclosenessof
approximation) havebeenintroduced,a
natural
question is, what is the best approximation? Of course, in order
to achieve better
approximations, the approximants will generally have to beof higher and higher
degree. An increase in degree, usually leads to overfitting, however. This problem is
discussed in detailthroughout the book.
Given the set Sn of approximating functions (say, polynomials of sixth order, or
NNs with six HI, neurons, or fuzzy models withsix rules, n = 6 ) , is there among the
elements of S, (among all possible polynomialsof sixth order, or NNs with six HL,
neurons, or fuzzy models with
six rules) one that is closer to given data points f ( x i ) ,
i = 1,P, than any other element (function, model, network) of S,? If there is, it is
to f (x).
known as thebest appro~i~ation
Note, however, that thebest approximation propertydependsuponthe
nom
applied. Change the norm(the criterion of closeness of approximation) and the best
approximation will change. Generally, the bestapproximation in the LP norm is not
the same as the best approximation in the L, norm ( p $ 4 ) . This is shown in the
following one-dimensional continuous example (see also problems 1.8and l .g).
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lo

~pproximatey = x4 over [O, l] by a straight line &(x) so that

1

(x4 -

(x)) 2 dx is ~ i ~ i m u m ,

Note that y = x4 is given as a continuous fu~ction,not as a set of discrete points.
propriate here to use n o ~ ~efined
s
over an i n t e ~ athat
l apply an
integral operator instead of equations (1.17)-( 1.19), which comp~sea s u m ~ i n
erator. Three different best approxi~ations(solutions) c o ~ e s p o n ~ i ntog the given
cost functions ( n o ~ sare
)
--

(solidlinein fig. 1.S),
(dashed line in fig.1.S),

&(x) = x - 0.236

(dotted line in fig. 1.8).

6

Y t

~
~ 1.8 u
r
~
Best least square (solid), penalized least square (dashed), and uniform (dotted) linear
approxi~ationsto x4
on [0,l].
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The best approximation is unique for all strict norms,that is, for 1 < p < 00. Thus,
thebestapproximationwith
an L2 n o m isunique, but this property is not, for
example,sharedwith L1 and L , noms. For more on theproblem of a norm's
uniqueness, see the related problems in the problems section
of this chapter.
efore examining the approximation properties of models used in this book, one
can considersomebasicshortcomings
of classical approximation schemes.
torically, there are two standard approximators: algebraic and t r i ~ o n o m e t ~ c
nomials. The interested reader should consult the vast
literature on the theory of
approximation to find discussions on the existence and uniqueness of a solution, the
best approximation calculation and its asymptotic properties, and the like.
start with polynomial approximators of a one-dimensional function givenby discrete
data. In trying to learn about the underlying dependency between inputsand outputs
we are concerned with the error at all points in the range, not only at the sampled
training data. Example 1.2 showsthe deficiency of polynomial approximations. They
behave badly in the proximity of domain boundaries even though they are perfect
interpolators of given training data points.
Approximate function f ( x ) = 1/( 1 + 25x2) defined over the range
[- l , + l ]and sampled at 21 equidistant points xi, i = 1, 21, (i.e., P = 21) by polynomials of twelfth, sixteenth,and twentieth orders.
For this particular function (see fig. 1.9)it is found that for any pointx # xi,where
1x1 > 0.75, the error Ifa(x)- f(x)I of the approximation increases without bound as
2.5

I

Ii
2

I

1.5
1

0.5
0

-0.5
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-0.5

0
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X

Fi~ure1.9
Polynomial approximationsof a function 1/( 1 + 25x2).
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the order of the approximating polynomials n increases. This is true even

though

f@(xi)= f ( x i ) when the order of polyn~mialn = P - 1, where P is the number of

training data. In this examplef , ( x i ) = f ( x i ) for a twentieth-order polynomial, which
means that both L1 and L2 noms are equal to zero,wronglysuggestingperfect
errorless approxi~ationover the whole domain of input variable x.
When considering an error over a whole range, a more satisfactory objective isto
u xChebyshev type
make the maximumerror as small as possible. Thisis the ~ i n i ~ or
of approximation where theerror is defined by (1.19)and the functionf,(x) is chosen
so that L , is ~ i n i m i ~ eItd .is in this context that the Chebyshev polynomials have
found wide application.
There are also manyother polynomials, notably a class of
orthogonal polynomials,
that can be used for approximations. Allof them have similar deficiencies in the sense
that as the number of training points P increases, the approximation improves near
the center of the interval but shows pronounced oscillatory behavior at the ends of
the interval.
Another popular classical approximation scheme involves rational functions (the
ratio of two polynomials) givenas

(l .21)
i=O

These functions are much more flexible, but they are nonlinear approxirnators (with
respect to the denominator weights vi) and learning of the weights vi is not an easy
task. They are of historical significance but are not used as basis functions in this
book.
Both the polynomials and trigonometric sums have similar disa~vantagesin that
they cannot take sharp bends followed by relatively flat behavior.
defined over the whole domain (i.e., they
are globally acting activation functions),
and they generally vary gently. Such characteristicscan be circumvented by increasing the degreeof these functions, but this has as a consequence wild behaviorof the
approximator close to boundaries (see fig. 1.g).
The bestcandidates for approximating functions that naturally originate from
ul
the most popular being various
polynomials are the piecewise ~ o l y n o ~ jf~nctions,
spline f~nctions.The spline functions are special cases of RBF functions; they are
derived in chapter 5. They are defined by dividing the domain of the input variable
into several intervals by a set of points called joints or knots. The approxi~ating
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function is then a polynomial of specified degree between the knots. The approximatiqn is linear for prespecifiedand fixed knots. However, the whole approximating
scheme is nonlinear when the positions of knots
are subjects of learning. The learning
of knot positions, being a nonlinear optimization problem, is complexand generally
not an easy task.
t is interesting to note that in the u~variatecase (for one-dimensional inputs)
braic polynomials, trigonometric polynomials, and splines all have the property
to the
of providing a unique interpolation on a setof distinct points equal in number
number of approximation pa~dmeters(weights). However, in the multivariate caseit
is not usually possible to guarantee a unique interpolant for these basis functions,and
hence a best approximation is not necessarily unique. Problem 1.1 1 deals with the
uniqueness of a polynomial approximation in a bivariate case. However, it deliberately emphasizes a kind of pathological case. It is important to be aware of possible
pitfalls, but there are some very nice results in applying polynomials in support vector machines (see chapter 2) that exploit their properties. At the same time, RBFs
uniquely interpolate any set of data on a distinct input set of training data points.
F networks (RBF approximation models).
This is but one of nice properties of
Figure 1.10 shows an interpolati ofsix (P= 6) random data pointsusinga
h order. A perfect inte~olationis achieved because the Vander(1.22) is nonsingular. (These matrices often occur in polynomial
nal processing, and error-correcting codes.) owever, this matrix
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Figure 1.10
Interpolation andapproxi~ationpolynomials of fifth order (dashed) and third order (dotted) to six highly
noise-contaminated data points obtained by sampling the straight line (solid).
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is notorious. Even for modest sizes of P,it is very ill conditioned (its deteminant is
very small), and solutions may be subject to severe numerical difficulties. The interpolation curve (dashed) is a solution
of a linear system of equations,
and it is a
(unique) least-squares solution,as is the approximation curve (dotted). The latter is,
however, a third-order polynomial approximation curve. It is also the best approximation in the least-squares sense but no longerpasses through the training data
points.
An int~r~olating solut~on
results from solving the following systemof linear equations:
WO

+ w ~ x +; w 2 x ; + w3x; + w 4 x i4 + w5xi5 = yi,

i = 1,6,

which can be expressed in a matrixf o m as

(1.22)

In thiscase,
input vector
0.691.03
l .268.03

1
l
1
931
41
1

0
1
8
27
16 64
625
5 25 125

0 0
1 1
2 4

S

43
51 and output vector y =
[O 4.451 ”. Anonsingular Vandemonde matrix

=

0
0
1
1
16
32
81 243
256 1024
3125

The solution vectorvv to (1.22) that ensures an interpolation is
-‘y = 1-10.84
18.57
-11.60
2.99
-0.26

1.83IT.

An a ~ ~ r o x i ~ a tsolution
jng
using a polynomialof third order (shown in fig.
l . 10 as
a dotted curve) is obtained by solving the following overdetermined system of six
equations in four unknowns:
WO

+ W I X ; + w 2 x i2 + w3xi3 = yi,

i = l , 6,
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or in matrix form,

-

1

0

0

0

-.

-

~

1 3 9 27
64
164 l
~3
1
5
25
125
4.45
-

1.83
0.69
1.03
__
1.26
8.03

(123)

~~~~

The best solution,a weights vector W, that results from an approximation in the least
squares sense is obtained as follows:
‘y = [--5.17
2.96
-0.36
2.25’JT,

denotes the pseudoinversionof a rectangular matrix
e set of training data points is interpolatedby using
ar splines and cubic
splines; theinterpolatingcurvesshowninfigure
1.11.
Thefifthcolumnin a matrixbelonging
to linearsplinesin(1.24)corresponds
to the linear spline centered at x = 4 (thick dotted spline). Matrix
design matrix. The interpolation functions that are obtained by using spline functions
as shown in figure 1.11 belong to radial basis functions network models. Chapter 5
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Figure 1.11
Interpolation by linear and cubic splines. Trainingdata set is the same as in figure1.10. Fifth linear spline
corresponds to fifth columnof a matrixX given in (1.24).
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discussesthesenetworks,alsoknown
as regularizationnetworks. Chapter 5also
presents the origins of the linearand cubic splines applied here.
~o~espondin
systems
g
of linear equations for both interpolations in matrix form
and solution vectorsvv are as follows.
For linear splines,
0
l
2
3
4
5

1
0
1
2
3
4

2
1
0
1
2
3

3
2
1
0
1
2

4
3
2
1
0
1

5
4
3
2
1
0

1.83
0.69
1.03
1.26
8.03
4.45

(1.24)

For cubic splines,
*

2764
i l 2 52764

8

1
8

0
1

A ~~a

l .83
0.69
1.03
'
1.26
8.03
4.45
-

(1.25)

.
,
I

The solution vectorsare
WL =
WC

[0.06
0.74
-0.057
3.27
-5.17
2.4163IT.

= E0.59

-1.66
2.55
-4.43
3.39

-0.9165]T.

As long as the dimensionality of input vectors is not too high, many classical
approxi~ationtools maybe appropriate for modeling trainingdata points. However,
in modern soft computing, the di~ensionalityof input vectors is very high; it may
go to dozens of thousands. In such high-dimensional spaces, data are sparse, and
modeling underlying dependencies is a formidable
task. NNs, SVMs, and FL models
are approp~atetools for such tasks. Their theoretical interpolation and approximation capacities are briefly discussed here. Chapters 2-6 treat these issues in more
detail.
S and FL models are u ~ i v ~ r a
s pa p~r o ~ i ~ a ~in
o rthe
s sense that they can
a p p r o ~ i ~ aany
t e function to any degree of accuracy provided that there are enough
hidden layer neurons or rules. The same can also be stated for SVMs. Without any
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doubt, such powerful appro~imatingfaculties are the foundation of, and theoretical
justification for, the wide application of NNs and FL models.
Following are theclassic ~eierstrasstheorem for the approximation by polynomials; the Cybenko-Ho~k-Funahashitheorem (Cybenko 1989; Hornik, Stinchcombe, and White 1989; Funahashi 1989), which states identical abilities
of sigmoidal
functions; and the theoremfor universal approximation properties using the Gaussian
(radial basis) activation functions.
CLASSICALWEIERSTRASS THEOREM

The set Pia,b] of all polynomials

n

(1.26)
j=O

is dense in C[a,b].In other words, givenf
for which

I&)

-f(x)

I

E,

E

C[a,b] and E > 0, there is a polynomialp

for all x E fa,b].

Let cr be any sigmoidal function and Id the
d-dimensional cube [0, 1 I d . Then the finite sumof the form

C ~ E N K O - H O R N I K - ~ ~ STHEOREM
HI

n

(1 .a?)
j= l

is dense in C[Id].In other words, given f
which
Ifa(x) - f ( x ) l

E,

E

C[Id]and E

> 0, there is a surn &(x) for

for all x E I d ,

where wj, v, and bj represent OL weights, L weights, and bias weights of the hidden
layer, respectively.
Let G be a Gaussian function
and Id the d-dimensional cube [0, lid. Then the finitesum of the form

THEOREM FOR THE DENSITY OF GAUSSIAN FWNCTIONS

n

( l .28)
j= 1

is dense in CIId].In other words, given f
which

Ifa(x) - f ( x ) l

E,

for all x E I d ,

E

C[Id] and E > 0, there is a sum fa(
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where wi and Ci represent OL weights and centers of
functions, respectively.

L multivariateGaussian

The same resultsof universal approximation properties exist for fuzzy models,
too.
Results of this type can also be stated for many other different functions (notably
trigonometric polynomials and various kernel functions). They arevery c o m o n in
approximation theory and hold under very weak assumptions. Density in the space
of continuous functions is a necessary condition that every approximation scheme
should satisfy.
However, the types of problems in this book are slightly different. In diverse tasks
not one of
where NNs and SV S are successfully applied, the problem is usually
approximating som ontinuous univariate f ( x ) or multivariate f ( x ) function over
some interval. The typical engineering problem involvesinterpolation
the
or approximation of sets of P sparse and noisy training data points.
S will have to model the mapping of a finite training
data set ofP
training patterns x to the co~espondingP m-~i~ensional
output
(desired or target) patterns y. (These y are denoted by during the training, where
stands for desired.) In other words, these models should model the dependency
(or the
!Rrn.In the case of classification,
underlying function, i.e., the hypersurface)f :(31"
the problem isto find thedisc~minanthyperfunctions that separate m classes inan Edimensional space. The learning (adaptation, training phase) of our models correon
sponds to thelinear or nonlinear opti~izationof afittingprocedurebased
knowledge of the training data pairs. This is a task of hypersurface fitting in the
generally ~gh-dimensionalspace (31" @ !R2".R F networks have a nice propertythat
they can interpolate any set of P data points. The same is also true for fuzzy logic
models, support vector machines, or multilayer perceptrons,and this powerful property is the basis for the existence of these novel modeling tools.
To i ~ t e ~ ~the
~ Zdata
~ t means
e
that the interpolating function f,(x,) must pass
through each particular point in (31" @ !Rrnspace. Thus, an interpolating problem is
stated as follows:
Given is a setof P measured (observed)data: X = { xp,
of the input pattern vectors x E llZn and output desired
An interpolating function is suchthat
"+

,p -

(l29)

Note that aninterpolating function is required
to pass through each desired point
Thus, the cost or error function (nom) E that measures the quality of modeling (at
this point,we use the sum of error squares) inthe case of interpolation must be equal
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to zero
P

P

p=l

p==l

(1.30)
Strictly speaking,an interpolating function~ ~ (and
x therefore
~ )
the error function E,
are parameterized by approximation coefficientsherecalledweights,
and a more
proper notation for these two functions would beJ;(x, W, v) and E(x,
W and v are typically a network’s output layer weights and hidden
respectively. Writin this dependency explicitly stresses the fact that the weights will
be subjected to an timization procedure that should result in a good fa and a small
E. (Generally, weights are organized in matric
ork, for example,
should
Note that inorder to interpolate data set X ,
have exactly P neurons in a hidden layer. Work with
Nlils typically involves sets
of h~ndredsof thousands of patterns (measurements), which means that the size of
such an interpolating network would have to be large. The nurnerical processingof
matrices of such hi h order is very intractable. There is another important reason
why the idea of dat inte~olationis usually not a good one. Realdata are corrupte~
by noise, and interpolation of noisy data leads to the problem of overfitting. What we
basically want NNs to do is to model the underlying function (dependency) and to
filter out the noise contained in the training
data. There are many diAFerent techniques
for doing this,and some of these approachesare presented later. Chapter 2 is devoted
to this problem of matching the complexity
of a trainingdata set to the capacityof an
approximatingmodel.he
approach presentedtherealsoresultsinmodelswith
fewer processing units ( L neurons) than there are training patterns.
er of neurons in a hidden layer
and the parametersthat define the shapes
activation (basis) functions are the most important design parameters
with respect to the approximation abilities of neural networks.
n u ~ b e rof input com~onents(features) and the number of o
a1 determined by the very nature of the problem. At the same time, the number
neurons, which primarily determines the real representation power
of a neural
network and its generalization capacity, is a frce parameter. In the case of general
nonlinear regression performed by an NN, the main task is to model the underlying
functionbetweenthegiveninputs
and outputs and to filter out the disturbances
contained in the noisy training data set. Similar statements can be made for pattern
recognition (classification) problems. In the SVM field, one can say that the model
complexity (capacity) should match the data complexity during training.
pacity is most often controlled by the number of neurons in the hidden layer. In
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changing the numberof HL nodes, two extreme solutions should
be avoided: filtering
out the ufiderlying function (not enough HL, neurons) and modeling the noise or
overfitting the data (too many HL neurons). Therefore, there is a need to comment
on appropriate measures of model quality.
In the theory of learning from data, the problems of measuring the model's performance are solved by using different approaches
and inductive principles. Applying
some simple norm, for instance, any LP norm, is usually not good enough. Perfect
performance on training data does not guarantee good performance on previously
unseen inputs (see example 1.3). Various techniques aimed at resolving the trade-off
between performance on training data and performance on previously unseen data
are in use today. The concept of simultaneous minimizationof a bias and a variance,
known as the ~ i u s - u u ~ i u ~ ci eZ e ~originated
~ u ,
from the field of mathematical statistics (see chapter 4). Girosi analyzed the concepts of an approximation error and
an estimation error (see section 2.3). Finally, in the field of S W " one applies the
structural risk ~ n i m ~ a t i oprinciple,
n
which controls both the empirical risk and a
confidence interval at the same time. In all three approaches, one tries to keep both
components of an overall error or risk as low as possible. All these measures of the
approximation performance of a model are similar in spirit but originate from different inductive principles,and they cannot be made equivalent.
One more classical statistical tool for resolving the trade-off between the performance on training data and the complexity of a model is the cross-validation technique. The basic idea of the cross-validation is foundedon the fact that good results
on the training data do not ensure good generalization capability. Generalization
refers to the capacityof a neural networkto give correct answerson previously unseen
data. This set of previously unseen data is called a test set or uuZid~tio~
set of patterns. The standard procedure to obtain this particular data set is to take out a part
(say, one quarter) of all measured data, which will not be used during trainingbut in
the validation or test phase only. The higher the noise level in the
data and the more
complex the underlying function to be modeled, the larger the test set should be.
Thus, in the cross-validation procedure the performance
of the network is measured
on the test or validation data set, ensuring the good generalization property of a
neural network.
Example 1.3 demonstrates some basic phenomena during modeling
of a noisy data
set. It clearly shows why the idea of interpolation is not very sound.
The dependency (plant or system to be identified) between two variables is givenby y = x sin(2x). Interpolate and approximate thesedata by an RBF
network having Gaussian basis functions by using a highly corrupted training data
set (25% Gaussian noise with zero mean) containing36 measured patterns (x, d ) .
Ze 1.3

+
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Figure 1.12
Modeling of noisy data by an RBF (reg~arization)network with Gaussian basis functions. Lejt, interpolation and ove~ttingof noisy data (36 hidden layer neurons). Right, approximation and s~oothingof
noisy data (8 hidden layer neurons). Underlying function (dashed) isy = x + sin(2x). Number of training
patterns (crosses)P = 36.

Figure1.12showsthe
interpolation and the approximation solutions.Clearly,
during the optimizationof the network's size, one of the smoothing parameters is the
number of HI, neurons that should be small enough to filter out the noise and large
enough to model the underlying function. This simple exampleof a one-dimensional
mapping may serve as a good iilustration of overfitting. It is clear that perfect performance on a training data set does not guarantee a good model (see left graph,
where the interpolating function passes through the training data). The same phenomena will be observed while fitting multivariate hypersurfaces.
In order to avoidoverfitting,onemustrelax
an interpolation requirementlike
(1.29) while fitting noisy data and instead do an a ~ ~ r o ~ i ~ aoftthe
i otraining
~
data
set that can be expressed as

,

p = 1, ...,P.

(1.31)

In the case of approximationJthe error or cost functionis not required as E = 0. The
requirement is onlythat the error function
P

p=l

P

p=1
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be small and the noise be filtered out as much as possible. Thus, approximation is
related to interpolation but with the relaxed condition that an approximant -(,(xp)
does not have to go through all the trainingdata points. Instead, it should approach
the data set points as closely as possible, trying to minimize some measure of the
error or disagreement between the approximated point
&(xp) and the desired value
These two concepts of curve fitting are readily seen in figure l. 12. In real technical
applications the data set is usually colored or polluted with noise, and it is better to
use approximation because it is a kind of smooth fit of noisy data. If one forces an
approximating function to pass each noisy data point, one will easily get a model
with high varianceand poor generalization.
The interpolation and the approximation in example 1.3 were done by an RBF
neural network as given in (1.28), with36 and 8 neurons in the hidden layer, respectively. Gaussian functions (HL activation functions here)were placed symmetrically
along the x-axis, each having the same
standard deviation a equal to double the distance between two adjacent centers. With such a choice of a, a nice overlapping of
the basis (activation) functions was obtained. Note that both parameters (centers ci
and standard deviations ai) of Gaussian bells were fixed during the calculation of the
best output layer weights wi. (In terns of NNs and FL models, the hidden layer
weights and parameters that define positions and shapes of membership functions,
respectively,werefixed or frozen during the fitting procedure.) In this way, such
learning was the problem of linear approximation because the parameters W i enter
linearly into the expression for the approximating function f,(x). In other words,
OL weights
approx~ationerror e(w) depends linearly upon the parameters (here the
wi).Note that in this example theapproximation function &(x) represents physically
the output from the single OL neuron, and the approximation error for a pth data
pair (xp,dp) can be written as

ep = ep(w) = dp - f;2(xp,W) = dp - o ( x p , w ) .

+

(1.32)

Generally, x will be the (n 1)-dimensional vector x;. When approximation error e
depends linearly upon the weights, the error function E ( w ) , defined as the sum of
error squares, is a hyperparaboloidal bowl with a guaranteed single (global) minimum. The weights vector W*, which gives the minimal point Emin = E(w*), is the
required solution, and in this case the approximating function &(x) from (128) or
(1.33) has a property
ofbest approximation. Note that despite the fact that this
&(x) is nonlinear,
approximation problemislinear,theapproximatingfunction
resulting from the summationof weighted nonlinear basis functionpi.
A variety of basis functionsfor approximation.are available foruse in NNs or FL
models. (In the NN area, basis functionsare typically called activation functions,and
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in the field of FL models, the most common names are membership functions, possibility distributions,attributes, fuzzy subsets, or degree-of-belonging functions.) The
basic linear approximation scheme,as given by (1.12)-( 1.15),can be rewritten as
N

(1.33)
i= 1

where N is the number of HL neurons, and x is an n-dimensional input vector.
Equation (1.33) represents an 9
3
' 93 mapping, and fa (x) is a hypersurface in an
( n + 1)-dimensional space.
In the learning stage of a linear parameters model the weights w i are calculated
knowing training patterns {xi,di}, i = 1,P, and equation (1.33) is rewritten in the
following matrix formfor learning purposes:
"+

W1
W2

(1.34)

where P is the number of training data pairs, and N is t he number of neurons. Typically, P > N , meaning that
is a rectangularmatrixandthesolutionvector
W
substitutedin(1.33)
produ S an approximatinghypersurface.When
P =N,
matrix X issquare and fa(x) is an interpolatingfunctionpassingthrougheach
training data point. It is assumed that none of the training data points coincide, i.e.,
# 4, i = l , P, j = l , P, i # j . In this case, and when P = N , a design matrix
is nonsingular.
The solution weights vectorW is obtained from
(1-35)
where X' denotes pseudoinversion of a design matrix X. The solution (1.35) is the
least-squares solution. For P = N , $- = X". Elements of a designmatrix
the values (scalars) of a basis function qi(x)evaluated at the measured values Xi of
the independent variable. The measured values of the dependent variable y , i.e., an
unknownfunction f(x), are the ele nts of a desiredvector
Note that for an
! R n "+
mapping, a designmatrixisalways
a (Px N ) arr , independently of
the dimensionality n of an input vector x. When P > N , the system of linear equations(1.33)hasmore
equations than unknowns(itis o ~ e ~ d e ~ e ~ Equation
~ine~).
(1.23) is an example of such an overdetermined system. An important and widely

93'
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used method for solving overdetermined linear equation systems is the ~ e t of ~ o ~
least s ~ ~ a (see
r ~ as solution to (1 -23)and (1.34)). Its application leads to relatively
simple computations, and in many applications it can be motivated by statistical
arg~ments.
Unlike the previous linear approximations, the one given in
(1.2’7) represents a
nonlinear multivariate approximation (now is a vector and not a scalar):
n

(1.36)
where oftypically denotes sigmoidal, ( -shaped) functions. ( ote that biases bi can
be substituted into the correspondillg weights vector i as the last or the first entries
and are not nieces rily expressed separately. hus, bias h is meant whenever weights
vector v isused). S before, . ~ ~ (isx a) non1
r function?and its characteristic as a
nonlinear appro~imationresults from the fact that fa(
is no longer the weighted
sumof $xed basisfunctions.Thepositions
and thepes
of basisfunctions oi,
weights vectors vi (and biases bi), are also the subjects of the optidue. The approximatingfunction &(x) and the error function E
depend now on two sets of weights:
linearly upon theHL weights matrix
one wants to stress this fact, one may write these dep
). Now, the problem of finding the best
problem? which is much more complex
ion, or searching for the weights that result in the smallest error funcwillnowbe
alengthyiterativeprocedure
that does not guarantee
finding the global mini~um.This problem is discussed in section 1.3.2 to show the
needfor, and theoriginsof,nonlinearoptimizatioll.
Chapter 8 isdevoted to the
methods of nonlinear optimization?and these questions are discussed in detail there.
ee a

Most of the complex, very sophisticated art of learning from data is the art of optimization. It is the second stage in building soft computing models, after decisions
have been madeabout what form-approximating function, model, network type, or
machine-to use. In this second stage, one first decides what is to be optimized, i.e.
what n o m should be used. There are many possible cost or error (risk) functionals
that can be applied (see (2.26)-(2.28)). Then optimization aimedat ~ n d i n gthe best
weights to minimize the chosenn o m or function can begin.
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The previous section is devoted mostly to the problem of representation of our
models. Here we present the origin of, and need for, a classic nonlinear optimization
that is a basic learning tool. Nonlinear optimization is
not the only tool currently
used for training (learning, adapting, adjusting, or tuning) parameters of soft computing models. Several versions of massive search techniques
are also in use, the most
popular being genetic algorithms and evolutionary cokputing. But nonlinear optimization is still an important tool. From the material in this sectiojn the reader can
understand why it was needed in the field of learning from data and how it came to
be adopted for this purpose. Here a classic gradient algorithm is introduced without
technicalities or detailed analysis. Chapter 8 is devoted to various nonlinear optimization techniques and discusses a few relevant algorithms in detail.
There are two, in general
~gh-dimensional,spaces analyzed inthe representational
and learning parts of a model. Broadly speaking, the re~resentation~l
problem analyzesdifferencesbetweentwo
~ypersurfacesin a (x,y ) hyperspace, one being the
approximated unknown functionf ( x ) given by sampled data pairs, and the other the
approximating function f,(x). Both f ( x ) and &(x) lie over an dimensional space
of input variable uring learning phase, however, it is more
impo~antto analyze
an error hypersu
E(w) that, unlike f,(x), liesovertheweightspace.Specifically, wefollow
E ( ~changes
)
(typically,how
it decreases)withachange
of
representational and learningspace are introducedinexamweightsvector W.
ple 1.4.
The functional dependency between two variables is given
by y = 2x.
A training data setcontains 21 measured patterns (x, d ) sampledwithoutnoise.
Approximate these data pairs by a linear model y , = W I X and show three di~erent
approximations for w1 = 0,2, and 4 as well as the dependency E(w1) graphically.
This example is a very simple one-dimensional learning problemthat allows visualization of both a modeled function y ( x ) and a cost function E(w1). Here E(w1) is
derived from an L2 nom. It is a sum of error squares. (Note that the graphical presentation of E ( ~would
)
not have been possible with a simple
quadratic function
y ( x ) = WO + w1x w2x2for approximation. E ( ~in) this case would be a hypersurface lying over a three-dimensional weight space, i.e.,
it would have been a hypersurfaceinafour-dimensionalspace.)Theright
graph infigure1.13,showing
functional de~endencyE ( w l ) , is relevant for a learning phase. All learning is about
finding the optimal weight w1* where the minimum8 of a function E(w,) occurs.
Even in this simple one-dimensional problem, the
character of a quadratic curve
E(w) is the same for all linear in parameters models. Hence, this low-dimensional

+
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Figure 1.13
Modeling 21 data points obtained by sampling a straight line y = 2x without noise. Three models are
shown: a perfect interpolant when
w1 = 2, and two (bad)ap~roxim~ting
lines with w1 = 0 and W [ = 4 that
have the sames u m of error squares. Number of training patterns
P = 21.

example is an appropriate representati~eof all sum of error squares cost functions
p
E(w1) = xi=
1
ej2 *

E(w1,wz) is a paraboloidal bowl when there are two weights to be learned and a
paraboloidal hyperbowl for more than two weights. (Seeequations (3.45)-(3.48) of a
quadratic hyperbowl that are obtained fora general linear neuron with n-dimensional
owever, in all three cases, that is, for n = 1,2 and yz > 2, an important and desirable fact related to the learning task isthat there is a single guaranteed
global minimum em in(^). Therefore, there is no risk of ending the learning in some
local ~ ~ m u rwhich
n , is always a suboptimal soluti
In example 1.4, there is an interpolation for w1
= 0. It is always like that for all interpolating hypersurfaces J;(x).
ready mentioned, the goal is not to interpolate data points. Thus, i
approxi~atinghypersurface f,(x) this minimal error Emin ( ) > 0. Usually one is
more interested in finding an optimal W* that produces a ~ n i m u mEmin = E ( ~ * )
than in bowing the exact valueof this minimum.
U~ortunately,genuine soft models are nonlinear approximators in the sense that
an error function (a n o m or measure of model goodness) depends nonlinearly upon
weights that are the subjects of learning. Thus, the error hypersurface is no longer a
convex function,and a search for the best setof parameters (weights)that will ensure
the best p e r f o ~ a n c eof the model is nowa much harder and uncertain task than the
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search for a quadratic (convex) error function like the one in the right
graph of figure
1.13.
Example 1.5 introduces a nonlinear nonconvex error surface. Again, for the sake
of visua1ization, the example is low-dimensional.In fact, there are two weights only.
It is clear that an error surface E(wl,"2) depending on two weights is the last one
that can be seen. o others of higher order can be visualized.
ind a Fourier series model of the underlying functional dependency
y = 2.5 sin( 1 . 5 ~ ) t the function is a sine is known, but its frequency and amplitude are unhow
nee,using a training data set {x,d } , systemcan be modeled
L neuron
(with
a sine
as
an activation
with an NN model
consisti
function) and a single
linea
given
figure
in1.14.
Note that the NN shown in figure 1.14 is actually a graphical representation of a
standard sine function y = w2 sin(w1x). This figure could alsobe seen as a t ~ n c a t e d
Fourier series with a single tern only.
There is a very important diff'erence between classic Fourier series modeling and
N modeling here, even when the activation functions are trigonometric. When
sine and cosine functions are applied as basis functions in NN models, the goal is
th frequencies and amplitudes. Unlike in this nonlinear learning task, in
urier series modeling one seeks
to calculate amplitudes only. The frequencies are preselected as integer multiples of some user-selected base frequency.
Therefore, because the frequencies are known, classical Fourier series learning is a
linear problem.
The problem in this example is complex primarily because the
error surface is
nonconvex (see fig.1-15).This is alsoa nice exam*ple of why and how the concepts of
function, model, network, or machine are equivalent. A function y = w2 sin(w1x) is
shown as a network in figure 1.14, which is actuallya model of this function. At the
same time, thisartifact is a machine that, as all machinesdo, processes (transforns) a

Neural network for modeling a data set obtained by sampling a function y = 2.5 sin(l.5.x) without noise.
Amplitude A = 2.5 and frequency W = 1.5 are unknown to the model. The weightsw1 and w2 that represent these two parameters should be learned from a training data set.
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Figure 1.15
Dependence of an error functionE(w1, w2) upon weights while learning from training data sampled from a
function y = 2.5 sin(l.5~).
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given input into some desirable product. Here,a given input is x, and a product is an
output of the network Q that “equals” (models) an underlying function y for correct
values of the weights w1 and w2.Here, after a successful learning stage, the weights
have very definite meanings:w1 is a frequency a,and w2 corresponds to amplitude A .
In this particular case, theyare not just numbers.
Now, the error e can readily be expressed in termsof the weights as

) = d - a = d - w2 sin(w1x).
(1.37)
ere is an obvious linear dependence upon weightw2 and a nonlinear relation with
that error e “sees”
pect to weight w1.This nonlinear relation comes from the fact
the weight w1 through the nonlinear sine function. The dependenceof the cost function E ( w~, w2)= CL, e; on the weights is shown in figure 1.15
unction E(w1,w2)is not an explicit functionof input variablex.
value calculated for given weights
w1 and w2 over all training data points, that is, for
all values of input variablex.
Note in figure I. l5 a detail relevant to learning: the error surface is no longer a
convex function and with a standard gradient method for optimization, the training
outcome is very uncertain. This means that besides ending in a global minimum the
learning can get stuck
at some local minima.In the top graph of figure l . 15, there are
five local minima and one global minimum for a fixed value of amplitude A = 2.5,
and a learning outcome is highly uncertain. Thus, even for known amplitude, learning of unknown frequency from a given training data set may have a very unsatisfactory outcome. Note that in a general high-dimensional ( N > 2) case, E(w) is a
hilly hypersurface that cannot be visualized. There are many valleys (local minima),
and it is diEcult to control the optimization process.

4

neofthefirst,simplest,andmostpopularmethodsforfindingtheoptimal
* where either the global or local minimum of an error function
) occurs is an iterative method based on the principle of going downhill to the
st point of an error surface. This is the idea
of the ~ e t ~ o ~
do e ~ c~e ~tort e) e ~ e ~ t
~ r ~ d i e neth
t hod. hisbasicmethodisintroducedafterexample1.6,whichsheds
more light on the origins of the nonlinear characteristics ofan error cost function.
owever, in considering the gradient-based learning algorithm, one should keep in
mind the weakness of going d o w n ~ l to
l find the lowest point of the error surface.
Unless by chance one starts on the slope over the global minimum, one is unlikely
to
find the lowest point ofa given hypersurface. Allthat can be done in the general case
with plenty of local minima is to start at a number of random (or somehow wellchosen) initial places, then go downhill until there isno lower place to go, each time
finding a local minimum. Then, from all the found local minima, one selects the
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lowest and takes the corresponding weights vector W as the best one, knowing that
better local minimaor the global minimum may have been missed.
~ ~ f f 2.6
~ ~ Consider
Z e
a simple neural network having one neuron with a bipolar

signoidal activation function as shown in figure 1.16. The activation function is
(l .38)

Assume the following learning task: using a training
data set {x, d } , learn the
weights so that thenetworkmodelstheunderlyingunknownbipolarsigmoidal
function
(1.39)
Note that (1.38) is a standard representative of S-shaped functions
gi given in
(l.36). The solution is clear because the underlying functioh between the x
input
and
the output y is known. However, for this network, the underlying function (l .39) is
unknown, and the optimal weights of the neuron wlopt = a, and wzOpt= b should be
found by using the training data set.
At this point, however, we are more interested in an error function whose minimum should evidently be at the point (a,b) in the weights' plane. Again use as an
error function the sum of error squares
(1.40)
or data pairs used in training.As in (1.37),an error
where P is the number of patterns
of both
at some training data pair ep is nonlinear. Here, it is nonlinear in terms
unknown weights.
x

+l
Figure 1.16
Simple neural network with asingle neuron.
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It is easy to see in figure 1.17that even in this simple example the
actual shape of a
nonlinear error curve E(w1, w2) is both nonquadratic and nonconvex. To make the
analysis even simpler, model the sigmoidal function with b = 0 first. Then w2 = 0,
and E = E(w1).This one-dimensional function shows the nonlinear character
of E as
well as the character of the quadratic approximation of E in the neighborhood of its
minimum. (The quadratic approximation of an error function is a common assumption in proximity to a minimum.This can readily be seen in fig. 1.17).
The figure also
shows that the shape of E depends on the value of a (slope of the sigmoidal function
to be approximated).
In this particular case, the error function E is a curve over the weight
w1 that has a
single minimum exactly at w1 = a. There is no saddle point, and all convergent iterative schemes for optimization, starting from any initial random weightw10, will end
up at this stationary point w1 = a. Note that the shape of E, as well as its quadratic
approximation, depends on the slopea of an approximated function. The smaller the
slope a, the steeper the quadratic approximation will be. Expressed in mathematical
terms, the curvature at w1 = a, represented in a Hessianmatrixg of second derivatives
of E with respect to the weight, increases with the decreaseof a. In this special case,
when an error depends on a single weight only,
that is, E = E(wl), the Hessian
matrix is a (1,l) matrix, or a scalar, The same is true for the gradient of this onedimensional error function. It is a scalar at any given point. Also note that a quadratic approximation to an error function E(w1) in proximity to an optimal weight
value wept = a may be seen as a good one.
Now, consider the case where the single neuron is
to model the same sigmoidal
function y , but with b # 0. This enables the function y from (1.39) to shift along
the x-axis. The complexityof the problem increases dramatically. The
error function
E = E(w1, w2) becomesasurfaceoverthe
(w1,w2) plane. The gradient and the
Hessian of E are no longer scalars but a (2,l) column vector and a (2,2) matrix,
respectively.
Let us analyze the error surface E(w1, w2) of the single neuron trying to model
function (1.39),as shown in figurel. 18. The error surface infig 1. 18 has the formof a
nicely designed driver’s seat, and from the viewpoint of opt~izationis still a very
desirable shape in the sense that there is only one minimum, which
can be easily
reached starting from almost any initial random point.

Now, we take up the oldest, and possibly the most utilized, nonlinear optimization
algorithm: the gradient-based learning method.
It is this method that is a f o ~ d a t i o n
of the most popular learning method in the neural networks field, the
error backpropagation method, which is discussed in detail in section 4.1.
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A gradient of an error function E(w) is a column vector of partial derivatives with
respect to each of the n parameters in W:

(1.41)
An important property of a gradient vector is that its local direction is always the
direction of steepest ascept. Therefore, the negative gradient shows the direction of
steepest descent. The gradient changes its direction locally (from point to point) on
the error hypersurface because the slopeof this surface changes. Hence,if one is able
to follow the direction of the local negative gradient, one should be led to a local
minim^. Since all the nearby negative gradient paths lead to the same local minimum, it is not necessaryto follow the negative gradient exactly.
The method of steepest descent exploits the negative gradient direction.
It is an
iterative method. Given thecurrent point W;,the next point i+l is obtained by a onedimensional search in the directionof - (wi)(the gradient vector is evaluatedat the
current point wi):
(1.42)
The initial point ~1 is (randomly or more or less cleverly) chosen, and the learning
rate gi is d e t e ~ i n e dby a linear search procedure or experimentally defined. The
gradient method is very popular, but there are many ways it can be improved (see
section 4.1 and chapter 8). The basic difficulties in applying it are, first, that it will
always find a local minimum only, and second, that even though a one-dimensional
search begins in the best direction, the direction of steepest descent is a local rather
than a global property. Hence, frequent changes (calculations)
of direction are often
necessary, making the gradient method very inefficient for many problems.
Both these difficulties are readily seen in figure 1.19. Starting from a point A it is
unlikely that an optimization, following gradient directions, can end
up in the global
~ i n i m u mNegative
.
gradient vectors evaluated at points A , , C, D,and E are along
the gradient directionsAA*, BB*, CC*, DD* and E"*. Thus the error function E(w)
decreases at the fastest rate in direction AA* at point A but not at point B. The
direction of the fastest decreaseat point B is BB*, but this is not a steepest descentat
point C, and so on.
In applying the first-order gradient method, convergence
can be very slow, and
many modifications have been proposed over the years to improve its speed. In the
first-order methods only
the first derivativeof the error function, namely, the gradient
~ ~ ( wis)used.
, The most common improvement is including in the algorithm the
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i 1.19~
~
e
Contours of a nonlinear error surfaceE( w1, wz) and steepest descent~ i n i ~ i z a t i o n .

second derivatives (i.e., Hessian matrix) that define the curvature of the function.
This leads to a second-order Newton- aphson method and to various quasi-Newton
procedures (see section 4.1 and chapt
Themosttroublesome parts of an error hypersurface are long,thin,curving
valleys. In such valleys, the successive steps oscillate back
and forth across the valley.
suchelongatedvalleystheeigenvalues
ratio ;Imax/’;Imin of thecorresponding
sian matrix is much largerthan 1. For such an area, using a Hessian matrix may
greatly improve the convergence.
In applying the steepest descent method given by (1.42), the following question
imediately arises: ow large a step should be taken in the direction one current point to the next. From (1.42) it is clearthat a learning rate yi determines
the length of a step. A more important question is whether the choice of a learning
rate vi can make the whole gradient descent procedure
an unstable process.On a onedimensional quadratic error surface as shown in figure 1.20, the graphs clearly indicate that training diverges for learning rates y > 2qopt.
For a quadratic one”dimensiona1error curve E(w1) the optimal learning rate can
readily be calculated, and one can follow this calculation in figure 1.21.From (1.42),
and when a learning rate is fixed (vi = y), it follows that the weight changeat the ith
iteration step is
(1.43)
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Gradient descent for a one-dimensional quadratic error surface
E( w1) and the influence of learningrate y
size on the convergenceof a steepest descent approach.
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SchFrne for the calculation of an optimal learning rate qopt for a one-dimensional quadratic error surface
E(w1)*
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For a quadratic error surface one can exploit that
(1.44)
and ~ombining(1.43) and (1.44), one obtains
(1.45)
One reaches a minimum in a single step using this learning
rate, but one must calculate a second derivativethat is a scalar for an error function E(w1). When thereare
two or more (say, N ) unknown weights, an error function is a hypersurface E(W),
and one must calculate the corresponding ( N , Nsymmetric
)
Hessian matrix, defined
as

( 1.46)

d

The symmetry%$,
pendent of the ord

m the
fact

that cross partial derivatives
are
inde-

a2~(w) ~ 2 E ( ~ )
awidwj
a w j a w ~’
_
I

”
P

Note that E(w) isand
that on ageneralhypersurface both gradient
W (they are localp
and Hessianmatrix
(W),that is,theydependon
and do change over thedomain space !RftN,
Gradient descentin
N dimensions can beviewed
as N independentonedimensional gradient descents along the eigenvectors
of the Hessian. Conver~enceis
obtainedfor
2 / l m a X where
,
h,, is the largesteigenvalue of the Hessian. The
optimal learning rate in N dimensions qopt that yields the fastest convergence in the
direction of highest curvature is qopt = 1/Amax.
Note that in a one-dimensional case the optimal learning rate is inversely proportional to a second derivativeof an error function. It is known that this derivative is a
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Figure 1.22
Gradient descent on a two-dimensional
non~u~dratic
error surfaceE(w1,w2).An optimal learningrate qopt
defines a m i ~ along
m ~the current negative gradient line.

measure of a curvature of a function. Equation (1.45) points to an interesting rule:
the closer to a minimum, the higher the curvature and the smaller the learning rate
mustbe. The maximumallowablelearning rate for aone-dimensional quadratic
error curve is
Vmax = 2Vopt.

(1.47)

For learning rates higher than qmax, training does not converge (see fig. 1.20). In a
general case, the error surface is not quadratic, and the previous considerations only
indicate that there are constraints on the learning rate. They also show why should
decrease while approaching a (usually local)~ n i m ofu an
~ error surface.
For a nonquadratic error surface (see figure 1.22), calculation
of a Hessian at each
step may be very t ~ e - c o n s u ~ n and
g , an optimal learning rate is found by a onedi~ensionalsearch as follows. The negative gradient at the ith step is ~erpendicular
to the local contour curve and points in the direction of steepest descent. The best
strategy is then to search along^ this direction for a local minimum. To do this, step
forward applying equal-sized steps until three points
are found, and calculate the
corresponding valuesof the error functions. (A stricter presentation of Powell’s quadratic interpolation method can be found in the literature.) Nowuse a quadratic
appro~imationand estimate the minimum along acurrent gradient direction EL(,,t).
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For a quadratic surface, this minimum estimate EL(est) is exact. For a nonquadratic
error surface, it isan approximation of a minim^ EL only, but there is a little point
in being very accurate because
on a givenslope above some (local) minimum of
E~i,(w), gradients at all points are nearly all directed toward this particular minimum. (Note thedifferencesbetweentheminimumof
a nonconvex error surface
Emi,(w), the minimum along a current gradient direction EL, and the minimum estimate along a current gradient directionEL(est).)
At this minimum estimate point EL(est), the current gradient line is tangent to the
local level curve. Hence,at this pointthe new gradient is perpendicularto the current
gradient, and the next search direction is orthogonal to the present one (see right
graph in fig. 1.22). Repeating this searchpattern obtains a local or, more desirable,a
globalminimum E~,(w)of the error functionsurface. Note that this procedure
evaluates the error function E(w) frequently but avoids frequent evaluation of the
gradient.
Such gradient descent learning stops
when a given stopping criterion is met. There
are many different rulesfor stopping (see section 4.3.5).
The algorithm of a steepest descent isas follows:
1. Initialize some suitable starting point w1 (chosen at random or based on previous
knowledge) and perform gradient descentat the ith iteration step (i = 2, K , where K
denotes the iteration step when the stopping criterion is met; K is not known in
advance) as in the following steps.
2. Compute the negative gradient in each
j direction ( j = 1,N , where N denotes the
number of weights)

3. Step forward (applying equal-sized steps) until three points(a current point wj, a
middlepoint wj - bgii, and a last point wj - Cgji) are found. Evaluate the error
function for these three points. (For a nonquadratic surface, the middle point should
have the lowest of the three valuesof the error function.)
4. Use quadratic approximation in each j direction with Powell's quadratic interpolation method to find the optimal learning rate
ropt =

+ (c2 - " 2 ) E b + (a2 - b2)Ec

1 (b2- c2)Ea
( b - c)Ea

2,

(

+ ( c - a)& + (a - b)Ec

1

where S is a step length, a = 0, b = S, c = 2s, Ea = E(wj - asji), .Eb = E(wj - bgji),
and Ec = E(wj - cgji). (See fig. 1.23.)
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Figure 1.23
Quadratic inte~olationabout the middle point for a calculation
of an optimal learning rate
defines a r n i n i ~ E(wj)
u ~ along the current negative gradient line.

qopt that

5. Estimate the minimum along thecurrent gradient direction for eachj

6. Evaluate error function E(wi+l), and if the stopping criterion is met, stop optimization; if not, return to step 2. In virtue of (1.45) as the iterations progress, we are
closer to some local minim^, and it will usually be necessary to decrease the search
step S, which will result in a smaller optimal learning rate qopt.
Note that the steepest descent shown in figure 1.19 was
not performed by applying
the optimal learningrate. Had qopt been used, the first descent would have ended up
near point D.All sliding along the nonquadratic surface shown in figure 1.19 was
done using < qopt.
A major short~omingof the gradient method is that no account is taken of the
second derivatives of ~(w),
and yet the curvature of the function (whichd e t e ~ i n e s
its behavior near the minimum) depends on these derivatives. There are many methods
that partly overcome this disadvantage (see section 4. Z and chapter 8).
time, despite these shortcomings, the gradient descent method madea breakthrough
in learning in neural networks in the late 1980s, and as mentioned, it is the foundation of the popular error backpropagation algorithm.
This concludes the basicintroduction to approximation problems and the description of the need for nonlinear optimization tools in learning from data, Section 1.4
introduces the basics of classical regression and classification approaches that are
based on known probability distributions. In this way, the reader will more easily be
able to follow the learning from data methods when nothing or very little is known
about the underlying dependency.
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egression and ~ ~ a s s ~ ~ a t i o n
There are many theories and definitions of what learning is, but the objective here
is to consider how artificial systems, mathematical models,
or generally, machines
learn. Thus, in the framework of this book, a sound view may be that Zearning is
inferring functio~aldependencies (regularities)from a set of train in^ e~amples(data
pairs, patterns, samples, measurements, observations, records).
~
a set of training data pairs typically contains the inputs Xi
In ~ u p e r v i s eZear~ing,
and the desired outputs yi = di. (A system's outputs yi that are used in the training
phase are also called desired values. Therefore, when referring to the training stage,
this book alternatively uses both notations, yi and di, where di stands for desired.)
There are many different waysand various learning algorithmsto extract underlying
regularities between inputs and outputs. Successful learning ends in the values
of
some parameters of a learning machine" that capture these inherent dependencies.
For a multilayer perceptronNN, these parameters are usually called the hidden and
output layerweights. For afuzzylogicmodel,they
are therules, as well as the
parameters that describe the positions and shapes of the fuzzy subsets. And for a
polynomial classifier, these parametersare the coefficients of a polynomial.
The choice of a particular type of learning machine depends on the kindof problem to be solved. They can be machines that learn system dependencies in order to
predict future outcomes from observed data. For example, in control applications,
signalprocessing, and financialmarkets,learningmachines
are used to predict
various signals and stock prices based on past performance. In the case of optical
character recognition and for other recognition tasks, learning machines are used to
recognize (predict) particular alphabetic, numeric, or symbolic characters based on
the data obtained by scanning a piece of paper. These examples involve predictions
of two different typesof outcome: contin~ousvariabZes in control applications, signal
processing, and stockmarkets, and categoricaZ variables (classlabels)inoptical
character or pattern recognition.
The prediction of continuous variables is knownas regression, and the prediction
of categorical variables is known as cZass~cation.Because of their utmost practical
importance, this book takes up only regression and classification models. The third
important problem in statistics, density estimation, isnot the subject of investigation
here. The basics ofstandard statistical techniquesof regression and classification are
presented first to aid in the understanding of inferring by using data. ~raditionally,
by using training patterns, mechanical fitting of the prespecified line, curve, plane,
surface, or hypersurface solved these kinds of learning tasks. Here, these estimation
problems are approached by using neural networks, fuzzy logic models, or support
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vector machines. Thus, sections 1.4.1and 1.4.2, about the basic and classical theories
of regression and classification,maygivesoundinsightsonlearningfrom
data
problems.

The elementary presentation of regression is given using a two-dimensional case.
this way, vital concepts can be shown grap~cally,which should ease understanding
nature of the problem.~onceptuallynothing changes in multivariate cases
r dimensional inputs and outputs, but they cannot be visualized with the
relevant hypercurves or hypersurfaces, First, a theoretical regression curve is defined
that will later serve as a model for ~derstandingthe empirical re
The short definition for this curve states that the theoretical regression curve is (a
g r a p ~of) the ~ e of ~a conditi~nal
n
probability-~ensity.f~nction yP(x).
A geometrical insightinto the theoryof regression may be the easiest way
to introduce the concepts that follow. In the two-dimensional case (where only tworandom
variables are involved) the general joint probability-density function12P ( x ,y ) can be
thought of as a surface z = P ( x ,y ) over the (x,y ) plane. If this surface is intersected
by a plane x = xi, we obtain a curve z = P(xi,y ) over the line x = xi in the (x,y )
he ordinates z of this curve are proportional to the conditional probabilitydensity of y given x = xi. If x has the fixed value xi, then along the linex = xi in the
(x,y ) plane the mean (expected or average) value of y will d e t e ~ i n ea point whose
ordinate isdenoted by pylxi.As diflferentvaluesof x are sele d, diflferent mean
pointsalongthecorrespondingverticallines
willbe obtained. nee, the ordinate
pylx,of the mean point in the (x,y ) plane is a function of the value of xi selected. In
other words, p depends upon x, p = p(x). The locus of all mean points will be the
graph of pylx.This curve is calledthe ~ e g r e ~ scurve
i o ~ of y on x. Figure 1.24 indicates
the geometry of the typically nonlinear regression curve for a general density distriP(x,y ) ) . Note that the
bution (i.e., for the general joint probabili ensity function
surface P(., y ) is not shown in this figure
0, the meaning of the graph in figure
1.24 isthat the peak of the conditionalprobabi~ity-densityfunction P(y I x) indicates
that the most likely value of y given xi is pylxj.Analytically, the derivation of the
regression curve is presentedas follows.
Let x and y be random variables with ajoint probability-density functionP(x,y ) .
If this function is continuousin y , then the conditional p~obability~density
function of
y with respect to fixed x can be written as

(1.48)
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Figure 1.24
Geometry of the typical regression curve for a general density distribution.

where P ( x ) represents the~ a r g i ~ a l p r o b ~ b i l i t y - dfu~ctio~
~ ~ ~ i t yP ( x ) =: 'S P ( x ,y ) dy.
By using this function the regression curve is defined as the expectationof y for any
value of x

This function (l .49) is the regression curveof y on x. It can be easily shown that this
regression curve gives the best estimation ofy in the mean squarederror sense. Note
that there is no restriction on function pyl,. Depending upon the joint probabilitydensity function P ( x ,y ) , this function belongs to a certain class, for example, the
class of all linear functionsor the class of all functions of a given algebraic or trigonometric polynomial form,and so on. Example l .7 gives a simple illustrationof how
(1.49) applies.
le 1.7 The joint probability-density functionP ( x ,y ) is given as
2-x-y,

O<x<l,O<y<l
elsewhere

Find the regression curveof y on x.
In order to find pylx,
first find the marginal probability-density function
3
2

(Z-x-y)dy=--x.
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Joint and conditionalp~obabiii~-densi~
function
a.....

1

Figure 1.25
The joint probability-d~nsity function P(x,y ) = 2 - x - y , the corresponding conditional probabilitypylx.
density function P ( y I x) = (2 - x - v)/(1.5 - x),and the regression function (curve)

From (1,49),

Thus, the regression curve is the hyperbola. The
joint ~robability-densityfunction
P ( x ,y ) , the conditional probability-density function
P ( y I x), and the regression curve
pyIxare shown in figure 1.25.
Example 1.8 shows that the regression function for jointly normally distributed
variables is linear, that is, a straight line. This is an interesting property that was
heavily exploited in statistics. Linear regression and correlation analysis, which are
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closely related, are both very developed and widely used in diverse fields. The explanation for such broad application of these theories lies in the remarkable fact that
under certain circumstances the probability distribution of the sum of independent
random variables, each having an arbitrary (not necessarily normal) distribution,
tends toward a normal probability distribution
as the number of variables in thesum
tends toward infinity. n statistics, this statement, together with the conditions under
which the result can be proved, is known as the central Zi~itt ~ e o r eThese
~ . conditions are rarely tested in practice,but the empirically observed facts are that a joint
probability-density functionof a great many random variables closely approximates
a normal distribution, The reason for the widespread occurrence of normal joint
probability-density functions for random variables is certainly stated in the central
t theorem and in the factthat superposition maybe common in nature.
efore proceedingto the next example rememberthat the joint probability-density
function for two independent variables is P(x,y ) = P ( x ) P ( y ) *If both variables are
normally distributed, it follows that the normal bivariate (two-dimensional) joint
probability-density functionfor independent random variables x and y is
(lS O )

If the variables x and y are not independently distributed, it is necessary to modify
(l S O ) to take into account the relationship between
x and y. This is donein (1S1) by
introducing a cross-product term in the exponent
of (1S O ) . The l i ~ e acorrelation
~
coe~cientp of this term is defined as p = oxy/oxoy,where oxy,ox,and cy are the
covariance and variances in directionsx and y , respectively. p is equalto zero when x
and y are independent, and equal to + l or - 1 when these two variables are deterministically connected. Equation (1.51) is defined for - 1 < p < +l. For p = rfi l,
(1.51) does not have any sense. Note that the correlation coefficient p is defined for
the linear dependence between two random variables,
and it is a measure of the
strength of this linear relationship. Thus,p = 0 does not imply that two variablesare
not closely relate . It implies only that these variables are not linearly related. For
nonlinearly depend in^ variables, the linear correlation coefficient p as previously
defined is equalto zero ( p = 0).
ote also that the statistical functional relationships between two(or more) variables in general,and the correlation coefficientp in particular, are completely devoid
of any cause-and-e~ectimplications. For example, if one regresses (correlates) the
size of a person’s left hand (dependent variable
y ) to the size of her right hand
(independent variablex), one will find that these two variables are highly correlated.
ut this does not mean that the size of a person’s right hand causes a person’s left
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hand to be large or small. Similarly, one can try to find the correlation between the
death rate due to heart attack (infarction) and the kind of sports activity of a player
at the moment of death. One will eventually find that the death rate while playing
bowls or chess (low physical activity) is much higher than while taking
part in boxing,
soccer, or a triathlon (high physical activity). espite this correlation, the conclusion
that one is more likely to suffer heart attack while playing bowls, cards, or chess is
wrong, for there is no direct cause-effect relationship between the correlated events of
suffering an infarction and taking part in certain sports activities. t isfar more likely
that, typically, senior citizens are more involved in playing bowls and the cause of
death is their age in the first instance.
In short, notethat two or more variables canbe
highly correlated without causation being implied.
Consider two random variables that possess a bivariate normal joint
probability-density function

(1.51)
Show that both the marginal ( P ( x ) ,P(y ) ) and the conditional (P(y 1 x), P ( x 1 y ) )
probability-density functions are normal distributions.
Show that the curveof regression is linear.
The marginal probability-density function is
defined as P ( x ) = JTz P ( x ,y ) dy,
where P ( x ,y ) is defined in (1.51). Simplify this integration by changing the variables
to U = (x - ,u,)/ox and v = ( y - py/oy).Then dy = ay dv and
P(x)=

l

Adding and subtracting p2u2 to the exponent in order to complete the square in v
gives
P(x) =

l
exp( - 2( 1 - p2) (v - P U ) ~ )dv
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where
v-pu

z=

d v

and dv =

dm&.

Substitutingbackthevalue of u interms of x and inserting the value
familiar integral, P ( x ) finally reduces to

for this

(1.52)
The corresponding resultfor P(y ) follows from symetry, and (1S2) shows that the
marginal distributions (probability-density functions) of a joint normal distribution
are normal. Note that if one sets p equal to zero in (1.51), this equation reduces to
(1.50), which is the joint normal distribution for two independent normal variables.
Thus, if two normal variables are uncorrelated, they are independently ~ i s t ~ b u t e d .
Note, however, that from the preceding discussion of correlation, it should be clear
that the lack of a linear correlation does not imply a lack of dependence (relationship) of every (notably nonlinear) kind between two,or more, variables.
For regressionproblems,theconditionalprobabilitydistributionis
of utmost
importance, and in the case of the joint normal distribution it possesses interesting
properties. In order to find P(y x), use the definition (1.48) as well as the substitutions U and v given previously, which yields

I
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Expressing U and 21 in terms of the original variablesx and y and, in order to stress a
dependence of y on the selected value of x, denoting y as y,, the last expression
reduces to

(l -53)
In order to find the regression curve pYlxdefined in (1.49) as the expectation p Y l x=
E ( y x), note that x is the fised variable in (l .53), and that this equation represents
the normal density function fory,. Hence, for given x, the mean of (1.53) is the sum
of the second and third terms in the n ~ e r a t o of
r the exponent in(1S 3 ) . According
to the defi~tionof the regression curve, being the locus
of the meansof a conditional
probability-density, the regression curve
of y on x when x and y are jointly normally
dist~butedis the straight line whoseequation is
~

(1S4)
y s y m m e t ~a similar result holdsfor x and y interchanged, that is, for the curve of
regression of x on y . The fact that the regression curve of two normally distributed
variables is a straight line helps
to justify the frequent use
of linear regression models
becausevariables that areapproximatelynormallydistributed
are encountered
frequently.

The standard statistical techniques for solving classification tasks cover the broad
fields of pattern recognition and decision-ma~ngproblems. Many artificial systems
perform classification tasks: speech or character recognition systems, fault detection
systems, readers of magnetic-strip codes on credit cards, readersof UPC bar codes,
various alarm systems, and so on. In all these different systems the classifier is faced
with different observations (measurements, records,patterns) that should be assigned
or at tern recognition is inferring meaning
mea~ing(class or category). CZass~c~tion
(category, class) from observations.
There are two basic stagesin designing a classifier: the training phaseand the test
(generali~ation orapplication) phase. The most general schemes of these two stages
are shown in figure 1.26.
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Figure 1.26

Classification’s training phase (tup) and test (application) phase ( ~ u ~ ~The
u ~
training
) .
phase, or classifier
design, ends up in a setof parameters W that define the disjoint class regions.
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During the training phase the classifier is given training
patterns comprised of
selected train in^ feature vectors x and desired class labels ad. The result of the training phase is the set of classifier’s parameters that are called weights
weightsdefinethegeneraldiscriminantfunctions
that formtheclassboundaries
between disjoint classor category regions. These class boundariesare points, curves,
surfaces, and hypersurfaces in the case of one-, two-, three-, and higher-dimensional
feature space, respectively. In the test phase, or later in applications, the classifier
recognizes (classifies) the inputs in the form of (previously unseen) measuredfeature
vectors x .
Figure 1.26 indicates that classification is a very broad field. Human beings typically process visual, sound, tactile, olfactory, and taste signals. In science and engineering the goal is to understand and classify these and many other signals, notably
different geometrical (shapeand size) and temporal (time-dependent) signals.
In order
to’do this the pattern recognition system should solve three basic problems: sensing
desired variables, extracting relevant features, and based on these features, performing classification. While the first
and second parts are highly problem-dependent,
the classification procedure is a more or less general approach. Depending upon the
specificproblem to be solved, measurement (recording, observation) and features
extraction would be done by different sensing devices: thermocouples, manometers,
accelerometers, cameras, microphones, or other sensors. Today, using AID converters,allthesedifferentsignalswould
be transformed into digitalform, and the
relevant features would be extracted. It is clear that this preprocessing part is highly
problem-dependent. A goodfeatures extractor for geometricalshaperecognition
would be of no use for speech recognition tasksor for fingerprint identification.
At the same time,the classification part is a more generaltool. A pattern classifier
deals with features and partitions (tessellates, carves up) the feature space into line
~s ,the case of
segments, areas, volumes, and hypervolumes, called ~ e ~ ~r es gii ~o~in
one-, two-, three-, or higher-dimensional features, respectively. All feature vectors
to the same class are ideally assigned to the same category in a decision
cision regions are often single nonoverlapping volumes or hypervolumes,
However, decision regionsof the same class may also
be disjoint, consistingof two or
more nontouching regions.
Only the basics of the statistical approach to the problem of feature pattern classification are presented here. The objects are feature vectors xi and class labels ai.
The features extraction procedureis taken for granted in the hope that the ideal features extractor would producethe same feature vectorx for each pattern in the same
class and different feature vectors for patterns in different classes.In practice, because
of the probabilistic nature of the recognition tasks, one must deal with stochastic
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(noisy) signals. Therefore, even in the case of pattern signals belonging to the same
category, there will be different inputs to the features extractor that will always produce different feature vectors x, but, one hopes that the within-class variability is
small relativeto the between-class variability.In this section, the fundamentalsof the
Bayesian approach for classifying the handwritten numerals l and 0 are presented
first.Thisisasimpleyet
important task of two-class (binary) classification (or
dichotomization). This procedure is then generalizedfor multifeature and multiclass
pattern classification. Despite being simple, these binary decision problems illustrate
most of the conceptsthat underlie all decision theory.
There are many different but related criteria for designing classification decision
rules. The six most frequently used decision criteria are maximum likelihood, NeymanPearson, probability-of-(class~cation)error,min-max, ~ ~ x i ~ ~ ~ - ~ - ~ o(s ~t e~r iPo )r i,
known also as the Bayes’ decision criterion, and finally, the Bayes’ risk decision criterion. This bookcannot cover all these approaches,and it concentrateson the
rule-basedcriteriaonly. We start withaseventhcriterion,maximum-a-priori,in
order to gradually introduce the readerto the MAP or Bayes’ classification rule.The
interested reader can check the following claims regarding the relationships among
these criteria:
The probability-of-(classification)-error decision criterion
is equivalent to the MAP
(Bayes’) decision criterion; thisis shown later in detail.

*

For the same prior probabilities,P(co1) = P(coz), the maximum likelihood decision
criterion is equivalent to the probability-of-(classification)-error decision criterion,
that is, to the MAP (Bayes’) decision criterion.
* For the same conditional probability-densities,
P ( x I c o l ) = P(x I coz), the maximuma-priori criterion is equivalentto the MAP (Bayes’) decision criterion.
* The ~eyman-Pearsoncriterion is identical in form (which is actually a test
of likelihood ratio against a threshold) to the maximum likelihood criterion. They differ in
the valuesof thresholds and, when the threshold isequal to unity, the N-P criterion is
equivalent to the maximum likelihood criterion.
* The Bayes’ risk decision criterion represents a generalizationof the probability-of(classification)-error decision criterion,and for a 0-1 loss function these two classification methods are equivalent. This is shownlater.

After the Bayes’ C MAP^ classification rule has been introduced, the subsequent
sections examinean important concept in decision making: acost or Zoss regarding a
given classification. This leads to the classification schemes that minimize some risk
function. This approach is important in all applications where misclassification of
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I

someclassesisverycostly(e.g.,inmedical
or faultdiagnosis and ininvestment
decisions, but also in regression and standard classification problems where the risk
would measure some error or discrepancy regarding desired values or misclassification of data).
Finally, the concepts of discri~inantfunctions are introduced and an important
class of problems is analyzed: classification of normally distributed classes that generally have quadratic decision boundaries. A more detailed
treatment of these topics
may be found in Cios, Pedrycz,
and Swiniarski (1998,ch. 4) and in Schiirmann (1996)
as well as in classical volumeson decision and estimation (Melsaand Cohn 1978) or
on classification (Duda and Hart 1973). The development here roughly follows Cios
et al. and Melsa and Cohn.

ayesian C l a s s ~ € ~ in
~ the
o nCase of Two Classes The Bayesian approach to classificationassumes that the problem of pattern Jclassificationcanbeexpressedin
probabilisticterms and that theaprioriprobabilities
P(,),) and the conditional
probability-density functionsP ( x I mi),i = 1,2, of feature pattern vectors are known.
As is the case in regression, this initial assumption will generally not be fulfilled in
practice. Nevertheless, a sound understanding of the classical Bayesian approach is
fundamental to grasping basic conceptsabout learning from training data sets without knowledge of any probabilitydistribution.
Assume recognition of two handwritten numerals (or any characters): 1 and 0. In
the experiment, the optical device is supplied with typical samples
(on, say, a 16 x 16
grid), as shown in figure 1.27. The 0’s generally cover a larger total area of the grid
than do the l’s, and the total area covered by the numeral is chosen as a suitable
feature in this example.
The task here is to devise an algorithm for the classification of handwritten characters into two distinct classes: l’s and 0’s. Assume that the characters emerge in
-
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Figure 1.27
Typical samples for a two-class recognition with pattern vectors
vi and featuresxi.
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random sequence but that each can be only a l or a 0. In statistical terns, a state of
nature (or class space) , an emerged character, has only two distinct states-either it
is “a l,’ or “a 0”’:
= (01

)

w2} = {“a l”, “a O”}.

(l.55)

fz is a random variable taking two distinct values,
m1 for a 1 and c02 for a 0. cui can be
assigned a numerical coding, for example, 01 = l (or 0, or - 1, or any), and 022 = 0
(or - 1, or 1, or any). Note that a numeral is perceived as an object, an image, or a
pattern. This pattern will then be analyzed considering its features. (There isa single
feature, XI,for this two-class task at the moment. In the next section, on multiclass
classification, a second feature is introduced and the feature spacebecomestwodimensional.) Since characters emerge ina random way, fz is a random variable. So
are the features, and the whole task is described in probabilisticterns.
The goal of the Bayesian method isto classify objects statistically in such
a way as
to minimize the probabilityof their misclassification. The classification ability
of new
patterns will depend on prior statistical infornation gathered from previously seen
randomly appearing objects. In particular, such classification depends upon prior (a
priori) probabilities P(.)j) and on condition~lprobability-density functions P(x mi),
i = 1’2. The prior probabilityP(c01)corresponds to the fractionn,, of l’s in the total
number of characters N . Therefore, the prior probabilitiescan be defined as
~

= YlW,

N ’

i = 1,2.

(l S 6 )

Thus, P(.)j) denotes the unconditional probability unction that an object belongs to
class without the help
of any other i~ormationabout this object in the forn of
feature measurements. A. priorprobability P(.),) represents prior knowledge(in
probabilistic terns) of how likelyit is that the pattern belonging to class i may appear
even before its actual materialization. Thus, for example, if oneknew from prior
experiments that there are four times more 1,s than 0’s in the strings of numerals
under observation, one would haveP(c01) = 0.8 and P(02)= 0.2. Note that the sum
of prior probabilities is equalto 1:
N

P(.),) = 1.

(1.57)

i= 1

Let us start classifying
under the most restricted assumption first. Suppose that the optical device is out of
order and there is no infornation about feature x of a materialized numeral. Thus,
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the only available statistical knowledge of the character strings to be classified is the
prior probabilities P(co1) = 0.8 and P(co2) = 0.2. It is difficult to believe that the
classification will be very good with so little knowledge, but let us try to establish a
decision strategythat should leadto the smallest misclassificationerror. The best and
natural decision now is to assign the next character to the class having the higher
prior probability.Therefore,withonly
the priorprobabilities P(co1) and P(co2)
known, the decision rule wouldbe
Assign a characterto
class c o l

if

class co2 if

P(co1) > P(co2), or to

(1.58)

P(m2) > P(co1).

If P(co1) = P(co2), both classes are equallylikely, and eitherdecisionwould be
correct.
The task is to minimize the probability of a classification error, which can be
expressed as

P(classification error) =

P(co2) ifwe decide R = c o l ,
P(co1) ifwe decide G+= m2.

(1S9)

Thus, selecting a class with a bigger prior probability gives a smaller probability of
classification error. If one chooses class c o l in this example without seeing any features, the probabilityof misclassification isP(co2) = 0.2. This is the best classification
strategy with so little infomation-P(co~) only-about the objects to be classified.
Frankly, one would never attempt to solve real-life classification problems withso
little knowledge, and typical problems are those with available features.
esian ~ l a s s ~ ~ a t i osed
non ~ r i o r~ r o ~ a ~ i l i tan^
i e s a t ~ r e s It is clear that
by including infomation on the total area covered by a numeral in the problem of
and consequently
classifying 1’s and O’s, onecan.increaseclassificationaccuracy
minimize the number of misclassified characters.Note that characters are stochastic
images. Each person writes differently
and writes the same characters differently each
time. Thus, a feature x (the total area of a grid covered by a character) takes random values. This is a continuous variable over a given range,and experimentally by
extractingfeaturesfrom 500 samples of each character, discretecZass-conditional
probability-~ensity functions
in the formof two histograms are obtained,as shown in
figure 1.28. If the number of samples is increased to infinity, these discrete distributiondensitiesconverge into two continuous class-conditional probability-density
functions P(x I mi), as shown in figure 1.28. P ( x I coi) can also be called the data
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Figure 1.28
Typical histograms (left ordinate) and class-conditional probability-density functions P(x mi) (right ordinate) for two-class recognition witha single feature XI. The decision boundary, shown as a point XI = 6, is
valid for equal prior probabilitiesP(w1) = P(m2) = 0.5.

generator’s co~ditionalprobability-density functions or the likelihood of class mi with
respect to the value x of a feature variable.
Theprobabilitydistributionspresentedinfigure1.28
are fairlysimilar, but
depending on the state of nature (the specific data generation mechanism), they can
be rather different. The probability-density

is the probability-density function for a value of a random feature variable x given
that the pattern belongs to a class mi. The conditional probability-density functions
P ( x I o l ) and P ( x I m2) represent distributions of variability of a total area of the
image covered by a 1 and a 0, These areas are thought to be different, and P ( x 1 c o l )
and P ( x co2) may capture this difference in the case of l’sand 0’s. Thus, information
about this particular feature will presumably help in classifying these two numerals.
Remember that the joint probability-density function P(coi,x) is the probabilitydensity that a pattern is in a class coi and has a feature variable value x. Recall also
that the conditional probability function P(mi x) denotes the probability (and not
probability-density) that the pattern class is given
that the measured value of the
feature variableis x.The probabilityP(Ui x) is also called the
posterior (a posteriori)
probability, and its value depends on the a posteriori fact
that a feature variable has a

I

I

I
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concrete value x. ecause P(mi 1 x) is the probability function,
(l.61)
i= 1

Now, use the relations
(1.62)
where P(x) denotes the unconditional probability-density fun~tionfor a feature variable x

The posterior probability P(mi 1 x) is sought for classifying the handwritten charbe
acters into correspondingclasses. From equations (1.62)thisprobabilitycan
expressed in the form of a
(1.64)

( l ,65)

The probabi1ity-density function P(x) only scales the previous expressions, ensuring
in this way that the s m of posterior probabilities is 1 (P(m11 x) + P(m2 I x) = 1).
The practicabi~ityof these ayes’ rules lies in the fact
t
the conditional probability
i ) , which can be estimated
function P(oi I x) can be c ulated using P ( x I mi) and
from data much more easilythan P(mi I x) itself. quipped with (l .65) and having the
feature measurement x while knowing probabilitiesP ( o j ) and P(x I ai),one can calaving the posterior probabilities P(oi 1 x), one can formulate the
following classi~cationdecision rule based on both prior pro~abilityand observed
features:
Assign a character to a class mi having the larger valueo f the posterior conditional
probabilit~P(ai 1 x) for a given feature x.
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This is called the Bayes, classification rule, and it is the best classification rule for
minimizing the probability of misclassification. In other words, this rule is the best
one for minimizing the probability of classification error. In the case of two-class
handwritten character recognition, for a given numeral with observed featurex,the
conditional probabilityof the classificationerror is
P(c1assification error I x) =

I x)
P(q I x)
P(02

if we decide SZ = cu1,
if we decide SZ = 0 2 .

(1.66)

Note that for equal prior probabilitiesP(co1) = P ( 0 2 ) ,the decision depends solelyon
the class-conditional probability-density functions P ( x I mi), and the character is
assigned to the class having the bigger P ( x I mi). Thus, in this classification task,
having P ( q )= P ( 0 2 ) = 0.5, the decision boundary in figure 1.28 is
at the intersecting point (x = 6) of the two class-conditional probability-density functions. (In
the case of a one-dimensional feature, the decision regionsare line segments,and the
decision boundary is apoint.)
Analyzing many differently writtenl's and 0's will yield different feature values x,
and it is important to see whether the Bayes' classification rule minimizes theaverage
~robabizityof error, because it should perform well for all possible patterns. This
averaging is givenby

.I

+CO

P(c1assificationerror) =

P(c1assificationerror, x)dx

"CO

Clearly, if the classification rule as given by (1.66) minimizes the probabilityof misclassification for each x,then the average probability
of error given by (157) will also
be minimized. Thus, the Bayes' rule minimizes the average probability of a classification error. In the case of two-class classification,
P(c1assification error I x) = min(P(0~I x),P(w2 I x)).

(1.68)

Using Bayes' rule (1.64),
(1.69)
Note that P ( x ) is not relevant for the final decision. It is a scaling only, and in the
case of two-class decisions the Bayes' classification rule becomes
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Decide
class m1 if

P(x

class m2 if

P(x

(1.70a)
By making such a decision the probability of a classification error and consequently
obtains another
the average probability of a classification error will be minimized. One
o ~ A(x) = P ( x I m1)/P(x 1 0 . 4 :
common form of this rule by using the Z i ~ e Z i ~ oratio
Decide

(1.70b)

The decision rule givenby (l.70b) can also be rewritten as
( l .70c)
For equal prior probabilities, a threshold of likelihood ratio is equal to l, and this
rule becomes identicalto the maximum likelihood decision criterion.
A good practical pointabout this rule isthat both the prior probabilitiesP(.),) and
the class-conditional probability-density functionsP ( x I mi) can be more easily estimated from data than the posterior probability P(mi I x) on which the whole rule is
based.
a ~ ~ s i a~n l a ~ ~ c aReal
~ o pattern
n
recognitionproblemstodayoften
involve patterns belonging to more than twoclasses and high-dimensionalfeature vectors. In the case of handwritten numerals there are ten diEerent classes, and
using a single feature as in the previous case of two-class classification, it would be
relatively difficult to separate all ten numbers reliably. Suppose that in addition to
the l’s and O’s, one wants to classify the handwritten number 8, as shown in figure
1.29.
Now, the single featurex1 (the total area covered by the character) is insufficientto
classify all three numbers, since the 0’s and the 8’s seem to cover almost the same
total grid area. Defining another feature x2 as the sum of the areas of the character
on the diagonal grid cells and combining these two features in the two-dimensional
feature vector may sufiice for the classification of all three numerals.
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Figure 1.29
Left? typical sampleof a handwritten number 8 on a 16 x 16 grid. Right, the decision regions and decision
boundaries fora three-class character(l?0, and 8) recognition problem.

Figure 1.29 depicts the positions
of the trainingpatterns in two-dimensionalfeature
space. Despite its simplicity, this problem involves all the relevant conceptsfor solving problems with higher-dimensional feature vectors
and more than three classes.By
means of this introductory multifeature and multiclass example, the theoryof classification is developed in general termsand later applied to cases involving normal or
Gaussian distributions.
The two straight lines shown in figure 1.29
are the decisio~b o ~ n dfunctions
~ r ~ that
divide the feature spaceinto disjoint decision regions. Thelatter can be readily associated with threegiven classes. The shadedarea is a so-called indecision region in this
problem, and the patterns falling in this region wouldbe not assigned to any class.
When objects belongto more classes (sayk, and for numerals k = lo), we have

ayes’ classification rule will be similarto the rule for two classes. In the case
denotes the prior probability that the
of multiclass and multifeature tasks, P(.->,)
given pattern belongs to a class mi, and it corresponds to the fraction of characters
in an ithclass.Theclass-conditionalprobability-densityfunctionisdenoted
for
all k classesby P(x I CO,)and the joint probability-density function by P(coi,x),
i = l ?. . . ,k. P(@,,x) is the probability-densitythat a pattern is in classmi and has a
feature vector valuex. The conditional probability functionP(oi I x) is the posterior
probability that a pattern belongs to a class L U ~ given that the observed value of a
feature is x, and
k
i= 1

P(60i 1 x) = 1.

( l .72)
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As in the two-class case the prior and posterior probabilitiesare connected by
(1.73)
where P(x) is the unconditional probability-density function
for a feature vectorx:

From (l.73) follows Bayes’ theorem for a multifeature and multiclass case
(1.75)
or

Now, for a multifeature and multiclass case, Bayes’ classification rule can be generalized as follows:
Assign a pattern to a class mi having the largest valueof the posterior conditional
probability P(mi I x) for a given feature x.
In other words, assign a given pattern with an observed feature vector x to a class mi
when

~ ( m j ~ x ) > P ( m j ~ X ) ,j = 1 , 2 ,... ? k , ’ i + j .

(1.77)

Within the framework of learning from data it ismucheasier to estimate prior
probability and class-conditio~alprobability-densityfunctions than theposterior
probability itself. Therefore, aBayes’ classification rule (1.7’7) for a multifeature and
multiclass case should be expressedas follows:
For a given feature vector x, decide classmi if

P(x I m j ) ~ ( m j>
) P(x 1 mj)P(mj),

j = 1,2, .. . , k , i

+j .

( l .78)

This final expression was obtained by using (1.75) after neglecting a scaling factor
P(x). Again, Bayes’classificationruleisbest
for minimizingclassification error.
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P

i ~ 1.30
~ r ~
Bayes’ classification rule for three classes may result in three single nonoverlapping decision regions(left)
or in three nonoverlapping disjoint decision regions consisting of two (or generally more) nontouching
regions (right). Other configurationsof decision regions are possible, too.

Figure 1.30 illustrates(I.78) for three classes
and, for the sakeof clarity, onlya single
feature.
For problems containing unce~ainties,
decisions are seldom basedon probabiliti~salone. In most cases, one must be aware
of the consequences (namely, the errors, potential profits or losses, penalties, or rewards involved). hus, there is a need for combining probabilitiesand conse~uences,
and for this reason, the conceptsof cost or Zoss, and of risk (defined as expected loss)
are introduced here. This is important in all decision-making processes. ~ntroducing
the minimization criterion involving potential
loss into a classification decisionmade
for a given true state of nature (for a given feature vector x) acknowledges the fact
that isc classification of classes in some areas maybe more costly than in others.The
loss functioncan be very di~erentin various applications,and its form depends upon
the nature of theproblem,eforeconsideringthetheoryinvolvingloss
and risk
functions, let us first study them inductively in example 1.9.
Elevenboilerunitsinaplant
are operating at differentpressures.
Three are operating at 101 bar, two at 102 bar, and others at 103, 105, 107, 110, 11 1,
and 112 bar. A single process computer is, with the help of specific boiler pressure
sensors (manometers), randomly reading the corresponding pressures, and the last
elevenrecordedsamples are (101,112,101,102,107,103,105,110,102,101,111
bar). The pressures in the various boilers
are mutually indep~ndent.In order to check
a young engineer’s understand in^ of this process and its random characteristics, his
superior asks him to predict the next manometer reading under three different deci-
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+

l . A reward of $10 ( I = r = 10) if the next reading is exactly the one he predicts,
and a fine of $1 ( E =f = - 1) if a different pressure is measured
2. A reward of $10 ( E = r = +lo) if the next reading is exactly the one he predicts,
and a fine equal in dollarsto the size of his prediction error ( I =f = -/el)

+

3. A reward of $10 ( E = r = 10) if the next reading is exactly the one he predicts,
and a fine equal indollars to the square of his prediction error ( E =f = - (e 2 ) )
The engineer needs to make a good decision because thereare penalties for being
wrong. His boss knowsthat if there were no penalty for being wrong or rewards for
being right or close, nothing would be at stake and the engineer might just as well
predict manometer readings of 50, 103.4, or 2 10.5 even though he knows that there
will be no such readings. Therefore, in each case, the engineer should select the best
possible decision to maximize expected profit (or to minimize expected loss).
Note that the different character of the loss functions in this example will lead
to different decisions. In case 1, there is no reward for coming close to the correct
manometer reading, so the size of the decision error does not matter. In case 2, the
loss is proportional to the size of the error, and in case 3, the loss increases with the
square of the error. (Note that the last fine resembles the sum-of-error-squares cost
function.) What should the engineer decide in order
to maximize expected profit?
In the first case,if he predicts a manometer reading of 101 (the mode, or most frequent observation, of the eleven samples), he stands to make $10 with a probability
of 311 1 and to lose $1 with a probabilityof 8/11. Now, his expected profit(EP)I3is
8

11
i= 1

3
lo-+ (-l)-=
l1
11

$2.

It can be easily verified that this is the best possible prediction given the loss functions E = 10 and I = - 1 for a right and a wrong decision, respectively. Checking, for
example, the prediction of 103bar, one finds that EP = $0. Note in this examplethat
regardless of the value of the specific loss, the prediction
of 101 bar will always be the
best one, ensuring maximal profit or minimal loss. So, for example, if a correct prediction were rewarded by $1and a bad one finedby $10, the expected profit wouldbe
negative:
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denoting the expected loss of $7. Now, if the engineer predicts a reading of 103, the
expected loss (or risk) is 1/ l l - 10( 10/ l1) = $9, and for a predicted reading of 102
bar is
the expected loss is$8. Hence, the expected loss is again the smallest when 101
predicted, given that the h e does not depend on the size of the estimation error.
Note also that other predictions like 102.5or 108 bar would now entail a certain loss
of $10. (Recall that the manometers can display only the integer values of the operating boiler pressures, and none is operating at these two pressures.) Thus, when
there is no reward for coming close to some characteristics of the sample, the best
decision is to use the mode, or the most frequent measurement.
In the second case, when the fine proportional
is
to the possibleerror, E =f = -le[,
it is the median (103 bar here) that maximizes the expected profit. Thus, if the engineer predicts that the next displayed reading will be 103, the fine will be $2, $1, $2,
$4, $7, $8, or $9, depending on whether the reading is 101, 102, 105, 107, 110, 111, or
112, and the expected profitis
l1
i=

3
2
11
1
l
Ei~i=-2--1-+10--2--4--~"8--9-=
11 11
11
11l1 l1
1

1
11

l
11

"$2.55.

In other words, in this second case, the best decision
cannot make any profit but
would only entail the least possible loss
of $2.55. Ifthe reward were $38, the maximal
expected profit wouldbe $0. Again, regardless of the reward assignedto the decision,
the best possible prediction, giventhat the fine is proportional to the size of the prediction error, is a median (103 bar).
The expected fine or loss would be greater for any number other than the median.
For instance, if the engineer predicts that the next reading will be 105, the mea^ of
the eleven possible readings, the fine will be $4, $3, $2, $2, $5, $6, or $7, depending
onwhetherthereadingis101,102,103,107,110,
l1 l, or 112, and theexpected
profit is
11

3
2
1
l
1 '11
Eipi = -4"- - 3- - 2- + 10"- - 2- - 511
11
11
11
11
l1
11
11
i= 1

-

1
6- - 7-

= "$2.73.

Case 3 describes the scenario when the fine increases quadratically (rapidly) with
the size of the error. This leads naturallyto the method of least s q ~ a r ewhich
~,
plays a
very important role in statistical theory.It is easy to verify that for such a loss function the best possible prediction is the mean, 105, of the eleven sample manometer
readings. The engineer finds that the fine will be $16, $9, $4, $4, $25, $36, or $49,
depending on whether the reading is 101, 102, 103, 107, 110, 111,
or 112, and the
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expected profit is
11
i=

3
2
11 1
11
1
l~~~~-16--9--4-+10--4--25--"36"-49-~-$12.10.
11
11
11
l1
l1
11
11
11
1

Again, in this third predicted scenario the best decision,to predict the mean, cannot
make any profit but would only entail the least expected loss of $12.10, given the
reward of only $10 for the correct prediction. It is left to the reader to verify this
claim by calculating the expected profit
(or loss) for any other possible decision.Note
that, in the case when the fine increases quadratically with the size of the error, the
expected profit is$0 only if the reward is $143.
The final decision (or simply a result) depends on the loss function used. As mentioned in section 1.3, the best solution depends upon then o m applied.
and 1.9 illustrate this important observation in anice graphical way.
The last two scenarios indicate that the reward defined by the engineer's superior
is not very generous. But one can hope that using the correct prediction strategymode, median, and mean are the best decisions to maximize expected profit given
various loss functions-will benefit the engineer more in his future professional li
than his superior's present financial offer.
Now, these questions of the best decisions in classification tasks while minimizing
risk (expected loss) can be set into a more general framework. First, define a loss
function
Lji =classj
L(decision
(1.79)classi) I true
as a cost or penalty for assigning apattern to a classcl)j when a true class ismi, In the
case of an I-class classification problem, definean I x I loss matrix

(1.80)

, or the selection of the L,,ishighly

problem-depe~dent,At this
ecific penalties or rewards is less important than understanding the
concept of risk that originates from decision theory while combining probabilities
with consequences (penalties or rewards). Recall that until now the best decision
strategy was based onlyon the posterior probabilityP ( 0 i I x), and using
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P(0j 1 x) was expressed interns of the prior probabilityP(@,)and a class-conditional
probability-density P(x I cui). Now, using the posterior probabilityP ( 0 i I x) in a similar way as previously,one can definethe conditio~alrisk, or expected(uverage)
c o n d ~ ~ i loss,
~ n a associated
~
with a decisionthat the observed pattern belongs to class
nen in fact it belongsto a class mi, i = l , 2, . . . , E; i # j :
I

I

I

L(decision classj true classi)P(coiI x) =

(1.81)
i= l

i= 1

Thus, the conditional risk of making a decision c;ifi,Rj = R(wj 1 x), is defined as the
expectation of loss that is, through the use of P ( 0 i x), conditioned on the realization
x of a feature vector. ence, the best decision now should be a classification decision
coj that minimizes the conditional riskRj,j = 1,2,. . . ,l. The overall risk is defined
as
the expected loss associated with a given classification decisionand is considered for
all possible realizations x of an n-dimensional feature vector from a feature vector
space !Rx:

I

(1.82)

R=

where the integral is calculated overan entire feature vector space !Rx.
The overall risk R is used as a classification criterion for the risk mini~zation
while making a classification decision. The integral in (1.82) will be minimized if a
classification decisionaj minimizes the conditional risk R(cq I x) for each realization
x of a feature vector.
This is a generalizationof the Bayes’ rule for mini~zationof a classi~cationerror
(1.67), but here the minimization isof an overall risk R,or an expected loss.For this
general classification problem we have the following Bayes’ procedure and classification rule:
For a given feature vector x evaluate all conditional risks
l
i= 1

for all possible classesq , and choose a class (make a decision)a
y for which the
conditional risk R(wj I x) is minimal:
R(0jjX)

<R(CO&L),

k = 1,2,..*,1,k # j .

(1.83)
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Such classification decisions guarantee that the overall risk R will be minimal. This
minimal overall risk is called Bayes’ risk.
The last equation can be rewritten as
I

1

i= 1

i= 1

LkiP(coiIx),

k = l , 2,..., I , k # j ,

(1.84)

and using Bayes’ rule, ( 1-64),

can be written as

Canceling the positive scaling factor P ( x ) on both sides of this inequality yields the
final practical form of Bayes’ classification rule, which minimizes overall (Bayes’)
risk.
Choose a class (make a decision)coj for which
I

l

LjiP(x I m i ) P ( ~ i<)
i= 1

LkiP(x I Wi)P(cUi),

k = l , 2,. . . , l , k # j .

(l 36)

i= 1

For binary classification decision problems, Bayes’ risk criterion (1.86) is givenas
follows. Let Lg be the loss (cost) of making decision mi when mj is true. Then for the
binary classification problem thereare four possible losses:

L11 = loss (cost) of deciding col when, given x ,

col

is true,

L12 = loss

(cost) of deciding col when, given x ,

co2

is true,

L21 = loss

(cost) of deciding c02 when, given x ,

col

is true,

L22 = loss

(cost) of deciding co2 when, given x ,

co2

is true,

or
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Note that there is nothing strange in associating
a loss or cost witha correct decision.
One can often set L11 = L22 = 0, but there will also be very common problems when
both the correctand the wrong decisionsare associated with certain costs. The Bayes'
risk criterion will result in a (classification) decision when the expected loss
or risk is
minimal.
The risk (expectedor average loss) that should be minimized is

R(U2

or

R

= R(0l

I x) + R(02 I x)

The Bayes' risk formulation can be viewed as a generalization of a maximum-aposteriori (MAP), or probability-of-error, decision criterion as given by (1.67). To
show that, (l.67) can be rewritten as
P(c1assification error I x)P(x)dx

P(c1assificationerror) =
"-00

"-00

(P(W1

I x) + P(w2 I x))P(x)dx.

"-00

Clearly, by minimizing the probability of misclassification for each x (as the classification rule given by (1.66) requires), the average probabilityof error given by (1.67)
(and by the preceding equation) will also be minimized.
At the same time,by assigning the lossesL11 = L22 = 0 and L12 = L21 = 1, the risk
( 1-87)becomes

and this is exactly the argument of the preceding integral. In other words, by minimizing a risk, given a zero-one loss function, the average probability of classification
error is also minimized.
Thus, for a zero-one loss function, a classification (decision) by minimizing risk
is identical to theBayes' (maximum-a-poste~ori)classificationdecisioncriterion
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that ~ n i m i z e sthe average (expected) probability of classification error. Note that
in dichotomization (two classes only or binary) tasks, as long as Lii = 0, that is,
-4511 = -4522 = 0, the risk minimization criterion can be nicely expressed in
a known
form of a likelihood ratio
(1 38)
Hence, whenever the likelihood ratio A(.) = P(x I w 1 ) / P ( x1 w2) is larger than the
product of the two ratios on the right-hand sideof (1 .SS), the decision will be class1.
The last expression follows from (1.86), or after applying ayes’ theorem
( 1.64) in
(1.87). Note that the costs -4512 and -4521 do not necessarily h e to be equal to 1 now.
Also, both the MAP (Bayes’ decision criterion) and the maximum likelihood criterion are just special cases of the riskmi~mizationcriterion (1.88). Namely, the
MAP
rule follows when-4512 = -4521 = 1, and the maximum likelihood criterion results when
-4512 = -4521 = 1 and P(c01) = P(co2).
Finally, note that in more general multiclass problems, the zero-one loss matrix
(1.80) is given as

0 1
0
L = ~1

1

0

.

.

. * *

(1.89)

1

aut F ~ u c ~ o n sPattern recognitionsystemsperform
multiclass, multifeature classification regardlessof the type of decision rule applied.
Recall that there are various decision rulesthat, depending on information about the
patterns available, may be applied. Six different rules were listed at the beginning of
section l .4.2,and both the Bayes’ rule for minimizing the average probability
of error
ayes’ rule for minimizing risk have been studied in more detail.
A pattern classifier assigns the feature vectors x to one of a number of possible
classes ct)i, i E { 1 ) 2, . . . , l}, and in this waypartitions feature spaceinto line segments,
areas, volumes, and hypervolumes, which are decision regions RI,
R2, . . . RI,in the
case af one-, two-, three-, or ~gher-dimensionalfeatures, respectively. All feature
vectorsbelonging to the sameclassideallyassigned
to thesamecategoryina
decision region. The decision regions
are often single nonoverlapping volumes or
hypervolumes, and decision regions of the same class may also
be disjoint, consisting
of two or more nontouching regions (see fig. 1.30). The boundaries between adjacent regions are called decision boundaries because classification decisions change
)
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Class-conditional ~roba~ility- ens si^ functions
.,,.*

.
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Figure 1.31
Class-conditionalprobability-densityfunctions (left) and decisionregions Ri and decision boundaries
( r ~for~ three
~ ~classes
)
result in three single nonoverlapping decision regions.

across boundaries. These class boundariesare points, straight lines or curves, planes
or surfaces, and hyperplanes or hypersurfaces in the case of one-, two-, three- and
~gher-dimensionalfeature space, respectively. In the case of straight lines, planes,
and hyperplanes, the decision boundariesare linear.
Figure l .3 1 shows three class-conditional probability-density functions (likelihood
functions) as well as the partitioning of t~o-dimensionalfeature space into three
separated decision areas. The likelihood functions
are three normal distributions with
equal covariance matricesand centers at (2, 2), (8, 2) and (2, 8). Because of the equal
covariance matrices, the three decision boundaries
are straight lines (why this is so is
explained later). In the case of three- and higher-dimensional feature space, the decisionregions are volumes and hypervolumes,respectively, and vis~alizationis no
longer possible. Nevertheless, the classification ,decision proceduresand the underlying theories are the same. The optimal classification strategy will most typically be
the one that minimizes the probability of classification error, and the latter will be
minimized if,for P ( x I col)P(ol) > P ( x [02)P(02),
x is chosento be in the re
More generally, classification decisions based on feature vector x may be stated
using a setof explicitly defineddiscriminant functions

di(x),

i = I , 2 , .. , I ,

(1.90)
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Discriminant for a

Class
selector

Class

MAX
Discriminant for a
class u 3 1
Figure 1.32
~ i s c ~ m i n aclassifier
nt
for multiclass pattern recognition.

whereeachdiscriminantisassociatedwitha
particular recognizedclass cot, i =
1,2,.**,1.
The discriminant type of classifier (i.e., the classifier designed using the discriminant functions) assigns a pattern with feature vector x to a class coj for which the
corresponding discriminant value4 is the largest:

Such a discriminant classifier can be designed as a system comprising a set of l discriminants d~(x),i = l, 2,. . . , l, associated with each class coi, i = 1,2,.. . , l, along
with a module that selects the largest-value ~iscriminantas a recognized class (see
fig. 1.32).
Note that theclassificationisbasedonthelargestdiscriminantfunction
4(x)
regardless how the corresponding d i s c ~ i n a nfunctions
t
are defined. Therefore, any
monotonic function of a discriminant function J ’ ( d ( ~ )will
) provide identical classification because of the fact that for the monotonic function J’(*), the maximal 4(x)
gives riseto the maximal~ ( 4 ( x ) It
) . may be useful to understand this basic property
of discriminant functions. If some di(x), i = 1, . . . , l, are the discriminant functions
for a given classifier, so also are the functionsIn di (x), di (x) C, or Cdi(x) for any
class-in~epe~dent
constant C. This is widely explored in classification theory by using
the natural logarithmic function lnd(x) as a discriminant function. Thus, in the case
ayes’ classifier, instead of

+
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the natural logarithm of P ( o ~I x) is used as a discriminant function, that is, the discriminant function is defined as

I

di(x) = In P(oi x) = ln(P(x I w,)P(oi))
=lnP(x/mi)+lnP(coi),

i = 4 2 , ...,Z.

(1.92)

Discriminant functions define the decision boundaries
that separate decision regions.
Decision boundaries between neighboring regions Rj and R; are obtained by equalizing the corresponding discriminant functions:
4(x) = di(X).

(1.93)

These boundaries between the decision regionsare the points, linesor curves, planes
or surfaces, and hyperplanes or hypersurfaces in the case of one-, two-, three-, and
higher-dimensional feature vectors, respectively.
Dependinguponthecriteria
for choosingwhichclassificationdecisionrule
to
apply, the discriminant function maybe
di(x) = P(mi I x)
di(x) = "(x

I 01)

d i ( ~=
) P(wi)

in
the
case

Bayes'
of

inthecase

of maximumlikelihoodclassification,(1.94b)

the
case
in

dj(x) = ---R(coi1 x) inthecase

(MAP) classification,

(l .94a)

of maximum-a-priori
classification,
(1.942)
ofBayes'minimalriskclassification,
i = 1,2,.. . ,l.

(l.94d)

Many other(not necessarily probabilistic) discriminant functions may also
be defined.
Note the minus sign in thelast definition of the discriminant function, which denotes
that the maximal valueof the discriminant functiondi(x) corresponds to the minimal
conditional risk R ( o ~1 x).
In the case of two-class or binary classification (dichotomization), instead of two
discriminants dl (x) and &(x) applied separately, typicallya d i c ~ o t o ~ i z eisr applied,
defined as

d ( x ) = d1(x) - &(x).

(1.95)

A dichotomizer (1.95) calculates a value of a single discriminant function d(x) and
assigns a class according to the sign of this value. When dl (x) is larger than d2 (x),
d(x) > 0 and a pattern x will be assigned to class 1, otherwise it is assigned to class 2.
ayes' rule-based discriminant functions (1.94a), the dichotomizer
for a
binary classification is givenas
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Accordingly, the decision boundary between two classes is defined
by

dl(x) = d2(x) or by d(x) = 0.

(1.96)

Checking the geometrical meaningof (1.96) inthe right graph in figure 1.33 for twodimensional features, onesees that the separating function,or the decisionboundary,
is the intersecting curve (surface or hypersurface for three- and ~gher-dimensional
features, respectively) between thedichoto~zerd(x) and the feature plane. Another
) classification
decision
criusefd form of the
dichotomizer that uses
a
terion can be obtained from (1.92) as follows:
d(x) = ln P(m1 I x) - In P(co2 I x) = ln(P(x I col)P(col))- ln(P(x I @ 2 ) P ( ~ 2 ) )

or

d(x) = In

( l .97)

)
a single valueand assigns
For a givenfeature vector x, a dichotomizer~ ( xcalculates
a class based on the sign of this value. In other words, because d(
the diEerence dl ( ) - d2(x), when d(x) > 0 the pattern is assigned to class c o l and
when d(x) < 0 the pattern is assigned to class co2.
The next section takes up discri~nantfunctions for normally distributed classes,
which are very common. Solving classification tasks involving Gaussian examples
can yield very useful closed-form expressions for calculating decision boundaries.
es In thecase
of normally distributed classes (~aussianclasses) ~iscriminantfunctions are quadratic. These become linear (straight lines, planes, and hyperplanes for two-, threeand ~-di~ensional
feature vectors,respectively)whenthecovariancematrices
of
corresponding classes are equal. The quadratic and linear classifiers belong to the
group of ~ ~ r a ~ ec Zt a~ ~i sc~ because
e r ~ they are defined in te S of Gaussian distribution ~arameters-mean vectors and covariance matrice
Let us start with the simplest case of a binary classification problem in a onedimensional feature space when two classes are generated by two Gaussian probabilityfunctionshaving the samevariances a: =
a2 butdifferentmeans p1 # p2
(seefig.1.28,aclassificationof
l’s and 0’s).
his case,theclass-conditional
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probability-density functionsP ( x I wi) are given as

and applying (l .97) results in

= In

+ In

or
(1.98)
Hence, for a one-dimensional feature vector, given equal variances of normal classconditional probability-density functionsP ( x mi),
the dichotomizer is linear (straight
line). The decision boundary as defined by (l .96) or by d ( x ) = 0, is the point
(1.99)
Note that in the equiprobable case when P(w1)= P(w2),the decision boundary is
a point xDB in the middle of the class centers xDB = (pl p2)/2. Otherwise, the
decision boundary point XDB is closer to the center of the less probable class. So, for
example, if P(o1)> P(w2),then 11112 - XDB/ < /p1- X D B I .
In the case of the multiclass classification problem in
an n-dimensional feature
space14 when classesare generated accordingto Gaussian distributions with different
i and different
means p1 $ p2 Z * $ p j , the
covariance
matrices
class-conditional probability-density functionP ( x I mi) is described by

+

e

Now x and pi are (n, 1) vectors and the covariance matricesCi are square and symmetric (n,n) matrices. 1x1 denotes the determinant of the covariance matrix. In the
most general case for normally distributed classes, the discriminant function defined
as d(x) = In. P(w I x) = In P(x I w)P(w)becomes
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or after expanding the logarithm,

The constant term n ln(2n)/2 is equal for all classes (i.e.,it cannot change the classification), and consequently it can be eliminated in what results
as a ~uadraticdisrim in ant function,
j /

l
2

--(X

- pi) T X i-1 (X - p i ) +In

P(.),),

i = 1,2,.. . , l .

(1.102)

Decision boundaries(separation hypersurfaces) between classesi and j are the hyperquadratic functions in n-dimensional
feature space (e.g., hyperspheres, hyperellipsoids,
hyperparaboloids) for which di(x) = c$(x).The specific form of discriminant functions and of decision boundaries is determined by the characteristics of covariance
matrices.
~is
which calculates the disThe second term in (1.102) is the ~ a ~ a l a n odistance,
tance between the feature vector x and the mean vector i.Recall that for correlated
features, covariance matrices X i are nondiagonal symmetric matrices for which offdiagonal elements # 0, i = 1, . . . , l, j = 1, . . , ,l, i # j .
The quadratic discriminant function is the most general discriminant in the case
of
normally distributed classes,and decisions are based on the Bayes' decision rule that
minimizes the roba ability of error or the probability of misclassification. This is also
known as the minimum error rate class$er.
The classification decision algorithm based on the quadratic ayes' discri~inants
is now the following:

05

1. For given classes (feature vectors x), calculate the mean vectors and the covariance matrices.
2. Compute the valuesof the quadratic discriminant functions (1.102) for each class.
3. Select a classcoj for which c$ ( x ) = max(di (x)), i = 1,2,. . . ,1.

Example 1.10 illustrates howequation (l.102) appliesto the calculation of quadratic
discriminant functions.The computation of decision boundaries between two classes
in the caseof the two-dimensional feature vector X is also shown.
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0 Feature vectors X of two class S are generat
ing parameters (covariance matrices

2"-

[0 2 5
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by Gaussian distribu-

0

0

Find the discriminant functions and decision boundaries. Classes are equiprobable
(P(w,)= P(w) = P). (Recall that the covariance matrices are diagonal when the
features are statistically independent.
The geometrical consequenceof this fact can be
seen in figure 1.34, where the principal axes of the contours of the Gaussian class
densities are parallel to the feature axes.)
uadratic discriminant functionsfor two given classes are defined by (1.102). The
constant and the class-independent tern In P(wi) can be ignored, and the two discriminants are obtained as

:([:i]

1
2

dl(x) = -- 1n1&1 - 1

= 0.693 -

1

[x1

x21

[~])' [ b
[ ][ ]
-

0

x1

0 4

x2

0~5]-l([:i]

= 0.693 - 0.5(x;

-

[~])

+ 4x3,

Both discriminant functionsand the dichoto~i~ing
discriminant function are shown
in figure 1.33.
Thedecisionboundary,
or separation line,inthefeatureplanefollows
from
d(x) = &(X) - 4 ( x ) = 0 as
d ( ~=) dl (X) - d2(x) = 1 . 5 4 - 1. 5 ~ ;- 2x2

+ 2 = 0.

Note that the decision regions in the feature plane, shown in figure 1.34, are nonoverlapping patches. The decision region
for class 2 comprises two disjoint areas.It is
not surprising that region R2 is disjoint. This can be seen in figure 1.33, and it also

.W
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~ u ~ d r a tdichotomiz~n~
ic
function

Figure 1.33
Classification of two Gaussian classes with different covariance matrices
C1 Z C2. Top, quadratic discrimi~,
~chotomizing
discriminant functiond(x) = dl (x)- d2(x).
nant functionsdl (x)and dz (x).~ o t t oquadratic
The decision boundary (separation curve) d(x) = dl (x)- &(x) = 0 in the right graph is the intersection
curve between the dichotomizer d(x) and the feature plane. Note that the decision regions in the feature
plane are nonoverlapping partsof the feature plane, but the decision. region for class
2 comprises two disjoint areas.
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or

-5

5

0

ecision boundary (separ on curve) d(x) = dl (x) - &(x)= 0 for two Gaussian classes with
differentcovariancematrices I l l f: . This decisionboundary is obtained by theintersection of the
dichotomizing discriminant functiond(x) and the feature plane. Note that the decision region for class2
comprises two disjoint areas.

follows from these considerations: the prior probabilities are equal, and the decision
rule,beingtheminimum
error rate classifier,choosestheclasswhoselikelihood
function P ( x I CO)is larger. Since the variance in the x2 direction is larger for class
2 than for class 1, theclass-conditionalprobability-densityfunction(likelihood)
P ( x 1 0 2 2 ) is actually larger than P( 1 C O ~for
) most of the lower half-plane in figure
1.34, despite the fact that all thes oints
are closer (in the sense of the Euclidean
distance) to the mean of class l . The quadratic separation function shown in figure
1.34 is obtained from d(x) = 0. All points in the feature plane for which d(x) 0
belong to class l, and when d ( ~>) 0 the specificpattern belongs to class 2. This can
be readily checked analytically as well as in figures 1.33 and 1.34.
There are two simpler, widely used discriminant functions, or decision rules, that
under certain assumptions follow from the
quadratic discriminant function. (1.102).
~ ~ ~ cWhen
e s thecovariance

so is the first term in (1.102)
equal for all classes, and being class-independe~t,it can be dropped from (1.102),
yielding a discriminant of the form
i)

+In P(.>,), i = l , & .. . ,L

(1.103)
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This discri~nantfunction is linear, which can be readily seen from the expansion

The quadratic term x’ -lx is class-independent and can be droppedfromthis
. Furthermore, since the covariance matrix is symmetric, so is its inversion
-‘x. This results ina set of linear discriminant functions

The classi~catio~
decision algorithm for normally distributed classes having the
same covariance matrix is now the following:
lasses (feature vectors x), calculate the mean vectors and the covari2. Compute the values of the linear discri~inantfunctions (1.104)for each class.

3. Select a class ojfor which 4(x) = max(di(x)), i

= 1, 2,.

.

I

E.

ecision boundaries correspondingto di(x) = c$(.) are hyperplanes. In the case of
a two-dimensional feature vector x, these boundaries are straight lines in a feature
plane.Lineardiscriminantfunctions
and linearboundaries are closelyrelated to
neural network models (see chapter 3). Here the linear d i s c r ~ n a n functions
t
are
presented in the “neural” f o m
(1.105)
where

+ 1n P ( o i ) .
Thedecisionboundarybetweenclasses
hype~lane,

S12i

and

SZj

inneuralform

is given as a
(1.106)

where
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It is straightforward to show that in the case of a one-dimensional feature vector x,
equation (1.99), which defines the separationpoint, follows from (1.106).In the case
of two feature patterns, (l.106) represents straight lines. Example 1.1 1 shows this.
Figure 1.31 depicts the classification of three normally distributed
classes that result in three linear separation lines and in the tessellation (partition) of
a two-dimensional feature space (plane) into three separated decision regions. The
likelihood functions of the three normal distributions have equal covariance matrices
2 and centers (means) at (2,2), (8,2), and (2,8). Check the validity of the right
graph in figure 1.3 1 byapplying (1.105)and (l.106) for theequi~robableclasses.
Having identity covariance matrices and equiprobable classes (meaning that the
last terms In P(co,) in (1.105) can be eliminated), three linear discriminant functions
(planes) that follow from (1.105)are

or

Linear discri~inantfunctions

Figure 1.35
Linear discriminant functions (decision planes di(x) in the case of two-dimensional features) for three
Gaussian classes with the same covariance matrixC = 12 as in figure 1.31. Three corresponding decision
boundaries obtained as the planes’ intersections divide the feature plane into three single nonoverlapping
decision regions. (The two visible separation lines,dl2 and d13, are depicted as solid straight lines.
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~ i ~ l a r lthe
y , decision boundariesor the separation lines that follow from (1.106)are

d12(x) = dl(x) - d2(x) = “6x1

+ 30 = 0,

or x1 = 5,

Three discriminant planes d~(x),i = 1,2,3, together with the two visible decision
b o u n d a ~lines that separate given classes, are shown in figure 1.35. (All three separation lines are shown in the rightgraph in figure l .3.)l
Eance ~ l a s s ~ eTwo
~ s particular
cases for the classification of normally distributed (~aussian)classes follow after
applying severaladditional assumptions regarding their class distribution properties.
If there are equal covariance matrices for all classes (
, i = 1,2, . . ,Z) and also
equal prior probabilitiesfor all classes (P(wJ = P(@) = P),then the second termon
the right-hand side
of (1.103)can be eliminated. Additionally, being class-independent,
the constant l/:! can beneglected, and thisresultsinthefollowingdiscriminant
functions:
-l(x-pi))

i =(l.1)2)‘..)Z.
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Thus, classification based on the ~ a x i ~ a t i of
o nthese discriminants will assign a
given pattern with a feature vector x to a class wk, for which the ~ahalanobisdis(x - p k ) of x to the meanvectoristhesmallest.
Note that
minus sign in (1.107), minimization of t ~ahalanobisdistance cord ( ~ )In. other words, a pattern
responds to maximization of the discriminant function
will be assignedto the closest class center
pk in the Mahalanobis sense. Note also that
ahalanobis distance is relevantfor correlated features,or whe
elements of the covariance matrixE are not equal to zero (or when
nal matrix, i.e., when o$ 0, i = 1,. . , I , j = 1,. . , I , i j ) .
The classifier (1.107) is called a rni~irnu~
~ a ~ a Z a ~ o bdistanc~
is
classifier. In the
same way as (1.104), the Mahalanobis distance classifier can be given in linear form
as

+

+

i = 1,2,..., I ,

(1.108)

Applying an even more restrictive assumption for the equiprobable classes ( P ( o i )=
P(co) = P),namely, assuming that the covariance matrices for all classes are not
only equal but are also diagonal matrices, meaning that the features are statisti= cr21,, i = 1,2,. . . ,I), one obtains the simple discriminant
cally in~ependent(
functions
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. ,l. (1.109)
The class-independent coefficient variance a2 is neglected in the fina l stage of the
classifier design.
i d e a ~class~erbecause the disThus (1.109) represents the ~ i n i m u ~ ~ u c ldistance
criminants (1.109)will assign a givenpattern with a feature vectorx to a class cuk for
which the ~uclidean dista~ce
.1 - of x to the mean vector pk is the smallest. As
in the preceding case of a nondiagonal covariance matrix,and because of the minus
sign, the minimal Euclidean distance will result in a maximal value for the discrimm ~
inant function di(X), as given in (1.109). In other words, a ~ n i (Euclidean)
distance classifier assigns apattern with feature x to the closest class center
A linear form of the minimum distance classifier (neglecting a class-ind
variance a2)is given as
i,

i = 1,2,..., l.

(1.110)

The algorithm for both the Mahalanobis and the Euclidean distance classifiers is
the following. The mean ectors for all classes pi, i = 1,2, . . . ,l, a feature vector
and a covariance matrix
1. Calculate the valuesof the corresponding distances between
x and means
classes. The Mahalanobis distance for correlated classes is
nondiagonal.
The Euclidean distance for statistically independent classes is
diagonal.

2. Assign the pattern to the class cok for which the distance L) is minimal.
Both of these minimum distance classifiers are m i ~ m ~error
m rate classifiers. In
other words, for given a s s ~ p t i o n s ,they are the Bayes’ minimal probability of an
error classifier. F~thermore,for both classifiers the mean vectors pi, i = 1, . . . ,l, act
new
as te~platesor ~rototypesfor l classes. By measuring the distances between each
pattern x and the centers, each new feature vector x is matched to these templates.
Hence, both the ahalanobis and theEuclideandistanceclassifiersbelong
to the
group of template matching c l a s s ~ e ~ s .
Template matching is a classic, natural approach to pattern classification. Typically,noise-freeversionsof
patterns are used as templates or as the means of
the corresponding classes.To classify a previously unseen and noisy pattern, simply
compare it to given templates (means)and assign the pattern to the closest template
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(mean, center). Template matching workswell when the variations withina class are
due to additive noise. ut there are many other possible noises in classi~cationand
decision-makingprobl S. For instance, regarding geometrically distorted patterns,
somecommondistortions
of featurevectors are translation, rotation, shearing,
warping, expansion, contraction, and occlusion. For such patterns, more sophisticated t e c ~ i q u e smust be used. However, these are outside the scope of this book.
Almostallthe
serious practical
limitation. In order to apply the most generalBayes’ ~ n i m u m
cost or minimum risk
procedure (and related approaches) practically everythingabout the underlying analyzed process must be known. This includes priors
the P ( o i ) and the class-conditional
probability-densities (or likelihoods) P ( x 1 mi) as well as the costs of making errors
L(mj I ai).The fact that pattern recognition and regression problems are of random
character and thereforeexpressedinprobabilistictermsdoes
not makethetask
simpler.
se one wants to perform fault detection in engineering or in medical diagmust h o w how probable the different faults or symptoms (classes) are a
priori ( P ( W i ) are required). In other words, the prior probability of a system under
investigation to experience different faults must be known. This is an intricate problem because very oftenit is difficultto distinguish priors P(.),) from class-conditional
One remedy isto use decision rulesthat do not contain
probability-densitiesP ( x I oi).
priors (or to ignore them).The m a s i ~ u mlikeli~ood classi~cation
d e is such a rule.
Similarly,inregression, other approaches that requirefewerassumptions can be
tried, such as Markov estimators or the method of least squares.
The amount of assumed initial knowledge av able
on the process under investigation decreases in the following order: for the
yes’ procedure one should know
everything;
for
the
maximum
likelihood
approach one
sh
know
the
classconditionalprobability-densityfunctions(likelihoods); for theovtechniquesin
regression problems one should know the covariance matrix
of noise; and for the
least squares method one need only assume that random processes can be approximated sufficiently by the model chosen. ut even in such a series of simpli~cations
one must either h o w some distribution characteristics in advance or estimate the
means, covariance matrices,or likelihoods (class-conditional probability densities)
by
using trainingpatterns.
However,there are practical problems with density estimation approaches.
To
implement even the simplest Euclidean nimum distance classifier, one must know
the mean vectors (centers or templates , i = 1, . . . ,I , for all the classes. For this

Problems
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approach it is assumedthat the underlying data-generating distribution isa ~ a u s s i a n
one, that the features are not correlated, andthat the covariance matricesare equal.
(Thisis too manyassumptionsforthesimplestpossiblemethod.)
To takeinto
account eventually correlated features, or in considering the effects of scaling and
linear transfomation of data for which the Euclidean metric is not appropriate, the
ahalanobismetricshould beused.owever,inorder
to implementaminimum
ahalanobis distance classifier, both the mean vectors and the covariance matrices
must be known. Recall that all that is typically available is training data and eventually some previous knowledge. Usually, this means estimating all these parameters
from examples of patterns tobe classified or regressed.
Yet this is exactly what both statistical learning theory (represented
by support
vector machines) and neural networks
are trying to avoid. This book follows the
approach of bypassing or dodging density estimation methods. Therefore, there is
no explicit presentation of how to learn means, covariance matrices,
statistics from trainingdata patterns. Instead, the discussion concernsS
tools that providenoveltechniquesforacquiringknowledgefromtraining
data
erns, records, measure~ents,observations, examples, samples).
owever, it should be stressed that the preceding approaches (which in pattern
recognition problems most often result in quadraticor linear discriminant functions,
decision boundaries and regions, and in regression problems result in linear approximating functions) still are and
will remain very good theoretical and practical tools if
the mentioned assumptions are valid. Very often, in modern real-world applications,
many of these postulatesare satisfied only approximately, However, even when these
assumptions are not totally sound, quadratic and linear discriminants have shown
fomance as classifiers, as havelinearapproximatorsinregression
use of their simple (linearor quadratic) structure, these techniquesdo
training data set, and for many regression tasks they may be good
starting pointsor good first estimates of regression hyperplanes.
In classification, they
may indicatethestructure ofcomplexdecisionregions
that are typicallyhypervolumes in n-dimensional space of features.

= [-2

11T , ;Y == [-3

l]',

V =

[4 -3

x T ~ xTy
a. Compute -and -x.
xTx
XTX

b. Calculate a unit vector in the direction of
C. Are vectors v and W orthogonal?

v.

2IT, W

=

[5 6 -llT.
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Calculate the L1, L2, and L , noms of the following vectors:
a. x = 1-2 1 3 2lT.
b. y = [-3
c. v = [4 -3 21'.
d. W = 1-5 -6 -1

-51

-3

T

.

1.3. Let x1, x2,. . . ,x, be fixed numbers. The Vandemonde matrix

...
...

=

d2

...

dn]T , suppose that

WE

%" satisfies

polynomial

y ( x ) = WO

+ w1x +

W2X2

+ + w,-lXR-l.
*

'

a. Show that y(x1) = d l , . . ,y(x,) = d, (i.e., that thepolynomial
through each training data point).
b. Show that when x1,~2~ . . ,x, are distinct,thecolumns
independent.
c.Prove that if x1,xz7. . . ,x, are distinct numbers and
then there is an inte~olatingpolynomialofdegree S n
(x2,d2), * , (x,,4 ) .

y(x) passes

of
is an arbitrary vector,
l for all pairs
(x1,dl),

*

. For the training data pairs ( l ,2), (2, l), (5,lO) find
a. the inte~olatingpolynomial of second order,
b. the best least squares approximating straight line.

1.5. Compute L , and L2 noms for the function f ( x ) = (1 + x)"
[0, l]. (See hint in problem l .6b.)

on the interval

1.6. Find the best approximating straight linesto the curve y = ex such that
a. the L2 (Euclidean) n o m of the error function on thediscreteset
[-l -0.5 0 0.5 l] is as small as possible,

x=

Problems
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b. the L2 (Euclidean)n o m of the error function on the interval [--l, l] is as small
as possible. (Hint: Use f," IE(W ) I dw for the L2 (Euclidean) n o m of the continuous
error function on the interval [a,b].)

.7. Figure P1 .l shows the unit sphere of theL2 n o m in 'S'.
raw unit spheres of LP norms for p = 0.5,1,10, and CO.Comment on the geocal meaning of these spheres.
b. Draw unit spheres of LPnoms for p = 1,2, and CO in ' S 3 .

.

Considervector x in ' S 2 showninfiguresP1.2a
and P1.2b. Find thebest
approximation to x in a subspace SL (a straight line) in
a. L1 norm,
b. L2 nom,

c. L , nom.
Draw your result and comment on the equalityor difference of the best approximations in given norms.

Figure Pl.l
Graph for problem 1.7.

x

F i ~ P1.2
~ e
Graphs for problem 1.8.

SL
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1

Graph for problem 1.9.

Graph for problem 1.10.

.

For a given vectorx find a subspace(a straight lineSI,) of 'B2 for which the best
approximations to x in. SI,,in L1 and L2 noms, are equal. Comment on the best
approx~ationin L , norm in this straight line.(See figure P1.3.)
Consider four measurementpointsgiveninfigureP1.4.
Find theweights
correspond in^ to four linear splines that ensure an interpolating (piecewise linear)
curve y , (x).

.

It was shown that there is a unique polynomial interpolant for a one-dirnensional input x (i.e., when y = y(x)). There is no theorem about a unique polynomial
interpolation for an ' B n
mapping ( n > 1) (i.e., for y = y ( x ) ) . Check whether
four given pointsinfiguresP1.5a
and P 1.5bcan be uniquely interpolated by a
2.
data pairs are given
bilinear ~olynomialya = w1 ~2x1 ~ 3 x 2 ~ 4 x 1 ~Training
as
"+

'B'
+

+

+
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Graphs forproblem 1.11

Figure 1.5 b

Figure 1.5a
dl

1

d2

d3

-1 l

-1
-1

1

1

d4

dl

d2

d3

d4

l

Q
1

-1

Q
-1

0

Q

(Hint: For both problems write down a system of four equations in four unknowns
and check whether there isa unique solution.)

.

Manyphenomenaaresubject
to seasonalfluctuations(e.g.,plantgrowth,
monthly sales of products, airline ticket sales).To model such periodic problems, the
preferred approximating scheme is

a. Show this model graphically as a network.
b. Give the design matrix
c. Is the approximation problem linear?
3. (a) Expand a function ,(x) about x0 in a Taylor series, and show this expansion graphicallyas a ("neural") network, retaining the first three
terns only. An input
to the network is Ax, and the output is A , .

(b) Show as a network a Taylor expansion of a function ekx,retaining the first four
terns only.
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termine the gradient vector and the essian matrix

= In(wf

+~

1

for each error function

+ W,”).
~
2

minimizing the elliptic paraboloid
rves (contours)and the gradient pa
W that the gradient path is orthogonal to the level curves. (Hint; Use the
fact that if the curves are orthogonal, then their n o ~ avectors
l
are also orthogonal.)
how that the optimal learning rate yopt for minimizing the quadratic error
function

(Hint: Express the value of the error function at step i + 1, and minimize this expression with respect to learning rate y. Use that for quadratic forms
erform two iterations of the optimal gradient algorithmto find the minimum
of E ( w ) = 2wf 2wl wz + SW,”. The starting point is
tours, and show your learning path graphically. Che
vectors at the initial point and at the next one. (Hint: Exp
and use the expression for yopt from problem l. 16.)

+

bich of the four given functions in figure Pl.7 are probabilit~-densit~
functions? (Hint: Use that JI*,”P ( X ) dx = 1.)
W2

The

Graph for problem l. 15.

Error surfacecontours
4- 2w;
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Figure P1.7

Graphs for problem 1.18.

Figure P1.8

Graph for problem 1.19.

Consider a continuous variablethat can take on values on the interval from 2
to 5. Its p~ob~bility-density
function is shown in figure P1.8. (This is called the uniform density.) What is the probability that the random variablewill take on a value
a) between 3 and 4,
b) less than 2.8,
c) greater than 4.3,
d) between 2.6 and 4.4?

1.20. The three graphs in figures P1.9a, P1.9b,and P1.9c show uniform, normal, and
triangular probabi~ity-densityfunctions, respectively. Find the constants Ci for each
function.
1. A random variable x is defined by its probability-density function

l 0

otherwise.

a) Calculate constant C and comment on the results.
b) Find a mean ,ux and a variance 0;.
c) Calculate the pro~abilityP(- l S x < 2).
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P(x)=

Cl " l S X S 5
0 otherwise

Graphs for problem 1.20.

2. Let x and y have the joint probability-density function

5 O<x<y<l,
0 otherwise.
a) Find the marginal and conditional probability-density functions P(.), P ( y ) , and
P(x,Y )*
b) Find the regression function x = f ( y ) (i.e., find the conditional mean of x given
Y =Yo>.

3. Consider two random variables defined as 1x1 5 4 and 0 5 y 5 2 - OS/xI.Let
them have a joint probability-density function
C over the samplespace,
0 elsewhere.

a) Draw the joint probability-density function.
b) Find C.
c) Are random variables x and y independent?
d) ~alculatea orr relation coefficient p.

. The joint probability-density functionof two variables isgiven as
a) Draw the sample space.
b) Find q.
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c) Calculate the marginal probability-density functionP ( x ).
d) Find a mean p, and a variance 0;.
Hint:

. Let two random variables be defined by the joint probability-density function
raw the graph of P ( x ,y ) .
b) Calculate IC, P ( x ) , and P( y ) .
c) Find p,, p,, axV
= E { x y } , G;, and 0:.
d) Are x and y dependent variables? Are they correlated?

. Consider two random variables having thejoint probability-density function
x+y

O<x<l,O<y<l,
elsewhere.

Find the correlation coefficient p of x and y .
7. The joint probability-density functionP ( x ,y) is given as
3xy

P ( x 7 y )=

{0

o<x<2,o<y<x,

otherwise.

a) Draw the sample space in an (x, y ) plane.
b) Find the marginal probability-density functionsP ( x ) and P ( y ) .

. Find the equation of a regression curvepyIx= y =f(x) in problem 1.27.
. Atheoreticalcorrelationcoefficientisdefined
as p = O , Y / ~ , C J -Apply
~ . this
expression to example 1.7 and find p.
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M

figure ~ l " l 0
Graph for problem 1.30.

1*30. A beam in figure P1.10 is subjected
to two random loads L1 and La, which
are statistically independent with meansand standard deviations pl, 0 1 , and p 2 , 0 2 ,
respectively. Are the shear force
F and bending moment M correlated? Find the
correlation coefficient. For 0 1 = 0 2 , is there no correlation at all? Art: F and M
just correlated, or are theyhighlycorrelated?Aretheycausallyrelated?
(Hint:
F = L1 L 2 , M = K 1 2 L 2 . Find the means and standard deviations of force and
m o ~ e n tcalculate
y
the correlation coefficient,and discuss your result,)

+

+

1.31. The probability-density function P ( x ) of a multivariate ~ - d ~ e n s i oGauss~al
ian distribution is givenby
P(x) =

1

exp(--0.5(x - p>*X? (x -

that is, it is par~meterizedby the mean vectorp and covariance matrixC, For a twodimensional
vector

x,

= [pl p2] and

-

4

1

. Sketch the contours of

[ 0 ~ ~

P(x) in an (XI,
~ 2 plane
)
for the following four distributions:
a) p = 12 31T , 0 1 2 = 0 2 1 = 0,011 = 0 2 2 = 0.
b) = 1-2
21
*, 0 1 20 2 1 = 0, 0 1 1 > 0 2 2 .
C) p
1-3 -3IT, 0 1 2 = 021 = 0, 011 < 0 2 2 .
T
d) p = [3 -21 , ~ 1 =
2 0 2 1 > 0,

1.32. Find the equations of P ( x ) , and of the contours for which P ( x ) = 0.5, for the
following three two-dimensional Gaussiandistri~utions:
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Given the covariance matrix and mean vector of a four-dimensional noma1
dist~bution

determine the probability-density function P ( x ) . (Hint: Calculate
not leave the exponent ofP( ) in matrix form.)

. Consider a three-di~ensionalGaussian probability-density function
nd thecovariancematrix
. (Hint: Note that inthisproblem P = P1 (XI)
,Q), meaning that r712 = r7
temine the locus of points for whichthe probability-density is 0.01.

.

Consider the multivariate n-dimensional Gaussian probability-density function
P ( x ) for which the covariance matrix is diagonal (i.e.7 ap = 0, i Zj).
a) Show that P ( x ) can be expressed as

hat are the contours of constant probability-density? Show graphically the con= [-2 31 T , and a2 = 201.
c) Show that the expression in the exponentof P ( x ) in (a) is a ~ahalanobisdistance.

. ConsiderthreeclasseswithGaussianclass-conditionalprobability-density
functions
having
the
same
covariance
matrix

= [l

0 0.5

1;

i = 1,2,3, and
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a) Draw the contours of Pi(.) in an (XI, Q) plane.
b) Find both the decision (discriminant) functions and the equations of decision
boundaries. Draw the boundaries in thegraph in (a).

. ~ ~ .

The calculation of a Bayes's classifier requires knowledge of means
and covariance matrices. However, typically only training data are known. The following
two feature patterns (x E !R2) from the two equiprobable normally (~aussian)distributed classes (class 1 = 0, and class 2 = 1) have been drawn:
Class 2

Class 1
X1

X2

d

x1

x2

d

1

2
2
3
l
2

0

8
8

l

0

6
7

0
0
0

8
8
7

?

8

1
l

9

1

2

2
3
3

1

a) Find discriminant (decision) functionsfor both classes.
b) Calculate the d i c ~ o t o ~ i z i nfunction.
g
Draw (in an (XI, xz) plane) the training
data pairs, the dichotomizingfunction, and the intersections of the two discriminant
functions withan (XI, x2) plane.
c) Test the performance of your dic~otomizerby classifying the previously unseen
pattern x1 = (4 l]', 1x1 = 16 '71 '. (Hint: Calculatetheempiricalmeans and covariancematricesfromthe
data first, and thenapply appropriate equations for
calculation of discriminant functions. Use

for a covariance matrix calculation. Subscript (est) denotes
an esti~ate.)

A two-d~ensionalrandom vector y has the probability-density function

Problems
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Another two-dimensional random vector x related to y has the conditional density
function

Find the posterior probability-density function P ( y I x). Is there a closed form solution? (Hint: Find the joint ~robability-densityfunction. P ( x ,y) first, and use it for
computing P ( y I x). If this problem seems to be too diEcult, go to the next problem
and return to this one later.)

. Assign the feature x = 0.6 to the one of two equiprobable classes by using the
maximum likelihood decision rule associated with classes that are given by the following class-conditional probability-density functions:

(k)

);

0.5

P(x Iml)

=

exp( -

and P(x Im2) =

(&r5 (exp

Drawtheclass-conditionalprobability-densityfunctions,
and show the decision
boundary. ( H ~ ~Assuming
t:
equal prior probability-densities (P(m1)= P(m2)), the
maximumlikelihooddecisionruleisequivalent
to the MAP (
criterion.)

.

Determinethemaximumlikelihooddecisionruleassociatedwiththetwo
equiprobableclassesgiven
by thefollowingclass-conditionalprobability-density
functions:

P(xIm1) =

(kr5

exp("-x:>

and P(xIm2) =

(&r5

rawtheclass-conditionalprobability-densityfunctions
boundaries. (Hint: Note that the means are equal.)

exp(--g).
and showthedecision

. The class-conditional probability-density functionsof two classes are given by
Prior probability for a class l is P(m1) = 0.25. Find the decision boundary by rninimizing a probability of classification error, that is, use the
criterion. (Hint: Use (l.70b).)
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. The class-conditional probability-density functionsof two classes are given by
P ( x 1 col) =

1

exp(--lxl) and P ( x 1 0 2 ) = exp(”-2lxl).

Prior probability for a class 1 is P(&])= 0.25, and the losses are given as L11 =
L22 = 0, L12 = l, and L21 = 2. Find the decision boundaries by minimizing
risk. (~~~~~Use (1.86).)
The class~conditionalprobability-density functionsof two classes are given by

P ( x I c o l ) = 2 exp(--2x) and P(x I co2) = exp(--x),
both for x 2 0; otherwise both art: equalto zero).
a) Find the maximum likelihood decision rule.
b) Find the ~ i n i m aprobability
l
of error decision rule. Prior probability for a class 1
is P(c01) = 2/3.
c) Find the minimal risk decision rule
for equally probable classesand with the losses
L11 = 0, L22 = l, L12 = 2, and L21 = 3.
( ~ o l v i nthis
~ problem, youwill confirm that here (as in the caseof function approximation tasks), the best solution depends upon the norm applied.Note that in (a) the
best means maximi~ation,and in (b) and (c) the best is the minimizing solution.)

.

Find the posterior probability-density functions“(col I x) and P(02 I x) for the
two eq~probableone-dimensional normally distributed classes given by likelihood
functions (class-conditional probability-density functions
that are also known as data
generation mechanis~s)

ayes’ rule, plug in the given likelihoods,and find the desired posteriorprobability-densityfunctionsinterms
of distributionmeans and standard
deviation.)
erive the posterior probability-density function P(co1 I x) for the likelihood
functions defined in problem 1.44 but having different variances(01
~72).

+

Simulation Experiments
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. Find theposteriorprobability-densityfunction

P ( o l I x) for abinary(two
esonly)classificationproblemwhen
x is an n-dimensionalvector.Thetwo
Gaussianmultivariateclass-conditionalprobability-densitieshave
arbitrary mean
j , i = 1,2, equal prior probabilities, and the same covariance matrix
2.
Sketch the classification problem inan ( ,x2) plane, and explain your graph for the
case of an identitycovariancematrix
= I). (Hint Start bypluggingthe
multivariate Gaussian likelihood functions into Bayes’ rule. At the end of the derivation,
shilar to the previous one-dimensional case, the posterior probability-~ensityfunction P(wl I x) should have a form of logistic function and should be expressed in
terms of vector quantities comprising means
and covariance matrix.)

The simulation experiments inchapter l have the purpose of familiari~ingthe reader
with interpolation/approximation, that is, nonlinear regression. (Nonlinear regression and classification are the core problemsof soft computing.)The programs used
in chapter 2 on support vector machines cover both classification and regression by
technique. There isno need for a manual here because all routines
are simple (if anything is simpleabout p r o g r a ~ n g )The
. experiments are aimed at
reviewing many basic facets of regression (notably problems of overand underfitting, the influence of noise, and the smoothness of ap~roximation).The first two
approximators are classic ones, namely, one-dimensional algebraic p o l y n o ~ a l sand
Chebyshev polynomials.The last three are radial basis functionapproxhators: linear
splines,cubicsplines, and Gaussian radial basis functions. In addition, there is a
fuzzy model that applies five different membership functions.
Be aware of the following factsabout the program aproxim:
l. It is developed for interpolation/approx~ationproblems.

2. It is designed for one-dimensional input data ( y =f ( x ) ) .

3. It is user-friendly, even for beginners in using MATLAB,
but you must cooperate.
It prompts you to select, to define, or to choose different things.
Experiment with the program apraxim as follows:
1. Launch M AT LAB.
2. Connect to directory learnsc (at the matlab prompt, type cd learnsc
(RETURN)). learnsc isasubdirectory
of matlab, as bin, toolbox, and
uitools are. While typing cd learnsc,make sure that your working directory is
matlab, not matlab/bin, for example.
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3. Type start (RETURN).

4. The pop-up menu will prompt you to choose between several models. Choose 1D
Approximation.
5. The pop-up box offers five approximators (networks, models,or machines). Click
on one.

6. Follow the prompting pop-up menus to make some modeling choices.Note that if
you want to have your function polluted by 15% noise, type 0 .15.
Now perform the following experiments(start with the demo function):
l. Look at the difference between the inte~olationand approximation. Add 25%
noise (noise = 0.25), and in order to do interpolation, choose the model order for
polynomials to be n = P - 1,where P equals the number of training data. (The
number will be printed on the screen.) For radial basis functions, interpolation will
take place when you choose t = 1. Choosing t = 1 means that you are placing one
radial basis function at each training data point. If you want to approximate the
given function, you select n < P - 1 and t > 1 for polynomials and R
tively. It is clear that t < P.

eat ~ y I ~ Start
e with any demo function with 25% noise. Interpolate it first.
Reduce the order of the polynomial gradually, and observe the changes in modeling
quality. Always check the final error of models. Note that if there is a lot of noise,
lower-order modelsdo filter the noiseout. But don’t overdoit. At some stage,further
decreasing the model’s order(or the capacityof the model) leadsto underfitting. This
means that you are starting to filter out both the noise and the underlying function.
2 Now repeat experiment l with an RBF model. Controlling the
model to avoid overfitting noisy data is different for polynomials
he order of the model controls the ~olynomialcapacity, and the
number of basis functions i s the smoothing parameter (the parameter for capacity
Fs. It is not the only parameter, however. This is oneof the topics in
chapter 5.
Compare the smoothness of linear splines approximators and cubic splines approximators.WhenusingGaussianbasisfunctions,youwillhave
to choose kQ.
Choosing, for example, the value for this coefficient k, = 2, you define a standard
deviation of Gaussian bells CT = 2A.c. This means that CT of all bells is equal to two
distancesbetweentheGaussianbellcenters.
For good(smooth)approximations,
0.75 < CT < 10. This is both a broad and an appro~imatespan for CT values. CT is
typically the subject of learning. However, you may try e~pe~menting
with various
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values for the standard deviation CT.You will be also prompted to choose an RBF
with bias or without it. Choose both, and compare the results. Many graphs will be
displayed, but they are not that complicated to read. Try to understand them. More
is explained in chapter 5.

2. Look at the effects of different noise levels on
various interpolators or approximators. Note that noise = 1.0 means that there is 100% noise. For many practical
situations, this istoo high a noise level. On theother hand, in many recognition tasks,
pollution by noise may be even higher. Repeat all experiments from (l) with a different noise level.
3. You are now ready to define your own functionsand to perform experiments that
you like or are interested in.
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Theclassicalregression and ayesianclassificationstatisticaltechniquespresented
in chapter 1 werebased on t very strict assumption that probability distribution
models or probability-~ensityfunctions are known. Unfortunat
in many practical
situations,thereisnotenoughinformation
about theunderly
dist~butionlaws,
and ~ i s ~ r i b ~ t i o n ~egression
ree
or e I ~ s s ~ e ~ tisi oneeded
n
that does not require knowledge ofprobability distributions. This isvery
a serious restrictionbut very c o ~ o inn
real-world applications. ostly, all we have are recorded training patterns, which are
usually high-dimensional and scarce in present-day ap~lications.High-dimensional
spaces seem terrifyingly empty, and our learning algoriths (machines) mustbe able
to operate in such spaces and to learn from sparse data. It is said that redundancy
provides knowledge, so the more data pairs are available, the better the results will
hese essentials are depicted in figure 2.1.
sic perfornance of classical statistical techniques is only roughly sketched
in
figure 2.1. Very small sample size is exceptionally unreliable
and in practical terns
little better than a random data set. It usually results in high error. In section 2.2
sample size is defined more preciselyas the ratio of the number of training patterns I
to the VC (Vapnik-Chervonenkis) dimensionh of functions of a le
(neural network, polynomial approximator, radial basis function (R
work, fmzy model). When this ratio is larger than 20, the data set is considered to
be of medium size. The higher the noise level, or the more complex the underlying
function, the moredata are needed in order to make good approximations or classifications. The same is valid for the dimensionality of input vector space, A large
data set is the onethat comprises enough trainingdata pairs to yield optimal results,
By increasing the number of training data patterns, the best that can be achieved

Error

Small sample

I

~ e d i u msample

I Large sample
I

l
I
I

Noiseless dataset
Final

""""+"""""

Figure 2.1
Dependence of modeling error on trainingdata set size.
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is an error that converges to
o be the
safe
on
side,
one
must
develop
worst-case
techniques
worst-case refers to techniques
thatexpected
are
to perform
high-dimensional
inin
spaces
and
with sparse training patterns. The presentation of methods that promise acceptable
performance under such conditions is the main point of interest in this section.
A relatively new promising method for learning separating functions in pattern
recognition(classification)tasks or forperngfunctionalestimationinregression
(
). Thisoriginatedfromthe statistical
problemsisthesupportvectormachine
ry (SLT) developed by Vapnik and Chervonenkis.'
can also be seen as a new method for training polynomial models, neural
S), fuzzymodels, or
F classifiers/regressors.erethepractical,constructive aspectsof this new tool are of chief interest.
esentnovellearningtechniques
that havebeenintroducedinthe
tructuralrisk minimization (
) and inthetheory of VC bounds.
ore precisely,unlikeclassical adaptation
hms that workin an L1 or L2 norm
imize the absolute value ofan error or of an er
ay, it creates a model with ~ai n i ~ i z e d
ik 1995; 1998) shows that when the
probability of error is low as well,
unseen data, (good generalization). This property ofisparticular interestto the whole
soft computing field because the modelthat generalizes well is a good model and not
the model that performs well on training data pairs. ood performance on training
t condition for a good model.
osi (199'7b) has shownthat under some constraints
can also be derived in the framework of regularization
ticallearningtheory or structural risk mini~ization.
orks that naturally follow from this theory are discussed
is presented as a learning technique
that originated from
the theoretical foundations of the statistical learning theoryand structural risk miniproaches to learning from data are based on the new induction
ciple and on the theory of VC bounds.
nthesimplest pattern recognition tasks, support vector rnachin
separating hyperplane to create a classiJier with a maximal margin.
at, the learning problem is cast as a constrained nonlinear optimization problem.
this setting the cost function is quadratic and the constraints are linear (i.e., one
o solve a quadratic programming problem).
caseswhengivenclasses
cannot be linearlyseparatedintheoriginalinput
first nonlinearly transforms the original input space into a higher-
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dimensional feature space. This transfo~ationcan be achieved by using various
nonlinear mappings: polynomial, sigmoidal as in multilayer perceptrons,RBF mappings having as basis functions radially symmetric functions suchas Gaussians, different spline functions,or multiq~adrics.After this nonlineartransfo~ationstep, the
task of an SVM in finding the linear optimal separating hyperplane in this feature
space is relatively trivial. Namely, the optimization problem to solve will be of the
same kind as the calculation of a separating hyperplane in original input space for
linearly separable classes. The resulting hyperplane in feature space will be optimal in
the sense of being a maximal margin classifier with respect to training data: How
nonlinearly separable problems in input space can become linearly separable problems in feature space after specific nonlineartransfo~ationis shown in this chapter
and in chapter 3 (see section 2.4.3and figs. 3.9 and 3.10).
Sections 2.1-2.3 present the basic theory
and approach of SRM and SVMs as
developedby Vapnik,Chervonenkis, and theirco-workers:Vapnik(1995;1998),
Cherkassky (1997), Cherkasskyand Mulier (1998), Scholkopf (1998), Burges (1998),
Gunn (1997), Niyogi and Girosi (1994), Poggio and Girosi (l998), and Smola and
Scholkopf (1997). The reader interested primarily in the application of SVMs may
skip directly to section 2.4, which describes how SVMs learn from
data.
The standard learning stagecan be set graphically as in figure 2.2.
From this point
on, the book deals with distribution-free learning from
data methods that can be
applied to both regression and classification problems.
y its very nature, learning is a stochastic process. The trainingdata set is formed
of two (random) sets of variables-the
input variable xi, which is randomly, with
drawn from the input set X , and the system’s response yi, which
set Y. yi is observed with probability P(yi I xi).This measured,

\

.<_
‘~~s~~tion-~ased

‘-

Classical
Statisti

Distribution-Free
~ e a ~ n j n gData
.~o~

niques

here is a “teacher” in training
of knowndesiredoutputs
(regression) or known class labels (classification).
rning: No ‘reacher”; raw data only.

Clustering
Principal
components
analysis
Figure 2.2

Standard categorization of learning from
data tasks.
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or o b s e ~ e dresponse
,
yi is denotedby di (for d e ~ ~ ~during
e d ) the training phase. Thus,
P(di I xi) = P(yf I xi). The scalar value of the output variable y is used here only for
simplicity. A11 derivations remain basically the same in the of
case
vector output y.
The probability of collecting a trainingdata point (x,d ) is therefore2

The observed response of a system is probabilistic, and this is described by the conditional probability P ( y 1 x), which states that the same input x generates a different
output y each time. In other words, there is no guaranteed response y for the same
input x. Four reasons that the same input x would produce differentoutputs y are as
follows:
l . There is dete~inisticunderlying dependence but there is noise in measurements.
2. There is deterministic underlying dependencebut there are uncontrollable inputs
(input noise).
3. The underlying process is stochastic.
4. The underlying process is deterministic,but incomplete i n f o ~ a t i o nis available.
The handwritten character recognition problem, for example, belongsto the case of
stochastically generated data (reason 3). It is a typical example of random patterns:
we each write differently,and we write the samecharacters differently each time.
The randomnessdue to additive measurement noise (reason
1) is typically described
as follows. Suppose theactual value of the temperature measured in a roomat location x is $(x). (Vector x that describes a point in three-dimensional space is a (3, l )
vector; it has three rows and one column here.) Under the assumption of Gaussian
( n o ~ a l l distributed)
y
noise, onewill actually measure

where additive noise E has a Gaussian distribution withstandard deviation CT.In this
case, the conditional probabilityP ( y I x) will be proportional to

This assumption about the Gaussian dist~butionof E is most common while Sampling a function in the presence
of noise. The dashed circlearound the output y(x) in
figure 2.3 denotesboth the area of the most probable valuesof the system’s response
and the probabilisticnature of data set L).
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Y

Figure 2.3
Stochastic characterof learning while collecting a trainingdata set.

In such a probabilistic setting, there are three basic components in learning from
data: a generator of random inputs x, a s y s t e ~whose training responses y are used
for training the learning machine, and a ~ e ~ r n i ~ g ~ that,
a c ~using
i n e inputs x and
the system’s responses y , should learn (estimate, model) the unknown dependency
2.4). This figure shows the most common
between these two sets of variables (see fig.
learning setting in various fields, notably
control system identification and signal
processing.
During the (successful) training phase a learning machine should
be able to find the
relationship between X and Yusing data D in regression tasksor find a functionthat
separates data in classification tasks. The result of a learning process is an approximating function &(x,W), which in statisticalliterature is also known as a ~ y p o t ~ e s i s
Jh(x,W). (This function approximates the underlyin~(or true) dependency between
the input and output in regression or the decision boundary, or separation fwction,
in classification.) The chosen hypothesis &(x,W) belongs to a ~ y ~ o t ~ espace
s i s of
f ~ ~ c t i oH
n s(fa E: H ) , and it is a function that minimizes some risk f ~ n c t i o nR(w). A
risk R(w) is also called the average (expected) loss
or the expectationof a loss, and it
is calculatedas

wherethespecific
loss f ~ n c t i oL~( y ,&(x,W)) iscalculated on thetrainingset
D ( x ~yi).
, Note that this is the continuous version of the risk
fmction (1.81) that was
used in the case of a (discrete) classification problem comprising a finite number of
classes.
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This connectionis present only during the learning phase.

System

Figure 2.4
Model of a learning machine W = w(x,y) that during the training phase (by observing inputs x to, and
outputs y from, the system) estimates (learns, adjusts) its parametersW thus learns mappingy = f ( x ) performed by the system. fa(x, W) y denotes that one will rarely try to interpolate training data pairs but
would rather seek an approximating function that can generalize
well. After training,at the generalization
or test phase, the output from a machine
o = &(x, W) is expected to be a good estimate of a system’s true
response y .

-

The loss function L ( y ,o) = L ( y ,fa@, W)) typically represents some classical or
standard cost (error, objective, merit) function. Depending upon thecharacter of the
problem, different loss functionsare used.
In regression, two functions in useare the square error (L2 nom),
(2.4a)
and the absolute error (L1 norm),
(2.4b)
In a two-class classification, a 0-1error (loss) functionis
L ( y , o )= O

if

o =y ,

(2.4~)

L ( y , o ) = l if o # y .
o denotesalearningmachine’s
output, or o = fn(x, W). Later inthissection,in
designing an SVM for regression, a loss function more appropriate for regression
tasks is introduced: Vapnik’s &-insensitive loss function.
Under the general name “appro~imatingf~nction’~
we understand any mathematical structure that maps inputs S into outputs y . Thus, in this book, “approxi~ating
function9’can mean a multilayer perceptron, a neural network,
an RBF network, an
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, a fuzzy model, a

ries, a polynomial approximating funcor a hypothesis. A
is the subject of learning, and generally
these parameters are called weigh As mentioned, these parameters have digerent
of functions
geometrical or physical meanings. epending upon the hypothesis space
H, the parameters
The hidden layer and output layer weights in multilayer perceptrons
0

*

The rules and the parameters describing the positionsand shapes of fwzy subsets
The coefficients of a polynomial or Fourier series

The centers and variances or covariances of Gaussian basis functionsas well as the
output layer weights of this
0

classi~cation/regression
Sometypicalhypothesisspaces(mathematicalmodels,
schemes, or computing machines) are summarized here.
An RBF ~ ~ t is ~a representative
o r ~
of a linear basis function expansion
N
i= 1

where q j ( ~is) a fixed set of radial basis functions (Caussians, splines, multiquadric
e basis functionsq i ( x ) are notfixed (when their pos
are also subjects of learning-when
qi= q,(x,ei,
F network becomes a nonlinear approximation scheme.
A ~ u l t i l ~ y e r ~ e r c eis~ at r representative
on
of a nonlinear basis function expansion
N

i= 1

where q j ( x , v j )is a set ofgiven functions (usually sigmoidal functions such as the
logisticfunction or tangent hyperbolic-see chapter 3). 0th the output layer's
weights wi and the entries of the hidden layer weights vec r v are free parameters
that are subjects of learning.
A fuzzy logic ~ o d e l like
, an
F network, can be arepresentative of linear or
nonlinear basis function expansion):
N

?

i= l
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where N is the n u b e r of rules. The model given by (2.7) corresponds to the case
where
The input membership functions are,for example, ~aussiansG(x, C j ) centered at cf.
The output ~ e m b e r s functions
~p
are singletons.
The algebraic product was usedfor the AND operator.
The defuzzification was performed by applying the “center-of-area for singletons”
a l g o r i t ~(see section6. l .7).

a

0

0

Other hypothesis spacesare a set of aZgehraic poZyno~iaZs
f(x) = a0

+ alx + a2x2+ a3x3 + + an-lxn-‘ + a,xn

(2.8)

and a tr~ncatedFourier series
f(x) = a0

+ a1 sin(x) + h1 cos(x) + a2 sin(2x) + b2 cos(2x) + -

+ a, sin(nx) + h, cos(nx)

+ *

(2.9)

There is another important class of functions in learning from examples tasks,A
learning machine triesto capfure an unknown target function f o ( x ) that is believedto
belong to some target spaceT, or class T, also called aconcept class. The target space
T is rarely known, and the learning machine generally does not belong to the same
class of functions as the unknown target function &(x). Typical examples of target
spaces are continuous fu~ctionswith s continuous derivatives inn variables, Sobolev
spaces (comp~singsquare integrable functions inn variables withS square integrable
derivatives), band-limited functions, functions with integrable
Fourier transforms,
oolean functions,and so on. In what follows,it is assumedthat the target spaceTis
a space of di~erentiablefunctions. The main problem is that very little is known
about the possible und?rlying function between the input and the output variables.
All that is availablei s a trainingdata set of labeled examples drawnby independ~ntly
sampling a ( X x Y ) space accordingto some unknown probability distribution.
The following sections present the basic ideas and techniques of the statistical
learning theory developed by Vapnik and C h ~ ~ o n e ~which
i s , is the first comprehensive theory of learning developed for learning with small samples.In particular,
the following are discussed:
Concepts describing the conditions for consistency of the empirical risk minimization principle
0

ounds of the generalization abilityof a learning machine
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uctive principles for small training data sets
*

~onstructivedesign methods for implementing this novel inductiveprincipl~

Learning can be considered a problem of finding the bestestimator f using available
data. In order to measure the goodnessof an esti~atorf , one must definean appropriate measure. The most common measures,
or norms, are given by(2.4).
presentation of the theoretical conceptsof risk ~inimizationfor regression problems7
for which the most common n o m is the L2 n o m (2.4a)74an explanation is given of
nd how results change when all information is contained only in training data.
e average error or expected risk of the estimator f given by (2.3) is now
I

(2.10)
he domain of the estimatorf is thetarget space T, and using the pr
the objective isto find the best elementf of T that minimizes R [ f ] .
explicit dependency of the estimating function f ( x ) upon weight
define the relevant appro~imatingfeatures of f ( x ) is stated. Thes
are primarily the geometrica1 propert
tion of these multiva~atefunctions.
stimating function is defined
and analyzed
E T is sought, and subsequently
that
actually
depends
upon.
the
weight
~ a r a ~ e t ef ~ ~i ~
c tei o~f n=f
he expected risk (2.10) can now be decomposedas
(2.11)
ata pairs and f o ( x )is the (theoretical) regression function that in
section1.4.1(seeequ
) wasdefined as themeanof
a conditional probability-density
functio
ation (2.11)
indicates that the
regression
function
minimizes the expected risk in
T, and it is therefore the best possible estimator.
Thus,

) = arg min R [ f ] .

(2.12)

f ET

Equation (2.12) states that the regression function f o (
function) that belongs to the target space T and that
easy to follow this assertion. Note that there are two s u ~ a n d in
s (2.11). The first
one depends on the choice of the estimator f and does not depend upon a system's
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outputs y. The second does depend on a noisy system's output y , and it is this term
that limits the quality of the estimation, In noise-free, or deterministic, situations
, that is, the mean of a conditional probabili density function P(y I x) is
exactly and the second tern is equal to zero. nce, this second stochastic
ght side of (2.l l ) acts as an intrinsic limitationand vanishes only when
e conclusion that the best estimator is the regression function f,(x) is
obvious because for f = f o ( x )the first term on the right side of (2.1 1) is equal to
zero, Therefore, in a general pr~babilisticsetting, when input and output variables
are randomvariables, eventheregressionfunctionmakes
an error. Namely, for
y - f,(x))'1 is error due to noise and is equalto the
aining part E[(
ce, the bigger the noise-to-signal ratio, the larger the error.
joint probability function
owever, there is a problem in applying (2.10). The
unknown, and distribution-free learning mustbe p e r f o ~ e dbased only on
the training data pairs.
The supervised learning algorithm embedded in
a learning machine attempts to
learn the input-output relationship (dependency or function) &(x) by using a training data set 1) = { [ x ( i ) , y ( i )E] %' x %?i = l , , .. ? l } consisting of l pairs5 ( X I , yl),
y l ) , where the inputs x are n-dimensional vectors x E
m responses) y E (3E are continuou dues for regressiontasks and
oolean) for classification problems.
th the only source of informae d the e ~ ~ i ~ risk
ic~Z
tion a data set, the expected risk R [ f ]must be a p p r o ~ i ~ a t by

(213)
(x,y ) is unknown, an i n ~ u c t i ~ n ~ i nofc ~ ~~ pl i ~~ irisk
c a ~l i n i ~ i laces the average over P ( x , y ) by an average over the training
sample. Note that the estimating function f is now expressed explicitly as the parameterized function that depends upon the weight parameter
cussionoftherelevanceoftheweightsindefiningtheconceptoftheuniform
convergence of the empirical risk Re,, to the expected risk R follows. To start with,
recall that the classical law of large numbers ensures that the empirical risk Rem,
converges to the expected risk R as the number of data points tends toward infinity
(l m):
"j

(2.14)
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This law is a theoretical basis for widespreadandoftensuccessful
application of
the least-squares estimation approaches provided that the training data set is large
enough.
owever,(2.14)does not guarantee that thefunction Amp that minimizesthe
empirical risk Remp converges to the true (or best) function f that minimizes the
expected risk R. The previous statement applies as well for the parameters Wemp and
wo,which define functionsfemp and f , respectively. What is needed now aiss y ~ ~ t o t j c
consistency or u n i f o r ~converge~ce.This property of consistency is defined in
the
key learning the or el^ for bounded loss functions (Vapnik and Che~onenkis1989;
Vapnik 1995; 1998), for bounded loss functions which states that the ~ R ~ ~ r i n c ~ l e
is consistent i f and only i f ~ ~ ~ i r irisk
c u converg~s
l
uniformZy to true risk in the following probabilistic sense:

11 >

.)l

= 0,

V& > 0.

(2.15)

P denotes the probability, and (2.15) states the convergence “in probability”. Remp
and R. denote the empirical and the expected (true) risk for the same parameter W.
(The sup re mu^ ofsomenonemptyset
S designated by sup S isdefinedby the
smallest element S such that S 2 x for all x E S . If no such S exists, sup S = 00).
Equation (2.15) and the underlying VC theory assert that the consistency is determined by the worst-case function from the set of approximating functions that provides the largest error between the empirical risk and the true expected risk. This
theory provides bounds validfor any learning machine, expressed in terms the
of size
of the training set Z and the VC dimension h of the learning machine.
The condition of consistency (2.15) has many interesting theoretical properties,
One of the most important results is that the necessary and sufficient conditio^ for a
fast rate of convergence and for distribution-independent consistency ofE
ing is that the VC dimension of a set of approximating functions be finite. The VC
dimension is discussed in section 2.2.A detailed, in-depth presentation of the consisprinciple can be found in Vapnik (1995) and in Cherkassky and
owing thepresentation of Vapnik (1999, it can be stated that with
the probability (1 - v), the following two inequalities are satisfied si~ultaneously:
(2.16)
(2.17)
where the weight emp minimizes the empirical risk Remp (2.13), and
true expected risk R (2.11). From the last two equations it follows that
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(2.18)
because Wemp and W, are optimal values for corresponding risks (meaning that they
define mal points). By adding (2.16) and (2.17), and using (2.IS), the following is
obtained with probability (1 - q):

In other words, the u n i f o ~
convergence theorem statesthat the weights vector
obtained by minimizing the empirical risk will minimize the true expected riska
number of data increases. Note this important consistency property, which ensures
that the set of parameters minimizing the empirical risk will also minimize the true
risk when I ”+ 00.
However, the principle of ERM consistency (2.15) does not suggest how to find a
const~ctiveprocedure for model design, First, this problem of finding the minimum
of the empirical risk is an ill-posed problem. (See section 5.1). Here, the “ill-posed’’
chara~teristicof the problem is dueto the infinite numberof possible solutionsto the
problem. At this point, just for the sake of illustration, remember
that all
functions that interpolate data points will result in a zero value for &mp. Figure 2.5
shows a simple example of three out of i ~ n i t e l ymany difEerent interpolating functions of training data pairssampledfrom a noiselessfunction y = si@).Each
Three d i ~ e r ~inte~olations
nt
of noise-free training data

-1.5‘

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

Figure 2.5
Thee out of i n ~ i t e l ymany inte~olatingfunctions resulting in R,,, = 0 (thick solid, dashed, and dotted
curves) are bad modelsof a true functiony = sin(x) (thin dashed lines).
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interpolant results in emp = 0, but at the same time, each one isa very bad model of
the true underlying d endency between x and y, because all three functions perform
very poorly outside the training i uts. In other words, none of these three particular
interpolants can generalizewell.wever,
not only interpolating functions can mislead. There are many other approximating functions (learning machines) that will
minimize the empirical risk(approximation or training error) but not necessarily the
generalization error (true, expected or guaranteed risk).6 This follows from the fact
that a learning machine is trained
by using someparticular sample of the true underlying function, and consequently it always produces biased approximating functions.
These approximants depend necessarily on the specific training data pairs (the training sample) used.
A solution to this problem proposed in the framework of the statistical learning
theory is restricting the hypothesis space
H of approximating functions to aset
smaller than that of the target function 1'while simultaneously controlling the flexibility(complexity) of theseapproximatingfunctions.Themodelsused
are parameterized, and with an increased number of parameters, theyf o m a nested s t ~ c t u r e
in the following sense

Thus, in the nested setof functions, every function alwayscontains the previous, less
complex, function (see fig. 2.6). Typically, HR may be the set of polynomials in one
variable of degree y1 - 1; a fuzzy logic model having y1 rules; multilayer perceptrons;
F network having IZ hidden layer neurons. inimizing Rem, Over the set Hn
approximates the regression functionfo by the function

(2.20)
can be represented as the linear combination of
~ , ~ , ( x )or
, more generally, as the linear corn~ , ~ , ( xv,).
? The
sting functionsf,& W,v) =
first scheme is linear in parameter and consequently easier to optimize; in the second
schemethe approximation functiondepends no~inearlyuponthehiddenlayer
ultilayer perceptronsare the most typical examplesof the latter models.
For linear in parameters models, theVC dimension. h, which. defines the complexity
and capacity of approxi~atingfunctions, is equal to y1 1. This is an attractive
property of linear in parameters models.
For these typical models, equation (2.20) can be rewritten as given in Niyogi and
S

:=l

x:=l

+
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Error

I
I

.

l
i

I

Estimation ekor %M

,. Variance

Figure 2.6
Structure of nested hypothesis functions and different errors that depend on the number of basis functions
y1
for fixed sample size1. h denotes theVC dimension, which is equalto a l, for the linear combinationof y1
fixed basis functions. Confidenceis a confidence interval on the trainingerror.

+

Instead of minimi~ingthe expected riskby estimating the regression function f, over
the large target spaceT, the function
is obtained by minimizing the empirical risk
over the smaller set of functions Hn. Consequently, there will always be a generalizati#n error egen,which can be decomposed into two components:

i,l

(2.22)
This is shown in figure2.6 as the vector sum of the two sources of possible errors in
learning from data tasks.
The first sourceof error is trying to approximate the regression functionf,, which
is an infinite ~imensionalstructure in T, with a function f, E .Hn, which is parameterized with a finite number of parameters. This is an a ~ ~ r # ~ i ~ aerror,
t i o nwhich
can be measu~edas the L,z(P) distance between the best function .fn in
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regression function f o . The L2(P) distance, where P stands for “in ~robability,~,
is
defined as the expected value of the Euclidean distance
(2.23)
The approximation error depends only on the approximating power of the chosen
hypothesis class Hn, not on the training data set. Assume that the hypothesis space
HR is dense in the sense
that one can always approximate any regression
(or discriminant) function in T, to any degree of accuracy, by taking a sufficiently rich
hypothesis space of the approximating functionsHn. Corresponding theoremsabout
the universal approximation capability of different modeling schemes are given in
section 1.3.1.
The second sourceof error stems from not minimizing the expected risk
that would
result in f n , which is the best approximant in the set
Hn. Instead, the empirical risk is
minimized using a finiteand usually sparse training data set. Such learning results in
E H E ,which is the best approximation function given the particular training
data
set. The approximating function will perform better and better as the number of
training data I increases. In accordance with the theorem of uniform convergence,
when I increases, an estimate of the expected risk, the function improves, and the
empirical risk ReITlpconverges to the expected risk R.
The measure of the discrepancy between these two risks is defined
as the e ~ t i ~ ~ t i o n
error eest

L,/

L,]

i,],

(2.24)
‘Vapnik and Chervonenkis have shown that a bound on the estimation error in the
following form is valid with probability1 - v:
(2.25)
The particular formof ( I , n, v ) depends upon the problem setting, but it is generally
a decreasing function of sample size I and an increasing function of the number of
free approximating function parameters n. The relationship between the goodness of
y1 isnot
that simple.Asthecapacityof
theapproximatingfunctionand
increases (by using higher-order terms in polynomial expansion
or by applying more
fuzzy rules or taking more hidden layer neurons), the approximation capability
of the
learning machine increases by using additional adjustable parameters. At the same
time, however, this larger set of parameter values must be optimized by using the
same amount of training data, which in turn worsens the estimate of the expected
risk. Therefore, an increase in n requires an increase in I in order to ensure uniform
convergence. At what rate and under what conditions the estimator
will improve

&
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depends on the properties of the regression function (target space
T ) and on the
(
etailedanalysis of thisrelatio
particular
approximation
scheme
used
betweengeneralizationerror,hypothesisty,
and sample
complexity
for
iven
in
Niyogi
and Cirosi
the
case of binary
classification, a
,n, v ) is shown in figure2.13.
igure 2.6 illustrates the relationships between modelCO exity, expressed by n,
and two differently named measures of model performance. use of the “approxior the
ogy, between various
mately equal” sign,-, suggests the similarity in spirit,
rmulating the trade-off between the approximation
error and the estimation
imilar concept, knownas the bias-variance dilemma,is presented in section
following suggest the similarities between the different nomenclatures:

-

Approximation, or training, error eapp empirical risk

-

-

- confidence on the training error - VC confidence
eneralizatio~(true, expected) error
- bound on test error - guaranteed, or

Estimation error
interval.

est

variance

egen

true, risk.
At thispoint,it isworthwhile to considersomegeneralcharacteristicsofthe
problem of learningfromtraining
data. egardingmodelcomplexity,onecan
choose between two extremes in modeling a ta set: a very simple model and a very
complex model. Simple modelsdo not have enough representational power (thereare
too few adjustable paranleters-small n), and they typically result in high approximation (training) error. These are the models with a high bias.
rather robust-data-insensitive-in
that they do not depend heavi
training data set used. Thus, they have low estimation error (lo
other hand, the application of complex, higher-order models, for which n is large,
results in low training error because more ammeters can be adjusted, resulting in
very
good
modeling
training
of
data points.
model
interpolates
data
points,
the
training
error (empirical
risk) differently,
ted
is
complex
models can model not only t data originating from the underlying function
but also
the noise contained in data. aving a lot of approximation power, complex models
to model any data set provided for training. Complex models overfit the
erefore, each particular training data set will give rise to a different model,
meaning that the estimationerror (variance) of these complex structures will
be high.
roposed concepts of errors (or of various risks as their measures) suggest that
there is always a trade-off between n and l for a certain generalization error.
fixed sample size I, an increase in n results in a decrease of the approxil~atiollerror,
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but an increase in the estimation error. Therefore, it is desirable to determine an y1
that defines an optimal model complexity, which inturn is the best match for given
training data complexity. This question of matching the model capacityto the trainingsamplecomplexityisoptimallyresolvedintheframework
of thestatistical
learning theory and structural risk mini~zation.
efore considering the basicsof these theoriesand their constructive realization in
the form of SW", recall that there are manyother methods (or inductive principles)
that try to resolve this trade-off. The regularizationapproach, presented in chapter 5,
tries to minimize the cost function
I

l
7

i= 1

Closeness to data

(2.26)

Smoot~ness

where A is a small, positive number (the Lagrange multiplier) also called thereg~Zari~atio~
~ara~eter.
The function in (2.26), that is, the error or cost function, or risk
R [ f ' ]is, composed of two parts. The first part minimizes the empirical risk (approximation or training error, or discrepancy between the data d and the approximating
function ~ ( ~ )and
) , the second part enforces the smoothnessof this function.
(also calledweight
The simplest formof regularization is knownas ridge regre~~ioy1
decay in the NNs field), which is useful for linear in parameters models (notablyfor
F networks). Ridge regression restricts model flexibility
by ~ n i ~ z i n
a gcost
function containing a (regularization) termthat penalizes large weights:
l

n

i= l

i= 1

(2.27)
Another, more heuristic but not necessarily inefficient, method for d e s i ~ i n ga learning machine with the smallest possible generalization
error is the cro~~-vaZi~atio~
technique. A cross-validation can be applied, and it is particularly efficient, when
data are not scarce and can therefore be divided into two parts: one part for training
and one for testing. In this way, using the trainingdata set, several learning machines
of different complexity are designed. They are then compared using the test set and
controlling the trade-off between bias and variance. This approach is discussed in
section 4.3.2.
The goal of these three inductive principles-minimization of cost function, ridge
regression, and cross-validation-is to selectthebestmodelfrom
a large(theoretically, infinite) number of possible models using only available training data. In
addition to these,three other well-knowninductiveprinciples
are s t ~ c t u r a lrisk
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ayesian inference, and minimum descriptive length (
All the previously mentioned inductive principles differ (Cherkassky
199’7)in termsof
*

Embedding (representation)of a priori knowledge

*

The mechanism for combining a priori knowledge withdata

* Applicability when the true model does
functions

not belong to the set of approximating

Availability of constructive learning methods
Theremainder ofthischapteranalyzesthe
S
principle and itsalgorithmicrealization through SVMs.SRM also tries to minimize the cost function, now called the
~ ~ n ~ r a l i z a tbi oon ~ R,
n comprising
~
two terns:
(2.28)
In (2.28) the VC dimension h (defining model complexity) is a controlling parameter
for mi~imizingthe generalization bound R. This expression is similar to (2.25) with
the differencethat instead of parameter n, which defines model complexity, it uses the
VC dimension h, which is usually butnot always relatedto n. The statistical learning
theory controls the generalization ability
of learning machinesby minimizing the risk
function (2.28); it is specifically designed for a small training sample. The sample size
l is considered to be small if the ratio Z/h is small, say, E/h < 20. [ / h is the ratio of
the number of training patterns E to the VC dimension h of learning machine functions (i.e., of an W, a polynomial approximator, an BF NN, a fuzzy model). The
analysis of the termQ(E,h, yl) is deferred until later, after the important concept of the
VC dimension h has been discussed.

-

ensio

The VC (Vapnik-Che~onenkis)dimension h is a property of a setof approximating
functions of a learning machinethat is used in all important results in the statistical
learning theory. Despite the factthat the VC dimension is very important, the unfortunate reality is that its analytic estimations canbe used only for the simplest sets of
functions. The basic concept of the VC dimension is presented first for a two-class
pattern recognition case and then generalized for some sets of real approximating
functions.
Let us first introduce the notion of an in~icatorfunction i ~ ( x ,
function that can assume only two values, say,i ~ ( x ,
(A standard example of an indicator function is the hard limiting threshold
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Figure 2.7

The indicator function i ~ ( x , w=j sign(uj is the stainvise function shown in the left graph. In the input
plane (XI x2j, &(x,W) is specified by the oriented straight lineU = 0, also called a decision boundary or a
separating fumtion. The direction of the weights vectorW points to the half-plane ( X I xz), giving positive
values for the indicator function.
?

function given as iF(x,
) ; see
fig.
2.7
and section
3.1 ,) In the
case
of
functions iF(x,W)
two-class classification tasks, theVC di~ensionof a set of in~icator
is defined as the largest n u ~ b e rh of points that can be sepa~ated( ~ ~ ~ a t t einr eall
~)
possible ways. For two-class pattern recognition, a set of l points can be labeled in 2l
possible ways. According to the definition of the VC dimension, given some set of
indicator functions iF(x, ), if there are membersof the set that are able to assign all
labels correctly, the VC dimension
of this set of functions h = l.
Letusanalyzetheconcept
of shatteringinthecase
of a two-di~e~sional
input vector [ X I x21 *. he set of planes in "3t3 is defined as U = ~ 1 x+1 ~ 2 x +
2 WO,
or U = ( x ~ ~where
) , xT = [x1 x2 l] and w T = [wl W:! W O ] .Aparticularset of
indicator functions in!R3 is defined as
iF(x,~)
= sign(u) = sign(wlx1

+ ~ 2 x +2 W O )

= sign
(2.29)

of feaThis set canbe graphically presented as the oriented straight line in the space
tures "3t2(xl,xz), so that all points on one side are assigned the value +l (class l ) and
all points on the other side are assigned the value-l (class 2) (see fig. 2.7). An arrow
line of the weights vector indicates the positive side of the indicator function. Note
that the indicator function is not shown in the right graph in figure 2.7. Comparing
the left and right graphs in the figure, note how the orientation
of the indicator
function changes if the assignments of the two classes change. Figure 2.8 shows all
23 = 8 possible variations of the three labeled points shattered by an indicator func-
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Three points in93’shattered in all possible23 = 8 ways by an indicator functionI’F(x, W) = sign(@) represented by the oriented straight line U = 0. For this i ~ ( xW),
, h = 3. The direction of the weights vector W
points to the half-plane( X I Q), giving positive values for the indicator function.
)
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Le@, an indicator function it;(x,W) = sign(u) cannot shatter all possible labelings of the three co-linear
points; two labelings that cannot be shattered are shown. R i ~ &(x,
~ ~W), = sign(@) cannot shatter the
depicted two out of sixteen labelings of four points.
A quadratic indicator function (dashed line) can easily
shatter both setsof points.

) = sign(u). Note that if the ‘VC dimension is h, then there exists at least
one setof h points ininput space that can be shattered. his doesnot mean that every
nts can be shattered by a given set of indicator functions (see left sideof
fig. 2.9).
The left side of figure 2.9 shows two out of eight possible labelings of the three
co-linear points that cannot be shattered by an indicator function it;.(
(The reader should tryto show that the r e ~ a i n i nsix
~ possible labelings can be shattered by this function.) The right side of figure 2.9 shows the set of four points that
n t four
cannot be separated by i ~ ( x ,) = sign(u). In fact, there is no a r r a n ~ e ~ e of
points in a two-dimensional i ut space (XI,
xz) all of whose possible labelings can
be separated by this indicator function. In other words, the ‘VC
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indicator function i ~ ( xW), = sign(u) iri a two-dimensional spaceof inputs is 3, In an
n-dimensional input space, the VC dimension of the oriented hyperplane indicator
function, i~(x,
W) = sign@), is equal to n
1, that is, h = B + l.
Note that in an n-dimensional space of features the oriented straight line
indicator
function i ~ ; ( xW), = sign(u) has exactly h = n l unknown parameters that are elements of theweightsvector W = [WO w1 wz . . . ~ ~ -wn]1? T ~ conclusion
S
suggests that the VC dimension increasesas the numberof weights vector parameters
increases. In other words,onecouldexpect
that alearningmachinewithmany
parameters will have a high VC dimension, whereas a machine with few parameters
will have a low VC dimension. This statement isfar from true. The following example showsthat a simple learning machine with
just one parametercan have an infinite
VC dimension. (A set of indicator functions is saidto have infinite VCdi~ensionif it
E points.) So, for example, the set
can shatter (separate)a deliberately large number of
of indicator functions i ~ ( xW), = s i ~ ( s i n ( ~ x x,
) ) W, E 93, has an infinite VC dimension. Recall that the definition of a VC dimension requires that there be just one set
if one choosesI
of E points that can be shattered by a set of indicator functions. Thus,
pointsplaced at xi =
i = l, . . . , E, and if oneassigns random (any)labelings
y l , y 2 , . . , y l , and yi E {-l, +l), then an indicator function i ~ ( xW), = sign(sin(Wx))
with

+

+

willbeable to separate all E points. This is showninfigure2.10.
Note that the
parameter (frequency) W is chosen as the function of random y labeiings. The example is due to Denker and Levine (see Vapnik 1995).
The VC dimension of the specific loss function L [ y ,&(x,W)] is equal to the VC
dimension of the approximating function &(x, W) for both classification and regression tasks (Cherkasskyand Mulier 1998). It is interesting to note that for regression
the VC dimension of a set of RBFs as given by (2.5):
N

(2.30)
i= 1

is equal to N + 1, where N is the number of hidden layer neurons. Equatio~ (~.30)
is given to separately show the bias term (in this way it is similar
to (2.~9)).In an
(D,(x),. . ,(DN(x)>,equation
N-dimensional space spanned by R FS (Dj(X) = {(D~(x),
(2.30)isequivalent to linearfunctions(2.29).Hence,foralinearbasisfunction
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~eparationof ten points by indicator function if(
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Figure 2.10
Shattering of ten points, l = 10, An indicator function &(x, W) = sign(sin(wx)) has only one parameter,
but it can separate any number l of randomly labeled points, i.e.,its VC dimension is infinite. The figure
shows one random labeling only: y = +l (solid circles), y = -1 (void circles). However,by an appropriately calculated parameterW any set of randomly labeledy's will be correctly separated.

+

expansion the VC dimension h = N l , where N stands for the number of hidden
layer neurons.
The VC dimension of an RBF network increases proportionally to the number of
neurons.Thismeans that theoretically an
network can have an infinitelylarge
VC di~ensionor that for a binary classification problem an
F network can shatter
any possible labelingof I training data. Thi
having E neurons in the hidden layer, place
i = 1, Z-and take the shapepara~eter(standard deviation CT in the case of Gaussian
basis functions)to be smaller than the distance between adjacent centers. Figure2.1 1
shows two di~erentrandom labelings o f data pairs (top) and 41 data pairs (bottom)
in the case of one-dimensional input x. asis functions are Gaussians placed at the
corresponding inputs xi. Note that the graphs do not represent indicator functions.
They can be easily redrawn by sketching the indicator functions
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Binary classi~icationby using Gaussian RBFs
= 0.1 Ac, Class 1 = + I , Class 2 = -1,41 data
I
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Figure 2. I I
Shattering of 21 points (top) and 41 points (bot~om)by using an RBF network having Gaussian basis
functions. The RBF network has 21 parameters (top) and 41 parameters (bottom).These are the output
layer weights. Thus, itsVC dimension is 21 (top) and 41 (bottom).The figure shows two digerent random
labelings: y = +l for class 1, and y = -1 for class 2. Any set of l randomly labeled y's will be always separated (shattered) correctlyby an RBF network having E neurons.
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instead of the interpolating functions shownas

i= l

where E = 21 (top) and 1 = 41 (bottom).
The calculation of aVC dimension for nonlinear function expansions, such as the
one exemplified by multilayer perceptrons given by (2.6), is a very difficult task, if
possible at all. Even, in the simple case
of the sum of two basis functions, each having
a finite VC dimension, the VC dimension
of the sum can be infinite.
In the statistical learning theory, the concept
of growth function alsoplays an
important role. Consider 1 points ( X I , x2, . . . , xl) and a set S of indicator functions
iF(x,W). Let Nd(x)denote the number of different labelings that can be classified
binarily (shattered, dichotomized) by the set S. Then (because for two-class pattern
recognition a set of 1 points can be labeled in 2l possible ways),
Nd(x)5 2l. The
(distribution-independent) growth functionG(1)is now defined as
(2.31)
where the maximum is taken over all possible samples of size
1. Therefore,
(2.32)

G(1) S 1 In 2.

In presenting the condition of consistency (2.15), it was mentioned that a necessary
and sufficient condition for a fast
rate of convergenceand for distribution-independent
consistency of ERM learning is that the VC dimension of a set of approximating
functions be finite. In fact,thisdefinitionresultsfromtheconsistencycondition
expressed in terns of the growth function, stating that the necessary and sufficient
condition for a fast rate of convergence and for distribution-independent consistency
of ERM learning is that
(2.33)
Vapnik and Chervonenkis (1968) proved that for a set of indicator functions, the
growth function can be either linear or bounded by a logarithmic function of the
and logarithmic
number of training samples 1. Nothing in between linear growth
growth is possible. In other words, G(1) can only change as the two solid lines in
figure 2.12 do but cannot behave like the dashed line. For G(1) = 1 In 2, a learning
machine is able to separate (shatter) 1 chosen points in all possible 2z ways. If there
exists some maximal E for which this shattering is possible, this number is called the
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The growth function can either change linearly as the straight lineI In 2 or be bounded by a l o g ~ ~ t ~ c
function h( 1 + ln(Z/h)). When G(Z) changes linearly, the VC dimension for the corresponding indicator
functions is infinite.

VC dimension and is denoted byh. From this point on, or for E 2 h, the growth
function G(1) starts to slow down, and the bounding logarithmic functionis
(2.34)
The growth function of the indicator function i ~ ( xW), = s i g n ( s i n ( ~ ~shown
))
in
figure 2.10 is equalto G(2) = E In 2, or it increases linearly with regardto the number
of samples E. This is a consequence of the already stated fact that this indicator
function can shatter any number of training data pairs. Hence, the growth function
G(2) is unbounded,or the VC dimension is infinite. The practical consequence that
is
) = s i g n ( s i n ( ~ ~is) )not a good
candidate for this dichotomi~ationtask because
this particular indicator function is able to shatter (to separate or to overfit) any
training data set.
ecause all results in the statistical learning theory use the
VC dimension, it is
important to be able to calculate this learningparameter. ~nfortunately,this is very
often not an easy task. This quantity depends on both the set of specific approximating functions f a ( x ,W) and the particular type of learning problem (classification
or regression) to be solved. But even when the 'VC dimension cannot be calculated
directly, results from the statistical learning theory are relevant
for an intro~uctionof
structure on the classof approximating functions.

Structural risk mi~mizationis a novel inductive principle
for learning from finite
training data sets. t is very useful when dealing with small samples.
The basic idea of
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SRM is to choose, from a large number of candidate models (learning machines), a
model of the right complexity to describe training data pairs. As previously stated,
this can be done by restricting the hypothesis space H of approximating functions
and simultaneously controlling their flexibility (complexity).
Thus, learning machines
willbe those parameterized models that, by increasing the number of parameters
(called weights W here), form a nested structure in the following sense:

In such a nested set of functions, every function always contains a previous, less
complex, function (for a sketchof this nested set idea, see fig.2.6). Typically, I f f imay
be a setof polynomials in one variableof degree n; a fuzzy logic(FL) model havingn
rules; multilayer perceptrons; or
an RBF network havingn hidden layer neurons. The
definition of nested sets (2.35) is satisfied for all these models because, for example,
an NN with n neurons is a subset of an NN with n 1 neurons, an FL model comprising n rules is a subsetof an FL model comprisingn 1 rules, and so on. The goal
of learning is one of subset selection, which matches training data complexity with
approximatingmodelcapacity. In otherwords,alearning
a l g o r i t ~chooses an
optimal polynomial degree or an optimal number of hidden layer neurons or an
optimal number of FL model rules.
For learning machines linear in parameters, this capacity, expressed
by the VC
dimension, is given by the number of weights (the number of free parameters). For
approximating models nonlinear in parameters, the calculation
of the VC dimension
is perhaps feasible. Even for these networks, by using simulation experiments, one
can find a modelof appropriate capacity.
The optimal choice of model capacity ensures the ~inimizationof expected risk
(generalization error) in the following way. There are various generalization bounds
for a learning machine implementing ERM that analytically connect generalization
error ~ ( ~ f iap~roximating
) ,
error ~ ~ ~ ~VC
( dimension
w ~ ) ,h, number of training
samples l, and probability (or, level of confidence) 1 - r) for all a~proximatingfunctions for both binary classification and regression. The minimization of these bounds
is the essence of structural risk minimization.
The generalization bound for binary classification given by (2.36) holds with the
probabi~ityof at least 1 - forallapproximatingfunctions(weights
fine these functions) including the function (a weight w ~ that
) minimizes empirical
risk:

+

+

(2.36a)
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where the second term on the right-hand side is called a VC confidence (confidence
term or confidence interval) definedas
(2.36b)
The notation for risks given previously usingR(w,) says that risk is calculated over a
set of functions f n ( x ,W,) of increasing complexity. Different boundscan also be formulated in terns of other concepts, such as growth f ~ n c t i o nor anneaZed VC entropy.
Bounds also difler for classification and regression tasks and according to the character of approximating functions. More details can be found in Vapnik (1995) and
Cherkassky and Mulier (1998). However, the general characteristics
of the dependence
of the confidence intervalon the number of training data Z and on the VG dimension
h are similar (see fig. 2.13).
Equations (2.36) showthat when the number of training data increases, that is, for
Z -+ 00 (with other parameters fixed), true risk R(w,) is very close to empirical risk
~ ~ ~because
~ (SZ -+
w 0. ~On )
the other hand, when the probability l - v (also called
approaches l , the generalization bound grows large, because in
a confidence Zet~eZ)~
thecasewhen
-+ 0 (meaning that theconfidencelevel
1l), thevalue of
"+

VC confidence or estimation error bound

1.4
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1
0.8
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0.2
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Figure 2.13
Dependence of VC confidenceQ(h,I , v ) on the numberof training dataI and on theVC dimensionh, h < I ,
for a fixed confidence level 1 - y~= 1 - 0.1 = 0.9.
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”+ 00. This has an intuitive inte~retation
(Cherkassky and ulier1998)in that
any learning machine (model, estimates) obtained from a finite number of training
data cannot have an arbitrarily high confidence level. There is always a trade-off
between the accuracy provided by bounds and the degree of confidence (in these
bounds). Figure 2.13 also shows that the VC confidence interval increases with an
increase in aVC dimension h for a fixed number of the training data pairs 1.
Now, almost all the basic ideas and tools needed in the statistical learning theory
and in structural risk ~nimizationhave been introduce^.
clearer how an SRM works-it uses the VC dimension as a controlling parameter
(through a d e t e ~ n a t i o nof confidence interval) for minimizing the generalization
i n f o ~ a t i o nabout
e needs to show that
actually minimizes both the VC dimension (confidence inte estimation
error) and
the approximation error (empiricalrisk) at thesametime
S proof isgiven later.
eanwhile, it is useful to s ~ a r i z two
e basic approaches to designing statistical
learning from data models, that is,twoways to minimizetheright-handside
of
(2.36a) (Vapnik 1995):

Choose an appropriate structure (order of polynomials, number of hidden layer
n e ~ o n s , n m b e rof fuzzy logic rules), and keeping the confidence interval fixed,
~ n i ~ the
z training
e
error (empirical risk).
eeping the value of the training error fixed (equal to zero or to some acceptable
level), minimize the confidence interval.
*

Classical NNs implement the first approach (or some of its sophisticated variants),
and SVMs ~ p l e ~ e the
n tsecond strategy. In both cases, the resulting model will
resolve the trade-off betweenunde~ttingand overfitting the training data. The final
model structure(order) should ideally matchthe learning machine’s capacity with the
complexity of thetraining data. Today, both approaches are ~eneralizationsof
learning machines with a set of linear indicator functions
that were constructed in the
1960s.

This section begins the presentation of a new type of learning machine-the SV
which implements the second strategy-keeping the train in^ error fixed while minimizing the c o ~ d e n c interval.
e
First, an example is presentedof linear decision rules
(Le., the separating functions will be hyperplanes) for binary classification (dichoto-
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mization) of linearly separable data. In such a problem, data pairs can be perfectly
classified, that is, an empirical risk can be set to zero. It is the easiest classification
problem and yet an excellent introduction to all the important ideas underlying the
statistical learning theory,structural risk mi~mization,and SV
The presentation gradually increases in complexity.
It begins in section 2.4. l with a
linear maximal margin classifier for linearly separable
data, where there isno sample
overlapping. Then, in section 2.4.2, some degree
of overlapping of training data pairs
is allowed while classes are separated using linear hype~lanes:a linear soft margin
classifier for overlap pin^ classes. In problems when linear decision hyperplanes are
no longer feasible (section 2.4.3), an input space is mapped into a feature space (the
hidden layer inNN models), resulting in a nonlinear classifier. Finally, in section 2.4.4,
the same t e c ~ i ~ uare
e s considered for solving regression (function approxi~ation)
problems.
ea

Consider the problemof binary classification, or dichotom~ation.Training data are
given as

-

(x17 Y l ) , (XZ?YZ),.

7 ( W 7

Yz),

x

%"?

Y E {+l?-11.

(2.37)

For the purpose of vis~alization,the case of a two-dimensional input space, x E 5R2,
is considered. Data are linearly separab , and there are many different hype~lanes8
that can perfom separation (see fig. 2. . How can one find the best one?
I
l
I

l
l

T

l
I
I

l
l

I
l
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Class l , y = + l
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.'
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O
O

Class 2,.

"'
A'

Separating lines, i.
decision boundaries

I

Two out of many separating lines: right, a good one with a large margin, and left, a less acceptable one
with a small margin.
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Remember only sparse training data are available. Thus, the optimal separating
functionmust be foundwithoutknowingtheunderlyingprobabilitydistribution
P(x, y ) . There are many functionsthat can solve given pattern recog~tion(or functional approximation) tasks. In sucha problem setting, the statistical learning theory
shows that it is crucial to restrict the class of functions implemented by a learning
machine to one with a complexity suitable for the amount of available trainingdata.
In the case of classification of linearly separabledata, this idea is transformedinto
the following approach: among all the hyperplanes that ~inimizethe training error
(empi~calrisk), find the one with. the largest margin. This is
an intuitively acceptable
approach. Just by looking at figure 2.14, one can see that the dashed se~arationline
shown in the right
graph seems to promise a good classification with previously unseen
data (in the generalization phase). Or, at least, it seems to promise better performance in generalizationthan the dashed decision boundary havi a smaller margin,
shown in the left graph. This can also be expressed as the idea t
a classifier with a
smaller margin will have a higher expected risk.
Using the given training examples during the learning stage, the machine finds
= [“l
“2
. . . W.] IT and b of a discriminant or decisionfunction
d(x,W, b) given as

+

n

d ( x , ~h), = ~ I T x b =

(2.38)
i= 1

a bias. (Note that the
and the scalarb is (possibly wrongly) called
,h ) = 0 (see explanadashed lines in fig. 2.14 represent lines that follow from d(
tion later). Mter the successful training stage, using the weights obtained, the learning machine, given a previously unseen pattern , produces output o according to an
indicator function given as
it; = o = sign(d(x, W, h ) ) ,

(2.39)

where o is the standard notation for the output from a learning machine. In other
words, the decision rule is
If d ( ~ pW,, b) > 0, pattern xp belongs to a class 1 (i.e., U = yl
d ( x p ,~,b) < 0, it belongs to a class 2 (i.e.?o = y2 = -1).

= +l),

and if

Note that the indicator function o given by (2.39) isa stepwise function (see figs. 2.15
and 2.16). At the same time, the decision (or discriminant) function d (
hype~lane.Also, a decision hyperplane d “lives in” (B + 1)-dimensional spaceor it
lies“over” a training pattern’s n-dimensional space of features. There is another
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Desired
value

y

lndicato
nction

jF(x, W, b ) = sign(d)

.

The decisionboundary
separating
line
is

or
an

Figure 2.15

Definition of a decision (disc~minant)function or hyperplane d(x,w,b), decision (separating) boundary
d ( x ,W, h) = 0, and indicator function i~ = sign(d(x,W,b ) ) whose value represents a learning, or support
vector, machine’s output0.
Target

(= d )

SV Classificationfor One-Dimensionalinputs

The indicator function iF = sign(d(x, W, 6)) is a
$stepwise function. It is an SV machine output 0.

The two dashed lines represent
decision functions that are not
I hyperplanes. However, they
the same decision boundary
as the canonical hyperplane here.
F i g ~ 2.16
e

Graphical presentation of a canonical hyperplane. For one-dimensional inputs, it is actually a canonical
straight line (solid) that passes through points
(+2, + l ) and ( + 3 , -1) defined by support vectors (solid
circle and solid square for class 1 and class 2, respectively). The dashed lines are two other separating
hype~lanes,i.e., straight lines. The training input patterns (x1 = 1,x2 = 2) E class 1 have a desired or
target value (label)yt = + l . The inputs (x3 = 3 , x4 = 4, x5 = 5 ) E class 2 have the labely~ = -1. The two
support vectors are filled training data, namely, x2 = 2 i s SVI, and x3 = 3 is SV2.
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mathematical object in classification problems, called
deci~ion
a
bo~ndary
(see section
1.4.2), that “lives in” the same n-dimensional spaceof features, that is, it is in a space
of input vectors x, and it separates vectors x into two classes.
linearly separable data, this decision boundary is also a (separating) hyperplane but
of a lower order than d(x, W , b). This decision boundary is an intersection of decision functiond(x,W, b) and a space of features.It is given by
(2.40)

d(x,W, b) = 0.

All these functions and relationships can be followed, for two-dimensional inputs x,
in figure 2.15. In this particular case, the decision boundary (separating hyperplane)
is actually a separating line in a(XI, x2) plane, and a decision functiond(x,W , b) is a
plane over this two-dimensional space
of features, that is, over an (x1,x2) plane.
In the case of one-dimensional training patterns x (i.e., for one-dimensional inputs
x to a learning machine), the decision functiond(x,W , b) is a line in an ( x ,y ) plane.
An intersectionof this line with the x-axis definespoint
a that is a decision boundary
between two classes. Thiscan be followed in figure 2.16.
Before seeking an optimal separating hyperplane having the largest margin, consider the concept of the canonic~Z~ ~ ~ e r ~ ZThis
a n econcept
.
is depicted with the help
of the one-dimensional example shown in figure 2.16. Not quite incidentally, the
decision plane d(x,W,b) shown in figure 2.15 is also a canonical plane. Namely,the
values of d and of iF are the same, and both are equal to I1 I for the support vectors
depicted by stars. At the same time, for all other training patterns [dl > / i F I . To
understand the concept of the canonical plane, first notethat there are many hyperplanes that can correctlyseparate data. In figure2.16 three di~erentseparating
functions d(x,W, b) are shown. Thereare infinitely many more.In fact, if d(x,W, b) is
a separatin~function, then all functionsd(x,k ~kb),
, where k is a positive scalar,are
correct decision functions, too. Also, for any k 0, the hyperplanes given in (2.41)
are the same hyperplanes
{x/W~X+b=O}~{x~kW~X+kb=0).

(2.41)

ecause parameters (W, b) describe the same hyperplane as ~arameters(kw,kb),
there is a needfor the notion of a c ~ ~ o n i c a Z ~ y ~ eArhyperplane
~ Z a ~ e . is in canonical
form with respectto training data x E X if

+

The solid line d(x,W, b) = -2x 5 in figure 2.16 fulfills (2. 2) because its minimal
absolute value for the given five training patterns belonging to two classes is 1. It
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achieves this value for two patterns, namely
for x2 = 2, and x3 = 3. For all other
patterns, /dl > 1.
Note an interesting detail regarding canonical hyperplanesthat is easily checked.
There are many different hyperplanes(planes and straight lines infigs. 2.15 and 2.16)
that have the same decision boundary (solid line and in figs, 2.15 (right) and dot in
figure 2.16). At the same time, thereare far fewer hyperplanes that can be defined as
canonical ones fulfilling (2.42). In figure 2.16, for a one-dimensional input vector x,
the canonical hyperplane is unique. This is not thefor
case
training patterns of higher
dimension. Depending upon the configuration of a class's elements, various canonical
hyperplanes are possible.
Therefore, there is a needto define an o p t i ~ u l c u ~ o ~ i c u l ~ y as
p ear pCanonical
Z~~e
hyperplane having a~ u x i ~ u l ~ This
u r gsearch
i ~ . for a separating, maximal margin,
canonical hyperplane is the ultimate learning goal in statistical learning theory underlying SVMs. Carefully note the adjectives in the previous sentence. This hyperplane
i~
it will
obtained from limited training data must have a ~ u x ~ ~~ uu rZg because,
probably better classifynew data. It must be in c u ~ o ~ i c fform
f Z because this will ease
the quest for signi~cantpatterns, here called support vectors. The canonical form of
the hyperplane will also simplify the calculations. Finally, the resulting hyperplane
must ultimately ~ e p f f r f ftraining
te
patterns.
In order to introduce the conceptsof a margin and optimal canonical hy~erplane,
some basics of analytical geometry are presented. The notion of distance between a
point and a hyperplane isvery useful and important. In 4
8
'let there be a given point
P(xlp,~ 2 ~. .,,xnp)
.
and a hyperplane d(x,W,b) = 0 defined by wlxl ~ 2 x 2
w,x, f 6 = 0. The distance D from point P to hyperplane d is given as

+

+ +

(2.43)
Thus,forexample,thedistancebetweenthepoint
x1 2x2 3x3 4x4 - 2 = 0 is

+

D=

+

+

[[l 2 3 14j(1
1

m

l]" -21 -

(1,1,1,1) and ahyperplane

8

m'

At this point, we can consider an optimal canonical hyperplane,that is, a canonical
hy~erplanehaving a maximal margin. Among all separating canonical hyperplanes
there is a unique one having a maximal margin. The geometry needed for this presentation is shown in figure
2.17.
The margin M that is to be maximized during the training stage is a projection,
onto the separating hyperplane's normal (weights) vector direction,
of a distance
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Optimal separating hyperplane with
the largest margin intersects halfway x:!
between the two classes.

Figure 2.1'7
Optimal canonical separating hyperplane(OCSH) with the largest margin intersects halfway between the
) support vectors, and the
two classes. The points closest to it (satisfying yjlwTxj + bl = 1, j = 1, N ~ vare
OCSH satisfiesYi(wTxi b) 2 1, i = l, 1 (where l denotes the numberof training data and NSVstands for
the number of support vectors). Three support vectors (x1 from class 1, and x2 and x3 from class 2) are
training data shown texturedby vertical bars. The marginM calculation is framedat left.

+

between any twosupport vectors belongingto different classes.In the example shown
in the framed picture in figure 2.17, this margin
A4 is equal to

A4 = (x1 - x2)w= (x1 - X3)Iw,

(2.44)

where the subscriptW denotes the projectiononto the weights vectorW direction. The
margin M can now be found using support vectors x1 and x2 as follows:
D1 = llXlII cos@),

0 2 =

llx2ll cos(B),

A4 = Dl

- D2,

(2.45)

where a and p are the angles betweenW and x1 and between W and x2, respectively as
given by
cos(a) =

x,Tw
11x11l llwll

and cos(B) =

XTW

IIx2(Illwll *

(2.46)

~ubstituting(2.46) into (2.45) results in
A4=

x,Tw - XTW
7

IIWII

(2.47)
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and by using the fact that x1 and x2 are support vectors satisfying yj1w *xj
j = 1,2, that is, w ~ +
x b ~= 1 and wTx2+ b = -1, we finally obtain

+ 61 = l ,

2
M=-.
llwll

(2.48)

In deriving this important result, a geometric and graphical approach was taken.
Alternatively, a shorter, algebraic approach could have been employed to show the
relationship betweena weights vector normllwll and a margin M : (2.43) expresses the
distance D between any support vector and a canonical separating plane. Thus, for
D between
example, for the two-dimensional inputs shown in figure 2.17, the distance
a support vector x2 and a canonical separating line is equal to half of a margin M ,
and from (2.43) it follows that

This again gives M = 2/11wll, using (2.42),that is, the factthat x2 is a support vector.
In this case, the numerator in the preceding expression forD is equal to 1.
Equation (2.48) representsa very interesting result, showingthat minimization of a
= dw; W;
W:
n o m of a hyperplane normal weights vector 11 W 11 =
leads to a maximization of a margin M . Because fi is a monotonic function, minimization of fi is equivalent to minimization of f . Consequently, minimization of
W: = W ;
W;
W:,
norm l l v v l l is equal to minimization of w*w = (ww) =
and this leads to a maximization of a margin M.
Therefore, the optimal canonical separating hyperplane (OCSH), that is, a separating hyperplane with the largest margin definedby M = 2/ lI W II, specifies support
vectors (training data points closest to it) that satisfy yj [W *xj + b] 1, j = l, N ~ vAt
.
the same time, the OCSH satisfies inequalities

'xi+bJ 2 I ,

i = I,Z,

m

+ + +

EL,

+ + +
+

(2.49)

where l denotes the number of training data and NSV stands for the number of
support vectors. The lastequation can be checked visually in figures 2.15
and 2.16 for
two-dimensional and one-dimensional input vectors x, respectively.
Thus, in order to find
the optimal separating hyperplane having
a maximal margin,
a learning machine should minimize llw112 subject to inequality constraints (2.49).
ty
Such an
This is a classic nonlinear o p t i ~ i ~ a t i op nr o b l e ~with i n e ~ ~ a l i ~onstraints.
optimizationproblemissolved
by the ~ ~ a point
~ ~ of
l etheLagrangefunction
(Lagrangian) O
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(2.50)
wherethe ai are Lagrangemultipliers.Thesearch
for an optimalsaddlepoint
(wo, bo,a*) is necessary because Lagrangian L must be ~ i n i ~ i z with
e d respect to W
and b and ~ a x i ~ iwith
z e ~respect to non-negative ai (i.e., maximal ai 2 0 should be
~ ~(which
l
is the space of
found). This problem can be solved either in a ~ r i space
parameters W and b) or in a dual space (which is the space
of Lagrange multipliersai).
The second approach gives insightful results, and the solution is considered in
a dual
space. The Ka~sh-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditionsfortheoptimum
of a constrained function are used. In this case, both the objective function (2.50) and constraints (2.49) are convex, and the KKT conditions are necessary and sufficient for a
maximum of (2.50). These conditionsare as follows. At the saddle point (
derivatives of Lagrangian L with respect to primal variableswill vanish, whch leads
to,

8L - 0, or wo =
8w0

I

"

i= 1

(2.51)

(2.52)

Also, the complementa~tyconditions mustbe satisfied:
(2.53)
~ubstituting(2.51) and (2.52) into a p r i ~ variables
~ l
~ a g r a n g i ~L(n
obtain the dual vari~blesLagrangian L d ( a):
(2.54)
n must be maximized
In order to find the optimal hyperplane,a dual L a ~ ~ a n g i aLd(a)
with respect to non-negative ai (i.e., ai in the non-negativequadrant)

under constraints (2.52).Note that the dual Lagrangian L ~ ( ais) expressed in terms of
training data and depends only on the scalar products of input patterns (xixj). This
property of L&x) will be very handy later when analyzing nonlinear decision boundaries and for general nonlinear regression. Note also that the number of unknown
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variables is equalto the numberof training data 1. After learning,the number of free
parameters is equalto the number of SVs but does not depend on the dimensionaility
of input space.
This isa standard quadratic optimization problemthat can be expressed in matrix
notation and formulated as follows:
Maximize
(2.56a)
subject to
;y T a = 0 ,

(2.56b)

a 2 0,

(2.56~)

denotes the Hessian matrix (HQ= yi$(XiXi) = y ~ $ x ~ x iof) this
unitvector f = 1 = [l 1 , l]'. (Some standard optimization programs typicallyminimize the given objective function,but suc
be applied, and the same solution wouldbe obtained if &(a) = 0.5a
minimized, subject to the same constraints.)
Solutions aoi of this dual optimization problem determine
the parameters W, and bo
of the optimal hyperplane accordingto (2.51) and (2.53) as follows:
(2.57a)

(2.57b)
NSV denotes the number of support vectors. Note that an optimal weights vector
W,, the same as the bias tern b,, is calculated using support vectors only (despite
the fact that the summations in (2.57a) go over all training
data patterns). This
isbecauseLagrangemultipliers
for allnon-supportvectors
are equal to zero
(aoi = 0, i = NSV l , l ) . There are also other ways to find bo. Finally, having calculated W, and bo, we obtain a decision hyperplane d(x) and an indicator function
iF = o = sign(d(~)):

+

I

l

i= 1

i= 1

iF = o = sign(d(x)).

(2.58)
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Training data patterns having nonzero Lagrange m~tipliersare called s ~ ~ ~uecQ r t
tors. For linearly separable training data, all support vectors lie on the margin, and
they are generally just a small portion of all trainingdata (typically,NSV << I ) . Figure
2.18 shows standard results far nono~erlappingclasses. The dashed line is the separation line obtained by the least mean square (L S) algorithm (see chapter 3). The
LMS line is the bestappro~imationin theL2 n o m of a theoretical decision boundary
for these two Gaussian classes that can be obtained from availabledata. A theoretical decision boundary can be calculated using (1.106). The top graph of figure 2.18
shows that with a large number of training data points, the decision boundaries
obtained by the two methods approach each other. owever, in the case ofan SV
the co~espondingseparationline(solid)isdeteed
by onlythethreesupp
vectors closest to the class boundaries. Training samples in both graphs originate
from two Gaussian classes having the same covariance matrices but different means
(pl = [0 01 ', p2 = [5 51 '). For small data sets, decision boundaries obtained by
an SVM and a linear neuron implementingan LMS learning rule disagreea lot (see
fig. 2.18, bottom).
Interestingly, thereare several specific CO ellations of training data sets for which
separationlinesobtained by LMS and S
algorithmscoincide.Generally,whenever all the trainingdata are chosen as support vectors, th
are equivalent. Thiscan be seen in the top graph in figur
of figure 2.19, not all the training examples a support vectors (there are only two
support vectors, one belonging to each class). owever, because of the symmetrical
configuration of training data, the decision boundaries obtained by the two methods
(SVM and LMS) coin e in the bottom graph, too.
TheHessian matri
of a dual Lagrangian functional, belonging to the problem
shown in the rightgraph of fig. 2.19, is
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is badly conditioned. In fact, in this particular example, its conditional
a1 to infinity, and before solvinga quadratic p r o g r a ~ i problem,
n~
must be regularized by some standard numerical technique. This is typically accomplished by adding a very small (random) number to the diagonal elementsof
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Feature xl
Decision boundaries for a dichotomization problem with (top) plenty o f data and ( b o ~ t oa~sparse
)
data
set. The solid separation line is obtained by the SVM algorithm, and the dashed line is theLMS solution.
Top, 100 data in each class, W, = [--1.76 -2.681 ',
Support vectors are encircled training data points.
b, = 9.41, ~ o t z otwo
~ , examples in each class, W, = [-0.3506 -0.28591 ', bo = 1.2457.
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Rigure 2.19
Decision boundaries for a dichotomization problem for two specific configurations of training patterns.
Separation lines obtained by the SVM algorithm and the LMS method coincide. Support vectors are
encircledtraining data points. Top, W, = [-2 -21 T , bo = 3. BQtfOm,w0 = [-l
b, 5.
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0th overlappingclasses
eforeapplications of
nonlinear decision bound S are presented, it must be shown t
ssifiersactuallyimplement th
principle. In other words, we mustprove that
S both the VC dimension and a generalization
machinetrainingactually m
error at the same time. In section 2.2, it was stated that the VC dimension of the
oriented h y ~ e ~ l a nindicator
e
function,in an M-dimensional spa
, h = M 1 . It was also demonstrated that the
F kernels) can shatter infinitely many points (its VC
e, h = m). Thus, an SVM could have a very high VC
e, in order to keep the generali~ationerror (bound on the
nce interval (the second term on the right-hand side of
(2.36a)) was minimized
by imposing a structure on the setof approximating functions
(see fig. 2.13).
Therefore, to p ~ r f So ~ , one must introduce a structure on the set of canonical
hype~lanesand then, during training, choose the one with
a minimal
s t ~ c t u r eon the set of canonical hype~lanesis introduced by c
ous hy~erplaneshaving di~erent1111.
In other words, sets SA are analyzed such that

+

(2.59)
c SA2 c &'~3 c
c s~~
results.
the distance D from a point P(xl,, x2p,. . . ,)x
,,
to a
w,x, 3- b = 0 is given as
ed by wlxl ~ 2 x 2
11. Thus,imposingtheconstraint
11 )I 5 A, thecanonical
hype~lanecannot be closer than 1/A to any of the training points
from the definitions of both a canonical hyperplane (2.42)and a ma
ce of the closest pointto a canonical hyp~rplaneis equalto 1/ IIw 11.
on the capacityof the classifieris shown in figure 2.20,
Vapnik (1995) statesthat the VC dimension h of a set of canonical hyperplanes in

Then, if

2 A2 2 A3 2

e

.

5 A,, a nestedset

+

a

*

+ +
*

a

*

(2.60)
where all the training data points (vectors) are enclosed by a sphere of the smallest
11 results in a small h, and mi~imizationof 11
n other words, during training, a minimization of the canonical hype~laneweight norm 11 I maximizes the m a r g i ~giv
(2.48) and mi~mizesthe VC dimension accordi to (2.60) at the same time.
on this can be found in Vapnik (1995; 1998)an
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%

,I

\

Training p o i n y

Figure 2.20
Constraining hyperplanesto remain outside spheresof radius l/A around each training data point,

There is a simple and powerful result (Vapnik 1995) connecting the generalization
ability of learning machines and the number of support vectors. Once the support
vectors have been found, the bound on the expected proba~ilityof committing an
error on a test example can be calculated as follows:
E;i[P(error)]I

E[number of support vectors]

E

(2.61)

9

where El denotes expectation over all trainingdata sets of size E. Note how easy it is
to estimate this bound, which is independent
of the dimensionalityof the input space.
Therefore, an S~~ having a small number of support vectors will have good generalization ability even in very ~gh-dimensionalspace.

Thelearningprocedurepresentedintheprecedingsectionisvalid
for linearly
separab~edata, that is, for training data sets without overlapping. Such problems
are rare in practice. At the same time, there are many instances when linearseparating hyperplanes can be good solutions even when data are overlapped. (Recall, for
example, from section 1.4.2, normally distributed classes having the same covariance
matrices.) However, the quadratic programming solutions presented previouslycannot be used in the caseof overlapping because the constraints
yi [WT ~ i b] 2 1 i = 1
I, given by (2.49)cannot be satisfied. Lagrangian multipliersai are highest for support
vectors. For overlapping, somedata points cannot be correctly classified,and for any
misclassified training data point Xi, the corresponding ai will be at the upper bound.
This particular data point (by increasing the corresponding
ai value) attempts to exert

+

)

)
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astrongerinfluence on the decisionboundaryinorder
to beclassified correctly.
bound, it can no longer increase its eEect,
and
hen the a i value reaches the maximal
this point will stay misclassified. In such a situation, the algorithm introduced in the
previous section chooses (almost) all trainingdata points as support vectors. To find
a classifier with a maximal margin, this algorithm must be changed, allowing some
data to be unclassified, or on the "wrong" side of a decision boundary. In practice,
we allow a soft ~ a r g i and
~ , all data inside this margin (whether on the correct or
wrong side of the separating line) are neglected (see fig. 2.21). The width of a soft
margin can be controlled by a corresponding penalty parameter C that determines
the trade-off between the trainingerror and the VC dimension of the model.
The optimal margin algorithm is generalized (Cortes
1995; Cortes and Vapnik
1995) to nonseparable problems by the introduction of non-negative sEack ~a~iffbEes
ti ( i = 1,E) in the statement of the optimization problem. Now, instead of fulfilling
(2.49), the separating hyperplane must satisfy
TXi

+ b] 2 l -

ti,

i = 1, E ,

t i

2 0,

(2.62)

or
TXi

+b 2 + l -

ti,

foryi = + l ,

(2.63a)
(2.63b)

For such a generalized optimal separating hyperplane, the function to be minimized
comprises an extra term accounting the cost of overlapping errors. The changed
objective functional with penalty parameter
C is
1
,t)="wTw+c

(2.64)

subject to inequality constraints (2.61).C is a design weighting parameter chosenby
the user. Increasing C corresponds to assigning a higher penalty to errors, simultaneously resulting in larger weights. This is a convex programming problem, and by
choosing exponent k = 1, neither slack variablesti nor their Lagrange multiplierspi
appear in a dual Lagrangian L d . As for a linearly separable problem, the solutionto
a quadratic programming problem (2.64), subject to inequality constraints (2.62), is
given by the saddle point of the primal LagrangianLp(w,b, 6, a,

(2.65)
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Figure 2.21
Soft decision boundaries for dichotom~ationproblems with data overlapping, for two different configurations of training patterns. Separation lines (solid), margins (dashed), and support vectors (encircled
trainingdatapoints)areobtained
by an SVM algorithm. Top, sevenexamplesineachclass;
C = 1,
W, = [-1.19
-0,641 T , b , = 0.88; two misclassifications in each class. ~ o t t osix
~ )examples in class 1 (+)
and twelve examples in class2 (*); C = 10, W, = [--0.68 O S ] T , bo = -0.12; four misclassifications in class
1 and two in class2.
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where ai and pi are the Lagrange multipliers, Again, one should find
an ~ ~ t i m a Z
saddle point (W,, bo,to,a,, ,) because the Lagrangian LP must be m ~ ~ i m i z ewith
d
respect to W, b, and 5, and maximized with respect to non-negative ai and pi.This
problem can also be solved in either a primal spaceor dual space (which is the space
of Lagrange multipliersai and / l i ) . As before, a solution in dual space is found using
standard conditions for an optimum of a constrained function
l

dl;
-=O,

or

ab

(2.66)

W, =

i= l

(2.67)
(2.68)
and the KKT complementarity conditions
ai{yi[wTXi

+ b] - 1 + T i } = 0,

i = 1,Z.

(2.69)

The dual variables Lagrangian l ; d ( a ) is now not a function of pi and is the same as
before:
i

1

(2.70)
i= 1

In order to find the optimal hyperplane, adual Lagrangian &(a) must be maximized
with respect to non-negative ai (i.e., ai in the non-negative quadrant)
C 2 ai 2 0,

i = 1,Z,

(2.71)

under the constraints (2.67).
Therefore, the final quadratic optimization problem is practically the sameas the
separable case, the only diEerence being in the modified bounds
of the Lagrange
multipliers ai. The penalty parameter C, whichisnow the upper bound on ai, is
determined by the user.Note that in the previous linearly separable case without
data
overlapping, this upper boundC = 00. This can also be expressed in matrixnotation,
as in equations (2.56). Most important, the learning problem is expressed only in
terms of unknown Lagrange multipliers ai and known inputs and outputs. Furthermore, optimization does not solely depend upon inputs X i , which can be of a very
high dimension, but it depends upon a scalar product of input vectors X i . This prop-
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erty will be very useful in section 2.4.3, which considers SVMs that can create nonlinear separation boundaries.
Finally, expressions for both a decision function d(x) and an indicator function
iF = sign(d(x)) for a softmarginclassifier,given
by (2.58), are thesame as for
linearly separable classes.

The linear classifiers presented in the two previous sections
are very limited. Mostly,
not only are classes overlapped but the genuine separation linesare nonlinear hypersurfaces. A nice characteristic of the preceding approach is that it can be extended
in a relatively straightfo~ardmanner to createnonlineardecisionboundaries.
The motivation for such an extension is that an SVM that can create a nonlinear
decision hypersurface will be able
to classify nonlinearly separable data. This will
be achieved by considering a linear classifier infeature space. A very simple example,
shown in figure 2.22, is the previous linearly separable example in figure
2.19 but
here with the exchanged positions of trainingdata points chosen as support vectors.
It isclear that no errorless linear separating hyperplane can nowbe found. The
best linear hyperplane, shown as a dashed line, would make two misclassifications.
Yet, using the nonlinear decision boundary line, one can separate two classes without any error. Generally, for dimensional input patterns, instead of nonlinear
must be able to create nonlinear separating hypersurfaces.
Nonlinear SV classification

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

Feature XI

Fi
Nonlinear SV classification. A decision boundary in input space is a nonlinear separation line. Arrows
showthedirection of theexchange of two data points,frompreviouslylinearlyseparablepositions
(dashed) tonew nonlinearly separable positions (solid).
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ne basic idea in designing nonlinear SV
vectors z of a hi~her-dimensionalfeature S
+ 'illf), and to solve a linear classification problem in this feature space:

(2.72)
(x) is chosen in advance;
it is a fixed function. (For constantsai,see (2.78)).
Note that an input space (x-space) is spannedby components xi of an input v
and a feature spaceF (z-space) is spannedby components #i(x) of a vector a;.
forming sucha mapping, one hopesthat in a z-space the lea algorithm
will be able
to linearly separate images of x by applying the linear
rmulation. This approach is also expected to lead to the solution of a quadratic optimization problem
with inequality constraints in z-space. The solution for
an indicator function i ~ ( x=)
which is a linear classifier in a feature space F, will create a nonre
linear separating hypersurface in the original
input space given by(2.73).( ~ o ~ p athis
solution with(2.58) and note the appearancesof scalar products inboth expressions.)

(2.73)

5-pointand4-pointstarsdenote
support vectors for class 1 and class

.tion line is an
and input plane.

Figme 2.23
~ o n ~ i n eSV
a r classi~cation.The decision boundary in input spaceis a nonlinear separation line. The real
separation line was a sine function, and the one shown was obtained
by using Gaussian (RBF) kernels
placed at each training data point (circles). MostSYs for class 1 are hidden behindi ~ ( x ) .
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x ~ 2.1
~ ~
A three-dimensional
Z e
input vector x = [x1 x2 x3] is mapped into the
feature vector z(x) = [#l(x) #2(x) . . . # 9 ( ~ ) ] TE !R9, where #,(x) are given as

~

#r(x) = x1,
#6(x) = (x3)2,

Q)&)

= x2,

# 3 ( 4 = x37

(&(x)= xIx2,

#g(x)

4dx) =
xlx37

#5(4

= (x2I2,

#9(x) = x2x3.

Show that a linear decision hyperplane infeature space I; corresponds to a nonlinear
(polynomial)hypersurface in an original input space x.

I

I.(

t

Second-order polynomial
hypersurface d(x) in inputspace
Mapping
Hyperplane

in a feature

b

I

Figure 2.24
SVMS arisefrommappinginputvectors

+l

x = [x1 x2

. . . xn] into feature vectors

z = @(x).
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A decisionhyperplanein a nine-dimensionalfeaturespaceisgiven
as d(z) =
~ T+zb. Calculating weights vectorW and bias b in a feature space,and substituting
z = z(x) into thelastexpression for d(z), a decisionhypersurfaceover a threedimensional original space (x-space) is the second-order polynomial hypersurface

This transformation is presented graphically in figure 2.24.
The graphical appearance of an SV classifier in figure 2.24 is the same as the one
for feedforward neural networks
(notably multilayer perceptronsand RBF networks).
Arrows, connecting x-space with (feature) z-space, denote a convolution operator
here and correspond to the hidden layer weights in neural networks.
The output layer
connections are the weights Wi, and their meaning in SVMs and NNs is basically the
same after the learning stage.
There are two basic problems in taking this
approach when mapping an input
x-space into higher-order z-space: the choice of mapping i(x), which should result
in a rich class of decision hypersurfaces; and the calculation of the scalar product
z*(~)z(x),which can be computationally very discouraging if the number of features
f (the dimensionality f of a feature space) is very large. The second problem is connected with a phenomenon called the “curse of dimensionality.’’
For example, to
construct a decision surface corresponding to a polynomial of degree 2 in an input
space, a dimensionality of a feature space f = n(n 3)/2. In other words, a feature
space is spanned by f coordinates of the form z1 = X I , . . . ,z, = x, (n coordinates),
2
2
z,+l = (x*), . ,22, = (x,)
(next n coordinates), z2,+l = ~ 1 x 2 .,..,zf = x,xB-l
(n(n- 1)/2 coordinates), The separating hyperplane created in this spacea isseconddegree polynomial in theinput space (Vapnik 1998). Thus, constructing
a polynomial
of degree 2 in a 256-dimensional input space leads to a dimensionality of a feature
space f = 33,152. Performing a scalar product operation with vectors of such (or
higher) dimensions isnot an easily manageable task. (Recall that a standard grid for
optical character recognition systems as given in fig. 1.29 is 16 x 16, resulting in a
256-dimensional input space.) The problems become serious
(but fortunately solvable)
if one wants to construct a polynomial of degree 4 or 5 in the same 256-dimensional
space, leading to the construction of a decision hyperplane in a billion-dim~nsional
feature space.

+
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This explosion in dimensionality can be avoided by noticing that in the quadratic
optimization problem given by (2.54) and (2.70), as well as in the final expression
for a classifier (2,58), training data only appear intheform of scalarproducts
$ ‘ X . . These productsare replaced by scalar products zTzi = ~#~
( x ) , # 2 ( x.).,. ,#,(x)]
1#1 (xi), #2(xi),
. . . ,4, (xi)] in a feature space F, and the latter is expressed by using
the kernel function

K ( x ~xj)
, = ZTZj =

(2.74)

Note that a kernel function K(Xi, xj) is a function in input space. Thus, the basic
advantage in using a kernel function K ( x i ,X j ) is in avoiding having to perform a
( x ) .Instead, the required scalar products ina feature space
ed directly by computing kernelsK(xi, xj)for given training
in an input space. In this way, one bypasses the possibility
of an extremely
dimensionality of a feature space F. Thus, using the chosen kernelK(Xi,X j ) , an
can be constructed that operates in an infinite dimensional space.In addition, as will
by applying kernels one does not even have
to knowwhatthe actual
In utilizing kernel functions, the basic question is:What lunds of kernel functions
are admissible? or Are there any constraints on the type of kernel functions suitable
for application in SVMs?
The answer is relatedto the fact that any s y ~ ~ e t rfunction
ic
K ( x , yin
) input space
can represent a scalar product in jkature space if
(2.75)
where g(.) is any function with a finite 11.2 n o m in input space, meaning a function
for which g 2( x ) d x< 00. The corresponding features in a z-space F are the eigenvectors of an integral operator associated with K
(2.76)
and the kernel function K has the following expansion intems of the bi:
(2.77)
Therefore, if there exists a set of functions
Y ) # ~ ( X )d x = M i ( X ) ,

{#i}zlsuch that
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Table 2.1
Admissible Kernels and Standard Type of Classifiers

Type
Functions
Kernel
K ( x ,Xi) = [(XTXj) + l ] d
~ ( xxi>
, = e-l/2[(x-xi)"~"

Classifier of
Polynomial of degree d
Gaussian RBF

(x--x~)]

K(x,xi) = tanh[(xTxi)+ b7 *

Multilayer
perceptron

* Only for certain values ofb.
then features
z(x) = [ f i # 1 ( . )

Jn242(4

*

-

*

64fi(x)

* *

*l

(2.78)

are admissible in the sensethat the scalar product canbe computed as
(2.79)
These Mercer conditions, according to Hilbert-Schmidt theory, characterize admissible s y ~ ~ e t rfunctions
ic
(kernels) K ( x ,y). The Mercer kernels belong to a set of
r e ~ ~ o d u c kernels.
in~
For further details, see Mercer (1909), Aizerman,
and Rozonoer (1964, Smola and Scholkopf (1997),and Vapnik ( l998).
Many candidate functions can be applied to a convolution of an inner product
(i.e., for kernel functions)K ( x ,Xi) in an SVM. Each of these functions constructs a
different nonlinear decision hypersurface in
an input space. Interestingly,by choosing
the three specific functions given in table 2.l , SVMs, after the learning stage, create
the same type of decision hypersurfaces as do some well-developed and popular NN
classifiers. Note that the training of these diverse models is different. However, after
the successful learning stage, the resulting decision surfaces are identical. It is interesting to observe the differences in learning and the equivalence in representation.
These two aspects of every learning machine are not necessarily connected, in the
sense that different learning strategies do not have to lead to diaerent models. It is
not an easy task to categorizevariouslearningapproachesbecauseincreasingly
mixed (blended) techniquesare used in training today. However, let us trace the basic
historicaltrainingapproaches for threedifferentmodels(multilayerperceptrons,
RBF networks, and SVMs). Original learning in multilayer perceptrons ais steepestgradient procedure (also known
as error backpropagation). In RBF networks, as well
as in polynomial classification and functional approximation schemes, learning is
(after fixing the positions and shapes of radial basis functions, or the order of a
polynomial) a linear optimization procedure. Finally, SVMs learn by solving a qua-
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draticoptimizationproblem.evertheless,afterthelearningphase,
a s s ~ i n gthe
same kernels, thesedi~erentmodels construct the same type of hypersurfaces.
ecanconsiderlearninginnonlinearifiers(theultimateobjectof
learning algorithm for a nonlinear
design of an ~ ~ t i ~ a l ~ e ~ ~ r a t ini na ~~ ~~ ay ~t e~ r rp ~~ a ~ e
cedure as the construction ofa hard and a soft margin
z-space, the dual ~agrangian,given in (2.54)and (~.70),is
(2.80)
and, according to (2.74), by using chosen kernels, one can maximize the
l

1

1

(2.81)
i= 1

subject to

(2.82)

I

aiy, = 0.
i= l

Note that in the case that one uses ~ a u s s i a nkernels (i.e., basis functions) there is
no needforequalityconstraints(2.67)becauseaussianbasisfunctions
do not
necessarilyrequirebiasterms.Inotherwords,there
are noequalityconstraints
l
aiyi = 0 in equations (2.82) and (2.83) while
m a x i ~ z i n gdual Lagrangian (2.80).
In a more general case, because of noiseor the features of a generic class, training
as forthesoftmargin
data points will overlap. Nothing but constraints change,
classifier. Thus, the nonlinear soft margin classifier will be the solution of the quadratic o~timizationproblem given by (2.81) subject to constraints

(2.83)
i= l

Again, the only diEerence from the separable nonlinear classifier is the upper bound
C on the ~agrangemultipliers ai. In this way, one limits the
in~uenceof training data
points that will remain on the wrong side ofa separating nonlinear hypersurface. The
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decision hypersurface d(x) is determinedby
(2.84)
and the indicator function (2.85), which is generally also a hypersurface for
will define the nonlinear SV classifier.

+b

~F(x)= sign(d(x)) = sign
xi)

n > 3,

(2.85)

i- I

Note that the summation is not actually performed over all trainingdata but rather
over the support vectors because only for them do the Lagrange multipliers differ
b is nownot a direct procedure as
it is for a linear
from zero. The calculation of a bias
hyperplane. Depending upon the applied kernel, the biasb can be implicitly part of
the kernel function. If, for example, Gaussian RBFs are chosen as kernels, they can
use a bias term as the (f 1)th feature in z-space with a constant output = +l, but
not necessarily (see chapter 5).
Therefore, if a bias term can be accommodated within the kernel function, the
nonlinear SV classifier is

+

Thelastexpressionin(2.86)ispresentedmerely
to stress that the summation is
actually performed over thesupport vectors only.
Figure 2.23 shows all the important mathematical objects of a nonlinear SV classifier except the decision function
d(x). Example 2.2, by means of a classic XOR
(exclusive-or) problem, graphically shows (see fig. 2.25) all the mathematical functions (objects) involved in nonlinear classification, namely, the nonlinear decision
function d(x), the indicator function i ~ ( x )training
,
data (xi), support vectors ( x ~ v ) ~ ,
and separation lines.
E x ~ ~ 2.2
~ Z Construct
e
an SV classifier, employing Gaussian fmctiom as kernels,
for a two-dimensional XOR problem given as
x1 = P 01,
S = [l l

x2 = [l
l],

-1

"l]

T
*

x3 = [l 01,

x4 = [O

11,
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essian matrix required in this examplefor the maxi~zationof a
dual ~agrangian(2.81) is givenas
4

i, j = 1

r

1.0000
0.0183
-0.1353
-0.13531
0.0183
1.0000
-0.1353
-0.1353
-0.1353
-0.1353
1
1-0.1353
-0.1353
0.0183

.OOOO

0.0183
1.00OOj

'

t is interesting to compare the solution obtained using
solution that resultsafterapplyingapolynomialkerneloforder.Thispolynomial decision function, the corres~ondingindicator function (classifier), and the
essian matrix are shown in figure 2.26.
Decision and indicator functionof a nonline~rSVM

1.5

1
0.5
0
-0.5
-1

--I .5
1.5

Nonlinear SVM classifier having Gaussian kernel (basis) functions
G(xi, xj) solving anXOR problem. The
covariance matrix of kernels G: Z: = diag([0.25 0.251). All training data are selected as support vectors.
one sv of each class is shown: a five-point star (class 1, y = + l ) and a four-point star (class 2, y = - 1);
two (one belonging to each class) are hidden behind the indicator function.
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Decision and indicator functon a
ofnonlinear SVM

4

1.5
iJ=1

Y l
0.5

-

0
-0.5

-1

i

1

1 -1 -i

1

9 -4

-4

- 1 -4

4

1

1-1 -4

l

4

--I .5

-2
1.5

~ i ~ 2.~26 r e
Nonlinear SVM classifier with polynomial kernel of second order solving an
XOR problem. The decision
function is a second-order (quadric) “saddle” surface. All four training data are selected as support vectors.
One shown as a five-point star corresponds to class l ( y = +l), and both SVs from class 2 ( y = -1) are
shown as four-point stars. A second SV from class 1 is bidden behind the indicator function.All training
points ( x , y ) lie on both a decision function andan indicator function (dottedgrid).

Thus, nonlinear classification problemscan be successfully solved by applying one
out of several possible kernel functions. Usingkernels in input space, one calculatesa
scalar pr~duct re~uiredin a ~ ~ i g h - ~ i m e n s i ofeature
n a l ~ space and avoids mapping
). One does not have to know explicitly what mapping is
at all. Also, remember that the kernel “trick” applied in designing an SVM can be utilized in all other
algorithms that depend on a scalar product (e.g., in principal component analysis
or
in the nearest”n~ighborprocedure).
n addition to the three admissible kernels, given in table 2.1, that can be applied
in the fieldof learning an neuralnetworks,therearemanyothers,
for instance,
additive kernels, spline an -spline kernels, and slightly r e f o ~ u l a t e dFourier series.
Thereader can findthethespecializedliterature.Here,
highlight in^ a link
S and other soft computing models like fuzzy logic models, consider
multidi~ensionaltensor product kernels that resultfromtensorproducts
of onedimensional kernels,
rl

(2.87)
j= l
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where n is the dimensionality of input space, and ki are one-dimensional kernels
(basis fmctions that in the fuzzy logic field are also known as membership or characteristic functions). These kernelski, located in input space, do not strictly have to
be functions of the same type.
All that can be said at this point regarding the choice
of a particular type of kernel
function is that there is no clear-cut answer,No theoretical proofs yet existsupporting or suggesting applications for anyparticular type of kernel function. Presumably
there will never be a general answer. Many factors determine a particular choice of
kernel function-the class of problem, the unknown underlying functional dependency, the type and number oftdata, the noise-to-signal ratio, the suitability for online or off-line learning, the computational resources, and experience-the expertise
and software already developedfor some specific kernels. Very often, such sympathy
factors have a decisive role. For the time being, one can only suggest that various
models be tried on a given data set and that the one with the best generalization
capacity be chosen.
The kernel "trick" introduced in this section is also very helpful in solving functional approxi~at~on
(regression) problems.
2.4.4

Regression by SupportVectorMachines

Initiallydeveloped for solvingclassificationproblems, SV techniques can also be
successfullyappliedinregression(functional
approximation) problems (Drucker
et al. 1997; Vapnik, Colowich, and Smola 1997). Unlike pattern recognition problems, where the desired outputs yi are discrete values like Booleans, here there are
reaI-vaI~e~
functions.Thegeneralregressionlearningproblemisset
as follows.
The learning machine is given I training data, from which it attempts to learn the
input-output relationship (dependency, mapping, or function) f'(x). A training data
set I) = { ~ x ( i ) , y ( Ei )'$ln
~ x '$l, i = 1,.. . ,I } consists of I pairs ( X I , yl), (xz,y2),. . . ,
(XI, yr), wherethe
inputs x aren-dimensionalvectors
x E '$ln, and thesystem
responses y E '$l are continuous values.The SVM considers approximating functions
of the form
N

(2.88)
i= 1

where the functions (Pi(x)are called features,as in nonlinear classification. Note that
RBF models and to some
this, the most general model, corresponds entirely with
extent with fuzzy logic models,and it is close in appearanceto multilayer perceptron
network models. Note also that the bias termb is not shown explicitly. When thereis
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e

e

.

Quadrati L2 norm)
and Wuber’s (dashed)

Absolute err0 least modulus,LI norm)

Loss (error) functions.

a bias term b, it will be incorporated in the weights vector . The function f ( x ,
(2.88)isexplicitlywritten as a function of theweights
that are thesubjects of
learning. This equation is a nonlinear regression model b use the resulting hypersurface is a nonlinear surface hanging over the n-dimensional x-space.
To introduce all relevant and necessary concepts of SV regression in a gradual
way, linear regression is considered first.
(2.89)
Now, in regression, typically some measure,
or error of ~ ~ ~ r o ~ i ~ fisf tused
i o ninstead
,
n between an o timal separating hyperplaneand support vectors, which
classifiers. Recall that there are ~ifferenterror (loss)
functions inuse and that each one results ina diRerent final model. Two classicerror
functions weregiven in (2.4)-a square error (L2 nom, (y
2, and an absolute
error (L1 norm, least modulus Iy -fl). The latter is related to
ber’s error function.
uber’s error function results in robust regression. I
othing specific is known about the model of noise.
function is not presented here in analytic form,but it is shownas the dashed curve in
figure 2.27a. Figure 2.27 shows the typical shapesof all mentioned error (loss) functions, including Vapnik’s &-insensitivity (fig.
2.27~).
Vapnik introduced a general type of error (loss) function, the lineffr loss f ~ n c t i o ~
with &-insensitivity zone:
(2.90)
The loss i s equal to zero if the difference between the predicted
f(
measured value is lessthan E. Vapnik’s &-insensitivity
loss function (2.90) definesan E
tube (see fig. 2.28). If the predicted value is within the tube, the
loss (error or cost) is
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Figure 2.28
The parametersused in (one-di~ensional)support vector regression.

zero. For all other predicted points outside the tube, the loss is equal to the magnitude of the difEerence between the predicted value and the radius E of the tube. Note
that for E = 0, Vapnik's loss function is equivalent to a least modulus function. Figure 2.28 shows a typicalgraph of a regression problemand all relevant mathematical
objects required in learning unknown coefficientswi.
An SV algorithm for the linear case is formulated first,
and then kernelsare applied
in constructing a nonlinear regression hypersurface. This is the same order of presentation as for classificationtasks. In order to perform SVM regression,a new
empirical risk is introduced:
1

1

(2.91)
The €-insensitivity function (g), is given by (2.90) and shown in figure 2.27~.Figure
2.29 shows two linear approximating functions having the same empirical risk R&p.
In formulating an SV algorithm for regression, the objective is to minimize the
~
Thus,estimatealinearregression
empiricalrisk RErnpand ( ( ~ 1 1simultaneously.
hyperplane f(x, W) = wTx b by minimizing

+

(2.92)
Note that the last expression resembles the ridge regression scheme given by (2.27).
However,hereVapnik'se-insensitivitylossfunctionreplacessquared
error, and
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‘+

risk

Predicted fix, W)
(solid)

fix,
Measured training
X

Figure 2.29
Two linear approximations insidean E tube have the same empirical riskR&,p.

C l/A. From (2.90) and figure 2.28 it follows that for all training data outside an E
tube,
ly - f ( x ,

W ) ]- E =

<

Iy - f ( x , w)l - E = <*

for data “above” an E tube,
for data “below” an E tube.

Thus, minimizing the risk R in (2.92) is equivalent to minimizing the risk ( ~ a p n i
1995;1998)
(2.93)
under constraints

< 2 0,

i = 1,Z,

<* 2 0,

(2.94~)
(2.94d)

i = 1,Z,

<

where and <* are slack variables, shown in figure 2.28 for ~easurements“above”
and “below” an E tube, Both slack variablesare positive values. Lagrange~ u l t i ~ l i e r s
ai and a;, corresponding to
and <*, willbe nonzero values for training
“above” and “below” an E tube. Becauseno training data can be on both sides of the
tube, either ai or a: will be nonzero. For data points inside the tube,both multi~liers
will be equal to zero.

<
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Note also that the constant C, which influences a trade-off between an approximation error and the weights vector n o m ilwll, is a design parameter chosen by the
user. An increase inC penalizes largererrors (large c and t*)and in thisway leads to
a decrease in approximation error. However, this can be achieved only by increasing
the weights vectorn o m I1W 11. At the same time,an increase in IIW 11 does not guarantee good generalization performance of a model. Another design parameter chosen
by the user is the required precision embodied an
in E value that defines the size ofan
E tube.
As with procedures appliedto SV classifiers, this constrained optimization problem
is solved byfoming a primal variables Lagrangian
LP(W, 6,g*):

(2.95)
A primal variables Lagrangian Lp(wi,
b, 4, G*, a, a*
*) has to be ~ i ~ i ~ with
i z e ~
W, b, 5,
i ~ i with
respect
~ e ~
to nonrespect
primal
to variables
negative
Lagrange
multipliers
problem
gain,
thiscan
solved
be
1 space or in a dual space. A solution in adual space is chosen here.
~Sh-Kuhn-Tuc~er (KRT
) conditions for regression, maximize a
,
dual variables LagrangianL ~ ( aa*):

subject to constraints
I

1

i= 1

i= 1

0 5 E,* S

c,

(2.97a)

O 2 ai 5 C,

i = l,&

(2.97b)

i = 1,Z.

(2.9’7~)

Note that a dual variables Lagrangian &(a, a * )is expressed in tems of Lagrange
multipliers a and a* only. However, the size of the problem, with respect to the size
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of an SV classifier design task, is doubled now. Thereare 21 unknown multipliers for
linearregression,andtheHessianmatrixofthequadraticoptimizationproblem
in the case of regression is a (21,2E) matrix. This standard quadratic optimization
problem can be expressed in a matrix notation and formulatedas follows:
Maximize
(2.98)
subject to (2.97), where for a linear regression,

Again, if one usessome standard optimization routine that typically minimizes a
given objective function, (2.98) should be rewritten as ~ ~ (= a
0.5a'
)
solved subject to the same constraints.
) . learning, the number
Learning results inE Lagrange multiplier pairs ( a , a *After
of free (nonzero) parameters ai or a: is equal to the number of SVs. However, this
number does not depend
on the dimensionality of input space,
and this is particularly
important while working in high-dimensional spaces. Because
at least one elementof
each pair (ai,a:), i = 1, E, is zero, the product ofai and a: is always zero.
After calculating Lagrange multipliers ai and a:, find an optimal desired weights
vector of the regression hyperplane as
l

(2.99)
i= 1

and an optimal bias b, of the regression hyperplane as
(2.100)
The best regression hyperplane obtained is givenby
2

= f ( x , W)

= wTx

+ b.

(2.101)

A more challenging (and common) problem is solving a nonlinear regression task. As
withnonlinearclassification,thisisachieved
by consideringalinearregression
hyperplane in feature space.
Thus,indesigning
SV machines for creatinganonlinearregressionfunction,
map input vectors x E illtz"into vectors z of a higher-dimensional feature space
F
represents a mapping i l l n
i l l f ) , and solve a linear regression
"-$
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problem in this feature space. A mapping (x) is again chosen in advance; it is a
fixed function. Note that an input space (x-space) is spannedby components xi of an
~ a
)
input vector x, and a feature space P (x-space) is spannedby components ~ j ( of
y performing such a mapping, one hopes that in a z-space the learning
algorithm will be able to obtain a linear regression hyperplaneby applying the linear
formulation. This approach is expected to lead to the solution of a
quadratic optimization problem with inequality constraints in z-space. The solution
for a regression hyperplanef = W *x(x) 6, which is linear ina feature space P, will
create a nonlinearregressinghypersurfaceinoriginal
input space. The
E;s with. Gaussiankernels,
popular kernelfunctions are polynomials and
kernels are given in table 2.1.
In the case of nonlinear regression, (2.98) is used, the only change being in the

+

(2.102)
denotes the corresponding kernel (design)matr
After calculating Lagrange multiplier vectors a and
weights vector of the ~ e ~ nexp~ns~on
e~s
as
o =

*-

(2.103)

and an optimal bias bo as
(2.104)
o , and thematrixis
a correspondingdesignmatrix ofgiven
kernels. In the case of Gaussian basis (kernel) functions, one does not need a bias
tern b. Similarl~,if one uses expression fora polynomial kernel as given in table 2.1,
b is not needed.
The best nonlinear regression hyperfunctionis given by

(2.105)
here are a number of learning parametersthat can be utilized in const~ctingSV
machines for regression. The two most relevant are the insensitivity zone e and the
penalty parameter C, which d e t e ~ n e the
s trade-off between the traini
VC dimension of the model. 0th parameters are chosen by the user.
ure 2.30 show how an crease in an insensitivity zone e has smoothing effects
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One-dimensionalsupport vector regression

One-dimensionalsupport vector regression
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Figure 2.30
Influence of an insensitivity zone e on modeling quality. A nonlinear SVM creates a regression function
with Gaussian kernels and models a highly polluted (25% noise) sine function (dashed). Seventeen measured training data points (plus signs) are used. Left, E = 0.1, fifteen SV are chosen (encircled plus signs).
~ i g ~ Et=
, 0.5, six chosen SVs produced a much better regressing function.

on modeling highly noisy polluted data. An increase in e means a reduction in requirements for the accuracy of approximation. It also decreases the number of SVs,
leading to data compression.

.3 Construct an SV machine for modelingmeasured data pairs.
underlying function (known to us but not to the SVM) is a sine function corrupted
by 25% of normally distributed noise witha zero mean. Analyze the influenceof an
insensitivity zone on modeling quality.
The application of kernelfunctionsintroducesvariousparameters
that define
them. For the polynomial kernels this is the degree
d, and for the Gaussian
the variance matrix C, whose entries define the sh
, which defines the
hosen by placing t
choice of the design parameters d and I: is experime~tal:train the SVM for digerent
values of d and C, estimate the VC dimension, and select the model with the low
VC di~ension(Vapnik 1995).
ox2.1 s u ~ a r i z e sthedesignsteps
for traini an SVM. The SV training
of
works almost perfectly for not too large'data bases. owever, when the number
data points is large (say I > 2000), the quadratic programming problem becomes
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Step 1. Select the kernel function that determines the shape of the decision function in classification
problems or the regression function in regression problems,
Step 2. Select the shape (the smoothing parameter) of the kernel function (e.g., the polynomial degree for polynomials or the variance of the Gaussian
RBF for RBF kernels.
Step 3. Choose the penalty factor C, and select the desired accuracy by defining the insensitivity

extremely difficult to solve with standard methods. For example, a training set of
50,000 examples amounts to aHessianmatrix
x lo9 (2.5billion)elements.
20,000 MI3 = 20 GB
Using an eight-bytefloating-pointrepresentatequire
of memory (Osuna, Freund, and Girosi1997).This cannot beeasilyfit into the
memory of standard computers at present, and this is the single basic disadvantage
of
method. Three approaches resolve the
quadratic programming problemfor
large data sets. Vapnik (1995) proposed thec ~ u ~ ~ ~e i t ~~which
go ~ is, a decomposition approach. Anotherdecomposition approach wasproposed by Osunaet al.
(1997). The sequential minimal optimization algorithm (Platt 1998) is of a dif3erent
character; it seems to be an error backpropagation algorithm for SVM learning.
These various techniques are not covered in detail here. The interested reader
can
consult the mentioned references or investigate an alternative linear programming
approach presented in section 5.3.4.

. Three co-linear points are given infigureP2.1.Showgraphicallyallpossible
labelings and separations by an indicator function iF(x, W) = sign(u) represented by
an oriented straight lineU = 0.
0
0
0
Graph for problem2.1,

Problems
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Two difGerent sets comprising four points each aregiven in figureP2.2. For each
set, show graphically all possible labelings and separations by an indicator function
iF(x,W) = sign(u) represented by an oriented straight lineU = 0.

. In figure 2.10, it was shown how an indicator function i ~ ( xW), = sign(s
ing one parameter only can separate any number I of randomly labeled
This shows that a VC dimension of this specific indicator function is infinit
) ) separate the four equally spaced
ever, check whether &(x, W) = s i g n ( s i n ( ~ ~can
points given in figureP2.3.

. The graphs in figure

P2.4 represent three difGerent one-~i~ensional
classification (dichotomi~ation)tasks. What isthelowest-orderpolynomialdecisionfunction that can correctly classify the givendata? Black dots denote class 1 with targets
y l = +l, and white dots depict class 2 with targets y2 = - 1. What are the decision
boundaries?
0

0

l
I
l

0

0

l

l

I

I
l
I
l
I
I
l

0

0

Figure P2.2

Graphs for problem2.2.

I

I

n

n

A

A

1

2

3

4

x=o
Figure P2.3

Graph for problem2.3.

Graphs for problems2.4 and 2.5.

0
0
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anted to classify the three data sets shown in figure P2.4 using SVMs
basis functions, how many hidden layer neurons would you need for
er polynomial that can classify (shatter) anypossible

I one-dimensional data points? Support your answer with agraph for two,

C dimension of the following two setsof functions:

+ w1 sin(x) + w2 sin(2x) + w3 sin(3x).
= W O + w1 sin(x) + w2 sin(2x) + w3 sin(w4x).

= WO

1

3

ii

Problems
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(Hirzt: First find out whether the set is linear with respect
to weights, and then use the
statements made in thechapter about the VC dimension.)

2.9. Determine theVC dimension of the set of indicator functions definedby quadric
functions (conics) in ! R 2 . In particular, find it for circles, ellipses, and hyperbolas in
!R2.

2.10. Find the distance from a point x to a (hyper)plane. Check your result in (a)
graphically.
a. x = [O l]T , a plane or hyperplane is a straight line y = x.
b. x = [-2 2
31 T , a plane or hyperplane is a plane z = x + y + 3.
c. x = [l 1 l 1 11T , a hyperplane is x1 - x2 + x3 - x4 + x5 + 1 = 0.
2.11. Twodifferentone-dimensionalclassificationtasks
are giveninthefollowing tables. Draw the two-class data points in an (x,y ) plane. (Draw two separate
graphs.) Find analytically and sketch the optimal canonical hyperplanes belonging
to
thesetwoclassificationtasks.Determinethe
equations fordecisionboundaries.
(Hint: Identify the SVs first; the OCSH is definedby them.)
a. x
1
-1
1

2
-1
-2
1

y=d

b. x

-1
-1

3
1
-1

y=d

l
-1

2.12. Two one-dimensional data shown in figure P2.6 should be classifiedby applying the first-order polynomial as given in table 2.1. Solve (2.81) for a, and find the
decision function. (Hint: K = 12 0; 0 21. Maximize L d . )
.13. Solve problem P2.12 by applying B-spline functions as shown in figure P2.7.
(Hint: Find K (the G matrix) and maximize L d . )

.

Three different binary classification problems are given in figure P2.8. Calculate the OCSH for each problem. (Hint: Identify SVs. Find the maximal margin M .

Figure P2.6
Graph for problem 2.12.
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Y

-3

-5

-1

0

1

3

5

x

Graph for problem2.13.
x2

Graphs for problem2.14.

Use (2.49) to find wi and b. After deriving equations for the
correctness by plugging in the SV coordinates.)
requiredinproblem

2.14 for the max-

imi~ationof a dual ~agrangian.

1
.I

xample 2.1 shows a mapping of a three-dimensiona1 input vector
-order polynomials. Find a mapping of a two-dime~sionalinput vect
x21 into third-orderpolynomials.Showtheresulting
SV
xample 2.2 shows how theXOR problem can be solved
ernels and a polynomial of the second-order kernel. The
= [O 0l3', dl = +l, x2 = [l
li T , 4 = - 1. In calculating the
Txi 112 was applied. Find the
) = I x ~ x ~ ] ~ and
, explain the differences. Why is a kernel
eferred? Find theessianmatrixapplying
th

+

) = x: + ;4. subject to the constrai~t
ue of Lagrange multipliers,
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2.19. Verify the validity of KKT theorem in finding the maximum of the function
f ( x ) = --x;- x; subject to the constraints
2x1

+ x2 2 2,

KKT stationary conditions,findtheminimumofthefunction
2.20.Usingthe
f ( x ) = (x1 - l ) 2 + (x2 - 2)2, subject to thefollowingconstraints.Checkyour
answer graphically.
x2 - x1 = 1.

2.21. Derive equation (2.1l), which describes the decompositionof the expected risk
(2.10). (Hint: Add and subtract the regression function to the squared error on the
right-handside of (2.10), and continuedevisingthefinaldecomposedexpression
(2.1l).)

The simulation experiments inchapter 2 have the purpose of familiarizing the reader
with support vectormachines.Twoprogramscoverclassification
and regression
(svc1ass.m and svregress.m) by applying the SVM technique in the MATLAB5
or MATLAB 6 version. There is no need for a manual here because both programs
are user-friendly.Theexperiments are aimedparticularly at understandingbasic
concepts in the SVM field: support vectors, decision functions, decision boundaries,
indicator functions, and canonical hyperplanes. One- and two-dimensional patterns
mappings(regression)areemployed
for ease of
(classification) and 93 -+
visualization.
You should meticulously analyze all resulting graphs, which nicely display
dificultto-understand basic conceptsand terminology used in the SVM field.
Be aware of the
following facts about the programs svc1ass.m and svregress.m.

93'

l. They are developed for classification and regression tasks, respectively.
2. They are designed for one-dimensional and two-dimensionalclassification and
one-dimensional regression problems.
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3. They are user-friendly,even for beginnersinusing
cooperate. They prompt you to select, to define, or to choose different things.
Experiment with the programsvc lass .m as follows:
1. Launch M ~ T L ~ ~ .
2. Connect to directory learnsc (at the matlab prompt, type cd learnsc
(RETURN)). learnsc isasubdirectory
of matlab, as bin, toolbox, and
uitools are. While typing cd learnsc,make sure that your working directory is
matlab, not m~tlab/bin,
for example.
3. Type start (RETURN). This will start the program. Choose
Choose
Classification.
4. The pop-upmenu will prompt you to decide about the
aclass.Youwillbeprompted
to choose data withove
lapping in the first example only.

of training data in
or withoutover-

5. You will obtain two graphs. The first graph shows support vectors and decision
boundariesobtained by an SVM and by theL S method (dashed). Thesecond
graph showsmany other important conceptssu
as decisionfunctions,indicator
functions, and canonicalplanes. For one-dimensional inputs
canonical straight lineand your decision boundary will be a poi
find an angle when all important concepts are shown in a three
There are 12 different prepared one- and two-dimensional training data sets. You
may add several more.The first seven examplesare for application of linear (hard and
soft) margin classifiers. Cases 10-1 5 are one- or two-dimensional examples of nonlinear classification with polynomial kernelsor R Fs with ~ a u s s i a nbasis functions.
Experiment with the program svregress as follows:
l . Launch M ~ T L ~ ~ .
2, Connect to directory learnsc (at the matlab prompt, type c
(RETURN)).
learnsc isasubdirectory
of matlab as bin, toolbox, and
uitools are. While typing cd learnsc,make sure that your working directory is
Matlab, not matlab/bin, for example.
3. Type start (RETURN).
Choose SVM. Choose
his
will
startpopa
up menu to select one out of three demo examples.The program can generate a linr regression model.In the case of nonlinear regression,
an
kernels. You will be prompted to define the shape (wi
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Gaussians by defining the coe cient ks. The standard deviation of Gaussian kernels
= ks*Ac, where Ac stands for a distance between the two adjacent centers, Using
ks < 1 results in narrow basis functions without much overlapping
and with poor
results.
Now perfom various e~periments(start with prepared examples), changing afew
design para~eters. unrepeatedlythesameexample,e
ri~entingwithdifferent
marginupperbound
C
parameters. For instance,change SV insensitivit~E, S
(default = inf), or the widthof Gaussian basis functions(kernels).The general advice
in p e r f o ~ n gsuch a multivariate choice of parameters is to change only one parameter at time.
Again, meticulously analyze all resulting graphs after each simulation run.
useful g e o ~ e t ~ cobjects
al
are shown that depict intricate theoretical concepts.
You are now ready to define your own one- and two-dimensional data sets for
classification or one-dimensionalfunctions for linear or nonlinearregression by

This Page Intentionally Left Blank

Thischapterdescribestwoclassicalneurons,
or neuralnetworkstructures-the
per~eptronand the linear neuron) or a ~ a l i n(adaptive
~
linear neuron). They differ in
origin and were developed by researchers from rather different fields, namely, neurophysiology and e~gineering.Frank Rosenblatt’s perceptron was a model aimed to
solvevisual perc~ptiontasks or to performakind of pattern recognitiontasks.
In mathematical terns, it resulted from the solution of the classification problem.
idrow’s adaline originated from the field
of signal processing or, more
specifically, from the adaptive noise cancellation problem. The mathematical problem of learning was solved by finding the regression hyperplane on which the trajectories of the inputs and outputs from the adaline should lie. This hyperplane is
defined by the coefficients (weights) of the noise canceller (linear filter, adaline) that
should be learnt.
The roots of both the perceptron and the adaline were in the linear domain. The
perceptron is the simplest yet powerful classifier providing the linear ~epara~ility
of
class patterns or examples. The adaline isthe best regression solutionif the relationship between the input and output signals is linear or can be treated as such. It also
e best classification solution when the decision boundary is linear.
owever, in real life
we are faced with nonlinear problems,and the perceptron was
by more sophisticated and powerful neuron and neural network stmcraces of it can. be recognized in a popular neural network used todaythe multilayer perceptron with its hidden layerof neurons with sigmoidal activation
functions (AFs). These AFs are nothing but softer versions of the original perceptron’s hard limitingor threshold activation function.
An even more important connectionbetweentheclassical
and themodern
perceptronsmay be foundintheirlearningalgorithms.This
chapter extensively
discusses this important concept of learning and related algorithms.
cornerstone of the whole soft computing field,but here it results from
arguments than those presented in chapter 2. Additionally) the concepts of decision
lines and decision surfacesare discussed here. Their geometrical significance
and their
connections with the perceptron’s weights are explained.
Graphical presentations and
explanations of low (two)-dimensional classification problems should ensure a sound
understanding of the learning process. Typical problems inthe soft computing field
are of much higher order,but the insights givenby two-dimensional problems willbe
of great use because in high-dimensionalpatterns one canno longer visualize decision
owever, the algorithms developed
for the classificationof two-dimensional
patterns remain the same.
The adaline being a neuron with a simple linear AF, it is still in widespread use.
Equipped with a simple yet powerful learning law,
it is a part of both neural networks
and fuzzy models. Typically, these linear neurons are the units in the
output layer of
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the neural networks or fuzzy models. The linear AF has an important property: it is
the simplest differentiable function, and thus one can construct an error function or
cost function dependent on adaline weights. Learningis the name for the algorithm
that adapts and changes the weights vectors in orderto minimize the error function.
As well known from the classical optimization field, this minimization
can be achieved
by using first or second derivatives of the cost function in respect to the parameters
(weights) that should be optimized. This scheme is simple, given the differentiable
activation function. The linearAF possesses this niceproperty. Although such learning is simple in idea, there are different ways to find the best weightsthat will minimize the error function (see section 3.2).

The perceptron was oneof the first processing elementsthat was able to learn. At the
time of its invention the problem of learning was a difficult and unsolved task, and
the very idea of autonomous adapting of weights using data pairs (examples, patterns, measurements, records, observations, digital images) was a very exciting one.
Learning was an iterative super~isedleurning paradigm.
In such a supervised adapting scheme,thefirstorinitialrandomweightsvec1 is chosen and the perceptron is given a randomly chosen data pair (input
1) and desired output d l . The perceptron learning algorithm is an
errOr-correction rule that changes the weights proportional to the error el = dl - 01
between the actual output 01 and the desired output d l . After the new weights vector
+ y(d1 - 01)x1, the
calculated
is according
to simple
therul
next datadrawn
pair
israndomly
from
th
scheme is repeated.
Constant y is called
leurning rate. It determines the magnitude of the change A~
but not its direction. re, with the classical perceptron,
&pesnot have a big impact
onlearning,but
be
e it is an important part f themoresophisticated errorcorrectionlearningschemes, it isgivenexplicitly.re,withperceptronlearning,
it
can be set to l. The reader may investigate the influenceof the learning rate y on the
weight-adapting process. Some time may be saved in believing the claim that with
larger y the number of training iteration steps increases.
Such a weight-adapting procedure isan iterative one and should gradually reduce
the error to zero. The classical perceptron attempted to recognize and classify patterns autonomously and was very successful given that the two classes of patterns
e . concept of linear separability isan important one, and it
were Zi~eurZys e p ~ r u ~ lThe
is given in detail later. Let us first analyze the mathematical modeland the graphical
representation of the perceptron.

3.1. The Perceptron
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The computing schemeof the perceptron isa simple one. Given theinput vector x,
it computesa weighted sum of its components

and produces an output of +l if U is positive; otherwise,an output of -1 results. (The
last entry of x is not the feature component of the input pattern but the constant
input x,+l = + l called bias.
In ath he ma tical terns, the output from a perceptron is given by

Sign stands for the signum function (known also as the eaviside function.)
sign(u) =

c

+l
-1

for U > 0,
for U < 0,

and its standard graphical representation is givenby a hard limiting threshold function that can be seen inside the neuron in figure 3.1. (The argument U = 0 of the
signum function isa kind of singular point in the sense that its value can be chosen.
Here, if U = 0, the output from the perceptron is takenas o = +l .)
ecause it is not evident, the following point deserves comment. Vector x comprises the features component xi (i = l ?. . . ? n), and the constant input component
xn+l = +l. (xn+l= - 1 may be used, too. The signof this constant input is not

Figure 3.1
Single perceptron and single-layer perceptron network.
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important. Its real impact will be taken into account in the sign of the weight w,+1.)
In the neural networks field this component is known as bias, ofiet, or t ~ r e s ~ Q Z ~ .
These three terns may be used interchangeably. Thus, in this book (unless stated
* otherwise) the
(n l)-dimensional input vector x and its corresponding weights
vector W, connecting theinput vector x with the (neural) processing unit, are defined
as the following column vectors:

+

x = [x1
Fv == [W1

x2

* * *

W2

* *

x,
W,

t 3.4)

+l]?
T

wn+l]

(3.5)

*

Thus, both x and W will almost always be augmented by +l and
and the argument U of the signum function can be rewritten as

wn+l,

respectively,

t 3.6)
Note that the choice ofx and W as column vectors is deliberate. They could have been
chosen differently. Actually, the notation will soon change so that a weights vector
will be written as a row vector. Such choices
of notation should be natural ones in the
sense that they should ensure easier vector-matrix manipulations;
and they are not of
paramount importance. However, it is important to realize that (3.1), or its vector
notation (3.6), represents the scalar (or dot) product of x and W, that is, the result of
this ~ultiplicationis a scalar.
If W had been definedas a row vector,(3.6) would have had the following form:

u = w x = x TW T

*

(3.7)

(3.7) results in the same single scalar value forU as (3.6) does. In another words, the
whole input vector x, afterbeingweighted by W, istransformed into onesingle
number that is the argumentU of the activation function of a perceptron.
The activation function of a perceptron is a hard limiting threshold or signum
function, and depending on whether U is positive or negative, the output of a perceptron will be 1 or - 1, respectively, Remember that the perceptron is aimed at
solving classification tasks; by prohibiting its output from having a value of 0, one
basically throws out from the training data set all training patterns whose correct
classificat~onis unknown.

+

3.1,
The first question at this point may be, in terns of learning, or solving classification
tasks, what does this simple mathematical operation-finding the inner productand
then taking thesign of the resulting single scalar-represent?
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~ a p p i n g1
0

Figure 3.2
Geometry of perceptron mapping.

Let US analyze the geometryof these two operations. Suppose one wants
to classify
two linearly separable classes, represented infigure 3.2 as hearts (class 1) and clubs
(class 2). In this case, (3. l), or (3.6), represents the plane U in a three-di~~nsional
space (XI, x 2 , U ) :
WlXl

+ w 2 x 2 - U + W 3 = 0,

(3.8)

or
u ( x ) = [W1

W21

i"n:i +

W3

=W 3

+ w3,

where W stands for the weights vector. The equation u(x) = 0 defines the decision
boundary, or sepuration line, that separates the two classes.In the case of data having
only two features (XI, x 2 ) , the discriminant function is thestraight line
(3.10)

u divides
Note the geometry of the classification task in figure 3.2, where the plane
two classes passing through the origin in feature or pattern space. In this case, w 3 is
3.2
equal to zero ( w 3 = 0), and the linear discriminant function, represented in figure
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by a thick line, is givenby
(3.11)
or
WTX = 0.

(3.12)

Let us take two data points, x1 and x2, on the discriminant function, (The vectors
and (741 - x2) are not represented in fig. 3.2.) From (3.12) it follows that

X I , 742

(3.13)

WT(XI - x2) = 0.

This scalar product is equalto zero, meaning that the weights vector vv is normal to
the linear discriminant function.
Some things are apparent in figure 3.2. First, the weights vector vv and the feature
lie in the very same feature (XI, x2) plane. Second, the actual magnitude (or
f vector W does not have any impact on classification. However, the orientation or direction of this weights vector is important. The vector W is normal (perpendicular) to the discriminant line and always. points to the ~ositiveside of the U
plane. Thus, the scalar productof W and any vector x belonging to hearts, or class l,
will always be positive, U > 0. The resulting output from the perceptron o = sign(u)
willbe +l. (On the right-hand side of fig. 3.2 this is shown by
the small upward
arrow above the heart.) Note, too, that the magnitude of U (and U is an a r g ~ eof~ t
the activation functionof the perceptron) is not relevant. This is the most significant
feature of the signum function. It maps the whole positive semiplane U (or the positive part of the u-axis of the perceptron's AF) into one single number, +l. In this
way, the whole semiplane with the verticalpattern lines in figure 3.2 will be mapped
into a single output value from the perceptron o = +l. In mathematical terms, two
basic mappings for the hearts pattern are taking place inside the perceptron: (3.1)
represents map~ing1, and (3.2) repre~entsmapping 2. This can also be said for all
patterns x belonging to clubs, or class 2. They lie
in the semiplane with the horizontal
pattern lines in figure 3.2. All the class 2 data vectors x and the weights vector
pointinoppositedirections,
and theirscalar(inner)productisalwaysnegative
(U < 0). Thus, the perceptron's output for clubs will be o = - 1. In this way, after
learning, the perceptron maps the whole
(XI, x2) plane into a stainvise surface in
three-dimensional space{XI, x;?,U} that can have two values only: 1 or - 1. In the
general case (see fig. 3.3) the a~angementof two classes is such that, after learning,
the linear discriminant function
will be shiftedout of origin. This shiftwill be enabled
by the consta~tinput term x,+] = +l (offset, bias) in input vector x, and it will be

+
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Figure 3.3
Linear decision boundary between two classes.

represented in the weights vector's component
line from the origin is

wn+l. The

distance of the separation

(3.14)
It is easy to show that all hearts lie on the positive side of the U plane. The lengthof
the projectionof any pattern vector x (see (2.45)and (2.46))onto the line throughthe
origin and weights vector W is
(3.15)
With (3.9) this results in
(3.16)

(3.17)
Thus, for all data x from class 2, U will be always negative, and the corresponding
perceptron's output o = -1. Similarly, all hearts will result with o = +l.

Two' questionsabout the perceptron (or any other neuron) are, What can this simple
processing unit represent? and How can it be made to represent it? The first is the
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problem of representation, discussed in the previous section. The second is the
problem of learning. Here, both parts are connected in the sense that a perceptron will
always be able to learn what it is able to represent. More precisely, the famous Perceptron Convergence Theorem (Rosenblatt 1962) states,
Given an elementary a-perceptron, a stimulus worldW )and any classification
C( W ) for which a solution exists, let all stimuliW occur in any sequence, provided
that each stimulus must reoccur in finite time.
Then, beginning from an arbitrary
initial state, an error-correction procedurewill always yield a solutionto C( W ) in
finite time.
It might be useful to reformulate this theorem in terms used in this book:
Given a single perceptron unit, a set of training
data X comprising linearly
separable input pattern vectors xi aad desired outputs di, let the training pairs
(Xi, di) be drawn randomly from a setX . Then, beginning from an arbitrary initial
weights vector W 1, error-correction learnihg(training, adapting) will always
correctly classifydata pairs in finite time.
The proofof this important theorem isas follows. If the classesare linearly separable,
then there exists the solution weights vector
vV*. (Note that this vector isnot unique.)
The magnitude of this vector does not have any impact on the fmal classification.
Thus, it is convenientto work with a normalized solution vectorI/W* // = 1)where the
scalar product of this vector with anypattern vector x will be
W*~X
2

a>0

for each x E Cl,
(3.18)

W*~X
5 -a

0 for each x E: C2,

where a is a small positiveconstant. The scalarproduct of the solution vectorW * and
any weights vector during learning is givenas
(3.19)
After the first learning step,and starting from w1 =
be written as

)

the scalar product may also

Note that the weight increment is calculated as Aw = yx, where = 1. This is one of
a few slightly different forms in which the perceptron learning rule may appear (see
box 3.1).
After the second learning step,
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+ x2) = w*Tw2 + W*TX2 2 2a.

w * T w ~= w * ~ ( w 2

(3.21)

+ I be written as
Thus, w * ~ w ~ can

w * ~ w2
~ +na.~

(3.22)

From the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and taking into account Ilw*11
that

= 1, it follows

or
IIwn+l

112

(3.24)

2 n2a2.

Note that during learning the following is true:
w2 = w~

+ Aw = vv1 + x1 = x1

~2 = w1+

AW = W I +

=0

if x1 was misclassified,
if x1 wascorrectlyclassified(recall

w1 =

or
llW21l2

2s

llXl

112.

Si~ilarly,it can be written that for any value of
generally,

(3.25)
W

during the learning process or

n

(3.26)
k=l

If the pattern vector x is defined with maximaln o m
(3.27)
(3.26) can be rewritten as
IlWn+t

112

2s nP.

(3.28)

Hence, the squared Euclidean n o m of the weights vector increases linearly at most
with the number of iterations n. Equations (3.24) and (3.28) are contradictory, and
after sufficiently large values
of iteration steps n, they canand will be satisfiedat some
Nmax-th iteration step when the equality sign holds:
(3.29)
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Thus, the number of learning steps cannot grow indefinitely, and training must conof learningsteps Nmax
vergein a finitenumber of steps.Thismaximalnumber
depends on the learningrate q and the initial weights vectorvv~,and on the generally
random sequence of training patterns submitted. The convergence theorem is valid
for any number of classes provided that all are mutually linearly separable.
There are a few more characteristics of the perceptron's learning process to consider. Let us start with a classification task that can be solved according to the given
convergence theorem.
The two classes shown in figure 3.4are said to be linearly separable because there
is no overlapping of data points and the decision boundary that separates these two
classes is a straight line. In mathematical terms, this classification task an
is i l Z - ~ o ~ e ~
roble^ in the sensethat the number of solutions to this problem is infinite. According to the perceptron convergence theorem, once learning is completed, the resulting
decision boundary will be any line that separates these two classes. Figure 3.4 shows
three out of an infinite number of possible straight lines that would solve the problem. Visual inspection would suggest
that line b might eventuallybe the best solution.
owever, the perceptron learning does not optimize a solution. The final weights
vector does not result from any optimization task. During learning
no attempt is
6

S
\

4

2
-r

1
C

0
-1

-2
--1
,L

Figure 3.
Simple data set consisting of two linearly separable classes drawn from
two normal distributions:Cl, void
circles, 50 data, ,al = (O,O), 01= 0.5; C2, solid circles, 50 data, ,a2 = (3,3), 0-1 = 1.
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made to minimize any cost or error function. The objective is only to find the line
that separates two linearly separable classes. As soon as the first solution weights
vector W*, which separates all the data pairs correctly, is found, there will be no further changes of the vector *. This vector will not be optimal in the sense that some
W".
predefinederrorfunctionwouldtakesomeminimalvalueforthisparticular
Simply, there was no predefinederror function during learning.
Let us discuss the relation between class labeling and both the resulting decision
W" that defines this line of separation between
boundaryandtheweightsvector
classes. Clearly, how labels are assigned to classes must not affect the classification
results. Figure 3.5 shows two classes, hearts and clubs, that are to be classified. The
resulting decision boundary between these two classes is defined
by
u(x) = 0

(3.30)

The left graph shows the resulting decision plane U when the desired value +l was
assigned to class 1, and correspondingly, the desired value of class 2 was - 1. The
labeling in the right graph is oppositeto the first one, and so is the resulting decision
plane. But the labeling does not affect the decision boundary between the classes
or
the position of the resulting weights vectorW*, which is always perpendicular to the
decision boundary. owever, the direction of W * does change. This weights vectorW *
always points in the positive direction of the plane
U . Because this positive (negative)
part of the U plane pends upon the labeling of the classes, so does the orientation of
the weights vector
The learning algorithm of a single perceptron is an on-line or patte~n-~ased
procedure. This recursive technique, organized in training sequences, is shown in box 3.1.

Direction of the weights vectorW*

Direction of the weights vectorW*
Figure 3.5
Influence of class labeling on perceptron learning results.

,
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ox 3.1
S u ~ a r of
y Perceptron Learning

Given is a set ofP measured data pairs that are used for training:
X = ( x j , d j , j = l ,...,P},

consisting of an input pattern vectorx and output desired responsed.

.. . wn ~ n + l ] ~ .
Perform the following training steps for
p = l, 2,3, . . . ,P:
Step 1. Choose the learning rate > 0 and initial weights vector w1. ( w ~can be random or w1 = 0.)

x = [x1 x2

. . . x,

+qT,

W

= [W1

W2

Step 2. Apply the next (the first one for p = 1) training pair (xt, dp) to the perceptron, and using
(3.1) and (3.2), find the perceptron’s output for the
data pair applied and the given weights vector
W.
Step 3. Find the error, andadapt the weights vectorW using one of the two mostpopular methods:
el, = d,

- op.

Method 1: wp+l = W,

+ Aw,

= wp

+ q(d, - op)xp,

or
Method 2:

wp+l

= wp

+ Awp = wp + qx,

if o

+ d,

w,,~ = W,

otherwise.

Step 4. Stop the adaptationof the weights ife = 0 for aZZ data pairs. Otherwise go back to step 2.

In this variant of learning the trainingdata pairs, consisting of the input pattern and
desired output (xn,dB),are considered in sequence or selected at random from the
training data set X. Perceptron output and error as well as weightchanges are
* that classifies all
reevaluated at eaclearningstep.Learningstops
at thefirst
pattern^ perfectly.ere,
perfectly means that there willbe no isclassified pattern
after training. In accordance with the perceptron convergence theorem,
when the
data are linearly separable, this W * willbe reached in a finite number of learning
steps. Note that this solution isnot unique and that the word o p t i ~ aisl not used here.
the data from two given
In figure3.4 all three discriminant functions perfectly classify
classes, but it is clear that line b separates classes 1 and 2 better then linesa and c do.
There actually is one optimal discriminant function (in L2 n o m ) in figure 3.4, and
line b is very, very close to it.
occasionally come across slightly different expressions
for the weight
in the literature, but the two givenas methods 1 and 2 in box 3.1 are the
most commonly used,and both methods work well.
~ d a ~ t a t i oofn weightsusingmethod I inbox3.1isinthe
f o m of an errorcorrection rule that changes the weightsproportional to the error e = d - o between
the actual output o and the desired output d. This rule is an interesting one. The
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3
X1

x2

+l
-12
-

1

0

1

2

3

4

Figure 3.6
Classification of three linearly separable classes consisting of data drawn from three normal distributions
(ten data in each class).

weight changeAwP is determinedby three components: learningrate v, error signal e,
and actual input x to the perceptron. Here, fof the perceptron, the error signal is
equal to the actual error e, but in the error back propagation algorithm, presented in
chapter 4, this error signal is not generally equal to the actual error and is instead
called delta, Later, a very similar learnirig rule is obtained as a result of the ~ i n i ~ j zation of some predefined costor errorfunction.
Note that the learning preceding rule is in athat
form
is exactfor a single perceptron
having one scalar-valued output 0. Therefore the desired output d is also a scalar
variable. But the algorithm is also valid
for a single-layer perceptron network as
given in figures3.1 and 3.6. When perceptrons are organized and connected as a network, the only change that
is the actual and desired outputs o and d are then vectors.
Furthermore, withmore than ane perceptronunit (neuron), there willbe more
weights vectors W connecting input x with each neiiron inan output layer. Thesevectors can be arranged in a weights matrixW consisting of row (or column) vectors W.
To be more specific, let us analyze a single-layer perceptron network for the classification of three linearly separable classes
as given in figure 3.6.A weights matrixW
is comprised of three weights vectors. As stated earlier, they can be arranged as row
vectors or as column vectors. If x and d are column vectors, the following arrangements of a weights matrix can be made:
W=

[E]

W = Iw1

W:!

(weights
vectors

wj] (weights
vectors

are row vectors),

(3.31)

are column
vectors).

(3.32)
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The appropriate evaluation of perceptron output using these two differently composed eights matrices is givenas
(for weights
matrix

as in (3.31)),

(3.33)

ts matrix as in (3.32)).

(3.34)

aerent sets of discriminant functions are presented in figure^ 3.
denoted as l , 2, and 3 are separation lines determinedby weights vecto
3. The orientation of the dividing (hyper)planes' is ~ e t e ~ i n by
e dn
(by the firstn components of weights vectors, where n represents the number of features), and their location is determined by the threshold (offset, bias) com~onentof
these weights vectors(the ( n 1)th component of W; see fig. 3.3). After training, each
particular separation line separates its own class from the other two. This kind of
nonoptimal splitting of a feature plane results in large areas without decision (the
gray patches in the left
graph of fig. 3.6). The regions where classification is undefined
result from each particular neuron taking care of its class only. For example, region
re 3.6 is on the ~egativeside of all threedisc~minantfunctions. None claims
of the planeas belonging to any of the three classes.The u n d e ~ e dcharacter
is of a different kind. In this case, separation lines 2 and 3 claim this territory as belonging to class 2 or3, respectively. ~ i ~ i lconclusions
ar
can be drawnfor
all other regions without decision.
owever, there is a set ofdisc~minantfunctions in figure 3.6 (dashed lines). They
are obtained as the se~arationlines between classes i and j using the fact that the
boundary between classesi and j must be the portion of the (hyper)plane
by

+

(3.35)
or

- w3j = 0.

(3.36)

The dashed lines in figure 3.6 follow from (3.36).
What is the soft computingpart of a erceptron and its learninga l g o r i t ~ This
?
is
the very character of the problem to be solved. The classification task isan ill-posed
problem. There are many (in fact, an infinite number of) solutions to this problem,
and a perceptron will stop learning as soon as it finds the first weights vectorW " that
correctly separates its particular class from the others. It should be admitted that
inchoosingagood
or bettersolutionthere are not too manychoicesleft.One
must accept any ~rst-obtainedsolution, or if not satisfied with it, repeat the learning
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process while remaining aware that its final outcome cannot be controlled. Later,
using a di~erentiableactivation function, some measure of the performance of the
learning process will be obtained, and the solutions will become less soft. (It is possible to construct and use a perceptron's error function as well, but this is beyond
the scope of this book. Details can be found in Duda and Hart (1973) and Shynk
owever, the reader mayattempt to solve problems 3.8and 3.9 related to this
issue.)
This example tracesthe classification of three linearly separable classes
consisting of data drawn from three normal distrib~tions(see fig. 3.7). In order for
this example to be tractable, there are just two data in each class. Thus, the characteristic featuresof a normal distribution are unlikely to be seen. The perceptron network is structuredas in figure 3.6.

3

2.5
2
1.5

Patterns x from three classes,two data per class
0.3456-0.3793
-0.0485 -0.17035

3.0154
2.1201
2.41170
2.9371
2.8806
-1.6612
-1.6842
1.0000 1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

1.0000
.0000
1

Desired target valuesd

l1
-1-1
1 -1-1-1-1
F i ~ u 3.7
r~
Graph for Example 3.1.

-1-1

1

-1-1
1 -1

-1
1

2.6505
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The calculations for the training are as follows.
Initial Random Weights
-0.8789
0.0326
0.8093 -0.3619
0.9733
0.0090

-0.0120 2
-0.4677
-0.8 185

Change of Weights
Matrix A W ~after the
First Pattern Presented
0.6912 -0.0970
2.0000
0
0
0
0
0
0

output 0 1

Pattern x1
0.3456

1

-0.0485
l .oooo

-1
1

New
Weights
-0.1877

Error el

0
0

Matrix W2
-0.0644

1.9880

0.8093 -0.3619 -0.4677
0.0090
0.9733 -0.8185

These calculations shouldbe repeated until all thedata are correctly classified. Here,
after cyclingfour times through the data set (fourepochs),the first weights matrix
that achieved perfect classification was

W* =

[

-5.5274
-6.0355
1.9880
2.0060
8.8347
-0.4677
0.3295
-5.4094
-4.8185

1

,

Note that further cycling through the data cannot change thevery first correct
The perceptron learning rule stops adapting after all the training data are corr
Aw(i,j ) = 0). By using weights vectors of each
particular perceptron
) in equations (3.17) and (3.36), one can draw separation lines similarto
the discriminant functions (solidor dashed) in figure 3.6.
The perceptron learning rule is simple, and its appearance on the scene excited
researchers, but not for long. It suffers from severe problems:it cannot separate patterns when there is an overlapping of data or when classes are not linearly separable.
Minsky and Papert (1969) devoted a whole book
to perceptron problemsand proved
mathematically that a single-layer perceptroncannot model complex logic functions.
They realized that by introducing one more layer (a hidden one), a perceptron can
represent the simple XOR problem,but at that point there wasno method for weight
adaptation (learning) in such a layered
structure. Because of its inability to learn in a
multilayeredstructure,theperceptron,havinga
hard limiting, not differentiable,
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Table 3.1
Logic Functions of Two Variables
x1

x2

fi

A

f3

h

fs

fs

h

h

h

fio

fil

fi2

h 3

fi4

fis

fi6

0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1

0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

1
1
0
0

0
0
1
0

1
0
1
0

0
1
1
0

1
1
1
0

0
0
0
1

1
0
0
1

0
1
0
1

1
1
0
1

0
0
1
1

1
0
1
1

0
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

AND

XOR

Figure 3.8
Possible partitions for three basic logic functions.

activation function, fell into obscurity, and the whole field of neural computing lost
momentum as well.
Let us examine the originsof these troubles, or analyze what a perceptron can do
when faced with the simplest logic functions
of two variables only. Table
3.1 presents
all 16 possible logic functions
of two variables (e.g.,
fs is the AND, f i s is the0
f7 is the exclusive OR, or XOR, function). Two out of these 16 functions cannot be
represented by a perceptron (XOR and the identity function^^). The separability is
3.8, and the problem
clear for the three two-dimensional examples presented in figure
does not change in higher-dimensional feature spaces. A perceptron can represent
only problems that can be solved by linear partitioning a feature (hyper)spa~einto
two parts. This is not possible with a single-layer perceptron structure in the cases
of
functionsf7 and f i o . The separation lines in figure3.8 for AND and OR problems are
out of an infinite number of lines that can solve these problems. For the
oblem, neither of the two lines (a or b) can separate the 0’s from the l’s.
There is no linear solution for this parity problem,2 but the number of nonlinear
separation lines is infinite. One out of many nonlinear discriminant functions for the
problem is the piecewise-linear line consisting of lines a and b taken together.
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1
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"

0
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I
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0

0.5

l

1.5
X1

Figure 3.9
Nonlinear discriminant function for theXOR (parity) problem in (XI, x;?)plane.

However, the XQR problem can be solved by using a perceptron ~ ~ tThis
~ can
o
be done by introducing one additional neuron in a special way.
Now, the structure counts. This newly introduced perceptron must be in a hidden
layer. It is easy to show this by following a kind of heuristicpath.
Note that XQR is a nonlinearly separable problem. Many different nonlinear discriminant functions that separate l's from 0's can be drawn in a feature plane. Suppose the following one is chosen:

4

f(x) = x1 + x2 - 2x1x2 -

t

(3.37)

This separation line is shown in figure
3.9. Functionfis a second-order surface with
a saddle point, and the orientation of its positive part is denoted by arrows. Replacing the nonlinear part (~1x2)
by the new variable
(3.38)

x3 = x1x2,
(3.37) can be written as

f(x)

=XI

+x2

"2x3

-4.

(3.39)

In a new, three-dimensional space ( X I )x2,x3), the XQR function f7 from table 3.1
can be represented as shown in figure 3.10.Note that x3 is equal to 1 only whenboth
x1 and x2 are equal to l. Clearly, in accordance with the perceptron convergence

~

~

.

21 1
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0

0
Figure 3.10
Discriminant function for the XOR problem after the introduction of a new variable x3. Note that the
separation “line” isa plane in a new (x,,x2,x3) space.

theorem, a single perceptron having as input variables x1,x2,and x3 will be able to
model the XOR function. In three-dimensional space the1’S and the 0’s are linearly
separable. However, thereare two problems at this point.
First, how can one ensure that, in the framework of a neural network, x3 is permanently supplied? Second, can one learn inside this new structure? The answer to
the first part is positive and to the second basically negative. (More than 30 years
ago, the second answer was a negative one indeed. Today, with random optimization
algorithms, e.g., with the genetic algorithm, one may think
about learning in perceptron networks having hidden layers, too. However,
at the moment, this is not the
focus of interest.)
The signal x3,which is equal to the nonlinearly obtained x3 = ~ 1 xfrom
2
(3.39),
can be produced in the following way:
x3 = sign(x1 -I
x2 - l .5).

(3.40)

For the given inputs from table 3.1, the lastx3 is equal to the one obtained in (3.38),
avoiding any multiplication. Unlike
equation (3.38), (3.40)can be realized by a single
perceptron. The resulting perceptron network is shown in figure
3.1 1.
Thus trying to solve the XOR problem resulted in a perceptron network with a
layered structure. It is an important and basic structure in the soft computing field.
The most powerful and popular artificial neural networks and fuzzy logic models
have the same structure, comprising two layers (hiddenand output) of neurons. (The
structure of SVMs, shown infig. 2.24, is the same.) An
important fact to notice isthat
the neuron in the hidden layer is nonlinear. Here, it has a hard limiting activation
function, but many others can be used, too. There is no sense in having neural processing units with a linear activation function in the hidden layer because simple
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Input

X 3 = +l-

Layers
f f i ~ ~ ~ noutput

constant input,bias

l?igure 3.11
Perceptron network with a hidden layer that can solve XOR
the problem.

matrix multiplication can restructure such a network into one with input and output
layers only. The appearance of the hidden layer (the name is due to Hinton and is
borrowed from “hidden Markov chains”) is intriguing. It does not have any contact
withtheoutsideworld;
it receivessignalsfromthe
input layernodes and sends
transformed variables to the output layer neurons. The whole power of neural networks lies in this nonlinear mapping of an (n 1)-dimensionalinput pattern vector
into an m-dimensional imaginary vector, where m denotes the number of hidden
layer neurons. This numberof hidden layer units is a typical design
parameter in the
application of neural networks. (This problem is deferredto chapter 4.)
Thus, with a hidden layer, a perceptroncan solve the XOR problem. Many other
(not necessarily neural or fuzzy) computing schemes can do it, too. The basic question is whether the perceptron learning rule,by using a training data set, can find the
right weights. It cannot in its classic form, as presented in box 3.1. After this simple
fact was proven by Minsky and Papert (1969)) the perceptron and the neural networks field went off the stage. A dark age for neurocomputing had begun. Almost
two decades passed before its resurrection in the late 1980s.
There was a simple yet basic reason for the insufliciency of the existing learning
rule. The introduction ofhidden(imaginary)space,whichsolvestheproblem
of
representation, brought in an even more serious problemof learning a particular set
of hidden weights that connect input with the hidden layer of a perceptron. (In fig.
3.11 there are three such weights.) In both methods for adapting perceptron weights
(see box 3.1) one needs information about the error at the perceptron output unit
caused by a given weights set. With this information, the performance
of the specific

+
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weights is easyto measure: just compare the desired(or target) output value with the
actual output from the network,and in the accordance with the learning law, change
the weights. The serious problem with the hidden layer unitsthat
is there isno way of
knowing what the desired output values from the hidden layer shouldbe for a given
input pattern. This is a crucial issue in neurocomputing, or to be more specific, in its
learning part. If the desired outputs from the hidden layer unitsfor some particular
training data set were known, the adaptation or learning problem would eventually
notexist.Thesameperceptronlearningrule
for the adaptation of hiddenlayer
weights could be used. The algorithm would remain the same, but there would be
two error signals: one for the output layer weights and another for the hidden layer
weights (all the weights connected to the output and hidden layer neurons, respectively). At the time of the perceptron there was no algorithm for finding the error
signal for hidden layer weights.
The classical approach to this problem is to definesome ~ e r f ~ r ~ a ~ c e ~ e a s u r e
(error or cost f u ~ c t i o for
~ ) a network that depends upon the weights only, and by
changing (adapting, optimizing, learning, training) the weights, try to optimize this
performance measure. Depending upon what error function is chosen, optimization
may be either minimization (e.g.,of sum of error squares or absolute value of error)
or maximization (e.g., of maximum likelihood or expectation). With the error function, the standard approach in calculus for finding the optimal weights matrix
is to use the first (and eventually the higher-order) derivatives of this function with
respect to the weights wg. In the framework of neural networks weights learning,the
second derivativesare the highest ones in use.
Thus, the activation function of neurons must be a differentiable one. Unfortunately, this is exactly the property that a perceptron activation function (a signum
function) does not possess. The simplest one having this property is the linear activation function of Widrow-Hoff’s adaline (adaptive linear neuron). The name adaline is rarely used today. What remains are the last two words of the original name:
linear neuron. However, the adjectivea ~ a ~ t i is
v ea good one in this case.It describes
the most essential property of this simple processing unit-the ability to learn. This
v eleast deserves a place in the title of
ability is the core of intelligence, and a ~ a ~ t i at
the next section.

aptive Linear ~ e u r o n( ~ ~ a ~an
ne)
The adaline in its early stage consisted
of a neuron with a linear
AF, a hard limiter(a
thresholding device with a signum AF), and the least mean square (LMS) learning
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rule for adapting the weights. During its development in the 1960s,
it was a great
novelty with a capacity for a wide range of applications whenever the problem at
hand could be treated as linear (speech and pattern recognition, weather forecasting,
adaptive control tasks, adaptive noise canceling
and filtering, and adaptive signal
processing; all these problems are treated as nonlinear today). All its power in the
linear domain is still in full service, and despite being a simple neuron, it is present
(without a thresholding device) in almost all neural
or fuzzy models.
This sectiondiscussesthetwomost
important parts of theadaline-itslinear
activation functionand the LMS learning rule.The hard limiter is omitted in the rest
of the presentation, not because it is irrelevant, but for beingof lesser importance to
the problems to be solved here. The words a~aZineand Zinear neuron are both used
here for a neural processing unit with a linear activation functionand a corresponding learning rule (not necessarily LMS). More about the advanced aspects of the
adaline can be found in Widrowand Walach (1 996), Widrow
and Stearns ( 1985),and
Widrow and HoK ( 1960).

e~resentational~ a ~ a ~ i l i tofi ethe
s A
The processing unit with a lifiear activation function is the most commonly used
neuron in the soft computing field. It will almost always be the only type of neuron inthe output layer of neuralnetworks and fuzzylogicmodels.
Its mathematicsissimpler than that of theperceptron.Becausethesignum
part, or hard
limiting quantizer,of the classical adaline is missing here, the linear neuron model is
given by
(3.41)
or
o = w Tx = x T W.

(3.42)

The model of a single-layer network (without hidden layers) with a linear neurons is
given by
(3.43)
where the weights vectors W connecting the components of the input vector x with
each particular linear neuron in the output layer are the row vectors in the weights
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x
X1

x
Xn+ I
Om

+l
Figure 3.12
Top left, linear processing neuron. ~ o t t left,
o ~ equivalency between the graphs
summation. ~ i g single-layer
~ ~ ,
neural network.

of a linear neuron and

The linear processing neuron in figure 3.12
(top left) has a one-dimensional or scalar
input x, and the inputs in theother two parts of the figure are n-dimensional feature
vectors augmented with bias+l. Note that x and VY are n-dimensional vectors now.
The neuron labeled with the summation sign is equivalent to a linear neuron. The
single-layer network in figure 3.12 is a graphical (or network) representation of the
standard linear transfo~ationgiven by the linear matrixequation (3.43).
Despite the fact that the linear neuron is mathematically very simple, it is a very
versatile and powerful processing unit. Equipped with an effective learning rule, it
can successfully solve diferent kinds of linear problems in the presence of noise. It
can be eficient in the modeling of slight nonlinearities,too. Thus it may be instructive to show diferent problems that the adaline can solve, deferring study of the
learning rule until section 3.2.2. This
will demonstrate the representational capability
of a simple linear neuron.In order to better understandthe results obtained, notethat
unlike in the case of perceptron learning, the adaline adapts weights in order to
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minimize the sum-of-error-squares cost function.
Thus we work in L2 norm here. The
final weights vector results as a solution of an optimization task, though sometimes
the optimal result does not necessarily mean a good solution (see example 3.2).
The examples in this section originate from different fields.
The input (feature)
vector is low-dimensionalto enable visualizationof the results. There isno difference
in the representational power of a linear neuron when faced with high-dimensional
patterns at the input layer or target vectors at the output layer. If the problem at
hand can be treated as linear, the adalinewill always be able to provide the solution
that is the best in the least-squares sense.
In other words, the errors that result will be
such that the sum of error squares will be the smaZZest one. With input patterns and
targets of higher dimensions, the only difference with respectto the solutions will be
in computing time, and generally visualization of ~gh-dimensionalspaces will not
be possible. (Some readers are eventually able to imagine hyperspaces, separation
hyperplanes, or error hype~araboloidalsurfaces.) Even so, some of the problems
expressed through high-dimensional input patterns can be properly visualized, such
as identification of linear dynamic systems or linear filters design. Examples3.2 and
3.3 are classification problems,and in examples 3.4-3.6 a linear neuron is performing
regression tasks.
~ 3.2
~ ~Consider
Z e theclassificationoftwolinearlyseparableclasses

drawn
from two normal distributions: Cl, 25 data, ,ul = (1, -l), 01 = 0.5, and C2, 25 data,
p2 = (3,2), 0 2 = 0.5. The adaline should find the separation line between these two
classes for two slightly different data sets: without an outlier, and when there is a
single outlier data point in class2. The classes are linearly separable.
~

x

The classes in this example (with and without outlier in class 2) are linearly separable, and a perceptron wouldbe able to solve this classification problem perfectly.
It
is not like that with adaline solutions. When there are no outliers and the data are
drawn from Gaussian distributions, the adaline solution will perfectly separate two
classes. This kindof solution is representedby a solid line in figure 3.13. When there
is an outlier, the separation line (dashed in fig. 3.13) is not a good one. The adaline
solution is always one in the least-squares sense, and its learning rule does not have
the ability to reduce the effect of the outlier data points. Thus, the separation line
when there is an outlier is optimal in the least-squares sease
but may not be very
good. This is a well-known deficiency
of the L2 norm when faced with non-Gaussian
data. This norm cannot reduce the influence of outlier data points during learning.
Fortunately, in many real-world problemsthe assumption about the Gaussian origin
of the data may very often be an acceptable one.
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Adaline solutionof the classification problem:
without outlier(solid line)
sic Outlier
with outlier (dashed line)
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Figure 3.13
Classi~cationof two linearly separable classes drawn from two normal distributions:
C1 (circles), 25 data,
p1 = (1, -l), c r l = 0.5; C2 (crosses),25 data, p2 = (3,2), = 0.5.
I

The real advantage of using a linear neuron for the solution of classification tasks
will be in cases when classes are not linearly separable. A perceptron cannot solve
these problems, and the adaline provides the solution in the least-squares sense.
~ 3.3 Consider
~
~ the classification
~
Z of two
e not linearly separable classes with
over~apping,drawnfromtwo
normal distributions: Cl, 100 data, p1 = (1, -l),
2 , 100 data, p2 = (3,2), 0 2 = 2. The adaline should find the separation
line between these two classes. (Recall that an SVM is able to solve such a problem
with the soft margin classifier.)

~

The solid separation line shown in figure3.14 is the one that ensures the minimal
sum of error squares of misclassified data points.
Linear or nonlinear regression is a prominent method for fitting data in science,
statistics, or engineering. The adaline will be in charge of linear regression.
sion provides the answerto how one or more variablesare related to, or affected by,
other variables. The following examples present linear regression solutions obtained
by an adaline. The examples are restricted to one or two features and one output
variable, Considerationof hi~~-dimensional,
nonl linear regression (the basic problem
in soft computing) is deferred to chapter 4. (Recall that chapter 2 discussedhow
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Adaline solutionof a classification problem:
data sets withhigh overlapping
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Figure 3.14
Classification of two not linearly separable classes with overlapping drawn from two normal distributions:
C1 (circles), 100 data, p, = ( l , - l ) ,01 = 2; C2 (crosses), 100 data, p, = (3,2), 02 = 2.

SVMs solve nonlinear regression tasks.)
As in the case of a perceptron or of examples
3.2 and 3.3, the end result of the learning process will be the set of weights, or the
or hyperplane.
weights vector W, that defines the least-squares regression line, plane,
Consider the problemof finding the underlying function between two
variables x and y. The training data consist of 200 measured data pairs and 10 measured data pairs from the process describedby the linear functiow = 2 . 5 ~ l n,
x E lo, lo], where n is a Gaussian random variable with a zero mean and such variance that it corrupts the desiredoutput y with 20% noise. The structure of the adaline
is the same as in figure 3.12 (top left). Using the data set, find (learn) the weights w1
and W:! that ensure the modeling of the unknown underlying function (known to us
but not to the linear neuron).

+

The solutionsto this one-dimensional regression problem
are shown in figure 3.15.
They were obtained by the adaline learning procedure using two training data sets
(200 data pairs and 10 data pairs). Note that the more data used, the better will be
the estimationof the adaline weights.
Redundancy in data provides knowledge. This is a standard fact in the field of
/
estimation, that is, in learning from data tasks like the ones shown here. The prob/’
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Adaline solutionof a regression problem
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Figure 3.15
Solution of a regression task for the underlying functiony = 2 . 5 ~ 1 + y1 using (top) 200 data pairs, and
(bottom) 10 data pairs. True function (solid line); regression function (dashed line).
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Estimated W, and W, in dependence on the number
of data points and noise
in a regression problem

I

0

0.2

I

0.4
0.6
Noise = abscissa * 100%

I

I

0.8

1

Figwe 3.16
Dependence of weights estimates upon the noise level and the of
size
the data set.

lem in real-world applications is that the number of data required increases exponentially with problem dimensionality, but typical learning environments (usuallyof
a very high order) provide only sparse training data sets. This is only one of the
curses of dimensionality. (Recallthat one remedy, shown in chapter 2, was applying
kernel functions.) Figure 3.16 shows how the quality of weight estimation depends
upon the noise leveland the size of the data set. Clearly, the higher
the noise level, the
more data are needed in order to find a good estimate. Note that the estimation of
bias weight w2 is much more sensitiveto both noise level and the number of training
data.
The geometrical meaning ofweight components in regression tasks is different
from that in classification problems. In figure 3.16, W € represents the slope and w2
represents the intercept of the regression line. This will be similar for patterns of
higher dimension.
Let us now analyze a two-dimensional regression problem, which might provide
better understanding of what a linear neuron does in hyperspace (hint: it models
regression hyperplan~s).
Consider the problemof finding the underlying function between three
variables: x and y are the input, or independent, variables, and z is the dependent,
Ze 3.5
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output variable. The training
data consist of 200measured data pairs from the process
described by linear functionz = 0.004988~ 0.995~ n, x E [0, l], y E [-0.25, +0.25],
where n is a Gaussian random variable with a zero mean and such variance that it
corrupts the desired output z with 20% noise. The structureof the adaline is the same
as in figure 3.12 (bottom left), with x and W being two-dimensional(do not forget the
constant input term 1 and its corresponding weightw3). Using thedata set, learn the
weights w1, w2, and w3 that ensure the modeling of the unknown underlying plane.

+

+

+

The optimal solution to this problem is presented with two graphs in figure 3.17.
The bottom graph is given under the angle along the planeto show that the adaline
drew the planethrough the noisy data in the least-squares sense. The
character of the
solution is equivalent to the solution in a one-dimensional regression problem, and
the same will be true for similar regression tasks of any dimension. Provided that
there are enough training data pairs (x,y), where x is an n-dimensional input vector
and yisa on~-dimensionaloutput vector, after thelearningphasetheresulting
(n 1)-dimensional hyperplane willpass through the cloud of data points in an
(n 1)-dimensional space.

+
+

of a single linear
Let us conclude the examination
of the representational capability
processing unit with a standard control problem-the identification of linear plant
dynamics.
x ~ 3.6
~ Linear
~ Z single
e
input-single output dynamic systems can be described
by the following generic discrete equation:

~

where Yk-i and uk-i are past inputs and outputs, and n k is additive white noise. The
system identification problemof determining a's and b's can be viewed as a regression
(functional appro~imation)problem in % n f n f * . (In a more general case, the ordersof
the input and output delays diEerand % = %"+'+l). Now, consider the identification
of the following second-order system:

Y ( s )=

3
s2+s+3

With the sampling rate AT

= 0.25s,

we obtain the discrete equation

Using a set of 50 input-output data pairs, a linear neuron estimates the values of
the parameters a and b. The training input U was a pseudo-random-bina~-si~al
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Figure 3.18
Structure of a linear neuron for theid~nti~cation
of a second-order system.

S), and the output of the system was c o r ~ p t e dby 5% white noise with a zero
mean.
For thisproblemthe input patterns are four-dimensional vectors CO
for each instant k and k E [3, $ K ] , where the subscript
thenumber of discretesteps. S ~ u l a t i o ntimeisequal to
he output fromthe
linear neuron is yk. The structure of the linear neuron to be used is
3.18. Note that in this type of discrete difference equation the const
term is missing. This expresses the fact
that the hype~lanein a five-dimensional
space is a homogeneo~sone, that is, this hyperplane passesthrough the origin with
no shift along any axis. All possible trajectories
y for the correspondi
U will lie on thishype~laneif there is no noise. In the presence of di
trajectories will lie around it. The expressions wi X ai and W i x bi in figure 3.18 denote
that by the end of the learning, the
wi will be the e s t ~ ~ a tof
e sthe parameters ai and bi.
ence the physical m e a ~ of
n ~the weights, which a the subjects of l e a ~ n g is
,
againdifferent than it wasinthepreviousexamples.oreover,inthis
particular
identification problem, the weights can be thought of twodifferentways: as coefficientsof the hype~lanein a five-dimensional space on which all possible trajectories of the given second-order dynamics would lie,
or as the constant coefficients
of thegivensecond-orderdifference equation.
h views are correct, and thetask
re the modeling of the unknown
is to learn the weights w1,w2,w3, and w4 that
under1 ing plane by using the data set. The training results are presented in figure
th graphs show that a linear neuron can be a reliable model of a linear dyUk-1 Uk-2,yk-l ,yk-2

he same phenomena as in figure 3.16, concerning the dependence of the relative
error of the estimated parameters for a second-order linear discrete dynamic system
upon the size of the data set, may be seen in figure 3.20. I
tion error when using fewer than 150 data pairs may be
considerable error, and in order to have a good model of this second-order system,a
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Identification of a 2d-order system-Training results

Identification of a 2d-order system1.4
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Figure 3.19

Identification of a linear second-orderplant. Left, training results. Right, test results.
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Figure 3.20

Dependence of the relativeerror of estimated parameters for a second-order linear discrete dynamic system
upon the size of adata set.
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larger data set must be used. ( ecall from chapter 2 the ratio Z/h, which defines t
size of a training data set.)

The previous section discussed the representational capabilityof a neural ~rocessin.~
unit with a linear activation function(the adaline). In the world of neural computing,
the learning part is of the same, or even greater, importance as the representation.
part. Adapting weights of a linear neuron using a data set can be done in several
different ways. (This is also true for other types of processing units.) How weights
learning can be solved for a neuron having a linear activation function is the subject
ive methods are demonstrated.
Consider the single linear neuron in figure3.2 l. An input signal x comprising features and augmented by a constant input component (bias) is appliedto the neuron,
weighted, and summed to give an output signal 0.
A learning problem is a problem of parameter estimation of a chosen. model between the input vectors x and the outputs 0. Using linear activation functions in a
neuron the underlying function between these variables is expected
to be satisfactorily
modeled by a linear regression line, plane,or hyperplane.
Thus the learningtask is to find the weightsof the neuron (estimate the parameters
of the proposed linear model) using aJinite number of measurements, observations,
or patterns. Note that the weights W i result from an esti~ationprocedure, and in the
literature on statistics or identification in control, theseestimatedparameters are
typically denoted as
For the sake of simplicity this circumflex is not used here, but
output
Desired
Output
Weights
Input

x:

W

d

0

Xi

xn
....l..

................................................

’

I......

e=d-o
Error

Figure 3.21
Learning scheme for a linear neuron. Dashed arrows indicate that weights adaptationusually depends on
the output error.
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one must not forget the statistical character of the weights. They are random values
dependinguponthesamples or patterns usedduringtraining(seefigs.3.16
and
320).
The learning environment comprises a training set of measured data (patterns)
1, . . ,P} consisting of an input vector x and output, or system
and the corresponding learning rule for the adaptation of the
weights. (In what follows learningalgoriths are for the caseof one neuron only,
the desired output is a scalar variable d. The extensions of the algorithms for
vector, are straightforward and are presented subsequently.) The choiceof a performance criterion, or the measure
of goodness of the estimation, maybe made between
a few different candidates.For example, one can minimize the sum of error squares,
maximize the likelihood function, or maximize expectation. (Alternatively,as shown
in chapter 2, one can minimize more complex functionals.)
In the neural networks field, the most widely used performance criterion for the
estimation of model parameters (here, a vector W) is the sum of error squares. It is
relatively straightforwardto show that if the data are corrupted with Gaussian noise
with a zero mean, minimization of the sum of error squares results in the same parameters as maximization of the likelihood function. (To show this, solve problem
owever, in the caseof maximal likelihood estimates one must know
and take
into account the statistical properties of noise. Nothing about the character of disturbances need be assumed when working witha sum-of-error-squares cost function,
and no statistical model is assumedfor the input variable x.
Following are five different methods for adapting linear neuron weights using a
training data set. The first three methods
are batch (off-line, explicit, one-shot)
~et~ods,
whichuse allthe data at once, and the last two are
on-line (implicit, sequential,
recursive, iterative) procedures. The latter are of great interest for real-time control,
signal processing, and filtering tasks, or more generally, for applications where there
is a need to process measurements or observations as soonas they become available.
Note that the sum of error squares is taken as the cost function to be minimized,
meaning that the derivation of the learning rule will be made through dete~inistic
arguments only. The resulting least-squares estimates may
be preferred to other estimateswhenthereis
n possibilityof, or need for, assigningprobability-density
functions to x and d (or in the caseof a single-layer networkof linear neurons-see
fig. 3.12 (right)).
oin~e~seAssume that a data set
of P measurements d (Pmust be equal or larger than the number of weight components to be estimated) can be expressed as a linear functionof an ( n 1)-dimensional

+
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input vector x (n features + bias term) plus a random additive measurement error
(disturbance or noise) e:

d = wTx-t-e?

(3.45)

+

where both x and W are (n 1 , l ) vectors. Note that assumption (3.45) is the rationale for using a linear neuron. Using o = wTx from (3.42), an error at the pth presented data pair may be expressed as

e,

= d, - 0, = d,

-W

T

(3.46)

x,,

where the weightsW are fixed during thepth epoch, or during thepth presentation of
the whole set of training data pairs (p = l P) Now, the cost function is formed as
P

(3.47)
i

or using that W Tx = xTw,
P

( w ~ x, d,)(WTx, - d,)
1
/ P

P

P

(3.48)
For the sake of simplicity and generality of the learning model, a matrix of input
also as a data matrix
of desired outputs dp are
vectors x, (known
introduced as follows:

Note that columns of are the input patterns x,.
have been arranged so that its rows were
S way only to make clear the connection between
are class labels for classification tasks. In regression problems, they are the values of dependent variables. Now, the error function
can be rewritten inmatrix f o m as
E !Rp>l .

(3.50)
In this least-squares estimation task the objective to
is find the o p t i ~ ~ Z
mizes E. The solution to this classic problem in calculus is found by setting the gra-
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dient of E, with respect to W, to zero:
(3.51)
In the least-squares sense, the bestor optimal solution of (3.5l), W*, results from the
n o r ~ a l e q ~ ~ (XX
tion
(3.52)
where the matrixX' is an (n + 1,P) pseudoinverse matrix of the matrix X T and it is
assumed that the matrix XX is nonsingular. The optimal solution W * in (3.52) is
Wiener-~opfsolution in the signal processing field (Widrow and Walach
kin 1991). Extended discussion of learning in a linear neuron may alsobe
found in Widrowand Steams (1 985)and Widrow and Walach (1996).
When the number of training samples is equal to the number of weights to be
isasquarematrix
and X' = (XT)-'. Thus,theoptimalsolution
results as a unique solution of a set of linear equations. This is of little practical
interest. Training patterns will almost always be corrupted with noise, and to reduce
the influence of these disturbances, the number of training samples must be (much)
larger than the number of adapted weights (see figs. 3.16 and 3.20). From a computational point ofview, the calculation of optimal weights requires the pseudoinversion of the (P,n 1)-dimensional matrix. With respectto computing time, the
critical part is the inversion of the (n l , n 1) matrix XX '. In the application of
neural networks it is quite commonfor input vectors to be of a very high dimension,
and in such a situation this part of the calculation may not be easy. One possible
solution to this type of problem is shown in method
5 in this section.
It is useful to look at the geometry of the cost function E (hyper)surface. Recall
that the objective is to find the weights vector that defines its minimum, and it may
save some timeto ask only two basic questions: does the
error (hyper)surfaceE have
a minimum at all, and is this minimum unique? Fortunately, in the case of a linear
activation function, E is a quadratic surface4 of the weight components with a guaranteed unique ninimum. The proof is simple.From (3.46) it is clear that the error ep
for each particular data pair ( x p ,4 ) is a linear function of the weight components.
of squaring and sumrning individualerrors
The cost functionE from (3.47) is a result
ep. Thus, E will contain maximally second-order terms
of weights vector components.
Generally, in the case of a linear neuron, E is a (hyper)paraboloidalbowl hanging
over an (n 1)-dimensional space spanned by the weights vector components wi,
i = 1,n 1. The picture is much less complex for a one-dimensional weights vector

+

+

+

+

+
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when E is a parabola over the w1 axis. When there are only two components in a
weights vector, W = [w1 w2] T , E is an elliptical paraboloid (bowl-shaped surface)
over the plane spanned by w1 and w2.
The unique minimal sumof error squares Emin is determinedby W * from (3.52):
(3.53)
Using (3.46) and (3.49), it is easy to show that without noise E(w*) = 0.

~ e t h 2:
o ~ ~ewton-Raphson~ p t i ~ z a t i oScheme
n
Oneofthesecond-order
optimization methods is Newton7siterative learning scheme. It is described in chapter 8
for the general case when the
error (hyper)surface depends nonlinearly
on the weights
vector, Here, devising this learning law is relatively straightforward for the sum-oferror-squares cost function.
First, rewrite the expressionfor the gradient of the error function from (3.51):

The second derivative of E with respect to the weights vector
Hessian matrix, is

W,

known also as a

(3.55)
After multiplying (3.54) from the leftby
(3.56)
where the second term on the right-hand side of (3.56) is the optimal solution
given by (3.52). Now, rewrite (3.56)as

W*

(3.57)
Equation (3.57), which results in the optimal weights vector
W*, is exactly the NewtonRaphson optimization algorithm. It is simple in form and yet a powerful tool, particularly for quadratic cost surfacesand when the Hessian is a positive definite matrix.
This is always the case with a sum-of-error-squares cost function, and (3.57) shows
that starting from any initial weights vector W, the optimal one, W * , will always be
found in oneiteration step only. (This not
is true for a general nonlinear cost function,
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where more iteration steps are usually required. Also, using the Newton-Ra~hson
method does not guarantee that the global minim^ will be reached when the cost
function depends nonlinearly upon the weights.)

A classical optimization method that
has become widely used in the field of soft computing is the method of steepest
descent (for mini~zationtasks) or ascent (for maximization tasks)? Changes of the
weights are made according to the following a l g o ~ t ~ :
(3.58)
where y1 denotes the learning rate, and p stands for the actual iteration step. Note
that here the pth iteration step means the pth epoch, or the pth presentation of the
wholetraining data set.Thus, the gradientiscalculatedacross
the entireset of
training patterns.
here are many different strategies in the neural networks field concerning what
to start the optimi~ationshould be. Much can be said about
is a standard design parameter during learning. Moreover it is
highly pro~lem-de~endent.
Two alternatives are either to keep the learning rate y
small and fixed, or to change it (usually to decrease it) during the iterativeadaptation
he smaller y is, the smoother but slower will
be the approach to the
script 1 is used for the sake of notational simplification only. It will be
lost in the next line while deriving this gradient learning rule.
Introducin~ theexpression for thegradient(3.54)
into equation (3.58) and
changing the notation for the learning rate to y = 2y,,
(3.59a)

n- I-

I

(3.59b)
m=O

from the initial weight vvl = and with a sufficiently small learning
which ensures a convergenceof (3.59),

rate y,
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cx)

lim wP+1 = wcx)=

P"'*

(3.60)
m=O

x+

or
W,

(3.61)

= W* =

In other words, under these conditions, the ideal gradient procedure will ultimately
end up with the same optimal solution vectorW* as methods 1 and 2 did. (Theintroduction of the pseudoinversematrix
in (3.60) as well as manyotherinteresting
properties of pseudoinverse matrices are covered in the literature; see, for example,
Rao, and Mitra (1971)).
The learning rate q controls the stabilityand rate of adaptation. The ideal gradient
learning algorithm convergesas long as

O<q<

2

(3.62)

How different learningrates affect the decrease in theerror cost function is shown in
example 3.7. Very similar error trajectories are found during learning in a nonlinear
environment and inoptimizingamuchhighernumber
of weights. The general
approach in choosing q is to decrease the learning rate as soon as it is observed that
adaptation does not converge. In the nonlinear case, thereare other sources of trouble, such as the ~ossibilityof staying at a local minim^. Nonlinear opti~zation
problems are discussed in more detail in chapter 8. For a detailed study of convergence while adapting the weights in a linear neuron, the reader is referred
to
and Stearns (1985)) Widrowand Walach (1996), and Haykin (1991).
~~~~~2~ 3.7 Dependency (the plant or system to be identified) between two variables is given by y = 3x - 1. Using a highly corrupted (25% noise) training data set
contain in^ 41 measured patterns (x,d ) , estimate the weights of a linear neuron that
should model this plant by using the ideal (off-line) gradient procedure. Show how
the learning rate q affects the learning trajectory of theerror.

The optimal solution to this problem, obtained by method 1, that is, by using a
pseudoinverse of theinput matrix X T , is W I = 2.92 w2 = - 1.04, and minimal squared
error E ~ nobtained
,
from (3.53), is equal to 179.74. The trajectories presented in
figure 3.22 clearly indicate that the smaller q is, the smoother but slower will be the
approach to theoptimum.Beyondthecriticallearning
rate qc = 2/tr~ce(
learning is either highly oscillatory(v being still closeto qc) or unstable.
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Linear neuron. Trajectory of the error
cost function decrease
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Figure 3.22
Influence of learning rate on the adaptationof weights in a linear neuron.
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also known as the idr row-~o~learning rule or the
delta learning rule), is a gradient descent adapting procedure, too, but unlike the
ideal gradient method,it is not a batch method: the gradient is evaluated after every
sample is presented. Thus, LMS is used in an on-line or stochastic mode where the
weights are updated after every iteration. In this way, the error on the training data
generally decreases more quicklyat the beginning of the training process because the
network doesnot have to wait for all thedata pairs (the entire epoch)to be processed
before it learns anything. This early reduction in error may be one explanation why
on-line techniques are common in soft Computing. The possibility of adapting the
weights in an on-line mode is very popular in the fields of
control and signal prolearning rule is similarto (3.58),
(3.63)
the only difference being that the subscript p now denotes the iteration step after
single training data pairs (usually randomly drawn) are presented. Thus, the calculation of the weight change ~ w por, of the gradient needed for this, is att tern-based)
not epoc~-ba~ed
as in method 3. It is relatively easy to show that the ideal gradient
(method 3) is equal to the sum of the gradients calculated after each pattern is presented for fixed weights during the whole epoch. (To see this, solve problem 3.27.)
S algorithm is also known as the delta learning rule, which was an early
powerful strategy foradapting weights using data pairs only. The variable(or signal)
6 designates an error ~ i g n ~but
l , not the error itself as defined in (3.46) and shown in
figure 3.21. Thus,6 will generally not be equal to the error ep = dp - op.Interestingly,
the equality 6 = e does hold for a linear activation function. In the world of neural
computing, the error signal 6 used to be of the highest importance. After a hiatus in
the development of learning rules for multilayer networks for almost 20 years, this
adaptation rule made a brea~throughin 1986 and was named the generalized delta
as the error backpropagation (EBP)
learning rule. Today, this rule is also known
learning rule (see chapter 4).
It is now appropriate to present the basics of theerror-correction delta rule, which
uses a gradient descent strategy for adapting weights in order to reduce the error
(cost) function. The EBP algorithm is demonstrated for a single neuron having any
di~erentiableactivation function (see fig. 3.23). Thiswill be just a small (nonlinear)
deviation from the derivation of adaptation rules for the linear activation function
and the corresponding hyperbowl-shaped error performance surface. Including this
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Figure 3.23
Neural unitwith any differentiable activation function.

small deviation is a natural step in presenting a gradient descent-based L
rithm for a linear neuron. After an EBP algorithm for any activation function has
been derived the LMS rule will be treatedas one particular case only, when the activation function is a linear one.
Thus, the problem is to findtheexpressionfor,
and to calculate, the gradient
V,EI,, given in (3.63), using a training set of pairs of input
and output patterns.
Recall that learning is in an on-line mode. First, define theerror function
(3.64)

4

The constant is used for computational convenience only; it will be canceled out
by the required di~erentiationthat follows. Note that E(wp) is a nonlinear function
of the weights vector now, and the gradient cannot be calculated using expressions
similar to (3.54). Fortunately, the calculation
of the gradient isstraightfo~ardin this
simple case. For this purpose, the chain ruleis
(3.65)

where the first term on the right-hand side is called theerror signal 6. It is a measure
of an error change dueto the inputto the neuronU when thepth pattern is presented.
The second term shows the influence
of the weights vectorwP on that particular input
up. Applying the chain rule again,
(3.66)
or
(3.67)
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~and xthe deEta
~ Z ,e a r ~ i ~ruk
g can be

(3.68)
This is the most general learning rule that is valid for a single neuron having any
nonlinear and differentiable activation functionand whose input is forned as a scalar
product of the pattern and weights vector. Becauseof its importance in the development of the generalEBP algorithm fora multilayer neural network,it might be useful
to separately present the expressionfor the error signal S, here:
(3.69)
The calculation of a particular change of a single weights vector component w j is
straightfo~ardand follows after rewriting the vectorequation (3.68) interns of the
vectors' components:

particular component of the weights
Note that the error signal S, is the same for each
vector. Thus, the very change of W j is determined by, and is proportional to, its
corresponding componentof the input vector x j .
The LMS learning rule fora linear neuron, takinginto account that f'(u,) = 1, is
given as

that the weight changeA ~ isp
The LMS is an error-correction typeof rule in the sense
proportional to the error ep = (dp- op).A similar learning rule was presentedfor a
single perceptron unit (see method 1 in box 3.1). However, the origins and the derivation of these rules are difGerent. Unlike the heuristic perceptron learning rule, the
LMS results from the minimizationof a predefined error function using the gradient
descent procedure. (It can be shown that the perceptron learning rule can also be
obtained by minimizing its error function, but that was not how this rule was originally developed.)
Concerning the learning rate y, which controls the stability and the rate of adaptation, the criterion given in (3.62) is valid here, too. The LMS algorithm converges
as long as y < yc = 2/trace( "). For y < O.ly,, the LMS results are equivalent
to those obtained by method 3, the ideal gradient method. The learning process is
always of a random character, and e ~ u ~ ~ a Zdenotes
e ~ c e equality in the mean.
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Methods 3 and 4 in this sectionare iterative learning schemesthat use the gradient
or the first derivative of the error function with respect to weights. Thus, they belong to the group of first-order optimization algorithms.For on-line application, the
LMS has been a widely used algorithm for years,
and it still is. Provided that the
learning rate issmaller than qc, both methodsconverge to the optimal solution
W*

= (XXT)-l

It is well known that by using the information about the curvature of the error
function to be optimized, one can considerably speed up the learning procedure.
Information about the curvature is contained in the second derivative of the error
function with respect to the weights, or in the Hessian matrix (3.55). For the quadratic cost function, the Newton-Raphson solution(3.57) is equal to the optimal W * .
The Newton-Raphson method is a second-order optimization scheme,but the solution givenby (3.57) is an off-line solutionthat uses a batch containing all the training
patterns. Thus, a natural question may be, is it possible to make an on-line estimation of the parameters by using second-order descent down the error surface? The
answer is yes, and this method is known as the recursive least squares algorithm.
This method may wellbe the best on-line algorithm (whenever the error depends
linearly on weights)for a wide range of applications.

ecursiveLeastSquaresAlgorithm
The recursive least squares (RLS)
algorithm isthe last learning method presented here
for a linear processingunit. For
most real-life problems it might well be the best on-line weight-adapting alternative,
provided that there is a linear dependency between the sets
of input and output
variables.
The RLS method shares allthe good on-line features of the LMS method, but its
rate of convergence (in t e k s of iteratiofi steps) isan order of magnitude faster. The
price for this is increased computational complexity, but whenever the amount of
calculation can be carried out within one sampling interval, this complexity is not
important in the frameworkof on-line applications.
In the derivation of the RLS algorithm, a basic result in linear aigebra known as
the matrix-inver~i~n
lemma isused.Let us start withthe optimal solution (3.52),
which can be calculated having a setof P training data pairs

(3.72)
where the subscript p denotes the fact that the training set havingP patterns is used
for the calculation of wP.In what follows, the off-line procedure (note that X and
contain a batch of P data pairs), which requires the inversion of an (n 1,n l )
input data matrix, is transformed into an on-line algorithm that avoids this matrix

+

+
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+

ecall that there are n features and that the (n l)th component isa bias
t this constant input termthematrix
to be invertedis an (n,n )
matrix; see example 3.6).
At the pth iterative step,and using wp from (3.72), the desired value
will be equal to
the output from the linear neuron plus some
error:
(3.73)
ith the new measurement or pattern (xp+l,dp+l) and using weight
(3.74)

dp+l =

or
T

%+l

(3.75)

= dp+l - xp+l

+

The critical point is when thenew output and corresponding error at step p 1 are
predicted using the weight foundat step p. Fortunately, with proper initiali~ationof
the iterative procedure, the process converges to the correct weights vector in the
(n l)th iterative step.

+

where
(3.77)
(3.78)

+

withp 1 measurements, the solution weights vector
using the whole batchof p + 1 data, would be

+l,

which can be obtained by
(3.79)

The basic strategy from the very beginning has been
to avoid the batchpart, meaning
the operation of matrix inversion. In order to do that, rearrange (3.79) by the separation of the new measurement from the batcho f p past data:

(3.81)
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From (3.76),
-

1

(3.82)

WP *

from (3.82) with (3.74) and (3.81),

A-"

(3.86)

ewrite (3.80) as
(337)
and compare the matrices (3.86) and (3.87). Note that A = P;',
=
Also, on the rightndside
of (3.86),theonly"serious"inversion
" l , which is equalto
(3.88)
Thus, starting from an initial matri
+l can be calculated
in
recursive
a
manneravoidinganymatrixinve
. Theinversionpresentin(3.88)is
not an
+l isascalar.
The orderinwhich particular
inversion of thematrixbecause
variables or matrices in theRLS algorithm are calculated isimportant, and it may be
useful to summarize theRLS algorithm (see boxes 3.2and 3.3). Two slightlydifEerent
versions of the RLS procedure are summarized. Theyare theoretically equivalentbut
possess different numerical properties. The size of the data set, the noise-to-signal
ratio in data, and whether the plant to be modeled isstationary or not are the factors
that influence theperfomance of each version.
Both versions introduce a ~ ~ r g e factor
~ t ~ ~A. gAs A approaches l, the memory of
the learning process tends to be a perfect one equaling all past measurements with
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Box 3.2
Summary of the Recursive Least SquaresA1gorithw”ersion 1
Given is a set ofP measured data pairs that are used for training:

x = (Xj,dj,j=.l ,“., P},
consisting of the input pattern vectorx and output desired responsed.
x = [x1 x2

. . . x,

+qT,

W = [W1

W2

...

WE

W,+llT.

Perform the following training steps for
p = l , 2,3, . . . ,P:
Step 1. Initialize the weights vector w1 = 0 and the matrix P1 = CXI(~+,),
where CI should be a very
large number, sayc1 = IO8 - l0 1 5 .
Step 2. Apply the next (the first one forp = 1) training pair ( x p ,dp) to the linear neuron.
Step 3. By using (3.75) caIcuIate the error for both the data pair applied and the given weights
vector wp:
ep+1

= dp+l

- x;+iwp.

Step 4. Find the matrix Pp+*from (3.88):
Pp+l = P p

- PpXp+l P + x ~ I P p x p + l ) - l x ~ l P , ) / ~ .

Step 5. Calculate the updated weights vectorwp+l from (3.85):
Wp+l = wp

+ Pp+lXp+lep+l*

Step 6. Stop the adaptationof the weights if the error E from (3.47) is smaller than the predefined
Otherwise go backto step 2.

Ede,.

morerecentones.If
the processisknown to be a stationary one (no significant
changes in the processparameters), working with L = l will result in good estimated
weights. In a n o n s t a t i o n a ~ e n v i r o ~with
~ n t changing
,
system dynamics, the influence of past observationswill be reducedand L will be smallerthan l. In this way, the
present measurements are given a heavier weightingand have a stronger influenceon
the weight estimates than the past ones. What the value of ilshould be if one wants
some amount of forgetting during learning is highly problem-dependent.
A good rule
of thumb is il= 0.92 f 0.99.
The two versions of the RLS algorithm are quite similar. The value yp+l (in box
3.3) is the first part of the second term on the right-hand sideof (3.88) for the calculation of a matrix Pp+*.However, the order of the calculation of the variables in the
two versions is slightly different, resulting in their different numerical behavior.In a
stationary environment the forgettingfactor L = 1.
is change in
The RLS is the best alternativefor on-line applications when there no
system dynamics (for stationary problems). In the case of nonstationary problems
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ox 3.3

Summary of the Recursive Least Squares Algorithm-Version 2
Given is a set ofP measured data pairs that are used for training:
x={sj)dj)j=
l).,.)P},

consisting of the input pattern vectorS and output desired responsed.

. . W, ~ n + I l ~ *
Perform the following training steps for
p = I , 2,3, . . . ,P (steps 1, 2, and 3 are the sameas in verx = [XI

x2

. . . x,

+l]T ,

W = [W1

W2

*

sion l-see box 3.2):
Step 4. Calculate the value yp+l as follows:
Yp+l

= Ppx-p+I

(A + x;+&7xp+1

)-l.

Step 5. Calculate the updated weights vectorwp+l:
Wp+l

= Wp

+ Yp+lep+l.

Step 6. Find the matrixPP+1:
%+l

= (PP- Y p + l X , T i . l P p ) l ~ *

Step 7. Stop the adaptationof the weights if the error E from (3.47) is smaller than the predefined
Ede,. Otherwise go back to step 2.

with changing system dynamics, it is difficult to say whether the LMS or the RLS
method is better-possibly the
latter. Both LMS and RLS possess advantages and
drawbacks. One should experiment withboth methods before deciding which one is
more suitable for the problem at hand. There have been claims that if the signal is
highly corrupted with noise, the LMS may be more robust. These and other interesting properties and comparisons of both on-line algorithms are discussed in detail
in the literature. For an in-depth studyof the RLS and LMS algorithms, the reader is
referred to the many books in the fields
of adaptive control, identification, and signal
processing, for instance, rogan (1991), Eykhoff (1974), and Haykin (1991).

So far thediscussionhasconcernedlearningalgorithms
for asinglelinear processing unit as given in figure 3.21, which represents a mappingof the n-dimensional
input vector x into a one-dimensional output o. In other words, assuming a linear
dependency between x and 0,the linear neuron has been modeling the (hyper)plane
in (n + 1)-dimensionalspace. By augmenting x witha constant input (bias)the
hyperplane could be shifted out of the origin. Otherwise, without a bias term, one
would onlybe able to model a homogeneous (hyper)plane passing
through the origin.
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In the general case, one might want to model the mapping of an n-dimensional pattern vector x into an dimensional output vector o. On an abstract mathematical
level, a matrix is a tool that provides mapping from one vector space to another.
Therefore, the required mapping maybe defined by a simple linear matrixequation
(3.89)
Equation (3.89) is the same as (3.43). At this point, it might beuseful to rewrite
(3.44), combine it with (3.89), and comment on the graphical representation of the
resulting equation (3.90) interns of a single layer
of neurons neural network. (Because
the subjectof learning is weights, perhaps a more
appropriate name would bea single
layer of weights neural network.)

(3.90)

Equation (3.90) is graphically represented in figure 3.24, which is equivalent to figure
3.12 (right). There is a slight difference only in that there is no bias term in figure
be one more
3.24.Ifthe input vector x were augmented by a bias, there would
and one morerow in x. In terns of linear algebra, theoutput vector o is

Figure 3.24
Single-layer neural network with linear activation functions.
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a linear cornbination of the column vectors of
0

= XlWl

+ X2W2 + + X,W,.
* *
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or it is in the column space of
(3.91)

In terns of neural networks, the weights matrix can be seen in two different ways.
It is forned ofrow and columnvectors.Thecomponents
wji of ajth r
the
in to the jth output neuron and going out fromthe i
on.
weights cowling
are the inco~ingeights vectors to the output neurons, and columns
oing weights vectors from the input units. Equation (3.91) can be
vector is equal to a linear combination of the outgoing weights
vectors from the input units” (Jordan 1993). Here, for conve nce, weightsvectors
refers to the incoming ones,or the rows of the weights matrix
Equation (3.90) and its graphical representationare the best tools for modeling or
solving multivariate linear regression problems. One
of the important commonplaces
in the neural networks
field is that the multilayer neural network (meaning two layers
of weights at least, with a hidden layer neuron having nonlinear activation functions)
can approximate any nonlinear functionto any degree of accuracy. Such a statement
does not have any meaning for a network with linear activation functions, and it is
easy to show that for linear problems there is
no sense in using more
than one layerof
neurons (an output one only).
Consider the network that represents the ! R 5 ”+ !R3 mapping given in figure 3.25.
For the sake of simplicity, only three of the five
input nodes are shown. The left
network in figure 3.25 is arranged ina cascade. The output y of the first (previously,
output) layer is theinput to the next layer.In this way, the firstoutput layer becomes
the hidden one. The composite system is nowa two-layer system, and it is described

Figure 3.25
Neural network with two layers of neurons and all linear processing units is equivalent to a single-layer
neural network.
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by the two matrix transformations
y=Vx

and o =

(3.92)

where the hidden layer weights matrix V is a
( 4 5 ) matrix and the output layer
is a (3,4) matrix. ~ubstitutingVx for y in the last equation,
(3.93)
where the (3,5) weights matrixU follows from thestandard multiplication of the two
V. Equation (3.93) indicates that when all the activation functions
are linear, the two-layer(or any-layer) neural network is equivalentto a single-layer
neural network. This equivalency is shown in figure
3.25.
Insofar as learning is concerned, when thereare more output layer neurons, all the
methods presentedin this sectioncan be usedeither separatelyfor each output neuron
(the algorithms are repeated m times) or for all output neurons at once. If one pursues the latter path, care must be taken about the appropriate arrangements of the
, and weights W matrices.
Linear networks are limitedintheir computational and representational capabilities. They workwell if the problem at hand may be treated as a linear one.In that
case, as demonstrated, multilayer linear networks provide no increase in modeling
power over a single-layer linear network.
Unfort~ately,the assumptionabout linear
dependency is only validfor a subset of problems that one might wish to solve.
Real-world problemsare typically highly nonlinear, and if one wants to expand a
network’s capability beyond
that of a single-layer linear network, one must introduce
at least one hidden layer with nonlinear activation functions.
Chapter 4 is devotedto
multilayer neural networks with at least one hidden layer of neurons having nonlinear activation functions.

3.1. Find the input U to theperceptronactivationfunction
vectors x and weights vectorsW:
a. x = 1-1 o 21T, W = [-I o 21T.

for following input

[0 2]“, W = [l 0 2IT.
C. x=r[--l 0 2 41 T , W = [-l
-3 2 ---5IT.
d. X = I-1 0 2IT, W = [4 0 2IT.

b.

X==

.

Calculate the outputs of the perceptron network shown in figure P3.1. Activation functions are bipolar thresholding units(a = - 1 for U < 0; o = + l for U > 0).
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Figure P3.1
Network for problem3.2.

3.3. For the perceptron network in problem 3.2, find the equation of the separating
straight line and its normal vector,and draw all three separating lines in the( X I , x2)
plane. Find the segmentsof the (XI) x2) plane that are assigned to each neuron. Show
also the indecision regions.
3.4. Four one-dimensional data points belonging to two classes, the corresponding
desired values (labelings),and the initial weights vectorare given as
X=

[l -0.5

3 -2jT,

d = [l -1

1 -1IT;

W

= [-2.5

1.75jT.

Applyingperceptronlearningrules,findthedecisionline
that separatesthetwo
classes. Draw the changes of both separating lines and weights vectors during the
learning in two separate graphs. Use the following learning ruleW,+I = "vp dx,. It
will take four epochs (four times sweeping through all given data points) to obtain
the first separating line that perfectly separates the classes. Check the first learning
steps by applying either of the two learning rules given in box 3.1.
(Note that the
weight changesand results will not be the same.)What is a decision boundary in this
problem?

+

3.5. What is the same and what is different in the two perceptrons shown in figure
P3,2? Draw the separating lines (decision boundaries)
for both neurons, together with
the corresponding noma1 vectors. Draw separate graphs for each perceptron. Draw
the decision functionsU for each graph.
3.6. Consider the two classes shown in figure P3.3.
Can they be separated by a single
perceptron? Does the learning rate influence the outcome? Does the class labeling
have an effect on the performance of the perceptron? Show graphically the decision
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X1

X2

+l
Figure P3.2

Networks for problem3.5.

Class 2

Figure P3.3
Graph for problem3.6.

+

+

plane U = ~ 1 x 1 ~ 2 x 2 w3 when class l is labeled as positive (dl = +1) and class 2
as negative (d2 = - 1). Draw the decision plane U when the labeling is opposite.
3.7. A network of perceptrons (fig. P3.4, left) should solve the XOR problem (fig.
P3.4, right).
a. Show the decision lines defined by the network. (Sketch these lines in the right
graph and express them analytically).
b. Can this network solve the problem successfully? Support your conclusion with
the corresponding calculus,and show why it can or cannot.
c. Cornment whether learning is possible.

.

Two adaptation methods (learning rules)are given in box 3.1for the perceptron.
Both d e s are obtained from heuristic arguments. Show
that the first method in box
3.1 can be derived by minimizing the following error function at the pth iteration
step:

Problems

-+U

Figure P3.4
Network and graph for problem3.7.

U

-+

R p e P3.5
Network for problem3.10.

3.9. Show that minimization of an error function E(w)Ip = lupl - dpup leads to the
same learning ruleas does the error function in problem 3.8.
3.10. The perceptron network shown in figure P3.5 maps the entire (x1 x2) plane
into a binary valueU. Draw the separating lines, and find the segmentof the (XI) x;?)
plane for which o = +l.
)

1. Table 3.1 shows all 16 possible logic functions of two variables. All but two
can
be implemented by a perceptron. Which two logic functions
cannot, and why? Design
perceptrons for realizing AND, OR, and COMPLEMENT functions.
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I

L

i=1,3

Class 2, d = - 1

a

Figure P3.6
Graphs for problem3.12. Left, classification task; right, regression problem.

3.12. A linear neuron (adaline)can solve both classification and regression problems
as long as the separating hyperplanes and regression hyperplanes are acceptable.
Figure P3.6 shows three data points that should be classified, or linearly separated
(left), and approximated by a straight regression line (right). Give the matrix X and
for both cases. Each data point is givenas a pair (xli, xzi),i = 1,3.
3.13. Three different experiments produced three sets
of data that should be classified
by using a linear neuron:

0
0

0

0
1

0

0

0

l

1

2

2

l

1

+l
-1

+l
-1

+l
-1
-1

Calculate the least-squares separation line,
and draw your result inan

( X I , x2)

plane.

. Find the equation y , = w1 + w2x of the least-squares line that best fits
following data points:

the
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Figure P3.7

Graph for problem3.1 5.

0

1

2

3

x

Figure P3.8

Graph for problem3.16.

Draw thecorrespondinglinearneurons,
values.

.

and denotetheweightswithcalculated

It is believed that the output o of a plant, shown in figure P3.7, is linearly
related to the input i, that is, o = w1 i W:!.

+

a. What are the values of w1 and w2 if the following measurements are obtained:
i=2,0=5;i=-2,0=1.
b. One more measurement is taken: =
i 5, o = 7. Find a least-squares estimateof w1
and w2 using all three measurements.
c, Find the unique minimal sum of error squares in this linear fitto the three points.

3.16. Designalinearneuron
for separatingtwoone-dimensional
data x = 1,
d = +l; x = 3, d = -1 (see fig. P3.8).
a. Find the optimal values of the linear neuron weights, and draw the neuron with
numericalweights at correspondingweightconnectionsbetween
input layer and
neuron.
b. What is the geometrical meaning of input U to the linear neuron? (Hifit: see fig.
2.16 and fig. 3.2).
c. Draw the U line in an (x,U) plane. What is a decision boundary in this problem?
Draw it in the same graph.
d. Find the unique minimalsum of error squares in this classificationtask.
3.17. Design a linear neuron for separating three one-dimensionaldata shown in the
following table and in figure P3.9.Repeat all calculations from problem3.16, that is,
find the weights and draw theU line inan (x,U) plane. Draw the decision boundary in
the same graph, and find the unique minimalsum of error squares.
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Figure P3.10
Graph for problem 3.19.
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What would have been the sum of error squares after successful learning in
problem 3.17 had you applied a perceptron with a bipolar threshold unit? Comment
on differences with respectto a linear neuron.

. Design a linear neuron

for separating three two-dimensional data shown in
figure P3.10. The circles belongto class 1, withd = 1, and the square isan element
of class 2, with d = - 1. Find the optimal weights, and draw the U plane in an (x,U ) space. Draw the decisionboundary in the same graph, and calculate the unique
minimal sum of error squares.

+

ELT

is symmetric, solve for
ax 2

Problems

25 1

a1

Solve for -- (y ax 2
What is the difference between the probability-density function
and a maximum likelihood function? Expressboth functions in the caseof one-dimensional and
n-dimensional normal (Gaussian) probability distributions, respectively. In section
3.2.1, the sum of error squares was used as a cost function. The text stated, “It is
relatively straightforwardto show that if the data are corrupted with Gaussian noise
with a zero mean, minimization of the sum of error squares results in the same
parameters as maximization of thelikelihoodfunction.”Provethisstatement.
(Hint: Express the Gaussian probability-density function for P independent identically distributeddata pairs, take its logarithm,and maximize it. In this way, you will
arrive at the sum-of-error-squares function. Do it for both one- and n-dimensional
dist~butions,)
3.23. ThenetworkinfigureP3.11represents
an %” ”+
mapping. What is
dimension m of the input space, and what is dimensionn of the output space?
a. Organize the weights vectors W i t i = 1,4, as rows of the weights matrix
write the matrix equation (model) that this networks represents.
b. Organize the weights vectorswi as columns of the weights matrix
model that this networks represents.
c. Write the matrix form of the LMS rule (3.71) for both cases.

.

Design perceptron networks that can separatethegivenclassesinthetwo
graphs of figure P3.12. (Hint: The number of
input neurons is equalto the number of

X1

x2

1

Figure P3.11

Network for problem3.23.
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Class 2

t

l

1

Figure P3.12
Graphs for problem 3.24.

features, but do not forget the bias term. The number
of outputs is determinedby the
number ofclasses, and the number of hiddenlayerneuronscorresponds
to the
number of separating lines neededto perform a classification. Thus,just find correct
values for the weights.)

.

Both the LMS learning rule given
by (3.71) and the learning rule that was
presented for a single perceptron unit in box 3.1, method 1, are the error-correction
types of rules in the sense that the weight change Awp is proportional to the error
ep = (dp - op). Compare these similar rules in terns of the features of input to the
neuron U, output signal from neuron 0,desired response d, and error (function) e at
each updating step.

3.26. Learning rule (3.71), which calculatesthe weights vector after the pth training
data pair is presented,can be rewritten in a normalized version
as
Wp4-l

= wp

ILP
+ ~ w =p wp + q(dp- op)-

ilx1,ll2 ’

where the learningrate 0 < q < l . Prove that if the same trainingdata pair ( x p ,dp) is
repeatedly applied at the iteration steps p and p + 1, the error is reduced (1 - q )
times.
y using the expression (3.54) for a gradient, showthat the ideal gradient calby using the batch containing the whole data training set is equalto the sum
of gradients calculated after each sample is presented. As
during the whole epoch. (Hint: Start with (3.54), express
perform the required multiplications.)
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No program is provided for learning and modeling using a perceptron or a linear
neuron. They are the simplest possible learning paradigms,and it may be very useful
if the reader writeshis own routines, beginning with these.
Write the numerical implementations of the perceptron learning algorithms
as
given in box 3.1. Also, design your own learning codefor a linear neuron. Start with
method 1 in section 3.2.2.
It is just about calculating the pseudoinversionof an input
data matrix X T . Implement method 4 in that section to be closer to the spirit of
iterative learning. It is an on-line, recursive, first-order gradient descent method.
Generate a data set consisting of a small number of vectors (training data pairs
in one or two dimensions, each belonging to one of two classes). There are many
learning issues to analyze.
1. Experiment with nonoverlapping classes
and the perceptron learning rule first.
Start with random initial weights vector
(it can also be WO = 0),keep it constant, and
change the learning rate to see whether an initialization has any effect on the final
separation of classes. Now keep a learning rate fixed, and start each learning cycle
with different initial weights vectors.
2. Generate classes with overlapping, and try to separate them using a perceptron.
3. Repeat all the preceding calculations using your linear neuron code.In particular,
check the influenceof the learning rate on the learning process.
4. Generate data for linear regression, and experiment with linear neuron modeling
capacity. Try different noise levels, learning rates, initializations
of weights, and so on.
In particular, compare method 3 in section 3.2.2 (the ideal gradient learning in
batch version) with method 4 (on-line version of a gradient method). Compare the
differences while changing the learningrate.
Write numerical implementations of recursive least squares algorithms as given in
boxes 3.2 and 3.3. Compare the performanceof the RLS and the LMS algorithms in
terms of number of iterations and computing timeson a given data set.
5. Now, repeat all the examples from thischapter by applying your software.
The general advice in designing programs for iterative learning is that you should
always control what is happening with yourerror function E. Start by using the sum
of error squares, and always display both the number of iteration steps and the
change of error E after every iteration. Store the error E, and plot its changes after
learning.
While solving two-dimensional classification problems, it may also be helpful to
plot both the data points and the decision boundary after everyiteration,
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Genuine neural networks are those with at least two layers of ne~rons-a hidden
nd an output: layer ( ), provided that the hidden layer neurons have
nonlinear and differentia~leactivation functions. The nonlinear activation functions
in a hidden layer enable a neural network to be a universal appro~imator.Thus, the
nonlinearity of the activation functions solves the problem of representation, The
of the hidden layer neurons9 activation functions solves the nonlinear
S me~tioned
in chapter 3, by the use of modern random optimization
a l g o ~ t like
~ sevolutionarycomputlearninghiddenlayerweightsispossible
evenwhen the hidden layer neurons’ vation functions
are not differentiable. The
most typical networks that have nondifferentiable activation functions (membership
functions) are fwzy logic models.
t layer is not treate as a layer of neural processin

units. The output layer neurons maybe linear (for regression problems),or they can
have s i ~ o i d a activation
l
functions (usuallyfor classification or pattern recognition
here is a theoretically soun
works, which asserts that a ne
neurons in the hi

is for the wide application of two-layered netwith an arbitrarily lar
ber
of nonlinear
imate any continuous
le, Cybenko (1989)

basis functions.
us considerfirst a neural
rk9sintrig~ngand i ~ p o ~ a ability
nt
to learn,
whichis introduce^ via a most elementa~gradient descent algorithm, the error

) algorithmis that the error
hebasicideabehindthe
error backpropagation (
., 6,) for hidden layer neurons are calculated by backpropagating
S of the output layer neurons6,.
S still the most common1 used learning algo~thm
in the fieldof
of many
development of thealgorithmsharesthedestiny
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achievements in the history of science. The backpropagation of error through nonlinear systems was used in the fieldvariational
of
calculus morethan a hundred years
ago. This approach wasalsousedinthefieldofoptimal
control long before its
application in learning in neural networks (see, for example, Brysan and Ho 1969;
19'75).The EBP algorithm has been independently reinvented many by
times
different
individuals or groups of researchers (e.g., Werbos 1974; Le Cun 1985; Parker 1985;
Rumelhart, Hinton, and ~ i l l i a m 1986).
s
The paper by Rumelhart et al. is a popular
one becauseit was developed within the framework
of learning in neural networks.
It
is the core chapter of a seminal and very influential two-volume book (Rumelhart
and McClelland, eds., 1986) that revived interest and research in the whole neural
computing field after almost two decadesof dormancy. The formulation of the EBP
learning rule can be found in many books in the neural networks field. The development here is closestto Rumelhart and McClelland (1986)and to Zurada (1992).
Let us first examine the learning algorithm for a neural network (W)without a
hidden layer, that is, with only input and output layers. Starting from the output
layer with nonlinear activation functions is certainlythe
in spirit of backpropagation.
Basically this derivation is the same
as the one for the least mean square (I")
algorithm, presented as method 4 in section 3.2.2. Hence, this first step toward the
most general learning procedure is a first-order method. The learning law is developed for the case when there are multiple neurons having a nonlinear activation
function in theoutput layer. (The multiple neural processing units an
in output layer
typically correspondto the classes in a multiclasspattern recognition problem.)
Consider the single-layer NN presented in figure 4.1. (Now the notation y is used
for the input signal to the output layer, keeping x for the input to the whole network
comprising the input, hidden, and output layers). The sum-of-error-squarescost
function for this neural network, havingK output layer neurons and P training data
pairs, or patterns, is

Equation (4.1) represents thetotal error over all the training data patterns (the first
summationsign) and allthe output layerneurons (the second sum~ationsign).
Typically, the EBP algorithmadapts weights in an on-line mode, and in this case the
first summation sign in (4.1) should be left out. The EBP algorithm is a first-order
optimization methodthat uses the gradient descent technique
for weights adjustment.
Thus, an individual weight change willbe in the directionof a negative gradient,and
at each iteration step it will be calculated as

a~kpropagationAlgorithm
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Single-layer neural network with nonlinear activation function.

The derivation here isof the learning lawfor the adaptation of weights in an on-line
mode. Thus, for reasons of brevity, the subscript p is omitted during the derivation.
The input signal Uk to each output layer neuron ( k = 1, . . . ,Ikc) is given as
J

(4.3)
j=l

As in the case of the L S algorithm, the error signal term for the kth neUrOn CTok is
defined as

where the subscript o stands for the output layer. The use of this subscript is necessary because the error signal terns for output layer neurons must be distinguished
from those for hidden layer processing units.
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Applying the chain rule, the gradient
of the cost function with respect
to the weight
is

Wkj

and

The weight change from (4.2) can nowbe written as

Applying the chain rule, the expressionfor the error signal 6ok is

where the term .f’(uk) represents the slope d O k / d U k of the kth neuron’s activation
inally, the error adjustments can be calculated from

=L=

wkj f

v60/cy,

k

=:

1, . . . ,K , j

1, . . . ,J .

(4.10)

This is the most general expression
for the calculationof weight changes between the
hidden layer neuronsand the output layer neurons.Note that (4.10) is valid provided
that the cost function is the sum
of error squares and that the input to the kth (output)
neuron is the scalar product between input
the vector y and the corresponding weights
k . The graphical representation
of (4.lo), for adapting weights connecting the
Jth hidden layer neuron with thekth output layer neuron, is given in figure
4.2. Note
that the weight change A W k j is proportional to both the input vector component y j
and the error signal term B&, and it does not directly depend upon the activation
function of the preceding neuron.

4.1. The Error Backpropagation Algorithm
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Figure 4.2
Weight w k j connecting thej t h hidden layer neuron with the kth output layer neuron and its adaptation
AI\wkj.

Logistic functions and their derivatives
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Figure 4.3
Unipolar logistic and bipolar sigmoidal activation functions and their derivatives,

Themostcommonactivationfunctions
are the squashing sigmoidal functions:
~l
(related to a
the unipola~logistic function (4.1 1)and the bipolar s i g ~ o i dfunction
tangenthyperbolic)(4.12),whichtogetherwiththeirderivatives
are presentedin
figure 4.3.
(4.11)
o=--

2
1 +e-"

1.

(4.12)

The term s i ~ ~ o i dis
a lusually used to denote monotonically increasingand S-shaped
functions. The two most famous ones
are the logistic functionand the tangent hyper-
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bolic. But instead of a sigmoidal function, any nonlinear, smooth, diEerentiable,and
preferably nondecreasing function can beused. The sinebetween -x12 and x/2,
the error function erf(x),and the function x/(l 1x1) belong to this group, too. The
requirement for theactivationfunction to bedifferentiableisbasic
for theEBP
algorithm. On the other hand, the requirement that a nonlinear activation function
should monoto~callyincrease isnot so strong, and it is connected with the desirable
property that its derivative does
not change the sign. Thisofisimportance with regard
P algorithm when thereare fewer problems getting stuckat local minima in
the case of an always positive derivativeof an activation function (seefig. 4.3). Note
that because w2 = 0, all activation functions in figure 4.3 pass
through the origin. The
bipolar squashing function (4.12) is in close relation
to a tangent hyperbolic function.
(Note that the derivative functions in fig.
4.3 are in terms of U, not x.)
Equation (4.10) for the adaptation of weights isin scalar form. In vector notation,
the gradient descent learning law is

+

(4.13)
is a ( K ,J ) matrix, and y and 6, are the ( J , 1) and the ( K , l ) vectors,
respectively.
4.

Now let us analyze the feedforward network that has at least one hidden layer of
neurons. When there are morehiddenlayers,eachlayercomprisesneurons
that
receive inputs from the preceding layer and send outputs to the neurons in the succeeding layer. There are no feedback connections or connections within the layer.
The simplest and most popular such structure is a network with one hidden layer
(see fig. 4.4). Fuzzy logic models
are basically of the same structure,but their activation functions (membership, gradeof belonging, or possibility functions) are usually
closer to radial basis functionsthan to sigmoidal ones.
The derivationof the learning ruleor of the equation for the weight changeAvji of
any hidden layer neuron (the same as for an output layer neuron) is the first-order
gradient procedure
(4.14)
(Note that the Jth node in fig. 4.4 is the augmented bias tern y~ = + l and that no
weights go to this “neuron.” That is why the index j in (4.14) terminates at J - 1. If

4.2. The Generalized Delta Rule
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Figure 4.4
Multilayer neural network.

there is no bias tern, the last, that is, the Jth neuron is a processing unit receiving
signals from the preceding layer, and j = 1, . . ,J , )
As in (4.9,
(4.15)
Note that the inputs to the hidden layer neurons are xi and that the second tern on
the right-hand sideof (4.15) is equal to xi.NOW,the weights adjustment from (4.14)
looks like (4.8):

Avji = -v-

aE
= vaYjxi,
av,,

j = 1,. . . , J - 1, i = 1,. . . , I 7

(4.16)

and the error signal tern for the hidden layer weightsis
(4.17)
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The problem at this point is to calculate the error signal term s,i as given in (4.17).
This step isthe most important one in the general~eddelta rule: the derivationof the
expression for S , j was a major breakthrough in the learning procedure for neural
networks. Note that now u j contributes to the errors at all output layer neurons (see
fig. 4.4), unlike
the bold lines fanningout from thejth hidden layer processing unit in
in the caseof the output layer neurons whereuk affected only the&h neuron’s output
and its correspondingerror e k e Applying the chain rule, from (4.17) there follows
(4.1S)
The calculation of the derivative given in the second term on the right- and side of
(4.18) is relativelystraightfo~ard:
(4.19)
Error E is given in (4. l), and the first term on the right-hand side of (4.18) can be
written as
(4.20)

(4.21)
The calculation of the derivatives in brackets resultsin
(4.22)

(4.23)
~ o m b i ~ (4.18),
ng
(4.19), and (4.23),
I(:

(4.24)
k= l
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Finally the weight’s adjustment from (4.16) is given
by
K
6okwkj,

j = l , . . . ,J - 1, i = 1,. . . , I .

k= l

Equation (4.25) is the mostimportant equation of the generalized delta learning rule.
It explains how to learn (adapt, change, train, optimize) hidden layer weights.In each
iteration step, the new weight vji will be adjusted by using the equation

In vector notation this gradient descent learning rule for hidden layer neurons is
(4.2’7)
where V is a ( J - l , I ) matrix, and x: and S, are the ( I , 1) and the ( J - 1 , l ) vectors,
respectively.
The derivatives of the activation functions in the hidden layer
or output layer
neurons, required in the calculation
of the correspondingerror signal terms6 if these
activation functions are unipolar or bipolar sigmoidal functions given by (4.11) and
(4.12), can be expressed in terms of the output from the neuronas follows:

f ’ ( u ) = ( l - o)o

(forunipolar
the (logistic)

f’(U) = ‘/2 ( 1 - 02) (for the
bipolar
sigmoidal

function),
function),

(4.28)
(4.29)

where for the hidden layer neuronso = y .
Box 4. l a summarizes the procedure and equations for the on-line E
in which a training pattern is presented at the input layer, and then in the backpropagation part, all weightsare updated before the nextpattern is presented. This is
inc~e~entaZ
learning. An alternative,s m a r i z e d in box 4.1b, is to employ ~ ~ - Z i or
ne
batch learning, where the weight changesare accum~atedover some number (overa
batch) of training data pairs before the weightsare updated. Typically thebatch may
contain all data pairs.Theweights
adaptation equations and thewholeEBP
algorithm basically remain the same. The only digerence is in the calculation of the
weight changes in steps 6-9 (step 10 has no meaning if the batch contains all data
pairs). The overallerror function is givenby (4.1).
It may be helpful to remember that 6 y j and &k are the error signal t e r ~not
~ ,errors
of any type. (As mentioned in
chapter 3,6 is equalto the error e at the correspon~ing
neuron only when the neuron activation function is linear and with slope l.) At the
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Box 4.la
Summary of the Error Backpropagation Algorithm-On-line Version

Given is a set ofP measured data pairsthat are used for training:
X = { ~ , , d , , p = l )...) P ) ,

consisting of the input pattern vector

..

x = [XI x2

*

x;, + l ] T

and the output desired responses

. ..

d = [dl d2

d~]‘.

Feedforward Part

Step 1. Choose the learning rate q and predefine the maximally allowed, or desired, errorEdc8.
Step 2. Initialize weights matricesVp(J- l , I ) and W p ( KJ, ) .
Step 3. Perform the on-line training (weights are adjusted after each training
pattern),p = l, . . . ,P.
Apply the new training pair(xp,d p ) is sequence or randomly to the hidden layer neurons.
Step 4. Consecutively calculate the outputs from the hidden and output layer neurons:
okp = f O ( u k p ) ,

Yjp = h ( u j p ) ,

Step 5. Find the value of the
sum of errors square cost function
E
’ for the data pair applied and the
given weights matricesV, and W, (in the first step ofan epoch initializeE, = [

:)I

Note that the valueof the cost function is accumulated over all the data pairs.
~ackprOpagation Part

-

Step 6. Calculate the output layer neurons’ error signals
cTokp:
6okp = (dkp - O k p ) .&(ukp),

k = 1,. . ) K .

ekP

Step 7. Calculate the hidden layer neurons’ error signal
cTyj,:
x:
dyjp

x6okpwkjp,

L=: .f,(Ujp)

j = 1,

J

- 1.

k=l

Step 8. Calculate the updated output layer weightsW k j , p + l :
wkj,p+ 1 = wkjp

+ qaokp rjp

Step 9. Calculate the updated hidden layer weights
~ji,~+l:
Vji,p+l

= vjip

+ qSyjpxip.

Step 10. lf p P , go to step 3. Otherwise go to step 11,
Step 11. The learning epoch (the sweep through all the training patterns) is completed:p = P . For
Ep < E&, terminate learning. Otherwise goto step 3 and start a new learning epoch:p = 1.

4.2. The Generalized Delta Rule
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Box 4.lb
S
~ of the aError Backpropagation
~
Algorit~-O~-lineVersion
~a~kpropagation
Part

Weights w~ and wji are frozen, or fixed, for the whole batch
of training patterns:
Step 6 . Calculate the output layer weight changes
Awkj:
P

Step 7. Calculate the hidden layer weight changes
Avji:
P

K

p= 1

k= 1

j = 1, ...,J - 1, i = 1, ...

Step 8. Calculate the updated output layer weightswkj:
wkj = wkj $- VAWkj.

Step 9. Calculate the updated hidden layer weightsvji:
vji

=I:

Vji

+ YAvji.

same time, as example 4..l shows, these 6 variables are extremely useful signals, and
because of their utility the whole algorithm was named the generalized delta rule.
This following example should elucidate the application of the EBP algorithm and
the usefulness of the output layer and hidden layer neurons’ delta signals.
~~~~~2~ 4.1 For the network shown in figure 4.5, calculate the expressions for the
weight changes using the EBP algorithm in an on-line learning mode. The training
data, consisting of the input pattern vectors x = [x1 x21 and the output desired
responses d = [dl d2] T , are given as X = { x p ,dp7p = 1, . . . ,P } . hj and ok denote the
HL and OL activation functions, respectively.

Afterpresenting input vector x = [x1 x*]T , the output vector o = [o1 021 is
calculated fist. Knowing the activation functions in neurons, their derivatives
can be
readily calculated, and using the given desired vector d = [dl d2]T , the delta signals
for the OL neurons can be calculated:

Having (T&one
, can find the hidden layer neurons’ deltas (error signals)

as follows:
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Figure 4.5

Y3

Scheme of variables for error backpropagation learning in a multilayer neural network.

Onlynow
example,
AV12

can theweightchanges

for specificweightsbecalculated.Thus,

for

= fIishlX2,

After the firstdata pair has been used, the new weights obtained are
v12n

= v120

+Av12,

where the subscripts n and o stand for new and old.
ractical Aspects of the Error

Multilayer neural networks are of great interest because they have a sound theoretical basis, meaning that they are general multivariate function approximators in
the sense that they can uniformly approximate any continuous functionto within an
arbitrary accuracy, provided that there are a sufficient number of neurons in the
network.
Despite this sound theoretical foundation concerning the representational capabilities of neural networks, and notwithstanding the success of the
E
algorithm,there are manypracticaldrawbacks to the EBP algorithrn. The most
troublesome is the usuallylongtrainingprocess,whichdoes
not ensure that the
absolute minimum of the cost function (the best performance of the network) will
be achieved. The algorithm may become stuck at some local ~ n i m u mand
) such a

4.3. Heuristics or Practical Aspects of the Error ~ a c k p r o p a g a t i oAlgorithm
~
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t e ~ i n a t i o nwith a suboptimal solution will require repetition of the whole learning
process by changing the structure or some of the learning parameters that influence
the iterative scheme.
As in many other scientific and engineering disciplines, so in the field of artificial
neural networks, the theory
(or at least part of it) was established only after a number
of practicalneuralnetworkapplicationshadbeenimplemented.
questions still remain open,and for a broad range of engineering tasks the designof
neuralnetworks,theirlearningprocedures,
and
correspondingtrainingparamea genuine representers is still an empirical art. In this respect, the E algorithm is
tative of nonlinear opti~izationschemes. The discussion in the following sections
concerning the structure of a network and learning parameters does not yield conclusive answers,’butit does representa useful aggregateof experience acquired during
/
the.4ast
’
decade of extensive application of the EBP algorithm and many related
”’learning techniques. The practical aspectsof E P learning considered are the number
of hidden layers, the number of neurons in a hidden layer, the type of activation
functions, weight initialization, choice of learning rate, choice of the error stopping
function, and the momentum term.
ore
One of the first decisionsto be made is how many hidden layers are needed in order
to have a good model. First, it should be stated that there is no need to have more
than two hidden layers. This answer is supported both by the theoretical results and
by many simulations in different engineering fields,
although there used to be debates
about networks with three and more hidden layers having better mapping properties
uang and Lipmann 1988). The real issue at present is whether one or two
hidden layers shouldbe used. A clear descriptionof the disagreement over thisproblem can be found in two papers: Chester (1990) and Hayashi, Sakata, and Gallant
0th papers were published in the same year but were presented at different
nferences. The title of the first one is very explicit: “Why Two Hidden Layers Are
tter Than One.” The second, besides claimingthat for certain problems the singlelayer NN gives a better performance, states, “Never try a multilayer model
for fitting
data until you have first tried a single-layer model.’’ This claim was somehow softNN field
ened by calling it a rule of thumb, but this is very often the case in the
because there is no clean-cut theoretical proof
for many experimentally obtained
results.
th architectures are theoretically able to approximate any continuous function
desired degreeof accuracy. As already stated, Cybenlco (1989),Funahashi et al.
omik et al. (1989) independently proved this approximation property
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for a single hidden layer network, and
rkova (1992) gave a direct proof of the universal approximation capabilities of a feedforward neural network with two hidden
layers. She also showed howto estimate the numberof hidden neurons as a function
of the desired accuracy and the rate of increase of the function being approximated.
Theseproofs are reflectedinmanypapersusingnetworkswithone
or twohidden
layers. There are some indications (Hush and Horne 1993) that for some problems a
small network with two hidden layers
can be used where a network with one hidden
layer would require an infinite number of nodes. At present, there are
not many
sound results from networks having three or more hidden layers. owever, there are
exceptions (see LeCun et al. 1989).
It is d i ~ c u l to
t say which topology is better. A reasonable answer would specify
the cost function for aneuralnetwork’s perfor~ance,includingsize of the NN,
learning time, implementability in hardware, accuracy achieved,and the like.
on the author’s experience(and intuition), the rule of thumb stating that it might be
useful to try solving the problem at hand using an NN with one hidden layer first
seems appropriate.

The number of neurons in a hiddenlayer2 (HI,) is the mostimportant design parameter with respect to the approximation capabilities of a neural network. Recall that
both the numberof input components (features)and the numberof output neurons is
in general determined by the nature of the problem. Thus, the real representational
power of an NN and its generalization capacity are p~marilydetermined by the
L neurons. In thecase of general nonlinear regression (and similar
statements canbe made forpattern recognition, i.e.,classi~cationproblems) the main
task is to model the underlying function between the given inputs and outputs by
e disturbances contained in the noisy training
data set.
nodes,twoextremesolutionsshould
be avoided:filtering out the
tion (not enough HL neurons) and modeling of noise or overfitting
the data (too many HI, neurons). In mathematical statistics, these problemsare discussed under the rubric of ~ i a ~ - ~ ~ r i a ~which
c e (strictly
~ i Z sep e~ a~~ n~g,has
) been
developed for thesquaredlossfunctiononly.Geman,Bienenstock,
and
(1992) discussed this issue of theerror decomposition into bias and variance components at length. This section first presents
the basic statistical characteristics and
nature of these two components, which are related to learning procedure, and then
presents the mathematicsof error ~ecompositioninto bias and variance. The focus is
on least-squares estimators, but the issues are generally valid for a much broader
class of neural networksand fuzzy logic models).

a
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One of the statistical toolsto resolve the trade-off between biasand variance is the
c~oss-validationtechnique. The basic idea of cross-validation is founded on the fact
that good results on training data do not ensure good generalization capability. By
generalization is meant the capacity of an NN to give correct solutions when using
data that were not seen during training. This previously unseen data set is a test or
validation set of patterns. The standard way to obtain this data set is to hold out a
part (say, one third) of all the measured data and use it, not during training, but in
the validation or test phase only. The higher the noise level in
the data and the more
complex the underlying function to be modeled, the larger the test set should be.
Thus, by usingthecross-validationprocedure,theperformance
of anetworkis
measured on the test or validation data set, ensuring in this way a good generalization capability.
The basic ideasare presented for the simplest possible nonlinear regression task-a
mapping from
or the modeling of the one-dimensional function y =f ( x )
using an NN. The low dimensionality of the problem does not annul the validity of
the concepts in the case of high-dimensional or multivariate functions. All relevant
results are valid in the more complex mappings also, and the simple examples are
useful mostly because they allow visualization
of the problems.
Let us first discuss the concept of the bias-variance dilemma as given in example
4.2. The network with one HL neuron (dashed curves)and the network with 26 HL
neurons (dotted curves) in figure 4.6 represent different kinds of bad models of the
underlying functionf ( x ) . In terms of the mathematical theoryof approximation, the
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Pigure 4.6
Curve fittings based on two differentdata sets (26 patterns representedby crosses, 25% noise). Underlying
by neural network with one hidden layer neuron
functionf(x) = x + sin(2x) (solid curves); approximation
(dashed curves)-high bias, low variance; interpolation by neural network with
26 hidden layer neurons
(dotted curves)-low bias, high variance.
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## of learning steps

Sketch of typical dependence of bias and variance upon neural network
pa~ameters)
.

design parameters (smoothing

dashed curves represent the a ~ ~ ~ ~ xfunction
i ~ ~and
t ithe~ dotte
g
the i ~ t e r ~ ~ Zfunction
~ t i ~ g that passes through each training dat
dotted curvesuffersfrompoorgeneralizationcapability
although it is a perfect
interpolant.
ver, whether to make an inte~olationor an ~pproximationis not of crucial
i
nce incurvefitting. Good or bad surface reconstruction can beachievedwith
both methods, and from a statistical point ofview the most im~ortanttask is to
understand and resolve the bias-variance dilemma; the objective is to fit a curve or
surface having both small bias and small variance. The trade-off between these two
components of approximation error arises from para~etersgiving low biasand high
variance, or vice versa.Thedependence of bias and ~ ~ r i a upon
~ c esomedesign
ing nonlinear regressionor pattern recognition problems is shown
cal design parameters, also called smoothing, parameters, related
to the learning phase of neural networks are the number of L neurons and the
number of learning steps.)
The task of cross-validation, or the test phase, will be to find the area of optimal
~arametersfor which both bias and variance (the total error) are reasonably low.
dentify (model, fit, or reconst~ct)the u n ~ o w nrelation or process

y

=f ( x ) = x

+ sin(2x) between (just) two variablesx and y . In other words, designa
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neural network such that its output o z f ( x ) , having a set of26 data pairs from
measurements highly corrupted by25% white noise with zero mean.
(More accurately, the problem isto fit the ensemble from which the
data were drawn. In figs. 4.6
and 4.8 the data sets are represented graphically by crosses.) Model thedata using 1,
L neurons having tangent hyperbolic activation functions.
Using artificial PJNs with different numbers of HL neurons in order to recover
this particular functional dependency f ( x ) = x sin(2x), two extreme results are
obtained, shown in figure 4.6.The solid curves, representing the underlying function,
would probably be the ideal fit and the best approximation of f ( x ) . (In the field of
soft computing such a perfect fit is nota realistic goal. Moreover, closely approaching such perfect solutions is usually very costly in terrns
of computing time and
wever, one should try to come as close as possible to such a solu-

+

prox xi mating curves would have large bias-a great error
or disagreement with the data set-but small variance-the difference between
the
approximating functions obtained using different data sets will not be large. (Note
the ‘‘closeness9’ of the two dashed lines in the leftand right graphs in figure 4.6.)At
the same time, thedotted interpolation curvesare not pleasing either, because neither
r fit. In this case, the functionreconst~ctionhas a very small bias.
L neurons, there is no disagreement or error at allbetweenthe
tion and the training data for the given data points, and the error
for the given data set is equal to zero. However, the variance is large becausefor the
different data sets of the same underlying function there are always very different
ompare the two dotted inte~olatingcurves in the left and right
graphs in fig. 4.6,)
Generally, from the point of view of neural network design, the dashed curves in
figure 4.6 correspondto NNs with a small numberof neurons leading to a rough and
imprecise model that has filtered out both the noise and the underlying function.
The dotted curves represent NNs with an excessive number of neurons leading to
the ove~ttingof data (noise is also modeled but not filtered out), which not only
provides poor generalization after training but also, with a lot of HL weights to be
trained, makes learning very slow.
In practicalapplications of NNs oneshouldbuild and train manydifferently
and then pick the best one. (This part
is of
structured NNs that differ in bias-variance
the cross-validation procedure.) Figure 4.8 shows the results of fitting two different
iginating from the same process, f ( x ) = x + sin(2x), using eight
. In this simple example, this is the network that can reconstruct
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Figure 4.8
Curve fittings based on two different data sets (26 patterns represented by crosses, 25% noise). Underlying
function f ( x ) = x + sin(2x) (solid curves); approximation by neural network with eight hidden layer
neurons-reasonable bias and variance (dashed curves).

the function with a dashed approximating curve
that is actually the best compromise
in balancing biasand variance and keeping each as low as possible.
The cross-validation technique widely
is
used in the neural networks field,
although
there is no guarantee that it will produce an optimal model. The smaller the test or
validation data set and the higher the noise level, the more likely
it is that crossvalidation will result in afar from optimal model. Despite this,
it has been and still is
a popular technique. Recently, many other techniques for the determination of the
optimal number of HL neurons have been developed, the mostpopular being differ~ ~ n (Le
g Cun, Denker, and Solla 1990; Hassibi and Stork 1993).
ent ~ r ~ procedures
The basic idea of these algorithms isto start with a relatively large numberof hidden
layerneurons and graduallyreducetheirnumber.
The oppositeidea(calledthe
g ~ o ~ i nalgorithm)
g
is to start with a few HL neurons and then add new ones (Bello
1992).
The mathematical presentation here of a classical bias-variance decomposition
follows that given in Geman et al. (1992). A standard learning problem in an NN
involves an input (features) vector x, a desired output d, and a learning task to find
the network's structure as well as a set of the NN's weights capable of modeling the
underlying relationship between the input and output variables. The training data
pairs obey some unknownjoint probability distribution, PD.Typically, training and
test data patterns (x,d ) are independently drawn fromPD.The fact that d is a scalar,
meaning that there is a single neuron in the
output layer, doesnot restrict the results.
The conclusions and remarks that follow apply generally, and the choice of d as a
scalar is for the sake of simplicity only. The neural network is solving a nonlinear
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ression task in which the r e ~ r e s s i oof~ d on x is a function of x, which gives the
mean value of d conditioned on x, E[d I x], where E denotes the expectation operator
with respect to PD.The use of the statistical expectation operator E states that the
desired value d will be realized on average, given a particular input vector x. Taking
into account the statistical character of the learning, the cost function to be minimized for the regressiontask is the mean squarederror

MSE = E [ ( d- o ( x ) ) ~ ] ,

(4.30)

where both d and o are conditional on x, and the output from an NN Q is parameterized by thenetworkweights.(Because
of thedependence on theweights,
o = o(x, W), but this dependence is obvious in an NN, and W is omitted for the sake
of brevity.)
First, it should be shown that regression is a proper tool for fitting data (actually,
for modeling the underlying functionor an ensemble of observations from which the
data are drawn duringtraining). In order to show the propertyof regression, a useful
expression for the mean squared error (MSE) is derived for any function o(x) and
any k e d x:
MSE = E[(d- o ( x ) ) I~X]

+ ( E [ dI x]. .Q(x>)>2
I
= E[(d- E[d I x])21 x) + ( E [ d x] - o(x))2+ 2E[(d
= IE[(d- E[d I
I x) + (E[d x] - o(x))2+2(E[d
= E[(d- E [ d I x])2I x] + ( E [ d1 x] - o(x))2

= E[(@-E [ d I x])

2-2 E[(d-E[d

I x])2I x].

XI

(4.31)

Thus, among all the functionsof x, regression is the best model of d given x, in the
m~an-squared-errorsense. After the learning, the solution of a regression problem
will be the set of an NN’s weights that models the functiono(x).
The NN output o(x) depends upon the training
data set D = {(xi, dj), j = l , . . . ,P},
too, and this dependence will be stressed by explicitly writing o = o(x;D).Given D,
and givena particular x, the cost functionthat measures the effectiveness of o(x;D)is
the mean squared error

MSE = E[(d- @(X; D ) ) 2I x,D].

(4.32)

To emphasizing the dependenceof the NN model on D,the penultimate line in (4.31)
can be written as
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where the firsttern on the right-hand side in (4.33), namely,
E [ ( dis the variance of the desired output
d given x, which does not depend on thedata D
or on the NN model o(x,D). ence, the effectiveness of the
NN model
measured by the squared distanceto the regression function
(4.34)
and the mean squared error ofo as an estimator of the regression E [ d ] is
(4.35)
The subscript D denotes an expectation E with respectto a training set D, or in other
words, ED represents the average over the ensemble of possibleD for a fixed sample
size P. The dependence of the approximating function o(x,D) on different training
data sets is given in figs. 4.6 and 4.8, and generally o(x, D) varies substantially with
D. This may result in the average of o(x,D) (over all possible training patterns D)
being rather far from the regression E [ d 1 x]. These effects will be more pronounced
for a high level of noise indata, and the mean squared error (4.35) can be very large,
making the approximating function o(x,D) an unreliable NN model of d. A useful
way to assess these sources of estimation error is via the bias-variance decomposition
SE, which can be derived similarlyto (4.31):

= (ED[O(x; D)]- E[d I x])2+ E D 0

x;D

-ED 0

x;D

2
*

(4.36)

Bias of the approximating function represents the difference between the expectation oftheapproximatingfunction,i.e.,the
NN output, o(x;D) and theregresE[d I x]. Vizriance given
is by
the
ensemble-averaged
term
sion
function
ED[(o(x;D) - E ~ [ o ( xD)]>”],
;
where the first term represents the N N output on a
given particular training data set D, and the second is the average of all training
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patterns used. All the preceding discussion is related to finite training data sets that
are typically used in the trainingof an NN.
Thus, an appropriate NN should balance the bias and variance, trying to keep
each as low as possible. It has been shown that for any given size of data patterns
(figs. 4.6-4.8) there is some optimal balance between bias and variance. In order to
reduce both bias and variance, one must use larger training data sets. Neural networks belong to the class of consistent estimators, meaning that they can approximate any regression function to an arbitrary accuracy in the limit as the number of
data goes to infinity (White 1990).
Unfortunately, in practice the number of training data is limited and other techniques should beused to balance bias and variance. Few out of many statistical
techniques aimed at resolving the bias-variance dilemma have been mentioned. The
newestapproaches to training (learning) are based on smaZZ s ~ m ~ Zstatistics.
e
By
taking into account the size of thedata set, which is very often small with respect to
problem dimensionality, onecan obtain better solutions to most pattern recognition
or regression tasks. Whole new statistical learning techpiquesfor small training data
sets are being developed with promising results, This
approach was introduced in
chapter 2. For more details, the reader should consult, for example, Vapnik (1995;
1998) and Cherkassky and Mulier (1998).

As with many other practical questions in the neural networks field, there
are no
definite answers concerning the choice
of activation functions(AFs) in a hidden layer.
Many different nonlinear functions can be used, ensuring the universal approximation capacityof a specific network.It is not so difficult to choose AFs for output layer
neurons-they are typically linear (for regression types of problems) or sigmoidal
(mostly for classification or pattern recognition tasks, although linear neurons may
perform well in the case of classification, too). The two most popular activation
functions, the unipolar logisticand the bipolar sigmoidal functions,were introduced
in section 4.1 for the multilayer perceptrons (MLPs) that learn using the EBP algorithm or related iterative algorithms. (The most famous
of the bipolar sigmoidal
functions is the tangent hyperbolic function.) It was also mentioned that instead of
asigmoidalfunction,anynonlinear,smooth,differentiable,
and preferablynondecreasing function can be used, but the most serious competitors to the MLPs are
the networks that use radial basis functions(RBFs) in hidden layer neurons.
Let us consider the basics of sigmoidal and radial basis activation functions. The
most representative and popular RBF is a (multivariate) Gaussian function, known
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from courses on probability as the function of (multivariate) noma1 distribution.
This function is representativeof many other RBFs.
Whether a sigmoidal or a Gaussian activation function is preferable is difficultto
0th typeshavecertainadvantages
and shortcomings, and thefinalchoice
depends mostly on the problem
(data set) being studied. A notable difference isthe
in
way the input signal U to a neuron is calculated. The input to a sigmoidal unit is a
scalar productU = W%, and the input to an RBFis the distance (usually a Euclidean
one) between theinput vector x and the center of the corresponding Gaussianc.
It is commonly heldthat a fundamental difference between these two types
of NNs
that feedforward MLP NNs are representatives of global approximation schemes,
whereas NNs with RBFs (typically with Gaussian activation functions) are representatives of local approximation schemes. (But notethat not all RBFs are localized,
Z ZocaZ areconnected
e.g.,multiquadric RBFs are not.) The adjectives ~ Z o ~ aand
with the region of input space of the network for which the NN has nonzero output. (Here, ~ o ~ ~means
e r o a computationally relevant, not very small output.) For
Gaussians, nonzero output is a small region around the centers, and for sigmoidal
logistic functionsit is always one halfof input space. From a statistical pointof view,
the difference may bethat global approximation schemes are likely to have high bias
and low variance and local ones high varianceand low bias. However, these aspects
are not crucial. With different smootlxng parameters (e.g., number
of neurons, numberof iteration cycles duringtraining, or theregularizationparameterin
RBF
networks) these differences may be controlled. Also, at least part of the popularity
of RBF networks stems from their firm theoretical grounding in the framework of
regularization theory (Tikhonovand Arsenin 1977).
From a learning perspective, sigmoidal and Gaussian activation functions differ
antially. Unlike multilayer perceptrons, RBF networks usually do not use the
algorithm. For example, the change of sign of the Gaussian function's derivative, which is necessary in the EBP algorithm, does not support the fast and smooth
convergence of the algorithm in RBF networks. Also, for RBF networks, when the
centers of Gaussian functions in neurons are fixed (one neuron, a center of the specific Gaussian bell, belongsto a single trainingpattern, and each center represents the
connection strength,or weight, between'the input and hidden layers), only the
output
layer weights (connections between the hiddenand output layers) are learned during
training. The solution (P-dimensional output layer weights vector) is obtained
by
solving the linear systemof P equations by matrix inversion (Broomhead and Lowe
1988; Poggio and Girosi 1989a; 1989b; 1990a; 1993). P, as previously noted, corresponds to the numberof data pairs or patterns in a training set.
In terns of CPU time
and memory needed, this method is computationally acceptable with several hundred
or a maxim^ of a few thousand data pairs. In many applications, the number of
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patterns is much larger (tens or even hundreds of thousands), and it is no longer
computationally tractable to perform matrix inversion with, say, 23,456 rows and
columns.Thisisthecase
when there are exactly23,456 data pairs or patterns,
(P= 23,456). Chapter 5 presents details about appropriate learning algorithms for
RBF networks.
There is a stronger connection between the feedforward MLP and RBF networks
than just their similarity in architecture (both have one hidden layer of neurons) or
their shared property of being general approximators of any multivariate function.
Recently, Maruyama, Girosi, and Poggio (1992) showed that for ~ o r ~ f f Z input
ize~
feedforward NILPs are RBF networks with a nonstandard radial function, which isa
good approximation of the Gaussian basis functionfor a range of values of the bias
parameter. It was also shown that for normalized input a feedforward MLP with a
sigmoidal activation function can always approximate arbitrarily well a given RBF
and that the converse is true only for a certain range of the bias parameter in the
sigmoidal neuron. The authors stated that for normalized input MLP networks are
morepowerful than RBF networks but noted why thisproperty of beingmore
powerful might not necessarily be an advantage. More about this connection canbe
found in the Maruyama report, but it should be stressed that the normalization of
signals has been used by many researchers with good results despite the fact that a
theoretically strong explanation is still lackingor is not yet well understood.
The rest of this section considers the geometry of learning-what
happens with
sigmoidal activation functions during learning.
First consider a problem that can be visualized, a network with a one-dimensional
input vector (one feature only) and one-dimensional output (see fig. 4.9). As usual,
the input vector is augmented by a bias term. The activation function is the bipolar
sigmoidal function
(4.37)

x1 = x

\ W11

Figure 4.9
Single nonlinear neuron with a bipolar sigmoidal function.
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Through linear transformation U = 2u* (4.37) becomes a tangent hyperbolic function
whose weights are scaled by 0.5, or wT1 = 0 . 5 W l l and wr2 = 0 . 5 ~ 1 2 .
(4.38)
The subjects of learning in this simple case are the weights w11 and w12. The geometrical meaning of these changes is interesting and important. The bipolar sigmoidal AF will change both its slope and its shift along the x-axis during the learning
(Smith 1993).
The slope of the bipolar sigmoidal AF (4.37), defined as the ratio of infinitesi~al
change in o to a correspondingly infinitesimal change in x, is determined
by the value
w11 in the following way:
do
slope = - = O S ( 1 - o ~ ) w ~ ~ .
dX

(4.39)

Note that at the shift pointx* the slope = 0.5~11and that the slope isproportional to
~ 1 for
1 a tangent hyperbolic having the same weights vector as a bipolar sigmoidal
function. A shift x* along the x-axis is the same
for a bipolar sigmoidal functionand
a tangent hyperbolic (given the same weights vector) and is determined by the ratio
- - w 1 & ~ 1 ~ (see fig. 4.10):
(4.40)
Thus, by changing a (hidden layer) weights vector, onecan craft a sigmoidal (or any
other) activation function to meet any need. With more neurons in the hidden layer,
the corresponding AFs will change their shapes
and positions to fit thedata as well as
possible. At the same time, they willbe supported by the output layer weights vector
vv (or, for more output neurons, by the weights matrix
The output o from the NN in the case of a network with a linear output neuron
(usually in regression tasks;see fig. 4.1 1) is given as
(4.41)
andyJ = 1.
As to whether the logistic or the tangent hyperbolic activation function should
be chosen for HL neurons, there is plenty of evidence to suggest that the tangent
hyperbolic performs much better in terms of convergence of learning, that is, in the
number of iteration steps needed. It has also been shownthat the tangent hyperbolic
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+l
y.J=+l
Figure 4.11
Multilayer perceptron for modeling one-dimensional mapping% ”-$ %, o = .(x).

has much better approximation properties than the logistic function in applying an
NN for dynamicsystemsidentification(Kecman1993a),
and similarconclusions
can be found in many other papers applying NNs in different fields. It is generally
recognized that the tangent hyperbolic(or its relative the bipolar sigmoidal function)
always gives better appro~imationproperties, and it is because of this better performance that practitioners tend to use it even though the logistic function was the first
to make a breakthrough with the EBP algorithm. At first sight, this is a rather surprising result because it had seemed there were no substantial differences between
these two functions. For theoretical details on these differences, see Bialasiewicz and
Soloway (1990) and Soloway and Bialasiewicz (1 992).
It was just demonstrated that by changing weights one can produce a sigmoidal
function of any shape. With more neurons in the hidden layer,
or by combining more
sigmoidal functions having different shapesand shifts, one can design a network that
models any nonlinear function to any degree of accuracy. Example 4.3 shows how
HI, activation functions place themselves along the x-axis, trying
to model a training
data set well by following changes of HI, weights. Note that starting from an initial
random position, almost all the AFs try to place their nonlinear parts inside the
domain of the input variable x during learning (compare the positions of the AFs
after initialization, shown infig. 4.12, and after learning, shown infig. 4.13a).
~ 4.3 Consider
~
~ modeling
~ (fitting,
Z reconstructing)
e
the same unknown relation
or process y =f ( x ) = x sin(2x) between two variables x and y as in example 4.2,
with a neural network structuredas in figure 4.11 (now having fiveHL neurons) such
that its output o *f(x). The training data set comprises 36 data pairs from mea-

~

+
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Figure 4.12
Outputs from hidden layer neurons, or the positions
of activation functions,after initialization.

surementscorrupted by10%whitenoisewith
zeromean. (More accurately,the
problem isto fit the ensemblefrom which the data were drawn. In fig. 4.13c, thedata
set is represented graphically by crosses.) Model the data using HL neurons with
tangent hyperbolic activation functions.
Learning starts withsomeinitial(usually
'random) weights.Theproblem
of
weights initialization is the subject of much research in the field. The reason
for such
interest can be seen in figure 4.12, where, after random initialization, the AFs of the
first, second, and fifth neurons are almost lost as serious candidatesfor modeling the
highly nonlinear dashed function x sin(2x). Two vertical lines denote the domain
of the input variable x. In this domain, these threeAFs are constant values - 1, +l,
and +l, and they cannot model any nonlinearity. Within this initialized position, all
three AFs together have a modeling power of a single bias term only. The task of
learningis to shifttheirnonlinear parts into the area betweentheverticalbars,
the domain of the function. In that case, these nonlinear parts could participate in
modeling the training data. These shifts occured after 70 epochs, and the resulting
AF curves are given in figure 4.13a.
The final placement of the HL activation functions depends on the HL weights,
v1 determine the shapeof the
shown in Fig 4.13d. The components of the first column
correspond in^ tanh. (The signs control the directions of the slopes, and the magnitudes define their steepness.)At the same time, together with the components of the
second coluinn of weights v2, and according to (4.40), they determine the shifts of
these tanh functions, too.

+
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The direction of the slopes depends also upon the signs of the components of the
output layer weight W. Note in figure 4.13bthat the directions (but not the steepness)
of the third and fifth AFs are changed after being multiplied by w3 and w5, respectively. The amplitudes given in figure 4.13b are the result of multiplying the output§
L neurons, as given in figure 4.1321, by the QL weight components wj in
The resulting approximating function for the training
patterns, which
are represented by crosses in figure 4.13c,is obtained after all the c
4.13b are summed up. These last two steps, multiplication of the
summation of the corresponding product functions, are carried out inthesinle
linear QL neuron shown in figure4. l l .

L

Thebasiclearningscheme
and the way themultilayerperceptronmodelsany
underlying nonlinear function between theinput and the output data set are basically
F and fuzzy logic models. The geometrical meaning of the weights
between the input and the hidden layer,and the difference between types
of
HL neurons, is of lesser relevance. All learning is about crafting the
functions findi in^ their proper shapes and positions) and finding the
order to reduce the chosen cost function E below some
because of the nonlinear dependenceof the cost function
and the output layer weights, the task is not an easy one.
The problem of learning when there are more QL neurons is the same in geometrical terns. The whole learning procedure should be done simultaneously for all the
QL neurons because they share the same hidden layer neurons. The solution
(the
weights
matrices)
should
now
minimize
the
cost
function
E(V,
that in the case of the multidimensional output vector 0 , one cannot train
ticular output ok, k = l ?. . , ,K , separately because the
will necessarily be a different one for every output o k .
ular output variable will rarely ever be the best one
for the rest of the outputs from the NN. (This is known from classic optimization
theory.) Thus, the learning (optimization) procedure must
be done for all theoutputs
simultaneously. The resulting HL weights matrix , which is shared by all the QL
neurons, will perform best on average.
As in the case of a one-dimensional input, an NN with a two-dimensional input
vector (two-feature data set) will be able to approximate any nonlinear function of
twoindependentvariables,
and thesameis
true for the input vectors of any
he two-dimensional input and one-dimensional output, or a mapping
?R2 ”+ ?R1, is the highest-order mapping that can be visualized. Therefore, it may be
useful to understa~dthe geometry o f the learning in the NN having two inputs and
to examine the similarities to the results presented for the one-dimensional
input.
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x1 =x
0

x2 =Y

"+

Figure 4.14
Single tanh neuron with two-dimensional
input. The activation function is a surface over ( Xthe
I , xz) plane.

The increase in the complexityof presentation isnot a linear one,but the underlying
principles eventually are. This may be of help in discovering the ideas, principles,
and methods that generalize to the more complex multidimensional
input vectors.
Let us firstexaminethebasicfunctioning
of asingleneuronhavingatwodimensional input augmented with a bias term (see fig. 4.14). The features are designated by x1 and x2,and a classical mathematical notation for the two-dimensional
not be confused with thestandard notation in
input x and y is also used. (This should
this book, where y denotes the outputs from the hidden layer neurons.) The functioning of a two-dimensional neuron is the same as with a one-dimensional input.
, its output is a result of the
Input to the neuron is a scalar product U = ~ T x and
nonlinear transformation o =f(u). In figure 4.14,f ( u ) = tanh(u).
The weights W i determine the position and shape of this two-~imensionalsurface,
x and y axes, tilting inboth
as in the previous case. This surface will move along the
directions as a result of the weight changes during the learning phase. The process
and the mathematics are practically the same as in the one-dimensional case. The
tangent hyperbolic (or any other nonlinear activation) surfacesof all the
will try to find the best positionand shape to model the data.
Figure 4.15a showsthe intersections of a two-dimensional bipolar sigmoidal function with the plane o = 0 for three different weights vectors, and figure 4.15b represents the surface of the same function having the weights vector W = [2 2 21. The
intersections show how the sigmoidal surface shifts alongxthe
and y axes and rotates
with the change of the weights. Similarly to (4.40), the points at which the intersection line crosses the axes(the intersection lines' intercepts) are given as
(4.42)
(4.43)
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Intersections of 20 bipolar sigmoidal functions
with a plane for three different weight sets

21

Y

Figure 4.15
Two-dimensional bipolar sigmoidal activation function.

The arrow in figure 4.15a indicates the direction of the surface increase. This direction may be checked in figure 4.15b. The surface increases with both inputs because
the weight components w1 and w2 are positive. The bigger the magnitude of the
weight, the steeper the surface in a specific direction.
The surface corresponding to
the diagonal dashed intersection line in figure 4.15a decreases with
x (w1 is negative)
but increases with y . The surface corresponding to the vertical dashed intersection
line in fig. 4.15a does not change with y (w2 is equal to zero) and decreases with x
because w1 = -1. Note that the shifting is enabled by the bias term, or the weight
component w3. For w3 = 0, a sigmoidal surface cannot shift along any of the axes
through passes
and always
Each input vector maps into one single valueo = f ( x ,y ) at the neuronoutput. The
T , U:! = -14,
mappings of two input vectors x1 = [0 01 T , u1 = 2, and x2 = [-4-41
are represented by points P1 and P2,respectively, on the surface in figure 4.15b.
By combining more neurons in the hidden layer, one
can design an NN as in figure
4.1 l that will be able to approximate any two-dimensional functionto any degree of
accuracy providedthat it has enoughHI, neurons. A simple exampleof how four HL
neurons can form a three-dimensional surface is presented in figure 4.16.
Figure 4.17 presents intersection lines with the planeo = 0, indicating the orientation of the corresponding sigmoidal surfaces. The signs of the weight components

h
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Figure 4.16
Crafting t~o-di~ensional
surf+acesby using four hidden layer neurons with. bipolar sigmoidal activation
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figure 4.16 (continued)
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Intersections of 2D bipolar sigmoidal functionswith a plane o = 0

Weight vectors
v1 = [ 1 l 2IT
vp=[-l
"I 2fv3=[ -1 I 21T
v p q 1 -1 2IT
Shift x*

-2
2
2
-2

Shift y*
v1
2
v2
-2
v3
2
v4

-2

Figure 4.17
Intersection linesand weights vectors of the sigmoidal surfaces from figure
4.16.

given in figure 4.1'7 indicate the increases and decreases of these surfaces along the
axes.
The surface shownat the bottom right in figure 4.16 merely corresponds
to the sum
of the outputs 01, j = 1, . . ,4, from the HI, neurons, meaningthat all theOL weights
are equal to 1.
Typical networks in the soft computing field have to cope with high-dimensional
input vectors having hundredsor thousands of components, when visualization is no
longer possible. However, the geometryof the model remains the same.
In the general case of a multidimensional input (I-dimensional input vector in
figure 4.4, with theIth component beingthe bias XI = l)3 the activation functionsyj
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in the HL neurons are hypersigmoidals, or the sigmoid-shaped hypersurfaces in an
( I 1)-dimensional space.As in the one- and two-dimensional examples, the shifts
along the axes, or the shifts of the intercepts of intersection hyperplanes with the
hyperplane y = 0, are determined by

+

where vji denotes the componentsof the jth HL weights vector. Thus, the bias weight
components V j I control the distances of the hypersigmoidals from the origin,and the
weight components Vji control their orientation and steepness, along each of the I
dimensions. When all the OL neurons are linear, each output yj of the
sigmoidals (including theHL bias term) is multiplied
by its corresponding OL weight
W k j and summed up to form the outputs ole, k = 1, . . . ,K , of the network.
Yl

Y2

(4.45)
Yj

YJ.

For classification (pattern recognition) tasks, theoutput layer neurons are usually of
the same type as the L neurons-hypersi~moidals f ( u ) in a ( J + 1)"dimensional
space, with an input vector to the OL neurons defined as in (4.45):
(4.46)
and the Kth dimensionaloutput vector o will have components given as
(4.47)

ok = f ( u k ) .

Using matrix notation, the network output is expressed as
(4.48)
e nonlinear diagonal operator
,'(e)

0

0
f(*)

- * *

* *

0
0

...
0

0

**.

f(.)

(4.49)
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Now the standard choice for the AFs will be bipolar hypersigmoidals, or the multidimensional tangent hyperbolicf = tanh(u).
There is no greatdifl‘erence with respect to lower-order mappingas far as the basic
functioning of a network having high-dimensional inputs and outputs is concerned.
In both cases the input signal to the hypersigmoidals is a single scalar valueU,which
resultsfromthescalarproduct
of a specific input vector and thecorresponding
weights vector. At the same time, the output from the neuron is neither complex
nor
a high-dimensional vector or function, but rather a single scalar value yj or for the
L neurons, respectively. The high-dimensional, nonlinear, and unknown
relation between the input and output vectors is mediated through the hidden layer,
whichenablesthereconstructionoftheunderlyingfunction(ifthereis
a one)
by creating many simpler and, more important, known functions. These functions
will be the components of the approximating function to the training data. Thus,
the dimensional input vector x is mapped into a hidden (internal, imaginary) Jdimensional vectory, which is subsequently transformedinto a dimensional output

The learning procedure using the
EBP algorithmbeginswithsomeinitialset
of
weights,whichisusuallyrandomlychoowever,theinitializationis
a controlled
random one.Thisfirststepinchoosightsis
important becausewith“less
lucky”
initial
weights
matrices
training
will
last
forever
without
any
significant
learning
or adaptin
ts,
or
it will stop soon at some
local
minima.
related
proble
only
(The
not
to initialization.) The
initialization of the
of particular importance
because
the
weights vji detemine the positions and shapes of the corresponding acti
tions, as can be seen in figure 4.18.Consequently, the initializationof the
is discussed first.
The left graph in figure 4.18 showsa typical example of very bad initialization of
.The nonlinearparts of all five L outputs are shifted outside
+l or
the domain of the approximated nonlinear function, which has the magnitudes
-1 inside this domain, and their derivatives are almost equal to zero. (The left and
right graphs infig. 4.18 are both examples of extremely bad initializations.It is very
unlikely that all the neurons would be so badly initialized sim~taneously.)
racticallynolearningwilloccurwith
h a bad initializati
use the error signal terms of both the
neurons dyj = (uj
OI, neurons d,k = (dk - o k ) ~ ~ depend
( ~ ~ directly
)
upon the derivatives of the acti-
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Approximatedfunction --- andthe HL outputs
shifted outside the function's domain

5

29 1

Approximatedfunction --- andthe HL outputs yi,
with large initial weights
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Figure 4.18
Two different bad initializations. Left, hidden layer outputs shifted outside the function's domain. Right,
hidden layer outputs with large initial weights. Approximated function (dashed curve) and its domain (two
vertical dashed bars).

vation function f' (see box 4.1).Restarting the weights initializationwill be the best
one can do in such asituation. To avoid the repetitionof a similar situation it would
be useful to find a suitable choiceof initial weights that will lead to faster and more
as given
reliable learning. The positions
of the HL activation functions after learning,
in figure 4.13a (which will also be the case for high-dimensional mappings), suggest
that the slopes, or the nonlinearparts, of the L activation functions shouldbe inside
the domainof the approximated function.That can successfully be achieved, butcare
must also be given to weight magnitudes. In the right graph of figure 4.18 all five
sigmoidals lie inside the function's domain, but all have large weights, resulting in
steep functions. Such functions for most
of the domain of the approximated function
also have the derivatives almost equalto zero.
Therefore, the basic strategy would
be to ensure that after initialization mostof the
sigmoidals are not too steep and are inside the domain of the approximated data
points. In this way, one avoids extreme
output values from the neurons that are
connected with small activation function derivatives. All these always produce small
initial weight changes and consequently very slow learning. rst guess,
and a good
one,is to start learningwithsmallinitialweightsmatrices
w smalltheweights
must be depends on the training data set and particularly upon how large the inputs
are. Learning is very often a kind of empirical
art, and there are many rules
of thumb
l1 the weights should be. One is
that the practical range of initial
neurons with an I-dimensional input vector should be [-2/1,2/I]
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(Gallant 1993). A. similar *criterion givenby Russo (1991) suggests that the weights
should be uniformly distributed inside the range [-2.4/1,2.4/1j. These and similar
rules for a large I may lead to very small HL weights, resulting in small slope linear
activation functions, which again leadsto slow learning. Bishop (1995) suggeststhat
initial weights should be generated by a normal dist~butionwith a zero mean and
ze~
with a standard deviation c that is proportional to 1/1-1/2 for the n o r ~ ~ Z iinput
vectors, to ensure that the activation of the hidden neurons is determined by the
nonlinear parts of the sigmoidal functions withoutsaturation.
owever, the initialization of the OL weights should not result in small weights.
There are two reasons for this. If the output layer weights are small, then so is the
contribution of the HL neurons to the output error, and consequently the effect of the
hidden layer weights isnot visible enough. Next, recallthat the OL weights are used
in calculating the error signalterms for thehiddenlayerneurons
S,j. If the OL
weights are too small, these deltas also become very small, which
in turn leads to
small initial changes in the hidden layer weights. Learning in the initial phase will
again be too slow. Thus, Smith (1993) proposes that a randomly chosen half of OL
weights should be initialized with+l, and the other half with - 1. If there is an odd
number of OL weights, then the bias should be initializedat zero.
Initialization by using random numbers is very important in avoiding the effects
of symmetry in the network. In other words, all the HL neurons should start with
guaranteed different weights. If they have similar(or, even worse, the same) weights,
they will perform similarly (the same) on all data pairs by changing weights in similar
(the same) directions. This makes the whole learning process unnecessarily long(or
learning will be the same for all neurons,and there will practically beno l e a ~ i n ~ ) .
The author’s experience is
that very smallHL initial weights must alsobe avoided.
i z e vectors
~
by
Many iteration steps can be saved in the case of not ~ o r ~ ~ Zinput
controlling the initial shiftsof the nonlinear parts of the activation functionsand by
moving these nonlinear parts into the domain of the a p p r o x ~ a t e dfunction. With a
on~-dimensionalinput vector this task is easily solvable using (4.40).First randomly
initialize theHL weights ujl as well as the required shifts along the x-axis
,;x and then
calculate all the weights connecting the bias input +l with all the HL neurons uj2
using (4.40). The same strategy is applied
for high-dimensional input vectors.

In section 4.l,>the EBP algorithm resulted from a combination of the sum of error
squares as a cost function to be optimized and the gradient descent method for
weights adaptation. If the training patterns are colored by Gaussian noise, the mini-
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mization of the sum of error squares is equivalent to the results obtained by maximizing the likelihood function. A natural cost function is cross-entropy. Problems
4.18 and 4.19 analyze it. Were, the discussion concerns the choiceof function in relation to the learning phase stopping criterion in solving general nonlinear regression
tasks, The sum of error squares and the resulting EBP are basic learning tools for
any digerent advanced algorithmscan be used instead of the firstorder gradient procedure, but here the focus on
is a measure of a quality of approximation, i.e., a stopping criterion, not the learning procedure.
The learning process is always controlledby the prescribed maximally allowed or
desired error E d e s (step 1 in box 4.
la). Therefore, the final modeling capability
of the
network is assumed in the very first step. More precisely, one should havean expectation about the magnitude of the error at the end of the learning process while
approximating the data points. As in all estimation tasks, one usually knowsor can
guess the amount of noise in data. This information is usuallyimportant in defining
Edes. (The cross-validation technique
can be used if this isunknown.) It may therefore
beuseful to link Ep and Edes withthe amount ofnoisein data, defining
as a
percentage. For instance, EdeS = 0.20 denotes a modelingerror of around 20%.
The sum of error squaresacrossallthe
OL neurons and overallthe
training data pairsisaccumulatedin
an on-lineversion
of the EBP algorithm
(Ep= 0.5
- okp)2 E’-step
5 inbox 4.la). Afterthelearningepoch
(the
sweep through all the training patterns) is completed ( p = P),the total error Ep is
compared with the desired one,and for E p < E d e s , learning is terminated (stepl1 in
box 4. la); otherwise, a new learning epoch isstarted. The sum of error squares is not
good as a stopping criterion becauseE p increases with the increaseof the number of
data pairs. The moredata, the larger isE p .
Henceforth, it is good to define an error function that is related to the amount
of noise in data for the assessment of the network’s performance. The connection
between the error function and the amount of the noise will only require the scaling
of the error function (4.1), and there will be no need to change the learning algorithm.Now,therelation
ofsomepossiblestopping
(error) functions E p to the
amount of noise in data is analyzed, and an error function that contains reliable
information about noise is proposed.
The root mean square error (RMSE) is a widely used error function

+

ERMSo

PK

(4.50)
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where P is the number ofpatterns in the training data set and K is the number ofOL
neurons. It is convenient to use a slightly changed expression for the stopping criterion for the purpose of connecting the error (stopping) functionsE p with noise in a
data set:

(4.51)
Next, consider four more error stopping functions and their relations to the amount
of noise (or noise-to-signal ratio in the control and signal processing fields) in the
training data.

(4.52)

(4.53)

(4.54)

(4.55)

where ad and d denote the standard deviation and the mean of the desired values,
respectively.
Consider now, in figure 4.19, two noisy (25% Gaussian noise with zero mean)
underlying processes: left graph, ya = sin(x), and right graph, y b = x3, x = [0,271.3,
and analyze the performance of the given stopping criterion for the original func-
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Figure 4.19
Two ~derlyingprocesses and sampled training data sets (25% noise, n = 0.25). L e ! , y = sin(x). Right,
y = x3.

tions y and the same functions shifted along 10 and 200 units, respectively, that is,
si@), y s b = 200 x3. (Analyze the influence of d on the error function
using these shifts and keeping ad constant.)
From table 4.1 it follows that the root mean square error ERMScannot be a good
measure for the amount of noise in data. It is highly dependent on both the standard
deviation 0-and the mean d of the desired values. BothEo and E d are also dependent
on the mean d of the desired values. The larger d is, the higher is Eo. The error
function E d performs well unless d is close to zero. The closer d is to zero, the higher
is E d . E(o+d) avoids problemsfor both small and high valuesof d; it is consistent, but
it reproduces scaledinformation about the noise. Only the error function E(exp do) is
consistently related to the amount of noise in the training data set, and it is the least
dependent on them a ~ i t u d e sof both a and d.
Therefore, the error stopping function E p = E(exp do) is calculated in step5 of box
P algorithm, and it is used in step1 1 as a stopping criterionE p < Edes of
the learning phase.
A word of caution is needed here. The noise-to-signal
ratio (noise variance) in
standard learning from data problems is usually unknown. This means that, in the
most elementa~approach, defining Edes is usually a trial-and-error process in the
sense that a few learning runs will be required to find an appropriate Edes. However,
to noise content,
using the functionE(exp do) as a stopping criterion ensures a relation
provided that the approximatingfunctionisveryclose
to agenuineregression
function.

ysa = 10

+

+
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Table 4.1
The Performance of FiveDiAFerent Error Functions in Estimating Noise
Noise = 0.25
y

= sin(x)
y

ERMS

0.1521
-good

EcT

0.2141
good

Ed
E(cT+d)

do)

bad

200.8643
very bad
0.4277
not
0.2140
good

=

10 + sin(x)
y

2.4544
bad
3.4545
bad
0.2455
good
0.4583
not bad
0.2455
good

= x3

15.1136
very bad
0.2069
good
0.2422
good
0.2231
good
0.2422
good

y=200+x3
63.5553
very bad
0.8699
bad
0.2422
good
0.3789
-good
0.2422
good

Note: Results are the mean valuesof 100 random samplings for each function.

In section 3.2 on the linear neuron the influenceof the learnirigrate y on the learning
trajectory during optimization was analyzed.The error function E, defined as a sum
of error squares (when the error e = d - o(w) depends linearly upon the weights),
is a parabola, paraboloidal bowl, or pa~aboloidalhyperbowl for one, two, or more
weights, respectively. There aisstrong relationship between thecurvature of the error
function ~ ( w and
)
the learning rate even in the simplest case. The learning rate for
the quadratic error function must be smaller than the maximally allowed learning
rate ymax= 2/Amax,where Amax represents the maximal eigenvalue of theerror function’s Hessian matrix of second derivatives. (Note that in section 3.2 a stronger and
more practical bound was used for the convergence yT maX = 2/truce(
corresponds to yT max = 2/truce( ). Oneis on thesafesideconcerningtheoptimization convergenceas long as the Hessian matrix is positive definite, meaningthat
the error functionis a hyperbowlwith a guaranteed minimum, and using yTmax
smaller than ymax.)The higher the curvature, the larger the eigenvalues, the smaller
y
must be. Obtaining informationabout the shape of the error function is usually timeconsuming, and it can be easier and faster to run the optimizationand experimentally
find out the proper learningrate y.
However, there is a simple rule. The smallery is, the smoother the convergenceof
the search but the higher the numberof iteration steps needed.We have already seen
these phenomena for the linear neuron (fig.3.22). Descending by small y will lead to
the nearest minimum when the
error E ( w ) is a nonlinear function of the weights.
Usually that will be a local minimumof the cost function,and if this ~ m i ~ ( wis ) larger
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than the predefined maximally allowed (desired) error E&s, the whole learning process must be repeated starting from some other initial weights vector
working with smallq may be rather costly interns of computing time.
q and reduce it during optiof thumb is to start with some larger learning rate
mization.(Clearly,whatisconsideredasmall
or alargelearning rate ishighly
problem-dependent, and proper q should be established in the first few runs for a
given problem.)
Despite the fact that the EBP algorithm triggered a revival of the whole neural
networks field, it was clear from the beginning that the standard E
not a serious candidatefor finding the optimal weights vector
(the glo
thecostfunction)forlarge-scalenonlinearproblems.Manyimprovedalgorithms
have been proposed in order to find a reliable and fast strategy for optimi~ingthe
learning rate in a reasonable amount of computing time. Details are notgiven here.
Instead, one of the first, simple yet powerful, improvements
of the standard EBP
algorithm is presentedhere-the ~ o ~ e ntern
t u (Plaut,
~
Nowlan, and Hinton 1986;
olyak 1987).
The use of momentum has a physical analogy in a heavy ball rolling down the
is its momentum,and
inside of a bowl (Polyak 1987).The heavier the ball, the greater
the optimizing path does not follow the direction of the instant gradient. Thus, the
oscillatory behavior of a light ball (no momentum) is avoided. The descending trajectory of a heavy ball is much smootherand results in faster convergence(a smaller
number of iterative steps neededto reach the minim^) than if a light ball were used.
Formally, the modified gradient descent is givenas

(4.56)
where rmdenotes the ~ o ~ e nlearn~ng
t u ~ rate and VEw= ~ E / ~ w .
The omentum tern is particularly eiTective with error functions that have substantially different curvatures along different weight directions. In such a situation,
the error function is no longer radially symmetric, and it has the shape of an elon~ mcorresponding
i ~
Hessian matrix is
gated bowl. The eigenvalues ratio ~ m ~ ~ of/ the
now larger than 1. A simple gradient descent procedure progresses toward the minimum very slowly in such valleys,
and with higher learningrates q this i s an oscillatory
descent.
Figure 4.20 shows the effect of the introduction of momentum for a second-order
~ = 3.5/0.5
~ = 7.
quadratic error function surface with an eigenvalues ratio ~

~

/
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- q v 4 + v ~ A w ,=
--9VE2+qm(-rVE,)

q = O , ,5429,qm= 0,no. of steps = 47
q=O. ,5429,qm= 0.5, no. of steps = 16

---

Newton-~aphson
solutionin one step - -

- - . -l

Optimization on quadratic surfaces without momentum (solid line) and with momenturn (thick dashed
line).

The subscripts indicate the solutions wi obtained without the momentum tern, and
the superscripts correspondto those obtained using the momentumW'.
The choice of both learningrates
q and qm ishighlyproblem-dependent
and usually a trial-and-error procedure. The moment^ learning rate is typically
0 < qm < 1. There is a relatively strong relationship between the symetry of the
error function and the momentum learning rate qm, which can be expressed as the
lower the symmetric error function, the higher isqm. Figure 4.21 and table 4.2 show
that for the highly elongated error bowl (jtmax/;imin = 3.9/0.1 = 391, the optimal qm
is about 0.7. ~imilarly,the results for the symetric error function ( j t ~ a x / j t ~ =
~ nl )
are presented in figure 4.22and table 4.3. Here,for given learning ratesq, the optimal
qm is about 0.2.
In a real high-dimensional optimization problem, the shape
of the error function is
usually not known. The calculation of the essian matrix that measures the curvature of the error hyperbowl is possible in principle, but in a nonlinear case this curvature is permanently changing, and besides being expensive, it is generally difficult
to determine the proper momentum learning rate qm. Thus, the usual practice is to
work with 0.5 < qm < 0.7. Note that working with the momentum term makes optimization more robust with respect
to the choice of the learningrate q.
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Optimization on quadratic surface:
influence of step rate
5

= 0.4872 # of steps = 125
eta = 0.2436 # of steos = 252
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With momentum q m= 0.7

Figure 4.21
Optimization on highly elongated quadratic surface; influence
of learning rates.

Table 4.2
Optimization on Highly Elongated Quadratic Surface

q = 0.4872
q = 0.2436

qm = 0.8

qm = 0.9

41 step
44 steps

93 steps
94 steps

The utilization of the momentum term is a step toward a second-order method
at
less cost. In the standard EBP algorithm, the information obtained in the preceding
iterations is not used at all. Unlike the gradient method of the EBP algorithm, the
method using the momentum term takes into accouxit the “prehistory” of the optimization process. In this way, it improves convergence without additional computation. (There is no need to calculate the essian, for example.) Polyak; (1987) showed
that both the gradient procedure and the heavy ball method (gradient awith
momentum) for an optimal choice of learning rates q and qm, have a geometric rate of con) with omentum
vergence, but the progression ratios without m o m e n t u ~( r ~ and
( ~ H B are
)
diaerent; they are given as
(4.57)
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Opti~izationon quadratic surface:
influence of step rate

Opti~izationon quadratic surface:
influenceof step rate
5

in 1 step

4

6

3

in l step

2
1
W2

O
-1
-2

-3

-4
-5
-5

5

0
W1

With momentum q m = 0.7

~ i t ~ omomentum
ut

Optimization on symmetric quadratic surface; influence
of learning rates.
Table 4.3
Opt~izationon Symmetric Quadratic Surface
qln = 0.5

qm = 0.8

14 steps
17 steps

41 step
39 steps

~

= 0.95

V = 0.475

~-

where Amax and Amin represent the masimal and minimal eigenvalue of the Hessian
matrix, respectively. The progression ratios are equal for a symmetric error function
with equal eigenvalues, and the minimum will be reached in one step only by using
optimal learning rates. The less symetric thehyperbowl,thehigheristhe
ratio
rA = Amax/’Amin, and forsuchill-posedproblemstheheavyballmethodyieldsa
roughly fi-fold payoff versus the standard gradient-based EBP algorithm. A very
strong point for the heavy ball methodthat
is it represents a kindof on-line versionof
the powerful batch c ~ ~ j ~ ggur tue~ i e method
~t
(see chapter 8).
As in the case of learning
rate v, there have been many proposals
on how to
improve learning by calculating and using the adaptive moment^ rate qm, which
varies for each iteration step. In other words, the moment^ rate follows and adjusts to changes in the nonlinear error surface. ne of
the most popular algorithms

4.3, Heuristics or Practical Aspectsof the Error Backpropagation Algorithm
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for thecalculation of an adaptive or dynamicmomentum rate isthe ~~~c~~~~~
method (Fahlman 1988). This heuristic learning algorithm is loosely based
on the
Newton-Raphson method; its simplified version is presented here. More details can
be found in Fahlman (1988) or Cichocki and Unbehauen (1993). The adaptive mom e n t ~ mrate y,(n) is given by
(4.58)
The quickprop method can miss direction and start climbing up to the maximum
because it originates from the second-order
approach. Thus, bounds, constraints,and
several other measures are needed to assure appropriate learning in real situations.
The error function E(w) is a nonlinear function of weights, and the whole optimization procedure is much more complex in the case of more common and standard learning problems when hidden layer weights are the subjects of optimization.
This is discussed at length in chapter 8. Here ohly a few typical phenomena with
nonlinear opti~izationare presented. In figure4.23 the nonlinear error function
E(w) = -w1 cos(wl) sin(wa), dependingon two weights only, is shown. There are
two minima m1 = i0.863 --7c/2j T, m2 = 1-3.426--71/2] T , two maxima, and a few
saddle points in the given domain of W. The optimization procedure can have many
different outcomes, all of them depending on the method applied, starting point (or
initialization),learning rate q, and momentum learning rate q,.
There are four trajectories shownin figure 4.23. Twoof them use gradient learning
without momentum, and they end in two different minima. The two others use the
Newton-Raphson method; the first one ends in the closest maximum
other trajectory ends in the saddle point
SP. The solid line ending in the closest
minimum m1 represents the trajectory for small q (q = 0.05) without the momentum
term (or with qm = 0). The dotted trajectory that ends in minimum m2 is obtained
with q = 0.9, qm = 0. It is interestingto note that the second-order~ewton-Raphson
procedure using learningrate qH = 0.2 ends in the closest maximum
standard Newton-~aphsonprocedure, with learning rate qH = l, starting from Eo,
ends at the saddle point SP (black dot). Thus, this second-order ~ewton-Raphson
procedure reaches the closest minimum only
when the starting point is very closeto it
(the Hessian matrix at starting point EOis positive definite). Otherwiseit may end in
the closest maximumor the closest saddle point.
This nonlinear optimization examplegives an idea of the variety of possible optimization outcomes. Chapter 8 is devoted to such problems, and the important issues
of nonlinear optimization in thefield of soft models is discussed in much more detail
there.

+
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Nonlinear error function
E = - q*cos(w;)csin(W,)

O~timizationof nonlinear error function

x5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

W1

Figure 4.23
Opti~izationon a nonlinear surface; influence of learning rates.
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S

nd the outputs o fromthetwonetworksshowninfiguresP4.
la and
hidden layer activation function is a bipolar sigmoidal function givenby
(4.12)

*

b. For the network in figure P4. lb, find outputs for diRerent activation functions
o =f ( U) when f ( u ) is a linear AF; f ( u ) is a bipolar sigmoidal function given by
(4.12); andf(u) is a logistic function given by (4.1 1).

.

Find the updating equations Awg for the weights ~ 4 1 ,w53, and w54 in figure
,
and W63 in figure P4.2b, and for the weights ~ 4 1 ,
P4.2a, for the weights w41, ~ 3 2 w54,
~ 3 2 w63,
,
w76, and wg5 in figure P4.2~.Inputs i and desired values d are known. All
neurons have the same AF, o =f ( u ) . ( ~ i ~First
t ; express the delta error signals for
the output layer neurons and then find the equations for the HL deltas. With the
deltas known, a calculationof the weight changes iss t r a i g ~ t f o ~ a r d . )

3 . The NN consisting of a single neuron with a sine
as an activation function,
o = sin(w1x w2) is given in figure P4.3, Using the gradient procedure, find the
weights in the next step after the input vector y = [ ~ / 8 l] is provided at the input.
Learning rate q = 0.5. Desired value d = 1.

+

. Calculate the new weights for the neuron in figure P4.4. Cost function is
sum of error squares but

L1

x = -1

"l
(b) x = 3

+l
"1
Figure P4.1
Graph for problem4.1.

nom, i.e., J = Id - 01.

Input x = [l 1 l] ',

not a
desired
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4

6

5

4
Figure P4.2
Graph for problem 4.2.

Figure P4.3
Graph for problem 4.3.

6

8
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Figure P4.4

Graph. for problem4.4,

Figure P4.5

Graph. for problem4.6.

output d = 5, and the learning rateq = 1. (Hint: When y = IJ’(x)l),then

.

Derive equations (4.28) and (4.29). Find the values of f ’ ( u ) at the origin. Find
the slopes f ’ ( x ) at the origin when w1 = 10.
.6. A processing unit with a one-dimensionalinput in figure P4.5 has a shift x* = 5
along the x-axis,and at that point theoutput is decliningat the rate 0.5. What are the
values of w1 and w2?

.7. A two-dimensionalbipolarsigmoidalfunctionhasashift
x* = 5alongthe
-axis and y* = - 1 along the y-axis.w1 = -1. What is its weightw2?
What is the numberof weights in the fully connected feedforwardNN with one
hidden layer havi J neurons? Thereare K neurons in theoutput layer. Input vector
is n-dimensional. th the input vector x and the HL output vector y are augmented
withabias tern. What isthedimension of the error function E ( w ) space? (All
unknown weights are collected in a weights vectorW.)
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4.9. Considerthefeedfonvard NN infigureP4.6.Justifythestatement
that this
network is equivalent to an NN with only input and output layers (no hidden layer)
as long as 1x1 < 5 and for any output layer weights matrix . (H&: See figure 4.10
and find out what is the operational region of the HL neurons when 1x1 < 5.)

4.10. The NN shown in figure P4.7 uses
the bipolar sigmoidal AFs. Theoutputs have
been observedas 01 = 0.28 and 02 = -0.73. Find the input vector x that has been applied to the network.Find also the slope values
of the AFs at the activations u1 and 242.
4.11. Perform two training steps for a single neuron with a bipolar sigmoidal a d vationfunction. Input x1 = j2 0 - l] T , dl = - 1, x2 = [l -2 - l]T , d2 = 1, initial weight W O = [l 0 l] T , and the learning rate 7 = 0.25.

X

+l

+l
Figure P4.6

Graph for problem4.9.

1

Figure P4.7

Graph for problem 4.10.
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Figure P4.8
Graph for problem 4.13.

+

The error function to be minimized is given by E(w) = W ; - w1 - w1w2
0.5. Find analytically the gradient vector VE(w) and the optimal weights
* that minimizes the error function.

. The NN in figure P4.8 is trained

to classify (dichotomize) a number of two-

dimensional, two-class inputs.
a. Draw the separation lines between the two classes in the (XI, x2) plane, assuming
that
that both the HL and the OL activation functions are discrete bipolar functions,
is, threshold functions between- 1 and +l.
b. Assume now that all the AFs are bipolar sigmoidal functions. Find the region of
uncertainty in the (XI, x;?)plane using the following thresholding criteria: if a > 0.9,
then the input pattern belongs to class 1, and if o < -0.9, then the input pattern
belongs to class 2. For the sake of simplicity, assumea = b = 0.

.

Show analytically that thedecisionboundaryinthe
input space '$in implemented by a singleneuronwith a logisticfunction(depictedinfigureP4.9)is
a
hyperplane.
Show analytically that the output from the perfectly trained neuron in figure
represents the posterior probability of a Gaussian distribution in the case of a
binary classification. Work with the one-dimensional
input x. Assume same prior
probabilities, that is, the data from both classes are equally likely. (~~~~~Data from
both classes are produced according to Gaussian normal distributions. Express like' ood functions for each class. Assume different means and the same variance. Use
ayes' rule and show that the posterior probability isa logistic function.)
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y~r

Xn

+l
Graph for problems 4.14 and 4.15.

.

In the caseof a multiclass clas~ification,instead of the logistic function we use
the softmax function (also knownas the Pott's distribution), given as

where i = 1, . . . ,n, and n is a number of classes. Find the derivatives ( ~ y ~ / Ex~ ~ j ) .
press your result in terms of yi and yj. Sketch the graph yi in the two-dimensional
case.
n important issue in neural networks learning is the relation betweenerror
the
(cost) functionE and the OL activation functions for various tasks. A lot of experimental evidence shows that learning improves when the delta signal is linear with
respect to the output signal y from theOL neuron. Find the delta signals in regression
tasks (when theerror function is a sumof error squares) for
a. a linear OL activation function,
b. a logistic 02,activation function.

(~~~~~Start withthe
instantaneous s~-of-error-squarescostfunction
E=
' / ~ (d Y ) ~and
, find the delta signals for the two AFs. The notation y is used instead of the usual notation for the output signal Q , for your convenience. The use
of y may be more familiar and should ease the solution of this and the following
problem.)
Discuss whichof the two proposedOL activation functio~sis better interns of the
preceding comrnentsabout experimental evidence.

. Find the deltasignals

in aclassification task whenthe appropriate error
nctionisa
cross-entr~~y
given for stochastic,oron-line,learning
as E =
- [d log y
( l - d ) log(1 - y ) ] , where d denotes a desired value and y is the
neuron output. Find the delta signalsfor

+
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(a) a linear QL activation function,
(b) a logistic OL activation function,
(c) a tangent hyperbolic activation function.
Discuss which of the threeAFs is best in terns of the comments in problem 4.17.

.

Derive the cross-entropyerror function E given in problem 4.18.(Hint: For the
two-class classification, data are generated by the Bernoulli distribution. Find the
likelihood of P independent identically distributeddata pairs, take its logarithm (find
the log-likelihood I), and the error (cost) functionfor the whole data set is E = -2.)

.

Show that using a pairof softmax output neurons is mathematically equivalent
to using a singleQL neuron with a logistic function. Express the connections between
the weights vectorsand biases in the softmax modeland the weights vector and bias
in the logistic model.

The simulation experiments in
chapter 4 have the purposeof familiarizing the reader
withEBPlearning
in multilayerperceptronsaimed
at solving one~dimensional
regression problems. However, the learning algorithm is written in matrixfom, i.e.,
it is a batch algorithm, and it works for any number of inputs and outputs. The
examples in the ebp.m routine ate one-dimensional for the sake of visualization.
Three examplesare supplied. See the descriptionof all input variables in the program
ebp .m.
The experiments are aimed at reviewing many basic facets of EBP learning (notably the learning dynamic in the dependence of the learning rate q, the smoothing
effects obtainedby decreasing the numberof HL neurons, the influenceof noise, and
the smoothing effects of early stopping). It is important to analyze the geometry of
learning, that is, how the HL activation functions change during the course
of learning. Be aware of the following factsabout the program ebp.m:
1. It is developed for one-dimensional nonlinear regression problems.
2. However, the learningpart is in matrixfom, and it can be used for more complex
learning tasks.
3. The learning is the gradient descent with momentum.
4. The program is user-friendly, even
for beginners in using MATLAB, but you must
cooperate. Read carefully the description part of the ebp.m routine first. Giving the
input data will be easier. The ebp.m routine prompts you to select, to define, or to
choose difTerent things during the learning.
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yer

5. Analyzecarefullythegraphicwindowspresented.Thereareanswers
issues of learning in them.

to many

Experiment with the programe b p m as follows:
1. Launch MATLAB.
2. Connect to directory learnsc (at the matlab prompt, type cd learnsc
(RETURN)). learnsc isasubdirectory
of matlab, as bin, toolbox, and
uitools are. While typing cd learnsc, make sure that your working directory
is matlab, not matlabfbin,for example).
3. Type start

(RETURN).

4. Input data for three different functions are given. You will be able to define any
other function, too. You will also have to make several choices.

5. Take care about the magnitudes of your output training data. It is clear that if
they are larger than 1, you cannot use tgh or the logistic function. However, try
using them, and analyze the results obtained.
6. After learning, five figures will be displayed. Analyze them carefully.
Now perform various experiments by changing a few design parameters. Start with
the preparedexamples. Run thesameexamplerepeatedly
and try out different
parameters.
l . Analyze the learning dynamics in the dependence
of the learningrate v*Start with
very low one (say, = 0.001) and increase it gradually up to the point of instability.
2. Analyze the smoothing effects obtainedby increasing the number of HL neurons.
Start with a single HL neuron and train it with a small learning rate, say, 5,000 iteration steps. Repeat the simulations, increasing
the number of neurons and keeping all
other training parameters fixed (learning rate and number of iteration steps).

3. Analyze the smoothing effects of early stopping, Take the number of neurons
to be (P - l), or approximately (0.75 - 0.9)*P, where P stands for the number of
training data points. Start modeling your data by performing 500 simulation runs.
Repeat simulations by increasingthe n u b e r of iterations and keepingall other
training parameters fixed (learning rate and number of HI., neurons).
In alltheprecedingsimulationalexperiments,theremust
not be theinfluence of
random initialization and noise. Therefore,run all simulations with the same
r ~ n ~ o ~
n ~ ~ g ~e ~ ee ~r~seed;
t o r that is, select a fixed seed that ensures the same initial conditions and starting points.

Simulation Experiments
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l. Now, disable the random nurnber generator seed. Run the experiments without
noise and analyze the effectsof different random initializations of the weights, Keep
all other parameters unchanged.
2. Look at the effects of different noise levels on various approximators. Note that
defining noise = 0.2 means that there is 20% noise. For many practical situations,
this is too high a noise level. Repeat some of the experiments with a different noise
level.
3, Analyze the influenceof the momenturn term on learning dynamics.
Generally, in performing simulations you should to
trychange onlym e parameter at
a time. ~eticulouslyanalyze all resulting graphs after each simulation run. There
are
many useful results in those figures.
You are now ready to define your own one-dimensional functions to do nonlinear
regression by applying multilayer perceptrons. This is the name given to l?+lNswith
sigmoidal activation functions in a hidden layer
that learn by applying the first-order
gradient (steepest descent) method with momentum. In the neural networks field, this
gradient procedure is also knownas the error back~ropagationlearning algorithm.
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Radial basisfunction (R F) networkshavegainedconsiderable
attention as an
alternative to multilayerperceptronstrained by the backpropagation algorithm.
0th multilayer perceptrons and RBF networks are the basic constituents of the
feedforward neural network. They are structurally equivalent. Both have one hidden
layer1 (HL) with a nonlinear activation function (AF) and an output layer (OL)
containing one or more neurons with linearAFs. Hence, figure 4.4 might well represent an RBF network, provided that instead of the S-shaped AF there were
functions in the hidden layer’s neurons. In the case of an RBF network, also, one
does not augment both t
dimensional input vector x and the HI, outgoing vector
y with a biasterm +l.
ever,sometimesone can find RBF networkshaving
the HL outgoing vector y augmented with a bias term. And for classification tasks,
instead of the linear AF in OL neurons one can use the S-shaped logistic function.
But it should be stressed that the All; in the OL neurons of an RBF network derived
from regularization theory is strictly linear.)
One important feature of RBF networks is the way theinput signal U to a neuron’s
AF is formed. In the case of a multilayer perceptron, the input signal U is equal to
w T x . In other words, U is equal to the scalar product of the input vector x and a
to the distance
weights vectorW. The input signal U to the radial basis function is equal
between the input vector x and a center of the specific AF c, or uj = f ( Ilx - ejli).
Note that for an BF network,centers cj of the neuron’s AF representthe
weights.
The advantages of RBF networks,such as linearity in the parameters (true in
their most basic applications only) and the availability of fast and efficient training
methods, have been noted in many publications, Like a multilay~rperceptron, an
F network has universal approximation ability ( H a r t ~ a nKeeler,
,
and Kowalski
1990; Park and Sandberg 1991). Unlike the former, an RBF network has the best
approximation property (Girosi and Poggio 1990). But the most appealing featureof
RBF networks is their theoretical foundation. Unlike multilayer perceptrons, which
originated from the more heuristic sideof engineering, RBF networks have a sound
theoretical foundation in regulari~ationtheory, developed by the Russian mathematician Tikhonov and his coworkers (Tikhonov 1963; 1973; Tikhonov
and Arsenin
1977; Morozov 1993).
Thus, let us consider first the nature of ill-posed problems and the regularization
approach to solving such problems, and then how RBF networks fit naturally into
the framework of the regularization of interpolation/approx~ationtasks. For these
problems, regularization means the s ~ o o t ~ i nofg the. inte~olation/approximation
curve,surface, or hypersurface.This approach to RBF networks,alsoknown as
~egUZari~atio~
n e t ~ o r ~was
s , developed by Poggio and Girosi (1989a; 1989b; 1990a;
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1990b; 1990~).Theirresearchfocused on theproblemoflearningamultivariate
function from sparsedata. Poggio and Girosi’s group developed a theoretical framework,based on regularizationtheory, that has roots intheclassicaltheory
of
function approximation. Subsequently,theyshowed that regularizationnetworks
encompass a much broader range of appro~imationschemes, including manyof the
popular general additive models, some tensor product splines,and some neural networks (Girosi, Jones,and Poggio 1996). This result important
is
because it provides a
unified theoretical framework for a broad spectrum of neural network architectures
and statistical techniques.
Independently, and not from a regularization approach, RBF networks have been
developed and used in many diRerent areas. They were used in the framework of the
interpolation of data points in a~gh-dimensionalspace (Powell 1987). AnRBF type
of network developed as a neural network paradigm was presented by Broornhead
and Lowe(1988).Anearly
important theoretical result on the nonsingularity of
matrix,2 which is the core component of an RBF network, was presented by
re, the presentation of RBF networks in the frameworkof regularization theory
follows Poggio and Girosi (1989a; 1993)and Girosi (1997).

The concept of ill-posed p ~ o ~ l was
e ~originally
s
introduced in the field of partial
differentialequations by Wadamard(1923). In accordancewithhispostulates,a
problem is well-posed when a solution
0

0

Exists
Is unique
epends ~ontinuouslyon the initial data (i.e., is robust against noise)

herwise, if the problem failsto satisfy one or more of these criteria, it is ill-posed.
-posedproblemshavebeen
an area of mathematical curiosity for manyyears
becausemany(especiallyinverse)practicalproblemsturned
out to
Classical problems in mathematical physics are usually well-posed by
criteria (e.g., the forward problem for the heat equation, the Dirichlet problem for
ellipticequations, and theCauchyproblem for hyperbolic equations). Actually,
damard believed that real-life pr ems are well-posed and that ill-posed problems
merely
mathematical
oddities.
other direct
problems are well-posed but
some arenot, for example, differentiation, whichanisill-posed direct problem because
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Figure 5.1
Regularization of the ill-posed inverse problemd f = direct map, f" = regularized inverse map).

its solution doesnot depend continuouslyon the data. Inverse problems are typically
ill-posed problems. Two examples are in robotics when one needs to calculate the
angles given the positions
of both the robot's baseand the final positionof the robot's
hand, and in vision when one tries to recover a three-dimensional shape from twodimensional matrices of light distribution in an image measured by a camera. (The
latter problem is the inverse of the standard problem in classical optics when one
wants to determine two-dimensional imagesof three-dimensional physical objects.)
Theproblemsinwhichonetries
to recover an unknowndependencybetween
some input and output variables are typically ill-posed because the solutions arenot
unique. The onlyway one can find a solution to an ill-posed problem isto r e g ~ ~ ~ r i ~ e
such a problem by introducing generic constraints that will restrict the space of
solutions inan appropriate way. The character of the constraints depends ona priori
knowledge of the solution. The constraints enable the calculation of the desired, or
admissible, solution out of other (perhaps an infinite number of) possible solutions.
This idea is presented graphically in figure
5.1 for the solutionof the inverse problem
when there is a one-to-many mapping from the rangeY to the domain X.
An everyday regularized solution results in calculating the distance between two
that the distance isa
points x1 and x2 in a two-dimensional plane when, using the fact
positive value (a kind of a priori knowledge in this problem), one takes the positive
one only out of the two solutions:
d = d(X11 -

+

(x2, -

Another classic example of regularized solutions is the solution
overdetermined system of m equations in n unknowns (m > n):

to the standard
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where for the giveny and A one shouldh d x. Out of an infinite numberof solutions
~ one in the least-squares
to this problem the most common r e g ~ Z ~ r~i o~ Ze ~ tisi othe
sense, or the one that satisfies theconstraint that the sum of squares of the
error components ei is minimal. In other words, the solution x should ninimize ls112= eTe =
x) T ( y - Ax). This least-squares solution is known
to be x = ( ~ T A ) - l A T ~ .
Standard learning problems, inferring the relationships between some
input and
output variables, are ill-posed problems because there is typicallyan infinite number
of solutions to these interpolation/approximationtasks. In figure 5.3 only two possible perfect inte~olationfunctions are shown. Note that both interpolation functions
strictly interpolate the examples and that the errors on these training pointsfor both
interpolants are equal to zero. Despite this fact, one feelsthat the smooth interpolant
is preferable. The idea of smoothness in solving learning (inte~olation/approximation) problems is seductive, and the most common a priori knowledge for learning
problems is the assumption that the underlying function is smooth in the sense that
two close (or similar) inputs correspond to two close (or similar) outputs. Smoothness
can also be defined as the absence of oscillations.
Now, the basic problemsare how to measure smoothness and how to ensure that
the inte~olation/ap~roximation
function is smooth. There are many ways to measure smoothness; the most c o ~ o one
n is to introduce a s ~ o ~ t ~ ~ e ~ ~
~ ( f ( x ) that
)
will map different functions f ( x ) onto real and positive numbers. The
interpolation/appro~imationfunction with the smallest functional value
then be the function of choice. This is shown in figure5.2.

Figure 5.2
The smoothness functionala>(f(rr)) maps functions onto positive real numbers.

f ~ ~
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Smoothness functionals should assume large valuesfor nonsmooth functions and
small onesfor smooth functions.It is well knownthat taking derivatives of a function
amplifies the oscillations, that is, results in less smooth functions. Therefore,natural
smoothness functionals that should emphasize a function’s nonsmoothness are the
ones that use the functions’ derivatives. Three smoothness functionals that use different functions’ derivativesor their combinations are
(5.2a)
(5.2b)

(5.2~)
where f ( s ) stands for the Fourier transform of f ( t ) . More generally, the smoothness
functional can be given as

where n represents the dimensionality of the input vector x and d(s) is a positive
symetric function in the S domain decreasing to zero at infinity. In other words,
l/G(s) is a high-pass filter.The smoothness functional@ ( f ) can also be expressed as

wheretheconstraints
operator P is(usually)adifferential
operator
P = d2/dx2,or P = d22/dx22,
and 11 * 112 is a normon the function spaceto which Pf
belongs (usually theL2 norm).
In order to measure their smoothness, the functional @ l ( f ) from (5.2a) is applied
5.3 and 5.4). The procedureis
to twodifferent interpolation functions(seefigs.
simple. In accordance with (5.2a), one initially calculates the first derivativesof the
functions (fig 5.4, top graph), squares them, and finds their integrals (fig.5.4, bottom
graph)
@ ( f ) (i.e., of the constraints
Note that the choice of the smoothing functional
operator P) is a very important step in neural network design because the type of
*
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interpolation of the training data
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Figure 5.3
Interpolation of the training data (circles) by a smooth interpolant and a nonsmooth interpolant. True
function y = x + sin(2x).

basis (or activation) function in a neuron strictly dependsupon the functional
(or P) chosen. So, for example, in the case of a one-dimensional input
and
tional (D1 ( j ' ) from (5.2a) results in a linear spline basis function,
(5.2b) results in a cubic spline basis function.
The idea underlying regularization theory is simple: among all the functions that
interpolate the data, choose the smoothest one (the one that has a minimal measure
of smoothness or aminimalvalueofthefunctional
dD(f)). In doingthis, it is
Z e contains
believed, the solution can be obtained from the variatio~aZ~ r i ~ c i ~that
both data and prior smoothness information.
The r~~ularization
approach to solvinglearning (interpolation/approximation)
problems can now be posed as a search for the function f ( x ) that appro~imatesthe
training setof measured data (examples) D, consisting of theinput vector x E %' and
the output or system response d E %, D = { [ x ( i ) d(i)]
,
E 3' x %, i = 1, . . . ,
~ n i m i ~the
e s functional
P

P
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irst derivativesof inter~olationfunctions
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Calculation of the smoothness functional@(f). Top, first derivatives, smooth interpolant {thin solid curve),
nonsmooth interpolant (thick solid curve).
~ o t tareas
~ ~below
,
the squares of the first derivatives are equal
to the ma~nitudesof @(f). For smooth interpolant {horizontal stripes), CS,(f) = 20; for nonsmoot~
interpolant (shadedarea), @ ~ s ( f =
) 56. True fxmction y = x + sin(2x) (dotted curve).
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where A is a small, positive number (the Lagrange multiplier), also called theregularization parameter. The functionalH [ f ]is composedof two parts. The sum minimizes
the e ~ ~ i r i c arisk,
Z error or discrepancy between the data d and the approximating
function ”(x), and the second part enforces the smoothness of this function. The
second part of H , AllPfl12, is also called a stabilizer that stabilizes the interpolation/
approximation function f(x) by forcing it to become as smooth as possible. The
regularization parameter A, which is usually proportional to the amount of noise in
data, determines the influence of this stabilizer and controls the trade-off between
these two terms. (The smoothness can be controlled by the number of the neurons,
too, although in a different manner). The smaller the regularization parameter A,
the smaller the smoothness of the approximating function f(x) and the closer the
approximating function f(x) to the data. Taking A = 0 (i.e., no constraints on the
solution) results in a perfect interpolation function or in an “approximating” function that passes through the training data points (f(xi) = di).4
Before lookingat the theoretical derivation, let us consider the general of
result
this
approach. The functionthat minimizes the functionalH [ f ]has the following general
fom:
P

W&;

Xi)

+ p(x),p(x)

h-

=
j= 1

i= 1

where G (the Fourier inverse transform of G ) i s the conditionally positive definite
function (c.p.d.f.) Green’s function of the differential operator
tered at x. and the linear combination of functions that spans the null space of the
,p ( x ) =
ajyj(x), is in most casesa basis in the space of polynomials
of degree m - 1. Note that in order to arbitrarily approximate well any continuous
function on a compact domain with functionsof the type (5.6), it is
include this second, “polynomial” term belongingto the null space o
Girosi 1989b). In fact, one of the most popular RBF networks, when G(x,xi) is a
Gaussian function, doesnot have this termat all. Hence, the resultingf(x) is a linear
combination of Green’s functions G(x,xi) eventually aumented with some function
P(x>.
The approximating function f(x) given in (5.6) results from the minimization of
the functional H [ f ]by calculating the J’~nctionaZderi*a~i*eas follows.
Assume that the constraints operator islinear and that f is the solution that
minimizes the functional U[f’].
Then, the functional H[J’ ag] has a (local) minimum at a = 0, or

ci”l_,

+
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n

d

"dccW f +ag,l
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=0

for any continuous functiong. Now, it follows that

and with a = 0,

Now, consider the well-known syrnbolics for the functional scalar product
( f , g) =
Jf(x)g(x) dx as well as the notion of the a ~ o i n t o ~ e r a t o ~
g). With this notation it follows from (5.8) that

or

Thisisthe Euler-~agrange(partial) differential equation for thefunctional (SS),
which can be solved by using the Green's function technique. Before solving (5.9),
consider the basicsof this approach in solving differential equations. Green's function
G(x; xi) of an operator
is the function that satisfiesthefollowing
partial
differential equation (in the distribution sense):

where 6 denotes a Dirac 6 function. Hence, G(x; xi) = 0 everywhere except at the
i.When
the
differential
operator
is s ~ ~ - a ~ o iGreen's
n t , function
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issymmetric. Note that (5.10)resemblestherelationshipwiththelinearalgebra
operator
or that G(x;Xi) represents a kind of inverse of the differential
the calculation of the solution to the linear equation Ax = y, where
solution is given as x = A-ly), the solution of f = h has the form f = G*h, where
the superscript * stands for the convolution, or

Using (5.10) and the definition of the Dirac 6 function, f 6(x - v)h(v) = h(u),
G)*h= &*h= h ( x ) .

Now, applying this techniquewhile looking for Green’s functionof the operator
in (S.!$), the solution is givenas

or
(S. 11)

where G(x;xi) is the valueof Green’s function centeredat the vector X i . Defining the
first factor on the right-hand sideas the weight wi,

(5.12)
the solution can be rewritten as
P

(5.13)
i= 1

Note, however, that (5.j3) is not the complete solution (5.6) to this m i ~ m i ~ a t i o n
problem. The second termon the right-hand sideof (S.6), which lies in the null space’
is invisibleto the smoothing termof the functional H [ f ’ ] .
the interpolating function in (5.13),
both Green’s functionG(x;xi)
and the weights W i are need . Green’s function G(x;Xi) depends only upon the form
of theconstraint operator chosen. For the trunsluti~nullyin~uriuntoperator
G(x;xi) = G(x - xi), i.e., Green’s function depends onlyon the difference betweenx
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and X i . In the case of the tran~lutionully i~variant
and rotationally invariant operator
G(x;xi) = G( /Ix - X i \I), or Green’s function depends onlyon the Euclidean norm
X i . In other
words,forthetranslationally
and rotationally
of thedifference
invariant operator
reen’sfunctionisthe RBF andtheregularizedsolution(5.13)
takes the formof the linear combinationof the RBFs:
)

(5.14)
i= 1

In order to calculate the weights wj, j = 1). . . P,of the regularized solution, assume
that the specific Green’s function G(x;X i ) is known. Note that there are P unknown
weights and P examples. Now, from(5.l 1)and (5.12), two systemsof P equations in
P unknowns are formed as follows:
)

h
f2

1

(5.15a)

”

A. fJ

?

fP

L

G11

G12

G21

G22

...
...

...
...
(5.15b)

GP1

GP2

...

...

where fJ = f ( x j ) is the value of the interpolation/approximation function f from
(5.13) at the input vector X . , and Gji = G(xj;xi) is the value of Green’s function
centered at the vector X i at the vector xj. In the case of the one-dimensional input
vector x = [x])figure 5.5 shows how the entriesof a matrix G are formed for the two
differentbasisfunctions.Substituting
f from(5.15b) into (5.15a)theunknown
weights vector W is found as
(5.16)
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Linear splines interpolation. The entries
of matrix G are
shown as circles.
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Gaussian BF interpolation. The entriesof matrix G are
shown as circles.
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Figure 5.5
Forming a matrixG for (top) linear splines basis functions and(bottom) Gaussian basis functions. Underlying functiony = sin(x) (dotted curve). Thedata set comprises five noiselessdata. Second (bold) row
of G
denotes outputs from G(x2, S), i = 1,5; fourth (bold) columnof G denotes outputs from the fourth basis
function (thick solid line)G ( x j ,cq), i = 1,5.
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When
the
operator
int, then
because
Green’s
function
G
symmetric, so is Gr
(5.15b),
inproperty
with
the
also that without any constraints (A = 0), the function f ( x ) interpolates the data, or
f ( x i ) = di.
Sometimes, depending upon the operator applied, the complete solution asgiven
in (5.6) consists of a linear combination of Green’s functions and of the “polynomial” term p(.;), i.e., thereare two setsof unknown coefficients:W and a. In this case,
weights wi and ai satisfy the following linear systems:

(5.17)
where
the
entries
of the matrices
are given as G(i,j ) = G(xi;xj) and
T(i, j ) = yi(x.),the weights wi connect the ith HL neuron with the OL neuron, di
are the measured system’s responses, and ai are the appropriate parameters of the
“polynomial” termp ( x ) .As mentioned earlier, when theRBFs are Gaussians there is
no additional term and (5.14) completely describes the regularization
(RBF) network.
A graphical representationof (5.14), wherea training data set D, consisting of only
x E % and with outputs or system refive examples with one-dimensional inputs
sponses d E %, D = { (x(i), d(i)]E % x %?i = 1, . . . , 5 } , is given in figure 5.6. Therefore,(5.14)corresponds to a neuralnetworkwithonehiddenlayer
and a single
linear output layer neuron. The RBF is placed at centers ci that coincide with the
training data inputs xi,meaning that the basis functions are placed exactly at the
inputs xi.The bias shown in figure 5.6 does not strictly follow from equation (5.14)
but can be augmented to the HL output vector y. Thus, the solution to the minimization of the functional (5.5), givenas (5.14, can be implemented as a network.
Nothing changesin the graphicalrepresentation for a high-dimensional input
vector x. The input node represents the input vector x. The hidden layer neurons
receive the Euclidean distances(1. - qll) and compute the scaZar values of the basis
functions G ( x ;S) that form the HL output vector y. Finally, the single linear OL
neuron calculates the weighted sumof the basis functionsas given by (5.14). There is
only a change in notation in the sense that the centers ci and the width parameter CT
(which for the Gaussian basis function is equal
to its standard deviation) become the
i (of the same dimension as the input vector x ) and the (n x n) covariance

A regularizationnetwork(5.14)strictlyinterpolatesthe
data by summingthe
weighted basis functions, where the weights are determined by (5.16) or (5.17). The
geometry of such a strict interpolation, in the caseof a two-dimensional input vector
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d

Figure
A strict inte~olating re~larization
network (5.14) for a one-dimensional input x. The data set comprises
five examples. Centersci correspond to inputsxi (ci = xi),and all variances are equal(q = 0).Bias shown
is not mandatory and does not follow from
(5.14).

~~i

when the basis functions are two-dimensional Gaussians, is shown in
ote that during training or learning, the network wasgiven only data D
comprising P trainingpai
d). In other words,thesurfacepresentedinfigure
5.7 is reconst~ctedby the
network as the weightedsumof theGaussianbasis
functionsshown.uringlearning,thenetwo
e. Note that because the
merely
calculating th
weights
vector W. F u r t h e ~ o r e ,
ian basisfunctions an
gle training data pointareshown
5.7. For the sake of clarity in the graphical presentation, the overlapping
of
S is not visible in this figure. Only
10%of the two-dimensional Gaussian
tions is shown. Typically, the over1
ote also an impo~antcharacteristic of themodelregardingthematrix
espite the fact that the input is a vector no
remains a two-dimensional array, that is, it is still a ( P ,P ) matrix as in
(5.15b) and in figure 5.5.
x = [XI
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e ~ ~ a ~ z a t Technique
ion

1‘(x) = f(

f

Unknown and reconstructed surfacef(x,, x

Cnown data Doint d,

Y

x2

A regularization (RBF) network reconstructs the unknown underlying dependencyf ( x ) as the weighted
sum of the radial basisfu~ctionsG(x;Q) by using the training data set ( 0 ) . Only a part of the basis functions and a single training data point are shown.

The neural net architecture given in figure5.6 can easily be expanded to approximate several functions = (J; ,f 2 , . . . ,f K ] by using the same set of centers ei.
case, K output layer neuronsare needed. Suchan 9%”+
’ ! R K mapping can be modeled
by the network shown in figure 5.8. The input vector x is presented in componentare two sets of known ~ a r a ~ e t ein
r s e hidden layer: entries of a
and elements of a covariancematrixTheentries
of an output
layer weights matrix
are unknown. The problem is linear again, and the solution
is similar to (5.16):

’

(5.18)
comprises all the desired output trainin
k = 1 K . Note that allneuronssharethe
radial basisfunctions and that the samematrix (
isused for thecalculation
of each weights vector vvk, k = 1,K . The p e r f o ~ a n c eof a regularizati
network is em on st rated in example 5.1.
k

= [ d l k ,d2k, . . . ,dpk]
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Figure 5.8
Architecture of a regularization (RBF) network for an ! R n !RiKmapping. The n-dimensional input
vector x is shown componentwise, and the n-dimensional Gaussian basis
or activation functions are shown
as two-dimension~l Gaussian
bells.
"-f

Ze 5.1 Model(reconstruct)theunknown
and simplerelation y = f ( x ) =
sin(x) between (just) two variables x and y , using an RBF network with Gaussian
basis functions, having a set
of ten data pairs from measurements highly corrupted
by
50% white noise with zero mean (see fig.
5.9). Examine the smoothing effects achieved
by using different parametersA.

According to (5.5) and (5.6) an RBF network comprises ten neurons with Gaussian
basis functions centered
at inputs xi. Without regularization(A = 0, or no constraints)
the network purely interpolates the data points. As the regularization parameter A
increases, the regularized solution becomes smoother,and with the noise filteredout,
it will approximate the data points. If it is too high, the regularization parameter A
acts to disregard the data points as unreliable and results in an a~proximatingfunction that filters out both the underlying function and the noise. One usually finds the
optimal value of the parameter A by the cross-vaZi~~tio~
technique.
The next section takes up the still unresolved issue
of the relation between
stabilizer d[> (i.e., operator ) and Green's function G(x; xi>.

the
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RBF fitting of noisy training data

A = 0.5, smoothed approximation
--l .5
-4

1
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Figure 5.9
RBF network and regularized solutions to
an underlying function y = sin(x) for a data set (crosses)
of ten
noisy examples using three different re~larizationparameters A: A = 0, which results in a strict interpolation function, and with error = 0.3364. Smoothed approx~ationfunctions achieved with two different
lambdas: A 0.175, error = 0.2647; A = 0.5, error = 0.3435 (smoothing too high). Number of Gaussian
RBFs is equal to the number of examples. Noise filteringis achieved through parameter A.
=I

First recall that during the derivation of the expressions (5.16) and (5.17) Green’s
basis function G(x; xi) was assumed known for the calculation of the re~ulari%ation
network’s OI,weights. It was also mentioned that Green’s function is the RBF for
the translationally and rotationally invariant operator P.Radial stabilizers are the
most common ones,and they a priori assume that all variablesare of equal concern,
or that no directions are more relevant (privileged) than others inn-dimensional
examples.
Radial stabilizers are not the only types of smoothing operators. There are other
types of smoothing functionals belongingto the class (5.3) that do not lead to radial
basis functions. Consequently,
the outcomes of such nonradial stabilizers are not RBF
networks. Each of these different stabilizers correspondsto different a priori assumptions about smoothness. The two kindsof stabilizers are t ~ n ~ u r ~ rstabilizers
u ~ ~ c tand
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~dditivestabilizers. Consideration of theseisoutsidethescope
of this book; the
interested reader is referredto the work of Girosi, Jones and Poggio (1996).
Here, the focus is on stabilizers
that have a radial symmetry as we11 as on the corresponding RBF interpolation/appro~imationtechnique. Example 5.2 demonstrates
that the classical approximation techniques for an
”+ %’ mapping, linear and
cubic spline interpolations, belongto regularization RBF networks.

!R’

x ~ 5.2
~ Show
~ Z that
e the smoothing functionalsd D 1 [ f ] = f R dx ( f ’ ( ~ ) )given
~
in
~
in (5.2b) lead to RBF network models for
(5.2a) and dD2Ef] = f’dx ( f ” ( ~ ) )given
an !R ”+ % l mapping of P data pairs (see fig. 5.10).

~

+

I

In the first case,(5.2a),the smoothing operator

= df/dx and the functional d D 1 [ f ]

can be written as

Linear and cubic splines interpolations
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Figure 5.10
Interpolation of noisy examples by two RBF networks having piecewise linear and piecewise cubic polynomial basis functions.
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In other words, d(s)= l/s2, and itsinversecorresponds to G(x, xi) = Ix - xil.
Hence, a regularization network(an interpolation function) has the formof a piecewise‘ linear function
P
i= 1

Note that a polynomial of zero order p ( x ) = a is in the null space of the operator
= df /dx.Speaking colloquially, the const t terma is not visibleto the operator
(D2 [ f ] ,
= d 2 f / d x 2 ) the verysame procedure
Whenthesmoothingfunctional
leads to an interpolation function in the formof a piecewise cubic polynomial

or G ( s ) = l/s4, and its inverse corresponds to G(x,xi) = Ix - xi13, which results in

+

As with the case of linear splines,
d 2 p ( ~ ) / d x=2 d2(ax b)/dx2= 0, that is, the
polynomial term is in the null space
of the smoothing operator = d2f /dx2. It is
clear that a nonsmoothinterpolation function will be punished more stronglyby using
a second instead of a first derivative. In other words, a piecewise cubic polynomial
interpolation function will be smoother than a linear one.
Generally, a class of admissible RBFs is a class of conditionally positive definite
functions (c.p.d.f.)of any order becausefor c.p.d.f. the smoothness functional (5.3) is
aseminorm and theassociatedvariationalproblemis
welldefined (Madych and
Nelson 1990). Table 5.1 gives the most important examples of stabilizers and resulting RBFs. Note that for a positive definite n-dimensional Gaussian function, (5.3)
defines the norm,and since (D[J’] is a norm, its null space contains only zero elements.
Therefore, when a basis function is a Gaussian function, the
additional null space
term p(x) is not needed in (5.6). Gaussian basis functionsare the most popular ones
for at least the following reasons:
* They show much better smoothing properties
than other known RBFs. This is clear
from the exponentially acting stabilizer d(s)= l / e l ~ s ~ 1which
2 ~ ~ , will heavily
or punish, any nonsmooth interpolation functionf ( x ) in areas of high frequencies S.

"i:IISII

"

I

-
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0.8-

-

0.6

0.4.

Figure 5.11
Two-dimensional radial basis fmctions. Left, Gaussian Right, inverse muftiquadric. Both activation functions are normalized here: their maximum is equal
to 1.

They are local in the sense that they model data only in a neighborhood near a
center.
They are more familiar to everyday users than other RBFs.
Thereisasoundgeometricalunderstandingeven
of n-dimensionalGaussian
functions.
* They do not require additional null space terns.
+,

+,

Because of their finite response, it seems as though they may be more plausible
biologically.
+,

The disadvantage of Gaussian RBFs is that they require determination of width
s:
deviation CT or covariance matrix E: in the
parameters or shape p ~ r ~ m e t e rstandard
case of one- and n-dimensional input vectors, respectively. At this point, the very
design or learning of appropriate width parameters is an heuristic, basically good
inverse multiapproach that resultsinsuboptimalbutstillreliablesolutions.An
quadric function is similar to a Gaussian one, and for the two-dimensional input x,
these two functionsare shown in figure 5.11.

5.3 ~ e n ~ r a ~ ~ e d asis ~ u n c ~ oNetworks
n
Regularization networks have two practical shortcomings. First, there are as many
basis functions (neurons) as there are examplesinatraining
data set. Therefore,
having a training data set containing several thousands of examples would require
the inversion of very large matrices (see (5.16)) for example). This operation is far
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asis F ~ n ~ tNetworks
io~

outside the capacity of most computing machines available tod
data are usually imprecise r contaminated by noise.
contaminated examples an inthiswayavoidmodel
with noise can be resolved by using an appropriate regula~zationparameter A, the
only way to escape the problem of modeling a large data set, that is, to have a network with a computationally acceptable num erof neurons inan
network with appreciably fewer basis functions (neurons) in
ere, a few difEerent approaches are presented for the selection of the best basis
t or the designof a network of ap~ropriatesize. These involve reducing
ecall that the problem of subset selection was successt vector mac~inesto both classification and re~ression
.3.4 will introduce linear programmin
selection, too.
First, a few early and c o ~ o subset
n
selections are describe that are strictly
random or semirandom choices, not necessarily the best. Using a strictly r
procedure, a ran do^ subset of p training data is chosen out of P exa~ples.
case of semirandom selection, basis functions are placed at each rth (at each third,
fifth) t~enty-fifth)training data point. noth her possibility is to evenly spread the
S over a domain space, in which case they
do not correspond to
. Yet another selection method is to preprocess training data by
hm first k means, for example, where k corres onds to the
L neurons~p ) . In the framework of
aches are suggested by
.
e centers, the shape parameters (p, i.e., cr) are d e t e ~ i n e d The
basic idea now is to ensure suitable overlappingof a basis function.
rule of thumb is to take CT = Ac or some other multiple of Ac that
character ofthemodeledsurface or hypers~rface,wh
denotesthe(average)disa one-dimensional x).
case of an dimensional
tancebetweenthecenters(for
, the diagonal elements of a covariance m a t ~ x , that is, the standard
deviations flit can be selected as ai Aci. Note that for the equal units of the com= diag(a2)inand
thethe
ut vector
comn
ponents’dimensions d
(this is themost c o ~ o sit
oi will
bedifEerent
a
= diag(cr;).Thecorrespon
be radial
functions.
In more
complex
of
ents
input vector
(features)
may
be correlated, and in t
be a diagonal
matrix
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his is but one part of an overall problem; these pointsare taken up in more
detail later.
Nevertheless,manyproblemsmaysuccessfully
besolvedwith
the preceding
heuristic methods. A basic idea in selecting smaller number of RBFs is to find an
approximation to regulari~edsolutions where, instead of using a strict interpolation
function
P
i= 1

to implement a smooth approximation function, the following function is used:
P

(5.19)
j= 1

where p << P and the centers ej and the shape parameters (elements of the covariance
matrixaussians)areselected
by usingone of theapproachesproposedearlier.
Themis
no longersquare as in(5.15b) and infigure 5.5 but arectangular
(P,p ) matrix. (Note that the notation isslightlychanged to explicitlystressthe
quadratic dependence of fa on the distance /I 11). Having fixed centers and shape
parameters (for fixed HL weights) onlyp OL weightswj are calculated. The problem
is still linear in parameters (W), and the best solution is the renowned least-squares
solution, which results in a Z e ~ ~ t - s RBF
~ ~ ~that
~ e follows
s
from the minim~ationof
the cost function
a

P
i= 1

As in solving (5.14), this is a convex and quadratic problem in wj, and the solution
that follows from the requirementthat ~ ~ / =~0 isw j
(5.20a)

(5.20b)
where gjk = G(cj,c k ) . Note that there are two smoothing parameters in (5.20b),
il and
L neurons p . The most common approach is to neglect il and to
achieve the smoothing eEects by choosing the right number of HL neurons p . As

.
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already stated, the smoothing effectsof A and p are different, and it may sometimes
be worthwhile to try using both parameters.
A least-squares RBF represents an approximation function that results from previously fixed HL weights. Sometimes, the preceding heuristics result in poor
RBF
network perfomance. Generally, the modeling power of RBF networks with fixed
HL weights is likely to decrease with an increase in the dimensionality of the input
vector x. Furthermore, having a basis function with the same shape parameters over
the whole input space cannot guarantee proper modeling of multivariate functions,
which differ over the input space. This is shown in figure 5.12, where for x 0 the
function displays oscillatory behavior and for positive values of x the dependency
between y and x is smooth. An RBF network with afixed and same shapeparameter
for all the basis functions could
not model this function equally over the whole
input
space.
The poor performance of the RBF in figure 5.12 could be significantly improved
with basis functions having different shape parameters. Essentially, having examples
but no infomation about the underlying dependency, these width parameters would
also be subjects of training.
Thus, in most real-life problems, duringthe learning phase it may be practical to
s~ultaneouslyadapt both the centers and the shape parameters (the HL weights) as
well as the OL weights. The difficult part of learning is the optimization of the HL
weights, because the cost function depends nonlinearly upon these position
and shape
parameters. The learning oftheOLweightsis
for RBF modelsalwaysalinear
problem, which can be solved in batch (off-line) mode by using all the examples at
once, as given by (5.16) or (5.20), or in on-line mode by iterative implementation.
mY

Figure 5.12
Modeling using an RBF network with 20 Gaussian basis functions having the same fixed standard deviation c.The underlying function (thin curve) behaves differently over the input space, and the approximating function (thick curve)is not able to model the data equally over the whole input space.
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in the case of t ection
of centers and shape parameters, the now nonlinear
F weights can be perforrned via many different approaches.
First, forthelearning of tweights,the
standard error back-propagation (the
~oving
first-ordergradient)algorin
be applied;thismethodisusuallycalled
centers l ~ a ~ n i n ~ .
ogonal
least
s ~ ~ a r (OLS)
es
method for finding an
optimal subsetof p basis functionscan be implemented. Another commonapproach
utilizesnondeterrninisticcontrolledrandomsearchmethodssuch
as geneticalgoS or evolutionarycomputingtechniques(see
chapter 8). Recallalso that the
approach can be used to solve quadratic programming problems for optimal
selection (seechapter 2).
e following sections discuss moving centers learning, regularization with nonradical basis functions, orthogonal least squares, and a linear p r o g r a ~ i n g(L
based algorithm for subset selection that is a promising approach for NN and SVM
-based learning i s computationally more efficient and simpler than the
quadratic programming a l g o r i t ~applied in standard SVM training, and it seems
to producemodelswithageneralizationcapacitysimilar
to that of quadratic
progra~ing-basedtrained networks or machines.
S

*

Now,in addition to the L weights wj, thecenters ej and theshapeparameters
(elements of the covariance matrix
are unknown and subjects of the optimization
procedure. The problem is nonlinearand, for the standard cost function
P

i= 1

no longer convex and quadratic. Therefore, many local minima
can be expected, and
the error backpropagation (E ) algorithm(with an appropri
merelyguaranteesconvergenctheclosestlocalminimum.
Th
~ = 0, ~
/
~ ~/= 0,
~ and
e
~ j
and the solutions must satisfy ~
P algorithms for learning the OL weights wj and the centers cj
are presented first. Then the learning algorithm for shape parameters ( a j k ) adaptation, which involves departing from the strictly radial basis function, is discussed.A
separate section is devoted to nonradial basis functions because of their immense
importance. In many practical cases, the radially nonsymmetric basis function will
result from learning.Note that for simplicity the regularization parameter istaken as
A = 0. Thus, smoothing will be achieved using fewer RBFs than in previous examples, although in a diRerent mannerthan when applying parameter A.

j
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The cost function that follows from (5.5) is equal to

i= 1

(5.21)
ei

and the standard EBP learning algorithmsfor the OL weights and centers that result
after the calculationsof aE/awi and aE/aCj are given as
P

wj""l = wj"

+ 2q Xe,"G(llxi - ~ j " 1 1 ~ ) ,

(5.22)

i= 1

P

' j'"l

= C;

- 4qwj"

C .:G'( /Ixi - cj"/i2)(xi- C;),

(5.23)

i= 1

where S stands for the iteration step and G' denotes the derivative of G ( . ) . Note,
however, that the OL weights W j do not necessarily need to be calculated using an
EBP algorithm as given in (5.22).The weights wj can, simultaneously with (5.23),be
computed by using the iterative second-order recursive least squares (RLS) method
(seesection3.2.2). In fact, by combiningthesecond-order RLS method for the
adaptation of the weights wj with a first-order EBP algorithmfor the calculation of
the centers as given by (5.23), one usually obtains faster convergence. Despite the
fact that it is simple to implement an EBP algorithm for RBF network training, this
gradient descent method suffers from more difficulties in this application
than when
applied to multilayer perceptron learning. One of the reasons for such poor performance is that the derivative of the RBF G' (an important part of an EBP learning
algo~thm)changes sign. This is not the case for sigmoidal functions. Therefore, an
EBP approach is rarely usedfor training an RBFnetwork. Many other deterministic
techniques instead of the first-order gradient procedure can be used. In particular,
second-ordermethods(Newton-Raphson
or quasi-Newtonianalgorithms)can be
implemented, though allof them can easily get stuckat some localminimum There
is a standard heuristic in moving centers learning: restart optimization from several
different initial points and then select the best model. Despite these standard problems in a nonlinear learning environment, the moving centers technique may produce
good models at the expense of higher computational complexity and a longer learning phase.
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Next to the QP based algorithms that originate in the framework of SVMs, the
most popular and reliable method for RBF network training used to be the OLS
technique (see section 5.3.3). However, the LP-based learning (presented in section
5.3.4) seems to produce model with better generalization ability at lower computational costs than theOLSmethod.Otheralternatives
are thenon-deterministic
massive ‘random’ search techniques such as CA (EC) or, simulated annealing (see
chapter 8).

It is sometimes usefulto relax (or abandon) the concept of strictly radial basis functions. In many practical instances, HL neurons’basisfunctionswill depart from
radiality, and such nonradial functions constitutean important class of regularization
networks.
Radial basis functions follow from the assumption
that all variables have the same
relevance and the same dimensions. Thereare many practical situationswhen

+

There is a different dependence on input variables, f ( x ,y ) = z = 5 sin(.nx) y 2
(see fig. 5.13, top graph).
* Variables have different units
of measure (dimensions, scales),f = f ( x ,X’,x”).
Not all the variables are relevant, f ( x ,y ) f ( x ) (see fig. 5.13, bottom graph).
* Some variables are dependent or only some (linear) combinations of variables are
important, f ( u , x,y ) = g(u, x,y(u,x)) or f ( u , x,y ) = sin(u x y ) .
*

+ +

In order to overcome the problem of the choice of relevant variables when the
components of the input vector x are of different types, it is usually useful to work
with linearly transformed variables Sx instead of the original variables x. In such
cases the natural norm is not the Euclidean onebut a weighted norm defined as

.1

2

- ells =

(x - e) T S T S(x - e).

(5.24)

Note that in general S Z I, and the basis functions are no longer radial. (In strict
mathematicalterms,thebasisfunctions
are radial inthe new metricdefinedby
(5.24)).
Nonradial geometry is visible in the level curves
of basis functions that are no
longer (hyper)circlesbut rather (hyper)ellipses, whose axes (in the most general case
when some of the input components may be correlated) do not have to be aligned
with thecoordinate axes (see the third Gaussian in fig. 5.14).
For uncorrelated inputs,
S’S is a diagonal matrix, with generally digerent diagonal elements. Only
for equal
diagonal entriesof the matrixS’S will the basis functionsbe radial. For the Gaussian
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z = 5sin(nx) + y2
15
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5
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Rgum 5.13
Examples of (top) different dependence upon input variables and
with a practically irrelevant variable
y over a given domain.

( ~ o t ~two-di~ensional
o ~ )
dependence
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Figure 5.14
L&,
threedifferentnormalizedGaussianbasisfunctions.
Right, theircorrespondinglevelcurvesor
contours. The first RBF with a covariance matrix X = [2.25 0;0 2.251, (cx = cj,= 1.5), isplaced at
the center (9,l). The second Gaussian is nonradial, with a covariance matrix
C = (0.5625 0; 0 2.251,
(cx = 0.75 cy = 1.S) and with a center at (1,9). The third one is also nonradial, centered at (9, g), with
correlated inputs ( p = 0.5) and with a covariance matrix C = [2.25 1.125; 1.125 2.251,
(cx = cy = 1.5).

that is, the matrix S'S is equal to the inverse covariance
matrix, and its diagonal elements correspondto l / S - .
When, together with centers
e, the elements ofS are known either from some
prior
knowledge (which is rarely the case) or from assumptions, the solution (OL weights
vector) is the sameas in the caseof the strictly radial basis function givenby (5.20).
A more interestingand powerful result maybe obtained when the parameters of a
matrix S are unknown and are the subject of learning from training examples. Now
the problem can be
ulated as in section 5.3. l. In other words, the cost function
) = H w , c , p[fa], an
that minimizesitmustbe
found.
(5.21)isnow E(
Note that the mat
ver appears separatebutalwaysintheform
S'S (usually
-l). Using the sameEBP proced
as for centers, itcan be shown that
of the parameters of the matri
can be achieved as,
-l,

-'

(5.25)
When a covariance matrix differs froman identity matrix, and when it is the subject
of an optimization algorithm (5.25), the EBP solution for the centers cj given in
(5.23) becomes
P

e;+1 = e;

(5.26)

- 4qw;
i= 1

-
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Note also that (5.25) can be expressed in terms of a transfo~ationmatrix
lows:
D

P

(5.27)
More on the theoretical aspects of nonradial stabilizers and on the solution to the
corresponding regularization problem can be found in Girosi (1992). There is
no
exact closed form solution now, and from a mathematical point of view, this is a
muchmoredi&cultproblem
to study than the standard regularization problem.
Nevertheless,usually a good approximate solution of thefollowing form can be
found:
P

(5.28)
j= 1

Parameters c and S (i.e., E-') can now be computed using (5.25)-(5.27). The OL
weights W can be found by applying a second-order RLS method or by using a firstalgorithm (5.22). The solution s i m ~ l i ~ae slot if the input variables are
mutually independent (when there is no correlation). Then a diagonal matrix
chosen that takes into account the possibly different scalesof the input va
special and important case for uncorrelated input variables is given for
basis functions placed at a center cj, when the diagonal entries of matrix
reciprocals of the variances along theinput coordinates:

Note that the Gaussian basis functions are typically normalized, missing
a scaling
factor, which in the framework of
a probability-density function ensures that the
integral over the entire dimensional input space X I , x2,. . . ,x, is unity. The output
of each particular Gaussian basis function is always multiplied
by the co~esponding
OL weight W j , and the standard scaling factor of the Gaussian probability-d~nsity
' l 2(27r) will be
part of the OL weight W j .
In terms of learning timeand computational complexity, theOLS method, starting
with a large number of basis functions placed overa domain at different (ra
chosen or preprocessed) centers and having different covariance matrices

I
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Table S.
The Characterof a Learning Problem in a~ e ~ l a r i z a t i o(RBF)
n
Network
Fixed"

Unknown

c and C

OL weights W

Convex. Single minimum. Solution by least
squares.

C

Centers e and OL weights W

Not
convex.
Many
local
minima.
Solution
by
nonlinear optimization: (1) dete~inistic-~rst-or
second-order gradients, OLS,SVMs, LP; (2)
stochastic-massive random search, genetic
algorithms, simulated annealing.

C

Surface

weights and shapeparameters

NoneCenters
e, OL, weights W, andshape
parameters X
a

Cost

After preprocessingor randomly.

often finds an acceptable s u b o p t ~ a subset
l
of p basis functions. These basis functions are either radial or nonradial, and the chosen subset is problem-dependent,
or in
statistics terms,it is data-driven.Table 5.2 shows thecharacter of a learning problem
in a regularization network. Learning complexity increases down
through the table.

Training data sets in use today can be huge even by modern computing standards.
network by taking as many R Fs as there are data pairs would
unsolvable tasks. In addition, e always want to filter the noise
from data and to perform sm
approxi~ation.This smoothing is also achieved by
reducingthenumber
of theneurons.Therefore,theobjective
is to selectthe
smallestnumber p of basisfunctions that eathetraining
data to thedesired
degree of accuracy.These are themostrelev
S; findingthemis a similar task
to searching for p support vectors (and p << P)in designing SVMs.
An interesting and powerful method for choosing the subset
p out of P basis
functions is the orthogonali~ationprocedure (Chen, Cowan, and Grant 1991). The
presentation here follows that paper. owever, there are improved versions of this
approach (e.g., Orr 1996). An arbitra selection of centers is clearly unsatisfactory.
ization avoids many drawbacksof early methods inRBF network trainer, it does not guarantee the optimal selection of p RBFs. It often results
in suboptimal solutions (see Shersti
of
he orthogonal least
squares
ethod
involves
sequential
selection
F centers,
which
ensures
that
center
chosen
is
orthogonal to the
previous
selections.
well
the
This
is
c b d t orthogonalization m
Fs, the contribution of each
applied
in mathematics.
In choo
to the model in^ error decrease is measured. Each chosen center maximally decreases
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the squared error of thenetwork output, and the method stops when this
error
reaches an acceptable level or when thedesirednumber
of centershavebeen
chosen.
It may be useful to present the geometryof the modeling by an RBF network and
to consider this modelingas a linear algebra problem. Hence, recall
that the original
problem was to solve equation (5.13) y = GOW,where y = f ( x ) are known values.
When there are exactly P RBFs placed at each noncoinciding input vector Xi (i.e.,
ci = Xi), a design matrix GOis a (P,
P) nonsingular matrix and the solution vectorW
ensures interpolation of the training data points. However, an interpolation, or perfect approximation, of the training data points does not guarantee a good model.
Therefore, one wants to design an RBF network having fewer neurons than data
points. Now, data cannot be interpolated and the model is givenas
P

(5.30)
i= I

where y is a (P,1) desired target vector, is now a
(P,
p ) matrix, and
weights vector that can be calculated by using the pseudoinverse that guarantees the
best solution in L2 norm, that is, the best sum-of-error-squares solution. We prethis solution in method 1 of section 3.2.2 (see (3.52)). Here, the design matrix
'. Thus, the best least-squares solution follows from (5.30) after its left multi'. The resulting equation is known as the normal equation
(5.31)
and its solution is
(5.32)
symetric ( p ,p ) matrixwithelements
mu
(5.3 1) gives p linear equations for the unk
onsingular if and only if the columns of
independent. In the case of the RBF networks the columns of are linearly independent (~icchelli1986) and (5.3l ) can always be solved. The timal solution
W*
approximates thedata in the sense that it minimizes the Euclidean length of theerror
e (alsoknown as theresidualvector
r), that is, 11e112 =
isminimal,where
isa

serious problem in designing the optimal R F network in the sense that
there are a lotof different possible waysto choose p columns from a(P,
P)matrix. In
fact, there are
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P!

=p!(P- p)!

possible arrangementsof P columns taken p at a t h e . For practical purposes, calculating all thenzcpossible combinationsand choosing the one that results in the smallest
error eminis not feasible becausenc is a huge number. Even for a very small data set
containing only 50 training data pairs (P= 50) there are 126,410,606,437,752 (or
about 126 trillion) possible ways to form a matrix G with 25 columns. This number
matrices when there are several thousand trainingdata patterns and the
desired selection is only afew hundred basis vectors (columnsof a matrix
unthinkingly huge. Thus, the combinatorial solution is not feasible, and
native is to try to orthogonalize the columns of 0 first and then to select the most 9
relevant orthogonal columns.
Figure 5.15 shows the column geometry and the essence of an orthogonalization.
Two interpolations of a quadratic function y = x2 are given. Narrow Gaussian basis
functions are obtained when thestandard deviation of all three Gaussian functions is
chosen to be CT = 0.25Ac, where Ac is a distance between the acent centers. Such
narrow basis functions result in an orthogonal design matrix
and a bad interpolation (top left graph). Gaussian basis functions with high overlapping (CT= 2
produce a goodinterpolation and a nonorthogonal matrix GO(top right graph). The
first property is good news but the second is not. Nonorthogonality of matrix
columns makesthe selection of p << P basis vector a very diflicult task.
The interpolated function, interpolating function,
and the three Gaussian basis
functions are also shown in the figure. Three different normalized Gaussian basis
functions are placed at the training data. The column vectors of GOspan the threedimensional space. They are mutually orthogonal or nonorthogonal (see the matrix
equations that follow). The nonorthogonal matrix GO belonging to broad Gaussian basis functions is orthogonalized,
and a new orthogonal basis is obtained by
selecting as a first basis vector the third column
of GO(see light dashed curves in
fig. 5.15, bottom right graph). Then the second column is orthogonalized with respect to the third one, and finally the first column is orthogonalized with respectto
the plane spanned by the orthogonalized third and secondvectors.Thisplaneis
shown as a shadow plane in the figure. The desired vector y is shown as an arrow
line.
l .OOOO 0.0003 0.0000
0.0003 1.OOOO 0.0003
0 , O O ~ O 0.0003 1.OOOO

1.OOOO 0.8825 0.6065
0.8825 1.0000 0.8825
0.6065 0.8825 1.OOOO
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RBFs fitting of 3 training data pairs (crosses)
obtained by samplinga quadratic curve (dashed

CT =

0.25A~

Orthogonalizationof a nonorthogonal basis

0

X1

Figure 5.15
Two interpolations of a quadratic functiony = x2. Top left, narrow Gaussian basis functions result in an
orthogonal design matrixGOand a bad interpolation.Top right, Gaussian basis functions with high overlapping produce both a good interpolation and a nonorthogonal matrix GO.Interpolated function (thin
dashed curve), interpolating function (solid curve), and the three Gaussian basis functions (thick dashed
curves). Three different nomalized Gaussian basis functions are placed
at the training data. Column vectors of GOspan the three-dimensional space. They are(bottom left) mutually orthogonal or (bottom right)
nonorthogonal. Desired vectory is shown as an arrow line.
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RBFs fitting of 3 training data pairs (crosses)
obtained by samplinga quadratic curve (dashed)
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Figure 5.15 (continued)
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Thus,thegeneraldesignproblemis
to select p columns of 0 that span a p dimensional subspace U in RP in such a way that the orthogonal projection of the
P-dimensional desired vectory onto a subspace U results in the smallesterror vector
e. The error vector e is orthogonal to the subspace U , and its ma~nitudeis the value
of the error function E . There is a useful matrix related to Orthogonal projections
called a proj~ction~ a t r i that
x follows from
“y-

+

(5.33)

The symmetric projection matrix
(5.34)
Note that the matrix (
) in the expression for the error vector in (5.33) is also a
projectionmatrix. It projectsthedesiredvector y ont
ogonalcomplement of
Hence,
the
preceding
a subspace U . Thisprojection is the error vector e
expressions splita desired vectorinto two perpendic
other
component,
e
in
the
left
null
space
subspace U , and the
which
is
orthogonal to the
column
subsp
details
on
projection
matrices can be found in standard linear algebra books.)
Thus,using a projection matrix, the projection of a desiredvector y onto the
subspace U can be expressed as
(5.35)
Note that in the case pictured in figure 5.15 (P = 3, p = L?),there are three different
t~o-dimensionalsubspaces Ui that can be spaked by takingtwocolumns of a
0 at time. In the left graph (a = 0.25Ac, low overlapping, bad inte~olation
but orthogonal columns) the projection of y onto a two-dimensional subspace U
spanned by the third and first column vectors results in the smallest error e, In the
right graph, (a = M C , high overlapping, good interpolation but nonortho~onalcolumns) the projection of y onto a two-dimensional subspace U spanned by the third
and second column vectors results in the smallesterror e.
Finally, the technicalpart of the orthogonali~ationshould be discussed. The basic
idea is to select the columns accordingto their contributions to the error of approximation. The following algorithm is based on the classic Gram-~chmidtorthogonalization as given in Chen, Cowan, and Grant (1991). The graphs and pseudocode are
The method is a sequential selectionof R F centers (columnsof a
), which ensures that each new center chosen is orthogonal to the
previous selections and that each selected center maximally decreases the squared
error of the network output. After selecting such columns, the desired vector
y can be
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represented as

922

...
...

gP2

...

912

where G = [gl ... g i ... gp] and g , = [ g gl i2 i
... gpil and the g, are the
individual, often nonorthogonal column (regressor) vectors. (The useof the name
regressor vectors for column vectors of GOis borrowed from Chen's paper but it is
common.) The least-squares solution
of W * maps Gw* as the projection of y onto the
space spanned by the chosen regressor basis vectors. Since a number
of regressor
vectors are added to provide the desired output y, the contribution from individual
regressor vectors needs to be calculated. Once the relative contributions from individual regressor vectorsare found, the vectors with higher
contributions are found to
be more important in the RBF approximation than the vectors with lowercontributions. (This is similar
to the search for support vectors in theSVM approach or in the
linear programming methodthat follows in section5.3.4.)
To find the contributions and the output from diKerent regressor basis vectors,
these vectors need to be first orthogonalized relative to each other. Here, the OLS
method uses the Cram-Schmidt method to transform the set of g, into aset of
orthogonal basis vectors by Cholesky decomposition of the regressor matrix G as
follows:

G = SA,

(5.37)

where

0

A=

0

..

.
.*
.
0

1

a23

......

...
...
:
l
..
.
:
0
...... 0

R2P

0

(5.38)
:
1
0

qp-l

1

is a ( p ,p ) upper triangular matrix and

S=[s1

...

Si

... 9 1

is a (P,p ) matrix with orthogonal columns satisfying

(5.39)
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is a positive diagonal ( p ,p ) matrix. The matrix is the
o~hogonalized
matrix, whereselectionoforthogonalizedcolumnsdepends
on theapproxile,infigure 5.15, SI =
mation outputs of individualregressorvectors. Fo
has the masimum approximation output from the o~~ogonalized
columns of matrix
S. The relevanceof columns decreases from leftto right with the leastapproximation
contribution provided by sp.
The space spanned by the orthogonal reg sor basis vectors
si is the same space
spanned by the nonorthogonal basis vectors , and consequentl~(5.36) can now be
rewritten as
(5.41)
where the least-squares solutionQ is given by

or
(5.43)
Therefore,theparameterestimates(weights)
system
Ai+ = Q,

are computedfromthetriangular
(5.44)

r a m - ~ c ~ i procedure
dt
calculatesonecolumn
at a time and orthoAt the kth step, thekth column is madeorthogonal to each of the k - 1
previously orthogonalized columns, and the operation is repeated for k = 2, . . . ,p .
This procedure is representedas

(5.45)

The main reason for usingthe OLS method is to obtain the optimal subset selection
from a large number of regressors (columns
0) for adequate modeling.

asis Function ~ e t w o r ~ s
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e regressors providing the best
a ~ p r o ~ i ~ a tto
i othe
n output y must be found.
S already orthogonali~ed,the sum of squares of the dependent variabley is
(5.46)
where ps is the number of signi~cantregressors in the model, The error reduction
ratio [err] due to i can now be defined as
[err],=

)

1 <i<:p,.

(5.47)

selection is summarized in box5.1, and the ~eometric
~rocedureis shown in figures5.16 and 5.1’7.

Orthogonal

Least

Squares

Learning
~lgorit~

Step l . Selection o j the First ~rthogonalVector
k=l;
r i=l to p,
sk ( : ,i)=G(; ,i);
Yk=Sk(:ri) *y/(sk(:,i)T*sk(:,i));
errk(i)=yz*sk(:
,ilT*sk(:
yi)/(yT*y);
errak,ind]=max(errk);
s(:,k)=G(:,ind);
index(l)=ind;

Step 2. General Selection of ~rthogonalVectors

a(jyi)=s(:yj)T*G(:,i)/(s(:~j)T*s(:,j));
sk(:,i)=G$:,i)-s*a(:,$);
y=sk(:,i) *y/(Sk(:#i) *sk(:,i));
errk(i)=y”Sk( :,I)T*sk( :,i)/(yT*y);

S(:,k)=Sk(:,ind):
A(1:k-l,k)=y(:,ind);
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Basis 1

1

Basis 3

2

OLS
selection
ljty<

1

2

Ihy<&y

3

Figure 5.16

Initial regressor selection where three nonorthogonal regressorsg,, g,, and g, are given relative to target
y and the angles Ol,, 8zy, and 83, are shown. The system of orthogonal basis vectors xi represents any
orthogonal system and is shown merely
to stress the nonorthogonality of the column vectors g,. First
selected is regressorg, (angle 81, is the smallest, i.e.,g, is the closest to y).

X1

I

OLS
seliection

6
sincethe 1.g2 is theonlyorthogonalbasis left, s3= .lg2

Figure 5.17

Regressors (g2,g3) are orthogonalized as"g2 and kg3 relative to g l . The orthogonalized basis vectorJ-g,
and the previously selected regressor g, form a plane, as do the orthogonalized basis vector "g2 and the
previously selected regressor g,. These two planes are shown. A third column vector g3 is chosen as the
second orthogonal basissz = "g, because the angle813, between the desired vector Y and the PlaneSt
is smaller than the angle61zy formed between the planes1_Lg2and the target vectorY. The least significant
basis vector "g2 is selected last, s3 = "g2.
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The initial selection of the regressor is illustrated in figure 5.16. The original nonorthogonal regressor basis vectors are represented by gl, g,, and g,. Angles &,, &,
and 03, between the basis vector and the desired vector y are computed, and the
regressor whose angle is the smallest is selected
as the most significant regressor.
Here, 81, is minimal for the first basis vector, denoting that this is the one closest to
the target y, so the first orthogonal basis vector is s1 = g,. Selecting regressor g,
results in the least squared error and in the maximal output y compared to other
available regressors. After the first selection is made, the first chosen column from a
0 (first regressor)and any other previously selected regressorscannot
be selected again. Every selection made hereafter would be orthogonal to the subspace spanned by the previously selected regressor basis vectors and would maximally decrease the squarederror.
Figure 5.1’7 showsthe sequential orthogonalization of the regressor basis vectors
,. These two basis vectors are orthogonalized to the vector
viously, and the angle created between the (hyper)plane formed by the basis vector
and the previously selected regressorsand the target y is minimized. This minimization results in the best approximation to the target y in an L2 norm.

5.3.
The previous section discussed the application of the OLS method in choosing a
subset p out of P basis functions in theRBF network design. The OLS method provides a good parsimonious model
as long as the design matrixG is not far from being
orthogonal. In the case of the Gaussian basis function, this will happenfor not-toowide Gaussian (hyper)bells.Unfortunately, in order to achieve a good model, the
matrix is typically highlynonorthogonal, and OLS will achieve a suboptimal solution
at considerable computational cost for large data sets. Another theoretically
approach was presented inchapter 2-one that uses quadratic p r o g r a ~ i n g(
port vectors. This support vector selection is similar to the choice of
by orthogonalization, but the QP-based learning in
support vector
machines (SVMs) controls the capacity of the final model much better: it matches
model capacityto data complexity. There is a priceto pay for such a nice algorithm,
2.4, QP-basedtrainingworksalmostperfectlyfor
and, as mentionedinsection
not-too-large training data sets. However, when the number of data points is large
(say, I > 2000), the QP problem becomes extremely difficult to solve with standard
methods.
The application of linear programing (LP) in solving approximation and classification problems is not a novel idea. One of the first implementations of mathe-
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matical programming to statistical learning from data was described by Charnes,
Cooper, and Ferguson (1955), and many others have independently applied LP to
approximation problems(Cheney and Goldstein1958;Stiefel1960;Kelley1958;
Rice 1964). These results follow from minimizing the L1 norm in solving regression
problems. A summary and very good presentation of mathematical programming
application in statisticsare given by Arthanari and Dodge (1993).
Interestingly, the first results on
L1 norm estimatorswere given as early as 1757 by
Yugoslav scientist BoSkoviC (see Eisenhart 1962).
Early work on LP-based classification algorithms was done in the mid-1960s (see
Mangasarian 1965). Recently, a lot of work has been done on implementing the LP
approach in support vectors selection (Smola, Friess, and Scholkopf 1998; Bennett
1999; Weston et l, 1999; Graepel et al. 1999). All these papers originate from the
same stream of ideas for controlling the (maximal) margin. Hence, they are closeto
the SVM constructive algorithms.
The LP-based approach is demonstrated here using the regression example. However, the same method can also be applied to classification tasks. This is currently
under investigationby Had256 (1999). A slight difference betweenstandard QP-based
SVM learning and the LP approach is that instead of minimizing the L2 norm of
the weights vector I I w I / ~ , the L1 norm /lwl/l is minimized. This method for optimal
subset selection shares many nice properties withSVM methodology. Recallthat the
minimization of the L2 normisequivalent to minimizing w~~ =
W; = W;
W;
W:, and this results in the QP type of problem. In chapter 2, it was shown
/ ~ to a maximization of a margin M. The geometthat the minimization of / / w / leads
rical meaning of the minimal L1 norm is not clear yet, but the application of the LP
approach to subset selectionof support vectors or basis functions results in
very good
performance by a neural network or an SVM. At the same time, there is no theoretical evidence that mini~zationof either the L1 norm or L2 norm of the weights
produces superior generalization. The theoretical question
of generalization
properties is still open. Early comparisons show that the L1 norm results in more
~ a r s i ~ o n i omodels
us
containing fewer neurons
(support vectors, basis functions) ina
hiddenlayer. In addition to producingsparsernetworks,themainadvantage
of
applying theL1 norm is the possibilityof using state-of-the-art linear program solvers
that are more robust, more eficient, and capable of solving larger problems than
quadratic program solvers. The basic disadvantageof the LP approach is the lack of
the theoretical understandingof the results obtained.
Here, the applicationof the LP method for the best subset selection follows Zhang
and Fuchs (1999). They useLP in an initialization stageof the multilayer perceptron

+ +
*

+
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network. Interestingly, in orderto start with a good initial set of weights, they use a
much larger number of basis functions than there are available training data. This
means that the initial design matrix (kernel matrix
(xi,x j ), denoted here as
rectangular. In fact, they use100 timesasmanybasisfunctions
as training
points, and they mention app ations with even 1,000 timesas many. In other words,
the number of columns of a matrix n, is approximately l00 to 1,000 times larger
than the number of its rows . (Note that in an LP approach matrix
strictly have to satisfy the Mercer conditions for kernel functions.) Here, in orderto
be in accordance with standard procedure in designing SVMs, the number of basis
functions (neurons) istaken as equal to the number of the training data P.
there are no restrictionson the number of G matrix columns insofar as th
rithm is concerned.
The original problem, the same
as in the OLS method, not
is to interpolate data by
solving
the equation y =
is a (P,
P) matrix and P is the
number of
training data, but rather to design a parsimonious neural network containing fewer
neurons than data points. The sparseness of a model follows from minimization of
the L1 norm of the weights vector W. In other words, the objective isto solve y =
such that IlCw - y/I is smallfor some chosennorm and such that IIwli1 =
Iwpl is
as small as possible. In orderto perform such a task, reformulate the initial problem
as follows,
Find a weights vector

x:=l

W

= arg min llwlll

subject to

11

(5.48)

where E defines the ~ u x i ~ u Z Zallowed
y
error (that is why the L , norm is used) and
corresponds to the &-insensitivity zone in an SVM. This constrained optimization
problem can easily be transformed into standard linear programming form. First,
lwp1; this is not an LP problem formulation where typically
recall that IIw 11 =
cTw =
cpwp is minimized and c is some known coefficient vector, In order to
apply the LP algorithm, replace wp and wpl as follows:

x;=l

x;=,

I

wp = W;

-W;,

(5.49a)

Iwpl = w;

+

(5.49b)

W;,

where W: and W; are two non-negative variables,that is, W: > 0, W; > 0. Note that
the substitutions in (5.49)are unique-for a given wp there is only one pair (W:, W;)
that fulfills both equations. Furthermore, both variables cannot be larger than zero at
the same time. In fact, there are only three possible solutionsfor a pair of variables
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(W;, W;),
namely, (O,O), (w;,O) or (0, W;). The constraint in (5.48) is not in a standard formulation either, and it should also be reformulated as follows. Note that
11 Gw - y 11 S E in (5.48) defines an E tube inside which the approximating function
should reside. Such aconstraint can be rewritten as

(5.50)
umn vector filled with l's. Expression (5.50) represents a standard set of linear constraints, and the LP problem to solve is now the following.
Find a pair
P

(w+,w-)= arg ~n x(w:+ W;)
W+,W-

p=l

(5.51)

subject to
(W+ -W") S y + d ,

W+

> 0)

W"

> 0,

where W+ = [W;'
W:
. . . W:]' and W- = [WT W; . . . wp]'.
LP problem (5.51) can be presented in a matrix-vector formulation suitablefor an
LP program solver as follows:

1 1

* * .

P columns

(5.52)

subject to
W+

> 0,

W"

> 0,

where both W and c are (2P, 1)-dimensional vectors.The vector c = 1(2P,l), that is,
c isa ( P , 1) vectorfilledwith l's, and W = [ w + ~W"] '. Note that in the LP
problem formulation the Hessian matrix from theQP learning for SVMs is equal to
the matrix of the LP constraints.
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One-di~ensional
LP-based SV selection in regression

m.

0
x

2

4

Figure 5.18
The SV selection based on an. LP learning algorithm (5.52). Hermitianfunctionf(x) = 1.1(1 - x + 2x2)
exp(--0.5x2)polluted with a 10% Gaussian zero mean noise (dashed curve). The training set contains 41
training data points (crosses). An LP algorithm has selected ten
SVs, shown as encircled data points.
Resulting approximation curve (solid). Insensitivity zone is bounded
by dotted curves.

In figure 5.18, the SV selection based on an LP learning algorithm (5.52) is shown
for a Hermitian function J'(x) = 1.1(1 - x 2x2) exp(-0.5x2) polluted with a 10%
Gaussian zero mean noise. The training set contains 41 training data pairs, and the
LP algorithm has selected tenSVs. The resulting graph is similarto the standard QPbased learning outcomes.
This section on LP-based algorithms is inconclusive in the sense that much more
investigation and comparison with QP-basedSV selection on both real and artificial
data sets are needed. In particular, the benchmarking studies should compare the
performances of these two approaches depending upon the complexity
of the modeled
underlying dependency, noise level, size of the training
data set, dimensionalityof the
problem, and the computation time needed for performing the QP- and LP-based
training algorithms. Despite the lackof such an analysis at present, the first simulation results show that LP subset selection may be a good alternative
to QP-based
algorithms when. working with huge training data sets. In sum, the potential benefits
of applying LP-based learning algorithmsare as follows:

+

*
*

LP algorithms are faster and more robust than QP algorithms.
They tend to minimize the number of weights (SVs) chosen.
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* They share many good properties with an established statistical technique known
as basis pursuit.
* They naturally incorporate the use of kernels for creation of nonlinear separation
and regressionhypersurfacesin pattern recognition and function approximation
problems.

. Show why differentiation isan ill-posed problem.
5.1, why is the mapping of the grip position (x,y ) onto links’ angles
(a,@)of the two-links planar robot an ill-posed problem?

. Find the Euler-Lagrangeequation of the following regularized functionalfor the
o~e-dime~sional
input x:

. Derive equations (5.22) and (5.23).
.5, It was stated that an advantage in applying Gaus
BFsis that “theyshow
muchbettersmoothingproperties
than other knownThisisclear
from the
~ s ~will
~ heavily
z ~ ~ damp,
,
or punish,
exponentially acting stabilizer d(s)= l / ~ ~ which
any nonsmoothinterpolation function f ( x ) in areas of high frequenciesS.” Prove this
statement by analyzing the productof an interpolation/approximation function f ( s )
and a Gaussian stabilizer G(s)= l / e ~ ~ins the
~ ~S 2
domain.
~~

.

In figure P5.2, the recorded data (represented by small circles) should be interpolated using an RBF network. The basis (activation) functions of the neurons are
triangles (also knownas B-splines).

4
Graph for problem5.2.
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Problems

I
6

-1

0

1

2

3

X

~ i ~ P5
~.2r e
Graph for problems 5.6 and 5.7.

a. Find the weightsthat will solve thisinte~olationproblem. Draw the interpolating
function on the given diagram.
b. Draw the RBF network and show the value of each weight on this plot.
c. Select the first and the third triangle as the basis functions, and model the given
data pairs with them. Namely, find the corresponding weights and draw basis functions, data pairs, and approximating function in the(x,y ) plane.
5.7. Repeat thecalculations in problem 5.6 (a),(b), and (c) by augmentingthe
hidden layer output vector with a bias term, i.e., y4 = +l. Draw networks and the
corresponding graphs in the (x,y ) plane.

.

Model (find the weights of the RBF network for) the training data from problems 5.6 and 5.7 using linear splines, i.e., using the basis functions
g(x, xi) = /x- x i / ,
where the X i are the given training inputs.
a, Find the weights by placing the splines at each training data input (no bias).
b. Find the weights by placing the splines at the first and third inputs only (no bias).
c. Repeat the calculation in (b) augmenting the HL output vector with a bias term.
d. Find the weights by placing the splines at the second and third inputs only (no
bias).
e. Repeat the calculation in (d) augmenting the HL output vector with a bias term.
Draw the co~espondinggraphs in the (x, y ) plane containing data pairs and interpolation or approximation functions. Comment on the influence of the bias term.
(Note that the trainingdata set is chosen deliberately small. There
are only threedata
pairs. Therefore, you do not need a computer for problems 5.6-5.8, and all calculations can be done with penciland paper only).
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5.9. It was stated that a desired vector y can be split into two perpendicular components by implementation of a projection matrix : the error vector e and the projection of JJ onto the column subspace U?. Prove that e is orthogonal to y.
5.10. The columns of a matrix

span a three-dimensional space.Find three orthonormal systems that span the same
space, selecting the new orthonormal basis in this order: [g1Ng2N
The subscript N denotes normalized. Express the
tions of vector y = [3 2 l]LT in these three orthonormal systems.
5.11. Let U be the space spanned by the U'S, and write y as the sum of a vector in U
and a vector orthogonal to U .

1 4IT.
= [l l 0 lIT, ~2 == [-l
3 1 -2IT,

a. y = [l 3 5]', u1 = [l 3 -2IT, u2 = [S
b. y = [4 3
[-l 0 l

U3 =

-1IT,
l]T .

~1

Lt. The columns of a matrix
G=

2 -2
2
0
0

[o

:l
1

span a three-dimensional space. The desired vector is y = [l l 01 '. Find the best
projection of y onto a two-dimensional subspace U spanned by two columns of G .
Show that the OLS learning algorithm as given by (5.45) or as code in box 5.1 will
result in a suboptimal selectionof the best regressors (columnsof ) . (Hint Draw all
given vectors, meaning gi, i = 1,3, and JJ in a three-dimensional space, findthe best
selection of two columns, and follow the given algorithm. If you make
a careful
drawing, the best selection of two columns will be obvious.)
5.13. Section4.3.3mentioned that for normalized inputs, feedforward multilayer
perceptrons with sigmoidal activation functions can always approximate arbitrarily
well a given Gaussian RBF, but that the converse is true only for a certain range of
the bias parameter in the sigmoidal neuron. Prove this statement.

Simulation Experiments
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5.14. Consider an RBF network given by (5.13). Derive expressionsfor the elements
of the Jacobian matrix given by Jg = afl/axj.
5.15. Equation (5.14)
P
i= I

represents an RBF interpolation scheme. Show that, on the interval [ 1, 31, this radial
basis function expansioncan also be written in the f o m
P
i= 1

where the yi are the values to be interpolated. Take the data points given in problem
5.6, i.e., yl = 1, y2 = 3, y3 = 2. Derive and draw the explicit f o m for the dual
kernels (x).

5.16. Consider the following kernel regressionapproximation scheme
P

where G, is the Gaussian
=~ “ l

2

/g

2

.

Derive the behavior of this approximation in the cases CT -+ 0 and CT ”+ 00.

The simulation experiments in
chapter 5 have the purpose of familiarizing the reader
withtheregularizationnetworks,betterknown
as RBF networks.Theprogram
rbf 1.m is aimed at solving one-dimensional regression problems using Gaussian
basis functions. The learning algorithm is astandard RBF network batch algorithm
given by (5.16). One-dimensional examples
are used for the sakeof visualization of all
results. A single demo function is suppliedbut you may makeas many different onedimensional examplesas you like.Just follow the pop-up menusand select the inputs
you want.
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The experiments are aimed at reviewing many basic facets of
ing (notably theinfluenceof the Gaussian bell shapes on the approximation, the
smoothing effects obtainedby decreasing the number of HL neurons, the smoothing
tained by changing the regularization parameter 1, and the influenceof
aware of the following factsabout the program rbf 1.m:
1. It is developed for one-dimensional nonlinear regression problems.

owever, the learningpart is in matrixfom, and it can be used for more complex
learning tasks.

3. The learning takes place inan off-line (batch) algorithm given by (5.16).
4. rbf 1.m is a user-friendly program, even for beginners in using ATL LAB, but
you must cooperate.Read carefully the description part of the rbf 1.m routine first.
The programprompts you to select, to define, or to choose different things during the
learning.
5. Analyze carefully the resulting graphic windows. There are answers
to various
issues of learning and R F network modeling in them.
Experiment with the programrbf 1.m as follows:
2. Connect to directory learnsc (at the matlab prompt, type cd learnsc
(RETURN)). learnsc is a subdirectory of matlab, as bin, toolbox, and
uitools are. While typing cd learnsc,make sure that your working directory is
matlab, not matlab/bin, for example).
3. Type start (RETURN), and pop-up menus will lead you through the design procedure. You should make some design decisions. Do them with understanding and
follow all results obtained.

4. After learning, five figures will be displayed. Analyze them carefully.
Now perfom various experiments by changing some design parameters. Start with
the demo example and then create your own.Run the same example repeatedly,and
try out different parameters.
erfom the interpolation first ( t == l , i.e., you will have P BFs, where P stands
for the number of training data points). Start with overlapping Gaussian basis functions (ks = 1 to 3). Repeat simulations with differently shaped Gaussians. Use narrow
(ks << 1) and broad (ks >> 1) ones.

Simulation Experiments
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2. Analyze the smoothing effects obtained by decreasing the number of
(Gaussian basis functions). Pollute the function with more
than 25% noise ( E > 0.25).
Start with P RBFs ( t = 1) and reduce. the number of Gaussians by taking t = 2, or
greater. Repeat the simulations, decreasing the number of neurons and keeping all
other training parameters (noise level and shape) fixed. In order to see the effects of
smoothing, run an example with 50-100 training data pairs.

3. Analyze the smoothing effects of regularization parameter A. Take the number of
neurons to be P. Choose ks = 2 and keep it fixed for all simulations. Start modeling
your data without regularization (A. = 0) and gradually increase the regularization
factor. Keep all other training parameters fixed.
In alltheprecedingsimulationexperiments,theremust
not be theinfluenceof
~
ge~er~~or
random noise. Therefore, run alls i ~ ~ l a t i owith
n s the samer ~ E d u er
seed$xed, which ensures the same initial conditions for all simulations. Generally, in
performing simulations you should tryto change only one parameter at time.
ulously analyze all resulting graphs after each simulation run. There
are many useful
results in those figures.

This Page Intentionally Left Blank

Together with neural networks, fuzzy logic models constitute the modeling tools of
soft computing, and it seems appropriate to start with a short definition of fuzzy
logic: Fuzzy logic is a tool for embedding str~cturedhuman knowledge into workable
algorithms.
One can say, ~araphrasingZadeh (1965; 1973), that the concept of fuzzy logic is
used in many different senses. In a narrow sense, fuzzy logic (FL) is considered a
logical system aimed at providing a model for modes of human reasoning that are
approximate rather than exact. In a wider sense,FL is treated as a fuzzy set theory of
classes with unsharp or fuzzy boundaries. Fuzzy logic methods canbe used to design
intelligent systems on the basis of knowledge expressed in a common language. The
application areas of intelligent systems are many. There is practically no
area of
human activity left untouched by these systems today. The main reason for such
versatility is that this method permits the processing
of both symbolic and numerical
information. Systems designed and developed utilizing FL methods have often been
shown to be more eficient than those based on conventional approaches.
Here, the interest is chiefly in the role of FL as a technique for mathematical
expression of linguistic knowledge and ambiguity. In order to follow the presentation, it is first usefulto understand the relation between human knowledge
and basic
concepts such as sets and functions. A graphical presentation of these relations is
given in figure 6.1. It seems natural to introduce FL modeling following thebottomup approach outlined in the figure: from sets, their operations and their Cartesian
products to relations, multivariate functions,and IF-THEN rules as a linguistic form
of structured human knowledge.
Consequently,insection6.1,thebasics
offuzzysettheory
are explained and
compared with classic crisp logic.
The important concept of the membership function
is discussed. The representation of fuzzy sets by membership functions will serve as
an important link with neural networks. Basic set operations (notably intersection
and union) are presented and connected with the proper
operators (for example,
MIN and MAX). Then the concepts of (fuzzy) relations, the relational matrix, and
the composition of fuzzy relations are examined. A formal treatment of fuzzy IFTHEN statements, questions of fuzzification and defuzzification, and the compositional rule of fuzzy inference with such statements concludes the section
on the basics
of fwzy logic theory.
In earlier chapters it was mentioned that neural networks and fuzzy logic models
are based on very similar, sometimes equivalent, underlying mathematical theories.
This very important and remarkable result, which has been discovered by different
researchesindependently,isdiscussedinsection6.2.
The developmentfollowsa
paper by Kecman and Pfeiffer (1994), which shows when and how learning of fuzzy
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in which we are interested,is

which represent

The latter

all ordered pairs fromtwo (or more)

Therefore, it seems as though the best way
to present the ideas and the calculus
of fuzzy logic,
of the pyramid with a base
in set theory anda tip
as well asto understand the structure
re~resentingstructured human knowledge,is the

Figure 6.1
Pyramid of structured human knowledgein the world of fuzzy logic.

rules from nunerica1 data is mathematically e~uivalentto the training of a radial
basis function, or re~ularization,network. ~ l t h o u g hthese approaches originate in
different p a r a d i ~ sof intelligent i n f o ~ a t i o nprocessing, it is demonstrated that the
mathematical structure is the same. The presentation in section 6.2
can be readily
extended to other, not necessarily radial, activation functions.
Finally,insection6.3
fwzy additivemodels (F S) are introduced.They are
naturallyconnecth,
and represent an extensionof,thesoft-radialbasismodels
S are universal approx~ators.They are verypowerfulfuzzy
fromsection6.2.
and unlike early fuzzy models that used the
-parts of all active rules,that is, they use the
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The theory of fuzzy sets is a theory of graded concepts-“a theory in which everything is a matter of degree, or everything has elasticity” (Zadeh 1973). It is aimed at
dealingwithcomplexphenomena
that ‘6donotlendthemselves to analysis by a
classical method based on bivalent logic and probability theory.” Many systems in
real life are too complex or too ill-defined to be susceptible to exact analysis. Even
where systems or concepts seem to be unsophisticated, the perception and understan~ingof such seemingly unsophisticated systemsare not necessarily simple. Using
fuzzy setsor classes that allow intermediate gradesof membership in them, opens the
possibility of analyzing such systems both qualitatively and quantitatively by allowing the system variablesto range over fwzy sets.

Sets’ or classes in a universe of discourse (universe, domain) 77 could be variously
defined:
y a list of elements:
S1 = {Ana, John, Jovo,

Mark}.

S:! = (beer, wine,juice, slivovitz}.

S3 = (horse, deer, wolf, sheep}.

S4

= (1,2,3,5,6,7,8,9, l l}.

y definition of some property:
S 5 = { x E . i ? ? I x < 15).

s 6 = { x E R l x 2 <25}.

Note that S4 E Ss.
S7 = {x E

R I x > 1 A x < 7}.

sf3 = (x E R I “x is much smaller than io7’}.

(The symbol A stands for logical AND, the operation of intersectio~.)
y a ~ e ~ b e rfunctio~
s h ~ (in crisp set theory also called
c~aracteristic).
a
For crisp
sets (see fig. 6.2, left graph),

For fuzzy sets (see fig. 6.2, rightgraph), ps(x) is a mappingof X on [0, l], that is, the
x to theuniverse X can be anynumber
degree of belongingofsomeelement
0 5 p&$(“)2 1.
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x is much smaller than10.
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Figure 6.2
Membership functionsof (left) crisp and (right) fuzzy sets.

close to 12
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Figure 6.3
Membership function of fuzzy setS “all real numbers closeto 12”.

In engineering applications, the universeof discourse U stands for the domain of
(linguistic) input and output variables, i.e., for antecedent and consequent variables,
or for the IF and the THEN variables of the rule. Membership functions (possibility
distributions, degreesof belonging) of two typical fuzzy sets
are represented in figure
6.2, right graph, and in figure6.3. The latter shows a fuzzy setS of “all real numbers
close to 12”:

Note the similarities between the two membership functions
and sigmoidal and radial
basis activation functions given in previous chapters.
In human thinking,it is somehownatural that the maximal degree of belonging
to
some set cannot be higher than 1. Related to this is a definition of ~ o r ~ f fand
Z notnormal fuzzy sets. Both sets are shown in figure6.4. Typically, the fuzzy set ofinput
variables (the IF variables of IF-THEN rules) is a normal set, and the fuzzy set of
output variables (the THEN variables of IF-THEN rules) is anot-normal fuzzy set.
There is an important difference between crisp sets and fuzzy sets (see table 6.1).
Fuzzy logic is a tool for modeling human knowledge, or human understanding and
concepts about the world. But the world is not binary: thereis an infinite number of
numbers between 0 and 1; outside of Hollywood movies, people are not divided into
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Figure 6.4
embers ship functions of normal and not-normal fuzzy sets.

Table 6.1
Differences Between Crisp Sets and Fuzzy Sets

Sets
Fuzzy
Sets
Crisp
and
multivalent
more or less

either or
bivalent
yes or no

1

2

3

4

Figure 6.5
f ember ship functions of the set “x smaller than 3” as discrete pairs,u/x.

only good and bad; there is a spectrum of colors between black and ~ ~ ~wet are
e ;
usually not absolu~elyhealthy or ter~inallyill; our statements are not utterly false or
~bsolutelytrue. Thus, binary concepts likeyes-no or 0-1, as well as the very wording
while dealing with such graded concepts, should be extended
to cover a myriad of
vague states, concepts,and situations.
In fuzzy logic an e l e ~ e n can
t be a member of two or more sets at the same time.
x
Element x belongs to A AND to B, not only to one of these two sets. The very same
is just more or less a member of A and/or B. See table 6.1
Another notation forfinite fuzzy sets (sets comprisinga finite nmber of elements)
is whena set S is given as a set of pairs p/.- (see fig.6.5). Note that p is a function of x
p = p ( x ) : S = {@/x1

x < 3},

e.g.,

S = {(l/l),(0.5/2), (0/3)}.
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Usually, human reasoning is very approximate. Our statements depend on the contents, and we describe our physical and spiritual world in a rather vague terms.
Imprecisely defined “classes”are an important part of human thinking. Let us illustrate this characteristicfeature of human reasoning with two more real-life examples
that partly describe the subjectivity with whichwe conceive the world,
The modeling of the concept “young man’’ is both imprecise
and subjective. Three
different membership functions of this fuzzy set, or class, depending on the person
using it, are given in figure6.6. (Clearly, the two dashed membership functions would
be defined by persons who
are in their late thirties or in their forties. The author
personally prefers a slightly broader membership function, centered
at age z= 45.)
Similarly, the ordergiven in a pub, “’Bringme acoldbeer,mayhavedifferentmeaningsindifferent
parts of theworld. It ishighlysubjective, too. The
author’s definition of this fuzzy class is shown in figure 6.7. The membership functions may have different shapes. The choice of a shape for each particular linguistic
variable (attribute or fuzzy set) is both subjective and problem-dependent. The most
common onesin engineering applicationsare shown in figure6.8.
Any function p(xj ”+ (0, l] describes a membership function associated with some
fuzzy set. Which particular membership function is suitable for fuzzy modeling can
U

0

IO

20

30

40

50

Age

Figure 6.6
Three different membership functions
p(x) of the class “young man”.

cold not-so-cold

very cold

0 20

10

warm

30

Figure 6.7
Membership functions p ( x ) for S (“cold beer”) = {very cold, cold,not-so-cold, warm}.
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Standard Fuzzy Sets in Engineering
Trapezoid
(on
corner)
Trapezoid
Triangle
Singleton
Gaussian
bell
Triangle
(on
corner)
Tolerance 7P1
0.8
0.6
0.4

0.2
0
0

2

4

4

6

8

12

10

14

16

Universe of discourse X

support S

Figure 6.8
The most commonfmzy sets in engineering applications.

be determined in a specific context. Here, the most general
triangular and trapezoidal
membership functions are defined. Note that all membership functions in figure 6.8
(except the Gaussian one)are specific cases of the following expressions.

~riangular~ e m b e r s Functions
h~
0

ifx<a

x-a
c-a

if x E [a,c]

b-X
b-c
0

if x E [c7b]
ifx>b

Trapezoidal ~ e m b e r s Functions
h~
0
ifx<a
x-a
if x E [a,m]
m-a
b-X
b-n

if x E [n,b]

0

ifx>b

where a and b denote lower and upper bounds (i.e., theyare “coordinates” of a support S ) , c is a “center” of a triangle,and rn and n denote “coordinates” of a tolerance
(see fig. 6.8).

Out of many set operations the three most common and important are co~pZement
S c (or not-S), intersection, and union. Figure 6.9 shows the complement S c of crisp
and fuzzy sets in Venn diagramsand using membership functions. Figure6.10 shows
theintersection,union, and complementoperationsusingmembershipfunctions.
The graphs in figure 6.10 are obtained by using the MIN operator for an intersection (interpreted as logical AND) and the MAX operator for a union (interpreted as
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Crisp

SC

-.m*

........ ...................
.I

I

a..

Figure 6.9

Two different ways of representing (left)crisp and (right) fuzzy sets S and corresponding complement sets
Se. Top, Venn diagrams. Bottom, membership functions. The brightness of the fuzzy set patch in the right
graph denotes the degree of belonging, or membership degree p, of elements of U to the fuzzy set S
(black - U
, = 1 and white- p = 0). For the complement set, the followingis true: fisc = pnu,,t,s= 1 - p,.
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Intersection and union as well as complement of A operations for (left) crisp and (right) fuzzy sets represented by the corresponding membership functions.
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logical OR):

These are not the only operators that can be chosen to model the intersection and
union of a fuzzyset, but they are themostcommonlyusedonesinengineering
applications. For an intersection, a popular alternative to the MIN operator is the
a ~ ~ e b rproduct
a~c

which typically gives much smoother approximations. In addition to MIN, MAX,
and product operators there are many others that can be used. In fuzzy logic theory,
intersection operators are called T-norms, and union operators are called T-conorms
or S-norms. Table 6.2 lists only some classes
of T-norms and S-norms.
Before closing this sectionon basic logical operators, it is useful to point out some
interesting differences between crispand fuzzy set calculus. Namely,it is well known
that the intersection betweena crisp setS and its complementS c is an empty set,and
that the union between these two sets isa universal set. Calculus is digerent in fuzzy
Table 6.2
T-Noms and S-Noms
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P

Figure 6.11

Interesting propertiesof fuzzy set calculus.

logic. Expressed by membership degrees, these factsare as follows:

Crisp Set Calculus
p ~ p " = ~ .p v p C = 1 .
This can be verified readily for fwzy sets, as shown in figure 6.11.

Let us consider the notion of an ordered pair. When making pairs of anything, the
order of the elements is usually of great importance (e.g., the points(2,3) and (3,2)
in an (x, y ) plane are different). A pair of elements that occur in a specified order is
called an ordered pair. A relation is a set of ordered pairs.
Relations express connections between different sets.
A crisp relation represents the
presence or absence of association, interaction, or interconnectedness between the
elements of two or more sets (Klir and Folger 1988).
If this concept is generalized, allowing various degrees or strengths of relations
between elements, wegetfuzzy relations. Because a rel~tionitself is a set, all set
operations can be applied to it without any modifications. Relations are also subsets of a Cartesian product, or simply of a product set. In other words, relations are
defined over Cartesian products or product sets.
The Cartesianproduct of two crisp setsX and Y, denoted by X x Y , is the crisp set
of all ordered pairs suchthat the first element in eachpair is a memberof X and the
second element is a memberof Y:

Let X = { 1,2 ) and Y = {a,b, c} be two crisp sets.The Cartesian product is given as,
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Now, one can choose some subsets at random, or one can choose those that satisfy
specific conditions in two variables. In both cases, these subsets are relations. One
typicallyassumes that variables are somehowconnectedinonerelation,
but the
random choice of, say, three ordered pairs
{ (1, h ) , (2, U ) , (2, c ) } , being a subsetof the
product set X x Y , is also a relation.
A Cartesian product can be generalized for n sets, in which case elements of the
Cartesian product are n-tuples (XI, x2, . . ,xn). ere, the focus is on relations between
two sets, known as a binary reZutio~and denoted R ( X , Y ) , or simply R. Thus the
binary relation R is defined over a Cartesianproduct X x Y .
If the elements of the latter come from discrete universesof discourse, this partic~ u t ~ori xgraphically as a
ular relation R can be presented in the formof a ~e~utionuZ
discrete set of points in at~ee-dimensionalspace ( X , Y ,,uR(x,y ) ) .
6.1 Let X and Y be two sets given as follows. Present the relation R: “x is
smaller than y” graphically and in the form of a relational matrix.
i

X={l,2,3},
Y={2,3,4},

R:x<y.

Note that R isaset of pairs and a binary relation. The relational matrix,
or
membership array, in this crisp case comprises only
l’s and 0’s. Figure 6.12 shows the
discrete membership function,uR(x,y ) of this relation.

Figure 6.12
The discrete~ e ~ b e rfunction
s ~ p pR(x,y ) of the relationR:‘‘X is smaller thany”.
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1
2
3

1
0
0

1
1
0

1
1
1

The elements of the relational matrixare degrees of membership p,(x, y ) , that is,
possibilities, or degrees of belonging, of a specific pair (x,y ) to the given relation R.
Thus, for example, the pair(3,l) belongs with a degree0 to the relation “x is smaller
than y”, or the possibility that 3 is smallerthan 1 is zero.The preceding relation is a
typical example of a crisp relation. The condition involved in this relation is precise
and one that is either fulfilledor not fulfilled.
The common mathematical expression “x is approximately equal to y”, or the
relation R:x x y , is different. It is a typical example of an imprecise, or fuzzy, relation. Example 6.2 is very similar to example 6.1, the difference being that the degree
of belonging of some pairs (x,y ) from the Cartesian product to this relation can be
any number between 0 and 1.
~ 6.2 Let
~ X and
~ Y be~two setsZ given eas follows. Present the relation R: “x is
approxhately equal to y” in the f o m of a relational matrix.

~

X = {1,2,3}?Y = {2,3,4},

1
2
3

0.66
1
0.66

0.33
0.66
l

R:x x y

0
0.33
0.66

The discrete membership functionpR(x,y ) is again a setof discrete points in a threedimensional space ( X , Y ,p,(x, y ) ) but with membership degrees that can have any
value between 0 and 1.
When the universes of discourse (domains) are c ~ n t i n u ~
sets
u ~comprising an infinite nwnber of elements, the membership function pR(x,y ) is a s u ~ a c eover the
Cartesian product X x Y , not a curve as in the case of one-dimensiooal fuzzy sets.3
Thus, the relational matrix is an ( K “c) matrix and has no practical meaning. This
is a common situation in everyday practice, which is resolved by appropriate discretization of the universes of discourse. Example 6.3 illustrates this.
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2 1

Figure 6.13
Membership functionpR(x,y) of the relationR: “x is approximately equal toy” over the Cartesian product of two continuous setsX and Y.

~ 6.3
~ ~
Let ZA’ and
e
Y betwosetsgiven

as follows.Showthe members~p
function of the relation R:“x is approximately equalto y” and present the relational
matrix after discretization,
~

x

Figure 6.13 shows the membership function, and the relational matrix after discretization by a step of 0.5 is
4

3.5X

\ Y

1 23

2.5

1

0.6667
0.5000 0.0000
0.1667
0.3333
0.8333 0.6667 0.5000 0.3333 0.1667 1.5
2
0.3333
0.5000
0.6667
0.8333
1.0000
2.5 0.666’7
0.5000
0.8333
1.0000
0.8333
3 0.6667
0.8333
1.0000
0.8333
0.6667
In the preceding examples, the setsare defmed on the same universesof discourse.
But relations can be defmed in linguistic variables expressing a variety of different
associations or interconnections.
Relation R is given as an association or interconnection between fruit
color and,state. Present R as a crisp relational matrix.
X = {green, yell^^, red},

Y = {unripe, semiripe, ripe}.
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green
yellow
red

1
0
0

0
1
0

0
0
1

This relational matrix can be interpreted as a notation, or model, of an existing
empirical set of IF-THEN rules:

RI: IF (the tomato is) green, THEN (it is) unripe.
R2:

IF yellow,

THEN semiripe.

R3 : IF red,

THEN ripe.

In fact, relations are a convenient tool for modeling IF-THEN rules. However, the
relational matrix in example 6.4 is a crisp one and not in total agreement with our
experience. A better interconnection between fruit color and state may be given by
the following fwzy relational matrix:

green
yellow
red

l
0.3
0

0.5
l
0.2

0
0.4
1

x ~ 6.5
~ Present
~ Z e
the fuzzy relational matrix for the relation
the concept “veryfar” in geography. Two crisp setsare given as

~

R that represents

X = {Auckland, Tokyo, Belgrade}.
8

Y = {Sydney, Athens, Belgrade,Paris, New York}.

Hence, the relational matrix does not necessarily have to be square. Many other
concepts can be modeled using relations on different universes of discourse. Note
that, as for crisp relations, fwzy relations are fwzy sets in product spaces. As an
example, let us analyze the meaning of the linguistic expression “a young tall man”
(Kahlert and Frank 1994).
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25 20 15

175 180 185 190

30 35

Figure 6.14
The fuzzy sets, or linguistic terms, “young man” and “tall man’’ given
functions.

~

by corresponding membership

~ 6.6
~ Find
~ Z thee relational matrix of the concept “a young tall man”.

x

Implicitly,theconcept
“a youngtall man” means“young AND tall man”.
Therefore, two fuzzy sets, “young man” and “tall man”, are defined first, and then
the intersection operator is applied to these two sets definedon different universes of
discourse, age and height. One out of many operators for modeling a fuzzy intersection is the MIN operator. (Another commonly used one is the algebraic product.)
Thus,
pu,(age,height) = MIN(p, (age),p,(height)).
After discretization, as in figure 6.14,

the relational matrix follows from

PI

- 0 0.5
1
=
0.5
- 0 -

- 0 7

P2=

1 ,
1
- 1 -

= p1

X

- 0 0.5 0.5
X [0 0.5 1 l
:p =
0.5
- 0 -

or
190185180175
I 170
15
20
251
30
35

0
0
0
0
0

0
0.5
1 0.5
0.5
0

0
0.5
1
0.5
0

0
0.5

0
0.5

0.5
0

0.5
0

l],

(6.5)
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The relational matrix in example6.6 is actually a surface over the Cartesianproduct
age x height, which represents the membership function,or a possibility distribution
of a given relation. Generally, one can graphically obtain this surface utilizing the
extension principle giventhe different universes of discourse (cylindrical extension, in
particular). However, this part of fuzzy theory is outside the scope of this book.

Fuzzy relations in different product spaces
can be combinedwitheach other by
c o ~ ~ o ~ i Note
t i o ~that
. fuzzy setscan also be combined with any fuzzy relation in the
same way. A composition is also a fuzzy set because relations
are the fuzzy sets. (This
is the sameattribute as the product of matrices being amatrix.)
Manydifferentversionsofthecompositional
operator are possible.Thebest
known one is a MAX-MIN composition. M ~ - P R O D
and MAX-AV
also be used. The MAX-PROD composition is often the best alternative: A discussion of these three mostimportant compositions follows.
Let R1 (x, y ) , (x,y ) E X x Y and R2(y,z ) , ( y ,z ) E Y x Z be two fuzzy relations.
The M A X - M ~
composition is a fuzzy set

and
isamembershipfunction of afuzzycomposition on fuzzysets.
The MAX-PROD composition is

AX-AVE composition is

Later, while making a f u z z y i ~ f e r e ~ caecomposition
,
of a fuzzy set and a fuzzy
relation (and not one between two fuzzy relations) will be of practical importance.
Example 6.7 will facilitate the understandingof the three preceding compositions.
~

~ 6.7

R~1 is a relation
~
~that describes
Z
an
e interconnection between color x and

ripeness y of a tomato, and R2 represents an interco~ectionbetween ripenessy and
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taste z of a tomato (Kahlert and Frank 1994). Present relational matrices
MAX-MIN and MAX-PROD compositions.
The relational matrix

green
yellow
red

1

1
0.3
0
2

R2(Y,Z) I &!mw
unripe
semiripe
ripe

(x-y connection) is given as

0
0.4
1

0.5
1
0.2

The relational matrix

1
0.7
0

for the

( y - z connection) is given as

sweet-sour
sweet
0
0.3
1

0.2
1
0.7

The MAX-MIN composition R =

1 o R2

results in the relational matrix

sweetsweet-sour
R(x, z ) sour
0.3
green
yellow
red

1
0.7
0.2

0.5
1
0.7

0.4
1

The entriesof the relational matrix R were calculated as follows:

rll = M ~ X ( M I N1,( l), MIN(O.5,0.7), MIN(0,O)) = MAX( 1,0.5,0) = 1,
r23 = MAX(MIN(0.3,0), MIN(l,O.3),MIN(0.4,l)) = MAX(O,0.3,0.4) = 0.4.
The MAX-PROD composition will give a slightly different relational matrix:

i

(1 1,0.5*0.7,0*0) (1*0.2,0.5*1,0.0.7)

(1 0,0.5 0.3,O 1)

a

*

*

=h.IAX (0.3*1,1*0.7,0.4*0)
(0.3-0.2,1*1,0.4*0.7) (0.3 0 , l 0.3,0.4 1)
*

SO)
(0+1,0.2-0.7,1

(0*0.2,0.2.1,1*0.7) (0 0,0.2 0.3,1*1)

(1,0.35,0)
(0.2,0.5,0)
(0,0.15,0)
(0.3,0.7,0)

*

*

1

(0.06,1,0.28) (0,0.3,0.4) =

(0,0.14,0)
(0,0.2,0.7)
(0,0.06,1)

[

*

0.5
0.15
0:7
0.14
0.7

1

0;

~

(6.9)
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Note that the resulting MAX-MIN and M
littleonlyintwoelements; r13 and r31. It isnteresting
to comparetheresult of
the ~ A ~ - P R O
matrices
composition
two
Dtheclathe
with
2. Recall that in standard matrix
operator
used is
instead of the MAX operator, after the multiplication of the specific elements in
corresponding rows and columns. Thus, matrix multiplication would result in

(1*1+0.5*0.7+0*0) (1*0.2+0.5*1 t-0-0.7) (1.0+0.5*0.3+0.1)
(0~3~1+1*0.7+0.4.0)
(0.3.0.2+1*1+0.4*0.7) (0.3*0+1.0.3+0.4*1)
(0.1+0.2*0.7+1*0)

0.15

1.35
0.7
l

0.7
1.34

0.14

0.9

(0*0.2+0.2*1+1*0.7) ( 0 . 0 + ~ . 2 * 0 . 3 + 1 * 1 )

1

1.06

The linguistic inte~retationof the resultingrelationalmatrix
forward one, corresponding to our experience, and can be given in
THEN rules. T h s example clearly showsthat fwzy relations are a suitable meansof
expressing fuzzy (unce~ain,vague) implications. A linguistic interpretation in the
form of rules for the relational matrices(6.9) is as follows:

RI: IF the tomato is green,

THEN it is sour, less likely to be sweet~sour,and
unlikely to be sweet.

R2: IF the tomato is ello ow, T EN it is sweet- sou^, possibly sour, and unlikely
to be sweet.
R3: IF the tomato is red,

THEN it is sweet, possibly sweet-sour, and u ~ i ~ e l y
to be sour.

The fuzzy sets (also known as attributes or linguistic variables) are shown in i t ~ l i c ~ .
Note the multival~edcharacteristic of thefuzzyimplications. omp pare the crisp
relational matrix in example 6.4 withthe 1 givenhere, and compare their corresponding crispand fuzzy implications.

~u~~~
In classicalpropositionalcalculusthere are twobasicinferencerules:the
ponens and the ~ o d u tollens.
s
odus ponens is associated with the implication “ A
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follows from A”’,and it is the more important one for enginee~ng
applications.
odus ponens can typicallybe represented by the following inference scheme:
Fact or premise

“X

is A99

mplication

ons sequence or conclusion
In modus tollens inference, the roles
are interchanged:
‘‘y is not B”

t on sequence or conclusion

‘‘Xis

not A”

The modus ponens from
standard logical p~opositionalcalculus cannot be used inthe
fuzzy logic e n v i r o ~ e nbecause
t
such an inference can take place if, and only if, the
fact or premise is exactly the same as the antecedent of the IF-T EN rule. In fuzzy
logic thege~er~Zized
m o ~ u~s o ~is eused.
~ Its allows an inference when thea
is only partly known or when the fact is only similar but not equal to it.
problem in fuzzy a proximate reason in^ is as follows:

IF the tomato is red, T EN it is sweet, possibly sweet-sour, and
unlikely to be sour.

Im~lication
Premise or factThe

onc cl us ion

tomato is more or Zess red (pRe

= 0.8).

Taste = ?

The questionnow is, aving a state of nature (premise, fact) that is not exactly equal
to the antecedent, and the IF- EN rule (implication), what is the conclusion?
In traditional logic(classicalpropositionalcalculus,conditionalstatements)
an
” is written as A =+= B, that is, A implies
uch an i ~ ~ Z i c ~is tdefined
i o ~ by the following truth table:

T
T

T
F

F
F

T

T
F

The following identity is used in calculating the
truth table:
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Note the “strangeness”of the last two rows. Conditional statements,or implications,
sound paradoxical when the components are not related. In everyday hurnan reasoning, implicationsare given to combine somehow related statements,but in the use
of the conditional in classical two-valued logic, there isno requirement for relatedness.Thus, “unusual” but correctresultscould be producedusingthepreceding
operator. Example 6.8 illustrates this curious characterof standard Boolean logic.

~ x ~6.8 ~ The
~ statement
l e “IF 2 x 2 = 5, THEN cows are horses” is true (row 4 in
the truth table), but “IF 2 x 2 = 4, THEN cows are horses” is false (row 2 in the
truth table).
In Boolean logic there does not have to be any real causality between the antecedent (IF part) and the consequent(THEN part). It is different in human reasoning.
Our rules express cause-effect relations,and fuzzy logic is atool for transferring such
structured knowledge into workable algorithms. Thus, fuzzy logic cannot be and is
not Boolean logic. It must go beyond crisp logic. This is because in engineering and
many other fields, there isno effect (output) without a cause (input).
Therefore, which operator is to be used for fwzy conditional statements (implications) or for fwzy IF-THEN rules? In order to find an answer to this question, consider what the result would be of everyday (fwzy) reasoning if the crisp implication
algorithm were used.Starting with the crisp implication rule
A+B=AC
A vCB=,l - - p A ( ~ ) ,

and
A V B = MAx(pA (x),,U&))

(fuzzy OR operator),

i o n be
the f u z z y i ~ ~ l i c a twould

This result is definitelynot an acceptable one for the related fuzzy sets that are subjects of everyday human reasoning because in the cases when the premise is
not fulfilled ( p A ( x )= 0), the result would be the truth value of the conclusion ,uB( y ) = l .
This doesn’t make much sense in practice, where a system input (cause) produces a
system output (effect). Or, in other words, if there isPO ‘cause, there will be no effect.
n , impliThus, for p A ( x )= 0, pg( y ) must be equal to zero. For f u z z y i ~ ~ l i c a t i othe
cation rule states that the truth value of the conclusion must not be larger than that of
the premise.
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here are many diKerent ways to find the truth value of a premise or to calculate
the relational matrix that describes a given implication. The minimum and product
implications are the two mostwidely used today. (They were used by ~ a m d a nand
i
Larsen, respectively).
(6.10)
(6.11)

If R is a fuzzy relation from the universe of discourse X to the universe of discourse
Y, and x is a fuzzy subsetof X,then the fuzzy subsety of Y, which is induced byx, is
given by the c o ~ ~ o s i t i o ~

y=xoR.
As mentioned earlier, the
or

operator of this composition is ~
-AVE.

~

- with
Malter-~

Show a compositional rule of inference using the ~ A ~ - opera~ I N
tor. R represents the relation between color x and taste z of a tomato, as given in
example 6.7, and the state of nature (premise, fact, or input x ) is
The tomato is red,
First, this premise should be expressed
as the input vector x. Note that X has three
possible linguistic values:green, yellow, and red. Thus, the factthat the tomato is red
t i owhich
~ transforms
is expressed by the vector x = [O 0 l]. This is a ~ u z z ~ c ~step,
a crisp value into a vector of membership degrees.
Premise or fact: x = [0 0 l].

sweet-sour
sweet
yellow
0.7
The linguistic inte~retationof this impli~ation(or of this relational matrix) isgiven
in the form of IF-T EN rules in example 6.7.

~

,
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Theconclusion
operator):

is a result of thefollowingcomposition

[ 1::

l] 0 0.7
012

1

(m denotes a MIN

0.4

o~~

m( 1,0.7),m(0,0.3),m(O,O.4),m( 1, l)]
=

[0.2 0.7 l].

(6.12)

Example 6.9 showed a composition between x and a given relational matrix
Thus, whenmodeling structured human knowledge, the IF-THEN rules (in their
into
most c o m o n form for expressing this knowledge) s h o ~ l d ~ r set t~ans~ormed
relationa~ ma~rices.
Only after the appropriate relational matrix
culated can a fuzzy inference take place. Howto find this relati
IF-THEN rules is shown in example 6.10.
In section 6.3, however, the FAMs that are
g eall. They
introduced do not use relational matricesin modeling human ~ n o ~ l e d at
are closer to the ways in which neural networks modeldata.
~U

Find the relational matrix

of thefollowingrule(implication);

R: IF x = small, THEN y = high.
First, the fuzzy sets low and high should be defined. Theseare shown in figure 6.15
by theirmembershipfunctions. In order to obtain a matrix of finitedimension,
each membership function must be discretized. The discrete points shown in figure
6.15 (but not the straight lines of the triangles) now represent the fuzzy sets low and

-40

0

40

-4

0

4

Figure 6.15
Fuzzy sets, or linguistic terns, “low” and “high”given by corresponding membership functions in different
universes of discourse.
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high (see fig. 6.5). Thus, the universes of discourse
X and Y now have five (or a finite
number of) elements each:

X = { -40, -20,0,20,40},

Y = { -4, -2,0,2,4}.

, recall that the truth
n order to calculate the entries of the relational matrix
e of the con~lusionmust be smaller than, or equal to, the
or PROD operator, for example. The result
rndani implication) is
(6.13)
The relational matrix can
cedure as in example 6.6:

be calculated by a vector product, udng the same pro-

= ~ I N { , u ~T (~~H) ( y =
)}

IN{[O 0.5 1 0.5 01 TIO 0.5 1 0.5 01).

For example, for x = -20 and y
will be

,u,(x

= 0,

the membership degreeof the relational matrix

= - 2 0 , ~= 0) = MIN{,uL(-~O),U~(O)}
= MIN(O.5, l} = 0.5.

0.5 0.5
The fwzy inference for x‘
composition:

= -20

0

(the framed row of ) is the result of th e following
(6.14)

0
0
- 0 0
0 0.5 0.5 0.5
,uL/~R(Y=
) , ~ H t ( y=
) [0 1 0 0 01 00.510.5
0 0.5 0.5 0.5
_ o o 0 0
= l0

0.5 0.5
0.5

01.

0
0
0
0
0
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Figure 6.16

~

A

~ fuzzy
" inference.
~
1 The
~ conclusion is not a crisp value but a not-normal fuzzy set.

Figure 6.17

MAX-PROD fuzzy inference. The conclusionis not a crisp value but a not-normal fuzzy set.

Note that the crisp value x' = -20 was fuzzijied, or t r a n ~ f o r ~ einto
d a~ e ~ b e r s h ~
vector ,uLt = [0 1 0 0 01, first. This is because x is a singleton at x' (see fig. 6.16).
Another popular fizzy inference scheme employsMAX-PROD (the Larsen implication), which typically results in a smoother model.
The graphical resultof the MAXPROD inference is given in figure 6.17, and the relational matrix

I

-20
0
20
40

~

0
0
0
0

0.25
0.5
0.25
0.5
0.5
0.25
0

l
0.5
0

0.25
0

0
0
0
0

I

Typical real-life problems have more input variables, and the corresponding rules
are given in theform of a rule table:

RI: IF x1 = low AND x2 = ~ e d i u ~THEN
,
y
R2: IF x1 = low AND x2 = high,

=~igh.

THEN y = very h i g ~ .
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Now, the rules R are three-tuple fuzzy relations having membership functions that
are hypersurfaces over the three-dimensional space spanned
by X I , x2, and y . For
instance, for ruleRI,

The relational matrix hasa third dimension now.It is a cubic array. This is studied in
more detail later but is illustrated in example6.11 with two inputs and one output.
x ~ 6.11
~ ~Find
Z the
e consequentof the rule RI. The membership functionsof two
fuzzy sets “low” and “medium” are shown in figure 6.18,arrd rule R1 is

~

u ~ , y = high.
x1 = low AND x2 = ~ e ~ i THEN

RI: IF

Figure 6.18 shows the results of a fuzzy inference for the two crisp values xi = 2
and xi = 600.4 The objective is to find the output for the two given input values, or
y(xi = 2, xi = 600) = ? At this point, nothing can be said about the crisp valueof y .
A part of the tool, the ~ e ~ u z z ~ c a t i o n ~ise missing
t h o ~ , at the moment. It is discussed in section 6.1.7. But the consequent of rule R1 can be found. First note that
the antecedents 1 and 2 ( s ~ a land
l ~ e ~ i are
u connected
~ )
with an AND operator,
meaning that the fulfillment degree
of rule R1 will becalculated usinga MIN operator,
H = MIN(pL(2),pM(600))= 0.5. Thus, the resulting consequent is a not-normal
fuzzy set pk, as shown in figure6.18.
In actual engineeringproblemstherearetypicallymore
input variables and
fuzzy sets (linguistic terms) for each variable. In such a situation, there are NR =
nFS1 x nFS2 x
x ~ 2 ~rules,
; s ~where nFsi represents the number of fuzzy sets for the
ith input variable xi, and U is the number of input variables. For example, when
there are three (U = 3) inputs with two, three, and five fuzzy sets respectively, there
are NR = 2 x 3 x 5 = 30 rules. During the operation of the fuzzy model, more rules
are generally active simultaneously. It is important to note that all the rules make a
union of rules. In other words, the rules are implicitly connectedby an OR operator.
P
1

0.5
0

2

4

6

8

Figure 6.18
Construction of the consequent membership functionp H ( for the ruleRI.
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Example 6.12 shows a fuzzy inference in a simple case with one input and one
+
mapping). A slightly more complex generic situation with two
---+
mapping) pertains in example 6.13.
inputs and one output (an

!R'

9
'3' !R'

~.~~

le
For x' = 20,find the output fuzzysetof
output system describedby the two following rules:

Figure 6.19 ill~stratesthe ons sequent of theserules,
follows:

the single-input,single-

and the equations are as

Rule RI:

Resulting
conseqient

p(')

MAX

Rule R2:
Consequent pyMt(y) from b l e R2:

'

-40 -20 0

i

40

'

-4

0

4

x' = 20

F i ~ r 6.19
e
Construction of the consequent membership function from the two active rules for a single-input, singleoutput system (MAX-PROD inference).
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Note that the result of this fuzzy inference is a n o t - ~ o r fuzzy
~ ~ l set. In real-life
problems, one is more interested in the single crisp value
of the output variable,
to find this crisp valuey is discussed in section 6.1.7.

le ~ . Find
~ 3 the output fuzzy set for a system with two inputs (having two
fuzzy sets for each input) and one output, described by the following four rules:

2:

IF x1 = low

Rs: IF XI
R4:

= zero

OR x 2 = ~ i g ~ T,
AN

IF x1 = zero OR x 2 = ~ i g ~ ,T H ~ N
y =~ i g ~ .

The output fuzzy set is shownin figure 6.20.
Finally, how one finds the crisp output value y from the resulting not-normal sets
p( y ) , or how one can defuzzify p( y ) , will be introduced below.

In the last few examples, the conclusions happened to benot-normal fuzzy sets. For
practical purposes, a crisp output signal to the actuator or decision maker (classifier)
is needed. The procedure for obtaining a crisp output value from the resulting fuzzy
set is called ~ e ~ u z ~ ~ c Note
~ t j othe
n subtle
.
difference between fuzzification (as in
examples 6.9 and 6.10) and defwzification: ~ ~ ~ z ~ crepresents
~ t i o the
n transformation
tion of a crisp input into a vector of m~mbershipdegrees, and ~ e ~ u z z ~ e ~transforms a (typicallynot-normal) fuzzy set into a crisp value.
Which method isto be used to find the crisp output value? Several methodsare in
ere the four most popular are presented. It may be useful first to get an
intuitive insight into defuzzi~cation.What would be a crisp output value for the
resulting not-normal fuzzy set in example 6.13?
Just by observing the geometryof the
resulting fuzzy set (fig. 6.21) one could conclude
that the resulting output value y
might be between y = 50 and 80 and that the right value could be y = 58. At this
value is actually the c e n t e r - o ~ ~ r(or
e ~c e n t e r - o ~ g r ~ ~ofi ~the
y ) resulting consequent
from the four rules given in example 6.13. This is one of the many methods of defuzzification. Figure 6.22 shows three of the most common defuzzification methods.
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Y

Y

x2

...................................

*..
Y

Y
Figure 6.20

Construction of the consequent membership function from four active rules for a system with two inputs
and one output.

Center-of-area, or
Center-of-gravity, results
incrisp
avalue
y = 58.

0

50
58

100

Figure 6.21

Defuzzification,or obtaining a crisp value from
a fuzzy set: center-of-area (or center-of-gravity) method.
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First-of-maxima
Middle-of-maxima
Center-of-area
singletons
for

Figure 6.22
Graphical representationof three popular defwzification methods.

Each of these methods possesses some advantages in terms of, for example, complexity, computing speed, and smoothness of the resulting approximating hypersurface. Thus,t h e ~ r ~ t - o f ~oaet~hod
i ~isa the fastest one
and is of interest for real-time
applications, but theresultingsurfaceisrough.The
center-ofarea for ~ingZeton~
method is eventually the most practical because it has similar smoothness properties
as the center-ofarea method but is simpler and faster.
When the membership functions of the output variables are singletons and when
the PROD operator is used for inference) it is relatively easyto show the equality of
theneuralnetwork and fuzzylogicmodels(seesection6.2).Theresultingcrisp
output in this particular case is calculated as

(6.16)

where N isthenumber of the output membershipfunctions. Equation (6.16)is
also valid if the MIN operator is used when singletons are the consequents. Note
the important distinctionbetween the relationalmatricesmodelsusedinsection
6. l and the fuzzy additive models (FAMs) used in section 6.3. Here, AX-PROD
or M A ~ - ~ implication
I N
is used, but FAMs use SUM-PROD or S ~ M - M I Nor
S~M-any-other-~-norm
implication. The practical difference regarding (6.16) isthat
in the caseof FAMs, N stands for the number of rules.
At the beginning of this chapter it was stated that human knowledge structured
in the formof IF-THEN rules represents a mapping,or a multiva~atefunction) that
maps the input variables (IF variables, antecedents, causes) into the output ones
(THEN variables, consequents, effects). Now, this is illustrated by showing how our
common knowledge in controlling the distance between our car and the vehicle in
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front of us while driving is indeeda function. It is a function of which we are usually
not aware. To show it graphically, theinput variables are restricted to the two most
relevant to this control task: the distance between the two vehiclesand the speed.
The surfaces shown in figure 6.23
are surfaces of ~ n o ~ l e d because
ge
all thecontrol
actions (producing the braking force, in this task) are the results of sliding on this
surface. Normally,we are totally unaware of the very existence of this surface, but it
is stored in our minds, and all our decisions concerning braking are in accordance
withthistwo-dimensionalfunction.
In reality, this surface is a projection of one
hypersurface ofknowledge onto a three-dimensional space. In other words, additional input variables are involved in this control task in the real world.For example,
visibility, wetness, or the state of the road, our mood, and our estimation of the
quality of the driver in thecar in front. Taking into account all theseinput variables,
there is a mapping of five more input variables besides the two already mentioned
into the one output variable (the braking force). Thus, in this real-life situation, the
function is a hypersurface of knowledge in eight-dimensional space(it is actually an
mapping). Let us stay in the three-dimensional worldand analyze a fuzzy
model for controlling the distance between two
cars on a road.
Develop a fuzzy model for controlling the distance between two
cars
traveling on a road. Show the resulting surface of knowledge graphically.
There are two input variables (distance and the speed) and one output variable
(braking force), and five chosen fuzzy subsets (membership functions, attributes) for
each linguistic variable. The membership functions for the input (the IF) variables
are triangles. The fwzy subsets (attributes) of the output variable are singletons.
Fwzy subsets (attributes) of distance

[very small, small? moderate, large,very
large]

Fuzzysubsets (attributes) ofspeed

[very low, low, moderate, high, very high]

Fuzzy subsets (attributes) of braking
force

[zero, one~ourth,one-haK th~ee~ourths,
full1

Now, the rule basis comprises
25 rules of the following type:

RI: IF distance very smalZ AND speed very low, THEN braking force one-hag
The inference was made using a IN operator. Two surfaces of knowledge
are shown in figure 6.23. The smooth one (left
graph) is obtained by center-of-gra~ity
defuzzification, and theroughone(right
graph) is obtained by first-of-maxima
defuzzification.
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Figure 6.23

Fuzzy model for controlling the distance between two cars. Top, the fuzzy subsets of the two input variables (distance and speed) and one output variable (braking force).
Bottom, the two surfacesof knowledge
obtained by different defuzzification methods.
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Somecomments and conclusionscannow be stated.First,usingfuzzylogic
models, one tries to model s t ~ c t u r e dhuman knowledge. This knowledge is highly
imprecise. We all drive a car differently. Evenat the very first step, each ofus would
differently define the universes of discourse,
that is, the domains of the input
and
output variables. Youngeror less cautious drivers would definitely consider distances
very close, meaning that the maxiof 100 meters intolerably large. They would drive
mal value of the distance’s fuzzy subsets(very large) would perhaps be 50 m. On the
other hand, more cautious drivers would probably never drive
at velocities higher
than 120 km/h. Second, the choice (shapes and positions) of the membership functionsishighlyindividual.Third,theinferencemechanism
and thedefuzzification
method applied will also have an impact on the final result. espite all these fuzzy
factors, the resulting surface
of knowledge that represents our knowledge with regard
to the solution of the given problem is usually an acceptable one. If there is usable
knowledge, fuzzy logic provides the toolsto transfer it into an efficient algorithm.
Compare the two surfaces shown in figure 6.23. Both surfaces model the known
or both, demands a larger
facts: a decrease in distanceor anincrease in driving speed,
braking force.
Note that wherethere are severalinput and output variables, nothing changes
except required computing timeand required memory. If the resulting hy~ersurfaces
resideinfour- or higher-dimensionalspace,visualization is notpossiblebutthe
algorithms remain the same.

As mentioned, neural networks and fuzzy logic models are based on very similar,
sometimes equivalent, underlying mathematics. To show this very important result
the presentation here follows a paper by Kecman and Pfeiffer (1994) showing when
and how the learni~goffuzzy rules (LFR) from numerical data is mathematically
equivalent to the training of a radia~basis fun~tion(R F) or regularization, network.
of intelligent information
Although these approaches originate in different paradigms
processing, their mathematical structure is the same. These models also share the
a
property of being a universal approximator of any real continuous function on
compact set to arbitrary accuracy. In the LFR algorithm proposed here, the subjects
of learning are the rule conclusions,that is, the positionsof the membership
of output fuzzy sets (also called attributes) that are in form of singletons. For the
fixednumber,location,andshapeofthe
input membershipfunctionsinthe
FL
model or thebasisfunctionsin
anRBF network, LF
F trainingbecomes a
least-squaresoptimizationproblem that is linearinunknownparameters,(These

6.2. at he ma tical SimilaritiesbetweenNeuralNetworksandFuzzyLogicModels
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Figure 6.24
Training data set (asterisks), basis functions y, or membership functions p, and nonlinear approximating
fuction F ( x ) .Note that with fixedy, (or p) this approximation is linear in parameters.

parameters are the OL weights W for RBFs or rules r for LFR). In this case, the
solution boils downto the pseudoinversion of a rectangular matrix. The presentation
here can be readily extended to the other, not necessarily radial, activation functions.
Using these two approaches, the general problem of approximating or learning
mapping f from an n-dimensional input space to an m-dimensional output space,
. . . , ( x p ,yp), yp = f ( x p ) } ,
given a finite training of
setP examples off{ (XI, yl), (x2, y2),
is exemplified by the one-to-one mapping presented in figure
6.24.
For real-world problems with noisy
data, one never triesto find the functionP that
interpolates a training set passingthrough each point inthe set, that is, one does not
demand F ( x p ) = yp,Vp E { 1, . . ,P}. The approximating functionF of the underlying
function f willbe obtained on the relaxed condition that F does dot have to go
through all the training set points but should merely be as close as possible to the
data.
Usually, the criterionof such closeness is least squares.
It is clearthat in the caseof
noisy free data, inte~olationis the better solution. This will be true as lohg as the
size of thedata set isnot too large. Generally,in the caseof large data sets (say, more
than 1,000 data patterns) because of numerical problems, one is forced to find an
approximation solution.
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F approximation techniques (which resulted from the regularization theory
of Tikhonov*and Arsenin (1977), a good theoretical frameworkfor the treatment of
approximation or inte~olationproblems), after making some mild assumptions the
expression for an appro~imatingfunction has the following simple form:
N

(6.17)
i= l

where W i are weights to be learned and ei are the centers of the radial basis functions
F pi can have different explicit forms (e.g., spline, Gaussian,multi~uadric).
It is important to realize that when the number N, the positions Ci, and the shapes
(defined by the parameter CT and by the covariance matrix for o~e-dimensionaland
higher-d~ensionalGaussian basis functions, respectively)are fixed before learning,
the problem of approximation is linear in the parameters (weights~ i ) , which are the
ct of learning. Thus, the solution boils down to the pseudoinversion of matrix
,N).This matrix is obtained using (6.17)
for the whole training set. If anyof the
parameters ei or ai, which are “hidden” behind the nonlinear function pl, become
part of the training for any reason, the problemof learning will have to be solved by
nonlinear optimization. Certainly thenit will be much more involved.
Consider a scalar output variable in orderto show the equalityof neural networks
F networkmodelingthe
and fuzzylogicmodelswithoutloss
of generality.The
data set is givenas
N

(6.18)
If p is a Gaussianfunction(usuallythenormalizedGaussianwith
G(q,ci) = 1 is used), one can write

~plitude

N

(6.19)
i= 1

Figure 6.24 presents (6.19) graphically.For N = I“ and N < P an interpolation or an
approximation, respectively, will occur.
Thesame approximation problemcan be considered a problem of learning
fuzzy rules from examples. Figure 6.24 still represents the problem setup but now
the Gaussian bumps are interpreted as membershipfunctions pi of thelinguistic
attributes (fuzzy subsets) of the input variable x (input isnow a one-dimensional
variable).

6.2. ~ a t h e ~ a t i c a l ~ i ~ i l abetween
~ t i e s NeuralNetworksand
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For reasons of computational efficiency,the attributes of thelinguistic output
variable are defuzzified oE-line by replacing the fuzzy set of each
attribute with a
singleton at the center of gravity of the individual fuzzy set (as in fig. 6.23, the
braking force graph).
The parameters to be learned are thepositions ri of thesingletonsdescribing
the linguistic rule conclusions. The corresponding continuous universes of discourse
for linguistic input and output variables Input,, . . ,Input,, and Output, are called
XI, . . . ,X,, Y , respectively. Rule premises are formulatedas fuzzy AND relations on
the Cartesian product set X = X1 x X2 x - x X,, and several rules are connected by
. F~zificationof a crisp scalarinput value x1 produces a column vectorof
mem~ershipgrades to all the attributes of Inputl, and similarly for all other input
dimensions, for instance,

(6.20)

The degrees of fulfillment of all possible
AND combinations of rule premises are
calculated and written into a matrix . For ease of notation, the following considerations are formulated for only two input variables, but they can be extended to
higher-dimensional input spaces. If the aZgebraic ~ r o ~ uisc tused as an AND operator, this matrixcan be directly obtained by the multiplicationof a columnand a row
vector:

Otherwise, the m i ~ m u mor any other appropriate operator from table 6.2 can be
applied to all pairs of membership values. Because the attributes of the linguistic
output variable are singletons, they appear as crisp numbers in the fuzzy rule base.
The first rule, for example, reads
RI: IF Input1isattribute1ANInput2is

attrib~te2,THEN Output is r l l .

and its conclusion is displayedas the element rll in the relational (rule) matrix

=

[

r12
r21 r22

:::l.

(6.22)
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R has the same dimensionsas M. IF-THEN rules are interpreted as AND relations
on X x Y , that is, the degreeof membership in theoutput fwzy set of a rule is limited
to the degree up to which the premise is fulfilled. A crispoutput value y is computed
by the center-of-area for singletons, or center-of-singletons,algorithm(6.16) as a
weighted mean value
(6.23)
where pjl = Hi and rjl = yi. The sum covers all elements of the two matrices
El. If the membership functionsof the input attributes are Gaussians, thepjl are space
bumps Gi(X, S) representing the joint possibility distributionof each rule. Moreover,
if the elements of matrixR are collected in a column vector
=(

m ,r12,. .r21, r22, .) T
*

*

= @ l , r2, *

*

’

,r N > T ,

(6.24)

the approximation formula becomes

(6.25)

The structural similarity of (6.19) and (6.25) is clearly visible: the rule conclusions
ri correspond to the trainable weights wi. Thesetwo equations could begiven a
graphical representation in the form of “neural” networks. For bivariate functions
y = f ( x 1 ,x2) this is done in figure 6.25.
The structures of both networks are the same in the sense that each has just one
hidden layer and the connections between the input and the hidden layer are fixed
and not the subject of learning. The subjects of learning are the connections W or r
between the hidden layer and the output layer. It must be stressed that the seemingly
second hidden layer in a fuzzy (or soft RBF) network is not an additional hidden
layer but the normalization part of the only hidden layer. Because of this normalization, the sum of the outputs from the hidden layer in a soft
RBF network is equal
to l, that is, EoiF = 1. This is not the case in a classicRBF network.
The equivalence of these two approximation schemes is clear if (6.19) and (6.25)
are compared. The only difference is that in fuzzy approximation the output value
from the hidden layery is “normalized.” The wordn u r ~ a Z i z is
e ~in quotation marks
output signals OiF (fig. 6.25) from neurons
because y is calculated using the normalized

6.2. M a t h e ~ a t i c a lSimilaritiesbetweenNeuralNetworksand
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Figure 6.25
Networks for the interpolation ( N = P ) or approxi~ation( N P ) of a bivariate function y = f ( x l , x*).
Left, an RBF. ~ i g ~a tfuzzy
,
network or soft RBF. HereN = 3.

whose sum is equalto l. This is not the case with astandard RBF network.
of the effect of normalization, fuzzy approximation is a kind of soft approximation,
with the approximating function always goingthrough the middle point between the
two training data. As an analogy to the softmax function introduced to the neural
network communityfor the sigmoidal typeof activation function (Bridle 1990), fuzzy
approximation is called a softRBF approximation scheme.
The mathematical side of the solution is definedas follows: for a fixed number N ,
positions ci, and width ci of the basis function ql or membership function pi, the
problem of appro~imationis linear in learned parameters
W or r and will be solved by
the simple inversionof the matrix A given in (6.30). (In the case of interpolation, i.e.,
when the number N of basis or membership functions (attributes) for each input
variable is equalto the number P of data pairs, A is a square matrix. When there
are
fewer basisor membership functionsthan data pairs, A is rectangular. Thelatter type
of approxi~ationis more common in real-life problems.) This property
ofbeing
linear in parameters is not afXected by the choice of the algebraic productas a fuzzy
operator. This algorithm remains the same for the minimum
operator.
It seems as though the soft RBF is more robust with respect to the choice of the
width parameter and has better approximation properties in cases when there is no
large overlap~ingof basis functionsq or membership functionsp, In such a situation
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(for small CT in the case of Gaussian functions) the approximation obtained with the
classic RBF given by (6.19) will be much more spiky
than the one obtained with
fuzzy approximation, or the soft RBF given by (6.25).
There is a significant difference in the physical meaning of the learned
(or trained)
a
weights wi or rules ri inthesetwoparadigms.Approachingtheproblemfrom
fuzzy perspective, the rules have from the very start of problem f o ~ u l a t i o na clear
physical meaning, stating that an output variable must take a certain value under
specified conditions of input variables. There is no such analogy in the classicRBF
approach to functional approximation. In the latter case, the meaningof weights W i is
more abstract and depends on such small subtletiesas whether normalized Gaussians
G ( q 7ci) = 1 are used. Generally, inboth methods, with increased overlappingof the
basis or membership functions, the absolute values of the parameters W or r will increase. But, in the fuzzy case, when the resultingoutput variables are rules r, we are
aware of their physical limits, and these limits will determine theactual overlapping
of the membership functions in input space. There are no such caution signs in a
classic RBF because that approach is derived froma mathematical domain.
In order to apply a standard least-squares methodin the spirit of parameter estimation schemes, the dedicated fuzzy identification algorithm
for the center-of-singletons
def~zificationmethod mustbe slightly reformulatedby collecting the elements of
in a column vector
P = [P11

P12

* ' *

P21

P22

'

*

-1 T

7

(6.26)

and bydefining a vector of l's withthesamedimension
= (1 1 . .. 1)'. Using
these vectors, (6.23) can be written with the numerator and denominator calculated
as scalar products
(6.27)
which is equivalentto
jlTr = P T ly.

(6.28)

The input data are fuzzified according to the attributes of the linguistic variables
Input1 and Input:!. For each sample p , and input data set x p , a corresponding vector
pp is obtained by applying formulas (6.20), (6.21), and (6.26) successively, and an
equation of the form (6.28) isstated as
(6.29)

6.2. Mathe~aticalSi~ilaritiesbetween NeuralNetworksand
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From this equation a system of linear equations is constructedfor p

=
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1). . . ,P

(6.30)

This system is in linear form, with

a known rectangular matrix
(6.31)

Now (6.31) can be solved for the unknown vector r by any suitable numerical algorithm, for instance, by taking the pseudoinverse as an optimal solution in a leastsquares sense:
(6.32)
Finally, the elementsof vector r can be regrouped into the rule matrix
actually contains degrees of fulfillment of all es.
For a system with N rules, its
lmensions are (P,
N ). Therefore the matrixA
of the dimension ( N ,N ) and can
be easilyinverted,
for very largenumbers of data samples.Thisexplainsthe
equivalence of the
and FL models and also shows how the weights or rules can
be adapted (trained). The final learning rule (the matrix in (6.22)) was a relatively
simple one because the hidden layer weights were fixed.
The structural equivalence of a certain typeof learning fuzzy system with
trainable
F neural networks is of considerable importanceto the neural networkand fuzzy

’

A regularization (R F) network can be interpreted in terms of fuzzy rules after
learning, providing an nsight into the physical nature of the system being modeled
that cannot be obtained from a black-box neural network. Moreover, the “linear”
trainingalgorithm(6.32) can be transformed to recursive notation according to
method 5 in section 3.2.2. This opensthe door to recursive training
in real time with much better convergence properties
than error
networks. From an R F perspective, a recursive formulation will avoid the problems of pseudoinversion of large matrices when dealing with
a large numberof basis
functions. Also, in using softRBFs there is no requirement for basis functions to be
radial. Experiments by the author and colleagues used logisticand tangent hyperbolic
functions with an approximation quality comparable to radial Gaussian functions.
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The relevance of this result for the fwzy logic community is of another nature, It
suggests preferencefor a certain type of membership function (e.g., Gaussian); fuzzy
operator (e.g., algebraicproduct); and a specific kind of inference
and defwzification
scheme (e.g., the center-of-singletons algorithm) for modeling tasks. Namely,
for fuzzy
models, good approximation qualities are guaranteed by the equivalence to regularization networks, whose mathematical properties are fimly established. Moreover,
this equivalence providesnew insight into the inte~olation/approximationaspects of
fuzzy models and into such questions as the selection of a suitable number of membership functions and degrees of overlapping. If the nonlinear learning techniques
known from neural networksare applied to such fwzy systems, they allow the leaming of input membership functions as well.

A fuzzy model given by (6.23) or (6.25) is equivalent to an RBF model. This means
that fwzy logic models are also universal approximators in the sense that they can
model any multivariate function to any desirable degree of accuracy. The higher
the required accuracy, the more rules are needed. This expression is valid
for any
!R" -+ !R" mapping. In the case of an !R" ! R 1 function, (6.25) becomes
"+

(6.33)

of belonging) instead
where thenotation p is used for a membership function (degree
of G. N denotes the number of rules, and ri stands for the center of area (center
relaof gravity, centroid) of the ith output singleton. When modeling an !Rti"-+
tion, equation (6.33) describes a standard fuzzy IF-THEN rule: F X = Sxi, THEN
y = Syi, where S x i and S y i are the antecedent and consequent membership functions,
respectively.
Thisisthesirnplestform
of a fuzzy a ~ ~ i t i v e ~(FAM),
o ~ e Z alsoknown as a
~ t a ~ a ~~ ~a i rt i ~v e ~(SAM).'
o ~ e ZThe adjective a ~ ~ i t i vrefers
e
to the s ~ a t i o n s
that take place in (6.33). Hence, this model
can also be called a S ~ M - P R
or ~ ~
IN implication model. All the models in section 6.1 are based eitheron the
i implication ( M A ~ - M I Nor
) the Larsen inference method( M ~ - P R ~ ~ ) .
Consequently, theyare not additive models.It is important to realize that so far only
additive models are proven universal
approximators for fuzzy membership functions
of any shape.

!R'
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The simplest FAM model as given by (6.33) is valid when the output membership
functions are singletons.A more general model for an !Rtz"
mapping (when the
output fuzzy subsets, i.e., attributes or membership functions, are fuzzy subsets of
any shape) is givenby
"+

IIZ'

(6.34)

where N denotes the numberof rules, W i stands for the relative rule weight (if the ith
rule is more relevantthan thejth rule, W i > W j ) , Ai is thearea of the corresponding ith
output fuzzy subset (membership function), and mi stands for the mode, that is, the
center of area (center of gravity, centroid)of the ith output fuzzy subset.
In the case of an 8
' ' !Rm mapping, a FAM given by (6.34) becomes
"+

(6.35)

ith output fuzzy subset (membership
where V; is the volume of the corresponding
function). When all rules are equally relevant, wi = wj, i = 1,N , j = 1, N , and when
the output fuzzy subsets have equal volumes (or areas in the case of an !Rm = !R1
mapping), (6.35) reducesto (6.33).
The basic description of how this additive model achieves the desired accuracy is
given in example 6.15for an IIZ1
mapping. The design steps in fuzzy modeling
are shown in box 6.1.
"+

!R'

Box 6.1
Design Steps in Fuzzy Modeling

Step 1. Define the universes of discourse (domains and ranges, i.e., input and output variables).
Step 2. Specify the fuzzy membership functions (fuzzy subsets or attributes) for the chosen input
and output variables.
Step 3. Define the fuzzy rules (i.e., the rule base).
Step 4. Perform the numerical part (SUM-PROD, S ~ M - ~MAX-MIN,
I ~ ,
or some other) inference algorithm.
Step 5. Defuzzify the resulting (usually not-normal) fuzzy subsets.
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esign a fuzzy controller for controlling a distance between twocars
traveling on a road.
Example 6.14 demonstrated how the braking force B depends upon the distance
D and the velocity v, but it did not give details. Here, in order to get a geometrical
impression of a FAM works and to enable visualization, it is assumed that the distance D is constant, and only the mapping, B = f ( u ) , is modeled. Figure 6.26 shows
the scheme for this model.
In the caseof a mapping B = f ( u ) , a very simple (rough) modelcan be obtained by
having thee rules only. Both the fwzy subsets and the rule base are shown in figure
6.27. The rule base is linguistically expressed everyday driving expertise on how to
brake depending upon the velocityof the car.

-

.
.
”

c

c
c

Figure 6.26

Scheme for modeling a fuzzy braking force controller.

Velocity

low

Force

m e d ismall
u ~ high

1

0

Braking

m ~ d i u m large

1

120

0

100

IF velocity is low, THEN braking forceis s ~ a l l .
IF Velocity is me~ium,
THEN braking force is~ e d i u ~ .
IF velocity is high, THEN braking forceis large.
Figure 6.27

Fuzzy subsets( m e m ~ r s hfunctions)
i~
and a rule base for a fuzzy braking force controller.
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The fuzzy patches define the function.

l00
66.67
large

me~iu~
B = 38.33
~

~ a
16.6’7

~

r possible dependencies between
Band v
of us drives differently and brakes
in a differentway each time.

l

v = 49.5

low

120

me~ium high

gure 6.28
Fuzzy rules define the fuzzy patches. More rules result in smaller patches. This means finer granulation,
i.e., more precise knowledge.

Figure 6.28 shows the four possible mapping curvesthat may result froma FAM’s
having three rules only. A much finer (more accurate) model could have been
obtained with finer discretization (more membership functions
and rules). The rules
and the fuzzy subsets with high overlapping produce the three square patches in a
(B,U) plane inside which must liethe function B = f ( u ) , the desired !R1 ”+
ping. The very shape
of a functionB = f ( u ) depends onthe shapes of the membership
functions applied,on the implication mechanism,and (heavily) on the defuzzification
method used. Figure 6.28 shows four possible solutions. This is the soft part of the
fwzy modeling that models the basic dependency stating that with an increase in
velocity there must be an increase in braking force. Patch size generally defines the
vagueness or uncertainty in the rule.It is related to the number of rules: more rules,
smaller patches. There isno unique or prescribed way to brake. We all drive differently, and the way each of us applies the force to the brakes is different each time.
Hence,manypossiblefunctionsresultfromdifferentexperiences,
and thefuzzy
models that are based on expertise will also be different. Some of the possible variety
can be seen in figure 6.28.
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Consider now how the FAM models the braking force controller. For the output
fuzzy subsets, three singletons are chosen, placed as follows: ~maZ2(rl = 16.67%),
m e ~ i ~(r2
m= 50%), large (r3 = 66.67%). These singleton membership functions are
chosen to be at the centers of gravity of the corresponding triangle fuzzy subsets
(i.e., ri = mi) and are shown as thick lines exactlyat these given locations.(Note they
are not shown in the fig. 6.27.)For a particular crisp input v = 49.5 b / h , shown in
figure 6.28, only two rules, namely R1 and R2,will be active. In other words, their
corresponding degrees of belonging pi, i = 1,2, will be diflerent from zero, or only
these two rules will “fire.” The output-a braking force B-for this particular input
v = 49.5, followsfrom the FAM model (6.33) as
B = f ( u = 49.5) =

+

(0.35 16.67) (0.65 50)
0.35 0.65
*

*

+

+ (0 - 66.7) = 38.33%.

It is important to realize that the FAMs do not perform very complex calculations.
After the membership functions are selected, the volumes K and centroids mican be
computed in advance. Now,
the N membership degreesp i ( x ) ,i = 1, N , are calculated
for each specificinput x. Finally, having defined the rule weightswi, the corresponding output value y is found using (6.35)and (6.34) for an ! R n ”+ !Rm mapping and for
mapping,respectively. Note that only a part of the corresponding
an Itz” ”+
degrees pi willbediEerent from zero, meaning that only a part ofruleswillbe
active.
~io~
The
The most serious problemin applying FAMs is a rule e ~ ~ Z ophenomenon.
number of rules increases exponentially with the dimensions of the
input and output
spaces. Thus, for example, if there are four input variables (x is a four-dimensional
vector) and a single output y , and if one chooses five fuzzy subsets for each input
variable, one has to define 54 = 625 rules. In other words, according to figure 6.25,
this represents a network with 625 hidden layer neuron. Another serious problem is
the learning part in fuzzy models. Theoretically, because of the equivalence of
networks and FL models, one can apply any learning
approach from the neural field,
including the gradient descent method. However, the
standard membership functions
are not smooth diflerentiable functions,and error backpropagatio~is not as popular
in the fuzzy logic field as it is in the neural field. Genetic algorithms may be viable
techniques, as may other methods for RBF networks training. In particular, a linear
programming approach, as given in section 5.3.4, seems promising for selecting the
most relevant rules inFAM.
The single important computational step in applying FAMs is the calculation of
membership degrees pi(x), i = 1, N . In performing this task the most popular oper-

Itz’
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ators are MIN and PROD. A standard fuzzy rule is expressed separately for each
input variable, for instance,
R: IF x1 is all AND x2 is large AND, . . . , X, is ~ e ~ i THEN
u ~ , y is
po~i~ive~
In other words, a typical IF-THEN rule operation is a conjunc~ion(interpreted
aslogical AND), and anyT-norm operator can beused in the calculation of
membershipdegrees pi(x), i = 1, N . The twomost popular operators (shown
here for an n-dimensional input vector x) are the MIN operator px,A X 2 ,,,..
MIN(p X , pxz
, . . . ? p,) and the PROD (algebraic product) operator pxl,,x2 , ... , x, pxlpxz pxn. If the IF part contains an OR connection, the MIN operator must be
replaced with a MAX operator or some other S-nom. However, an application of
the OR in an IF part rarely happens in practice.
Thealgebraicproduct
givesmuch smoother approxi~ationsbecause it does
not ignore infomation contained in theIF part as the MIN operator does. How the
two operators use the information contained inan input vector is shownby a simple
example here.
Suppose that an input vector results in following membership degrees (activations)
pl = [ p l p2 p3 p4 ps] = [0.7 0.4 0.4 0.5 0 S j T and that another input
= [0.7 0.40.90.91.01
'. The MIN operator re
hilethe PROD operator gives p1(x) = 0.028 and
Hence, the MIN operator does not differentiate thejoint strength of
both cases results in the same activation despite the obvious fact
much stronger activations.
The product p(.) = pl (xl)pz(xz) p,(Xn) gets smaller for larger input dimension
n, but thisdoes not affect the FAM output because p(x) is a part of both the
numerator and denominator in (6.33)-(6.35). Note an important fact that by using
the product of n scalar embers ship functions p(x) =
pi(xi), the possible correlations among theinput components X i were ignored.
The relational matrix approach as given in section 6.1 does
not add the result(typically) not-normal fuzzy sets, and instead of the SUM operator it
. Figure 6.19 shows the resulting consequent not-normal fuzzy membership function after the MAX operator has been applied. This M ~ - P R O Dresultingconsequentfuzzysubsetisshown
in figure6.29togetherwith
the resulting
consequent not-normal fuzzy membership function after applying the
SUM operator.
There are two distinct advantages in using FAMs (SUM-MIN or S ~ M - P R O D
or S U ~ - a n y - o t h e r - ~ - model)
n o ~ with respect to an application of the relational
_I

+

*
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P

P

P

‘ - 4

1
Consequent p y H l ( y from
) rule

R, Consequent p y M ~ from
( ~rule
)

R2

0

4

MAX-PROD inference
Resulting consequent p ( y )

P

P

‘ - 4

0

4

c1

‘ - 4

0

4

Consequent pyHt( y ) from rule RI Consequent p y M 8 ( yfrom
) rule

‘ - 4

R2

0

4

SUM-PRODinference

~igure6.29
Constsuction of the consequent membership functions from example6.12 for a single-input, single-output
system. Top, MAX-PROD inference. Bottom, SUM-PROD inference.

modelspresentedinsection6.1
(MAX- IN or ~ A ~ - P R
models).
O ~ First, on
theoretical level, FAMs are universal approximators, and there is no proof of this
capacity for the relational models yet. Second, the
computational part of a reasoning
scheme is simplified through bypassing the relational matrix calculus.

On a cold winter morning, your mother tells you,
Represent this pieceof information by
a. a crisp set (a crisp membership function),
b. a fuzzy set.

“The temperature is about

- 10 “C today.”

umanlinguisticexpressionsdependupon
both thecontext and individual
epresent the following expressions
by membership functions:
a. “large stone” (while you are in the mountains)
b. “large stone” (while you are in a jewelry store)
c. “high temperature today” (winter in Russia)
d. “high temperature today” ( s u m e r in Greece)
e. “high temperature today” (summer in Sweden)

Problems

41 1

6.3. Givenisthefuzzyset
S for apower plant boilerpressure P (bar) withthe
following membership function:

(P- 200)

--& (P- 200)
0

if 200 S P S 225
if225
P S 250
otherwise

a. Sketch the graph of this membership function, and comment on its type.
b. Give the linguistic description for the concept conveyed by S.

.

Let three fuzzy sets be defined
by an ordered setof pairs, where the first number
denotes the degree of belonging (the membership degree) and the second number is
the element:
A = {1/3,0.2/4,0.3/5,0.4/6,0.6/7,0.8/8,1/10,0.8/12,0.6/14).
B = {0.4/2,0.6/3,0.8/4,1/5,0.8/6,0.6/7,0.4/8}.

C = {0.4/2,0.8/4,1/5,0.6/7).

Determine the intersectionsand unions of
a. the fuzzy sets A, B, and C,
b. the complements of fuzzy sets B and C if both sets are defined on the universe of
discourse X = { 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,lo}. ( H i ~ t First
:
express the complements BC
and C c , taking into account X.)

.

Let the two fuzzy sets
A = {x is considerably larger than lo} and B = {x is
approximately l l} be defined by the following membership functions:

a. Sketch the graphsof these fuzzy sets,and draw the graphsof a fuzzy setC = {x is
considerably larger than 10 AND x is approximately 1l}; and a fuzzy set I> = {x is
considerably larger than 10 OR x is approximately l l}.
b. Express analytically the membership functionspc and pD.
Mv

. Let two fuzzy sets be defined as follows:
A = {0.4/2,0.6/3,0.8/4,1/5,0.8/6,0.6/7,0.4/8}.
B = { 0.4/2,0.8/4, l /S, 0.617).
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Determine the intersectionsof A and B by applying three different T-norms:
a. minimum,
b. product,
c. Lukasiewicz AND (bounded difference).
etermine the unionsof A and B from problem 6.6 by applying three different
T-conorms (S-norms):
a. maximum,
b. algebraic sum,
c. Lukasiewicz OR (bounded sum).

. Prove that the following propertiesare satisfied by Yager’s S-norm:
a. P A v&) = P A ( 4 for P&) = 0.
b. p A V B ( x=
) 1 for p&) = 1.
c* P A v B ( X ) 2 P A (x>for P A ( X > = P B ( x ) *
d. For b ”+ 0, the Yager’s union operator (S-norm) reduces to a drastic s m .

.g. Show that the drastic sum and drasticproductsatisfythelaw
of excluded
middle and the law of contradiction. (Hint: The law of excluded middle states that
A U A c = X , and the law of contradiction saysthat A n A c = G).

.

Prove that De Morgan’s laws are satisfied if we take the union MAX operator
and the intersectionMIN operator, with the negation definedas

b. N ( x ) = ?E,
;I“ E (0, W).
e Morgan’s lawsstate that A

UB

= k: nii3 and A nB = k: v

B).

Let X = { 8,3,10} and Y = {2,1,7,6}. Define the relational matrices for the
following two relations:1 1 1 : “x is considerably largerthan y” and 112: “y is very close
to x”.Now find the relational matricesfor these two relations:
a. “x is considerably largerOR is very close to y”
b. “x is considerably larger AND is very close to y”

.

Consider a fuzzy rule:IF x is A , THEN y is B. The two fuzzy setsare given as
follows:

Problems
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A = {0/170.1/2,0.4/3,0.8/4,1/5}, 13 = {O/-2,0.6/-1,1/0,0.6/1,0/2}.
Find the relational matrices representing this rule
by applying
a. MIN (Mamdani) implication (Rm),
b. Lukasiewicz implication (RL),
c. Fuzzy implication MIN( 1 , l - ,uA (x) + ,uB(x))(RF).

6.13. Consider the input fuzzy set for the rule in problem 6.12. A' = {O/l, 0.2/2,
0.8/3,1/4,0. 1/5}. Apply the three compositional rules
of inference, and find the
output fuzzy set (consequent)for a
a. MAX-MIN composition by using Rm from problem 6.12,
b. MAX-Lukasiewicz T-nom by using RL from problem 6.12,
c. MAX-Lukasiewicz T-nom by using RF from problem 6.12.

. Two fuzzy relations are given as

[0*3

R1= 0

OW7 O S 3 ]

1 0.2,

and

0

Find the compositionof these two relations using
a. MAX-MIN composition,
b. MAX-PROD composition,
c. MM-AVERAGE composition.

6.15. Find and present graphically theoutput fuzzy set for the system in figure P6.1
with two inputs (having two fuzzy sets per each input) and one output described by

2

Figure P6.1
Graphs for problem 6.15.
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Input x
Figure P6.2
Graph for problem6.16.

following four rules:

RI: IF x1 = ZOW

AND x2 = low,

R2: IF x1 = low

AND x2

=~

i THEN
~ ~
y = medium.
,

R3: IF x1 = zero AND x2 = low,
R4:

IF x1 = zero OR

x2 = ~

T

i

THEN y

T~

~

= medium.

,

.16. Figure P6.2 shows the functional dependency between two variables:y = y(x).
Make a fuzzy model of this function by using proper fuzzy tools and algorithms. In
particular, use three membership functions for the Input x and three memb~rship
functions for the Output y . Choosetheshapes and positions of the membership
functions that you think can solve the problem. Make the corres onding rule base,
find the relational matrices if needed, and for x = 10, using your fuzzy model, find
the crisp valueof y , Use any operator, inference rule, or defuzzification method you
think is proper for modeling the given function.

.17. Thefuzzycontrollerisactingaccording
= m ~ d iP ~= p
~ o,~ i t i ~ e ~ :

to thefollowinrulebasis

(N =

Problems
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1

0

1

2

3

4

x1

0

1

2

3

4

x2

Input (antecedent) membership functions for problems
6.17 and 6.18.
1:

R3:

IF x1 is IV AN

IF x1 is P

The members~pfunctions (possibility distributions)of the input variables are given
6.3, and the ~ e ~ b e r s hfunctions
ip
of the output variable (whic
on) U are singletons placed at U is equal to l, 2, and 3 for iV,
respectively.
Actual
inputs are XI
Which
active,
mles
are
and
whatwillbe thecontrolleractionnd
U by applyingboththerelationalmodels
(
N or
differ- any
is
there
nt whether
ence between the
Consider a fuzzy controller acting according to the following rule basis ( N =

U

4:

is P.

IF x1 is P

The members~pfunctions of the input variables are same as in problem 6.17 and
are shown in figure 6.3. The ~ e ~ b e r s hfunctions
ip
of the output variable (which is
to 2 and 4 for N and P,
a controller action) U are singletonsplaced at U i
respectively.Actualinputsare
x1 = 2 and x2 = 4.
rules are active, and what
willbe thecontrolleraction
U? Find U b applying both therelationalmodels
(
IN or
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/l I \

I

I

Figure P6.4
Plant scheme for problem 6.19.

6.19. Design the fuzzy controllerfor a water level control shown in figureP6.4 using
three rules only. The input value to the controller is an actual water level perturbation AH (meters) E [-l, l], and the controller output is the valve opening V (%) E
[0, 1001. For AH = -0.25, calculate the actual valve opening V by using a FAM.
(Hint: Follow the design steps in box 6.1.)

6.20. Equation (6.32) can be used for off-line (batch) learning of the output singletons’ positions T i having fixed input fuzzy subsets and data (the “activations” p i and
the desired outputs ydi, namely, a matrix A and a vector by are known). Derive the
on-line gradient descent error backpropagation adapting algorithm for the output
singletons’ positions ri given by (6.33) when the
error function is a sum of error
squares E = 1/2( yd - y ) 2 , (Hint: Start with riNew = ri(Jld - vVrE, and find the gradient VrE.)
.21. A Cauchy bell-shaped function may be a good candidate for an input mem+ ! R 1 mapping, this function is givenby
bership function. In the case of an

‘8’

1

It is placedat mi and acts locally,and the area of activation is controlledby the width
parameter di, which corresponds to the standard deviation at the Gaussian function.
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l t

Graph for problem 6.23.

In addition, it is di~erentiable,and both the centers mi and the width parameter di
can be adapted by applying the error backpropagation (E
mi and di correspon to the hidden layerwei hts of neural n
l e a ~ i n glaws for adapting mi and di in a F
The error functio~is a sum of error square
, e.g., for mi with mi(p+I)=
- ~~~i
(6.33). This meansthat the output me~bershipfunctions are singletons.)
learning laws for a FA to adapt both the
centers mi and the width~ a r a ~ e tdie rof the sine members hi^ function defined as
sin

Pi(4 =

(7)
x __ mi

-

4
The error function is a sum of error squares E
(6.33).

.

=

1/2( yd - Y ) ~Use
. the F

~onsequents(output ~ e ~ b e r s hfunctions)
ip
are given in figure
crisp output y' by apply in^
a. center-of-gravit~def~~zification
method for a
b.
method,
c. height eth hod for a
IN inference that calculates the crisp output as

Y'

N
i- 1

'
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where theci are the centers of gravity or means of the resulting rule consequents,and
Hi are their maximal heights. N stands for the number of output membership funcequation is equal to (6.16).
tions. If the consequents are singletons, the preceding

.

~pproximatethetwofunctionspresentedinfigure
6.6 byfuzzymodels.
Choose the membership functions and type of fuzzy inference you think will work
best. Make one rough (small number of rules) and one finer approximation for each
function.
esign a fwzy logic pattern recognition modelfor a classification of two letters
V and U, shown in figure P6.7. First, make a class description and define only two
features based on this description. These two features will be your two inputs to the
fuzzyclassifier.Thendefinethemembershipfunctions.Choosetwomembership
functions for eachinput. Define the rules,
1
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The simulation experiments inchapter 6 have the purpose of familiarizing the reader
with the fuzzy logic modeling tools. There
are two programs for performing
a variety
f uzzyl and f uzzy2.
of fuzzy modeling tasks. They
can be found in two directories:
In addition, there is a program f uzf am in aproxim file. Both programs were
developed as the final-year projects at the University of Auckland under the supervision, guidance, and gentle cooperation of the author. (It is interesting to mention
that the students had only a half-semester’s introduction to fuzzy logic before commencing the final-year thesis.)
The fuz 1zy
program was createdby D. Simunic and G. Taylor, and it was aimed
at the application of fuzzy logicto a vehicle turning problem. Thef uzzy2 program
wasdevelopedby W. . Chen and G. Chua for guidance of mobilerobotsusing
fuzzy logic theory.
Fuzzy 1 can be used to develop other fuzzy logic models, whereas fuzzy2 is
merely a demo program simulation
of a given problem and cannot be used by the
reader to create models. wever,
f uz zy2
can beused to explore various aspects
of FL modeling. 0th programs have a nice graphic interface, and they are userfriendly. The user need only follow
the pop-up menus and graphic windows.
You can perform various experiments aimed at reviewing many basic facets of
fuzzy logic modeling, notably the influence of the membership functions’ shape and
overlap on the accuracy of model, the influence of the rule basis on model performance, and the effect of inferenceand defuzzification operators on the final modeling
results.
Experiment with the programs f uzzyl and fuzzy2 as follows:
1. Launch ATL LAB.
CL. Connect to directory learnSC (at the m a t l a b prompt, type cd l e a r n s c
(RETURN)).learnSC is a subdirectory of matlab as b i n ,t o o l b o x , and
u i t o o l s are. m i l e typing cd l e a r n s c , make sure that your working directory is
matlab, and not matlab/bin, for example).
To start the program type s t a r t (RETURN). Pop-up menuswill lead you through
a design procedure. Thereare several options. Youcan either design your own fuzzy
model or run one of several demo programs.It may be bestto begin with the simplest
~ e a t idemo.
~ ~ This is a model of how one controls the temperature in a room by
changing the heat supplied.
Click to file - open - heating.mat. The input and output membership
functions willbedisplayed.Clickon
model - i n f e r e n c e , and youwillsee
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surface of knowledge, or in the case of a one-dimensional input, curve of
y activatingtheslide bar, you can followthe fuzy calculations.
Activerules are shown by red bars overthecorresponding output membership
functions.
To see the effectsof applying various inference
and defwzification mechanisms, go
to options and select any of the given operators. Choose merely one change at
time, that is, do not change both inference and defwzification operators at the same
curve of
time(unlessyoureallywant
to). Analyzethechangeintheresulting
knowledge.
Note that all changes during the simulation should go through the pop-up menu.
ence, if you want to run another example, do not kill the existing window
by
menu,
and begin
clicking the x-corner button. Rather, click options - main
a new simulation.
When you are done with the one-dimensional example, you may run the application of fuzzy logic to a vehicle turning problem. Select one of the demos
starting
with car**.mat,e.g.,click file - open - cartes55.mat. Click model anim~tionfor 2-D car, and drive the car around the corner from various initial
positions. You can trace the car paths and keepthetraces. Just try out various
options of the program. Choose various operators, and keep the traces to compare
them. Note that the car is not allowed to go backward, and this makes some initial
positions impossible to solve, even for humans.
You can also repeat example 6.14 by selecting one of the two prepared demos,
namely brake5 5.mat or brake3 5.mat. Choose some operators from options
and analyze the surfaces of knowledge obtained.

Program fuzzy2 controls the movement of several mobile robots in a workshop.
They service several machines and must avoid collision with eachother.
Run several simulations, trying out different numbers of robots on the floor and
different numbers of machines. Repeat the simulations with various inference and
defuzi~cationoperators. Carefullyanalyzethe
t~ee-dimensionalgraphs of the
surf
aces
of
knowledge
obtained.
There are small p r o g r a ~ n gbugs in both routines. None is of crucial importance, but somedo influence the performance of the fuzzy model
created. This will be
readily visible in following the trajectoriesof the mobile robots. Note that all robots
have different, constant, and randomly chosen velocities. There will be odd solutions
in the situations when the faster robot is closing the distance to the slower one. The
very overtaking will be unusual because all robots are programmed to turn to the
right only in orderto avoid collision.

ase

ies

This section focuses on neural networks-based adaptive control and also addresses
the class of fuzzy logic models that are equivalent to neural networks (see section
6.2).In particular, after a review of the basic ideas of NN-basedcontrol, the adaptive
~ a c k t ~ r o ucontrol
g ~ (ABC) scheme is introduced. ABC is one of the most serious
candidates for the future control of the large class of nonlinear, partially known,
time-varying systems. Recently, thearea of NN-based control has been exhaustively
investigated, and there are many different NN-basedcontrol methods. Rigorous comparisons show that NN-based controllers perform far better than well-established
conventional alternativeswhen plant characteristics are poorly known(BoSkoviC and
Narendra 1995). A systematic classification of the different NN-based control structures is a formidable task (Agamal 1997). Here, the focus is on an approach based
on feedfonvard networks havingstatic neurons, as given in figures 4.4 and 5.6. This
section follows the presentation in Kecman (1997).
A standard control task and basic problem in controlling an unknown dynamic
plant is to find the proper, or desired, control (actuation) value ud as an input to the
plant that would ensure

where the subscript d stands for desired. y ( t ) and yd(t) denote the plant output and
desired (reference) plant output, respectively. The best controller would be one that
could produce the value ud that ensures (7.1), when the output of the plant exactly
follows the desired trajectoryyd. In linear control, (7.1) will be ensured when

Hence, the ideal controller transfer function GC-($) should be the inverse of the plant
an idealized
transfer function GP($).Because of many practical constraints, this is
control structure (Kecman 1988). However, onecan try to get as close as possible to
this ideal controller solution, GC($). The ABC approach, which is presented in section 7.1.4, can achieve a great deal (sometimes
even nearly all)of this ideal controller.
The block diagramof the idealcontrol of any nonlinear system is given in figure 7.1.
,y ) in the figure stands for any nonlinear mapping between an input
output y(t). In the general case of a dynamic system, f(u, y ) represents a system of
nonlinear differential equations. Here, the focus is primarily on discrete-time systems,
and the model of the plant i the discrete-time domain is in the form of a nonlinear
discrete equation y ( k 1)
(u(k),~ ( k .)Now,
)
the basic problem is how to learn,
or obtain, the inverse modelof the unknown dynamic plantby using an NN.

+
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J

Figure 7.1
The ideal (feedfonvard) control structure for
any plant.

The wide application of NN in control is based on the universal approximation
capacity of neuralnetworks and fuzzylogicmodels (FLMs). Thus,thelearning
(identification, adaptation, training) of plant dynamics and inverse plant dynamics
represents both the mathematical tool and the problem to be solved. Therefore, the
analysis presented here a s s u e s a complete controllability and observability of the
plant. To represent a dynamic system, aNARMAX model is used.' In the extensive
literature on modeling dynamic plants, it has been proved, after making some moderate assumptions, that any nonlinear, discrete, time-invariant system can alwaysbe
represented by a NAR

or

where yk and uk are the input and the output signals at instant k, and yk-i and Uk-j,
i = 1, . . . n, j = l, . . ,m, represent the past values of these signals. Typically, one
can work with n = m. Equation (7.3) is a simplified deterministic version
of the
model (there areno noise terms init), and it is valid for dynamic systems
uts and L inputs. For K = L = l, one obtains the SISO (single-input,
single-o~tput)system, which is studied here.
In reality, the nonlinear function f from (7.3) is very complex and generally unhe whole idea in the application of NNs is to try to a~proximatef by
e known and simple functions, which in the case
of the application of NNs
e their activationor membership functions.
This identification phaseof the mathematical model (7.3)can be given a graphical
representation (fig. 7.2). Note that two difl'erent identification schemes are presented
in the figur~:~ e r ~ e s - ~ ~ rand
~ l l e~ Za r ~ l l e(The
l . names are due to ~ a n d a(1979))
~
Identification can be achieved by using either of the two schemes:

j ( k + l ) = f { y ( k ) ,. . . ,y ( k - n);u(k),. . . u(k - n ) } (series-parallel), (7.4)
)

j(k

+ l ) = f { j ( k ) ) ... , j ( k - E ) ; u(k),. . ,u(k - n)}

(parallel).

(7.5)
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Figure 7.2
Identification scheme using neural networks.

It is hard to say which scheme is a better one.
Narendra and Annaswamy (1989)
showed(forlinearsystems)theseries-parallelmethod
to be globallystable, but
similar results are not available for the parallel model yet. The parallel method has
the advantage of avoiding noise existing in real-plant output signals. On the other
hand, the series-parallel scheme usesactual (meaning correct) plantoutputs, and this
generally enforces identi~cation.It should be said that questions of performance,
advantages, and sho~comingsof the series-parallel model (as advanced and used by
Narendra and Parthasarathy (1990), for example) and the parallel model are still
open.
r ~ a r ~
Seemingly the strongest streamof NN-based control strategies is~ e e ~ ~ ocontrol, where a few relatively independentand partly dissimilar directions were followed
in the search for a good control strategy. The main idea was the same in all these
otherwise diAFerent control schemes: to determine a good inverse model of plant dynamics f-l (U,y), as required in the ideal feedforwardcontrol structure in figure 7. 1.

7.
Figure 7.3 shows how the inverse plant model of a stubEe plant can be trained using
the generaE Z~arningurc~itecture,introduced by Psaltis,Sideris, and ~ a m a m u r a
(1988). Another name for the same approach, independently developed by Jordan

Chapter 7
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t inverse model

-

Figure 7.3
General learning architecture,or direct inverse modeling.

and Rumelhart (1994, is direct inverse ~ o d e Z i nThis
~ . is basically an OR-line procedure, and for nonlinear plantsit will usually precede the on-line phase. (If the
plant is
unstable, stabilization witha feedback loop must be done first. Thiscan be done with
any standard control algorithm.) To learn the inverse plant model, an input signal U
is chosen and applied to the input of the plant to obtain a corresponding output y .
In the following step, the neural model is trained
to reproduce this value U at its
output.
After this training phase, the structure for an on-line operation looks like the one
shown in figure7.1, that is, the NN representing the inverse of theplant precedes the
plant. The trained neural network should be able to take a desired input value yd
and produce the appropriate U = ud as an input to the plant. This architecture is
unfortunately not goal-directed. Note that one normally doesnot know which output
ud of the controller correspondsto the desired output y d of the plant. Therefore, this
learning scheme should cover a large operational regime of the plant, with a limitation that a control system cannot be selectively trained to respond accurately in a
region of interest. Thus, one important part of learning with the general learning
architecture is the selection of adequate training signals U , which should cover the
whole input range. Because this is an OR-line approach unsuitable for on-line applications, the controller cannot operate during this learning phase. Besides, because
of the use of the error backpropagation (EBP) algorithm (which minimizes the
sumof-error-squares costfunction), this structure maybe unable to find a correct inverse
if the plant is characterized by many-to-one mappings from the control inputs U
to the plant outputs y . Despite these drawbacks, ina number of domains (stablesystems and one-to-one mapping plants), this general learning architecture is a viable
technique.
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Only a copying
andnotalearning

4"

Figure 7.4
Indirect learning architecture.

7.
Psaltis, Sideris, and ~ a m a m u r a(1988) introduced an indirect leurning ~rchitectureas
a second concept. In this adaptive control Structure, the controller or network NN1
(which is a copy of the trained inverseplant model N N 2 ) produces, from the desired
output yd, a control signal u d that drives the plant to the desired output y = yd (see
fig. 7.4). The aimof learning isto produce a set of NN2 weights, which will be copied
U over the rangeof the
into network NN1 in order to ensure a correct mappingy d
desired operation.
The positive feature of this arrangement is that the network can be trained in a
regionofinterest,
that is, it isgoal-directed. Furthermore, an advantage of the
indirect learning architecture is that it is an on-line learning procedure.
Psaltis et al. unfortunately conclude
that this method isnot a valid training procedure
because minimizing the controllererror el = U - zfi does not necessarily minim~ethe
ts
performance error e3 = y d - y . (Actually, the nameof this architecture~ i g h l i ~ hthe
fact that the subject of minimization isnot directly the performanceerror e3 between
the desired and actual plant output but rather the controller error el). This s t ~ c t ~ r e
also usesthe EBP algorithm, and it has problems similar to the general learning
architect~reif the plant performs many-to-one mappings from control inputs U to
plant outputs y .
"+

A third approach presented by Psaltis etal. (1988) isa s~e~ialized
learning u~chitecture
(see fig.7.5).This structure operates inan on-line mode,and it trains a neural network
to act as a controller in the region
of interest, that is, it is goal-directed.In this way,the
scheme avoids some
of drawbacks of the two previous structures. Here, ain
specialized
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Figure 7.5
Specialized learning architecture.

learning architecture, the controller
no longer learns fromits input-output relation but
from a direct evaluation of the system’s performance error e3 = y d - y . The network is
trained to find the bestcontrol value U that drives the plant to an output y = yd. This
is accomplished by using a steepest descent E P learning procedure.
that a specialized architecture operates in an on-line mode, a pretra
phase in the caseof a nonlinear plant is usuallybe useful and hig
A critical point in specialized learning architecture isthat the
r i t h requires knowledge of the Jacobian matrix of the plant. (F
Jacobian matrix becomes a scalar that represents the plant’s gai
the Jacobian is clear. The subjects
of learning are NN weights, and in orderto correct
the weights in the right direction,a learning algorithm should containi n f o ~ a t i o nof
errors caused by wrongweights. ut thereisnosuchdirect
i n f o ~ a t i o navailable
because the plant intervenes between the unknownNN outputs, or control signals U,
and the desired plant outputs y , The teacher in the E P algorithm is typically an
or e3 = yd - y ) , and this teacher is now a distal one
ithm for a general distaZ teacher learning situation. In
, the NN and the plant are treated as a single neural
network in which the plant represents a fixed (u~odifiable)ou
this way, the realOL of the NN becomes the hidden layer(HL).
concerned with the calculation of proper deltas, or error signals 6, associated with
each neuron (see box 4.1 and example 4.1). In order to find these signals, the delta
signals 6,1; for true OL neurons of the NN should be determined first.For the sakeof
simplicity (avoiding matrix notation), it is demonstrated how this can be done for a
SISO plant. Having Bok enables a relatively straightfo~ardcalculation of all other
deltas and specific weight changes (see (4.24)-(4.26)).
Assume that an NN is a network operating in parallel mode having
2n inputs
(where y1 represents the modelorder), or that an NN is given by the nonlinear discrete
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model

There are enough HL neurons that can provide a good approxi~ation,and there is
one h e a r OL neuron with an output U . The plant is given as y = g(u,y ) . An E
algorithm for learning NN weights, as given in. box 41, is a steepest descent procedure, and the cost (error) function to be optimized is

Note that y = g(u,y) and U = foL(uoL), so that y = g[JbL(uoL),y],where foL and
uoL stand for the activation function of, and the input signal to, the OL neuron,
respectively. (For a linear OL neuron, foL represents an identity, U = u o ~ . )
In order to calculate the OL neuron's error signal 6,, apply the chain rule to
calculate the cost function's gradient:

The error signal of the OL neuron 6, is determined in accordance with (4.9). f&
stands for thederivative of theOLneuronactivationfunction,
and here for a
linearneuron, fAL = 1. For amultilayerperceptronLP)network,where
the
input signal to the neuron is obtained as a scalar produ
F networks this expressionfor the OL e
be a diflierence between the MLP and R
in the expressions forHL neuron weights learning.
tant to realize that the derivative dg(u,y)/du represents the Jacobian of
re, for a SISO plant, this is a scalar or, more precisely, a (1,l) vector.
Generally, plant dynamics and the Jacobian are unknown, which is a serious shortcoming of this final resultthat is otherwise useful. Thereare two basic approachesto
overcome this difliculty.
First, some final comments concerning weights
addptation in a specialized learning
architecture with the following assumptions: theJacobian is known, the OL neuron
is linear, and the input to the neuron is calculated as a scalar product. With these
assumptions, box 4.la can be used directly. Note that the calc~ationof 6, in (7.7)
means that step 6 in this box is completed. Knowing the structure of an NN and
following box 4. la, steps 7- 1l, results in HL deltas and in new weights adapted
by their corresponding weight changes bwi = @xi. Hence, in this ~ a c ~ ~ r o ~ a ~ ~ ~ i
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t h r o U ~a~~ l a nat l g o r i t ~ the
, dete~inationof the networks' L delta signal is the
most important step. In order to do this, the Jacobian of the plant
~enerallythe preceding assumptions do not hold, and two alternative approaches
for handling a plant with an unknown Jacobian are ~ ~ ~ r o x i ~ aoft i the
o n~ l a ~ t
Jaco~ianby its s i ~ nand the distal teacher ~ ~ ~ r o a c ~ ~
~pecializedlearning with
through a plant can
ximating
the
partial derivatives of the Jacobian by their
signs
(
99 l). In principle,
the
same
basic
equations
for the calculation of deltas are used, with the dif5erence that sensitivity derivatives
in a Jacobian matrix are approximated by theirsigns,whi
are generallyknown
when ~ualitativeknowledge about the plant isavailable.practice,thismeans
rix are +l or - 1. The main disadvantage of this
that the entries in a Jacobian
approach isslowertraining.is
a consequence of thefact that this approach
does not use all of the available i n f o ~ a t i o n .
The structure and concept presented by Jordan and
ficantly from the precedin~method, using aJaco~ianof
the ~ l ~forward
n t
~ o d e instead
l
of a real plant's Jacobian or instead of the signs of
Jacobian derivatives of real plants. The whole f e e d f o ~ a r dcontrol system now comprises two neural networks. One is a model of the p1
with the helpof the first network, actsas a controller.
same as that of A
~ e a ~ i or
ng
modeling proceeds in two phases. n the first phase,
a f o r w a ~ d ~ oofd e l
a plant mapping from inpu U to outputs y is l arned by using the standard supervised learning algorithm, E . In the second phase, the inverse model and the forwardmodel are combineddidentitymappingislearnedacrossthecomposed
ote that the whole learning procedure is basedon the performanceerrors
the desired plant outputs yd and the actual outputs y .
The learneror controller (NNl) is assumedto be able to obs
outputs, and can therefore model the inverse plant dynamics.
terized by a many"to-one mappingfrom the input to the outp
number of possible inverse models. In their paper, Jordan
how the distal teacherapproach resolves this problem of finding particular
a
solution.
(~nfortunately,
they don't give details.)An important feattire of this app
the f e e d f o ~ a r dmodel of a plant (NN2) can be an a p p r o x ~ a t emodel.
of the p e r f o ~ a n c eerror e3 that ensures that
of the plant even though the forward model i
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survey of the basic approaches to NN or FLM control, a few comments concerning
the practical aspectsof NN implementation maybe in order.
In the case where the plant is nonlinear, the standard approach is to combine the
general and the specialized learning architectures. This method combines theadvantages of both procedures. A possible wayto combine these two approaches isto first
learn (with a general architecture) the approximated behavior
of the plant. Afterthat,
the fine-tuning of the network in the opefating region of the system should be done
by specialized traihing (Psaltis, Sideris,and Yamamura 1988). The advantage is that
a general learning architecture will produce a better setof initial weights for specialized learning.In this way, one will be able
to cover a spacious rangeof input space as
well as make specialized learning faster. The same
approach isusedintheABC
scheme, discussed in the next section.
In the caseof nonlinear plants, pretrainingboth
the controller (NN1) and the plant model (NN2) is essential. After this pretraining
step the on-line ABC
adaptatioi?can be started with these previously learned weights.
In the case of a linear plant, this pretraining isnot essential.
Sometimes it may be useful to iritroduce a reference model, too. This step is not
crucial for an AB% approach, but an important result with a reference model could
be that fine-tuning of the control effort is possible. This will be necessary for many
real systems because the actuators usually operate only within a specific range, and
leaving this range is eithernot possible or can h a m a system’s performance.
~ckthrou~h
Control
NN-based control typically uses two neural networks,
as shown in figure 7.6. The
depiction of the ABC structure with two networks is in the line with the previous
approaches, but it is suggested later in this sectionthat ABC can perform even better
with only one NN and that there is no need for NN1, which acts as an illverse of
plant dynamics.
The control loop structure pictured in figure 7.6 comprises NN2, which represeizts
the (approximate) model of the plant, and NN1, which acts as a controller. NN1
represents an approximate inverseof N N z , that is, of the plant model and not of the
plant itself. The structure shown in figure 7.6 is astandard one in the fieldof neurofuzzy control. In this respect, the ABC structure shown in the figureiBisline with the
basic results and approaches of Psaltis, Sideris, and Yamamura (1988), Saerens and
Soquet(1991), Garcia and Morari (1982), Jordan (1993), Jordan and Rumelhart
(1992), Hunt and Sbarbaro (1991), Narendra and Parthasarathy (1990),Saerens,
Renders, and Bersini (1996), and Widrow and Walach (1996).
While it is similar in appearance to other IVN-based control methods, the ABC
approach has a few distinctive features that differentiate it from them. The principal
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Figure 7.6
Neural networks-based adaptive backthrough control(ABC) scheme.

C method is that, unlike other approaches, it does not use standard
training errors (e.g., e3) as learning signals for adapting controller (NNI) weights.
Rather, the true desired value yd (the signal that should be tracked, the reference
signal) is used for the training of NNl. In this manner, the desired but unk
~ a r ~
of the y d t~rough
control signal ud results from the ~ a c ~ transfor~ation
The origin of the
name
for this approach as
this
backlies
in
ward step for the calculation of ud. Thus, A C basically repre
S a younger (and
ntly more direct and powerful) relative of the distal teacher idea of Jordan
elhart (1992) and Jord
approach of Saerens and Soquet
Saerens,
Renders,
a
using
sides
differenterror signals
they use the steepest descentfor opti~ization.
, as long as the control problem is linear in parameters (linear dependence of thecostfunctionuponweights),therecursiveleastsquares
(
learningalgorithmisstrictlyused.
S is a secondinteresting feature of the
approach. Note that in many cases,for both an NN-based and a fuzzy logic modelbased controller, this assumption about the linear in parameters model is a realistic
and acceptable one. This is typically the case when the hidden
shapes of basis functions or embers ship functions in
cman and Pfeiffer1994).
depend on the use of the RLS technique. The standard gradie
learning procedure can also be used. RLS-based learning in the
e than anygradient-basedsearch
behavemuchbetter
on a quadratic error
procedure.Thisis
another reason why thealgorithmseemsmorepromising
than the first-orderE
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aptive inverse control (AIC), devised by Widrow (1996), the
A
ive as long as the plant is a stable one. It solves the problem
tracking and disturbance rejection for any stable plant. The same will be true in the
case of unstable plants as long as the unstable plant is stabilized by some classic
control methodfirst. It seems as thoughtherithm
can handlenonminimum
phase
systems
more
easily
than the
AIC.
is
an adaptive control
system
designalgorithmin a discretedomain, and as long as a suitable (not too small)
sampling rate is used, there are no difficulties with discrete zeros outside the
unit
circle. The control structure in figure 7.6 has some of the good characteristics of an
em design witha positive internal feedbackthat does not require
2 to be a perfect model of the plant (Tsypkin 1972). The latter
tructurallyequivalent to theinternalmodel
control (I
t besides a structural resemblance there is the learning (
C system to behave di~erently(better). In addition,
usesfewerweights than either the AIC or IMC
approach. Also, there is no
d for the explicit design of first-order filtersthat is the
typicaldesign ~racticein
(The referenceblockshowninfigure
'7.6 is not
required, unless some control of the actuator signal variable U is needed. All the
results that followbtained
by using ref(^) = l).
is to design an adaptive controller that acts as the inverse of
The basic idea o
the plant. In order to learn the characteristicsof the plant and to adapt the controller
to the plant's changes, the neural network that works as a controller must be told
ontrol value should be. In general, this value u d is not available,
approach, desired control values ud can be found that will usually
be very close to the ideal ones.
During the operation of the whole system (the adaptation or learning of both the
plant model and the controller parameters) there
are several error signals that may be
used for adjusting these parameters. As in
Jordan and Rumelhart (1992), several
errors are defined in table 7.1. (If the reference model is used, the value
yd should be
replaced with theoutput value of the reference modelyref.)
Table 7.1
Definition of Errors

Controller
error
error Prediction
Performance
error
Predicted
performance
error

et = iid - ii
e2=

y-9

e3 = Y d

-Y

= Yd

-9

e4
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Other researchers (Psaltis, Sideris,and Yamamura 1988; Widrowand Walach 1996;
Saerens and Soquet1991; Jordan and ~umelhart1992)use di~erentapproaches
in order to find the error signal term that can be used to train the controller. Psaltis
et al. (1988) make use of the performanceerror e3 modified by the plant Jacobian to
train the controller. Saerensand Soquet (1991) use a similar
approach when using the
e3 by the signof the plant
performance error e3, but unlike Psaltis et al., they multiply
Jacobian only. Jordan and Rumelhart (1992), in their distal teacher method, differ
appreciably from the preceding two approaches in using the
Jacobian of the plant
model and not the one of the real plant. They discuss the application of three errors
in training of theplant model and controller. For plant forward model learning, they
use the prediction error e2 (which is the usual practice in identification of unknown
systems), and for controller learning, they propose either the ofuse
performance error
e3 or predicted performanceerror e4.
In the approaches proposed by Widrow and his colleagues (Widrow and Walach
1996; performance error e3 for controller training is used. As far as the structure of
the whole control system is concerned, they use different structures depending upon
whether the plant is a n o ~ n i m u mphase and whether there is a need
for noise
canceling. The adaptive neural networks in Widrow’sapproach are primarily of the
FIR (finite impulse response) filter structure. In the ABC approach sented here, the
IIR (infinite impulse response)structure is typically used.
The ABC structure originated from the preceding structures with a few basic and
important differences. The estimate of the desired control signal ud can be calculated,
and an error (delta) signal, as found in the distal teacher
approach, is not needed. For
ABC of linear systems, the calculation of Ud is straightforward. The forward model
N N 2 is given as
(7.8)
where n is the order of the model, N = 2n, and x2 is an input vector to NN2 composed of present and previous values of U and y . For the calculation of the desired
value Gd, this equation should be rearranged with respect to the input of the neural
network N N 2 :
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Therefore, when applied to the control of linear systems, the calculation of the control signal ud usin (7.9) is similar to the predictive (deadbeat)controller approach. In
ion of the best estimates of the desired control signal ~ d ( kto) the plant
, the desired output values of the systemyd(k l), y d ( k ) ., . . ,y d ( k- n )
are used. It is interestingto note that instead of using the presentand previous ~ e s i r e ~
values, one can use the present and previous actual ~Zunt out~uts
y ( k ) ,. . . ,y ( k - n).
This second choice of variables is a better one. (Kecman, VlaEiC, and
give a detailed analysis of various controller algorithms.)
In the case of nonlinear systems
control, the calculation of the desired control
signal Ud that corresponds to the desired output from the plant y,f is a much more
involved task. For b ono tonic nonlinearities (for one-to-one-mappingof plant inputs
U into its outputs y ) , the control signalud can be calculated by an iterutive algorithm
that guarantees the findingof the proper u d for any desired yd.
This iterative ~ o n - l i ~ e ) ~ l is
~ othe
r imost
t h ~ i~portantresult in the A
WO other alte~ativeapproaches to the calculation of the desired

+

basicallyrepresents a gradientsearch
model as givenin (7.4) or (7.5). The

j ( k + l ) = f { y ( k ) ,. . . 7 y ( k - n);u ( k ) , ' 7 u(k - n)}.
*

(7.10)

f the functionf of an identified plant model is a monotone increasing or decreasing
one,thenthis
NA
model
represents a one-to-onemapping of the
desired
rol signal u d (and corresponding previous valuesof U and y ) into the desired y d .
ow, the basic idea ofan adaptive backthrough calculation of ud for any givenyd
is the same as in the linear case. ut unlike the linear example, where the solution is
given by (7.9), in the case of a ge rul nonlinear ~ o ~ ewhich
l , is representedby NN2,
be
it isnolongerpossible
to express Ud explicitlyrefore,thesolutionshould
obtained by somenumericaliterativeprocedure.theuseof
a standard gradient
algorithm is proposed.
~ ~ O ~ O S I T IInO the
~ case of monotonic nonlinearity, it is always possibleto find the
desired control signal ud to any desired degree of accuracy by using a su~ciently
sm~ZZoptimization stepof the gradient optimization method.

Proof A proof follows from the standard properties of gradient optimization algoaving NN2 as a NAR AX model (7.10), define the function
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= 0,

(7.11)

+

and the problem to solve is to find ud(k) for known yd(k 1). Note that all past
values of y and U that appear in f are known, and the objective is to find the root
ud(k) of (7.11). This one-dimensional search problem is solved by finding the minimum of the function
(7.12)

E = e(k>2.

Thus, the problemof finding theroot of the nonlinearequation (7.11) is transformed
into the minimization problemof equation (7.12). In thisspecific case of monotonic
mapping f , the “hypersurface” E is a convex function having a known minimum
E ( u ~=) 0. For a given yd(k 1) and known past values of y and U , the root Ud represents the mappingf” of the known point froma 2n-dimensional spaceinto a onedimensional space !R2” ”+ %. For a monotonic nonlinear mapping

+

f { Y ( k ) ,’ ?Y(k- 4 ; u(k),’
*

* * 7

u(k - 4

1

7

the solution ud is unique and can be obtained by any one-dimensional search technique. Here, a massive random search is combined with a gradient method. (The
solution in the caseof nonmonotonic functions is the subject
of current research.)
Figure 7.7 demonstrates the geometryof the procedure for the simplest caseof an
NN representing an % ”+ Ctz mapping and having two neurons with Gaussian activation function only. The graphs on the left of the figure show a convex function
Minimized function= e’
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Figure 7.7
Iterative calculation of Ud with a gradient method. Top, graphs show the shapes of the cost function.
Bottom Zeft, monotonic nonlinear function.Bottom right, nonmonotonic nonlinear function.
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E = e2 for a monotonic nonlinear function f , and the graphs on the right show the
solutions for a nonmonotonic nonlinear mapping f . The mathematics in the case
of nonlinear dynamic systems is much more involved
and without great hope for
graphical presentation. In the case of the lowest (first)-order dynamic system, graphical representation is possible, but only the numerical
part of the backthrough calculation of ud is given here.
For a first-order dynamic nonlinear discrete system, the output j j from a neural
network NN2 can be calculated as follows:
(7.13)
where K denotes the number of HL neurons and the use of the circumflex denotes
that all variables ofNN2 are estimates. c and CT denote the centers and standard
deviations of the Gaussian activation function.
To find the estimateof the desired control signal iid for a given desiredNN output
yd, solve the following nonlinearequation:
(7.14)
The solutionwill be found by minimizing the functionE = e(k)2.A minimum E
will be achieved by the following gradient optimization rule

=0

(7.15)

aE
From the chain rule for the expression-there follows
dG
(7.16)

@ follows as
The derivative -

ac

Before starting the calculationof the root Ud using this gradient procedure,a massive
search for U that is closest to the desired ud is usually useful. Then the iterative cal-
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culation of U is continued until theerror is below some prescribed limit Emin. If this
error limit is reached, the calculated value 6 is equal to the estimate of the desired
control signal 6d.
This iterative method works
very well for monotonic nonlinearities. If the function
is not monotonic, the inverse function is ambiguous for every yd, and for a single
desired output yd several solutionsfor the desired control signal u d can be obtained.
In such a case this method will always find one
out of -many possible solutions,
whichmay not be the best solution. Some additional assumptions, or some constraints on the character of the solution for U d , can ensure the calculation of the best
control signal ud. One possible limitation for very fast processes may be the calculations of u d in real t h e . (The method may be a time-consuming one, and this may
be critical because the value2^ld has to be calculated within eachiteration step.) Note,
however, that there is no danger of getting trapped at a local ~ n i m u min the case
of the n o ~ o n o t o n i cnonlinear function f , because it is known that for the correct
solution ud the error E must be equal to zero. (Because of lack of space, no specifics
details are given here. Instead, the performance of ABC will be demonstrated in a
number of examples.)
One of the additional important features of ABC is that output layer weights
adaptation is strictly based on the RLS algorithm, though any other established NN
learning algorithm, for example, first-order gradientEBP, may be used.
ABC uses different error signals for forward plant model (NN2) learning and for
controller adaptation (NN1). A prediction error e2 is used for the training of N N 2 ,
and the controller error el is used for the adaptation of the controller NNl. All previous ~ e t ~ o do
d snot use el in c o ~ b i n a t i ~with
n a ~ o r w ~plant
r d ode^ during learning
at all. This isan interesting advantage,and it seems a powerful novelty, because there
is no direct influence ofplant output disturbance on the learningof controller weights
as in the distal teacher procedure fromJordan and Rumelhart (1992). Theoretically,
it is clearthat in linear systems,for any Gaussian disturbanceat the output (provided
that one hasan infinitely long learning time, the orders
of the plant model and of the
real plant are equal, and the training signal U is rich enough and uncorrelated with
noise), there will be no influence from noise at all, and the controller will perfectly
produce the desired u d .
Let us consider the performanceof ABC for a nmber of different systems.First, in a
linear third~ordern o n ~ i n i phase
~ u ~ oscillatory system it is demonstrated that A
in the linear case, when the ordersof the plant and plant model (or emulator NN2)
are thesame and withoutnoise,resultsinperfect
~ d ~ p t i poles-zeros
ve
canceling
(example7.1). In the presence of uncorrelatednoise,perfectcancelingwillbe
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Figure 7.8
Perfect poles-zeros canceling by ABC. Sampling rate was2.25s. Plant model (emulator N N z ) was of third
order, too. The resulting controller
(NNl) perfectly cancels the poles of the system.

achieved after a longer training time. The larger the noise, the longer the learning
ed
should take. Example 7.2 presents the capabilities of ABC with ~ i s m a t c ~ model
orders of a plant and of an emulator NN2. Here, the plant is a seventh-order linear
system, and both NNs are second-order IIR filters. Example 7.3 shows the resultsof
ABC in a ono tonic nonlinear~rst-orderplant (one-to-one mappingof the plant).
le 7.1 Consider the ABC of a third-order nonminimum phase linear system
given by the transfer function
G(s) =

S

S3

- 0.5

+ S 2 + 5s + 4 '

The results are shown in figure 7.8. Thus, when the orderof plant and NN model
are equal, the ABC ensures perfect cancelingof the system's poles.

le 7.2 Considerthe ABCof aseventh-orderplantusingasecond-order
model (NN2) and a controller ( N N ' l ) . Both networks are IIR filters.
The
plant
stable
is
a linear
system
without
zeros
and with
poles
at
[--l,-2, --5? -8, -10, -12, -15i. Plant gain Kplant= 0.5. Additive output measurement noise during trainingn2 = 5%. Note the extremely largeerrors at the beginning
of learning and very good performance at the endof learning (fig. 7.9). After only 750
learning steps, A C performs well. It tracks desired yd with a settling time
2s
(fig. 7.9, bottom graph). The settling time of a seventh-order plant i s -7s. Sampling
rate is 1.75s.

-
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The first 25 training steps and the last 25 ones:yd, y, e3
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Figure 7.9
Top, desired output yd, actual plant output y , and error e3 = yd - y in the first 25 and the last 25 learning steps. utt tu^, tracking of the unit step input signal without a controller (solid) and with a controller
(dashed). Noisey12 = 5%.
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of training, and because learning indeedstarted from the scratch,
repancies between the NN model and the real plant output (fig.
7.9, top graph). But after only a few hundred steps, the whole system has adjusted,
and shows acceptable behavior. Thus, when the order of the emulator is lower than
the one of the actual plant (typical real-lifesituation) the ABC scheme performs well.
It is robust with respect to unmodeled plant dynamics as well as additive measurement noise.
~
~ 7.3 A
~ nonlinear
~
first-order
~
Zdynamic
e plant given by the following difference
equation is to be controlled by an ABC structure:

y(k

+ 1 ) = O.ly(k) + tan(~(k))

0th neuralnetworkswere RBF networks with 100, HL neurons having twodirnensional Gaussian activation functions each. (It should be mentioned that ABC
HL neurons after optimi~ationby the
worked well withnetworkshavingfewer
orthogonal least squares method; see section 5.3.3). All Gaussians were symmetrically placed and had fixed centers and width. In other words, HL weights were not
subjects of learning.
During learning only theoutput layer weights were changed.Retraining was done
using 1,000 random uniformly distributedinput signals yd. After this off-line learning
phase, two tests by previously unseen ramp signals were done. In both simulations,
the hidden layer weights were not subjects
of learning. In the first sirnulation (fig.
7.10, leftgraph) the OL weights were fixed,and in the secondboth networks operated
in a learning modeby adapting the OL weights (fig. 7.10, rightgraph). The graphs in
figure 7.10 show that the whole ABC structure can be successfully trained in on-line
mode as long as the plant surface is monotonic.
.2

Testwithfixed

OL weights
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Figure 7.10
Test results with previously unseen ramp
yd (left)without on-line training and(right) with on-line training.
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The top graph of figure 7.11 shows that an NN is a good model of this nonlinear
plant. There isno big difference betweenthe actual plant surface and the one modeled
by N N 2 . Note that all the trajectoriesof the controlled plant lie on this surface. The
graphs in figure 7.1 1 are obtained by implementing off-line learning first. For nonlinear systems this pretraining of both networks is necessary. The A
two networks performs well when faced with monotonic nonlinear
All former results were obtained using
an ABC structure comprising two networks,
as shown in figure 7.6. Thisstructure is inheritedfrom previous approaches,and it is
directly relatedto classical EBP learning. The task
of a network N N 1 , which actsas a
controller, is to learn the inverse dynamics of the controlled plant. Havingbeen
properly trained and after receiving the desired plant
output signal y d , NN1 should be
able to produce the best control signal ud that would drive the plant to output this
desired y d . However, ABC learning is different froman EBP algorithm.Note that in
an ABC algorithm the best control signal ud is calculated in each operating stepand
is used for the adaptation of an NNl's weights sothat this controllercan produce an
output signal U, which should be equal or very close to the ud. Thus, there is a great
deal of redundancy, and it seems as though both the structure of the whole control
system and the learningcan be halved.
Having calculated the signal U d , the controller network NN1 is not needed any
longer. An ABC structure with only one
NN that sim~taneouslyacts as a plant
model and as a controller (inverseplant model) is shown in figure 7.12.
The performance of an ABC scheme with one NN is superior to the structure
comprising two networks as given in figure 7.6. The redundant part of the training
and of the utilization of NN1 is avoided here, and this contributes to overall eEciency. This is demonstrated in the following examples.
Example 7.4 shows that for time-invariant plants an ABC perfectly" tracks any
desired signal, and that ABC can cope with nonlinear time-variant plants as well,
whichisoneof
the toughest problems in the control field. Example 7.5 shows a
series of simulation results of ABC performance while controlling nonlinear plants
described by n o ~ o n o t o n i cmappings. Both examples use first-order systems only,
for the sake of the graphical visualizationof the results obtained.
A nonlinear first-order dynamicplant is to be controlled by an ABC
scheme comprising one network only:
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Figure 7.11
Top, modeling of a nonlinear plantby NN2. ~ o t t omodeling
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of its inverse by N
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, or controller.
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Figure 7.1
Neural (orf m y ) network-based ABC scheme with one network that simultaneously acts as a plant model
and as a controller (inverse plant model).

A neural network that simultaneously acts as a plant model and as its controller
comprises 39 neurons in a hidden layer. Basis functions in all HI, neurons are two= diag(0.2750,0.0833),
dimensional Caussians withthesamecovariancematrix
with positions determined by an orthogonal least squares selection procedure (Orr
1996). The was pretrained using
1,000 data pairs. The training input signal was a
uniformly distributed random signal. (Note that the ABC control structure is much
simpler than the one found in Narendra and Parthasarathy (1990). They used two
NNs for identification and one as a controller. Each of their networks had 200 neurons. In the off-line training phase they used 25,000 training pairs.)
After the training, a number of simulation runs showed very good performance
of the AI3Cschemewhile controlling this ti~e-invariantn5nlinear system. Figure
7.13 (left graph) shows the plant response while tracking input yd = sin(2nk/25)
sin(2nk/10). The plant response is indistinguishable from
the desired trajectory. One
can say that the tracking is perfect.
A much more complex task is controlling a
t j ~ e - ~ a r i a nonZinear
nt
plant. There
is no general theory or method for the adaptive control of nonlinear time-variant
plants.Theseare very tough control problems.Here, the author presentsinitial
results on how an ABC scheme copes with such plants without claiming to answer
open questions in this field. In particular, problems of convergence or the stability
of ABC with respect
to a nonlinear time-variant plant are not discussed. Rather
some light is caston the performance of ABC under these conditions. (Note that the

+
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Performance of the ABC scheme. No on-line learning.
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Figure 7.13
ABC. Left, perfect tracking in the case
of a nonlinear monotonic tirne-invariantplant. Right, performance
error for fixed pretrained NN controlling a time-variant plant. (The tirne-variant plant is halving its gain
every 500 steps.)

problems of NN-based control of a time-variant plant are rarely discussed in the
literature.)
Figure 7.13 (right graph) shows the error when a pretrained but fixed NN tries to
control a fast-changing plant as given by

This is a model of a plant which halves plant gain in 500 steps. Without any adaptation the performance error e3 = y d - y increases rapidly (fig. 7.13, rightgraph).
Figure 7.14 shows e3 in the case of the on-line
adaptation of a neural network.
Results are obtained byusing a forgetting factor A = 0.985. The adaptation and
control process isa stable one,and in comparisonto the error in figure 7.13, the final
error in figure 7.14 is three times smaller.
The process is a “hairy” one, and this
problem of smoothing the adaptation procedure should be investigated more in the
future. (Readers who are familiar with the identification of linear systems are well
acquainted with the wild character of identification procedures. In the case of nonlinear system identification, onecan only expect even rougher transients.)
There are many open questions in the adaptive control of nonlinear time-variant
processes. All important questions from linear domains are present here (dual character of adaptive controller, identifiability, persistency
of escitation, and so on). One
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e 7.14
Performance error while controlling a time-variant plant with an on-line adaptation of output layer
weights. Forgetting factorL = 0.985. The scale in the right graphis the same as in figure7.13, right graph.

specific question in nonlinear domains is the choice of the input signals for the
he standard binary signals used in linear systems identification are
not good enough. During pretraining the entire region
of a plant operation should be
covered, and the best choice would be the use of uniformly d i s t r i ~ ~ t erandom
d
signals. (Figures7.15-7.17 (bottom graphs) show whatparts of a plant d
are properlycovered byusing threedifferentdesiredsignals
yd.)
preventsdetailedpresentationese
important detailshere. Instead, a few more
simulatedresults are shown of
controllinga n o ~ o n o t o n i nonlinear
c
plant. In
this way, the reader will be able to understan at least a part of the important
G of nonlinear dynamic systems.
erties and specific features of an NN-based

C of the ~ o ~ i n edynamic
ar
plant given
yk+l = sin(yk)sin(uk) - uk/n.

(7.18)

The characteristic feature of this plant is that there is a o
its inverse, that is, uk = f" ( y k , y k + l is
) a nonmonotonic
time, the function yk+l = f ( u k , y k ) represents a one-to-one
optimized by using a feedforward orthogonal least squares
tions in all neuronsare two-dimensional Caussians with the same covariance matrix
= diag(O.0735,O.1815 ) . Atthebeginningof
the
F selection,therewere
169
s y ~ e t r i ~ a lplaced
ly
neurons in a hidden layer (stars in fig. 7.18,
top graph), and at
the end 4.7 centers were chosen (dots in fig. 7.18, top graph). Such a network models
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Desired output yd, actual plant outputy, and error

445

= yd - y

Figure 7.15
ABC. Top, perfect trackingof the desired signaly d = sin(27tk/25) sin(2nk/l0) for a tirne-invariant plant
given in (7.18). PretrainedNN weights are fixed.No adaptation. Bottom, trajectory shownby dots lies on
the surface describedby (7.18).
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~esired”outputyd, actual plant output y, and error

= yd - y
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Figwe 7.16
ABC. Top, perfect tracking of the desired rectangular signal for a ti~e-invariantplant given in (7.18).
Pretrained N-N weights are fixed. No adaptation. ~ o t t oTrajectory
~,
shown by dots lies on the surface
described by (7.18).
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Figure 7.17
ABC. Top, perfect tracking of a desired ramp signal[-2,2] for a ti~e-invariantplant given in (7.18). Pretrained NN weights are fixed. No adaptation. Control signal (dashed curve). Bottom, trajectory shown by
dots lies on, or "sneaks thro~gh,~'
the surface describedby (7.18).
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the plant very well (fig. 7.18, bottom graph). Note that this structure corresponds to
the fuzzy logic model witha rule basis comprising47 rules.
Note the wild dynamics of the control signal ud in the nonmonotonic part of a
nonlinear surface. This is a consequence of the unconstrained iterative design algorithm, as given by (7.13)-(7.17) and shown in figure 7.7 (right graph). Simply, without any constraint, the algorithm uses one out of the two possible control signalsud.
his results in perfect tracking but witha wild actuator signal ud. t is relatively easy
to smooth this control signal U& by imposing constraints on its behavior.
two or more solution control signals ud, the simplest to choose is the one that is
closest to the previous actuator signal U.

The objective of this section is to give a brief introduction to the application of NNs
in forecasting share marketor any other (weather, biomedical, engineering, financial)
ed, and a (more or lesuccessfulapplication
stockexchange (NZ ) indicesispresented.
One of strengths
the
of
that been
has
ident~edis tha
approximate
nonli
any
ny desired
degree
of accuracy.
thebasicquestionwhenapplyingtheseodelingtools
to financialtimeseries is
whetherthereisanydependency
at all. e share market behaveswildly; it cycles
fromcoherence to chaoticactivityin an unpredictable manner. Expertsdisagree
about the fundamental phenomena in the share market. Some economists sa
are no dependencies at all because the financial market has random behavior.
say the financial market shows definite
patterns and these patterns can be exploited to
generate excess profits, although this may take considerable experienceto achieve.
Such questions are not consideredhere. ather, theobjective is to userecorded
stock market data to find whether there are any functional relations in a financial
market. Although is approach may seem to be a “brute force” methodology, there
has been an upsur of interest in new promising techniques for forecasting in recent
years,Thiswas
e possible by thearrival of fastpowerfulcomputers as well as
new nonlinear t e c ~ i q u e sof learning from data.
fessionals have tried to extract nonlinear relation
develop profitable strategies~
to the weak efficient market
entirely on the results of a
market prediction as given by Shah (1998).
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Table 7.2
Some Factors Mecting the Perfommce of the Share Market

Miscellaneous
actorsFactors
Seasonal
Factors
Economic
Population growth
Balance of trade
Government policy
Budget policy
Credit policy
Import controls
Wage settlements
Interest rates
International conditions

Tax payments
Budget time
Annual reports

Market sentiment
Industry trading
Company expectations
Take-overs
New flotations
Company failures
Mineral discoveries
Financial advisers
Media

Sell Here

I

2600
2500

2400

2300
2200

Figure 7.19
Optimal buy and sell times for NZSE-40 from January to October
1997.

The seeminglyrandom character of share market time series is dueto many factors
that influence share prices. Some relevant factors are shown in table 7.2. Financial
market modeling is a d i ~ c u l task
t
because of the ever-changing dynamics of the
fundamental driving factors. Because of many different and partly uncontrollable
factors, a typical financial time series has a noisy appearance (see fig. '7.19). There is
evidence to suggest that financial markets behave like complex systems in the sense
that they are partly random and partly ordered. Random systems are chaotic and
unpredictable, whereas ordered mathematical rules and models are capable of capturing ordered systems. The discussion here exploits this ordered
part of a share
market.
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There is a simple idea and a law of survival for all participants in share market
trades that can be reduced to ‘‘Buy low and sell high.” These two significanttrading
points for NZSE-40 are given in figure 7.19. However, the basic problem
for any
stockbroker in achieving the goal of buying low and selling high is to predict or
forecast these significant points. Stockbrokers
are faced with the problemof investing
funds for clients so that the return from the investment is maximized while the risk
is kept to a minimum. Usually an increase in risk means higher returns, and often
clients are only prepared to gamble with a risk that they can afford to lose.
There are two basic approaches to share market prediction, to the forecasting of
the two significant points: fundamental analysis and experimentation. Fundamental
analysis is the basic toolfor economists in valuing assets. In thisapproach, the market is assumed to be an ordered system, and each company is characterized by its
fundamentalfactors,suchasthecompany’sstrategicplan,
new products,anticipated gain, long- and short-term optimism, to determine share value comparedto its
market price. Accounting ratios and the latest measures of earnings to show the
company’s value have become fundamental factors in this analysis. However, this
approach often leadsto different conclusionsby different economists, pointing up the
uncertainties in thearbitrary measures used as the basis of this approach.
A more complex and arguably more powerfd approach in valuing assets is the
experimental (technical) one, in which statistical and other expert systems such as
NNs, SVMs, and fwzy logic inference systemsare involved. This approach uses historical data or expert knowledge to make predictions.
To represent a dynamic system (and time series belong to this class), a NARMAX
model is used (see section 7.1).
A financial time series is representedby the following
NARMAX model:
(7.19)

where Y k and Uk are the input and the output signals at instant k, and y k - i and UlC-j,
i = 1,. . . ,H , j = l , . . ,m, represent the past values of these signals. The basic input
and output signals are used here to model NZSE-40.
The nonlinear functionf from (’7.20) is very complexand generally unknown. The
whole idea in the application of the RBF NNs is to try to approximate f by using
known Gaussian functions. The graphical representation of any time series identification is given in figure 7.2. Here the series-parallel scheme (7.19), or (7.20) is applied.
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Figure 7.20
Wuhite noise input signal U and second-order linear plant output response
y with 5% noise.

Before a nonlinear NZSE-40 time series is modeled, let us consider the performance of an RBF network in modeling and predicting the behavior of a linear second-order system that is known to us but not to the RBF network. The unknown
dependency between theinput and the output is given by the transfer function
G(s)

+1
3x2 + 2s + 1
2s

I=

b

*

This transfer function canbe represented in a discrete-time domain (sampling time is
2s) as
G(2)

I=

0.9921.~"'- 0.3318~-~
1 - 0.6033~"~0.2636~-~

+

*

This z-transfer functioncan be rewritten as the ~ z ~ e r e equation
~ce
(ARMA model)3

The input signal to this plant is a white noise and output response is polluted with
0th signals are shown in figure 7.20.They are the only i n f o ~ a t i o nfor
work about the process. Using these two data sets, the RBF network is
to model the unknown system dynamics and predict the response to the previously
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Result of test, i.e., a prediction of a response for
the previously unseen input
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Figure 7.21
Identification and prediction of a second-order linear plant response by using an RBF model with an
orthogonal least squares selection method and genetic algorithm parameter optimization.

unseen input. During learning, the HL weights were fixed, and two techniques for
RBF subset selection were used: orthogonal least squares (OLS) and a genetic algorithm (GA). Note that the difference equation represents an $l4 "+ $l1 mapping. This
means that the Gaussian basis functionsare four-dimensional bells.
The result of a prediction is shown in figure 7.21,and it illustrates the good identification capabilities of an RBF network trained by both OLS and GA, Here, the
GA optimization resulted from only 25 Gaussian basis functions for a test error of
0.2035, whereas the OLS method used60 Gaussian basis functionsfor a test error of
0.1992. Computing time on a Pentium 233 MHz PC for a GA optimization was421
seconds, and the OLS method took 334 seconds.
Figure 7.21 shows that both the OLS and CA subset selections almost perfectly
model the unknownplant. Having fewerRBF bells in the network decreases
both the
connplelrity of the network and the training time. However, the computing time may
still cause difficulties in modeling real-time series
that typically contain large data
sets. This is always the case when modeling financial time series.
Note that an RBF network (which is a nonlinear modeling tool) was used for
modeling a linear system here.Had a single linear neuron like the one shown in figure
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3.18been applied for modeling this linear second-order plant, the training would
have been much faster and a better model wuuld have beenobtained. However, the
F network did not know that the actual plant dynamics were linear, and figure
7.21shows that thenonlinear R F networkcan also successfullymodellinear
dynamic dependencies.
Let us go back to the world of NNs and SVMs-to the modeling and forecasting
of nonlinear dependencies. ere, in modeling
a financial time series, it seems likely
that there is an underlying ( nlinear) function and that the R ~ network
F
can grasp
this dependency.
measurement of price trends for all equity securities
To provide a co~~prehensi~e
listed on themarket, the NZSE gross and capital indices were developed in 1986.
The
indices had a base value of 1000 on July l, 1986, and included all New Zealand listed
and quoted ordinary shares, NZSE-40, which covers
40 of the largest and most liquid
stocks listed and quoted, weighted by the number of securities on issue, is the main
public market index. (The NZSE-10 index comprises selected securities of the top
ten companies and is used as the basis for the NZSE-l0 Capital Share Price Index
Futures Contract offered by the New Zealand Futures and Options Exchange. This
index reflects the movem of prices in the selected securities
and accounts for the
majority of the turnover.
er indices monitored by the NZSE are the NZSE-30and
the NZ~E-SCIfor smaller companies. ere the objective is to model and predict the
NZSE-40 index.)
The share market index aisgood exampleof a time series systemthat is difficultto
predict. The factors affecting the market are many (see table 7.2), and model
these factors at once is well out of reach for even today's supercomputers.
there is a need to select the most relevant factors
for a giventimeseries. This is
(possibly) the mostimportant preprocessing part and relies heavily on expert knowledge. In this section, the most i ~ u e n t i afactors
l
that affect the New Zealand share
market are used to create a model of the capital NZSE-40 indices.
F networks are capable of creating models of a system from the
given inputs and outputs. However, the network model is only
as good as the training
it goes through. Therefore, it is extremely important to select suitable training data
carefully. Ideally, the greater the numb of inputs or share market factors included,
the more complete the model becomes. owever,an increase in the number of inputs
leads to an ex~onential
increase in model complexity. Sinceit is impossibleto do the
required complexcomputatiQnseven with the most powerful computers, the number
of inputs relative to the number of training data is very much restricted. Only the
essential factors are used as training inputs and the h a 1 share market indices as
outputs during training of the share market models.
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The factors thought by fund managers at
ank to be most influential to the New Zealand share market, including the NZSE40 indices, in orderof merit are
a1 NZSE-40 data
S

financial markets

3. Currency movements
4. Economic activity
The past perfo~ance,or the history, of the NZS~-40index is important in understanding and predictingfutureindices.Thisistheautoregressive
part in(7.20).
Because of the size of the NZSE relative to other leading financial markets of the
SE is very much dependent on overseas share
market ~ o v e ~ e n tThe
s.
ets modeled by Shah (1998) are the U.S. S&P 500 and the
r relations~psto the NZSE-40 are illustrated in figure '7.22.
ple,showsthestrongestcorrelationbetweenNZSE-40
and Australian
omic stability the currency movementNew
in
nk. The exchangerate influences thetrading range of the
hich is adjusted to match increasing or decreasing interest
ghtedIndex ~ T ~and
I )theNewZealand to ~ n i t e dStates
e are also used as inputs for modeling and representing the
currency movements withinand outside of New Zealand. Past relations~psbetween
the NZSE-40 and TWI and NZ-US exchange rates are also presented in figure 7.22.
Economic activity is measured by Gross Domestic Product (GDP), whi
a year, as well as the 90
value of all products produced in the country during
Rate and 10-Year ond Rate. A short-term view of interest rates is given by the 90Day Rate, whereas the 10-Year Rate gives a longer-term view. The model for the
NZSE-40 indices here uses the 90- ay Rate and the 10-Year ate because the G
ed only every thre onths. The relationships between the NZSE-40 and the
Rate and 10-Yeates
are alsoshowninfigure7.22.
The network model inputs are some more or lessastute selection and combination
of the factors discussed, because modeling of the NZSE-40 indices is experimental,
that is, from the recorded data. It is not known in advance which factor is actually
the most influential, and it is merely the performance of different models that can
provide evidence of any existing level of dependency. Predictions obtained by models
with different network structures or complexity are used to explore this unknown
domain bridging the gap between reality and speculation.
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Figure 7.22
Relationships between NZSE-40 stock indices and other factors affecting the New Zealand share market.

A general structure of an RBF network for an NZSE-40 prediction is shown in
figure 7.23. Both data preprocessing and featuresextraction are important parts
of any NN modeling. To improve the success and enhance the RBF network model
of the share market, preprocessing is employed on the raw data. Leaving aside a
detailed descriptionof this preprocessing stage, one canstate that the best results are
obtained when a good compromise is made between
1. The number of factors as inputs to the model (order of the model)
2. The size of the training data

3. The number of basis functions for approximation
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Figure 7.23
A typical RBF network for forecasting NZSE-40 indices with multiple inputs, N Gaussian bells in the
hidden layer, and k outputs. Hidden layer weights are centers and covariance matrices that are fixed.
Output layerweights W are subjects of learning.Not all connections are shown.

All these factors are used in simple autoregressive models
and more complex, higherorder ARMA models by Shah (1998); only some of the results are shown here. The
first simulationattempts were performed by applying the simplest second-and thirdorder autoregression models. These models assume
that the system is dependent only
on itself; inother words, they use only the autoregressive
part of the input vector. The
models are given as

where y in this case is the NZSE-40 index. The order
of the system n is the numberof
previous NZSE-40 values used as inputs for the RBF network.
The two stages of modeling, namely, the training and the testing phase, are shown
in figure 7.24.In the training stage,the recorded previous valuesof NZSE-40 and the
selected inputs form the input vector to the RBF model. In the test or prediction
phase, the input vector is formed of the previous values of selected inputs and the
previous values of the actual NN predicted output j .
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Figure 7.24
Typical RBF network structures for NZSE-40 index forecasting in a (top) training phase and (bottom) a
test or prediction phase.
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It is hard to believe that simple, low-order autoregressive models can satisfactorily
predict the NZSE-40 index. Indeed, the autoregressive modeling of only NZSE-40
capital indices did not give good results but at least provided a starting point for the
many modelsand simulations performedby Shah (1998). The results from the secondand third-order autore~ressionmodels showthat the RBF network is incompleteand
needs other share market factorsto be included in the model in order
to satisfactorily
model the NZSE-40 indices. However, there is enough correlation, even though the
testresultswerepoor,
to encourage continuation of thesearch for an NZSE-40
model that can predict future indices more accurately or at least indicate any major
trends that may lie ahead.
Results from twoof Shah’s reasonably good models follow.

0 Manycomplexhigher-order
models were designed. As mentioned, sharemarket indices such as the S&P 500, the
Australian All-Ords, TWI, NZ-US exchange rates, 90-Day Rate, and 10-Year Rate
were considered to be the factors influencing share pricesand share market indices.
The fundamental and statistical analysis of these relationships is difficult, but RBF
network modeling has the capability to extract relevant information in creating a
model of the NZSE-40 indices using these factors.
Because of the experimental nature of these models, a structured search was performed, with the overseas share market indices modeled first and the New Zealand
currency movements next. Past economic
trends were also modeled usingthe 90-Day
Rate and 10-Year Rate to find any dependencies between economic stabilityand the
NZSE-40 index. Although these basic models may seem trivial, the extraction of
relevant information from individual share market factors is the key to a successful
final model. As emphasized earlier, itis always difficultto calculate how much and in
but NNs, including RBF
whatway a factor affectsthefinalsharemarketindex,
networks, have the capability to solve this formidabletask.
The objectiveof modeling different sharemarket factors isto find the mainfactors
in some order of merit based on model performance. A number of simulations were
carried out, and the models presented here performed the best.
The TWI values were modeled in relation to the NZSE-40 index. Two previous
TWI values, together with two previous values
of the NZSE-40 index formed the
network’s input vector. Thus, the model is of the fourth order and is given as the
following NARMA model:
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Fourth-order NARMA RBF network model of NZSE-40 indices using delayed valuesof NZSE-40 index
and TWI. Graph shows a 20-day forecast.

Six hundred training data pairs containing 600 days' records
( [ Y k - l , Yk-27 Uk-l

9

Uk-21

T
7

Yk)

were used during the training. Initially, at each second training data pair, five foursianbellswithdifferentcovariancematriceswereplaced.This
S selection procedurestarted with 1,500~ a u s s i a nbells. At the end
were selected. The learning stage toolsl hour
After training, 50 selected ~ a u s s i a nbells produced an ap~roximationto NZS
with an error of 0.0587, which compared to previous models is small.
test on training data gave an error of 1l 14.5 and this is regarded as p
nificant differencecan be attrib~tedto the lengthof the test as well as to ove~ttingof
training data, Close fittingof training data during learningcan cause small variances
from the actual values to lead to an inaccurate result. the other
hand, this model
gave a muchbetterforecast than other models.Thecast
for thenext 20 days,
inclu~ingthe actual N
-40 capital indices, is shown in figure 7.25. As marked by
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the arrows, the upward trend on day 14 was predicted a day earlier, exhibiting the
good prediction abilityof an RBF network.
In the previous model, the modeling or mapping is incomplete because only one
factor (TWI) was used as a delayed input together with the autoregressive inputs of
the NZSE-40 capital index. As mentioned earlier, the NZSE-40 index is affected
by a
number of factors, but modeling all these factors in one model is almost impossible.
Not all the factors are known, and most cannot be measured, such as market sentiment and political unrest. The next RBF network combines more factors to model
the NZSE-40 capital index.
A higher-dimensional model withfive factors as inputs and the NZSE-40 index as
an output was created using a sixth-order
RBF model. In this model,uov, which isthe
average overseas share market index of the S&P 500 and All-Ords, plus the NZ-US
exchange rate and the 90-DayRate and 10-Year Rate were used to model the NZSE40 capital index. As with the average overseas share market index, the 90-Day Bill
Rate and the 10-Year Bond Rate formed a single input into the network by taking
the average of the two rates:

f,p = 90daybill-t 1 Oyearbond
2

The model used two delayed
inputs each of the NZSE-40 indexand uov and one input
each of the NZ-US exchange rate unzus and urt to form the six-dimensional input
vector to the RBF network that should represent the following nonlinear function:

Training of this model was carriedout with 725 sets of input and output data representing the period between beginningof 1992 to middle of April 1995. Test data are
for the period just after training to mid-May 1995. Thus, 725 training data pairs
containing the records

were used during learning. Seven six-dimensional Gaussian basis functions were initially placed at every third training data pair, giving a total of 1,687 bases for OLS
selection. All Gaussian basis functions hadstandard shape factors in the range from
0.5 to 30 Aci, where Aci denotestheaveragedistancebetweenthe
data ineach
direction. This defines the covariance matrices. Therefore, standard covariances that
use factor 30 give very wide Gaussian bells with a high degree of overlapping. This
ensures adequate covering of any hyperspace or high-dimensional input space, such
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Figure 7.26
Forecasting resultsof NZSE-40 indices. The RBF network is a sixth-orderNARMA model that uses two
delayed NZSE-40 indices, two delayed average overseas share market indices, the NZ-US exchange rate,
and the averageo f the 90-Day Rate and 10-Year Ratesas inputs. Graph showsa 33-day forecast.

as in this six-input model. Wide Gaussian bells are required to provide satisfactorily
smooth output mapping. At the end of the OLS learning, 100 Gaussian bells were
selected. The learning took9 hours and 21 minutes ona Pentium 233 M
the huge increase in computing time with respect
to the previous case.
This model gave a much better forecast than other models. The forecast for the
next 33 days, including the actual NZSE-40 capital indices, is shown in figure 7.26.
The dotted line shows good trend anticipation even though the extentof a reciation
or depreciation of the NZSE-40 index was
not always perfectly modeled.
trends are captured here, but any improvement in the model during training would
enhance the performance of this forecast. Utilizing this forecast, an investor should
buy in the firstfew days and sell after 20 days to extract reasonable returns ina short
time.
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any other models didnot perform very well. Such weaknessesare mainly attributable to the lack of training data. nly 765 data sets were available for the modeling. A lot more data are required for mapping such a high-dimensional hypersurface.
hile the findings in this section
are promising, it cannot be claimed that this
approach would besuccessful ingeneral. For simplicity,themodelsfocusedon
NZSE-40 and its factors between 1990 and 1997, using OLS and CA for basis seleciven enough computer capacity and time, a host of other strategies can be
applied to these models to improve their performance, such as other identifiers in
extraction of features from sharemarket factors used by fund managers.
owever,thereisstillreason
to be cautiouslyoptimistic about theheuristic
ted here, witha number of promising findingsand directions forfuture research.
Perhaps the mostattractive result from the models is trend
anticipation.
demonstrated reliable anticipation of upward and downward trend movement, even
though the magnitude ofthesechangeswas
not well emphasi~ed.Therefore, the
predictions mustbe looked at ~ualitativelyrather than quantitatively.
er

lies

Fundamental advances incomputational power and new techniques of learning from
examples have made possible the wide application
of NNs’ approximation power
in the computer graphics domain. NNs can be applied successfully in the fields of
computer graphics, vision,and animation. The basic idea in utilizingNN models for
these tasks is to replace the tedious drawing of many similar pictures with approximations between training frames. Such an application in graphics is also known as
oggio and Cirosi 1993). This section presentspart of the results from
particular, it describes howan RBF network can perfom morphing
tasks (between the human, horse, tiger, and monkey facial masks) as well as human
figure animation and human facial expression and pose ~ynthesis.~
In addition, the
F networks for synthesizing technical (e.g., mechanicaland architectural) drawings is described.
Let us consider a simple example of in-betweening to clarify the whole procedure for motion synthesis using an RBF neural network. In figure 7.27 one triangle
is placed between two rectangles,
and the three shapes are taken as training pictures.The NN shoulddraw as manypictures as neededbetweenthesethree
training frames. This isa classical approximationtask. Each shape is definedby four
feature points that definetheshapesmarkedwithcircles.
For the computational
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Figure 7.27
Training and test feature points for a simple one-dimensional in-betweening.

i~plementation,the firstpoint is repeatedas the last one, which results infive feature
points.
The one-dimensional input learning domain is set to be I = [0, 11, and the three
shapes are placed at Z = [0,0.5, l], as shown in figure 7.27.The RBF network has one
input I, three HL neurons placed at the three training data vectors, and ten output
neurons correspondingto the (x, y ) coordinates of the five feature points‘
Training patterns D in matrix formand the design matrix G are as follows:
x1 Y l x2 y2 x3 y3 x4 y4
0 0 1 0 11 0 1
5 0 6 0 5.5 0.5 5.5 0.5
10 0 11 0 l1
1 10 1

-765

y5
rectangle
left

1

1.OOOO 0.9460 0.8007
0.9460 1.0000 0.9460 .
0.8007 0.9460 1.OOOO
At the learning stage, the RBF network weights are learned (calculated) from these
three examples in thedata matrix. Thus, the weights matrixW is obtained by multiy the pseudoinverseof G (here, the matrixG is square, i.e.,G’ = G”*)and

-0.66
-41.23
49.53

0
4.23
0 -49.47
0 54.41

0
46.99
47.66
-43.43
47.66
-0.66
0 -130.89
-89.66
40.19
-89.66
-41.23
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0
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Figure 7.28
RBF network-generated results with three training andsix in-between pictures.

At the synthesis stage, this weights matrix is used
to generate as many as needed
in-betweens from a newly assigned input vector. Thus, for example, if a new input
vector is
new =

[0 0.1250
0.2500
0.3750

0.5000 0.6250
0.7500
0.8750

l.OOOO]

nine figures are obtained. Note that three out of these nine graphs should
be the
training frames because0, 0.5, and 1 are part of the new input vector. Thisnew input
vector results in theR F network output vector 0, which contains the coordinatesof
the nine in-between shapesas follows:

-

0=

0.0000
1.1630
2.3991
3.6861
5.0000
6.3147
7.6038
8.8406
10,0000

0 1.0000
0 2.1634
0 3.3993
0 4.6862
0 6.0000
0 7.3148
0 8.6040
0 9.8410
0 11.0000

0 1.0000 1.0000 0.oooo
0 1.9512 0.7882 1.3752
0 3.0294 0.6304 2.7690
0 4.2191 0.5329 4.1533
0 5.5000 0.5000 5.5000
6.7819
0 6.8477
0.5329
0 8.2341
0.6304
7.9737
0 9.6289
0.7882
9.0528
0 11.0000
1.0000
10.0000

1 .oooo 0.0000
0.7882 l. 1630
0.6304 2.3991
0.5329 3.6861
0.5000 5.OOOO
0.5329 6.3147
0.6304 7.6038
0.7882 8.8406
1.oooo 10.0000

The resulting graphs are shown in figure 7.28.
Next, consider the application of NNs to morphing tasks. Here, also, the inputs
to
the NN are the vectorized image representation. With this technique, information
about the shapeof an. object is representedas a set of feature pointsthat are identified
in each training picture. This identification can be done manually or automatically.
The vectorized representation is an ordered vector of image measurements, that is,
the feature points have been enumerated 0 1 , 0 2 , . . . ,ON and the vector representation
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Figure 7.29
Feature detection of horse facial mask. The circles denote feature points.

first contains measurements from 01) then 0 2 , and so on. The measurements of a
key part of this
feature includeits (x,y ) location,whichdefinestheshape.The
vectorized representation is that the features 01 ,0 2 , . . . ,ON are effectively identified
across all training pictures being vectorized.
112 points are taken as feature
Figure 7.29 shows a horse facial mask, where
points to representthehorsefacialshape.These
feature points are theimportant pointsinthemask,includingeye,nose,
mouth, ear, and base shape. Given
the locations of features 0 1 , 0 2 , . . . ,ON, the shape is represented by the vector o
of length 2N consisting of the concatenationof x and y coordinate valuesas follows:
0 = [x1 Yl x2 y2
*
XN YNIT.
* *

im~nsionalMorphing
The simplest use of the technique isto morph between two picturesor shapes. This is
one-dimensional approximation in the sense that there is only one input-which can
be thought of as degree of morph-that controls the relative contribution of merely
two training pictures. Thus, the approximation network has in this case only one
input and is trained using only two examples.
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Figure 7.30

Manually detected feature points (circles) in horse and monkey masks.

Figure 7.30 is an example of manually detected feature points from horse
and
monkeyfacialmasks.Bothpictures
contain 112relatedfeaturepoints.The
network is structured with only oneinput I (degree of morph), two Gaussian bells in
HL, and 224 OL neurons (x and y coordinates of the 112 feature points), as shown
in figure 7.31. The degree of morph is set to be between 0 and 1. At the learning
stage,the RBFs networkmapsfrom
input I = [0, l] to correspondingtraining
picture feature points. At the second stage, the trained RBF network generates inbetweenpicturesaccording to a givennew input vector new = [O 0.3330.667
11.
These in-betweens are shown in figure 7.32. The two framed pictures
of the horse
and monkey are originally given as training pictures, and the two in-betweens are
generated by the RBF network. The second picture, obtained by a degree of morph
33.3%, can be described as 33.3% monkey and 66.7% horse.
Figure 7.33 shows the moving
paths of all training feature points in morphing
from
horse to monkey. It can be seen that morphing here is not simply traditional linear
interpolation. Instead, the paths are smooth transients between examples, which may
contribute to the final more realistic effect,
Five other one-dimensional morphing results are depicted in figure 7.34 (horsetiger, horse-man, monkey-tiger, monkey-man, and tiger-man). The RBF networks
havethesamestructure
as infigure7.31.Theframedpictures
are the training
examples, and the RBF network generated the in-betweens.
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Degree
morph

One-dimensional rnorphing RBF network structure with one input, two hidden layer neurons, and
outputs.

224

I
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0.333

0.667
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Figure 7.32
One-~imensionalmorphing from horse mask to monkey mask.

The approximation/interpolation ability of an R F network can beused
to
synthesizeimagesina
multi~imensionalinput space, too. Figure 7.35 showsthe
four trainingexampleframes of the facialmasks and theirpositionparameters
in a two-dimensional input space. Here, Imonkey = [o,01, I&er = [ l ,01, IhorSe = lo, l],
Ihman = [l, l], The learning stage is again a lculation
of the weights that should
network output feature points. The
ing from these input states I to R
vel in-between pictures for the new
network is then used to generat
desired inputs. These inputs are the t ~ o - d ~ e n s i o nvectors.
al
The network structure
comprises two input neurons, four HL, neurons, and 224 01,neurons.
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Figure 7.33
Morphing paths from horse to monkey. The
crosses denote feature points.
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Figure 7.34
Several different one-dimensional morphing examples (horse-tiger, horse-man, monkey-tiger, monkeyman, and tiger-man). The framed pictures are the training examples.
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Figure 7.35
Training picture positioningin a two-dimensional rnorpbing example.

Figure 7.36 shows the result of a two-dimensional morphing. The four training
pictures, which are framed, have been placed at the corners of the unit square in an
(11,12)
plane.Alltheotherpictures
are generated by the
F network, whkh can
produce as many pictures as needed.
The multidimensional interpolation/approximationcapability of an NN has made
possible the creationof new pictures in the morphing world. As shown in figure 7.36,
to all the training
the newly synthesized in-between pictures have some similarity
examples.

uman animation isbecomingincreasingly important for the purpose ofdesign
evaluation, occupational biomechanics tasks, motionsim~lation,choreography, and
the understanding of motion, In the evaluation ofdesign alternatives, animation
provides a noninvasive means of evaluating human-environment interaction. This
will result in a final design with improved safety features, greater acceptance,
and
higher comfort level of use. Human animation includes the human figure animation
and human facial animation. Here, some results from Wang (1998) about these two
parts of human animation are described.
a challenge that requires
The realistic animation of a human figure has always been
an in-depth understandingo f physical laws. Animatedcharacters are usually modeled
as articulated figures, comprising rigid rods connected by flexible joints. This is the
kind of physical model used for human walking, running,and jumping animation.
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Figare 7.36
A two-dimensional morphing synthesis with an RBF network having two inputs, four hidden units, and
224 outputs. The four training examples are framed. The others are in-betweens.

Animators generally use one of the two techniques
for generating realistic and
natural-looking human motion: key framing and dynamic simulation. These techniques vary in the control given to the animator, in the realism of the generated
motion, and in the ease of generalizing from one motion to another. Key frame
animation allows greater ~exibilityin designing the motion but
is unable to generate highly coordinated motions such as walking and grasping. This is because the
method is based on geometrically interpolating the parametersof motion (e.g., position, velocity) between the key postures. Geometric interpolation methods such as
splines, quaternions, and ezier curves, although producing smooth motion, do not
produce animation that has the featuresof realistic motion.
Methods using the law of dynamics suEer two serious drawbacks.
First, solution of
the dynamic equations of the human figure consumes signi~cantcomputation time.
Second, the user is required to specify the external forces that produce the desired
motion. Most solutions to this problem are adopted from control theory applied to
robotics. Thus, the samerequire~entsas in robotics apply, This meansthat the user
would still need to supply i n f o ~ a t i o nsuch as optimization function, control energy
function, and desired end effect trajectory,
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Both the kinematics and dynamic approaches lack the abilityto integrate parameters other than geometrical and force data, correlate them to key postures, and
consequently interpolate the in-between values.
The approach hereusedthepreceding
RBF network for motionsynthesis to
produce realistic human figure animation, such as walking, running, jumping, and
vaulting. This method oEers the flexibility
of key +frameanimation and has the ability
to accommodate more parameters, such as dynamic strength, when the need arises.
An example of running animation created using an RBF network follows.
~ r n ~ ~Figure
o n 7.37 shows six training picturesof the legs in one
broken lines represent the left leg,
and the solid lines represent the
right leg. Eachjoint point in the figure is denotedby a circle numbered 1-7, and has
an (x,y ) coordinate that forms the 14 desired outputs for the RBF neuralnetwork training. The input vector is set to be the running history and has a value of
I = [O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 l] corresponding to the six training
pictures.
The
resulting RBF network has a single input ( I is a phase of the run cycle), six hidden
neurons, and fourteen outputs. Six HZ, Caussians are placed at six training pictures.
At the learning stage, the RBF network calculates the OZ, weights matrix
using the frames coordinatesand given input vector that defines the design matrixG .
At the second stage, a new input vector is given to generate 30 in-between pictures.
The resulting outputs are the 30 pictures shown in figure '7.38 of an entire running
cycle.
The moving path of the seven joint points in this running cycle is given in figure
7.39, which shows the smooth and realistic trajectories of the mapping. This is particularly visiblefor the left and right heels (points 2 and 6, respectively). Such smooth
mappings cannot berealizedby
standard animation based on straight-linecon-
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I

Figure 7.37
Human running training pictures. Broken lines represent the left leg, and solid lines represent the right leg.
The circles denote feature points.
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Figure 7.38
Human running animation with
30 generated in-between pictures,

Figure 7.39
Giving paths of joint points in human running. The crosses denote leg joints in training pictures. The thick
straight line depicts the conventiona~ (rigid and unnatural) path
of the left heel obtained
by linear approximations between training points. TheRBF path is a naturally smooth movementof the left heel (path 2).

nections of training points. The thick straight line depicts the conventional (rigid
and
unnatural) path obtained by linear approximations between training points for the
F path represents the naturally smooth move~entof joint 2.
Facial animation is an essential part of human animation,
done on methods for g~neratingfacial animation.
standard methods can be ~ l a s s i ~ easd a mixture of three separate categories: key
framing, ~aramete~zation,
and muscle-based modeling. These and other interesting
approaches to facial animation. are extensively treated in the specialized literature,
Our approach for human facial a ~ m a t i o nagain takes advantage of a multiva~ate
mapping technique by an RBF neural network. The conventional method
for h ~ a n
facial animation usually cannot work well with both face shape and ~xpressionof
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Figure 7.40
Human facial animation. The crosses denote feature points.

feelings at thesametime,whichleads
to difficultiesinreal-time animation. The
solution to this problem is very important for the cartoon industry.
Here, a simplified example of human facial expression (from happy
to angry) and a
rotation angle (which reflects the shape changes) serveas the two inputs to the RBF
network. The x and y coordinates of the characteristic feature points in the human
face drawings are taken to be the network outputs. Figure 7.40 shows 67 feature
points for five training examples. These examples are located in a two-dimensional
input plane. The first input 11 corresponds to facial expression and varies from -1
(happy), through 0 (moderate or neutral feeling) to + l (anger). (The choiceof signs is
not related to the author's nature.) The another input, 12, corresponds to the rotation
angle, from Oo through 45O to 90° (see fig. 7.41). Figure 7.42 shows the result
of
animation of human expressions offeelings.Twenty-fivefaces
are generated. The
framed pictures are reproduced originalsthat were used as training examples.

asis F ~ n c ~ o n

~ for
e t ~~no~ri n~ ese r i n ~

rawings of engineering and architectural designs are usually presented as orthographic projections, that is, as parallel projections in directions that will present
an object in top (or plan), front (or front elevation), side, bottom, and back views.
Becausemostitemsaredesignedinrectangularshapes,
orthographic projections
often show features intrue length that can be readily dimensioned.
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Figure 7.41
Training pictures forh u w n facial animation.

Orthographic views may be drawn as separate two-dimensional drawings,or they
may be displayed as special views of a three-dimensional CAD object. Because they
may be hard to visualize from orthographic projections, complex objects are often
presented in projections that provide a three-dimensional representation, suchas an
isometric projection,an oblique projection, or the more general axonometric projection. The difl'erent projections can be calculated from algebraic formulasthat represent
transformationsfrom the three-dimensional space
of the object to the t~o-di~ensional
projection plane of the computer screenor plotter paper.
Here, the previously introducedRBF network synthesis method is used
to generate
the axonometric projection from normally available engineering drawings.The presentation here follows the work of Wang (1998). For comparison, a brief introduction to the conventional wayof solving this problem by geometrical rotation and
transformation is given first.

~on~entional
ApproachforAxonometricrojection
For an axonometric projection,
theviewpoint or camera-coordinatesystemshowninfigure
7.43 isused.This
(x,, y,, zc) coordinate systemisleft-handed,withitsz-axispointingtowardthe
origin of the world-coordinate system. The
transformation from the world-coordinate
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of human expressions of feelings.All pictures are producedby an RBF model that was trained
using the five framed faces.

Z W

XC

Yw

Figure 7.43
Camera-coordinate system (x,,y , , z,) based at viewpoint V.
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Figure 7.
Transformation from world coordinatesto camera coordinates.

system to the camera-coordinate system may
be achieved by combininga translation,
two rotations, and a reflection. These transformations are illustrated in figure 7.44.
y,,,,~,,,)=
First, a translation of the originfrom (x,,,, y,,,,~,,,)= (070,0 ) to (xw7
(x,, y,, z,) is achieved by the matrix operator [T(-x,, -yU7-z,)]. Here x, y,, and z,
are the coordinates of theviewpoint V in the world-coordinate system. Negative
signs are used inthe translation matrixbecausemovingthecoordinatesystem
from (O,O,O) to (xu7y U 7 z t ;is) equivalent to movingtheobjectsfrom
(O,O, 0) to
(-xu, "YU, "ZU).
From the geometry shown in figure 7.43, the following expressions may
be derived
between the Cartesian coordinates(x,, y , z,) and the spherical coordinates( r ,0,cf,)of
the viewpoint V:

x,

=r

sin cf, cos 0,

y , = r sin cf, sin 0,

z,

=r

cos cf,.

(7.21)
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After the origin is
translated to (x,, y,, z,), a rotation is used to bring the y-axisinto a
plane that contains both the z-axis and the line joining V and the origin of the world
coordinates. That is, the y-axis of the camera-coordinate system is rotated about
the z-axis by the amount 90° - 8 in the clockwise direction (see fig. 7.44b). Next, a
rotation about the x-axis is performed to point the camera z-axis toward the world
origin (see fig. 7.44~).This rotation angle is 180° - # in the counterclockwise direction. Finally, the mirror reflection is used to reflect the x-axis across thex = 0 plane
to forn the left-handed coordinate system shown in figure 7.43 and figure 7.44d.
The complete transfo~ationbetween the world-coordinate system
(xw,y,, 2.;)
and the ca~era-coordinatesystem (x,, y,, 2,) is given by

= [x,

Y,

zw

-sin 8 -cos Ur, cos 8 -sin #cos 8 0
cos 8 -cos # sin 6' -sin Ur, sin 8 0
11
0
sin Ur,
-cos #
0
r
1
0
0

(722)

Because the xy plane is pe~endicularto the viewing direction, an axonometric projection defined by the angles # and 8 may be obtained fromequation (7.22) by setting
xplot= x, yplot= y,. Also, all terns involved in theequation for the z, coordinate are
set equal to zero because they arenot relevant to the axonometric projection.

[Xplot

Yplot

0 11 = [x,

y,

2
,

-sin 8 -cos # cos 8
cos 8 -cos # sin 8
11
sin Ur,
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1

(7.23)

In practice, users of such projection f o ~ a t i o nshould not be pressed into mastering the complexities behind the
mechanism of producing suchtransfo~ations.
As an application of the neural network motion synthesis method,
work is used to generate the axonomet~cprojections from some orth
tures, which are normally available fromstandard engineering drawing
simple exampleof a beveled cube is presented to explain the novelapproach.
Four orthographic drawings are taken as trainingpictures,asshowninfigure
F network has two inputs, four hidden neurons,
and 18 out uts. The 18
spond to the (x,y ) coordinates of the nine feature points.
orlc can create as many three-dimensional projections of the beveled
cubeasneeded.Figure7.46shows
25 projections;the four trainingpicturesare
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I1
90

0

I

0

90

I2

Training picturesof a beveled cube. The circled verticesare the feature points.

90° - 191
90

67.5

45

22.5

0
90
0

22.5
67.5

45

B

Figure 7.46
~ x o n o ~ e t rprojections
ic
of a beveled cube generated by an RBF neural network.
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framed. The results are identical with those from conventional geometrical transformations, so the conventional ones are not need repeated here. This method provides a short-cut to the conventional method. Because the same principle appliesto
more complicated structures in real situations, this methodology could be extended
to
actual mechanical or architectural structures.
This last case studies section presented the capabilities
of RBF networks in solving
various problems in computer graphics.
The RBF network solves these problems
in the same fashion as it solvesproblemsin other areas. It learns from training
examples.
All the human animation results show that the resulting human motion is smooth
and realistic. The advantage over conventional key frame animation is apparent. In
conventional key frame animation, key postures are recalled and in-between values
are interpolated. In the neural network approach, only the setofweights corresponding to thedesiredbehaviorisretrieved.Thismeans
that after the training
phase, the computation of the output pictures is not very difficult.
In the case of facial animation, the network approach can successfully synthesize
the in-between pictures within a specifiedinput parameter space (both facial expression and pose). To someextent,thiscansolvetheproblemsin
the conventional
method when thefacialposition
cannot be changed simultan~ouslywithfacial
expression. In fact, because the RBF network has the ability for any multivariate
mapping, more parameters could be included in the model, and the NN can guarantee the best approximation results. Once the weights are trained in the learning
stage, the new desired pictures comeout very quickly. This enables the realizationof
real-time animation.
Human facial animation could be combined with human figure animation. All the
necessary state parameters could be included in one network model to deal with the
wholehumanbody, and amorecomprehensive human animation RBF network
model could be built.
The last example showsthat the same principle of learning from examplescan be
used for solving various graphics problems, including twoand three-dimensiopal
transfo~ations.

~ptimizationtheory and its difTerent techniques are used to find the valuesof a set of
parameters (here called the weights) that minimize or maximize some error or cost
function of interest. The name error or cost ~ ~ n c t i stands
~ n , for a measure of how
merit or o ~ ~ e c t i v e
good the solution is for
a given problem. This measure is also called
~ ~ ~ c t and
i o n~ e r ~ o r m ~ n c eor risk.
i n ~ In
e ~the genetic algorithms and evolutionary
computing community, a well-established name for the error or cost function isfitcan also loosely use the wordnorm. The problem of learning some
n (mapping, dependency, or degree of relatedness between input
wn to the nonlinear search (estimation, identification)
Therefore, the theory of nonlinear optirstanding the overall learning process of
soft models.
Theproblem of finding an optimal(best) or suboptimal(close to best)set of
weights in soft models maybe approached in various ways. The fact that in a mathematical workshop there are many diEerent nonlinear optimization tools isof help.
owever, as with any other tool, unless we understand its purposeand how to apply
it, not too much use will. be made of it. This chapter gives a brief and solid introduction to nonlinear optimization algorithms that at present stand behind learning
from experimental data. It does not pretend to provide a comprehensive review of
such a broad field, but thematerial willprove to be a useful and soundbasis
for better understanding and further improvement of the learning process in soft
models.
This chapter actually began in section
1.3, which placed the nonlinearo~~imization
problem into the framewor~of training (learning) of soft model weights. The highly
nonlinear characterof the cost or error function E ( ~was
) illustrated in examples1.5
was the weights vectorand E was a scalar cost function. There,the
simplestone-dimensional input neuralnetworkswithsine
and bipolarsigmoidal
activation functions wereused.Suchchoicesoflow-dimensional
input act
functions enabled graphical representation of the nonlinear error surfaces,
however, that in real-life applications, the error function E is a hypersurface representingthemapping
of a high-dimensionalweights matrix into themeasure of
goodness. Thus, E is typically a nonlinear hypersurface that cannot be visualized.
The fact that there are no general theories or theorems for analyzing nonlinear
optimization methods leadsto the introduction of a local quadratic approximation to
a nonlinear error function. There are two basic reasons and justifications for introducing such a ~uadraticfunction. First, quadratic approximations result in relatively
simple theorems concerning the general propertiesof various optimization methods.
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Second, in the neighborhoodof local minima(or maxima), quadratic approximations
behaveliketheoriginalnonlinearfunctions.Therefore,thetheorydeveloped
for
quadratics might be appliqable to the original problem,too.
This chapter continues the presentation of a gradient (steepest descent) method
giveninsection1.3
and discussessecond-orderiterativemethods
for findingthe
minima of general high-dimensional nonlinear and nonquadratic error surfaces. It
presents the two most
important variable metric methodsand two conjugate gradient
algorithms that are widelyused in soft computing. Two special methods (GaussNewton and Levenberg-Marquardt) for finding the sum-of-error-squareserror function are discussed in detail. These methods have much better performance
on the
sum-of-error-squares hypersurface than verygoodgeneralnonlinearoptimization
algorithms. Finally, an overviewisgivenof
the direct-search and massive-search
methods called genetic algorithms (GAS) or evolutionary computing (EC), which
have proved to be useful for training soft models.

The concept of an error function E ( w ) is basic in an optimization of soft models.
After choosing the structure and activation (members~p)functions of such models,
the network is characterized by the ( N ,1) weights vector W. The weights W i can be
arranged in a matrix also. We usually diflierentiate between two groups of weights,
the hidden layer(I-IL)and the output layer (OL) weights. The difficultpart is learning
L weights that describe the positions and shapes of the HL activation function
) depends nonlinearly upon this set of weights. An error function E ( w )
represents the transfo~ationfrom the vector space spanned by the elements of the
ector into thespace of a real scalar E(w). Geometrically, this mapping
represents an error hypersurface over the weight space.
E(w) was shown in
figures 1.15, l. 17, and 1.18 for N = 1 or 2 as a nonlinear curve or surface, respectively. This error surface is typically nonlinear and nonquadratic, meaning that it
does not look like a paraboloidal bowl with a guaranteed minim^. At the same
time, near a minimal point, a quadratic approximation might be a good one (see
fig.1.17).
Only in very special cases will theerror hypersurface be quadratic (convex) witha
guaranteed single ~ n i m u m(or possibly a continuum of degenerate minima lyingon
the principal hyperplane).In the caseof the quadratics, the pointof minimal error, or
the optimal point, can be calculated as discussedinsection3.2.2.This
particular
quadratic hypersurface will occur only in two cases:
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e When all the activation functions in neurons
are linear and the error function is
expressed as the sum of error squares
When the activation functions in the HL neurons are nonlinear but fixed (not the
subjects of learning), theOL neurons are linear, and the error function is expressedas
the sum of error squares
e

Generally, the error function of thesoftmodelshavinghidden
and output layer
neurons with nonlinear activation functions (at least in the hidden layer) will be a
highly nonlinear hypersurface that may have many local minima, saddle points, and
eventually one global minimurn. Figure 8.1 shows the kind
of rough error terrain that
results from the mapping of just two weights to the error function E (an !R2 ”-+ !R1
mapping from the weight spaceto the error). In the general case, which isof greater
importance in the world of soft computing, there willbe an R N ”+
Neural networks will have hundreds (or thousands) ofweights, or infuzzylogic
systems there will be as many rules,and the dimension of the weight space iV will be
of thesameorder.owever,thebasictask
to solveremainsthesame:findingthe
optimal set of weights wept that guarantees the model’s making the best approximationS, of the desired underlying functionf ,
Typical learning in a neural network starts with some random initial weight (see
points El or E2 in fig. 8.1). If this first~0 lies on the slope leadingto the global minimum, as point El does, a global minimum will definitely be
attained using established methods from the neural networks learning tools. This isa lucky case. A less
fortunate case is if one starts to descend the slope of some local minima (there are a
few of them in fig.8.1). It will be even worse ifthe optimizationstarts from point E2,
in which case one might stay ona plateau high over the global minimum.
even in such a situation, one is not lost. If this happens, there is a simple solution.
The learning sequence shouldbe started again with a dif5erent initial random weight.
This may have to be repeated many times at the cost of more computation time.
Recall that in the case of a high-dimensional error hypersurface very little is known.
But if the underlying function to be approximated were known, there would be no
need for neural networks or fwzy logic models. One would simply write the program
containing the known functionand that would solve the problem,
Therefore, it is clear that a good understanding of following issues is of crucial
importance: what theerror surface is like,can it be approximated by quadratics, and
if so, what algorithms are the most convenient and promising for finding the general
quadratic error function.
y now the reader should be familiar with the answer to the first question: the
error hypersurface E ( ~is)nonlinear and nonquadratic. There are no good algo-
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Generic nonlinear nonquadratic error surface E( W,, w2)
Error
function

Ww19

W21

Figure 8.1
Two-dimensional error functionE(w1, wz) having many differentstationary points.

r i t h s for such a generalnonlinear nonquadratic E(vv). At thesametime,
an
abundance of nonlinear optimization methods have been developed for quadratic
hypersurfaces. All of them can be applied to optimization of the nonquadratic error
function E(vv) after its quadratic approximation about some local point isobtained.
This leadsto the introduction of a local quadratic approximation to the nonlinear
error function E(w). Quadratic approximations result in relatively simple theorems
and algorithms concerning the general properties of various optimization methods.
In addition, in the neighborhoodof local minima, they behave like the original nonlinear function. Therefore, the theory developed for quadratics might also be applicable to the original problem.
In order to get a quadratic approximation to the nonquadratic error function
E ( w ) ~expand E ( w ) about somepoint WO in a Taylorseries,retainingonlyfirstand second-order terms. Starting witha simple two-dimensional weights vectorvv =
[wl w2ITyfor the sake of simplicity, yields
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where
dE
EWi= - and
dwi

d2E
E=
=,
@
dwidwj '
~

i , j = 1'2.

Equation (8.1) can be rewritten in matrixnotation for an N-dimensional vector W as
follows:
(8.2)
where EO= E(w0) is scalar, g is an ( N , 1) gradient vector,and is an ( N ,N ) Hessian
matrix of E(w) defined by (1.41) and (l.46), respectively, and both are evaluated at
W = WO. It is easy to find a stationary point of a quadratic approximation Eqa(w)to
the original nonquadratic error function E(w). This is done by equating the derivative of Eqa(w)with respect to W to the null vector. Suppose that E,,(w) takes its
minimum value at W = W * . Then VE,, (W *) = (W*- WO) + g = 0, which yields

quadratic
TheNewton-Raphsonmethod
uses W*, whichisaminimumofthe
approximation E,,(w) and not of the original nonquadratic error function E=(w), as
the next current point, giving the iterative formula

A better variant of (8.4) that is often used is

where the learningrate is determinedby a line search fromwk in the direction
(The line search can be a quadratic one, as in section 1.3.2.) The convergenc
Newton-Raphson algorithm is rapidwhen w k is near the optimal pointWO. However,
the convergence to a minimum is not guaranteed, and if H k is not positive definite,
the method can fail to converge (seefig. 8.2).
Figure 8.2 shows a quadratic approximation and the first five Newton-Raphson
steps. The first three steps converge
to the minimum, but the fourth step resulted in a
negativedefiniteHessianmatrix
. Thisleads to abackwarddivergentstep.This
does not necessarilymean that tfifthstepwillnotagainbeinadirectionofa
global minimum. However, it can also diverge again, as shown in figure 8.2.
The method of steepest descent presented in section
l .3.2 and the Newton-Raphson
= I). This fact and the desire
algorithm are identical when ;l is a unit matrix (
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Figure 8.2
Quadratic approxi~ationof a nonquadratic error functionand the first five~e~ton-Raphson
steps.

to avoid calculation of the Hessian matrix in every step leadsto a large class of gradient methods knownas quasi-Newton or variable metric methods.

Note that the Newton-Rap~son stationary pointscomputed at each iteration
step can be minimum, maxim^, or saddle point depending on the character of the
Hessianmatrix. For negativedefinite , themaximumisliketheoneobtainedin
the fourth iteration stepinfigure 8.2. Ifthishappens, iteration diverges and the
method can fail. In addition, a calculation of the Hessian matrix in every stepcan be
high computational burden. Many methods have been proposed to replace
a positivedefinitesymmetricmatrix
that isupdatedineach iteration stepwithout the need for matrix inversion. The resulting (variable metric) iterative formula
1s

with randomly chosen initialWO and 0. Many choices are available for construction
. The twobestknownarethe
n avid on-Fletcher-Powell method (
known as Fletcher-Powell)and a related algorithm that goes by the nam
Fletcher-Coldfarb~Shano(BFCS). All the variable metric methods are batch algorithms that use all available data.
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The DFP method starts W
that is, it begins as steepestdescent and changes
over to the ~ e w t o n - ~ a p
duringthecourse
of a number of iterations by
continually updating an approximation to the inverse of the Hessian matrix (matrix
of second derivatives) at the m~nimum. DFP
does it in such a way as to ensure that
ositive definite. For a quadratic error surface E ( w ) , where W is
P converges to the minimum after N iterations.
The steps of the DFP method are as follows:
1. Start with the matrix

S

the initial guess

0.

For the kth step proceed as follows.

2. Compute the gradien
3. Compute the new direction vk = -

4. Find the variable learningrate qlc that minimizes E(wk
5. Compute the new wei

+~ k v ~ ) .

7. Computethematrix

8. Check the stopping criterion, and if it is not satisfied, go to step 2 for the next
iteration.
The most important formula in the DFP method is given in step 7 for the updating
. Note that all quasi-Newton methods avoid the calculation of the
and this leads to huge savings in computing time, particu1arly for
largenetworks. Updating of the
matrix lookscomplicated but, apart fromthe
computation of the gradient vectorg, merely 2N2 multiplications are needed in each
iteration step,while a classicNewton-Raphson a l g o r i t ~requires N 3 / 6 multiplications plus thecomputation of the gradient and the Hessian.
Ze 8.1

Find the minimum point of a positive definitequadratic error function
= [3 - 1; - 1 11, using the DFP method.
a minimum in two steps only. Check whethe

At the start, k = 0.
1. We start with

0 =

[l0 101' as the initial estimate of theminimumpointand
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2. The gradient vector isgo = Aw = [3wl - w2 - w1

+ w2lT = 120

T

ogo = 4 2 0 O] .
4. The variable learning rate qo that minimizes E(w0

+ qovo) follows from

which attains a minimum with respectto q at qo = 0.33.

+

5. A new weight wl = WO qovo = 13.34 101~.
6. u0 = qovo = -[6.6 01T , g, = [0.02 6.66]', and yo = g, - go = -[20 -6.66IT.
0.33 0
7. A o = ~ "0 Yo 0] and
-0.3 0.01
0.43 0.3
matrix
The
for
nextthe
iteration
o=
0.3 0.99

[

[

]

*

8. Go to step 2 for the next iteration.
NOW,k = 1.
2. The gradient vector g, is given in step 2of the preceding list.
1 = -[2.22
6.65IT.

+

The
variable
4. learning
rate ql
that minimizes E(iv1 qlvl) =
E([3.34 - 2.22q1 10 - 6.65qJ') and q1 = 1.5.
5. A new weight w2 = W, + qlvl = [-0.01 0.15IT. Note that in theory we should
# 0 because of computational roundofferrors.Check
have w2 = [0 01'. Here,
whetherthefinalmatrixis
equal to theexactinverse of A, whichisaHessian
matrix. If not, Continue with step6.
6. U, = qlvl = -[3.339.85IT,
g2 = [-0.18
0.16jT,
and
y1 = g2 - g1 =
--[0.2 6.5IT.
0.31
0.1
0.17
0.51
7. Al =
l
=
[
0.31
0.99 '
1.5
0.51
0.5 0.5
, and this is exactly the inverseA-'.
Finally, the matrix
= 0.5 1.51

[

]

]

[

The key step in a DFP algorithm is step 7, where the new direction matrix
calculated. An alternative formulafor updating k , which seems to be superior to the
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DFP approach) is the improvement proposed independently in the
The BFGS iteration steps are same as in DFP, but there is a change in step7:

7. Compute the matrix for the next iteration

where

The updating in the BFGS method avoids the tendency that is present in the DFP
method for thematrices
to becomesingular.There are variants of theBFGS
method that do not require line search provided
that suitable step lengthsare chosen.
This is an important property because of savings in computing time by dispensing
with linear search. The mostimportant requirement fulfilled here isthat the matrices
k remain positive definite. This is ensured for quadratic error surfaces. For nonquadratic functions, the property is ensuredby imposing some mild extra conditions
(see the specialized literature on nonlinear optimization).
A possible disadvantage of the quasi-Newton methods is that they require the
storage and updating of ( N ,N ) matrices k , where N is the number of unknown
O ( N 2 )methods).Thismaybecome
a seriousproblem for
weights(i.e.?theyare
large networks having a few thousand weights. The BFGS method is the bestout of
many variable metric algorithms. It possesses the same basic numerical features as
the others: it iteratively computes an estimate of the inverse Hessian) it usually requires line search)it works in batch mode only, and it is an O ( N 2 )method.
Another group of algorithmswithsmaller computational requirements ( O ( N )
order only) are the conjugate gradient methods.

The main disadvantageof the standard gradient method (i.e.,of an E
that it does not perform well on hypersurfaces that have different curvatures along
different weight directions.The error function is no longer radially symmetric;it has
the shapeof an elongated bowl. Therefore) section
4.3.6 introduced a close relativeof
the class of conjugate gradient (CG) algorithms in order to avoid highly oscillatory
paths on such bowls. This was the momentum method, which can be considered an
on-line variant,of the CC method. Another reason for applying conjugate gradients
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can be seen in figure 1.22: after line search is applied, the iterative steps
orthogonal
are
to each other, and this necessarily leads to the unwanted sharp changes in descent
directions.
At the same time, all variable metric methods show
another kind of difficulty. They
, which for large netmust calculate some ap~roximationto theHessianmatrix
works with several thousand weights, is computationally not welcome.
CC methods are popular in the soft computing community for a few important
reasons:
* They attempt to find descent directions that minimally disturb the result of the
previous iterations.
* They do not use the essian matrix directly.
0

They are O ( N )methods.

Some common features in variable metric methodsare as follows:
CG methods also need line search (i.e., they rely on calculation
of the optimal step
length).
0

CG methods also useali the training data at once, meaning that they operate only
in batch mode,
0

With the CC method, one can modifywell-knowndescentmethods,such
as the
gradient method, to take advantage of mutually conjugate directionsof descent. To
do that, one must generate mutually conjugate gradients. Algorithms that use only
error functionvalues E ( ~and
) gradientvectorsincalculation
of CG directions
of search are desirable because these quantities can usually be readily computed. In
r, such algorithms should avoidcomputation of the matrix of S
in order to generate mutually conjugate vectors with respect
t
and Reeves (1964) proposed such a method of minimization, and there is also a
~ola~-Ribiere
algorithm that seems to perform better on nonquadratic error hypersurfaces (see following sections). The
pr~sentationof conjugate gradients here follows
Walsh (1975).
Consider finding the minimum value
of a quadratic function

is positive definite and symmetric. The contours E ( w ) = c are for diKerent
values of c concentric ellipses (see fig.8.3).
Suppose that the search for a minimum beginsat point A in the directionAD, that
this minimum occursat B, and that C is the minimal(optimal) point. Then the direct ethe directionAD since, for any ellipse~ ( = c,~ the )diameter
tion BC is c o ~ j ~ g ato
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D
Figure 8.3
Conjugate directions.

through B is conjugate (in the geometrical sense)
to the diameter parallelto AD. The
idea of conjugate directionscan be extended to n dimensions.
Let U and v denotetwovectorsin ! R N . As notedearlie
and v aresaid to be
mutually orthogonal if their scalar product is e ual to zer
TV = 0). NOW, for an
N
( N) ,
symmetric
positive
definit
nd
V are said to be
mutually on jug at^
respect
with
to
t~ogonal,that
if is,
(84

Clearly, if U and v are mutually conjugate with respect
to the identity matrix, they
are
mutually orthogonal. Hence, the concept of mutual orthogonality can be thought of
as a special case of themutual conjugacy of vectors. It is clear, for
eigenvectors S and y of a square symmetric positive definite matri
an be sure of theexisceof
at leastoneset of vectors
spect to given matrix
Several methods are availablefor generating sets of mutually conjugate directions.
The DFP method also produces a setof mutually conjugate directions. Fletcher
and Reeves (1964) derived a simple recurrence formula that generates sequence of
mutually conjugate directions. This method locates the minimum
of a given function.
Note that if a set of mutually conjugate vectors in! R N does not span ! R N , the
could be searching in a proper subspace of ! R N not containing the minimum.
ever, it is easy to show that this is not the case, since a set of mutually conjugate
vectors in ! R N constitutes a basis and therefore spans ! R N . In designing CG methods
the basic approach is similar to the variable metric methods in the sense that the
crucial computing step is calculationof new directions. The basic formula is always
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the same, or very similar, and it calculates the new search directionas follows:

(8.9)
gradient, ck-1 is a previous coefficient of conjugacy, and uk-1 is
a previous search direction. Various CG methods differ in how one calculates the
coefficient of conjugacyc.

The iterative stepsfor the Fletcher-Reeves method are as follows:
0 approxim
denote
first
the
can
his
chosen vector. Compute the gradien

2. For the k = l ,
k

= vvk-1

randomly
be a

. ,N - 1 step, proceed as follows:
+ yk-1 Vk-1 , where rk-1 minimizes E ( w ~I -+ iyvk-1) with respect to

y. (This is the line search part of a CG algorithm.)

b. Compute the gradient
c. hen k < N , define
(8.10)

3. Replace WO by N and go to step l unless the stopping rule is satisfied.
Thus, the most relevant difference with respectto a standard gradient descent procedure (where
one
moves
from
k+l along Vk = k ) , i.e.,
along
the
negative gradient) is that in a CC method the gradient is modifiedby adding

) is a positive definitequadratic function, this ~odificationresults in a set
of mutually conjugate vectors vk, k = 1, . . . ,N . When used h
nonquadratic error
functions, the preceding CG method is iterative. Fletcher an
eves suggest that the
direction of search should revert periodically to the direction of steepest descent, all
previous directions being discarded. With this procedure, the algorithm retains the
property of quadratic t ~ ~ i n a t i oprovided
n
that such restarts are not made more
often than every Nth iteration. Thus, satisfactory results are obtainedif the direction
of steepest descentis used for VO, v ~ + l~, 2 ~ . .~. . 1For, line search,quadratic or cubic
methods can be used.
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~
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Consider
~ Z e a positive definite quadratic form E(w) = 0.5~'
21. Find the minimum point of this function by the Fletcher-Reeves

CC method.
It is clear that the minimum of E(w) is located at [0 01'. The reader may check
whether the optimal gradient method can locate this minimum point starting from
any random weightWO.
The convergenceof the CG method is not affected by the choiceof initial point, so
WO = [ 10 -51'
can be chosen arbitrarily. First, find the analytical expression for a
gradient g = VE(w) =
= [W1 + W2 W1 + 2W2]*.
In step 1, v0 = -go = -VE(wo) = -[5 01' isdefined and a line search is performed with respectto a learning rate q for
E(W0

+ qvo) = jl [lo - 5q

[

1 1 10-5q
"51 [ l 2]
-5

]

1

= j [ 5 0 - 75r]+50q21*

This function attains a minimum at qo = 0.75.
Therefore, w1 = WO yOvo= 16-25 -5]',
and thegradient
gl = VE(w1) =
[1.25 -3.751'. Now,inorder
to use(S.lO),find
IlVE(wl)l12/llVE(wo)l12.
Here,
~ ~ V E ( w 0 )=
~ l 52
2
O2 = 25, and IIVE(w1)112 = 1.252 (-3.75)2 = 15.55. Now,
according to (S. lo),

+

+

v1 = --[1.25

+

- 3.751'

+

+ (15.55/25)[-5

4

01' = 1-4.36

3.751'.

+

Now compute E(ftl qvl) = [26.55 - 38.9511 1 4 . 4 5 ~ ~which
1,
attains a minimum
qlvl = [0.4 0.01~'. Note that a genuine minimum
at ql = 1.34. Then W:! = ~1
point wopt = [0 OIT should have been obtained. This was not accomplished, because
of computational roundoff errors. However, this CG descent can be continued by
replacing WO by w2 and repeating the computation.

+

8.1.7 Pola~-Ribier~
Method
The Polak-Ribiere method differs with respectto the Fletcher-Reeves method merely
in how one calculates the coefficientof conjugacy c in (S.9), or in (8.lo). Thus, iteration step 2c in the Polak-Ribiere method is
When k < N , define

(S. l l )
For quadratic error surfaces, both methods perform the same. For (more realistically) nonquadratic error hypersurfaces, equations (S. 10) and (S. 1 1) show different
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numericalproperties.Manyexperimental
S
method to give slightly better resultsthan the
CG methods require the computation of a gradient ~ ~ ( atweach
~ iteration
)
to
generate the directionof descent. This amounts to computing N 1 function values
at eachstep.Powell(1964)hasdeveloped
an alternative method, generating CG
directions by one-dimensional searches at each iteration. The interested reader can
find more on Powell'sand other variants of the CG method in the specialized literature on nonlinear optimization (e.g., Fletcher1987 or isme er and Chattergy 1976.)

+

rror-

All the preceding methods are developed for the general form of the error function
owever, oneof the most usednoms or error functions in the soft computing
field is a sum-of-error-squares function, givenas

~ ( w=
) e(w)~e(~).

(8.12)

Several minimization algo~thmsexploit the special properties of the error function
ecause e(w) is usuallya differentiable functionof the weights
the first derivativescan be expressed as
(8.13)
which is known as the Jacobian matrix, or the Jacobian. A matrix of second deriva. It is interesting to express both the gradient and the
tives is the Hessian matrix
~ )
in vector notation. Thus, di~erentiating(8.12), one
Hessian of ~ ( = e(w)~e(w)
obtains
= ~ E ( w=
) Ew = 2

(8.14)
(8.15)

The specific error function (8.12) is minimized during the iteration, and one usually
assumes that the errors ei are small numbers. With such an assumption the second
term on the right-hand sideof (8.15) canbe neglected, meaning that the
be a~proximatedas
(8.16)
The last expression is equivalent to making a linear approximation to the errors. It
exploits in thisway the structureof the sum-of-error-squares function (8.12).
Note an
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important feature of this expression.It uses a matrix of first derivativesJ to calculate
. Recall that all quasi-Newton methods might take IV
a matrix of second derivati
iteration steps to estimateisfactorily.
The straightcalculation of
(8.16) will result in faster convergence of the Gauss-Newton method.
Pluggingtheexpressions
for a gradient
16) into the iterative Newton-Raphson algo
obtains the Gauss-Newton algorithm for optimizing the sum-of-error-squares cost
function as follows:

(8.17)
The ~auss-Newtonupdating method (8.17) is also known
as a ~ e ~ e r a l i leastze~
squares ~ e t ~ Ito is~particularly
.
good when one is close to the m i ~ m u m for
, two
reasons: the errors ei are small and the error surface E(w) is almost linear. The iterative procedure can be improved if a line search (as shown in the previous methods)
is performed. Such an algorithm is superior to the best quasi-Newton methods that
use the same information.
The Gauss-Newton methodcan also divergeif the Jacobian J loses rank during the
iterations, and because of possible problems a further modification is proposed. One
of the best modifications isthe evenb berg-Marquardt method.
Very often the neglected errors ei are not small and
the second-order termon the right-hand sideof (8.15) cannot be ignored. In this case,
S veryslowly or diverges. Hence, it may be better
the ~auss-Newtonmethod CO
to usethefullHessian matri
he evenb berg-~arquardt methodavoidsthecaland uses the regularization approach when the
ad of using (8.17), Levenberg (1944) and Marquardt (1963) proposed the followingiteration scheme:
(8.18)
where hk is a scalar that may be adjusted to control the sequence of iterations, and I
is an (IV,IV) identity matrix.Note that (8.18) approaches the steepest descent
as & is
; thus ~ k + =
l w k - (l/&)JTe = VVk - (1/2&)&
increased
because
expressionis a steepestdescentwherethelearning
;Ik
0, the evenb berg-~arquardt algorithm tends to the
~auss-Newtonm
or a nonquadratic error surface,thisisshowninfigure8.4.
y changing /Zk at each iteration one can control the convergence properties. Using
jlk to control the iterative procedure enables the method to take advantage of the
reliable improvement in the error function E(w) given by steepest descent when still
"+
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t

w2

Ak = 0, GaussNewton direction

Figure 8.4
Levenberg-~arquardtdescent directions fall between steepest descent and Gauss-Newton directions.

far from the minimumand the rapid convergenceof the Gauss-Newton methodwhen
close to the minimum. Marquardt (1963) describes a schemefor selecting Ak at each
iteration, which seems to be very efficient, although Fletcher (1987) has pointed out
possible difficulties.
The following strategy has been proposed specifically for neural network training
(Hagan, Demuth, and Beale 1996). At the beginning of training the regvlarization
parameter Ak is set to some small value, say, Ak = 0.01. If the iteration does not
decrease the value of the error function E(w), the step is repeated with a larger Ak
value, say,
= lo&. The larger values of Ak move in the direction of steepest
descent and E(w) may decrease. Once an iteration step produces a smaller error
function value, the valueof /zk is decreased,so the algorithm wouldapproach GaussNewton directions for faster convergence. Because the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm was specifically designed for the sum-of-error-squares cost function it can be
expected to converge faster than general methods.

nr"

8.2 GeneticAlgorithmsandEvolutionaryComputing
Genetic algorithms (GAS) are optimization algorithms based on the mechanics of
natural selection and natural genetics. They combine the idea of survival of the fittest
(in classical optimization terms, survivalof the best set of weights) with a structured
yet randomized information exchange to form a search algorithm with some of the
talent of human search. GAS efficiently exploit historical information to speculate
on new searchpointswithexpectedimprovedperformance.The
CA techniques
are subdivided into evolutionary strategy (ES) and genetic algorithms (GenA). The
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interest in heuristic search algorithms with
unde~inningsin natural and physical
processes arose in the 1970s, when Holland first proposed GenA. This technique of
optimization is very similar
to ES, which was developed by Rechenberg
and Schwefel
about the same time. ES encodes the strings with real number values,
and GenA
encodes the strings with binary values.

As mentioned, GAS are another nonlinear optimization tool used to find the best
solution (setof network parameters) fora given data set and network structure. They
can also be used to optimize the structure of the network. The CA, algorith begins
with the random initialization of a set of possible solutions (seefig. 8.5). Each solution (or gene st~ing)with its parameters (e.g., shape parameters
of membership functions in FL models, or centers and standard deviations of Gaussian bells in
networks) producesa special point of the error, cost, or fitness function in the search
space (weights space). This setof different weights in eachiteration is called a population. Further, from a part (say, one halfor one quarter) of the best solutionsof one
population, c ~ i l (new
~ ~ weights
e ~ parameters) will be produced. It is expected that
these new weights (children) will be better than the old ones (their parents). ( ~ alle
know that this isnot necessarily the case in biology or inhuman~nd,but that is how
the algorithm is setup.)
A simple CA consists of three operations:selection, genetic ope~ation,and replacement (see fig. 8.6). The population P ( t ) = {wl,w2, . . . ,W,} comprises a group of gene
eing a candidate to be selected as a solution of the probe, W is a vector that contains network parameters (the
centers and standard deviations of Gaussian bells in a RBF network, or the HL and
OL weights of an MLP). The fitness values for all the gene strings are the corresponding values of the error (cost) function. Thus, to each gene string wi a corresponding fitnessJi(w) is assigned.Further, a new population (the next set of network
of selection, genetic
parameters at iteration t + 1) is produced through the mechanisms
operation, and replacement. After a certain number of iterations (generations), the
GA should be able to find a gene string (weights vector)that’is a solution closeto the
global m i n i ~ u mof the m~tidimensionalerror function.

As mentioned, the simpleCA passes through the loop of three operations:
1. Selection of the best gene strings (by, for example, using
a so-called roulette wheel)
2. Genetic operation (crossoveror resemblance, ~ u t a t i o n )
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Genetic aigorithm-~ff~tiaiizat~off
step with 8 random weights
Error
function

0.2

0
-0.2

5

Genetic ~~g~ritbm-final
step with 8 optimized weights
Error
function
E(w1 vvz)
t

0.2

0
-0.2
5

Figure 8.5
~aximizationby genetic algorithm.Initial population comprises a set with eight randomly produced twodimensionalweights.Ateach iteration step,the four bestweightsproducefourThegeneration
o b t ~ i n ~indthis way (four parents and four children) calculates the four best weights again, which act as
parents for the next generation. The
whole procedure repeats until the stopping criterion is met.
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I

I

Initializationof first populationP(t).
Evaluationof fitness J(P(t)).
t= 0

Selection of the best gene strings
(roulette wheel).

t=t+

Genetic operationto produce
children. Crossover or

insert childreninto population
(replacement). Evaluationof

Figure 8.6
Simple genetic algorithm structure.

3. Replacement of bad gene strings
(children)

of the old population with

newgene strings

Before the optimizationloop begins, the parametersthat should be optimized haveto
be transformed into a corresponding form. This is called encoding. The encoding is
an important issue in anyGA because it can severely limit the window of information
that is observed from the system. The gene string stores the problem-specific information. Usually it is expressedas a stringof variables, each elementof which is called
a gene. The variable can be represented by a binary or a real number, or by other
forms (e.g., embedded list for factory scheduling problems), and its range is usually
definedby the specified problem. The twomostcommonways
for encodingthe
parameters are binaryor real number forms (see fig.
8.7).
The principal difference betweenES and GenA is that ES encodes the strings with
real numbers, whereas GenA encodes the string with binary numbers. This difference
has significant consequencesfor the mutation.
The GA works with an aggregation of gene strings, called a population. Initially,
a population is generated randomly. However, this randomness is controlled. The
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Genes

Binary encoding

Real
number
encoding

1431 4 1 9 / l 6 1 3 0 1 2 2 1 5 9 1 1 2 1

Encoding of parameters in gene strings.

fitness values of all the gene strings are evaluated by calculating error functions for
each set of parameters (gene string). Some of the gene strings withthe highest fitness
values are selected from the populationto generate the children. The
standard genetic
algorithm uses a roulette wheel method for selection, which is a stochastic versionof
the survival-of-the-fittest mechanism. In this method of selection, candidate strings
from the current generation P ( t ) are selected for the next generation P(t l ) by
using a roulette wheel where each string in the
population is representedon the wheel
in proportion to its fitness value. (Here, one string is one column vector containing
one set of HL weights.)
Thus, the strings(HL weights) that have a high fitness, meaningthat make a good
approx~ation,are given a large share of the wheel, while the strings with low fitness
are given a relatively smallportion of the roulette wheel. Finally, selections are made
by spinning the roulette wheel m times and accepting as candidates those stringsthat
or any
are indicated at the completionof the spin (m may be one half of a population
other chosen ratio).
The reason that the stochastic version is used rather than just deterministically
always choosing the best stringsto survive, gets at the crux of the underlying theory
and a s s ~ p t i o n sof genetic search. This theory is based
on the notion that even
strings with very low fitness may
contain some usefulpartial i n f o ~ a t i o to
n guide the
search. For this reason, the survival probability of lowquality weights is small, but
they are not altogether excluded from the search.
The selected gene strings have to pass through the genetic operations of either
crossover or resemblance and mutation to create the childrenfor the next generation.
C r o ~ ~ ois~ ae rrecombination operator that combines subparts of two parents gene
strings, which were chosen by the selection, to produce children with some parts of
both parents’ geneticmaterial. The simplest form is the single-point crossover. Both
the parents from P ( t ) and the so-called crossover point are randomly selected. The
portions of the two gene strings beyond the crossover point are exchanged to form

+
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50 1

Crossover point

Parents

Children

Figure 8.8
A simple one-point crossover.

mm

Crossing by ES

”+

1511101

Children number
Parents in real

Children

number
Parents in binary

Figure 8.9

Crossover in ES and GenA.

the children (see fig. 8.8). Multipoint crossover is similar to single-point crossover
except that severalcrossoverpoints
are randomlychosen.Figure
8.9 shows an
example of the crossover inCenA and ES.
It can be seen that ES does not change the real number of the next generation
because the crossover point is always between the real numbers. This means
that both
parents and children contain the same numbers (1 , 5, 10, and 14). With Gem% the
crossover point can be at any place, and the newly produced real value is typically
different. In figure 8.9, one can see that the parents’ numbers (1, 5, 10, and 14) are
different from the children’s weights(2, 5, 9, and 14).
The ~ e ~ e ~ operator
~ Z ~ ~seems
c e to be a part of nature, and it can be applied
to data encoded by real numbers. Typically the resemblance operator recomputes
(changes) the parents’ values, applying a normal distribution
operator in the sense
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P,

= 0.05

Gene string before mutation
Random vector
Gene string after mutation
Figure 8.10
Bit mutation of one bit.

Children

number
Parents in real

1~
4

~1
14

3

~utation
by GenA
1

-

6

1~

0

11101011
11

9

Children number
Parents in binary

Mutation in ES and GenA.

that the parents’ values are treated as a mean of some normal distribution and the
(
~of),
where
~
~ i denotes
~
e the ~gen- ~
~
children’s values are calculated as VY&il&en = ~
eration (iteration step) and bi is decreasing toward the end of the calculation. The
smaller is, the higher the degree
of resemblance between parents and children will
be.Applyingtheresemblance operator on parents(seefig. 8.9) [l4 101 and [S l],
one obtains children [ 11.3 10.57 and [6.2 1.11.
~ ~ t ~ ist ani operator
o ~
that introduces variations into the gene string. The operation occurs occasionally, usually with a small probability
Pm. Each bit in a gene
string will be tested and, if necessary, inverted. An easy wayto test the bits in a gene
string is as follows. A vector of the same size as the gene string is created, which
consists of random numbers between0 and l. This vector is compared bit for bit with
the mutation probability Pm. If a value of the generated random vector is smaller
than Pm, the bit in the same place in the gene string is inverted. An example is shown
in figure 8.10. As crossover does, mutation has different effects in ES and CenA. In

,
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Table 8.1
Summary of Properties of the Genetic Algorithmand Orthogonal Least Squares Optimization

eastOrthogonal
Algorithm
Genetic
~escr~ti~n
Searches globally using a probabilistic random
search technique analogous to the natural
evolution for optimum solution.
Search Strategy
Employs a multipoint search strategy to continuously select the set of solutions with higher fitness.
This approachis similar to natural reproduction
from two parents in creating children, which are
expected to be better than their parents. The fittest
survive whereas the rest are “disqualified.” The
whole selection procedure, from choosing parents
for reproductionto disqualification of unfit
solutions, is carried out in a probabilistic random
manner.
Search Space
Since this is a random probabilistic method that
searches globally, there are no restrictions on the
search space. If an optimal solution exists, GA is
capable of finding it.
Eficiency
Although GA is powerful in finding the optimal
solution, the pathit takes to get to this solution
is
complicated and may notbe repeatable becauseof
the random natureof this technique. There are
often several paths theopt~izationalgorithm
could take to arriveat the same solution, making
this a very time-consu~ng,ineflicient, but
effective procedure.

~escr~ti~n
Searches locally, selecting from the given or
offered set of basis functions (regressors) to find
an
optimal subsetof basis functions.
Search Strategy
A set of basis functions is selected for a network
from a previously defined set of basis functions
(regressors) that have varying shapes and
locations, usually evenly scattered inside the input
training space. The selection
of basis functions
depends on the associated approximation levels
of the basis function. The selection procedure
maximally selects the basis functions with higher
approximation levels to form a subset of bases.
Search Space
OLS is a structured search technique that only
searches locally, i.e., inside a predefined set of
basis functions,to find an optimal solution. Unless
the global optimal solution is contained in the set
of basis functions, OLS is not capable of finding
it.
E~ciency
Unlike GA, OLS does not guarantee an optimal
solution but a solution close
to it if the initial
set of basis functions covers the input space
adequately. However, theopt~izationis a lot
faster than GA, and the solution is more practical
in the given time. This optimization procedureis
easily repeatable becauseof the natureof the
search.

ES mutation can be understood as a fine adjustment in the sense that the values
of the gene strings will be modified through adding a small normallydist~butedran8.11).
dom number. In enA an inversion of a bit can have a large effect (see fig.
The imitation of biological mutatio~can be understood as an attempt to jump out
of a local m i ~ m u mat thebeginning of the opti~izationand latermakeafine
adjustment.
After the selection and the genetic operations by which the new children are produced, they will replace abad part of the parents’ generation and become a component of the following generation P ( t + 1). Each sequence produces the new set of
weights (gene strings), and one must check whether the new weights are better than
the ones in last generation.
If so, this new set should be kept in case a better one is not
found. These weights would be the resultof the optimizationand thus the solutionof
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the problem. Each sequence can also calculate the average fitnessof the whole generation, which can be used to measure the quality of the generation. This shows also
the trends of the optimization.
To finish the optimization, various criteriacan be used. A common way is to stop
the algorithm after a certain number of generations. Another criterion could be a
predefined fitness valuethat the algorithm hasto reach. Yetanother possibility isthat
the algorithm finishes after the fitness value has
not changed for a certain numberof
generations.
GAShave been appliedto a diverse rangeof problems. Theauthor and his students
have been using GA to optimize RBF networks and FL models. In particular, GA
was used for learning the HL weights (parameters that define positions and shapes
of activation or membership functions). A11 these parameters are encoded as real
numbers, as in evolutionary algorithms. Oncethe HL weights have been calculated,
the OL weights are computed by a simple pseudoinverse operation in each iteration
step.
There are various ways of using GA-based optimization in neural networks. The
most obvious way is to search the weights space of a neural network with a predefined architecture. GA is capable of global search and is not easily fooled by local
minima. GAS do not use the derivative of the fitness function. Therefore, they are
possibly the best tool when the activation functions are not differentiable (e.g., for
hard limiting threshold functions, triangles,
and trapezoidals).
A comparison of the CA (actually, ES because all computation was done with
real numbers) and the OLS optimization techniques is presented in table 8.1 (Shah
1998). GA was applied for finding optimal centers and standard deviations of the
HL Gaussian basis functions. The output layer weights for an R
obtained by a pseudoinverse operation. As discussed, GA and OLS each have their
own strengths and weaknesses but in Shah (1998), the OLS method of optimization
was preferred for share market forecasting becauseof the large amount of data and
the highly complex nature of the RBF network. However, recall that there is no
guarantee that OLS will find the best subset at all and that it can take an unrealistically huge processing timefor CA to find the best solution.

SO

In this chapter, the focus ison specific topics that might be helpful for understanding
the mathematical parts of soft models. Since each of these concepts and tools is a
broad subject, they cannot be covered in detail. However, a summary of the basic
and important mathematical techniques is necessary not only for understanding the
material in the previous chaptersbut also for further study and research in learning
and soft computing.It is supposedthat the reader has some knowledge
of probability
theory, linear algebra, and vector calculus. This chapter is designed only for easy
reference of properties and notation. Its contents are used freely in this text without
further reference.
We start with a classic problem: the task
of solving a systemof linear equations.It
is an very important concept and set of techniques because it is eventually the most
commonly encountered problem in modern applications.

Insight into the geometry of systems of linear equations helps a lot in understanding
the (matrix) algebra and concepts involved. Recall that x y = 3 is a straight line,
x y z = 3 is a plane, and for more than three variables, x y z+ W +
U
= 3 isahyperplane. In solvingsystemsoflinearequations,
weseek an ndimensional solution vectorx that satisfies all them equations.
Clearly, an infinite number of vectors exist that satisfy a single (m = 1) equation
ax by = c, in two unknowns (n = 2 ) , where a, b, and c are known.
equations in two unknowns (meaning two straight lines), the variety of solutions is
larger-two lines can intersect (Uni~Uesolution), can be parallel (no solution), or can
lie one over the other (an infinity of the points, i.e., vectors, satisfiesboth equations).
If there are more lines, thereare still only the three kinds of solutions (unique, none,
or an infinity of solutions).
The same reasoning applies for three unknowns, but now insteadof straight lines
inatwo-dimensionalspace,there
are planes in a three-dimensional space. These
planes can intersect at a single point (but there must be at least three of them to do
that), can be parallel, can intersect along a single line (imagine the pages of your
opened book as, say, 325 planes intersecting along the single binding axis), or can
mutually intersect each other along different straight lines. Two planes
can never
intersect at a single point, just as n - l hyperplanes can never intersect at a single
of'
n-dimensionalpoint(vector).Thealgebradescribingallthesedifferentkinds
solutions is simple, and the geometry just described may help in understanding the
language of matrices. Considernow the system

+ +
+
+

+

+ +
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~12x2

alnxn = y l

~21x1 ~22x2

a2nxn = y 2

allxl

7

amlXl

+ a m 2 ~ 2+

*

*

t- amnxn

=y m

which in matrix notation is simply Ax: = y.' Entries ag of the ( m , n )matrix
known, as are the elements y i of the ( m ,1) vector y. When y = 0, the system is
homogeneous^ otherwise it is nonhomogeneo~s.Any system of m linear equations inn
unknowns (xi>may
1. Have no solution, in which case it is an inconsistent system

2. Have exactly one solution (a unique solution)
3. Have an infinite number of solutions
In the last two cases, the system isconsistent. (See fig. 9.1.)

n o ~ n s Considerthefollowingsystems,correspondingmatrices,ranks,
solutions, and geometries.

x+y=2,
x-y=o.

X

~

Figure 9.1
Conditions for the existence
of solutions to a system of linear equations.
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r(A) = (Ay) = n = 2. There is unique solution [x y ] = [l l]. It is a section of the
two lines.

L1
x-y=2)
x-y=o*

X

The first equation changes to x - y = 2, and matrices A, y, and A, change, too.
r(A) = 1 and r ( A J )= 2. Inconsistent system.No solution. Two linesare parallel.

x-y=2,
x-y=o,

x+y=l.

X

~

This is an ~verdeterminedsystem (m= 3 > n = 2). r(A) = 2 and r(Ay) =I 3. Inconsistent system.No solution. Two out of three lines are parallel.

x+y=2,
x-y=07
2 x - y = 1.

x

This is an Q~er~etermined
system (m = 3 > n = 2). But now r(A) = r ( A ~ =
) 2, Consistentsystem.Uniquesolution, [x y ] = [ l l].

x

+ y=2,

2x

+ 2y = 4,

3x+ 3y = 6 .
This is an over~eterminedsystem (m = 3 > n = 2). Now r(A) = r(Ay) =r: 1. Consistent system but an infinity of solutions. All three lines lie over eachother, The& is a
singlespecific minimaZ length solution x = [x y ] = [l l], which can be obtained
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usingthe ~ s e ~ ~ ~ i n vA’e r of
s ethe matrix
‘y. Note that out of all (out of an
infinite number of) solutions, there is one having the minimal length
(or the one
closest to the origin) x = A’y.
A Y
x+y=2.
x

~

This is an. ~ ~ ~ e r d e t e rsystem
~ i n e ~(m = 1 < n = 2). r(
systembut an infinity of solutions.Thereis a specific
x = [x y ] = [l l], which can be obtained using the pseu
‘y. This minimal length solution (or the one closest to the origin) is the
same as the preceding x = A’y = [l l].

ore
owns Nothing
changes
when
there
that when n > 3,visualization of the solutions is
depicts a few different casesfor n = 3.
x+y+

are more
unknowns
except
no longerpossible.Figure9.2

z=3,

2y+ z = 2 ,
y

+ 2%= 2.

~

This is a consistent system with a unique solution: [5/3 2/3
3 (see fig. 9.2, top graph).

2/31. r(

Thisis a consistentsystem (r( ) = ~ ( A =~ 2) < n) with an infinitenumber of
solutions. Note that thematrix A is a ran~-de~cient
matrix,
= 0. Allthree
planesintersectalong a singleline(seefig.9.2, bottom graph).
er, it ispossible
to calculatetheminimallengthsolution: [--1.667 0.333 0.8671.
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Consistent systemof three equations with
a unique solution

1

Consistent system of three equations with
an infinite number of solutions

-.._
._.
.e<..

0.5

X

3

y

0

Figure 9.2
Two solutions to the systemof three linear equations in three unknowns. Other cases are possible,
too.
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A vector defined as a column (n, 1) vector and an (m,n ) m a t r i ~ that has m rows
and n columns are given as follows:

is called square if m = n, or A is an (n,n) matrix. An (m,n) matrix is a
r matrix. Vectors may also be viewed as particular rectan~ularmatrices
(m = 1). [aqlm,,is an entry (element) from the ith row and j t h CO
A. W e n the entries of a matrix are real, A E !Rmqn, the columns
a.l "- E
= !Rrn, i = 1, 2, . . . ,n, and A can be expressed in terms of its columns by
A = [a1 a2 . . . a,].
of the (m,n) matrix is an (n,m ) matrix. Its (i,j)th entry is aji
!Rrnq

his property is defined
for square matrices only.
AAT = I, then A is orthogonal.

If AT = --A, then A is skewsymmetric.
= A, then A is idempotent.

I is an identity, or unit, matrix.
A matrix is ~ i a g o n aif~aq = 0 for i f j , that is,
the matrix isan identity (unit) matrix.

= diag(alla22.. .ann).If aii = 1,

9.2. Vectors and Matrices
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Ad~ition,~ u ~ ~ a and
c ~ o ti~lication
n ~
of Matrices

,

or cg = a @ h,.

kA = Ak = [kag].

kA + k

of an (m,B) matrix A by an (n,p) matrix is
n

an (m,p)matrix C:

i = 1,. .. , m , j = 1,. .. ,p.

ai&,
r= 1

C).

(A

+ B)C = AC +

For symetric and diagonal matrices,

rodwt The inner (scalar, dot) product of two n-dimensional vectors x and W is a scalar a: a = xTvv = W Tx. The outer product of x and W is a matrix
A. (x E !Rim and W E !Rn.)

The results of ma

lti~~cation
are as follows:

, An expression ending with a column vector is
a column vecto
*

An expression beginning witha row vector is a row vector:y

* An expression beginning with a row vector and ending with a column vector is a
scalar: x T ~ =
y S.

Linear Inde~en~ence
of Vectors a l , a2,. . . ,an are vectors in !Rim,and
are scalars. The vectors a are linearly independent if

011, 012,

. . . ,En
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The columns(rows)of A E
are linearlyindependent if and only A'
if A
is a
nonsingular matrix, det(ATA) = IA'Al $ 0.
The rank of an ( m , nmatrix
)
is equal to the maximal number of linearly independent columns or, equivalently, the maximal number of linearly independent rows.
Apparently, the rank can be at most equalto the smaller of the two integersm and n.
If rank(A) = min(m, n), A is offull rank.
rank(A) = rank(AT) = rank(A'A) = rank(AA').

Vector Norms Noms are (positive) scalars and are used as measures of length, size,
distance, and so on, depending on context. An LP nom). is a p-nom of an (n, 1)
vector x:

Mostly, p = 1,2, or GO,
and these n o p s are called one-, two-, or infinity norms.
n

(absolute value,one-nom,
L1 n o m )

i= 1

llxiiw = dFRGi, W symmetric
positive.
(weighted
Euclidean

norm)
(infinity, Chebyshev, L ,

llxll, =

nom)

Ilxll 2 0 if x $ 0 ,
/Ix + Yll

Ilxll + IlYll.

Ilaxil

= la1 llxll

for any a.

(any nom)
(triangular inequality)

A syFmetric matrix A is positive (or negative) definite if the quadratic form xTAx
satisfies xTAx > 0 (or <0) for x # 0, positive semi~efiniteif xTAx2 0, and negative
semidefinite if X'AX 5 0.

verseand P ~ u d o ~ Matrices
v e ~
A, B E
(squarematrices).If
is the inverse of A, denoted as A". If A-' exists, A is nonsingular.
its determinant IAI = 0, that is, if rank(A) < n.
a unique A' exists that iscalledthe pseuFor everyrectangularmatrix A E
doinverse of A (or the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse):
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= A-? ATA
If
+

or

is nonsingular,

could be interpreted by a set of linearequations
x E ! R n , y E !R'"'',m > n.

x = Y7

m > n denotes the overdetemined system, that is, there are more equations than
unknowns xj, j = 1, . . . ,n, rank(A) = n (see "singular value decomposition" following). Recall that in examples in earlier chapters, a typical linear equation was connected with the calculation of the output layer weights, and it was given as
An unknown vector x* = A+y solves this system in the sense that the scalar error
(cost, objective, or merit) function J(x) becomes a minimum for x":
.(X):

1
2

= -(AX - y) T

( A -~ J ) .

The minimal sum of quadratic errors is equal to Jmi,(x*)= y T (
For scalar a, a+ =
if a # 0, a+ = 0 otherwise. More properties
# 0,
T,

(A')T

= (.AT)+.

( A + ) ~ A ~=AA,

A ~ A

A set (Xi) E !R" is o~thogonalif X T X j = 0, i # j . A set is o~thono~mal
if X T X j = 6,.
6i. = 1 for i =j and zerootherwise. A realmatrix A is orthogonal if
. This implies that det(A) = 1, that is, A is nonsingular.
A E ! R n x n . If 3, exists such that AV= AV, v #
and v isthecorrespondingeigenvector.
Ai aresolutions of
is normal, that is, if AAT = ATA, thenA can be
gonal matrix with3, - S on the diagonal. A = V
vector$

sition A set of linearequationsisgiven
by
is very closeto singular, that is, whendet
Gaussian elimination (or LU decomposition) will fail, and singular value decomposition techniques will solve the problem. Any (m,n) matrix A(m 2 n ) can be written
as a product
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U is an (m,n) column-o~hogonalmatrix, and S is an (n,n) diagonal matrix with
Gii 2 0. V' is a transpose of an (n, n)
orthogonal matrix. U and V are orthonormal
matrices,
U'U = V'V = I = [U'][U] = [V'][V] =

il

l

, 1 *

For a square matrix A = (B,n),

The Qi are singular values, whichare square roots of the nonzero eigenvaluesof A'A
or AA'. For an (m,n) matrix A, A' (pseudoinverse) is related to the singular value
decomposition of A by the formula

A' = VS'U',

+

= S-', i.e.,

'I

S' = diag-

.

Gi

An important use of singular value decomposition the
is solution of a system oflinear
equations (in the sense of the minimum L2 norm). This is particularly reliable for
badly conditioned matrices

Linear Least-S~uaresProblem The last resultsolvestheminimizationproblem
called the linear least-squares problem. Find x that minimizes 11 Ax - yi122, that is, x
should minimizethe error function

4

E(x) = (AX- y) '(AX
-aE
=0=

d(Ax - y) '(Ax

+ 2A'Ax

-

A'y

2(ATAx- A'y) = 0.
X*

- y) - a(y - Ax)(y - Ax)

-

ax

ax

=0

- y).

= (ATA)-'ATy.

- A'y

= 0.

ax

'
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egression, Estimation, Identifica~on Theapproximating
function
N
i= 1

is shown in figure 9.3. We form an error, cost, objective, merit, fitness function or a
performance index of approximation J(w),or E(w). Note that different names are
used in different fields for the same J(w). Measurement errors or source errors are
usually called noise.

"""""""""n appro xi mat in^ function.

- basis

functionsin RBF networks

- membership functions in FLMs
- kernels in SVMs

There are N basis functions.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Figure 9.3
Nonlinear regression (interpolation or approximation) with linear combination
of nonlinear basis functions
(one-dimensional case).
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The subject of optimization is

W.

Find

W

inorder that J ( w ) = min, by pseudo-

The solution is a one-step proc ure. (Note that this is valid for linear in parameters
regression). A few different cases follow:
P = N as many basis functions as data (inte~olation);
no filtering of noise.
P > 2v one least-squares solutionfor W; filtering of noise.
P < N infinite number of solutions or no solution.

inear Algebra and Analytic ~ e o ~ e ~ y
Consider two (n,1) vectors a and b. The scalar (inner or dot) product is given as

*a = albl

+ a2b2 + + anbn.
+ + +

The length of vector a is given as 11 a/[= 6%= d a : a22
a i . The angle a
between the two vectorsa and b can be obtained from a'b = llall 11
a

Clearly, when the two vectors are orthogonal, then cos a = 0. In other words, when
'a = albl a262 - - anbn= 0, the two vectors are orthogonal.
The scalarproduct is also equalto the absolute value(the length) of one of vectors
multiplied by the algebraic projectionof the other vector on the directionof the first:

+

+ +

9.3. Linear Algebra and Analytic Geometry
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~ e r ~ l a n The
e set of points (XI, x 2 , . . . ,xn) E !Rn satisfying the equation

where the wi are not all zero, form a hyperplane (a linear manifold of dimension
n - 1). Conversely, any plane in%" can be defined by the preceding equation.
The equation of the planethrough the point ( ~ 1 0 ,x20, . . . ,x , ~ normal
)
to a vectorn
given with coordinates [ w l , w 2 ,. . . ,wN]LT is
w1 (XI - x10)

+ w 2 ( x 2 - ~ 2 0 +) + wn(xn - xno) = O
*

*

Conversely,given (HP) we can determineavector
orthogonal to theplane as
n = [ w l ,w 2 , . . . , W,] '. Thus, for example, in a two-dimensional classification problem, a decision plane

defines the separation line in the feature plane(x,y ) with a unit normal vector

Thevector n, = [0.89 - 0.451 points to thefeature (x,y ) half-plane for which
z > 0. For the decision plane 4x (-2y) (-42) - 6 = 0, nu = [-0.89 0.451 '.

+

+

atie for^ A quadratic form is a quadratic function of the form
n

n

where x is an (n, 1) vector and A is a symmetric matrix of order n. The (real) quadratic form is said to be positive definite if xTAx > 0 for all nonzero vectors x. It is
said to be negat~vedefinite if x'h
< 0 for all nonzero vectorsx, and it is said to be
positive s e ~ i d e ~ n iift exTAx 2 0 for all nonzero vectors x. The definiteness of the
matrix A is the same as the definiteness of the quadratic form. Both can be determined by analyzing the eigenvaluesof A:
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Eigenvalues Ai
of Form

Positive
Negative
Zero
Type
Nonsingular
e
e
e
e

Singular

atrix A of Form

definite
Positive
SingularsemidefinitePositive
Nonsingular
e
Indefinite
Singular e
Indefinite
Nonsingular
Negative
definite
e
e
Singular
semidefinite
Negative
e
Null

e

Every quadratic form has a diagonal representation, that is, it can be reduced to a
sum of squares. There exists a nonsingular matrix
is a diagonal matrix of order n. Letting y = x quadratic forms becomes

z/lix;.
n

x = X*AX

=

i= l

u l ~ ~ a ~Analysis
a~le

. . ,Fm(x) on !Rn can bereF u n ~ ~ o nSet
s of real-valued functions F1 (x)) F~(x))
F: '31"
garded as asinglevectorfunction
(x) = [FI ~2 . .
"+

~ r a ~ e nF(x)
t = F(x1 x2.. .x,), l? '31"
vector x E (52".

"+

(52.Note that Fis scuZur function of a real

The gradient is a column vector.
is now a vector function F:3
'1
'

"+

'illm.

9.4. Basics of ~ u l t i v a r i a b lAnalysis
~
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e$$ian F(x) = F(x1 x?.. .x,), F: 9
3
' 93.F is scalar function again. The Hessian
--$

matrix of F(x) is definedas the symmetricmatrix with the(i,j)th element -a2F(x)
.
dxiaxj
*

a2F(x) a2F(x)
axlax2
ax;
~

"(!E)T
8x1 dx

... a"F(x)
ax, ax,

a2F(x) a2F(x) ... a2F(x)
~

(W)

= ~ ~ F (=x )

8x22

aX2aXI

dX2dX'

L (!?E)T
ax,

ax

d2F(x) a2F(x)
ax,ax1 ax,ax2
~

... a2F(x)
dX,2

The Hessian of F(x) is the Jacobian of the gradient VF(x). A typical application of
theHessian matrix is in. nonlinearoptimization(minimizationor
ma~imization)
tasks, when the Hessian of cost functionJ ( w ) is used.

Scalar Func~onwithespect to a Vector

a(xTAx)
6. -- (A + A T ) ~if A is not symmetric.
dX

7. a(xTAx)- 2xTA = 2Ax if A is symmetric.
ax

In the preceding expressions, a(x) and b(x) are (m, l ) vector functionsof x.
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d e Let F(x) = h(g(x)),x E %”, and F,h, and g are scalar functions.
aF ah ag
dxi dg dxi

”
”

*

In the general case, h: %‘ ”+ !Rrn,and g: %” ”+ i R r . Thus, I;: !RZn”+ !Rrn.The chain
rule now looks like this:W(x) = V ~ h ( g ( x ) ) ~ ~ g ( x ) .

ob ab^^ Theory
Sets A set theory describes the relations between events. There
elements, empty sets.

are sets,subsets,

Set Operations

2
A UB
A nB

Complement of A
Union of A and B
Intersection of A and B
Properties

ributiveAssociative
Commutative
AuB=BuA

(AuB)uC=Au(BuC)

An(BuC)=(AnB)u(AnC)

AnB=BnA

(AnB)nC=An(BnC)

Au(BnC)=(AuB)n(AuC)

P r o b a b ~ i ~To each eveit A of a class of possible events in a simple experiment, a
number PIA] is assigned. This number is called probabilityif it satisfies
1. P[A]2 0.
2. P[G]= 1 if G is a certain event.
P[#]= 0 if # is an impossible event.
3. P [ A U B] = P[A]+ P[B] if A nB = 0 (if the events are mutually exclusive),
and when there is an infinite number of events,
4. PIA1 u A 2 u A 3 U

...l

=

P[Ai] if Ai n A j = 0 foreach i Z j .

combine^ E x ~ e r ~ eThe
n ~outcomes of twosimpleexperiments,
considered a (combined) event[Ai,Bji .’

Ai and Bj, are

9.5. Basics from Probability Theory
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r o ~ ~ ~ Defined
i l i ~ as

consequently,

For independent events,

A ~ f f ~~ fdf ro i ~x~isZ ae quantity that can have different values in such a way
that
for each given real number X the probability P[x 5 X ] is defined. The random variable x can be discrete, that is, it can have a finite set,of distinct values, or it can be
c ~ ~ ~ i The
~ ~basic
o ~probability
s .
functions and parameters for both discrete and
continuous variables are given in tables 9.1 and 9.2. In many cases, it is useful to
work with probability parameters insteadof probability functions (see table9.2).
Table 9.1
Probability Functions for a Random Variable
x
Continuous

Discrete

~ n e - D ~ m e n s i ~Case
nal

Distribution
function

F ( X )= P[x5 X ]

Probability-density
function (PDF)

Pi = P [ x = Xj]

Probability

Pi
same i

Properties

OIp,<I
XPj=.I
1

F(x) =

x
all x; rl;x

F ( X ) = PIX 5 X ]

Table 9.1 (continued)

Continuous
Examples of density
functions

Discrete
Binomial
.

x=O,l,

Normal
.

...,12

-COIxICO

Poisson
Ax&-A
P[x]=-,
x = 0 , 1 , 2 ,'..

Exponential
A&-h
P(x) =

(Joint) distribution
function

F ( X , Y ) = P[x I
x,y

F ( X , Y ) = P[x 5 x,y 5 Y ]

(Joint) probabilitydensity function

Pij = P[x = x,, y = y;.]

X!

CO

O < X l C O

-CO<x<o

~Wo-Dirnensionu~
Case
Y]

(Joint) probability

P ( X , Y ) A XYA
~PP[X<x<X+AX,Y<y< Y+AY]

Properties

Marginal distribution
function

F ( X , CO) = P[x I
x,y IC O ]
= P[x I
x]
F(CO, Y ) = P[x I
00,y I
Y]
= P [ y5 Y ]

Marginal probabilitydensity function

Pi=EPij
j

Pj=xPij
r

Conditional distribution
function

F(XIY)=P[xIXIy= Y]
F(YIX)=P[y< Ylx=X]

Conditional probabilitydensity function

P(X = xi I y = y;.) = 9
Pj
pij
P(y= y;.Ix=x,)=-

F ( X I Y ) = P[x I
XI y = Y ]
F(YIX)=P[yI Ylx=X]

9

Independence of X
and Y

v)

= F(X)F(Y)
Y >= P(X>P(Y>

h important exampleof a continuous
PDF is a bivariate normal (Gaussian) PDF:

Probability
9.5. Basics from

Theory
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Table 9.2
Probability Parametersfor a Random VariableX

nuous

Discrete
One-Dimensional Case
Expectation

=x...e

E[...]

+m

E[.
. .] = /-m . . P(x)dx

Linearity of the
expectation operator
nth moment

E [ x n ]=

S~m

x"P(x)dx

m

First moment (mean,
expectation)

/-

+m

p=

x P ( x )dx

m

nth central moment
First central moment
Second central moment
Variance

a2 =

Standard deviation or
spread

d

Two-Dimensional Case

Mean

Variance

Covariance
Correlation coefficient

PXY

=

"xov

/

+m

x 2 P ( x )dx - p2
-m
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Table 9.2 (continued)

inuous

Discrete
Conditionalexpectation
Property
Independence of x and y

c

XiP#

E[xly = yj] = ”-.Pj
E[E[XlYll = E[Xl
E[xy] = IE[x]E[ y]
Pxv = 0

= PxPy

Selected Abbreviations

ABC
AF
AIC

adaptive backthrough control
activation
function

ARMA

auto-regressive moving average

adaptive inverse control

basis function
BF
conjugate gradient
CG
error backpropagation
EBP
evolutionary computing
EC
empirical risk minimization
ERM
fuzzy additive model
FAM
finite impulse response
FIR
fuzzy logic model
FLM
GA
algorithm
genetic
GRBF
generalized radial basis
function
HL
layer
hidden
IIR
infinite
impulse
response
internal model control
IMC
learning of fuzzy rules
LFR
least mean square
LMS
linear programming
LP
ma~imum-a-posteriori(decision criterion)
MAP
muitiiayer perceptron
MLP
mean squared error
MSE
NARMAX nonlinear auto-regressive moving average (with) exogenous variable
NN
neural network
NZSE
New Zealand
stock
exchange
OCR
optical character recognition
OCSH
optimal
canonical
separating
hyperplane
OL
output layer
OLS
orthogonal squares
least
PDF
probability-density
function

Selected Abbreviations
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QP
RBF
RLS
SLT
SRM
SVM
VC

quadratic programming
radial basis fmction
recursive least squares
statistical learning theory
structural risk minimi~ation
support vector machine
Vapnik-Che~one~~s

Notes

reface
1. This language is sometimes called Serbocroatian or Croatian. Soon, unfortunately, there may
be some
more recently created names for the unique Serbian language.

1. In different references in the literature, one may find examples of confusion in presenting novel computing techniques. A typical one is equating the genetic algorithm (GA) or evolutionary computing (EC)
techniques with NNs and FL models. NNs and FL models are modeling tools, whereas GA and EC are
two outof many optimization algorithms that can be applied for parameter adjustment during the learning
(training,adaptation) phase of neural or fuzzy models.
2. Note the simplicityof this notation. Theuse of the summation sign is avoided. Product
Vx is a column
vector of the inputs to the HL neurons. After these inputs have been transformed through the HL activation functions (here sigmoidals), the NN output is obtained as a scalar product W*G between the OL
weights W and the HL neurons output vectorG, where G = y.
3. The prefix hyper is used whenever the space dimensionality is higher than 3. In these cases, nothing can
be visualized. But the math works in any space, and this makes the problems solvable.
4. The difference between interpolation and approximation is discussed
later. In short, interpolation isjust
a special case of approximation whenF(x, W) passes through the given trainingdata points.
5. Instead of “measure of goodness~” “closenessof approximation” or simply “error” is also in use.
6. Throughout this book the black square marks the end
of an example.
7. Equations (1.27) and (1 .28) represent the two most popular feedforward neural networks used todaythe multilayer perceptron and the radial basis function
NN. Their graphical representations are given later.
A multilayer perceptron is an NN with one or more hidden layers comprising neurons with sigmoidal
activation functions. A typical representative
ofsuchfunctionsisatangenthyperbolicfunction.The
structure of RBF networks is the same, but the HL activation functions are radially symmetric.
8. Optimization implies either maximizing minim~ing.
or
Because the maximum of a functionf ( x ) occurs
at the same place as does the minimum of
-f(x), it is convenient to discuss only the minimization.
9. The Hessian matrix is formally introduced by (1.46) and used in chapter
8.
10. Learning machine means all the different models one can use (neural networks, fuzzy logic models, any
mathematical function with unknown parameters, RBF networks and the like) in tryingto find the regularities between the input and the output variables.
1 1.Note that in presenting the theoretical regression curve, the basic assumption, which will hardly
be ever
met in real applications while learning from a finite data set, is that the joint probability-density function
P ( x ,y ) is known.
12. It is supposed that readers has some knowledge of probability theory. If not, they should consult
chapter 9, which is designed for easy reference of properties and notation. The contents of chapter 9 are
used freely in this text withoutfurther remark.
13. Note that the form of the expression for expected (average, mean) profit is a sum of the products
between the corresponding loss functions and probabilities. This may be useful in understanding more
complex expressions for risk that follow.
14. Figure 1.31 shows a three-class classification in a two-dimensional feature space for classes having the
same covariance matricesX1 = C2 = X3 but different means.
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Chapter 2
l. The theory of SLT,structural risk minimization, and support vector machines has been developed since
the late 1960s byV. Vapnik and A. Y. Chervonenkis (see the referencesat the end of the book).
2. In many practical problems, inputs xi are usually selected before the experiment is conducted, and the
training data consistof predetermined input valuesX and measured output values
Y conditioned onX. The
model (2.1) is general and covers this situation as a special case.
3. More on this issue, including when and why these models are linear or nonlinear, as well as on the
similarity of RBF networks andFL models, canbe found in chapter 6.
4. The presentation that follows is also valid for classification problems using the corresponding norm, and
in that case, the target (regression) function is the
Bayes’ discriminant function.
5. In this book, the numberof training data pairs or patterns are generally denoted
by P.However, in the
literature on SLT and SVMs, the usual notation for sample size is1. In order to accord with the standard
notation in those fields,I is used as the notation for sample
size (the number of trainingdata pairs or patterns) in this section.
6 . Terminology in the field of learning machines, which has roots in both approximation theory and statistics, is exceptionally diverse, and very often the same or similar concepts are variously named. Different
terms are deliberately used in this section to equip the reader with terminology and skills to readily associate similar concepts with different names. The most notoriously inconsistent terminology here concerns
the terms risk and error. They describe different mathematical objects, but in spirit minimizing generalization error is very like minimizing true (expected, guaranteed) risk. On the other hand, both minimization
procedures also minimize the bound on test
error.
7, Confidence level l - should not be confused with the confidence term Q.
8. Actually, for x E ‘ill2, the separation is performed by planes ~ 1 x 1+ ~ 2 x 2+ b = 0. In other words, the
decision boundary (separation line in input space) is defined by the equation
~ 1 x+
1~ 2 x +
2 b = 0.
9. In the rest of this book the following alternative notation is used for a scalar or dot product:
wTx=
xTw = (wx) = (xw). This use is mostly contextual and will, one hopes, not be confusing.
h > 0, the inequality constraints equations are
10. In forming the Lagrangian for constraints of the form
tiue
multipliersai 2 0 and subtracted from the objective function.
multiplied by ~ o ~ - ~ e g a Lagrange

Chapter 3
1. This should be read as “planes or hyperplanes.”
2. The parity problem is one in which the output requiredifisthe1 input pattern containsan odd number
of l’s, and is0 otherwise. This problem is a difficult one because the similar patterns that differ
by a single
is pronounced withan increase in the dimension of feature space
(Rumelhart
bit have different outputs. This
Hinton, and Williams 1986).
3. Very often, particularly in theliterature on identification, signal processing, and estimation, the appearance of this optimal solution vector W * may be slightly different than shown in (3.25). One can come
across such an expression as W: = (XTXe)-’ XTD = X:D, where subscript e is used only to differentiate
expressions forW: and W*.This is merely a consequence of a differently arranged input data matrix
X,. In
fact, changing notation such thatX, = X ‘, the notations forW * and w: are equivalent.
4. Quadratic surfaces are describedby equations that combine quadratic termsonly with linear terms and
constants.
5. The adjectiveideal with regardto this method is used to mean that the gradient is calculated
after all the
data pairs from the trainingdata set have been presented. Thus, the gradient is calculated in an off-line, or
batch, mode.
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Notes

ter
1. Just for curiosity, what might ""scient"be? Cybenko (1989) felt "quite strongly that the overwhelming
majority of approximation problems would require astronomical numbers
of terms." Fortunately, it turns
out that thisfeeling wasjust a cautious sign of scientific concern and that in many applications the practical
problems can be solved witha technically acceptable number of neurons.
2. Most heuristics presented in this section are related
to another important class of multilayer neural
networks-radial basis function
(RBF) neural networks. The RBF network is a network with a single
hidden layer, comprising neurons having radial basis activation functions. The inputto these neurons u is
not the scalar productof the input and the weights vector but rather the distance between the center
of the
radial basis function (which now represents the HL weight) and the given input vector.
3. With the RBF andFL models, the use of the bias term is optional, but with the multilayer perceptron it
is mandatory.

1 . Multilayer perceptrons can have two or more HLs, but RBF networks typically have only one HL.
2. See the G matrix in (5.15) and figure 5.5.
3, A functional is an operator that maps a function onto a number.
4. The constraints that one h d s in classical optimal control theory are similar: while minimizing the
quadratic performance criterion given as J = 0.5 j,"(xTQx u'Ru) dt, Q 2 0, R 2 0, one tries to minimize both the deviations of the state vector x and the control effort U. Taking Q = I, the only design
parameter left is the weighting matrix R, which corresponds to the regularization parameter A here. The
influence of the fegularization parameter /z (or of matrix R) on the overall solution of these two different
problems is the same: an increase Ain(or in R)results in an increaseof the error term(d - f ( ~ ) or
) ~of the
deviations of the state vector x in optimal control problems.
5. The null space of the operatorP comprises all functions.(X) for which Pn(x) is equal to zero.
6. In the caseof piecewise functions, the domain is broken up into a finite numberof (here P) subregions
via the use of centers or knots, and the same number of (here P) piecewise functions are placed at these
centers.
7. FCr a one-dimensional input x,compare the exponential damping c;'($ = e-lls112/~with a polynomial
one G(s) = r 4 , which corresponds to a piecewise cubic splines approximation.
I:=
8. For two-d~ensional input
the
covariance
matrix
of the
Gaussian
basis
function
[G: 0 ; c 5 ~ pqxayp
;
$1, where p denotesthecorrelationcoeEcientbetweentheinputvariables.
For
independent input varrablesp = 0.

+

ter
1. Notation: Sets are denotedby uppercase letters and their members (elements) by lowercase letters. Thus,
A denotes the universeof discourse, or a collection of objects, that contains all the possible elements aof
concern in each particular context. A is assumed to contain a$nite number of elements a unless otherwise
stated.
2. The author would rather orderhot slivovitz as a nice rememorari a patriumea.
3. Note also that if there are n independent universes o f discourse (n linguistic or input variables) the
membership function is a hypersurface overan n-dimensional Cartesian product.
4. Note the unlike unitsof x1 and x2 intentionally defined on different universes of discourse.
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5. Kosko (1997) has written a whole book based on
c o ~ e n t i n on
g or describing relational matrices.

Notes

SAMs. Interestingly, there is not a single line in it

1. NARNAX stands for nonlinear auto-regressive moving average with exogenous variable.
2. Similar approaches and structures have been proposed and used in many publications
by Widrow and
his co-workers under the global name adaptive
of
inverse control.
3, ARMA stands for auto-regressive moving average.
4. Only running animation is described. Details on walking, jumping, and vaulting animation
be found
can
in Wang (1998).

Chapter 9

~

l. In the neural networks and
f m y logic fields, this equation
is typically Gw = d, where the elementsof G
are the hidden layer outputs (for neural networks) or the membership function degrees (for fuzzy logic
models), d is a vector of the desired values, and W denotes the unknown output layer weights (or the rule
conclusions P forfwzylogicmodels).
2. The symbols& and &,j mean summation over alli, that is, all combinations i, j .
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Davidon-Fletcher-Powell method, 487
decision boundary, 151
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degree of belonging, 372, 376
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design matrix, 3 5
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estimation error, 135
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relations, 374
rule explosion, 408
S-norm, 373
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surface of knowledge, 394-396
T-norm, 373
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Gauss-Newton method,495
generalization error, 134
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generalized least squares, 495
genetic algorithms,496-504
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Kolmogorov theorem, 13
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l. by subset selection, 146, 334, 353
momentum term, 296-301
moving center learning, 337
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learning machine, 126
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likelihood ratio, 78
linear dynamic system, 223
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linear programming (LP),353-358
linear separability, 202
LMS learning algorithm, 234
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loss function, 81, 84, 126
LP noms, 28-31, 512
Mahalanobis distance, 94, 100
MAP maximal-a-posteriori decision criterion, 71
margin, 153
mat~x-inversionl e m a , 237, 239
~aximal-a-prioridecision criterion, 7 1
maximal margin classifier, 149
membership function, 21-24, 367-371
Mercer kernels, 170

OLS orthogonal least squares,343
orthogonali~ation,350-352
overfitting, 4l, 269

parametric classifier, 92
penalty parameter C, 163
perceptron, 194
convergence of the p. learning rule, 199
p. learning algorithms,204
Polak-Ribiere CG method, 493
possibility degree, 376
Powell’s quadratic approximation, 58-61
projection matrix, 348
quadratic programing, 156-158, 163-165, 172173,180-181
quasi-Newton methods,486
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regularization parameter 2, 137, 320, 329
reproducing kernels, 170
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risk, 85
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second order optimization methods,483-496
share market,450
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bipolar S. f., 259
logistic (unipolar) function,259
similarity between RBFs and FLMs, 395-404
soft margin, 162
SRM, structural risk minimization, 145, 161
stabilizer (in RBFs network), 320,329
subset selection, 146, 334, 353
support vector, 157
support vector machines,SVMs, 148
for classification, 149, 162, 166
for regression, 176
surface of knowledge, 394-396
system of linear equations,505
underfitting, 269
uniform convergence, 13 1
universal approximation,36-37
universe of discourse, 367
variable metric method,486
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VC dimension, 138
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